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Author’s Note 

This text was developed over the course of a decade or so of teaching from and editing self-created materials.  
It emerged from the ground up, out of one instructor’s particular approach to preparing upper-level law 
students, most of whom head to jobs in “Biglaw” or the federal government, for entering the field of corporate 
crime and enforcement. 

The course from which these materials emerged earns four credits and is designed to be demanding and cover 
many difficult topics.  This book is meant to allow the author to use it to continue that particular approach, 
while providing a low-cost bound book for future students who take the course.  Due to the confines of the 
self-publishing platform, this could be accomplished only by producing a two-volume text. 

Those interested in using these materials in their own related courses, or to learn about aspects of the field, 
are encouraged to draw from the materials, if they wish, in part and selectively.  Each individual chapter is 
available for free in pdf at buelloncorporatecrime.com.  That site will develop to include other materials, such 
as syllabus suggestions and sample exam problems. 

Many thanks to the hundreds of students over the years who have tolerated these materials as they have been 
improved and refined, with their invaluable feedback.  Special and deep gratitude to Lauren Smith and Sarah 
Lowe, for their essential roles in shepherding a loose pile of course materials into a published text. 

Corporate crime is now one of the largest and most important fields in American law.  Relative to its 
importance to practice and policy, it remains substantially under-covered in law school curricula and in 
scholarship.  It is hoped that this project, which will be updated frequently, will over the longer term serve as 
a path to more mature and settled treatments of the subject that inevitably will follow. In the meantime, errata, 
comments, and suggestions are most welcome.  Please send them to buell@law.duke.edu. 
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7.  MANAGERIAL LIABILITY 
Perhaps the most commonly expressed public frustration with the problem of corporate crime is the 
infrequency with which senior corporate managers face criminal prosecution even after serious and 
widespread crimes have been committed within a corporation.  As the materials in this chapter will explore, 
the difficulty of such prosecutions primarily result from (1) the nature of the large corporation, and (2) 
fundamental principles about the limits of criminal law, which current debates about corporate responsibility 
may or may not cause to be altered in the longer run.1   

A. “Responsible Corporate Officer” Liability 

The “responsible corporate officer” (RCO) doctrine is a special criminal law doctrine that, for corporate 
officers, relaxes requirements on two dimensions:  (1) mens rea and (2) accessorial liability.  Think about the 
first-year criminal law course and consider whether the RCO doctrine is consistent with foundational 
principles in criminal law, including the mens rea and actus reus requirements traditionally associated with 
accomplice and conspiracy liability.  Also, pay attention to the limits of RCO doctrine even under existing 
law—it is far from a vehicle for prosecutors to widely lock up corporate executives for scandals that occur 
on their watches. 

The following case, United States v. Park, is the central Supreme Court decision that gets cited for the 
existence of the RCO doctrine in criminal law.  Following Park are a couple of cases from the circuit courts 
of appeals that show that the RCO doctrine is alive in other statutes and contemporary prosecutions as well.  
Note that the RCO doctrine is a statutory doctrine, and thus the cases that follow are exercises in statutory 
interpretation.  Which statutes have the courts held to impose RCO liability?  What are the doctrine’s contours 
and requirements?  What kinds of facts are needed for managerial liability on this theory? 

UNITED STATES v. PARK, 421 U.S. 658 (1975) 

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER delivered the opinion of the Court. 

We granted certiorari to consider whether the jury instructions in the prosecution of a corporate officer under 
§ 301(k) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 52 Stat. 1042, as amended, 21 U.S.C. § 331 (k), were 
appropriate under United States v. Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277 (1943). 

Acme Markets, Inc., is a national retail food chain with approximately 36,000 employees, 874 retail outlets, 
12 general warehouses, and four special warehouses. Its headquarters, including the office of the president, 
respondent Park, who is chief executive officer of the corporation, are located in Philadelphia, Pa. In a five-
count information filed in the United States District Court for the District of Maryland, the Government 
charged Acme and respondent with violations of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Each count of 
the information alleged that the defendants had received food that had been shipped in interstate commerce 

 
1 For extended treatment of the problem, see Samuel W. Buell, The Responsibility Gap in Corporate Crime, 12 CRIMINAL LAW & 
PHILOSOPHY 471 (2018); Samuel W. Buell, Criminally Bad Management in RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON CORPORATE CRIME AND 
FINANCIAL MISDEALING (J. Arlen ed. 2018). 
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and that, while the food was being held for sale in Acme's Baltimore warehouse following shipment in 
interstate commerce, they caused it to be held in a building accessible to rodents and to be exposed to 
contamination by rodents. These acts were alleged to have resulted in the food's being adulterated within the 
meaning of 21 U. S. C. §§ 342 (a) (3) and (4), in violation of 21 U. S. C. § 331 (k). 

Acme pleaded guilty to each count of the information. Respondent pleaded not guilty. The evidence at trial 
demonstrated that in April 1970 the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) advised respondent by letter of 
insanitary conditions in Acme's Philadelphia warehouse. In 1971 the FDA found that similar conditions 
existed in the firm's Baltimore warehouse. An FDA consumer safety officer testified concerning evidence of 
rodent infestation and other insanitary conditions discovered during a 12-day inspection of the Baltimore 
warehouse in November and December 1971. He also related that a second inspection of the warehouse had 
been conducted in March 1972. On that occasion the inspectors found that there had been improvement in the 
sanitary conditions, but that "there was still evidence of rodent activity in the building and in the warehouses 
and we found some rodent-contaminated lots of food items."  

The Government also presented testimony by the Chief of Compliance of the FDA's Baltimore office, who 
informed respondent by letter of the conditions at the Baltimore warehouse after the first inspection.  There 
was testimony by Acme's Baltimore division vice president, who had responded to the letter on behalf of 
Acme and respondent and who described the steps taken to remedy the insanitary conditions discovered by 
both inspections. The Government's final witness, Acme's vice president for legal affairs and assistant 
secretary, identified respondent as the president and chief executive officer of the company and read a bylaw 
prescribing the duties of the chief executive officer. He testified that respondent functioned by delegating 
"normal operating duties," including sanitation, but that he retained "certain things, which are the big, broad, 
principles of the operation of the company," and had "the responsibility of seeing that they all work together." 

Respondent was the only defense witness. He testified that, although all of Acme's employees were in a sense 
under his general direction, the company had an "organizational structure for responsibilities for certain 
function" according to which different phases of its operation were "assigned to individuals who, in turn, have 
staff and departments under them." He identified those individuals responsible for sanitation, and related that 
upon receipt of the January 1972 FDA letter, he had conferred with the vice president for legal affairs, who 
informed him that the Baltimore division vice president "was investigating the situation immediately and 
would be taking corrective action and would be preparing a summary of the corrective action to reply to the 
letter." Respondent stated that he did not "believe there was anything [he] could have done more 
constructively than what [he] found was being done."  

On cross-examination, respondent conceded that providing sanitary conditions for food offered for sale to the 
public was something that he was "responsible for in the entire operation of the company," and he stated that 
it was one of many phases of the company that he assigned to "dependable subordinates." Respondent was 
asked about and, over the objections of his counsel, admitted receiving, the April 1970 letter addressed to him 
from the FDA regarding insanitary conditions at Acme's Philadelphia warehouse. He acknowledged that, with 
the exception of the division vice president, the same individuals had responsibility for sanitation in both 
Baltimore and Philadelphia. Finally, in response to questions concerning the Philadelphia and Baltimore 
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incidents, respondent admitted that the Baltimore problem indicated the system for handling sanitation "wasn't 
working perfectly" and that as Acme's chief executive officer he was responsible for "any result which occurs 
in our company."  

The jury found respondent guilty on all counts of the information, and he was subsequently sentenced to pay 
a fine of $50 on each count. . . . 

The question presented by the Government's petition for certiorari in United States v. Dotterweich, supra, 
and the focus of this Court's opinion, was whether "the manager of a corporation, as well as the corporation 
itself, may be prosecuted under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938 for the introduction of 
mis-branded and adulterated articles into interstate commerce."  

Central to the Court's conclusion that individuals other than proprietors are subject to the criminal provisions 
of the Act was the reality that "the only way in which a corporation can act is through the individuals who act 
on its behalf." The Court also noted that corporate officers had been subject to criminal liability under the 
Federal Food and Drugs Act of 1906, and it observed that a contrary result under the 1938 legislation would 
be incompatible with the expressed intent of Congress to "enlarge and stiffen the penal net" and to discourage 
a view of the Act's criminal penalties as a "’license fee for the conduct of an illegitimate business.’" 320 U.S., 
at 282–83.  

At the same time, however, the Court was aware of the concern which was the motivating factor in the Court 
of Appeals' decision, that literal enforcement "might operate too harshly by sweeping within its condemnation 
any person however remotely entangled in the proscribed shipment." Id., at 284. A limiting principle, in the 
form of "settled doctrines of criminal law" defining those who "are responsible for the commission of a 
misdemeanor," was available. In this context, the Court concluded, those doctrines dictated that the offense 
was committed "by all who . . . have . . . a responsible share in the furtherance of the transaction which the 
statute outlaws."  

The Court recognized that, because the Act dispenses with the need to prove "consciousness of wrongdoing," 
it may result in hardship even as applied to those who share "responsibility in the business process resulting 
in" a violation. It regarded as "too treacherous" an attempt "to define or even to indicate by way of illustration 
the class of employees which stands in such a responsible relation." The question of responsibility, the Court 
said, depends "on the evidence produced at the trial and its submission—assuming the evidence warrants it—
to the jury under appropriate guidance." The Court added: "In such matters the good sense of prosecutors, the 
wise guidance of trial judges, and the ultimate judgment of juries must be trusted." Id., at 284–85.  

The rule that corporate employees who have "a responsible share in the furtherance of the transaction which 
the statute outlaws" are subject to the criminal provisions of the Act was not formulated in a vacuum. Cf. 
Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246, 258 (1952). Cases under the Federal Food and Drugs Act of 1906 
reflected the view both that knowledge or intent were not required to be proved in prosecutions under its 
criminal provisions, and that responsible corporate agents could be subjected to the liability thereby imposed. 
Moreover, the principle had been recognized that a corporate agent, through whose act, default, or omission 
the corporation committed a crime, was himself guilty individually of that crime. The principle had been 
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applied whether or not the crime required "consciousness of wrongdoing," and it had been applied not only 
to those corporate agents who themselves committed the criminal act, but also to those who by virtue of their 
managerial positions or other similar relation to the actor could be deemed responsible for its commission. 

In the latter class of cases, the liability of managerial officers did not depend on their knowledge of, or 
personal participation in, the act made criminal by the statute.  Rather, where the statute under which they 
were prosecuted dispensed with "consciousness of wrongdoing," an omission or failure to act was deemed a 
sufficient basis for a responsible corporate agent's liability. It was enough in such cases that, by virtue of the 
relationship he bore to the corporation, the agent had the power to prevent the act complained of.  

The rationale of the interpretation given the Act in Dotterweich, as holding criminally accountable the persons 
whose failure to exercise the authority and supervisory responsibility reposed in them by the business 
organization resulted in the violation complained of, has been confirmed in our subsequent cases. Thus, the 
Court has reaffirmed the proposition that "the public interest in the purity of its food is so great as to warrant 
the imposition of the highest standard of care on distributors." Smith v. California, 361 U.S. 147, 152 (1959). 
In order to make "distributors of food the strictest censors of their merchandise," the Act punishes "neglect 
where the law requires care, or inaction where it imposes a duty." Morissette v. United States, supra, at 255. 
"The accused, if he does not will the violation, usually is in a position to prevent it with no more care than 
society might reasonably expect and no more exertion than it might reasonably exact from one who assumed 
his responsibilities." Id., at 256. Similarly, in cases decided after Dotterweich, the Courts of Appeals have 
recognized that those corporate agents vested with the responsibility, and power commensurate with that 
responsibility, to devise whatever measures are necessary to ensure compliance with the Act bear a 
"responsible relationship" to, or have a "responsible share" in, violations. 

Thus Dotterweich and the cases which have followed reveal that in providing sanctions which reach and touch 
the individuals who execute the corporate mission— and this is by no means necessarily confined to a single 
corporate agent or employee—the Act imposes not only a positive duty to seek out and remedy violations 
when they occur but also, and primarily, a duty to implement measures that will insure that violations will 
not occur. The requirements of foresight and vigilance imposed on responsible corporate agents are beyond 
question demanding, and perhaps onerous, but they are no more stringent than the public has a right to expect 
of those who voluntarily assume positions of authority in business enterprises whose services and products 
affect the health and well-being of the public that supports them.  

The Act does not, as we observed in Dotterweich, make criminal liability turn on "awareness of some wrong-
doing" or "conscious fraud." The duty imposed by Congress on responsible corporate agents is, we emphasize, 
one that requires the highest standard of foresight and vigilance, but the Act, in its criminal aspect, does not 
require that which is objectively impossible. The theory upon which responsible corporate agents are held 
criminally accountable for "causing" violations of the Act permits a claim that a defendant was "powerless" 
to prevent or correct the violation to "be raised defensively at a trial on the merits." United States v. Wiesenfeld 
Warehouse Co., 376 U.S. 86, 91 (1964). If such a claim is made, the defendant has the burden of coming 
forward with evidence, but this does not alter the Government's ultimate burden of proving beyond a 
reasonable doubt the defendant's guilt, including his power, in light of the duty imposed by the Act, to prevent 
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or correct the prohibited condition. Congress has seen fit to enforce the accountability of responsible corporate 
agents dealing with products which may affect the health of consumers by penal sanctions cast in rigorous 
terms, and the obligation of the courts is to give them effect so long as they do not violate the Constitution. 

We cannot agree with the Court of Appeals that it was incumbent upon the District Court to instruct the jury 
that the Government had the burden of establishing "wrongful action" in the sense in which the Court of 
Appeals used that phrase. The concept of a "responsible relationship" to, or a "responsible share" in, a 
violation of the Act indeed imports some measure of blameworthiness; but it is equally clear that the 
Government establishes a prima facie case when it introduces evidence sufficient to warrant a finding by the 
trier of the facts that the defendant had, by reason of his position in the corporation, responsibility and 
authority either to prevent in the first instance, or promptly to correct, the violation complained of, and that 
he failed to do so. The failure thus to fulfill the duty imposed by the interaction of the corporate agent's 
authority and the statute furnishes a sufficient causal link. The considerations which prompted the imposition 
of this duty, and the scope of the duty, provide the measure of culpability. 

Turning to the jury charge in this case, it is of course arguable that isolated parts can be read as intimating 
that a finding of guilt could be predicated solely on respondent's corporate position. But this is not the way 
we review jury instructions, because "a single instruction to a jury may not be judged in artificial isolation, 
but must be viewed in the context of the overall charge." Cupp v. Naughten, 414 U.S. 141, 146–47 (1973).  

Reading the entire charge satisfies us that the jury's attention was adequately focused on the issue of 
respondent's authority with respect to the conditions that formed the basis of the alleged violations. Viewed 
as a whole, the charge did not permit the jury to find guilt solely on the basis of respondent's position in the 
corporation; rather, it fairly advised the jury that to find guilt it must find respondent "had a responsible 
relation to the situation," and "by virtue of his position . . . had . . . authority and responsibility" to deal with 
the situation. The situation referred to could only be "food . . . held in unsanitary conditions in a warehouse 
with the result that it consisted, in part, of filth or . . . may have been contaminated with filth." 

Moreover, in reviewing jury instructions, our task is also to view the charge itself as part of the whole trial. 
"Often isolated statements taken from the charge, seemingly prejudicial on their face, are not so when 
considered in the context of the entire record of the trial." United States v. Birnbaum, 373 F.2d 250, 257 
(CA2), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 837 (1967). (Emphasis added.). The record in this case reveals that the jury 
could not have failed to be aware that the main issue for determination was not respondent's position in the 
corporate hierarchy, but rather his accountability, because of the responsibility and authority of his position, 
for the conditions which gave rise to the charges against him. 

We conclude that, viewed as a whole and in the context of the trial, the charge was not misleading and 
contained an adequate statement of the law to guide the jury's determination. . . . 
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UNITED STATES v. BRITTAIN, 931 F.2d 1413 (10th Cir. 1991) 

BALDOCK, Circuit Judge. 

A jury convicted defendant-appellant, Raymond T. Brittain, of eighteen felony counts of falsely reporting a 
material fact to a government agency, 18 U.S.C. § 1001, and two misdemeanor counts of discharging 
pollutants into the waters of the United States in violation of §§ 301(a) & 309(c)(1) of the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act of 1972 (Clean Water Act), codified at 33 U.S.C. §§ 1311(a) & 1319(c)(1). Defendant 
appeals, contending: (1) the government did not establish materiality as required by 18 U.S.C. § 1001; (2) he 
is not a “person” who discharged pollutants as contemplated by the Clean Water Act; and (3) the evidence is 
insufficient to prove that he discharged pollutants in violation of the Clean Water Act. We affirm. . . . 

In 1984, the city of Enid obtained a renewed NPDES permit from the EPA to discharge pollutants from the 
city’s wastewater treatment plant into nearby Boggy Creek. The original NPDES permit provided for two 
discharge point sources, outfalls 001 and 002; whereas the new permit allowed for only one discharge point 
source, outfall 001. Discharges from outfall 002, although expressly prohibited by the renewed NPDES 
permit, continued during times of heavy rain. The discharges resulted from a thirty-six-inch bypass pipe which 
would divert raw sewage through outfall 002 when heavy rain caused excess water to flow through the sewage 
system. The evidence reveals that the plant supervisor informed defendant, in defendant’s capacity as public 
utilities director, that the plant was discharging raw sewage from outfall 002, and that defendant physically 
observed two such discharges in January and August 1986. Moreover, the evidence reveals that defendant 
instructed the plant supervisor not to report the discharges to the EPA as required by the permit. The jury 
convicted defendant on two counts pursuant to 33 U.S.C. §§ 1311(a) & 1319(c) for the January and August 
1986 permit violations. 

As stated above, § 1311(a) of the Clean Water Act prohibits “any person” from discharging “any pollutant” 
into the waters of the United States except as authorized by the EPA or an EPA authorized state agency. The 
EPA authorizes certain discharges pursuant to the NPDES permitting system. See § 1342. At the time of the 
indictment period, § 1319(c) provided for criminal sanctions for “any person” who “willfully or negligently” 
violated § 1311(a) or any NPDES permit. This case involves a “willful or negligent” violation of an NPDES 
permit. 

Defendant claims . . . he is not a “person” as contemplated by §§ 1319(c) & 1362(5) of the Clean Water 
Act. . . . 

As with any question of statutory interpretation, we must begin with the language of the statutes. If the 
statutory language “‘is unambiguous and free of irrational result, that language controls.’” United States v. 
Morgan, 922 F.2d 1495, 1496–97 (10th Cir.1991) (quoting Glenpool Util. Servs. Auth. v. Creek County Rural 
Water Dist., 861 F.2d 1211, 1214 (10th Cir.1988), cert. denied, 490 U.S. 1067, 109 S.Ct. 2068, 104 L.Ed.2d 
633 (1989)). The plain language of the relevant statute includes “individuals” in the definition of “persons” 
subject to the Clean Water Act. See § 1362(5). Defendant certainly is an “individual.” Section 1311(a) 
prohibits “any person”—any “individual” according to § 1362(5)—from discharging pollutants except as in 
accordance with an NPDES permit or other specified provisions in the Act. Section 1319(c), at the time of 
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the indictment, provided for criminal sanctions for “any person”—“any individual”—who “willfully or 
negligently” caused such a violation. Thus, it appears that defendant, as an “individual,” is subject to criminal 
liability under the Act. 

Defendant, however, contends that an “individual” is subject to § 1319(c)’s criminal sanctions for NPDES 
permit violations only if he is the permittee. As support for this interpretation, he points to § 1319(c)(3)’s 
addition of “responsible corporate officers” to the Act’s general definition of “persons” as contained in § 
1362(5). He argues that § 1319(c)(3)’s addition of “responsible corporate officers” is meaningless if § 1362(5) 
already makes “persons” of “individuals” who merely are related to discharging permittees. Accordingly, he 
argues, he is not a “person” subject to criminal liability because the government did not prove that he was the 
permittee or a “responsible corporate officer” of the discharging permittee. 

Section 1319(c)(3) does not define a “responsible corporate officer” and the legislative history is silent 
regarding Congress’s intention in adding the term. The Supreme Court, however, first recognized the concept 
of “responsible corporate officer” in 1943. See United States v. Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277, 64 S. Ct. 134, 88 
L. Ed. 48 (1943). The Dotterweich Court held that a corporation’s misdemeanor offense under the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938 (FDCA) was committed by all corporate officers “who do have . . . a 
responsible share in the furtherance of the transaction which the statute outlaws . . . though consciousness of 
wrongdoing be totally wanting.” Id. at 284, 64 S. Ct. at 138. See also United States v. Park, 421 U.S. 658, 
670–73, 95 S. Ct. 1903, 1910–12, 44 L. Ed. 2d 489 (1975); United States v. Cattle King Packing Co., 793 
F.2d 232, 240 (10th Cir.), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 985, 107 S. Ct. 573, 93 L. Ed. 2d 577 (1986); 21 U.S.C. § 
333(a) (misdemeanor criminal responsibility under FDCA does not require “consciousness of wrongdoing”). 
The rationale for this harsh rule lay in the type of legislative action that the Dotterweich Court was 
interpreting. Congress passed the FDCA in order to protect the public health, and, according to the Court, 
Congress perceived the public health interest to outweigh the hardship suffered by criminally liable 
responsible corporate officers who had no consciousness of wrongdoing. Dotterweich, 320 U.S. at 284–85, 
64 S. Ct. at 138. The same rationale applies to the Clean Water Act. Congress intended, with the Act, “to 
restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters . . . [and that] the 
discharge of pollutants into the navigable waters be eliminated by 1985.” 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a). We think that 
Congress perceived this objective to outweigh hardships suffered by “responsible corporate officers” who are 
held criminally liable in spite of their lack of “consciousness of wrongdoing.” We interpret the addition of 
“responsible corporate officers” as an expansion of liability under the Act rather than, as defendant would 
have it, an implicit limitation. The plain language of the statute, after all, states that “responsible corporate 
officers” are liable “in addition to the definition [of persons] contained in section 1362(5). . . .” § 1319(c)(3) 
(emphasis supplied). Under this interpretation, a “responsible corporate officer,” to be held criminally liable, 
would not have to “willfully or negligently” cause a permit violation. Instead, the willfulness or negligence 
of the actor would be imputed to him by virtue of his position of responsibility. This in no way limits other 
“persons,” as defined by § 1362(5), to permittees. The statute plainly states that any “person,” permittee or 
nonpermittee, who causes a permit violation through willful or negligent conduct, is subject to criminal 
sanctions. We hold that defendant, as an “individual,” is a “person” subject to criminal liability under the 
Act. . . . 
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UNITED STATES v. DECOSTER, 828 F.3d 626 (8th Cir. 2016) 

MURPHY, Circuit Judge. 

Austin "Jack" DeCoster and Peter DeCoster both pled guilty, as "responsible corporate officers" of Quality 
Egg, LLC, to misdemeanor violations of 21 U.S.C. § 331(a) for introducing eggs that had been adulterated 
with salmonella enteritidis into interstate commerce. The district court sentenced Jack and Peter to three 
months imprisonment. The DeCosters appeal, arguing that their prison sentences and 21 U.S.C. § 333(a)(1) 
are unconstitutional. . . . We affirm. 

Jack DeCoster owned Quality Egg, LLC, an Iowa egg production company. Jack's son Peter DeCoster served 
as the company's chief operating officer. Quality Egg operated six farm sites with 73 barns which were filled 
with five million egg laying hens. It also had 24 barns which were filled with young chickens that had not yet 
begun to lay eggs. Additionally, the company owned several processing plants where eggs were cleaned, 
packed, and shipped. 

Jack also owned and operated several egg production companies in Maine, and Peter worked at those 
facilities. In 2008, salmonella enteritidis ("salmonella") tests conducted at the Maine facilities came back 
positive. The DeCosters succeeded in eliminating salmonella from their Maine facilities by following the 
recommendations of hired consultants, including poultry disease specialist Dr. Charles Hofacre and rodent 
control expert Dr. Maxcy Nolan. 

Periodically the DeCosters also tested the Iowa hens and facilities for salmonella. Some of these tests came 
back positive in 2006, and the positive test results increased in frequency through the fall of 2010. Until the 
USDA adopted its new egg safety rule in July 2010, Quality Egg was not legally obligated to conduct 
salmonella tests of its eggs after receiving positive environmental test results. Nevertheless, Quality Egg 
tested its eggs in April 2009 after being notified that a Minnesota restaurant purchaser had had a salmonella 
outbreak. The sample of its eggs tested negative for salmonella. 

Other than conducting the single egg test in April 2009, Quality Egg did not test or divert eggs from the 
market before July 2010 despite receiving multiple positive environmental and hen test results. In 2009 the 
DeCosters hired Dr. Hofacre and Dr. Nolan to consult on the company's Iowa operations. The consultants 
recommended implementing the same measures in Iowa as had been used in Maine. Although the DeCosters 
claim they adopted all of the recommendations, the precautions implemented by Quality Egg failed to 
eradicate salmonella. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimated that about 56,000 Americans 
fell ill with salmonellosis in 2010 after consuming contaminated eggs. In August 2010, federal and state 
officials determined that the salmonella outbreak had originated at Quality Egg's facilities. In response Quality 
Egg recalled eggs that had been shipped from five of its six Iowa farm sites between May and August 2010. 

The FDA inspected the Quality Egg operations in Iowa from August 12-30, 2010. Investigators discovered 
live and dead rodents and frogs in the laying areas, feed areas, conveyer belts, and outside the buildings. They 
also found holes in the walls and baseboards of the feed and laying buildings. The investigators discovered 
that some rodent traps were broken, and others had dead rodents in them. In one building near the laying hens, 
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manure was found piled to the rafters; it had pushed a screen out of the door which allowed rodents into the 
building. Investigators also observed employees not wearing or changing protective clothing and not cleaning 
or sanitizing equipment. 

The FDA concluded that Quality Egg had failed to comply with its written plans for biosecurity and 
salmonella prevention. One government expert reported that "there were minimal to no records from the 
poultry [] barns to indicate that company personnel [had] implemented the written plans [to eliminate 
salmonella]." The agency also discovered that the company's eggs tested positive for salmonella at a rate of 
contamination approximately 39 times higher than the current national rate, and that the contamination had 
spread throughout all of the Quality Egg facilities. In October 2010 the FDA instructed Quality Egg to 
euthanize every hen, remove the manure, repair its facilities, and disinfect its barns to prevent the risk of 
another outbreak. 

The government then began a criminal investigation of the company's food safety practices and ultimately 
filed a criminal information against Quality Egg and both of the DeCosters. The investigation revealed that 
Quality Egg previously had falsified records about food safety measures and had lied to auditors for several 
years about pest control measures and sanitation practices. Although its food safety plan stated that Quality 
Egg performed flock testing to identify and control salmonella, no flock testing was ever done. Quality Egg 
employees had also bribed a USDA inspector in 2010 to release eggs for sale which had been retained or "red 
tagged" for failing to meet minimum quality grade standards. Quality Egg also misled state regulators and 
retail customers by changing the packing dates of its eggs and selling the misbranded eggs into interstate 
commerce. The parties additionally stipulated that one Quality Egg employee was prepared to testify at trial 
that Jack DeCoster had once reprimanded him because he had not moved a pallet of eggs in time to avoid 
inspection by the USDA. The investigation also revealed that in 2008 Peter DeCoster had made inaccurate 
statements to Walmart about Quality Egg's food safety and sanitation practices. . . . 

Before sentencing, the DeCosters argued that sentences of incarceration would be unconstitutional because 
they had not known that the eggs were contaminated at the time they were shipped. The district court denied 
the motions, imposed $100,000 fines on both Jack and Peter DeCoster and sentenced them to three months 
imprisonment. See 21 U.S.C. § 333(a)(1) (explaining that anyone who violates section 331 "shall be 
imprisoned for not more than one year or fined not more than $1,000, or both"); 18 U.S.C. § 3571(b)(5) 
(setting maximum fine of $100,000 for class A misdemeanor not resulting in death). The court determined 
that although nothing in the record indicated that Peter and Jack had actual knowledge that the eggs they sold 
were infected with salmonella, the record demonstrated that their safety and sanitation procedures were 
"egregious," that they ignored the positive salmonella environmental test results before July 2010 by not 
testing their eggs, and that they knew that their employees had deceived and bribed USDA inspectors. The 
district court explained that the record supported the inference that the DeCosters had "created a work 
environment where employees not only felt comfortable disregarding regulations and bribing USDA officials, 
but may have even felt pressure to do so." The district court accordingly concluded that this was not a case 
involving "a mere unaware corporate executive." . . . 

The DeCosters . . . argue that the penalty of incarceration of any length for this misdemeanor offense would 
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violate substantive due process. See Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 678 , 690 , 121 S. Ct. 2491 , 150 L. Ed. 2d 
653 (2001); see also United States v. Greenbaum, 138 F.2d 437 , 438 (3d Cir. 1943) (concluding that three 
month prison sentence for corporate officer's FDCA misdemeanor violation did not violate due process); 
United States v. Higgins, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 140343 , [2011 BL 315445], 2011 WL 6088576, at *10 
(E.D. Pa. Dec. 7, 2011) (same for nine month prison sentence). 

We review de novo a substantive due process claim. United States v. Clemmons, 461 F.3d 1057, 1061 (8th 
Cir. 2006). The DeCosters argue that their prison sentences are unconstitutional because they did not 
personally commit wrongful acts. They analogize this case to others where courts have determined that due 
process is violated when prison terms are imposed for vicarious liability crimes. See Lady J. Lingerie, Inc. v. 
City of Jacksonville, 176 F.3d 1358, 1367 (11th Cir. 1999); State v. Guminga, 395 N.W.2d 344, 346 (Minn. 
1986); Davis v. City of Peachtree City, 251 Ga. 219, 304 S.E.2d 701, 703–04 (Ga. 1983); Commonwealth v. 
Koczwara, 397 Pa. 575, 155 A.2d 825, 830 (Pa. 1959). The Eleventh Circuit explained in Lady J. that "due 
process prohibits the state from imprisoning a person without proof of some form of personal 
blameworthiness more than a 'responsible relation.'" 176 F.3d at 1367. 

Officer liability under the FDCA, however, is not equivalent to vicarious liability. See Park, 421 U.S. at 674–
75. Under vicarious liability, a supervisory party is held liable "for the actionable conduct of a subordinate . 
. . based on the relationship between the two parties." Liability, Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014). Under 
the FDCA, in contrast, a corporate officer is held accountable not for the acts or omissions of others, but 
rather for his own failure to prevent or remedy "the conditions which gave rise to the charges against him." 
See Park, 421 U.S. at 675. Thus, "some measure of blameworthiness" is "import[ed]" directly to the corporate 
officer. Id. at 673. 

Here, as owner of Quality Egg, Jack decided which barns were subject to salmonella environmental testing, 
and as chief operating officer, Peter coordinated many of the company's salmonella prevention and rodent 
control efforts. Neither of the DeCosters claim to have been "powerless" to prevent Quality Egg from 
violating the FDCA. See id. Despite their familiarity with the conditions in the Iowa facilities, they failed to 
take sufficient measures to improve them. On this record, the district court reasonably found that "the 
defendants 'knew or should have known,' of the risks posed by the insanitary conditions at Quality Egg in 
Iowa, 'knew or should have known' that additional testing needed to be performed before the suspected shell 
eggs were distributed to consumers, and 'knew or should have known' of [] proper remedial and preventative 
measures to reduce the presence of [salmonella]." The FDCA "punishes neglect where the law requires care." 
Id. at 671 (internal quotation marks omitted). We conclude that the record here shows that the DeCosters are 
liable for negligently failing to prevent the salmonella outbreak. See id. at 678–79 (Stewart, J., dissenting) 
(reading majority opinion in Park as establishing a negligence standard). 

The DeCosters argue that their prison sentences also violate the Due Process Clause because they did not 
know that the eggs the company distributed had salmonella. We have explained that "the imposition of severe 
penalties, especially a felony conviction, for the commission of a morally innocent act may violate" due 
process. See United States v. Enochs, 857 F.2d 491, 494 n.2 (8th Cir. 1988). The elimination of a mens rea 
requirement does not violate the Due Process Clause for a public welfare offense where the penalty is 
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"relatively small," the conviction does not gravely damage the defendant's reputation, and congressional intent 
supports the imposition of the penalty. See Staples v. United States, 511 U.S. 600, 617, 114 S. Ct. 1793, 128 
L. Ed. 2d 608 (1994) (citing Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246, 256, 72 S. Ct. 240, 96 L. Ed. 288 
(1952)); Holdridge v. United States, 282 F.2d 302, 309–10 (8th Cir. 1960). 

The three month prison sentences the DeCosters received were relatively short. See Staples, 511 U.S. at 617. 
We have previously determined that even a maximum statutory penalty of one year imprisonment for a 
misdemeanor offense is "relatively small" and does not violate due process. See United States v. Flum, 518 
F.2d 39, 43–45 (8th Cir. 1975) (en banc), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 1018, 96 S. Ct. 454 , 46 L. Ed. 2d 390 (1975); 
21 U.S.C. § 333(a)(1); cf. United States v. Wulff, 758 F.2d 1121, 1125 (6th Cir. 1985) (concluding that a 
felony conviction which carried a penalty of a maximum of two years imprisonment was not relatively small). 

The DeCosters' misdemeanor convictions also do not gravely damage their reputations. In Flum, we explained 
that a misdemeanor conviction under a federal law which provided for a maximum imprisonment of one year 
did not gravely "besmirch" the defendant's reputation because it did not brand him as a "felon or subject him 
to any burden beyond the sentence imposed." See 518 F.2d at 43; cf. Wulff, 758 F.2d at 1125 (felony 
conviction would irreparably damage a defendant's reputation because a felon loses his civil rights). Similarly 
in this case, the DeCosters will not be branded as felons, and the record does not identify any additional civil 
sanctions they may be subject to beyond their sentences. Finally, the elimination of criminal intent under 21 
U.S.C. § 333(a) did not violate due process because, as the Supreme Court has explained, "Congress has seen 
fit to enforce the accountability of responsible corporate agents dealing with products which may affect the 
health of consumers by penal sanctions cast in rigorous terms." Park, 421 U.S. at 673. 

The dissent argues that we must treat the FDCA, 21 U.S.C. §§ 331(a), 333(a)(1), as requiring a defendant to 
know he violated the statute in order to be subject to its penalties because the statute has "no express 
congressional statement" to omit a mens rea requirement. We rely however "on the nature of the statute and 
the particular character of the items regulated to determine whether congressional silence concerning the 
mental element of the offense should be interpreted as dispensing with conventional mens rea requirements." 
Staples, 511 U.S. at 607. The FDCA regulates services and products which affect the health and well being 
of the public. For this reason, Congress has not required "awareness of some wrongdoing" in order to hold 
responsible corporate agents accountable for violating the statute. Park, 421 U.S. at 672–73 (internal 
quotation marks omitted). Although the "requirements of foresight and vigilance imposed on responsible 
corporate agents [in 21 U.S.C. § 331(a)] are beyond question demanding, and perhaps onerous, [] they are no 
more stringent" than required to protect the unknowing public from consuming hazardous food, such as 
salmonella infected eggs. Id. at 672. The language in the FDCA and Supreme Court precedent interpreting 
the statute support the conclusion that defendants are not required to have known that they violated the FDCA 
to be subject to the statutory penalties. . . . 

GRUENDER, Circuit Judge, concurring. 

The DeCosters do not challenge either the constitutionality of § 331(a) or the sufficiency of the factual basis 
for their pleas. Rather, they claim that due process concerns prevent them from being sentenced to prison for 
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a crime involving no mens rea on their part because it is based solely on their positions as responsible 
corporate officers—i.e., vicarious liability. I agree with the dissent that imprisonment based on vicarious 
liability would raise serious due process concerns. However, because the district court found the DeCosters 
negligent, they were not held vicariously liable for violations committed by others, and this case thus does 
not implicate these concerns. I therefore concur in the judgment and join Judge Murphy's opinion to the extent 
that it recognizes that the DeCosters were negligent. I write separately in order to make clear my view that 
Park requires a finding of negligence in order to convict a responsible corporate officer under § 331. . . . 

BEAM, Circuit Judge, dissenting. 

Austin (Jack) and Peter DeCoster, entered pleas of guilty because their corporation sold eggs contaminated 
by a strain of salmonella enteritidis bacteria during a period of time extending "[b]etween about the beginning 
of 2010 and in or about August 2010." The government contends that these were federal misdemeanor 
offenses under 21 U.S.C. § 331(a) and § 333(a)(1). As noted by the district court, they were at the time of the 
alleged offenses the two ranking corporate officers of Quality Egg, LLC (Quality Egg)—Jack being the 
trustee of the trust that owned Quality Egg and Peter, his son, being the Chief Operating Officer of this 
multistate corporate enterprise. 

At all relevant times, Quality Egg operated six Iowa farms with 73 barns filled with 5 million laying hens and 
24 barns filled with young chicks that had not begun to lay eggs. Quality Egg also had several processing 
plants where eggs were cleaned, packed, and shipped. Jack also owned several other egg-production 
companies in the state of Maine where Peter apparently spent part of his working time. Collectively, these 
were large, diverse, and labor-intensive agricultural operations requiring several levels and areas of 
management, as well as a substantial number of "hands-on" production workers. . . . 

The record discloses that salmonella contamination of eggs sold by Quality Egg was the sole basis for 
adulteration claims under § 331(a) concerning the DeCosters as individuals. Given such factual predicate, the 
government stipulated that "[t]o date" (April 18, 2014), "the government's investigation has not identified any 
personnel employed by or associated with Quality Egg, including the defendant[s], who had knowledge 
during the [charged] time frame from January 2010 through August 12, 2010, that eggs sold by Quality Egg 
were, in fact, contaminated with Salmonella [Enteritidis]. Further, the government conceded that the criminal 
complaint against the DeCosters as executives of Quality Egg was animated by salmonella-prevention 
regulations published by the FDA on July 9, 2009, but not placed in force until July 9, 2010, through adoption 
of an Egg Safety Rule. The government also stipulated that "until adoption of the Egg Safety Rule in July 
2010, there was no legal or regulatory requirement" for Quality Egg to comply with these regulations. The 
record also establishes that, given the state of the art of poultry-sanitation management, egg-safety difficulties, 
especially involving salmonella contamination, are inherent in such operations. 

In short, large numbers of employees and supervisors were needed and employed by Quality Egg in an attempt 
to avoid problems with this ubiquitous pathogen. Thus, the misdemeanor convictions found and imposed by 
the district court in response to the DeCosters' very limited guilty pleas amounted to crimes and sentences 
based upon almost wholly nonculpable conduct. 
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On the record and the stipulated facts, it is also clear that the DeCosters lacked the necessary mens rea or 
"guilty mind," that is "[t]he state of mind that the prosecution, to secure a conviction, must prove that a 
defendant had when committing a crime," Mens Rea, Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014). This mens rea 
requirement is especially applicable when the crime, as here, is punished by imprisonment. Although § 
333(a)(1) purports to authorize a criminal misdemeanor sentence of "imprison[ment] for not more than one 
year," the DeCosters' presentence motions to preclude any such sentence of imprisonment based upon the 
vicarious-liability standard the district court applied should have been granted. 

The Fifth Amendment Due Process Clause forbids the government from depriving any person of liberty 
without due process of law. "Freedom from imprisonment—from government custody, detention, or other 
forms of physical restraint—lies at the heart of the liberty that Clause protects." Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 
678, 690, 121 S. Ct. 2491, 150 L. Ed. 2d 653 (2001). Such a due process violation as attends the DeCosters' 
prison sentence is well illustrated in Staples v. United States, 511 U.S. 600, 114 S. Ct. 1793, 128 L. Ed. 2d 
608 (1994). Under the National Firearms Act, 26 U.S.C. §§ 5801–5872, any fully automatic weapon is a 
"firearm" within the meaning of the statute. Staples, 511 U.S. at 602. The Act, in turn, makes it a crime to 
possess a firearm that is not registered. Id. at 602–03. Staples possessed an unregistered semi-automatic rifle 
that, unbeknownst to him, had been modified to permit automatic firing. Id. at 603. Upon prosecution under 
the Act, the district court ruled that the government did not have to prove that Staples knew the weapon fired 
automatically because of the modification by someone else. Id. at 604. He was convicted and sentenced to 
prison. Id. 

On appeal, the Supreme Court reversed, saying "we must construe [an imprisonment] statute in light of the 
background rules of the common law in which the requirement of some mens rea for a crime is firmly 
embedded." Id. at 605 (citation omitted). While the government argued, as it does in this case, that a 
presumption of the need for a finding of mens rea did not apply in Staples, the Supreme Court rejected the 
argument and reversed, holding that Staples's lack of knowledge of the weapon's capability of automatic fire 
prohibited his conviction and prison sentence. Id. at 619. . . . 

There is, of course, no express congressional statement to the contrary contained in § 331(a) or § 333(a)(1). 
While it might be possible to concoct an actionable interpretation of § 333(a)(1) that omits a mens rea 
requirement, Congress has no power to enact a federal statute that violates the Fifth Amendment Due Process 
Clause. . . . 

[T]he court validates the district court's prison sentence based upon the DeCosters' supposed negligence in 
performing executive functions on behalf of Quality Egg. However, there is no precedent that supports 
imprisonment without establishing some measure of a guilty mind on the part of these two individuals, and 
none is established in this case. The government concedes in the DeCosters' plea agreements that they did not 
know that any eggs distributed by Quality Egg at any relevant times "were, in fact, contaminated with 
Salmonella [Enteritidis]." Indeed, the plea agreements explicated above further concede that no person 
associated with Quality Egg had knowledge of salmonella contamination at any relevant time. And when first 
alerted to the problem by the FDA in August of 2010, Quality Egg immediately, and at great expense, 
voluntarily recalled "hundreds of millions of shell eggs produced at Quality Egg's facilities." This is hardly 
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the stuff of "guilty minds." . . . 

There is no proof that the DeCosters, as individuals, were infected with a "guilty mind" or, perhaps, even with 
negligence. Clearly, the improvident prison sentences imposed in this case were due process violations. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Many observers expected the DeCoster case to get Supreme Court review.  Certiorari, however, was denied.  
With respect to the current status of the RCO doctrine, it is reasonable to ask (1) whether the Supreme Court’s 
future approval of the doctrine, as reflected in Dotterweich and Park, would be contingent on the nature of 
the penalty imposed on any individual convicted on the RCO theory, and additionally (2) whether the present 
Court might wholly reject the doctrine as unconstitutional. 

B. Theories of Supervisory Liability Beyond the RCO Doctrine? 

Consider the following three items—two statutes (the first one enacted; the second one proposed) and one 
case—(1) in terms of the problem of managerial criminal responsibility and (2) in light of general principles 
of criminal responsibility you learned in introductory criminal law. 

UK Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013 

Section 36.  Offence relating to a decision causing a financial institution to fail. 

(1) A person (“S”) commits an offence if— 

 (a) at a time when S is a senior manager in relation to a financial institution (“F”), S— 

(i) takes, or agrees to the taking of, a decision by or on behalf of F as to the way in which the 
business of a group institution is to be carried on, or 

(ii) fails to take steps that S could take to prevent such a decision being taken, 

(b) at the time of the decision, S is aware of a risk that the implementation of the decision may cause 
the failure of the group institution, 

(c) in all the circumstances, S’s conduct in relation to the taking of the decision falls far below what 
could reasonably be expected of a person in S’s position, and 

(d) the implementation of the decision causes the failure of the group institution. 

(2) A “group institution”, in relation to a financial institution (“F”), means F or any other financial institution 
that is a member of F’s group for the purpose of FSMA 2000 (see section 421 of that Act). 

(3) Subsections (1) and (2) are to be read with the interpretative provisions in section 37. 

(4) A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable— 

 (a) on summary conviction— 
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(i) in England and Wales, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months (or 6 months, 
if the offence was committed before the commencement of section 154(1) of the Criminal 
Justice Act 2003) or a fine, or both; 

(ii) in Scotland, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or a fine not exceeding 
the statutory maximum, or both; 

(iii) in Northern Ireland, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or a fine not 
exceeding the statutory maximum, or both; 

(b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 7 years or a fine, or both. 

Section 37: interpretation 

(1) This section has effect for the interpretation of section 36. 

(2) “Financial institution” means a UK institution which— 

 (a) meets condition A or B, and 

 (b) is not an insurer or a credit union. 

(3) Condition A is that it has permission under Part 4A of FSMA 2000 to carry on the regulated activity of 
accepting deposits. 

(4) Condition B is that— 

(a) it is for the purposes of FSMA 2000 an investment firm (see section 424A of that Act), 

(b) it has permission under Part 4A of that Act to carry on the regulated activity of dealing in 
investments as principal, and 

(c) when carried on by it, that activity is a PRA-regulated activity. 

(5) In subsection (2)— 

(a) “UK institution” means an institution which is incorporated in, or formed under the law of any part 
of, the United Kingdom; 

(b) “insurer” means an institution which is authorised under FSMA 2000 to carry on the regulated 
activity of effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance as principal; 

(c) “credit union” means a credit union as defined by section 31 of the Credit Unions Act 1979 or a 
credit union as defined by Article 2(2) of the Credit Unions (Northern Ireland) Order 1985. 

(6) Subsections (3), (4) and (5)(b) are to be read in accordance with sections 22 and 22A of FSMA 2000, 
taken with Schedule 2 to that Act and any order under section 22. 

(7) A person is a “senior manager” in relation to a financial institution if, under an arrangement entered into 
by the institution, or by a contractor of the institution, in relation to the carrying on by the institution of a 
regulated activity, the person performs a senior management function. 

(8) A “senior management function” is a function designated as such— 
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(a) by the FCA under subsection (6A) of section 59 of FSMA 2000 (approval for particular 
arrangements), or 

(b) by the PRA under subsection (6B)  of that section. 

(9) A financial institution (“F”) is to be regarded as failing where— 

(a) F enters insolvency, 

(b) any of the stabilisation options in Part 1 of the Banking Act 2009 is achieved in relation to F, or 

(c) F is taken for the purposes of the Financial Services Compensation Scheme to be unable, or likely 
to be unable, to satisfy claims against F. 

(10) In subsection (9)(a) “insolvency” includes— 

 (a) bankruptcy, 

 (b) liquidation, 

 (c) bank insolvency, 

 (d) administration, 

 (e) bank administration, 

 (f) receivership, 

 (g) a composition between F and F’s creditors, and 

 (h) a scheme of arrangement of F’s affairs. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

113th CONGRESS, 2d Session 

A BILL 

To establish criminal penalties for failing to inform and warn of serious dangers. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress 
assembled, 

SECTION 1. CRIMINAL PENALTIES. 

(a) IN GENERAL.—Part I of title 18, United States Code, is amended by inserting after chapter 
101 the following: 

‘‘CHAPTER 101A—REPORTING STANDARDS 

‘‘Sec. 

‘‘2081. Definitions. 
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‘‘2082. Failure to inform and warn. 

‘‘§ 2081. Definitions 

‘‘In this chapter— 

‘‘(1) the term ‘appropriate Federal agency’ means an agency with jurisdiction 
over a covered product, covered service, or business practice; 

‘‘(2) the term ‘business entity’ means a corporation, company, association, 
firm, partnership, sole proprietor, or other business entity; 

‘‘(3) the term ‘business practice’ means a method or practice of— 

‘‘(A) manufacturing, assembling, designing, researching, importing, 
or distributing a covered product; 

‘‘(B) conducting, providing, or preparing to provide a covered service; 
or 

‘‘(C) otherwise carrying out business operations relating to covered 
products or covered services; 

‘‘(4) the term ‘covered product’ means a product manufactured, assembled, 
designed, researched, imported, or distributed by a business entity that enters 
interstate commerce; 

‘‘(5) the term ‘covered service’ means a service conducted or provided by 
a business entity that enters interstate commerce; 

 ‘‘(6) the term ‘responsible corporate officer’ means a person who— 

‘‘(A) is an employer, director, or officer of a business entity; 

‘‘(B) has the responsibility and authority, by reason of his or her 
position in the business entity and in accordance with the rules or 
practice of the business entity, to acquire knowledge of any serious 
danger associated with a covered product (or component of a covered 
product), covered service, or business practice of the business entity; 
and 

‘‘(C) has the responsibility, by reason of his or her position in the 
business entity, to communicate information about the serious danger 
to— 

‘‘(i) an appropriate Federal agency; 
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‘‘(ii) employees of the business entity; 

or 

‘‘(iii) individuals, other than employees of the business entity, 
who may be exposed to the serious danger; 

‘‘(7) the term ‘serious bodily injury’ means an impairment of the physical 
condition of an individual, including as a result of trauma, repetitive motion, 
or disease, that— 

‘‘(A) creates a substantial risk of death; or 

‘‘(B) causes— 

‘‘(i) serious permanent disfigurement; 

‘‘(ii) unconsciousness; 

‘‘(iii) extreme pain; or 

‘‘(iv) permanent or protracted loss or impairment of the 
function of any bodily member, organ, bodily system, or mental 
faculty; 

‘‘(8) the term ‘serious danger’ means a danger, not readily apparent to a 
reasonable person, that the normal or reasonably foreseeable use of, or the 
exposure of an individual to, a covered product, covered service, or business 
practice has an imminent risk of causing death or serious bodily injury to an 
individual; and 

‘‘(9) the term ‘warn affected employees’ means take reasonable steps to 
give, to each individual who is exposed or may be exposed to a serious 
danger in the course of work for a business entity, a description of the 
serious danger that is sufficient to make the individual aware of the serious 
danger. 

 ‘‘§ 2082. Failure to inform and warn 

‘‘(a) REQUIREMENT.—After acquiring actual knowledge of a serious danger associated 
with a covered product (or component of a covered product), covered service, or 
business practice of a business entity, a business entity and any responsible corporate 
officer with respect to the covered product, covered service, or business practice, 
shall— 
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‘‘(1) as soon as practicable and not later than 24 hours after acquiring such 
knowledge, verbally inform an appropriate Federal agency of the serious 
danger, unless the business entity or responsible corporate officer has actual 
knowledge that an appropriate Federal agency has been so informed; 

‘‘(2) not later than 15 days after acquiring such knowledge, inform an 
appropriate Federal agency in writing of the serious danger; 

‘‘(3) as soon as practicable, warn affected employees in writing,  unless  the  
business  entity  or responsible corporate officer has actual knowledge that 
affected employees have been so warned; and 

‘‘(4) as soon as practicable, inform individuals, other than affected 
employees, who may be exposed to the serious danger of the serious danger 
if such individuals can reasonably be identified. 

‘‘(b) PENALTY.— 

 ‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—Whoever knowingly violates subsection (a) shall be 
fined under this title, imprisoned for not more than 5 years, or both. 

‘‘(2) PROHIBITION OF PAYMENT BY BUSINESS ENTITIES.—If a final 
judgment is rendered and a fine is imposed on an individual under this 
subsection, the fine may not be paid, directly or indirectly, out of the assets 
of any business entity on behalf of the individual. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The problem with criminal liability for senior managers in connection with corporate scandals is one of both 
actus reus (distance from the conduct involved in the relevant harm or risk) and mens rea (lack of detailed 
knowledge or clear intent with regard to the conduct involved in the relevant harm or risk).  An additional 
problem is the normative question of whether recklessness or negligence should be a sufficient basis for 
criminal punishment in the business context. 

Consider the following case in terms of the defendant’s mental state and his level of mens rea:  intent, 
knowledge, recklessness, or something else.  Also consider the court’s discussion of the meaning of the mens 
rea term “willfulness” in light of that term’s treatment in other contexts, such as the Bank of New England 
case in Chapter 1, as well as the efforts of some courts in the context of fraud to describe an elevated level of 
mens rea such as “specific intent to defraud” or “consciousness of wrongdoing,” as discussed in Chapter 2. 
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UNITED STATES v. BLANKENSHIP, 846 F.3d 663 (4th Cir. 2017) 

WYNN, Circuit Judge: 

Defendant Donald Blankenship (“Defendant”), former chairman and chief executive officer of Massey 
Energy Company (“Massey”), makes four arguments related to his conviction for conspiring to violate federal 
mine safety laws and regulations. After careful review, we conclude the district court committed no reversible 
error. Accordingly, we affirm. 

This case arises from a tragic accident on April 5, 2010 at the Upper Big Branch coal mine in Montcoal, West 
Virginia, which caused the death of 29 miners. Massey owned and operated the Upper Big Branch mine. 

In the years leading up to the accident, the federal Mine Safety & Health Administration (the “Mine Safety 
Administration”) repeatedly cited Massey for violations at the Upper Big Branch mine of the Mine Safety & 
Health Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. § 801 et seq. (the “Mine Safety Act”), and its implementing regulations. In 
2009 alone, the Mine Safety Administration identified 549 violations at the Upper Big Branch mine. Indeed, 
in the 15 months preceding the April 2010 accident, the Upper Big Branch mine received the third-most 
serious safety citations of any mine in the United States. Many of these violations related to improper 
ventilation and accumulation of combustible materials—problems that were key contributing factors to the 
accident. Defendant was aware of the violations at the Upper Big Branch mine in the years leading up to the 
accident, receiving daily reports showing the numerous citations for safety violations at the mine. 

Not only did Defendant receive daily reports of the safety violations, beginning in mid-2009, but Defendant 
also received warnings from a senior Massey safety official about the serious risks posed by the violations at 
Upper Big Branch. And the safety official informed Defendant that “[t]he attitude at many Massey operations 
is ‘if you can get the footage, we can pay the fines.’” J.A. 1907. Evidence suggested that Defendant had 
fostered this attitude by directing mine supervisors to focus on “run[ning] coal” rather than safety compliance 
and to forego construction of safety systems. J.A. 1902, 1924. Defendant also told the Massey employee in 
charge of the Upper Big Branch mine that “safety violations were the cost of doing business” and that it was 
“cheaper to break the safety laws and pay the fines than to spend what would be necessary to follow the safety 
laws.” J.A. 790–91. 

Notwithstanding the numerous citations and warnings, Defendant had a “policy to invariably press for more 
production even at mines that he knew were struggling to keep up with the safety laws.” J.A. 793. For 
example, Defendant directed the supervisor of Upper Big Branch to reopen a mine section to production even 
though it lacked a legal return airway. Additionally, Massey employees advised Defendant that the lack of 
adequate staff was a key factor in the high number of safety violations at Upper Big Branch. Contrary to this 
advice, Massey reduced staff at the Upper Big Branch mine less than two months before the accident, a 
decision that Defendant would have had to approve given his close supervision of mine operations and 
staffing. 

On November 13, 2014, a federal grand jury indicted Defendant for: (1) conspiring to willfully violate federal 
mine safety laws and regulations; (2) conspiring to defraud federal mine safety regulators; (3) making false 
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statements to the Securities & Exchange Commission regarding Massey’s safety compliance; and (4) 
engaging in securities fraud. The grand jury issued a superseding three-count indictment (the “Superseding 
Indictment”) on March 10, 2015, which combined the conspiracy counts into a single, multi-object conspiracy 
charge and included additional factual allegations. Following a six-week trial, a jury convicted Defendant of 
conspiring to violate federal mine safety laws and acquitted him of the remaining indicted offenses. The 
district court sentenced Defendant to one year imprisonment and assessed a $250,000 fine, both of which 
were the maximum permitted by law. Defendant timely appealed. . . . 

Defendant takes issue with the following instructions regarding the meaning of “willfully” in Section 820(d): 

1. A person with supervisory authority at or over a mine willfully fails to perform an act 
required by a mandatory safety or health standard if he knows that the act is not being 
performed and knowingly, purposefully, and voluntarily allows that omission to continue. 

2. A person with supervisory authority at or over a mine also willfully violates a mandatory 
mine safety or health standard if he knowingly, purposefully, and voluntarily takes actions that 
he knows will cause a standard to be violated[;] 

3. [O]r knowingly, purposefully, and voluntarily fails to take actions that are necessary to 
comply with the mandatory mine safety or health standard[;] 

4. [O]r if he knowingly, purposefully, and voluntarily takes action or fails to do so with 
reckless disregard for whether that action or failure to act will cause a mandatory safety or 
health standard to be violated. 

Defendant first argues that the fourth instruction improperly allowed the jury to convict Defendant for 
“reckless” conduct, rather than requiring the government to prove Defendant “knew his conduct would cause 
a violation of safety regulations ... and was unlawful.” In particular, Defendant contends that the Supreme 
Court’s decisions in Bryan v. United States, 524 U.S. 184, 118 S. Ct. 1939, 141 L. Ed. 2d 197 (1998), and 
Safeco Insurance Co. of America v. Burr, 551 U.S. 47, 127 S. Ct. 2201, 167 L. Ed. 2d 1045 (2007), bar courts 
from defining “willfully” in criminal statutes in terms of “reckless disregard.” 

In Bryan, the Supreme Court reviewed whether the government introduced sufficient evidence to convict the 
defendant of “willfully” violating the federal Gun Control Act, which, among other things, prohibits dealing 
in firearms without a license. 524 U.S. at 189, 118 S. Ct. 1939; see also 18 U.S.C. § 924(a)(1)(D). The 
defendant argued that in order to prove that he “willfully” violated federal gun laws, the government had to 
introduce evidence that “he was aware of the federal law that prohibits dealing in firearms without a federal 
license.” 524 U.S. at 189, 118 S. Ct. 1939. The Supreme Court rejected the defendant’s argument, holding 
that, as a result of the long-standing principle that ignorance of the law is no excuse, the government need not 
prove that the defendant knew of the statutory provision at issue to violate it. Id. at 196, 118 S. Ct. 1939.  

In reaching this conclusion, the Court noted that “willfully” is “a word of many meanings whose construction 
is often dependent on the context in which it appears.” Id. at 191, 118 S. Ct. 1939 (internal quotation omitted). 
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The Court said that, “[a]s a general matter,” in the criminal context, “willful” means an act “undertaken with 
a ‘bad purpose,’” and a “‘willful’ violation of a statute” occurs when “‘the defendant acted with knowledge 
that his conduct was unlawful.’” Id. at 191–92, 118 S. Ct. 1939 (quoting Ratzlaf v. United States, 510 U.S. 
135, 137, 114 S. Ct. 655, 126 L. Ed. 2d 615 (1994)). The Court provided several additional examples of 
criminally “willful” conduct, including: (1) acting “without justifiable excuse”; (2) acting “stubbornly, 
obstinately, perversely”; (3) acting “without ground for believing it is lawful”; and (4) acting with “careless 
disregard [as to] whether or not one has the right so to act.” Id. at 191 n.12, 118 S. Ct. 1939. 

Safeco involved a civil action under Section 1681n of the Fair Credit Reporting Act, which establishes a cause 
of action against entities that “willfully” fail to comply with the statute. 551 U.S. at 56–57, 127 S. Ct. 2201. 
The Supreme Court rejected the defendant’s argument that willfully limited liability to “acts known to violate 
the Act, not to reckless disregard of statutory duty.” Id. at 57, 127 S. Ct. 2201. In reaching this conclusion, 
the Court said that “where willfulness is a statutory condition of civil liability, we have generally taken it to 
cover not only knowing violations of a standard, but reckless ones as well.” Id. The Court further noted that, 
as explained in Bryan, in the criminal context “willfully” often requires the government to prove a defendant 
to have a “‘bad purpose’” or to have “‘acted with knowledge that his conduct was unlawful.’” Id. at 57 n.9, 
127 S. Ct. 2201 (quoting Bryan, 524 U.S. at 191–93, 118 S. Ct. 1939). 

Neither Bryan nor Safeco supports Defendant’s position that reckless disregard cannot amount to criminal 
willfulness. In particular, Bryan and Safeco emphasized that “willful” has multiple meanings and that the 
“bad purpose” language upon which Defendant relies defines willful only as a “general matter”—i.e. not in 
all circumstances. Additionally, even if Bryan and Safeco had required a showing that a Defendant acted with 
a “bad purpose”—which they did not—the Supreme Court long ago recognized—in a decision relied on in 
Bryan—that “reckless disregard” can amount to acting with a “bad purpose” for purposes of criminal 
“willfulness.” Screws v. United States, 325 U.S. 91, 101–04, 65 S. Ct. 1031, 89 L. Ed. 1495 (1945) (plurality 
op.). And Bryan—upon which Safeco entirely relied—expressly recognized that “conduct marked by careless 
disregard” constitutes “willfulness.” 524 U.S. at 191 n.12, 118 S. Ct. 1939. Accordingly, Bryan and Safeco 
did not overturn longstanding Supreme Court precedent holding that reckless disregard can amount to 
criminal willfulness. 

We further point out that this Court repeatedly has held, post-Bryan and Safeco, that “reckless disregard” and 
“plain indifference” can constitute criminal “willfulness.” For example, in a decision addressing the meaning 
of “willfully” in the civil and criminal penalty provisions in federal gun control laws, we concluded that “[a]t 
its core [willful] describes conduct that results from an exercise of the will, distinguishing ‘intentional, 
knowing, or voluntary’ action from that which is ‘accidental’ or inadvertent.” RSM, Inc. v. Herbert, 466 F.3d 
316, 320 (4th Cir. 2006). Accordingly, “when determining the willfulness of conduct, we must determine 
whether the acts were committed in deliberate disregard of, or with plain indifference toward, either known 
legal obligations or the general unlawfulness of the actions.” Id. at 321–22 (emphasis added). We further held 
that this construction of “willfully” was “in accordance with Bryan’s construction of the term in the criminal 
context of § 924(a)(1)(D).” Id. at 321 n.1 (emphasis added). 

Applying this standard to the conduct at issue, we held that the defendant’s repeated failure to comply with 
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federal gun laws in the face of warnings by federal officials amounted to “willfulness”: 

To be sure, a single, or even a few, inadvertent errors in failing to complete forms may not 
amount to “willful” failures, even when the legal requirement to complete the form was 
known. Yet at some point, when such errors continue or even increase in the face of repeated 
warnings given by enforcement officials, accompanied by explanations of the severity of the 
failures, one may infer as a matter of law that the licensee simply does not care about the legal 
requirements. At that point, the failures show the licensee’s plain indifference and therefore 
become willful. 

RSM, 466 F.3d at 322 (emphasis retained). Thus, we have held that “not car[ing]” about adherence to legal 
requirements amounts to criminal “willfulness,” which is what the fourth instruction stated here. Notably, 
RSM’s description of the defendant’s willful conduct tracks the government’s theory of the case here: 
Defendant was repeatedly informed of safety violations at Upper Big Branch, and notwithstanding that 
knowledge, Defendant chose to prioritize production and pay fines rather than to take steps necessary to 
prevent the safety violations from continuing. 

Following RSM, which post-dated Bryan but pre-dated Safeco, we held that Safeco did not call into question 
RSM’s analysis of the meaning of “willfully.” Am. Arms Int’l v. Herbert, 563 F.3d 78, 85–86 (4th Cir. 2009). 
Additionally, in American Arms, we expressly equated “plain indifference” with “reckless disregard” for 
purposes of finding willfulness. Id. at 87. . . . 

Having determined that “reckless disregard” can constitute criminal “willfulness,” we now must determine 
whether the district court properly concluded that “reckless disregard” amounts to willfulness for purposes of 
Section 820(d). In deciding this question, we do not write on a clean slate. In United States v. Jones, 735 F.2d 
785 (4th Cir. 1984), we affirmed a trial court’s instruction that a criminal defendant “willfully” violated a 
federal mine safety standard if he acted “either in intentional disobedience of the [safety] standard or in 
reckless disregard of its requirements.” Id. at 789. “This language conforms to the interpretations of 
willfulness provided by several of the circuits,” we held. Id. In reaching this conclusion, we relied on the 
Sixth Circuit’s decision in United States v. Consolidation Coal Co., 504 F.2d 1330 (6th Cir. 1974)—the only 
appellate decision interpreting the meaning of “willfully” in a criminal provision of a federal mine safety 
statute—which held that an act or omission is “willful if done knowingly and purposefully by a coal mine 
operator who, having a free will or choice, either intentionally disobeys the standard or recklessly disregards 
its requirements.” Id. at 1335 (emphasis added); Jones, 735 F.2d at 789. 

Defendant contends that we should disregard Jones because, notwithstanding that the district court instructed 
the jury on the meaning of “willfully,” Jones involved a prosecution under a provision in the Mine Safety Act 
with a “knowing,” as opposed to “willful,” mens rea requirement. But we see no reason to depart from Jones’ 
statement that, for purposes of the Mine Safety Act’s criminal provision, willfulness encompasses reckless 
disregard—nor does Defendant provide us with any.  

Section 820(d) derives from a substantively identical provision in the federal Coal Mine Health and Safety 
Act of 1969 (the “Coal Act”), which the Mine Safety Act replaced. At the time Congress enacted the Mine 
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Safety Act, the Sixth Circuit had already interpreted “willfully” in the Coal Act in terms of “reckless 
disregard.” Consol. Coal Co., 504 F.2d at 1335. Because “[w]e assume that Congress is aware of existing law 
when it passes legislation,” Miles v. Apex Marine Corp., 498 U.S. 19, 32, 111 S. Ct. 317, 112 L. Ed. 2d 275 
(1990), we must presume that Congress intended “willfully” in Section 820(d) to have the same meaning as 
the judicial construction of the term in the Coal Act, see United States v. Georgopoulous, 149 F.3d 169, 172 
(2d Cir. 1998) (construing, post-Bryan, “willfulness” element in labor union bribery statute as requiring only 
general intent because such a construction accorded with the judicial construction of willfulness in the statute 
from which the bribery provision derived). That Congress enacted the Mine Safety Act because it believed 
the penalties available under the Coal Act had proven insufficient to deter safety violations further evidences 
that Congress did not intend for courts to construe “willfully” in the Mine Safety Act more strictly than they 
had interpreted the term in the parallel provision in the Coal Act, as Defendant invites us to do here. See S. 
Rep. 95-181, at 4, 9 (1977) ( “[E]nforcement sanctions under the [Coal Act] are insufficient to deal with 
chronic violators.”). 

Other Congressional statements in the legislative history of the Mine Safety Act further indicate that Congress 
intended to bring conduct evidencing reckless disregard within the meaning of “willfully.” In particular, 
Congress imposed enhanced penalties in the Mine Safety Act because it found “[m]ine operators still find it 
cheaper to pay minimal civil penalties than to make the capital investments necessary to adequately abate 
unsafe or unhealthy conditions, and there is still no means by which the government can bring habitual and 
chronic violators of the law into compliance.” S. Rep. 95-181, at 4. Accordingly, Congress saw criminal 
penalties as a mechanism to punish “habitual” and “chronic” violators that choose to pay fines rather than 
remedy safety violations. 

As noted previously, we explained in RSM that an inference of plain indifference—and therefore 
willfulness—arises from evidence of “continu[ing]” or “increas[ing]” violations “in the face of repeated 
warnings given by enforcement officials.” 466 F.3d at 322. Put differently, a “long history of repeated failures, 
warnings, and explanations of the significance of the failures, combined with knowledge of the legal 
obligations, readily amounts to willfulness.” Id. . . . 

That (1) Congress imposed enhanced penalties on mine operators in order to punish operators who 
“chronic[ally]” and “habitual[ly]” violate mine safety laws, rather than to devote resources to safety 
compliance, and that (2) courts construe willfulness in terms of reckless disregard when a statute is intended 
to levy criminal penalties on defendants who persist in violating a federal law notwithstanding repeated 
warnings of the violations, further indicates Congress intended to define “willfully” in Section 820(d) in terms 
of reckless disregard. . . . 

Defendant and amici coal industry trade associations nonetheless maintain that, as a matter of policy, 
Congress did not intend for reckless disregard to amount to willfulness, as that term is used in Section 820(d), 
for four reasons: (1) Congress could not have intended to hold mine operators criminally liable for making 
“budgeting” and “business” decisions about how to allocate resources between production and safety 
compliance; (2) “violations inexorably result from coal production” and therefore violations should not give 
rise to criminal liability absent evidence a defendant committed such violations with specific intent to violate 
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a particular mine safety statute or regulation; (3) defining willfully in terms of reckless disregard would allow 
juries to find mine operators criminally liable even when the operators did not want safety violations to occur; 
and (4) if “reckless disregard” amounts to willfulness, then operators will be deterred from engaging “in 
detailed oversight over important aspects of safety and regulatory compliance.” See Appellant’s Br. at 53–
54; Amicus Brief of Illinois Coal Ass’n, Ohio Coal Ass’n and West Virginia Coal Ass’n (“Amicus Br.”) at 
24, 26. We disagree.  

First, the legislative history of the Mine Safety Act contradicts Defendant’s and amici’s argument that 
Congress did not intend to punish mine operators for the type of budgeting and business decisions the 
government challenged here. In particular, Congress repeatedly stated that the Mine Safety Act’s enforcement 
provisions were designed to deter mine operators from choosing to prioritize production over safety 
compliance on grounds that it was “cheaper to pay the penalties than to strive for a violation-free mine.” S. 
Rep. No. 95-181, at 9; see also id. at 4 (expressing concern that “[m]ine operators still find it cheaper to pay 
minimal civil penalties than to make the capital investments necessary to adequately abate unsafe or unhealthy 
conditions”). To that end, Congress said that operators should not balance the financial returns to increasing 
output against the costs of safety compliance. See id. at 9 (“The Committee strongly believes that industry-
wide compliance with strong health and safety standards must be a basic ground rule for increased 
production.” (emphasis added)). 

Congress imposes penalties on corporate officers—like Defendant—alongside enterprise penalties because it 
is often impossible to impose monetary penalties on corporations large enough to deter corporate misconduct. 
John C. Coffee, “No Soul to Damn: No Body to Kick”: An Unscandalized Inquiry into the Problem of 
Corporate Punishment, 79 MICH. L. REV. 386, 390–91 (1980) (“[O]ur ability to deter the corporation may be 
confounded by our inability to set an adequate punishment cost which does not exceed the corporation’s 
resources.”). And when the returns to violating a law exceed a potential corporate fine, discounted by the 
likelihood of the government imposing the fine, corporate officers who do not face personal liability will treat 
“criminal penalties as a ‘license fee for the conduct of an illegitimate business’”—as the government’s 
evidence showed Defendant did here. See United States v. Park, 421 U.S. 658, 669, 95 S. Ct. 1903, 44 L. Ed. 
2d 489 (1975) (quoting United States v. Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277, 282–83, 64 S. Ct. 134, 88 L. Ed. 48 
(1943)). 

By subjecting mine operators to personal liability, including incarceration, Congress forced mine operators 
to internalize the costs associated with noncompliance with mine safety laws, even when such noncompliance 
would be profit-maximizing from a business perspective. See Timothy P. Glynn, Beyond “Unlimiting” 
Shareholder Liability: Vicarious Tort Liability for Corporate Officers, 57 VAND. L. REV. 329, 430–31 (2004) 
(explaining that subjecting corporate officers to personal liability forces such officers to internalize risk 
associated with corporation’s non-compliance with laws). Put differently, in subjecting mine operators—who 
have “primary responsibility for providing a safe and healthful working environment,” S. Rep. No. 95-181, 
at 18—to personal liability, Congress wanted to deter operators from choosing to treat penalties for violating 
safety provisions as a “license fee” to be factored into profit-maximization analyses, Park, 421 U.S. at 669, 
95 S. Ct. 1903. Accordingly, contrary to Defendant’s and amici’s position, a mine operator cannot immunize 
himself from criminal liability under Section 820(d) by characterizing his mine’s repeated failure to comply 
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with safety laws as a consequence of “tough decisions” he had to make weighing “production, safety, and 
regulatory compliance.” Amicus Br. at 26.  

Second, regarding amici’s contention that the “unavoidability” and “inexorability” of mine safety violations 
precludes use of such violations to establish criminal intent, we rejected an identical argument in RSM. There, 
the defendant—a firearms dealer—argued that its repeated failure to correctly fill out forms establishing that 
a customer was qualified to purchase a firearm did not amount to willfulness because, given the complexity 
of the regulatory regime and the number firearms the defendant sold, “human errors were virtually inevitable.” 
466 F.3d at 322. In rejecting defendant’s argument, we explained that even though “inadvertent” violations 
may not amount to willfulness, continuing violations in “the face of repeated warnings” allows a jury to infer 
criminal intent. Id. We see no reason to diverge from that principle here, particularly in light of the parallels 
between Section 820(d) and Section 924(d)(1). See supra Part IV.A.2. 

Next, Defendant argues that defining willfully in terms of reckless disregard impermissibly allowed the jury 
to convict him even if it concluded that Defendant desired “to eliminate and reduce the [safety] hazards and 
violations” at the Upper Big Branch mine. Appellant’s Br. at 54. But just as the law holds criminally liable 
an individual who drives a car with brakes he knows are inoperable, even if he does not intend to harm anyone, 
e.g., State v. Conyers, 506 N.W.2d 442, 443–44 (Iowa 1993), so too Section 820(d) holds criminally liable a 
mine operator who fails to take actions necessary to remedy safety violations in the face of repeated warnings 
of such violations, regardless of whether the operator subjectively wanted the violations to continue. 

Finally, contrary to amici’s assertion, defining willfully in terms of reckless disregard should not deter mine 
operators from engaging in detailed safety oversight. The Mine Safety Act declares that “operators”—like 
Defendant—“have the primary responsibility to prevent ... unsafe and unhealthful conditions and practices” 
at mines. 30 U.S.C. § 801 (emphasis added). And in Jones, we affirmed the trial court’s instruction that 
“[r]eckless disregard means the closing of the eyes to or deliberate indifference toward the requirements of a 
mandatory safety standard, which standard the defendant should have known and had reason to know at the 
time of the violation.” 735 F.2d at 790. Here, the district court correctly defined “reckless disregard” using 
the language we endorsed in Jones. J.A. 1556. Because mine operators have “primary” responsibility for 
safety and regulatory compliance and because an operator acts with reckless disregard if he “clos[es] [his] 
eyes” to safety compliance or “should have known” that an action or omission would lead to a safety violation, 
a mine operator cannot avoid liability under Section 820(d) by failing to engage in close oversight over safety 
and regulatory compliance. 

In sum, the district court properly instructed the jury that it could conclude that Defendant “willfully” violated 
federal mine safety laws if it found that Defendant acted or failed to act with reckless disregard as to whether 
the action or omission would lead to a violation of mine safety laws. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

As the Blankenship prosecution shows, the government is less likely to rely on the responsible corporate 
officer doctrine, even when it is available, if it has good evidence of actual knowledge by senior managers of 
the relevant wrongdoing.  For example, the government recently prosecuted Texas-based ice cream 
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manufacturer Blue Bell Creamery and its CEO Paul Kruse in connection with a 2015 bacterial (listeria) 
outbreak that killed three people and sickened others.  The corporation pled guilty and paid a fine.  Kruse 
awaits trial on mail and wire fraud charges that include extensive allegations that Kruse was personally aware 
of the listeria contamination and directed employees to cover it up.  The indictment against Kruse is available 
here: https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1329726/download. 

Problem 7-1 

(a) As a normative matter, is the responsible corporate officer doctrine beneficial and defensible?  Should 
it be expanded to other areas?  Would broader or different statutes imposing criminal liability for 
failure to act by corporate officers be a good idea?  If so, in what form?  How might such laws be 
retributively justified? 

(b) Is there an acceptable way to define mens rea for managerial involvement in crime committed at lower 
level of a corporation that would accommodate the requirements of notice and fairness in criminal law 
with the desire to use criminal law to incentivize greater care and supervision by senior managers in 
preventing corporate crimes? 
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8.  OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 

Nearly every case of corporate crime includes the potential for obstruction of justice charges because (1) the 
federal statutes cover a very wide range of conduct; and (2) there is a near universal human impulse to avoid 
punishment, which almost always yields (in spite of the best efforts of skilled counsel!) some lying and 
covering up during the investigative process.  Prosecutors indeed bring such charges in many corporate crime 
cases, for reasons we will discuss.  The statutory scheme is, unfortunately, convoluted and has created a host 
of interpretive issues for the federal courts, especially on questions of mens rea. 
As in other areas of the corporate crime field, however, the line-drawing problems do not come only from 
statutory drafting.  It is once again hard for the law to find crisp distinctions—in this instance between 
undesirable conduct that perverts legal process and regular adversary behavior.  Notice how each case in this 
chapter deals in some way with that basic line-drawing problem. 

A. Selected Federal Obstruction of Justice Statutes 

Section 1503, successor to the first federal obstruction law, includes the famous “omnibus” clause (in bold 
below) that has long been the go-to provision for prosecuting obstruction in federal court.  But § 1503 has 
some limitations. 

Section 1505 is § 1503’s counterpart for agency and congressional proceedings.  (And thus has similar 
limitations.) 

Section 1512 is for problems of “witness tampering” and covers a more specific series of behaviors.  But 
notice how § 1512’s coverage goes well beyond witness tampering and includes several things that §§ 1503 
and 1505 would not cover.  Pay careful attention to the definitional provisions in § 1515 that apply to § 1512. 

Finally, § 1519 is an extremely broad anti-evidence destruction statute, enacted in the wake of the Enron 
scandal. 

As with the FCPA statutes, it pays to make a summary chart for these obstruction statutes.  They give 
prosecutors a menu to choose from, and often more than one may apply in a particular case.  The statutes 
differ principally on these dimensions:  (1) the conduct that they cover (e.g., document destruction only or 
also false statements?); (2) mens rea (e.g., knowledge of exactly what and/or intent to do precisely what are 
required for conviction?); and (3) temporal or jurisdictional application (e.g., does the statute apply only after 
judicial proceedings have commenced or also during an investigation?). 

Particularly critical terms in the statutes are highlighted in bold. 

18 U.S.C. § 1503. Influencing or injuring officer or juror generally. 

(a) Whoever corruptly, or by threats or force, or by any threatening letter or communication, endeavors to 
influence, intimidate, or impede any grand or petit juror, or officer in or of any court of the United States, or 
officer who may be serving at any examination or other proceeding before any United States magistrate 
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judge or other committing magistrate, in the discharge of his duty, or injures any such grand or petit juror in 
his person or property on account of any verdict or indictment assented to by him, or on account of his being 
or having been such juror, or injures any such officer, magistrate judge, or other committing magistrate in 
his person or property on account of the performance of his official duties, or corruptly or by threats or 
force, or by any threatening letter or communication, influences, obstructs, or impedes, or endeavors to 
influence, obstruct, or impede, the due administration of justice, shall be punished as provided in 
subsection (b). If the offense under this section occurs in connection with a trial of a criminal case, and the 
act in violation of this section involves the threat of physical force or physical force, the maximum term of 
imprisonment which may be imposed for the offense shall be the higher of that otherwise provided by law 
or the maximum term that could have been imposed for any offense charged in such case. 

(b) The punishment for an offense under this section is— 

 (1) in the case of a killing, the punishment provided in sections 1111 and 1112; 

(2) in the case of an attempted killing, or a case in which the offense was committed against a petit 
juror and in which a class A or B felony was charged, imprisonment for not more than 20 years, a 
fine under this title, or both; and 

(3) in any other case, imprisonment for not more than 10 years, a fine under this title, or both. 

18 U.S.C. § 1505. Obstruction of proceedings before departments, agencies, and committees. 

. . . Whoever corruptly, or by threats or force, or by any threatening letter or communication influences, 
obstructs, or impedes or endeavors to influence, obstruct, or impede the due and proper 
administration of the law under which any pending proceeding is being had before any department 
or agency of the United States, or the due and proper exercise of the power of inquiry under which any 
inquiry or investigation is being had by either House, or any committee of either House or any joint 
committee of the Congress—Shall be fined under this title, imprisoned not more than 5 years or, if the 
offense involves international or domestic terrorism (as defined in section 2331), imprisoned not more than 
8 years, or both. 

18 U.S.C. § 1512. Tampering with a witness, victim, or an informant. 

(a) (1) Whoever kills or attempts to kill another person, with intent to— 

(A) prevent the attendance or testimony of any person in an official proceeding; 

(B) prevent the production of a record, document, or other object, in an official proceeding; or 

(C) prevent the communication by any person to a law enforcement officer or judge of the United States 
of information relating to the commission or possible commission of a Federal offense or a violation of 
conditions of probation, parole, or release pending judicial proceedings; 

shall be punished as provided in paragraph (3). 
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(2) Whoever uses physical force or the threat of physical force against any person, or attempts to do so, with 
intent to— 

(A) influence, delay, or prevent the testimony of any person in an official proceeding; 

(B) cause or induce any person to— 

(i) withhold testimony, or withhold a record, document, or other object, from an official proceeding; 

(ii) alter, destroy, mutilate, or conceal an object with intent to impair the integrity or availability of 
the object for use in an official proceeding; 

(iii) evade legal process summoning that person to appear as a witness, or to produce a record, 
document, or other object, in an official proceeding; or 

(iv) be absent from an official proceeding to which that person has been summoned by legal process; 
or 

(C) hinder, delay, or prevent the communication to a law enforcement officer or judge of the United 
States of information relating to the commission or possible commission of a Federal offense or a 
violation of conditions of probation, supervised release, parole, or release pending judicial proceedings; 

shall be punished as provided in paragraph (3). 

(3) The punishment for an offense under this subsection is— 

(A) in the case of a killing, the punishment provided in sections 1111 and 1112; 

(B) in the case of— 

(i) an attempt to murder; or 

(ii) the use or attempted use of physical force against any person; 

imprisonment for not more than 30 years; and 

(C) in the case of the threat of use of physical force against any person, imprisonment for not more than 
20 years. 

(b) Whoever knowingly uses intimidation, threatens, or corruptly persuades another person, or attempts to 
do so, or engages in misleading conduct toward another person, with intent to— 

(1) influence, delay, or prevent the testimony of any person in an official proceeding; 

(2) cause or induce any person to— 

(A) withhold testimony, or withhold a record, document, or other object, from an official proceeding; 
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(B) alter, destroy, mutilate, or conceal an object with intent to impair the object's integrity or availability 
for use in an official proceeding; 

(C) evade legal process summoning that person to appear as a witness, or to produce a record, document, 
or other object, in an official proceeding; or 

(D) be absent from an official proceeding to which such person has been summoned by legal process; or 

(3) hinder, delay, or prevent the communication to a law enforcement officer or judge of the United States 
of information relating to the commission or possible commission of a Federal offense or a violation of 
conditions of probation supervised release, parole, or release pending judicial proceedings; 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both. 

(c) Whoever corruptly— 

(1) alters, destroys, mutilates, or conceals a record, document, or other object, or attempts to do so, with the 
intent to impair the object's integrity or availability for use in an official proceeding; or 

(2) otherwise obstructs, influences, or impedes any official proceeding, or attempts to do so, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both. 

(d) Whoever intentionally harasses another person and thereby hinders, delays, prevents, or dissuades any 
person from— 

(1) attending or testifying in an official proceeding; 

(2) reporting to a law enforcement officer or judge of the United States the commission or possible 
commission of a Federal offense or a violation of conditions of probation supervised release, parole, or 
release pending judicial proceedings; 

(3) arresting or seeking the arrest of another person in connection with a Federal offense; or 

(4) causing a criminal prosecution, or a parole or probation revocation proceeding, to be sought or instituted, 
or assisting in such prosecution or proceeding; 

or attempts to do so, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 3 years, or both. 

(e) In a prosecution for an offense under this section, it is an affirmative defense, as to which the defendant 
has the burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence, that the conduct consisted solely of lawful 
conduct and that the defendant's sole intention was to encourage, induce, or cause the other person to testify 
truthfully. 

(f) For the purposes of this section— 

(1) an official proceeding need not be pending or about to be instituted at the time of the offense; and 
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(2) the testimony, or the record, document, or other object need not be admissible in evidence or free of a 
claim of privilege. 

(g) In a prosecution for an offense under this section, no state of mind need be proved with respect to the 
circumstance— 

(1) that the official proceeding before a judge, court, magistrate judge, grand jury, or government agency is 
before a judge or court of the United States, a United States magistrate judge, a bankruptcy judge, a Federal 
grand jury, or a Federal Government agency; or 

(2) that the judge is a judge of the United States or that the law enforcement officer is an officer or employee 
of the Federal Government or a person authorized to act for or on behalf of the Federal Government or 
serving the Federal Government as an adviser or consultant. . . . 

18 U.S.C. § 1515. Definitions for certain provisions; general provision. 

(a) As used in sections 1512 and 1513 of this title and in this section— 

(1) the term “official proceeding” means— 

(A) a proceeding before a judge or court of the United States, a United States magistrate judge, a 
bankruptcy judge, a judge of the United States Tax Court, a special trial judge of the Tax Court, a judge 
of the United States Court of Federal Claims, or a Federal grand jury; 

(B) a proceeding before the Congress; 

(C) a proceeding before a Federal Government agency which is authorized by law; or 

(D) a proceeding involving the business of insurance whose activities affect interstate commerce before 
any insurance regulatory official or agency or any agent or examiner appointed by such official or agency 
to examine the affairs of any person engaged in the business of insurance whose activities affect interstate 
commerce; 

(2) the term “physical force” means physical action against another, and includes confinement; 

(3) the term “misleading conduct” means— 

(A) knowingly making a false statement; 

(B) intentionally omitting information from a statement and thereby causing a portion of such statement 
to be misleading, or intentionally concealing a material fact, and thereby creating a false impression by 
such statement; 

(C) with intent to mislead, knowingly submitting or inviting reliance on a writing or recording that is 
false, forged, altered, or otherwise lacking in authenticity; 
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(D) with intent to mislead, knowingly submitting or inviting reliance on a sample, specimen, map, 
photograph, boundary mark, or other object that is misleading in a material respect; or 

(E) knowingly using a trick, scheme, or device with intent to mislead; 

(4) the term “law enforcement officer” means an officer or employee of the Federal Government, or a person 
authorized to act for or on behalf of the Federal Government or serving the Federal Government as an adviser 
or consultant— 

(A) authorized under law to engage in or supervise the prevention, detection, investigation, or 
prosecution of an offense; or 

(B) serving as a probation or pretrial services officer under this title; 

(5) the term “bodily injury” means— 

(A) a cut, abrasion, bruise, burn, or disfigurement; 

(B) physical pain; 

(C) illness; 

(D) impairment of the function of a bodily member, organ, or mental faculty; or 

(E) any other injury to the body, no matter how temporary; and 

(6) the term “corruptly persuades” does not include conduct which would be misleading conduct but for a 
lack of a state of mind. 

(b) As used in section 1505, the term “corruptly” means acting with an improper purpose, personally or 
by influencing another, including making a false or misleading statement, or withholding, concealing, 
altering, or destroying a document or other information. 

(c) This chapter does not prohibit or punish the providing of lawful, bona fide, legal representation services 
in connection with or anticipation of an official proceeding. 

18 U.S.C. § 1519. Destruction, alteration, or falsification of records in Federal investigations and 
bankruptcy 

Whoever knowingly alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers up, falsifies, or makes a false entry in any 
record, document, or tangible object with the intent to impede, obstruct, or influence the investigation or 
proper administration of any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United 
States or any case filed under title 11, or in relation to or contemplation of any such matter or case, shall be 
fined under this title, imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both. . . .  

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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When considering a particular matter or problem, never make the mistake of relying solely on a statutory 
summary as a substitute for rereading the applicable statutory language.  That said, to summarize, on the 
basis of both the statutory text and some of the interpretive decisions included in this chapter, see the 
following chart: 

Statute Conduct  
(Actus Reus) Mens Rea Proceedings 

Covered 
Temporal 

Limitations 

§ 1503 
§ 1505 

Any obstructive 
effort (“omnibus” 

clauses). 

“Corruptly” (see case 
law, including “nexus” 

requirement). 

Judicial, including 
grand jury, under 

1503. Congressional 
or administrative if 
“official” (formal), 

under 1505. 

Proceeding must be 
pending, which 
means formally 

instituted. 

§ 1512(a) 
§ 1512(b) 

Various forms of 
violent and non-
violent witness 
tampering (with 
varying penalty 

levels). 

Intent to obstruct 
government. If the 
witness tampering 

involves only 
“persuasion,” actor must 

also be “conscious of 
wrongdoing.” 

“Official” (formal) 
federal proceeding, in 

any of the three 
branches of 
government. 

Anticipatory 
obstruction covered. 
Proceeding need not 
be pending or about 
to be instituted, but 
there must be nexus 
to specific potential 

proceeding. 

§ 1512(c) Any obstruction 
(“impede”). 

“Corruptly” (see case 
law, including “nexus” 

requirement). 

“Official” (formal) 
federal proceeding, in 

any of the three 
branches of 
government. 

Anticipatory 
obstruction covered. 
Proceeding need not 
be pending or about 
to be instituted, but 
there must be nexus 
to specific potential 

proceeding. 

§ 1519 
All tampering with 

regard to any 
evidence of white 

collar crime. 

Knowingly (as to the 
tampering) plus intent to 
impede the government. 

Any “matter” 
(including informal 

investigations) within 
the jurisdiction of the 
federal government. 

None on the face of 
the statute, but 

courts likely will say 
some “nexus” to a 
specific actual or 

potential 
investigation is 

required. 
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B. Elements and Examples:  Section 1503 and the “Omnibus” Clause 

The following case is the major Supreme Court decision on § 1503.  The “nexus” idea discussed here is 
critical to the concept of obstruction and potentially to the interpretation of all the federal obstruction statutes. 

UNITED STATES v. AGUILAR, 515 U.S. 593 (1995) 

Chief Justice REHNQUIST delivered the opinion of the Court. 

A jury convicted United States District Judge Robert Aguilar of one count of illegally disclosing a wiretap in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2232(c), and of one count of endeavoring to obstruct the due administration of justice 
in violation of § 1503. . . . We granted certiorari to resolve a conflict among the Federal Circuits over whether 
§ 1503 punishes false statements made to potential grand jury witnesses. . . . 

Many facts remain disputed by the parties. Both parties appear to agree, however, that a motion for 
postconviction relief filed by one Michael Rudy Tham represents the starting point from which events bearing 
on this case unfolded. Tham was an officer of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, and was convicted 
of embezzling funds from the local affiliate of that organization. In July 1987, he filed a motion under 28 
U.S.C. § 2255 to have his conviction set aside. The motion was assigned to Judge Stanley Weigel. Tham, 
seeking to enhance the odds that his petition would be granted, asked Edward Solomon and Abraham 
Chalupowitz, a.k.a. Abe Chapman, to assist him by capitalizing on their respective acquaintances with another 
judge in the Northern District of California, respondent Aguilar. Respondent knew Chapman as a distant 
relation by marriage and knew Solomon from law school. Solomon and Chapman met with respondent to 
discuss Tham’s case, as a result of which respondent spoke with Judge Weigel about the matter. 

Independent of the embezzlement conviction, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) identified Tham as a 
suspect in an investigation of labor racketeering. On April 20, 1987, the FBI applied for authorization to 
install a wiretap on Tham’s business phones. Chapman appeared on the application as a potential interceptee. 
. . . The 30-day wiretap expired by law, . . . but Chief Judge Peckham maintained the secrecy of the wiretap 
under § 2518(8)(d) after a showing of good cause. During the course of the racketeering investigation, the 
FBI learned of the meetings between Chapman and respondent. The FBI informed Chief Judge Peckham, 
who, concerned with appearances of impropriety, advised respondent in August 1987 that Chapman might be 
connected with criminal elements because Chapman’s name had appeared on a wiretap authorization. 

Five months after respondent learned that Chapman had been named in a wiretap authorization, he noticed a 
man observing his home during a visit by Chapman. He alerted his nephew to this fact and conveyed the 
message (with an intent that his nephew relay the information to Chapman) that Chapman’s phone was being 
wiretapped. . . . 

Two months after the disclosure to his nephew, a grand jury began to investigate an alleged conspiracy to 
influence the outcome of Tham’s habeas case. Two FBI agents questioned respondent. During the interview, 
respondent lied about his participation in the Tham case and his knowledge of the wiretap. The grand jury 
returned an indictment; a jury convicted Aguilar of one count of disclosing a wiretap, 18 U.S.C. § 2232(c), 
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and one count of endeavoring to obstruct the due administration of justice, § 1503. . . . 

[T]he “Omnibus Clause” serves as a catchall, prohibiting persons from endeavoring to influence, obstruct, or 
impede the due administration of justice. The latter clause, it can be seen, is far more general in scope than 
the earlier clauses of the statute. Respondent was charged with a violation of the Omnibus Clause, to wit: 
with “corruptly endeavor[ing] to influence, obstruct, and impede the . . . grand jury investigation.”  

The first case from this Court construing the predecessor statute to § 1503 was Pettibone v. United States, 
148 U.S. 197 (1893). There we held that “a person is not sufficiently charged with obstructing or impeding 
the due administration of justice in a court unless it appears that he knew or had notice that justice was being 
administered in such court.” The Court reasoned that a person lacking knowledge of a pending proceeding 
necessarily lacked the evil intent to obstruct… The action taken by the accused must be with an intent to 
influence judicial or grand jury proceedings; it is not enough that there be an intent to influence some ancillary 
proceeding, such as an investigation independent of the court’s or grand jury’s authority. United States v. 
Brown, 688 F.2d 596, 598 (CA9 1982) (citing cases). Some courts have phrased this showing as a “nexus” 
requirement—that the act must have a relationship in time, causation, or logic with the judicial proceedings. 
United States v. Wood, 6 F.3d 692 (CA10 1993). In other words, the endeavor must have the “‘natural and 
probable effect’” of interfering with the due administration of justice. Wood, supra, at 695. This is not to say 
that the defendant’s actions need be successful; an “endeavor” suffices. United States v. Russell, 255 U.S. 
138 (1921). But as in Pettibone, if the defendant lacks knowledge that his actions are likely to affect the 
judicial proceeding, he lacks the requisite intent to obstruct. 

Although respondent urges various broader grounds for affirmance, we find it unnecessary to address them 
because we think the “nexus” requirement developed in the decisions of the Courts of Appeals is a correct 
construction of § 1503. We have traditionally exercised restraint in assessing the reach of a federal criminal 
statute, both out of deference to the prerogatives of Congress, Dowling v. United States, 473 U.S. 207 (1985), 
and out of concern that “a fair warning should be given to the world in language that the common world will 
understand, of what the law intends to do if a certain line is passed,” McBoyle v. United States, 283 U.S. 25 
(1931). We do not believe that uttering false statements to an investigating agent—and that seems to be all 
that was proved here—who might or might not testify before a grand jury is sufficient to make out a violation 
of the catchall provision of § 1503. 

The Government did not show here that the agents acted as an arm of the grand jury, or indeed that the grand 
jury had even summoned the testimony of these particular agents. The Government argues that respondent 
“understood that his false statements would be provided to the grand jury” and that he made the statements 
with the intent to thwart the grand jury investigation and not just the FBI investigation. . . . 

[T]he evidence goes no further than showing that respondent testified falsely to an investigating agent. Such 
conduct, we believe, falls on the other side of the statutory line from that of one who delivers false documents 
or testimony to the grand jury itself. Conduct of the latter sort all but assures that the grand jury will consider 
the material in its deliberations. But what use will be made of false testimony given to an investigating agent 
who has not been subpoenaed or otherwise directed to appear before the grand jury is far more speculative. 
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We think it cannot be said to have the “natural and probable effect” of interfering with the due administration 
of justice. 

Justice SCALIA criticizes our treatment of the statutory language for reading the word “endeavor” out of it, 
inasmuch as it excludes defendants who have an evil purpose but use means that would “only unnaturally and 
improbably be successful.” This criticism is unwarranted. Our reading of the statute gives the term “endeavor” 
a useful function to fulfill: It makes conduct punishable where the defendant acts with an intent to obstruct 
justice, and in a manner that is likely to obstruct justice, but is foiled in some way. Were a defendant with the 
requisite intent to lie to a subpoenaed witness who is ultimately not called to testify, or who testifies but does 
not transmit the defendant’s version of the story, the defendant has endeavored to obstruct, but has not actually 
obstructed, justice. Under our approach, a jury could find such defendant guilty. 

Justice SCALIA also apparently believes that any act, done with the intent to “obstruct ... the due 
administration of justice,” is sufficient to impose criminal liability. Under the dissent’s theory, a man could 
be found guilty under § 1503 if he knew of a pending investigation and lied to his wife about his whereabouts 
at the time of the crime, thinking that an FBI agent might decide to interview her and that she might in turn 
be influenced in her statement to the agent by her husband’s false account of his whereabouts. The intent to 
obstruct justice is indeed present, but the man’s culpability is a good deal less clear from the statute than we 
usually require in order to impose criminal liability. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The following case involves a federal tax obstruction statute, 26 U.S.C. § 7212.  However, its discussion of 
the meaning of the phrase “due administration of justice” is relevant to our understanding of §§ 1503 and 
1505. 

MARINELLO v. UNITED STATES, 138 S. Ct. 1101 (2018) 

BREYER, J.: 

A clause in § 7212(a) of the Internal Revenue Code makes it a felony “corruptly or by force” to “endeavo[r] 
to obstruct or imped[e] the due administration of this title.” 26 U.S.C. § 7212(a). The question here concerns 
the breadth of that statutory phrase. Does it cover virtually all governmental efforts to collect taxes? Or does 
it have a narrower scope? In our view, “due administration of [the Tax Code]” does not cover routine 
administrative procedures that are near-universally applied to all taxpayers, such as the ordinary processing 
of income tax returns. Rather, the clause as a whole refers to specific interference with targeted governmental 
tax-related proceedings, such as a particular investigation or audit. 

The Internal Revenue Code provision at issue, § 7212(a), has two substantive clauses. The first clause, which 
we shall call the “Officer Clause,” forbids 

“corruptly or by force or threats of force (including any threatening letter or communication) 
endeavor[ing] to intimidate or impede any officer or employee of the United States acting in 
an official capacity under [the Internal Revenue Code].” Ibid. (emphasis added). 
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The second clause, which we shall call the “Omnibus Clause,” forbids 

“corruptly or by force or threats of force (including any threatening letter or communication) 
obstruct[ing] or imped[ing], or endeavor[ing] to obstruct or impede, the due administration of 
[the Internal Revenue Code].” Ibid. (emphasis added). . . . 

Between 2004 and 2009, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) opened, then closed, then reopened an 
investigation into the tax activities of Carlo Marinello, the petitioner here. In 2012 the Government indicted 
Marinello, charging him with violations of several criminal tax statutes including the Omnibus Clause. In 
respect to the Omnibus Clause the Government claimed that Marinello had engaged in at least one of eight 
different specified activities, including “failing to maintain corporate books and records,” “failing to provide” 
his tax accountant “with complete and accurate” tax “information,” “destroying . . . business records,” “hiding 
income,” and “paying employees . . . with cash.” 839 F.3d 209, 213 (C.A.2 2016). 

Before the jury retired to consider the charges, the judge instructed it that, to convict Marinello of violating 
the Omnibus Clause, it must find unanimously that he engaged in at least one of the eight practices just 
mentioned, that the jurors need not agree on which one, and that he did so “corruptly,” meaning “with the 
intent to secure an unlawful advantage or benefit, either for [himself] or for another.” The judge, however, 
did not instruct the jury that it must find that Marinello knew he was under investigation and intended 
corruptly to interfere with that investigation. The jury subsequently convicted Marinello on all counts. . . . 

As to Congress’ intent, the literal language of the statute is neutral. The statutory words “obstruct or impede” 
are broad. They can refer to anything that “block[s],” “make[s] difficult,” or “hinder[s].” Black’s Law 
Dictionary 1246 (10th ed. 2014) (obstruct); Webster’s New International Dictionary (Webster’s) 1248 (2d 
ed. 1954) (impede); id., at 1682 (obstruct); accord, 5 Oxford English Dictionary 80 (1933) (impede); 7 id., at 
36 (obstruct). But the verbs “obstruct” and “impede” suggest an object—the taxpayer must hinder a particular 
person or thing. Here, the object is the “due administration of this title.” The word “administration” can be 
read literally to refer to every “[a]ct or process of administering” including every act of “managing” or 
“conduct[ing]” any “office,” or “performing the executive duties of” any “institution, business, or the like.” 
Webster’s 34. But the whole phrase—the due administration of the Tax Code—is best viewed, like the due 
administration of justice, as referring to only some of those acts or to some separable parts of an institution 
or business. Cf. Aguilar, supra, at 600–601, 115 S. Ct. 2357 (concluding false statements made to an 
investigating agent, rather than a grand jury, do not support a conviction for obstruction of justice). 

Here statutory context confirms that the text refers to specific, targeted acts of administration. The Omnibus 
Clause appears in the middle of a statutory sentence that refers specifically to efforts to “intimidate or impede 
any officer or employee of the United States acting in an official capacity.” 26 U.S.C. § 7212(a) (emphasis 
added). The first part of the sentence also refers to “force or threats of force,” which the statute elsewhere 
defines as “threats of bodily harm to the officer or employee of the United States or to a member of his family.” 
Ibid. (emphasis added). The following subsection refers to the “forcibl[e] rescu[e]” of “any property after it 
shall have been seized under” the Internal Revenue Code. § 7212(b) (emphasis added). Subsections (a) and 
(b) thus refer to corrupt or forceful actions taken against individual identifiable persons or property. And, in 
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that context the Omnibus Clause logically serves as a “catchall” in respect to the obstructive conduct the 
subsection sets forth, not as a “catchall” for every violation that interferes with what the Government describes 
as the “continuous, ubiquitous, and universally known” administration of the Internal Revenue Code. . . . 

A broad interpretation would also risk the lack of fair warning and related kinds of unfairness that led this 
Court in Aguilar to “exercise” interpretive “restraint.” See 515 U.S., at 600, 115 S. Ct. 2357; see also Yates, 
supra, at –––– – ––––, 135 S. Ct., at 1087–1088; Arthur Andersen LLP v. United States, 544 U.S. 696, 703–
704, 125 S. Ct. 2129, 161 L. Ed. 2d 1008 (2005). Interpreted broadly, the provision could apply to a person 
who pays a babysitter $41 per week in cash without withholding taxes, see 26 C.F.R. § 31.3102–1(a)(2017); 
IRS, Publication 926, pp. 5–6 (2018), leaves a large cash tip in a restaurant, fails to keep donation receipts 
from every charity to which he or she contributes, or fails to provide every record to an accountant. Such an 
individual may sometimes believe that, in doing so, he is running the risk of having violated an IRS rule, but 
we sincerely doubt he would believe he is facing a potential felony prosecution for tax obstruction. Had 
Congress intended that outcome, it would have spoken with more clarity than it did in § 7212(a). 

The Government argues that the need to show the defendant’s obstructive conduct was done “corruptly” will 
cure any overbreadth problem. But we do not see how. The Government asserts that “corruptly” means acting 
with “the specific intent to obtain an unlawful advantage” for the defendant or another. Yet, practically 
speaking, we struggle to imagine a scenario where a taxpayer would “willfully” violate the Tax Code (the 
mens rea requirement of various tax crimes, including misdemeanors, see, e.g., 26 U.S.C. §§ 7203, 7204, 
7207) without intending someone to obtain an unlawful advantage. See Cheek v. United States, 498 U.S. 192, 
201, 111 S. Ct. 604, 112 L. Ed. 2d 617 (1991) (“Willfulness . . . requires the Government to prove that the 
law imposed a duty on the defendant, that the defendant knew of this duty, and that he voluntarily and 
intentionally violated that duty”) A taxpayer may know with a fair degree of certainty that her babysitter will 
not declare a cash payment as income—and, if so, a jury could readily find that the taxpayer acted to obtain 
an unlawful benefit for another. For the same reason, we find unconvincing the dissent’s argument that the 
distinction between “willfully” and “corruptly”—at least as defined by the Government—reflects any 
meaningful difference in culpability. . . . 

In sum, we follow the approach we have taken in similar cases in interpreting § 7212(a)’s Omnibus Clause. 
To be sure, the language and history of the provision at issue here differ somewhat from that of other 
obstruction provisions we have considered in the past. See Aguilar, supra  (interpreting a statute prohibiting 
the obstruction of “the due administration of justice”); Arthur Andersen, supra (interpreting a statute 
prohibiting the destruction of an object with intent to impair its integrity or availability for use in an official 
proceeding); Yates, supra (interpreting a statute prohibiting the destruction, concealment, or covering up of 
any “record, document, or tangible object with the intent to” obstruct the “investigation or proper 
administration of any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States”). The 
Government and the dissent urge us to ignore these precedents because of those differences. The dissent 
points out, for example, that the predecessor to the obstruction statute we interpreted in Aguilar, 18 U.S.C. § 
1503, prohibited influencing, intimidating, or impeding “any witness or officer in any court of the United 
States” or endeavoring “to obstruct or imped[e] the due administration of justice therein.” Pettibone v. United 
States, 148 U.S. 197, 202, 13 S. Ct. 542, 37 L. Ed. 419 (1893) (citing Rev. Stat. § 5399; emphasis added); see 
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post, at 1115–16. But Congress subsequently deleted the word “therein,” leaving only a broadly worded 
prohibition against obstruction of “the due administration of justice.” Act of June 25, 1948, § 1503, 62 Stat. 
769–770. Congress then used that same amended formulation when it enacted § 7212, prohibiting the 
“obstruction of the due administration” of the Tax Code. Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 68A Stat. 855. 
Given this similarity, it is helpful to consider how we have interpreted § 1503 and other obstruction statutes 
in considering § 7212. The language of some and the underlying principles of all these cases are similar. We 
consequently find these precedents—though not controlling—highly instructive for use as a guide toward a 
proper resolution of the issue now before us. See Smith v. City of Jackson, 544 U.S. 228, 233, 125 S. Ct. 1536, 
161 L. Ed. 2d 410 (2005). 

We conclude that, to secure a conviction under the Omnibus Clause, the Government must show (among 
other things) that there is a “nexus” between the defendant’s conduct and a particular administrative 
proceeding, such as an investigation, an audit, or other targeted administrative action. That nexus requires a 
“relationship in time, causation, or logic with the [administrative] proceeding.” Aguilar, 515 U.S., at 599, 115 
S. Ct. 2357 (citing Wood, 6 F.3d, at 696). By “particular administrative proceeding” we do not mean every 
act carried out by IRS employees in the course of their “continuous, ubiquitous, and universally known” 
administration of the Tax Code. While we need not here exhaustively itemize the types of administrative 
conduct that fall within the scope of the statute, that conduct does not include routine, day-to-day work carried 
out in the ordinary course by the IRS, such as the review of tax returns. The Government contends the 
processing of tax returns is part of the administration of the Internal Revenue Code and any corrupt effort to 
interfere with that task can therefore serve as the basis of an obstruction conviction. But the same could have 
been said of the defendant’s effort to mislead the investigating agent in Aguilar. The agent’s investigation 
was, at least in some broad sense, a part of the administration of justice. But we nevertheless held the 
defendant’s conduct did not support an obstruction charge. 515 U.S., at 600, 115 S. Ct. 2357. In light of our 
decision in Aguilar, we find it appropriate to construe § 7212’s Omnibus Clause more narrowly than the 
Government proposes. Just because a taxpayer knows that the IRS will review her tax return every year does 
not transform every violation of the Tax Code into an obstruction charge. 

In addition to satisfying this nexus requirement, the Government must show that the proceeding was pending 
at the time the defendant engaged in the obstructive conduct or, at the least, was then reasonably foreseeable 
by the defendant. See Arthur Andersen, 544 U.S., at 703, 707–08, 125 S. Ct. 2129 (requiring the Government 
to prove a proceeding was foreseeable in order to convict a defendant for persuading others to shred 
documents to prevent their “use in an official proceeding”). It is not enough for the Government to claim that 
the defendant knew the IRS may catch on to his unlawful scheme eventually. To use a maritime analogy, the 
proceeding must at least be in the offing. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The following case illustrates the outer limits of the kind of conduct that could be prosecuted under § 1503’s 
“omnibus” clause.  As you read it, think about the potential lines between obstruction and regular litigation, 
and the role of lawyers in obstruction cases. 
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UNITED STATES v. CUETO, 151 F.3d 620 (7th Cir. 1998) 

BAUER, Circuit Judge. 

Thomas Venezia owned B & H Vending/Ace Music Corporation (“B & H”), a vending and amusement 
business, and operated an illegal video gambling business through a pattern of racketeering activities and 
illegal gambling payouts, in violation of state and federal anti-gambling and racketeering laws. Venezia hired 
Amiel Cueto, an attorney, to represent him as well as to defend the tavern owners associated with B & H in 
the event of any arrests and/or criminal charges for their participation in the illegal gambling operation. In 
March of 1995, Venezia and B & H were indicted on federal racketeering charges, in addition to other related 
charges including illegal gambling. Throughout the investigation and prior to Venezia’s indictment, Cueto 
served as Venezia’s lawyer and advisor. Cueto was not Venezia’s attorney of record during the trial; 
nonetheless, the record indicates that Venezia continued to rely on Cueto’s advice throughout the prosecution 
of the racketeering case. 

On December 2, 1995, Venezia and B & H were convicted of racketeering, illegal gambling, and conspiracy 
arising out of the operation of the illegal gambling business. United States v. B & H Vending/Ace Music Corp. 
& Thomas Venezia, et al., No. 95–30024. Seven months later, another federal grand jury returned a second 
indictment naming Cueto, Venezia, and Robert Romanik, a local public official and investigator who worked 
for Cueto and Venezia. They were charged with, inter alia: (1) conspiracy to defraud the United States, in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, and (2) obstruction of justice, in violation of the omnibus clause of 18 U.S.C. § 
1503, for their conduct throughout the investigation of Venezia and his illegal gambling operation and the 
indictment and prosecution of the racketeering case. This second indictment is the impetus for the current 
appeal. 

To understand the context of the instant indictment, convictions, and appeal, we examine the nature and scope 
of Cueto’s relationship with Venezia, his association with the illegal gambling operation, and his involvement 
in the investigation, indictment, and prosecution of Venezia, the illegal gambling operation, and the 
racketeering enterprise. In 1987, Venezia purchased a vending and amusement business, later known as B & 
H, which operated an illegal video gambling business for about eight years. B & H supplied video poker 
games to local bars in the metropolitan area of East St. Louis, Illinois, including a Veterans of Foreign Wars 
Post (“VFW”) on Scott Air Force Base, and the tavern owners agreed to make illegal gambling payouts to its 
customers. State agents believed the video games were being used for illegal gambling purposes, and 
beginning in 1992, the Illinois Liquor Control Commission (“ILCC”) and the State Police initiated a joint 
investigation in St. Clair County, which targeted illegal gambling operations in Southern Illinois. 

The ILCC has broad investigatory powers to supervise liquor licensees, and ILCC Agent Bonds Robinson 
worked on the task force and investigated the gambling operations in cooperation with the state police. 
Initially, Robinson worked in a non-undercover capacity as part of the state investigation to determine, in the 
course of routine liquor inspections, whether any establishment was making illegal gambling payouts. Agents 
of the ILCC began to strictly enforce the gambling regulations and frequently visited the taverns to ensure 
compliance. Eventually, the FBI became interested in the state’s investigation, and ultimately decided to use 
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Robinson in a federal investigation of illegal gambling operations in St. Clair County, particularly Venezia’s 
gambling operation. At some later point, Robinson assumed an undercover role for the FBI as a corrupt liquor 
agent in an attempt to gather evidence against Venezia and B & H. Soon thereafter, the state police raided the 
VFW Post, seized B & H’s video poker games, and arrested two VFW employees for maintaining an illegal 
gambling establishment. After the raid, Venezia and B & H supplied additional video games to the VFW, 
which continued to provide its customers with illegal gambling payouts. 

In an attempt to gather evidence, Robinson, who was present at the VFW raid, indicated that Venezia could 
avoid further interruptions of his illegal gambling operation if he were to offer a bribe to discourage the 
investigation and the interference, and he suggested to Venezia that they meet. Venezia consulted with Cueto, 
who instructed Venezia to meet with Tom Daley, one of his law partners at the time. In an attempt to portray 
Robinson as a dishonest agent, Daley reported to the ILCC that Robinson had solicited a bribe at the VFW. 
A meeting was then scheduled between Venezia and Robinson, who met at B & H corporate headquarters. 
Robinson taped the conversation at the FBI’s request, and the tape was introduced into evidence in the 
racketeering case and at Cueto’s trial.  Soon after the meeting, the VFW was raided again; B & H video poker 
games were seized, and two employees were arrested. The ILCC issued an administrative violation to the 
VFW as well as a warning to remove the illegal gambling machines, otherwise, its liquor license would be 
revoked. Again, Venezia consulted with Cueto about the raids, the criminal charges, and the prosecutions, 
and they discussed available options and courses of action. 

First, Cueto and Venezia drafted a letter, detailing Robinson’s alleged “corrupt” conduct and accusing him of 
soliciting bribes, and delivered it to St. Clair County State’s Attorney Robert Haida. Cueto also filed a 
complaint in state court against Robinson, in which Cueto alleged that Robinson was a corrupt agent. See 
Venezia v. Robinson, No. 92–CH 299. Cueto obtained a court order that required Robinson to appear for a 
hearing in People v. Moore, one of the gambling prosecutions arising from the VFW raid. Pursuant to the 
order, Robinson appeared in state court, and Cueto immediately served him with a subpoena, which required 
him to appear in court within fifteen minutes for an injunction hearing in Venezia v. Robinson. Cueto had 
prepared a petition, requesting either a temporary restraining order or a preliminary and permanent injunction 
against alleged extortion and other vexation to prevent Robinson from interfering with the operation of 
Venezia’s business. Robinson had not seen a copy of the complaint, had not been served with process, and 
was not represented by counsel. 

At the hearing, Robinson’s requests for an attorney were denied, and the state court judge permitted Cueto to 
question Robinson about the FBI’s investigation (which at that point was still a covert operation) and the 
evidence it had obtained in the course of the investigation. Without permitting Robinson to put on a defense 
and without articulating any findings of fact or conclusions of law, the state court entered a preliminary 
injunction against Robinson, which indefinitely enjoined him from interfering with Venezia’s business 
operations. Venezia then returned to the VFW, as well as other taverns affiliated with the gambling operation, 
to advise them that a state court judge had entered an injunction against Robinson and that he could no longer 
interfere with their establishments and the illegal gambling operation. 
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Notwithstanding the injunction and pursuant to instructions from the Director of ILCC to continue his routine 
liquor inspections, Robinson visited another establishment associated with B & H’s gambling operation and 
discovered that the tavern owner was providing illegal gambling payouts on some of the video machines. 
Thereafter, Dorothy McCaw was arrested for operating and maintaining an illegal gambling establishment, 
and she signed a written confession for her participation in illegal gambling activities. Upon learning of the 
inspection and arrest, Venezia contacted Cueto, who arranged for Venezia and Romanik, the third individual 
charged in the instant indictment, to obtain another statement from McCaw. Cueto then drafted a letter to the 
ILCC, State’s Attorney Haida, the Office of the United States Attorney for the Southern District of Illinois, 
and the FBI, claiming that his client was suffering damage as a result of Robinson’s “unlawful” interference 
with the operation of Venezia’s business and threatened that if the conduct continued, he would file suit 
against the ILCC, in addition to Robinson, for damages incurred. Without McCaw’s knowledge, Cueto 
attached to that letter the statement she had given to Venezia and Romanik, which supported Cueto’s 
allegations of interference. Cueto also filed a rule to show cause in state court, which described Robinson’s 
violations of the injunction and requested the court to find him in contempt; McCaw’s statement also was 
attached to the rule to show cause, again without her knowledge. . . . 

During the investigation, the record indicates that Cueto and Venezia developed more than a professional 
attorney-client relationship, entering into various financial transactions and business deals, some of which 
involved secret partnerships. A few examples include: (1) they purchased unimproved real estate, developed 
the real estate, built and managed a topless nightclub (Club Exposed), which operated some of B & H’s illegal 
gambling machines; (2) Venezia and Cueto incorporated Millennium III, an asbestos removal company, and 
applied for and obtained a $600,000 line of credit to complete the purchase acquisition; and (3) Venezia 
purchased Cueto’s office building and moved B & H corporate headquarters into it. The record demonstrates 
that in order to obtain financing, Venezia reported B & H as a principal asset on his financial statements and 
loan applications to establish the necessary credit he and Cueto needed to become joint borrowers on various 
loans. Moreover, the record indicates that the lender in the Millennium purchase relied upon Venezia’s 
financial statement in its decision to loan the money for the acquisition.  

About the time the Millennium purchase was finalized, state police and Robinson arrested George Vogt, a B 
& H customer, for gambling. At a hearing in the state’s prosecution of Vogt, Robinson testified and Cueto 
cross-examined him. After the hearing, Cueto again approached State’s Attorney Haida, provided him with 
the transcripts from the Vogt hearing, and urged Haida to indict Robinson for perjury. Thereafter, Haida 
commenced an investigation of Robinson’s activities. Nothing came of Cueto’s allegations of perjury, and 
the investigation ended without any charges being filed. 

The investigation of Venezia and B & H began in early 1992, and the events discussed above occurred over 
a period of approximately three years. We briefly mentioned some of the initial business and financial 
dealings between Venezia and Cueto, but… we think it unnecessary to specifically discuss every financial 
transaction contained in the record except to point out that together Venezia and Cueto participated in various 
business transactions, in which millions of dollars exchanged hands to finance the purchases of various real 
estate interests and construction costs relating to various development projects, including certain gambling 
operations. The indictment specifically charged that Club Exposed, the nightclub owned by Venezia and 
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Cueto, Millennium III, as well as other business transactions in which they were involved, depended upon 
the continued operation of B & H and the illegal gambling business to secure and to cover the various loans 
and debts they incurred in their financial ventures. 

Even after Cueto became a business partner of Venezia, . . . he continued to give Venezia legal advice. 
Although Cueto was not an attorney of record, he participated in the preparation of Venezia’s defense in the 
racketeering prosecution. Cueto continued to urge State’s Attorney Haida to indict Robinson for perjury. He 
also contacted Congressman Jerry Costello, who owned an equal one-third partnership interest in a gambling 
development project with Cueto and Venezia, and asked the Congressman to contact Haida and to offer him 
a seat on the judiciary in exchange for Haida’s recommendation that Cueto be appointed as the next State’s 
Attorney. Cueto also began to publish a newspaper, the East Side Review, and authored an article in which he 
indicated that in the next election he intended to run for St. Clair County State’s Attorney, and in the event 
he was elected, he would prosecute Robinson.  

In August of 1994, the government empaneled a grand jury to examine the evidence obtained in the FBI’s 
investigation of Venezia and B & H, and the grand jury also initiated its own investigation of these allegations. 
In response, Cueto prepared and filed various motions to hinder the investigation and to discharge the grand 
jury, all of which were denied. Notwithstanding the defense tactics and delays, the grand jury indicted 
Venezia, among others; he was prosecuted, and ultimately, convicted for operating an illegal gambling 
enterprise, in addition to other related convictions. . . . 

After a jury trial, Cueto was convicted of the charges in Counts 1, 2, 6, and 7 and the district court ordered 
him to serve a prison term of 87 months, to be followed by two years of supervised release, and imposed 
monetary penalties. . . . 

Cueto asserts several arguments with respect to his convictions on Counts 2, 6, and 7 for obstruction of justice, 
contending that the omnibus clause of § 1503 is unconstitutionally vague as applied to the conduct charged 
in the indictment… Cueto argues that “much of what lawyers do—are attempts to influence the justice 
system,” and that the omnibus clause of § 1503 was not intended to apply to the type of conduct charged in 
the indictment. . . . 

“[I]n determining the scope of a statute, one is to look first at its language. If the language is unambiguous, 
ordinarily it is to be regarded as conclusive unless there is ‘a clearly expressed legislative intent to the 
contrary.’” Dickerson v. New Banner Institute, Inc., 460 U.S. 103, 110, 103 S. Ct. 986, 74 L. Ed. 2d 845 
(1983) (internal citations omitted) (quoting Consumer Product Safety Comm’n v. GTE Sylvania, Inc., 447 
U.S. 102, 108, 100 S. Ct. 2051, 64 L. Ed. 2d 766 (1980)). The omnibus clause of § 1503 is a catch-all 
provision… intended to ensure that criminals could not circumvent the statute’s purpose “by devising novel 
and creative schemes that would interfere with the administration of justice but would nonetheless fall outside 
the scope of § 1503’s specific prohibitions.” . . . 

Cueto also contends that the vagueness problems are exacerbated by this court’s broad construction of the 
term “corruptly,” arguing that it fails to provide meaningful and adequate notice as to what conduct is 
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proscribed by the statute. The Seventh Circuit has approved a jury instruction which articulates a definition 
for the term “corruptly”: 

Corruptly means to act with the purpose of obstructing justice. The United States is not 
required to prove that the defendant’s only or even main purpose was to obstruct the due 
administration of justice. The government only has to establish that the defendant should have 
reasonably seen that the natural and probable consequences of his acts was the obstruction of 
justice. Intent may be inferred from all of the surrounding facts and circumstances. Any act, 
by any party, whether lawful or unlawful on its face, may violate Section 1503, if performed 
with a corrupt motive. 

The mere fact that a term “covers a broad spectrum of conduct” does not render it vague, and the requirement 
that a statute must give fair notice as to what conduct is proscribed “cannot be used as a shield by one who is 
already bent on serious wrongdoing.” Griffin, 589 F.2d at 206–07. 

There is little case authority directly on point to consider whether an attorney acting in his professional 
capacity could be criminally liable under the omnibus clause of § 1503 for traditional litigation-related 
conduct that results in an obstruction of justice. “Correct application of Section 1503 thus requires, in a very 
real sense, that the factfinder discern—by direct evidence or from inference—the motive which led an 
individual to perform particular actions.... ‘Intent may make any otherwise innocent act criminal, if it is a step 
in a plot.’” United States v. Cintolo, 818 F.2d 980 (1st Cir. 1987). . . . Otherwise lawful conduct, even acts 
undertaken by an attorney in the course of representing a client, can transgress § 1503 if employed with the 
corrupt intent to accomplish that which the statute forbids. . . . 

The government’s theory of prosecution is predicated on the fact that Cueto held a personal financial interest 
in protecting the illegal gambling enterprise, which formed the requisite corrupt intent for his conduct to 
qualify as violations of the statute. Cueto focuses entirely on the legality of his conduct, and not the requisite 
criminal intent proscribed by § 1503. It is undisputed that an attorney may use any lawful means to defend 
his client, and there is no risk of criminal liability if those means employed by the attorney in his endeavors 
to represent his client remain within the scope of lawful conduct. However, it is the corrupt endeavor to 
protect the illegal gambling operation and to safeguard his own financial interest, which motivated Cueto’s 
otherwise legal conduct, that separates his conduct from that which is legal. 

Even though courts may be hesitant, with good reason and caution, to include traditional litigation-related 
conduct within the scope of § 1503, the omnibus clause has been interpreted broadly in accordance with 
congressional intent to promote the due administration of justice and to prevent the miscarriage of justice, 
and an individual’s status as an attorney engaged in litigation-related conduct does not provide protection 
from prosecution for criminal conduct. . . . More so than an ordinary individual, an attorney, in particular a 
criminal defense attorney, has a sophisticated understanding of the type of conduct that constitutes criminal 
violations of the law. There is a discernable difference between an honest lawyer who unintentionally submits 
a false statement to the court and an attorney with specific corrupt intentions who files papers in bad faith 
knowing that they contain false representations and/or inaccurate facts in an attempt to hinder judicial 
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proceedings. It is true that, to a certain extent, a lawyer’s conduct influences judicial proceedings, or at least 
attempts to affect the outcome of the proceedings. However, that influence stems from a lawyer’s attempt to 
advocate his client’s interests within the scope of the law. It is the “corrupt endeavor” to influence the due 
administration of justice that is the heart of the offense, and Cueto’s personal financial interest is the heart of 
his corrupt motive. . . . 

We have carefully examined the fears articulated by the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, 
in addition to the arguments put forth by the defendant, that a decision upholding the application of the 
omnibus clause of § 1503 to litigation-related conduct may deter or somehow chill the criminal defense 
lawyers in zealous advocacy, and we find those concerns to be exaggerated, at least as considered in light of 
the facts in the present case. Although we appreciate that it is of significant importance to avoid chilling 
vigorous advocacy and to maintain the balance of effective representation, we also recognize that a lawyer’s 
misconduct and criminal acts are not absolutely immune from prosecution. We cannot ignore Cueto’s corrupt 
endeavors to manipulate the administration of justice and his clear criminal violations of the law. As the First 
Circuit recognized in Cintolo: 

Nothing in the caselaw, fairly read, suggests that lawyers should be plucked gently from the 
maddening [sic] crowd and sheltered from the rigors of 18 U.S.C. § 1503 in the manner urged 
by appellant and by the amici. Nor is there sufficient public policy justification favoring such 
a result. To the contrary, the overriding public policy interest is that “[t]he attorney-client 
relationship cannot . . . be used to shield or promote illegitimate acts. . . .” “[A]ttorneys, just 
like all other persons, . . . are not above the law and are subject to its full application under 
appropriate circumstances.” 

818 F.2d at 993–94 (internal citations omitted). Accordingly, we conclude that the omnibus clause of § 1503 
may be used to prosecute a lawyer’s litigation-related criminality and that neither the omnibus clause of § 
1503 nor this court’s construction of the term “corruptly” is unconstitutionally vague as applied to the conduct 
charged in the indictment for which Cueto was convicted. 

We now turn to Cueto’s argument that his convictions on the obstruction of justice counts were not supported 
by sufficient evidence. Cueto’s task is a formidable one, and an examination of the record illuminates that the 
evidence presented in this case overwhelmingly supports the jury’s verdict. . . . 

Cueto’s conduct, though nominally litigation-related conduct on behalf of his client, was undertaken with the 
corrupt intent to protect Venezia, Venezia’s associates, and his business from criminal prosecution and to 
safeguard his personal financial interest in the illegal gambling operation, whatever the costs and 
consequences to the due administration of justice. 

The charges in Count 2 of the indictment included allegations of a corrupt endeavor to obstruct the due 
administration of justice in Venezia v. Robinson by filing pleadings in federal district court and a continued 
attempt to hinder the proceedings by filing an appeal in this court and a petition for certiorari in the United 
States Supreme Court. The evidence demonstrates that Cueto successfully exposed the FBI’s investigation, 
uncovered the evidence it had gathered, obtained the injunction against Robinson, and continued to file 
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frivolous appeals after the district court dismissed the injunction and the complaint. . . . The jury was amply 
justified in concluding that Cueto’s repeated filings were motivated by his attempt to protect his client from 
prosecution and to safeguard his financial interest. Cueto’s actions may qualify as traditional litigation-related 
conduct in form, but not in substance, and the evidence presented at trial demonstrates that Cueto clearly 
intended and corruptly endeavored to obstruct the due administration of justice in Venezia v. Robinson. 

Similar to Count 2, Count 7 includes allegations of preparing and filing and causing defense counsel to prepare 
and file false pleadings and other court papers; the indictment specifically charged Cueto with encouraging 
defense counsel in the racketeering case to file false motions and pleadings for the purpose of impeding and 
obstructing the administration of justice in that case. We have no doubt that Cueto in fact intended to interfere 
with the investigation, attempted to delay the indictment, and endeavored to obstruct the proceedings in 
federal district court in connection with the prosecution of Venezia. We simply are not dealing with non-
corrupt, legitimate involvement in the preparation of Venezia’s (and his co-defendants’) defense. Nor are we 
dealing with inadvertent interference. From the evidence presented at trial, the jury was amply justified in 
concluding without a doubt that Cueto corruptly endeavored to obstruct the district court’s proceedings in the 
gambling and racketeering prosecution. 

In response to his conviction on Count 6, Cueto argues that his conviction should be reversed because the 
Aguilar nexus is absent; he contends that the government presented insufficient evidence to establish the 
relationship between his attempts to persuade State’s Attorney Haida to investigate and indict Robinson and 
a pending judicial proceeding. . . . “It is well established that investigations undertaken with the intention of 
presenting evidence before a grand jury are sufficient to constitute ‘the due administration of justice’ under § 
1503.” Maloney, 71 F.3d at 657. 

Though Cueto’s initial calls and letters to State’s Attorney Haida may pre-date the empaneling of the grand 
jury, the phone call to Congressman Costello occurred after the indictment was unsealed. In addition, his 
letters to the State’s Attorney occurred throughout the investigation, and the evidence indicates that Cueto 
knew of the investigation. Accordingly, Cueto’s conduct prior to the empaneling of the grand jury as well as 
his subsequent acts to encourage State’s Attorney Haida to investigate and prosecute Agent Robinson have 
the requisite nexus to the judicial proceedings. . . . 

Whatever the contours of the line between traditional lawyering and criminal conduct, they must inevitably 
be drawn case-by-case. We refuse to accept the notion that lawyers may do anything, including violating the 
law, to zealously advocate their clients’ interests and then avoid criminal prosecution by claiming that they 
were “just doing their job.” . . . We respect the importance of allowing defense counsel to perform legitimate 
activities without hindrance and recognize the potential dangers that could arise if prosecutors were permitted 
to inquire into the motives of criminal defense attorneys ad hoc. This case, however, does not create that 
avenue of inquiry; our conclusion is limited to the specific facts of this case. . . . The jury was justified in 
concluding that Cueto had the requisite knowledge of the FBI’s investigation of Venezia, the grand jury’s 
inquiry, and the district court’s proceedings and then acted in a manner that had the natural and probable 
effect of interfering with the lawful function of those governmental entities and the due administration of 
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justice. His role as a defense attorney did not insulate him from the criminal consequences of his corruptly-
motivated actions. . . . 

C. Elements and Examples:  Section 1512 and Document Destruction 

This case involves the interpretation of (an older version of) § 1512 and its mens rea requirements, as well as 
further discussion of the nexus issue.  (What was § 1512(c) at the time of this case is now § 1512(b).)  More 
importantly, it involves another line-drawing problem relevant to the corporate context:  How do we 
distinguish between acceptable evidence destruction in advance of litigation and obstruction of justice? 

ARTHUR ANDERSEN LLP v. UNITED STATES, 544 U.S. 696 (2005) 

Chief Justice REHNQUIST delivered the opinion of the Court. 

As Enron Corporation’s financial difficulties became public in 2001, petitioner Arthur Andersen LLP, 
Enron’s auditor, instructed its employees to destroy documents pursuant to its document retention policy. A 
jury found that this action made petitioner guilty of violating 18 U.S.C. §§ 1512(b)(2)(A) and (B). These 
sections make it a crime to “knowingly us[e] intimidation or physical force, threate[n], or corruptly persuad[e] 
another person . . . with intent to . . . cause” that person to “withhold” documents from, or “alter” documents 
for use in, an “official proceeding.” The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit affirmed. We hold that the jury 
instructions failed to convey properly the elements of a “corrup[t] persua[sion]” conviction under § 1512(b), 
and therefore reverse. 

Enron Corporation, during the 1990’s, switched its business from operation of natural gas pipelines to an 
energy conglomerate, a move that was accompanied by aggressive accounting practices and rapid growth. 
Petitioner audited Enron’s publicly filed financial statements and provided internal audit and consulting 
services to it. Petitioner’s “engagement team” for Enron was headed by David Duncan. Beginning in 2000, 
Enron’s financial performance began to suffer, and, as 2001 wore on, worsened. On August 14, 2001, Jeffrey 
Skilling, Enron’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO), unexpectedly resigned. Within days, Sherron Watkins, a 
senior accountant at Enron, warned Kenneth Lay, Enron’s newly reappointed CEO, that Enron could 
“implode in a wave of accounting scandals.” She likewise informed Duncan and Michael Odom, one of 
petitioner’s partners who had supervisory responsibility over Duncan, of the looming problems. 

On August 28, an article in the Wall Street Journal suggested improprieties at Enron, and the SEC opened an 
informal investigation. By early September, petitioner had formed an Enron “crisis-response” team, which 
included Nancy Temple, an in-house counsel. On October 8, petitioner retained outside counsel to represent 
it in any litigation that might arise from the Enron matter. The next day, Temple discussed Enron with other 
in-house counsel. Her notes from that meeting reflect that “some SEC investigation” is “highly probable.”  

On October 10, Odom spoke at a general training meeting attended by 89 employees. . . . Odom urged 
everyone to comply with the firm’s document retention policy. He added: “‘[I]f it’s destroyed in the course 
of [the] normal policy and litigation is filed the next day, that’s great. . . . [W]e’ve followed our own policy, 
and whatever there was that might have been of interest to somebody is gone and irretrievable.’” On October 
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12, Temple entered the Enron matter into her computer, designating the “Type of Potential Claim” as 
“Professional Practice—Government/Regulatory Inv[estigation].” Temple also e-mailed Odom, suggesting 
that he “‘remin[d] the engagement team of our documentation and retention policy.’”  

On October 16, Enron announced its third quarter results. That release disclosed a $1.01 billion charge to 
earnings. The following day, the SEC notified Enron by letter that it had opened an investigation in August 
and requested certain information and documents. On October 19, Enron forwarded a copy of that letter to 
petitioner. 

On the same day, Temple also sent an e-mail to a member of petitioner’s internal team of accounting experts 
and attached a copy of the document policy. On October 20, the Enron crisis-response team held a conference 
call, during which Temple instructed everyone to “[m]ake sure to follow the [document] policy.” On October 
23, Enron CEO Lay declined to answer questions during a call with analysts because of “potential lawsuits, 
as well as the SEC inquiry.” After the call, Duncan met with other Andersen partners on the Enron 
engagement team and told them that they should ensure team members were complying with the document 
policy. Another meeting for all team members followed, during which Duncan distributed the policy and told 
everyone to comply. These, and other smaller meetings, were followed by substantial destruction of paper 
and electronic documents. 

On October 26, one of petitioner’s senior partners circulated a New York Times article discussing the SEC’s 
response to Enron. His e-mail commented that “the problems are just beginning and we will be in the cross 
hairs. The marketplace is going to keep the pressure on this and is going to force the SEC to be tough.” On 
October 30, the SEC opened a formal investigation and sent Enron a letter that requested accounting 
documents. 

Throughout this time period, the document destruction continued, despite reservations by some of petitioner’s 
managers. On November 8, Enron announced that it would issue a comprehensive restatement of its earnings 
and assets. Also on November 8, the SEC served Enron and petitioner with subpoenas for records. On 
November 9, Duncan’s secretary sent an e-mail that stated: “Per Dave—No more shredding.... We have been 
officially served for our documents.” Enron filed for bankruptcy less than a month later. Duncan was fired 
and later pleaded guilty to witness tampering. 

In March 2002, petitioner was indicted in the Southern District of Texas on one count of violating §§ 
1512(b)(2)(A) and (B). The indictment alleged that, between October 10 and November 9, 2001, petitioner 
“did knowingly, intentionally and corruptly persuade . . . other persons, to wit: [petitioner’s] employees, with 
intent to cause” them to withhold documents from, and alter documents for use in, “official proceedings, 
namely: regulatory and criminal proceedings and investigations.” . . . The jury returned a guilty verdict.  

Chapter 73 of Title 18 of the United States Code provides criminal sanctions for those who obstruct justice. 
Sections 1512(b)(2)(A) and (B), part of the witness tampering provisions, provide in relevant part: 

Whoever knowingly uses intimidation or physical force, threatens, or corruptly persuades 
another person, or attempts to do so, or engages in misleading conduct toward another person, 
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with intent to . . . cause or induce any person to . . . withhold testimony, or withhold a record, 
document, or other object, from an official proceeding [or] alter, destroy, mutilate, or conceal 
an object with intent to impair the object’s integrity or availability for use in an official 
proceeding . . . shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both. 

In this case, our attention is focused on what it means to “knowingly . . . corruptly persuad[e]” another person 
“with intent to . . . cause” that person to “withhold” documents from, or “alter” documents for use in, an 
“official proceeding.” . . . 

Indeed, “persuad[ing]” a person “with intent to . . . cause” that person to “withhold” testimony or documents 
from a Government proceeding or Government official is not inherently malign. Consider, for instance, a 
mother who suggests to her son that he invoke his right against compelled self-incrimination, see U.S. Const., 
Amdt. 5, or a wife who persuades her husband not to disclose marital confidences. 

Nor is it necessarily corrupt for an attorney to “persuad[e]” a client “with intent to . . . cause” that client to 
“withhold” documents from the Government. In Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383 (1981), for 
example, we held that Upjohn was justified in withholding documents that were covered by the attorney-
client privilege from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). No one would suggest that an attorney who 
“persuade[d]” Upjohn to take that step acted wrongfully, even though he surely intended that his client keep 
those documents out of the IRS’ hands. 

“Document retention policies,” which are created in part to keep certain information from getting into the 
hands of others, including the Government, are common in business. It is, of course, not wrongful for a 
manager to instruct his employees to comply with a valid document retention policy under ordinary 
circumstances. . . . 

Section 1512(b) punishes not just “corruptly persuad[ing]” another, but “knowingly corruptly persuad[ing]” 
another. (Emphasis added.) The Government suggests that “knowingly” does not modify “corruptly 
persuades,” but that is not how the statute most naturally reads. It provides the mens rea—“knowingly”—and 
then a list of acts—“uses intimidation or physical force, threatens, or corruptly persuades.” We have 
recognized with regard to similar statutory language that the mens rea at least applies to the acts that 
immediately follow, if not to other elements down the statutory chain. The Government suggests that it is 
“questionable whether Congress would employ such an inelegant formulation as ‘knowingly . . . corruptly 
persuades.’” Long experience has not taught us to share the Government’s doubts on this score, and we must 
simply interpret the statute as written. 

The parties have not pointed us to another interpretation of “knowingly . . . corruptly” to guide us here. . . . 
“[K]nowledge” and “knowingly” are normally associated with awareness, understanding, or consciousness. 
“Corrupt” and “corruptly” are normally associated with wrongful, immoral, depraved, or evil. Joining these 
meanings together here makes sense both linguistically and in the statutory scheme. Only persons conscious 
of wrongdoing can be said to “knowingly . . . corruptly persuad[e].” And limiting criminality to persuaders 
conscious of their wrongdoing sensibly allows § 1512(b) to reach only those with the level of “culpability . . 
. we usually require in order to impose criminal liability.” 
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The outer limits of this element need not be explored here because the jury instructions at issue simply failed 
to convey the requisite consciousness of wrongdoing. Indeed, it is striking how little culpability the 
instructions required. . . . The instructions also diluted the meaning of “corruptly” so that it covered innocent 
conduct.  

The parties vigorously disputed how the jury would be instructed on “corruptly.” The District Court based its 
instruction on the definition of that term found in the Fifth Circuit Pattern Jury Instruction for § 1503. This 
pattern instruction defined “corruptly” as “‘knowingly and dishonestly, with the specific intent to subvert or 
undermine the integrity’” of a proceeding. The Government, however, insisted on excluding “dishonestly” 
and adding the term “impede” to the phrase “subvert or undermine.” The District Court agreed over 
petitioner’s objections, and the jury was told to convict if it found petitioner intended to “subvert, undermine, 
or impede” governmental factfinding by suggesting to its employees that they enforce the document retention 
policy.  

These changes were significant. No longer was any type of “dishonest[y]” necessary to a finding of guilt, and 
it was enough for petitioner to have simply “impede[d]” the Government’s factfinding ability. As the 
Government conceded at oral argument, “‘[i]mpede’” has broader connotations than “‘subvert’” or even 
“‘[u]ndermine,’” and many of these connotations do not incorporate any “corrupt[ness]” at all. The dictionary 
defines “impede” as “to interfere with or get in the way of the progress of” or “hold up” or “detract from.” 
Webster’s. By definition, anyone who innocently persuades another to withhold information from the 
Government “get[s] in the way of the progress of” the Government. With regard to such innocent conduct, 
the “corruptly” instructions did no limiting work whatsoever. 

The instructions also were infirm for another reason. They led the jury to believe that it did not have to find 
any nexus between the “persua[sion]” to destroy documents and any particular proceeding. In resisting any 
type of nexus element, the Government relies heavily on § 1512(e)(1), which states that an official proceeding 
“need not be pending or about to be instituted at the time of the offense.” It is, however, one thing to say that 
a proceeding “need not be pending or about to be instituted at the time of the offense,” and quite another to 
say a proceeding need not even be foreseen. A “knowingly . . . corrup[t] persaude[r]” cannot be someone who 
persuades others to shred documents under a document retention policy when he does not have in 
contemplation any particular official proceeding in which those documents might be material. 

We faced a similar situation in Aguilar. Respondent Aguilar lied to a Federal Bureau of Investigation agent 
in the course of an investigation and was convicted of “‘corruptly endeavor[ing] to influence, obstruct, and 
impede [a] . . . grand jury investigation’.” All the Government had shown was that Aguilar had uttered false 
statements to an investigating agent “who might or might not testify before a grand jury.” We held that § 1503 
required something more—specifically, a “nexus” between the obstructive act and the proceeding. “[I]f the 
defendant lacks knowledge that his actions are likely to affect the judicial proceeding,” we explained, “he 
lacks the requisite intent to obstruct.” . . . 
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Problem 8-1 

Mary, General Counsel of Garmentcorp, learns that Garmentcorp is to be subject to a DOJ investigation for 
potential violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act involving its operations in Bangladesh.  DOJ informs 
Mary that it intends to interview dozens of Garmentcorp employees and/or subpoena them to testify before a 
grand jury.  Mary retains Biglawfirm, which does not represent Garmentcorp as a corporation, to represent 
the Garmentcorp employees individually in their interactions with the government, at Garmentcorp’s expense.  
After discussing the fee arrangements with the lead partner on the matter at Biglawfirm, Mary says to her, 
“Make sure to pound it into their heads that they should say they ‘do not recall’ if they are the least bit unsure 
about whether they are getting a fact correct.”  Has Mary committed a crime? 

Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s report on obstruction of justice in connection with President Trump and 
the investigation of 2016 Russian election interference, excerpted below, serves two purposes here:  (i) to 
summarize the law of obstruction of justice; and (ii) to provide a challenging scenario, based on which you 
should ask:  Did the President commit one or more violations of the obstruction statutes, leaving aside the 
question of whether a sitting president is constitutionally amenable to indictment?2 

Report On The Investigation Into Russian Interference In The 2016 Presidential Election 

Volume II of II 

Special Counsel Robert S. Mueller, III 

Washington, D.C. March 2019 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY TO VOLUME II 

Our obstruction-of-justice inquiry focused on a series of actions by the President that related to the Russia 
interference investigations, including the President's conduct towards the law enforcement officials 
overseeing the investigations and the witnesses to relevant events. 

FACTUAL RESULTS OF THE OBSTRUCTION INVESTIGATION 

The key issues and events we examined include the following: 

The Campaign's response to reports about Russian support for Trump. During the 2016 presidential 
campaign, questions arose about the Russian government's apparent support for candidate Trump. After 
WikiLeaks released politically damaging Democratic Party emails that were reported to have been hacked by 
Russia, Trump publicly expressed skepticism that Russia was responsible for the hacks at the same time that 
he and other Campaign officials privately sought information about any further planned WikiLeaks releases. 

 
2 The legal analysis in Volume II of the report is far longer than these excerpts and is a useful reference source on the law of 
obstruction, as well as on some separation-of-powers questions.  For the full volume, see ROBERT S. MUELLER, REPORT ON THE 
INVESTIGATION INTO RUSSIAN INTERFERENCE IN THE 2016 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION (March 2019), 
https://www.justice.gov/storage/report.pdf. 
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Trump also denied having any business in or connections to Russia, even though as late as June 2016 the 
Trump Organization had been pursuing a licensing deal for a skyscraper to be built in Russia called Trump 
Tower Moscow. After the election, the President expressed concerns to advisors that reports of Russia's 
election interference might lead the public to question the legitimacy of his election. 

Conduct involving FBI Director Comey and Michael Flynn. In mid-January 2017, incoming National Security 
Advisor Michael Flynn falsely denied to the Vice President, other administration officials, and FBI agents 
that he had talked to Russian Ambassador Sergey Kislyak about Russia's response to U.S. sanctions on Russia 
for its election interference. On January 27, the day after the President was told that Flynn had lied to the Vice 
President and had made similar statements to the FBI, the President invited FBI Director Comey to a private 
dinner at the White House and told Comey that he needed loyalty. On February 14, the day after the President 
requested Flynn's resignation, the President told an outside advisor, "Now that we fired Flynn, the Russia 
thing is over." The advisor disagreed and said the investigations would continue. 

Later that afternoon, the President cleared the Oval Office to have a one-on-one meeting with Comey. 
Referring to the FBI's investigation of Flynn, the President said, "I hope you can see your way clear to letting 
this go, to letting Flynn go. He is a good guy. I hope you can let this go." Shortly after requesting Flynn's 
resignation and speaking privately to Comey, the President sought to have Deputy National Security Advisor 
K.T. McFarland draft an internal letter stating that the President had not directed Flynn to discuss sanctions 
with Kislyak. McFarland declined because she did not know whether that was true, and a White House 
Counsel's Office attorney thought that the request would look like a quid pro quo for an ambassadorship she 
had been offered. 

The President's reaction to the continuing Russia investigation. ln February 2017, Attorney General Jeff 
Sessions began to assess whether he had to recuse himself from campaign-related investigations because of 
his role in the Trump Campaign. In early March, the President told White House Counsel Donald McGahn 
to stop Sessions from recusing. And after Sessions announced his recusal on March 2, the President expressed 
anger at the decision and told advisors that he should have an Attorney General who would protect him. That 
weekend, the President took Sessions aside at an event and urged him to "unrecuse." Later in March, Comey 
publicly disclosed at a congressional hearing that the FBI was investigating "the Russian government's efforts 
to interfere in the 2016 presidential election," including any links or coordination between the Russian 
government and the Trump Campaign. In the following days, the President reached out to the Director of 
National Intelligence and the leaders of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the National Security 
Agency (NSA) to ask them what they could do to publicly dispel the suggestion that the President had any 
connection to the Russian election-interference effort. The President also twice called Comey directly, 
notwithstanding guidance from McGahn to avoid direct contacts with the Department of Justice. Comey had 
previously assured the President that the FBI was not investigating him personally, and the President asked 
Comey to "lift the cloud" of the Russia investigation by saying that publicly. 

The President's termination of Comey. On May 3, 2017, Comey testified in a congressional hearing, but 
declined to answer questions about whether the President was personally under investigation. Within days, 
the President decided to terminate Comey. The President insisted that the termination letter, which was written 
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for public release, state that Comey had informed the President that he was not under investigation. The day 
of the firing, the White House maintained that Comey's termination resulted from independent 
recommendations from the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General that Comey should be discharged 
for mishandling the Hillary Clinton email investigation. But the President had decided to fire Comey before 
hearing from the Department of Justice. The day after firing Comey, the President told Russian officials that 
he had "faced great pressure because of Russia," which had been "taken off” by Comey's firing. The next day, 
the President acknowledged in a television interview that he was going to fire Comey regardless of the 
Department of Justice's recommendation and that when he "decided to just do it," he was thinking that "this 
thing with Trump and Russia is a made-up story." In response to a question about whether he was angry with 
Comey about the Russia investigation, the President said, "As far as I'm concerned, I want that thing to be 
absolutely done properly," adding that firing Comey "might even lengthen out the investigation." 

The appointment of a Special Counsel and efforts to remove him. On May 17, 2017, the Acting Attorney 
General for the Russia investigation appointed a Special Counsel to conduct the investigation and related 
matters. The President reacted to news that a Special Counsel had been appointed by telling advisors that it 
was "the end of his presidency" and demanding that Sessions resign. Sessions submitted his resignation, but 
the President ultimately did not accept it. The President told aides that the Special Counsel had conflicts of 
interest and suggested that the Special Counsel therefore could not serve. The President's advisors told him 
the asserted conflicts were meritless and had already been considered by the Department of Justice. 

On June 14, 2017, the media reported that the Special Counsel's Office was investigating whether the 
President had obstructed justice. Press reports called this "a major turning point" in the investigation: while 
Comey had told the President he was not under investigation, following Comey's firing, the President now 
was under investigation. The President reacted to this news with a series of tweets criticizing the Department 
of Justice and the Special Counsel's investigation. On June 17, 2017, the President called McGahn at home 
and directed him to call the Acting Attorney General and say that the Special Counsel had conflicts of interest 
and must be removed. McGahn did not carry out the direction, however, deciding that he would resign rather 
than trigger what he regarded as a potential Saturday Night Massacre. 

Efforts to curtail the Special Counsel's investigation. Two days after directing McGahn to have the Special 
Counsel removed, the President made another attempt to affect the course of the Russia investigation. On 
June 19, 2017, the President met one-on-one in the Oval Office with his former campaign manager Corey 
Lewandowski, a trusted advisor outside the government, and dictated a message for Lewandowski to deliver 
to Sessions. The message said that Sessions should publicly announce that, notwithstanding his recusal from 
the Russia investigation, the investigation was “very unfair” to the President, the President had done nothing 
wrong, and Sessions planned to meet with the Special Counsel and "let [him] move forward with investigating 
election meddling for future elections." Lewandowski said he understood what the President wanted Sessions 
to do. 

One month later, in another private meeting with Lewandowski on July 19, 2017, the President asked about 
the status of his message for Sessions to limit the Special Counsel investigation to future election interference. 
Lewandowski told the President that the message would be delivered soon. Hours after that meeting, the 
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President publicly criticized Sessions in an interview with the New York Times, and then issued a series of 
tweets making it clear that Sessions's job was in jeopardy. Lewandowski did not want to deliver the President's 
message personally, so he asked senior White House official Rick Dearborn to deliver it to Sessions. Dearborn 
was uncomfortable with the task and did not follow through. 

Efforts to prevent public disclosure of evidence. In the summer of 2017, the President learned that media 
outlets were asking questions about the June 9, 2016 meeting at Trump Tower between senior campaign 
officials, including Donald Trump Jr., and a Russian lawyer who was said to be offering damaging 
information about Hillary Clinton as "part of Russia and its government's support for Mr. Trump." On several 
occasions, the President directed aides not to publicly disclose the emails setting up the June 9 meeting, 
suggesting that the emails would not leak and that the number of lawyers with access to them should be 
limited. Before the emails became public, the President edited a press statement for Trump Jr. by deleting a 
line that acknowledged that the meeting was with "an individual who [Trump Jr.] was told might have 
information helpful to the campaign" and instead said only that the meeting was about adoptions of Russian 
children. When the press asked questions about the President's involvement in Trump Jr.'s statement, the 
President's personal lawyer repeatedly denied the President had played any role. 

Further efforts to have the Attorney General take control of the investigation. In early summer 2017, the 
President called Sessions at home and again asked him to reverse his recusal from the Russia investigation. 
Sessions did not reverse his recusal. In October 2017, the President met privately with Sessions in the Oval 
Office and asked him to "take [a] look" at investigating Clinton. In December 2017, shortly after Flynn 
pleaded guilty pursuant to a cooperation agreement, the President met with Sessions in the Oval Office and 
suggested, according to notes taken by a senior advisor, that if Sessions unrecused and took back supervision 
of the Russia investigation, he would be a "hero." The President told Sessions, "I' m not going to do anything 
or direct you to do anything. I just want to be treated fairly." In response, Sessions volunteered that he had 
never seen anything "improper" on the campaign and told the President there was a "whole new leadership 
team" in place. He did not unrecuse. 

Efforts to have McGahn deny that the President had ordered him to have the Special Counsel removed.  In 
early 2018, the press reported that the President had directed McGahn to have the Special Counsel removed 
in June 2017 and that McGahn had threatened to resign rather than carry out the order. The President reacted 
to the news stories by directing White House officials to tell McGahn to dispute the story and create a record 
stating he had not been ordered to have the Special Counsel removed. McGahn told those officials that the 
media reports were accurate in stating that the President had directed McGahn to have the Special Counsel 
removed. The President then met with McGahn in the Oval Office and again pressured him to deny the reports. 
In the same meeting, the President also asked McGahn why he had told the Special Counsel about the 
President's effort to remove the Special Counsel and why McGahn took notes of his conversations with the 
President. McGahn refused to back away from what he remembered happening and perceived the President 
to be testing his mettle. 
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Conduct towards Flynn, Manafort. After Flynn withdrew from a joint defense agreement with the President 
and began cooperating with the government, the President's personal counsel left a message for Flynn's 
attorneys reminding them of the President's warm feelings towards Flynn, which he said "still remains," and 
asking for a "heads up" if Flynn knew "information that implicates the President." When Flynn's counsel 
reiterated that Flynn could no longer share information pursuant to a joint defense agreement, the President's 
personal counsel said he would make sure that the President knew that Flynn's actions reflected "hostility" 
towards the President. During Manafort's prosecution and when the jury in his criminal trial was deliberating, 
the President praised Manafort in public, said that Manafort was being treated unfairly, and declined to rule 
out a pardon. After Manafort was convicted, the President called Manafort "a brave man" for refusing to 
"break" and said that "flipping" “almost ought to be outlawed.” . . . 

Conduct involving Michael Cohen. The President's conduct towards Michael Cohen, a former Trump 
Organization executive, changed from praise for Cohen when he falsely minimized the President's 
involvement in the Trump Tower Moscow project, to castigation of Cohen when he became a cooperating 
witness. From September 2015 to June 2016, Cohen had pursued the Trump Tower Moscow project on behalf 
of the Trump Organization and had briefed candidate Trump on the project numerous times, including 
discussing whether Trump should travel to Russia to advance the deal. In 2017, Cohen provided false 
testimony to Congress about the project, including stating that he had only briefed Trump on the project three 
times and never discussed travel to Russia with him, in an effort to adhere to a "party line" that Cohen said 
was developed to minimize the President's connections to Russia. While preparing for his congressional 
testimony, Cohen had extensive discussions with the President's personal counsel, who, according to Cohen, 
said that Cohen should "stay on message" and not contradict the President. After the FBI searched Cohen's 
home and office in April 2018, the President publicly asserted that Cohen would not "flip," contacted him 
directly to tell him to "stay strong," and privately passed messages of support to him. Cohen also discussed 
pardons with the President's personal counsel and believed that if he stayed on message he would be taken 
care of. But after Cohen began cooperating with the government in the summer of 2018, the President publicly 
criticized him, called him a "rat," and suggested that his family members had committed crimes.  

Overarching factual issues. We did not make a traditional prosecution decision about these facts, but the 
evidence we obtained supports several general statements about the President's conduct. Several features of 
the conduct we investigated distinguish it from typical obstruction-of-justice cases. First, the investigation 
concerned the President, and some of his actions, such as firing the FBI Director, involved facially lawful 
acts within his Article II authority, which raises constitutional issues discussed below. At the same time, the 
President's position as the head of the Executive Branch provided him with unique and powerful means of 
influencing official proceedings, subordinate officers, and potential witnesses-all of which is relevant to a 
potential obstruction-of-justice analysis. Second, unlike cases in which a subject engages in obstruction of 
justice to cover up a crime, the evidence we obtained did not establish that the President was involved in an 
underlying crime related to Russian election interference. Although the obstruction statutes do not require 
proof of such a crime, the absence of that evidence affects the analysis of the President's intent and requires 
consideration of other possible motives for his conduct. Third, many of the President's acts directed at 
witnesses, including discouragement of cooperation with the government and suggestions of possible future 
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pardons, took place in public view. That circumstance is unusual, but no principle of law excludes public acts 
from the reach of the obstruction laws. If the likely effect of public acts is to influence witnesses or alter their 
testimony, the harm to the justice system's integrity is the same. 

Although the series of events we investigated involved discrete acts, the overall pattern of the President's 
conduct towards the investigations can shed light on the nature of the President's acts and the inferences that 
can be drawn about his intent. In particular, the actions we investigated can be divided into two phases, 
reflecting a possible shift in the President's motives. The first phase covered the period from the President's 
first interactions with Comey through the President's firing of Comey. During that time, the President had 
been repeatedly told he was not personally under investigation. Soon after the firing of Comey and the 
appointment of the Special Counsel, however, the President became aware that his own conduct was being 
investigated in an obstruction-of-justice inquiry. At that point, the President engaged in a second phase of 
conduct, involving public attacks on the investigation, non-public efforts to control it, and efforts in both 
public and private to encourage witnesses not to cooperate with the investigation. Judgments about the nature 
of the President's motives during each phase would be informed by the totality of the evidence. . . . 

Because we determined not to make a traditional prosecutorial judgment, we did not draw ultimate 
conclusions about the President's conduct. The evidence we obtained about the President's actions and intent 
presents difficult issues that would need to be resolved if we were making a traditional prosecutorial 
judgment. At the same time, if we had confidence after a thorough investigation of the facts that the President 
clearly did not commit obstruction of justice, we would so state. Based on the facts and the applicable legal 
standards, we are unable to reach that judgment. Accordingly, while this report does not conclude that the 
President committed a crime, it also does not exonerate him. 

I. BACKGROUND LEGAL AND EVIDENTIARY PRINCIPLES 

A. Legal Framework of Obstruction of Justice 

. . . Three basic elements are common to most of the relevant obstruction statutes: (1) an obstructive act; (2) 
a nexus between the obstructive act and an official proceeding; and (3) a corrupt intent. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. 
§§ 1503, 1505, 1512(c)(2). We describe those elements as they have been interpreted by the courts. We then 
discuss a more specific statute aimed at witness tampering, see 18 U.S.C. § 1512(b), and describe the 
requirements for attempted offenses and endeavors to obstruct justice, see 18 U.S.C. §§ 1503, 1512(c)(2). 

Obstructive act. Obstruction-of-justice law "reaches all corrupt conduct capable of producing an effect that 
prevents justice from being duly administered, regardless of the means employed." United States v. Silverman, 
745 F.2d 1386, 1393 (11th Cir. 1984) (interpreting 18 U.S.C. § 1503). An "effort to influence" a proceeding 
can qualify as an endeavor to obstruct justice even if the effort was "subtle or circuitous" and "however 
cleverly or with whatever cloaking of purpose" it was made. United States v. Roe, 529 F.2d 629, 632 (4th Cir. 
1975); see also United States v. Quattrone, 441 F.3d 153, 173 (2d Cir. 2006). The verbs '"obstruct or impede' 
are broad" and "can refer to anything that blocks, makes difficult, or hinders." Marinello v. United States, 138 
S. Ct. 1101, 1106 (2018) (internal brackets and quotation marks omitted). 
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An improper motive can render an actor's conduct criminal even when the conduct would otherwise be lawful 
and within the actor's authority. See United States v. Cueto, 151 F.3d 620, 631 (7th Cir. 1998) (affirming 
obstruction conviction of a criminal defense attorney for "litigation- related conduct"); United States v. 
Cintolo, 818 F.2d 980, 992 (1st Cir. 1987) ("any act by any party-whether lawful or unlawful on its face-may 
abridge § 1503 if performed with a corrupt motive"). 

Nexus to a pending or contemplated official proceeding. Obstruction-of-justice law generally requires a 
nexus, or connection, to an official proceeding. In Section 1503, the nexus must be to pending "judicial or 
grand jury proceedings." United States v. Aguilar, 515 U.S. 593, 599 (1995). In Section 1505, the nexus can 
include a connection to a "pending" federal agency proceeding or a congressional inquiry or investigation. 
Under both statutes, the government must demonstrate "a relationship in time, causation, or logic" between 
the obstructive act and the proceeding or inquiry to be obstructed. Id. at 599; see also Arthur Andersen LLP 
v. United States, 544 U.S. 696, 707–08 (2005). Section 1512(c) prohibits obstructive efforts aimed at official 
proceedings including judicial or grand jury proceedings. 18 U.S.C. § 1515(a)(1)(A). For purposes of Section 
1512, “an official proceeding need not be pending or about to be instituted at the time of the offense.” 18 
U.S.C. § 1512(f)(1). Although a proceeding need not already be in progress to trigger liability under Section 
1512(c), a nexus to a contemplated proceeding still must be shown. United States v. Young, 916 F.3d 368, 
386 (4th Cir. 2019); United States v. Petruk, 781 F.3d 438, 445 (8th Cir. 2015); United States v. Phillips, 583 
F.3d 1261, 1264 (10th Cir. 2009); United States v. Reich, 479 F.3d 179, 186 (2d Cir. 2007). The nexus 
requirement narrows the scope of obstruction statutes to ensure that individuals have "fair warning" of what 
the law proscribes. Aguilar, 515 U.S. at 600 (internal quotation marks omitted). 

The nexus showing has subjective and objective components. As an objective matter, a defendant must act 
"in a manner that is likely to obstruct justice," such that the statute "excludes defendants who have an evil 
purpose but use means that would only unnaturally and improbably be successful." Aguilar, 515 U.S. at 601–
02 (emphasis added; internal quotation marks omitted). "[T]he endeavor must have the natural and probable 
effect of interfering with the due administration of justice." Id. at 599 (citation and internal quotation marks 
omitted). As a subjective matter, the actor must have "contemplated a particular, foreseeable proceeding." 
Petruk, 781 F.3d at 445–46. A defendant need not directly impede the proceeding. Rather, a nexus exists if 
"discretionary actions of a third person would be required to obstruct the judicial proceeding if it was 
foreseeable to the defendant that the third party would act on the [defendant's] communication in such a way 
as to obstruct the judicial proceeding." United States v. Martinez, 862 F.3d 223, 238 (2d Cir. 2017) (brackets, 
ellipses, and internal quotation marks omitted). 

Corruptly. The word "corruptly" provides the intent element for obstruction of justice and means acting 
"knowingly and dishonestly" or "with an improper motive." United States v. Richardson, 676 F.3d 491, 508 
(5th Cir. 2012); United States v. Gordon, 710 F.3d 1124, 1151 (10th Cir. 2013) (to act corruptly means to 
"act[] with an improper purpose and to engage in conduct knowingly and dishonestly with the specific intent 
to subvert, impede or obstruct" the relevant proceeding) (some quotation marks omitted); see 18 U.S.C. § 
1515(6) ("As used in section 1505, the term 'corruptly' means acting with an improper purpose, personally or 
by influencing another."); see also Arthur Andersen, 544 U.S. at 705–06 (interpreting "corruptly" to mean 
"wrongful, immoral, depraved, or evil" and holding that acting "knowingly . . . corruptly" in 18 U.S.C. §  
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1512(c)  requires "consciousness of wrongdoing").  The requisite showing is made when a person acted with 
an intent to obtain an "improper advantage for [him]self or someone else, inconsistent with official duty and 
the rights of others." BALLENTINE'S LAW DICTIONARY 276 (3d ed. 1969); see United States v. Pasha, 
797 F.3d 1122, 1132 (D.C. Cir. 2015); Aguilar, 515 U.S. at 616  (Scalia,  J.,  concurring  in  part and  dissenting  
in  part) (characterizing this definition  as  the "longstanding and well-accepted meaning" of "corruptly"). 

Witness tampering. A more specific provision in Section 1512 prohibits tampering with a witness.  See  18 
U.S.C. § 1512(b)(1)(3) (making it a crime to "knowingly use[]  intimidation . . . or corruptly persuade[] 
another person," or "engage[] in misleading conduct towards another person," with the intent to "influence, 
delay, or prevent the testimony of any person in an official proceeding" or to "hinder, delay, or prevent the 
communication to a law enforcement officer . . . of information relating to the commission or possible 
commission of a Federal offense"). To establish corrupt persuasion, it is sufficient that the defendant asked a 
potential witness to lie to investigators in contemplation of a likely federal investigation into his conduct. The 
"persuasion" need not be coercive, intimidating, or explicit; it is sufficient  to "urge," " induce," "ask[] ," 
"argu[e]," "giv[e] reasons," Sparks, 791 F.3d at 1192, or "coach[] or remind[] witnesses by planting 
misleading facts," Edlund, 887 F.3d at 174. Corrupt persuasion is shown "where a defendant tells a potential 
witness a false story as if the story were true, intending that the witness believe the story and testify to it." 
United States v. Rodolitz, 786 F.2d 77, 82 (2d Cir. 1986); see United States v. Gabriel, 125 F.3d 89, 102 (2d 
Cir. 1997).  It also covers urging a witness to recall a fact that the witness did not know, even if the fact was 
actually true. See LaShay, 417 F.3d at 719. Corrupt persuasion also can be shown in certain circumstances 
when a person, with an improper motive, urges a witness not to cooperate with law enforcement. See United 
States v. Shotts, 145 F.3d 1289, 1301 (11th Cir. 1998) (telling secretary "not to [say] anything [to the FBI] 
and [she] would not be bothered"). . . . 

Attempts and endeavors. Section 1512(c)(2) covers both substantive obstruction offenses and attempts to 
obstruct justice. Under general principles of attempt law, a person is guilty of an attempt when he has the 
intent to commit a substantive offense and takes an overt act that constitutes a substantial step towards that 
goal. "[T]he act [must be] substantial, in that it was strongly corroborative of the defendant's criminal 
purpose." United States v. Pratt, 351 F.3d 131, 135 (4th Cir. 2003). While "mere abstract talk" does not 
suffice, any "concrete and specific" acts that corroborate the defendant's intent can constitute a "substantial 
step." United States v. Irving, 665 F.3d 1184, 1198–1205 (10th Cir. 2011). Thus, "soliciting an innocent agent 
to engage in conduct constituting an element of the crime" may qualify as a substantial step. Model Penal 
Code § 5.01(2)(g); see United States v. Lucas, 499 F.3d 769, 781 (8th Cir. 2007). 

The omnibus clause of 18 U.S.C. § 1503 prohibits an "endeavor" to obstruct justice, which sweeps more 
broadly than Section 1512's attempt provision. "It is well established that a[n] [obstruction-of-justice] offense 
is complete when one corruptly endeavors to obstruct or impede the due administration of justice; the 
prosecution need not prove that the due administration of justice was actually obstructed or impeded." United 
States v. Davis, 854 F.3d 1276, 1292 (11th Cir. 2017) (internal quotation marks omitted). . . . 
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III. LEGAL DEFENSES TO THE APPLICATION OF OBSTRUCTION-OF-JUSTICE STATUTES 
TO THE PRESIDENT 

The President's personal counsel has written to this Office to advance statutory and constitutional defenses 
to the potential application of the obstruction-of-justice statutes to the President's conduct. As a statutory 
matter, the President's counsel has argued that a core obstruction-of-justice statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(2), 
does not cover the President's actions. As a constitutional matter, the President's counsel argued that the 
President cannot obstruct justice by exercising his constitutional authority to close Department of Justice 
investigations or terminate the FBI Director. Under that view, any statute that restricts the President's 
exercise of those powers would impermissibly intrude on the President's constitutional role. The President's 
counsel has conceded that the President may be subject to criminal laws that do not directly involve 
exercises of his Article II authority, such as laws prohibiting bribing witnesses or suborning perjury. But 
counsel has made a categorical argument that "the President's exercise of his constitutional authority here to 
terminate an FBI Director and to close investigations cannot constitutionally constitute obstruction of 
justice." . . . 

As for the constitutional arguments, we recognized that the Department of Justice and the courts have not 
definitively resolved these constitutional issues. We therefore analyzed the President's position through the 
framework of Supreme Court precedent addressing the separation of powers. Under that framework, we 
concluded, Article II of the Constitution does not categorically and permanently immunize the President 
from potential liability for the conduct that we investigated. Rather, our analysis led us to conclude that the 
obstruction-of-justice statutes can validly prohibit a President's corrupt efforts to use his official powers to 
curtail, end, or interfere with an investigation. 

. . . The Department of Justice has taken the position that Section 1512(c)(2) states a broad, independent, 
and unqualified prohibition on obstruction of justice. While defendants have argued that subsection (c)(2) 
should be read to cover only acts that would impair the availability or integrity of evidence because that is 
subsection (c)(1)'s focus, strong arguments weigh against that proposed limitation. The text of Section 
1512(c)(2) confirms that its sweep is not tethered to Section 1512(c)(1); courts have so interpreted it; its 
history does not counsel otherwise; and no principle of statutory construction dictates a contrary view. On 
its face, therefore, Section 1512(c)(2) applies to all corrupt means of obstructing a proceeding, pending or 
contemplated- including by improper exercises of official power. In addition, other statutory provisions that 
are potentially applicable to certain conduct we investigated broadly prohibit obstruction of proceedings 
that are pending before courts, grand juries, and Congress. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 1503, 1505.  Congress has also 
specifically prohibited witness tampering. See 18 U.S.C. § 1512(b). . . . 

The President has broad discretion to direct criminal investigations. The Constitution vests the "executive 
Power" in the President and enjoins him to "take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed." U.S. CONST. 
ART II, §§ 1, 3. Those powers and duties form the foundation of prosecutorial discretion. See United States 
v. Armstrong, 517 U.S. 456, 464 (1996) (Attorney General and United States Attorneys "have this latitude 
because they are designated by statute as the President's delegates to help him discharge his constitutional 
responsibility to 'take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed."'). The President also has authority to appoint 
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officers of the United States and to remove those whom he has appointed. U.S. CONST. ART II, § 2, cl. 2 
(granting authority to the President to appoint all officers with the advice and consent of the Senate, but 
providing that Congress may vest the appointment of inferior officers in the President alone, the heads of 
departments, or the courts of law). . . . 

Although the President has broad authority under Article II, that authority coexists with Congress's Article I 
power to enact laws that protect congressional proceedings, federal investigations, the courts, and grand juries 
against corrupt efforts to undermine their functions. Usually, those constitutional powers function in harmony, 
with the President enforcing the criminal laws under Article Il to protect against corrupt obstructive acts. But 
when the President's official actions come into conflict with the prohibitions in the obstruction statutes, any 
constitutional tension is reconciled through separation-of-powers analysis. 

The President' s counsel has argued that "the President' s exercise of his constitutional authority . . . to 
terminate an FBI Director and to close investigations . . . cannot constitutionally constitute obstruction of 
justice." As noted above, no Department of Justice position or Supreme Court precedent directly resolved this 
issue. We did not find counsel's contention, however, to accord with our reading of the Supreme Court 
authority addressing separation-of-powers issues. Applying the Court's framework for analysis, we concluded 
that Congress can validly regulate the President's exercise of official duties to prohibit actions motivated by 
a corrupt intent to obstruct justice. The limited effect on presidential power that results from that restriction 
would not impermissibly undermine the President's ability to perform his Article II functions. 

Before addressing Article II issues directly, we consider one threshold statutory-construction principle that is 
unique to the presidency: "The principle that general statutes must be read as not applying to the President if 
they do not expressly apply where application would arguably limit the President's constitutional role." OLC, 
Application of 28 U.S.C. § 458 to Presidential Appointments of Federal Judges, 19 Op. O.L.C. 350, 352 
(1995). This "clear statement rule," id., has its source in two principles: statutes should be construed to avoid 
serious constitutional questions, and Congress should not be assumed to have altered the constitutional 
separation of powers without clear assurance that it intended that result. OLC, The Constitutional Separation 
of Powers Between the President and Congress, 20 Op. O.L.C. 124, 178 (1996). . . . 

But OLC has also recognized that this clear-statement rule "does not apply with respect to a statute that raises 
no separation of powers questions were it to be applied to the President," such as the federal bribery statute, 
18 U.S.C. § 201. Application of 28 U.S.C. § 458 to Presidential Appointments of Federal Judges, 19 Op.  
O.L.C.  at 357 n.11.  OLC explained that "[a]pplication of § 201 raises no separation of powers question, let 
alone a serious one," because “[t]he Constitution confers no power in the President to receive bribes." Id. In 
support of that conclusion, OLC noted constitutional provisions that forbid increases in the President's 
compensation while in office, "which is what a bribe would function to do," id. (citing U.S. CONST. ART. 
II, § 1, cl. 7), and the express constitutional power of "Congress to impeach [and convict] a President for, 
inter alia, bribery," id. (citing U.S. CONST. ART II, § 4). 

Under OLC's analysis, Congress can permissibly criminalize certain obstructive conduct by the President, 
such as suborning perjury, intimidating witnesses, or fabricating evidence, because those prohibitions raise 
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no separation-of-powers questions. See Application of 28 U.S.C. § 458 to Presidential Appointments of 
Federal Judges, 19 Op. O.L.C. at 357 n.11.  The Constitution does not authorize the President to engage in 
such conduct, and those actions would transgress the President's duty to "take Care that the Laws be faithfully 
executed." U.S. CONST. ART II, § 3. In view of those clearly permissible applications of the obstruction 
statutes to the President, Franklin's holding that the President is entirely excluded from a statute absent a clear 
statement would not apply in this context. . . . 

Under the Supreme Court's balancing test for analyzing separation-of-powers issues, the first task is to assess 
the degree to which applying obstruction-of-justice statutes to presidential actions affects the President's 
ability to carry out his Article II responsibilities. Administrator of General Services, 433 U.S. at 443. As 
discussed above, applying obstruction-of-justice statutes to presidential conduct that does not involve the 
President's conduct of office-such as influencing the testimony of witnesses-is constitutionally unproblematic. 
The President has no more right than other citizens to impede official proceedings by corruptly influencing 
witness testimony. The conduct would be equally improper whether effectuated through direct efforts to 
produce false testimony or suppress the truth, or through the actual, threatened, or proposed use of official 
powers to achieve the same result. 

The President's action in curtailing criminal investigations or prosecutions, or discharging law enforcement 
officials, raises different questions. Each type of action involves the exercise of executive discretion in 
furtherance of the President's duty to "take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed." U.S. CONST., ART. 
II, § 3. Congress may not supplant the President's exercise of executive power to supervise prosecutions or to 
remove officers who occupy law enforcement positions. See Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 714, 726–27 (1986) 
("Congress cannot reserve for itself the power of removal of an officer charged with the execution of the laws 
except by impeachment. . . . [Because t]he structure of the Constitution  does not permit Congress to execute 
the laws, . . . [t]his kind of congressional control over the execution of the laws . . . is constitutionally 
impermissible."). Yet the obstruction-of-justice statutes do not aggrandize power in Congress or usurp 
executive authority. Instead, they impose a discrete limitation on conduct only when it is taken with the 
"corrupt" intent to obstruct justice. The obstruction statutes thus would restrict presidential action only by 
prohibiting the President from acting to obstruct official proceedings for the improper purpose of protecting 
his own interests. 

The direct effect on the President's freedom of action would correspondingly be a limited one. A preclusion 
of "corrupt" official action is not a major intrusion on Article II powers. For example, the proper supervision 
of criminal law does not demand freedom for the President to act with the intention of shielding himself from 
criminal punishment, avoiding financial liability, or preventing personal embarrassment. To the contrary, a 
statute that prohibits official action undertaken for such personal purposes furthers, rather than hinders, the 
impartial and evenhanded administration of the law. And the Constitution does not mandate that the President 
have unfettered authority to direct investigations or prosecutions, with no limits whatsoever, in order to carry 
out his Article II functions. . . . 

Congress has Article I authority to define generally applicable criminal law and apply it to all persons-
including the President. Congress clearly has authority to protect its own legislative functions against corrupt 
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efforts designed to impede legitimate fact-gathering and lawmaking efforts. Congress also has authority to 
establish a system of federal courts, which includes the power to protect the judiciary against obstructive acts. 
See U.S. CONST. ART. I, § 8, cls. 9, 18 ("The Congress shall have Power . . . To constitute Tribunals inferior 
to the supreme Court" and "To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution 
the foregoing powers"). The long lineage of the obstruction-of-justice statutes, which can be traced to at least 
1831, attests to the necessity for that protection. See An Act Declaratory of the Law Concerning Contempts 
of Court, 4 Stat. 487-488 § 2 (1831) (making it a crime if "any person or persons shall corruptly . . . endeavor 
to influence, intimidate, or impede any juror, witness, or officer, in any court of the United States, in the 
discharge of his duty, or shall, corruptly . . . obstruct, or impede, or endeavor to obstruct or impede, the due 
administration of justice therein"). 

The Article III courts have an equally strong interest in being protected against obstructive acts, whatever 
their source. As the Supreme Court explained in United States v. Nixon, a "primary constitutional duty of the 
Judicial Branch" is "to do justice in criminal prosecutions." 418 U.S. at 707; accord Cheney v. United States 
District Court for the District of Columbia, 542 U.S. 367, 384 (2004). In Nixon, the Court rejected the 
President's claim of absolute executive privilege because "the allowance of the privilege to withhold evidence 
that is demonstrably relevant in a criminal trial would cut deeply into the guarantee of due process of law and 
gravely impair the basic function of the courts." 407 U.S. at 712. As Nixon illustrates, the need to safeguard 
judicial integrity is a compelling constitutional interest. See id. at 709 (noting that the denial of full disclosure 
of the facts surrounding relevant presidential communications threatens "[t]he very integrity of the judicial 
system and public confidence in the system"). 

Finally, the grand jury cannot achieve its constitutional purpose absent protection from corrupt acts. Serious 
federal criminal charges generally reach the Article III courts based on an indictment issued by a grand jury. 
Cobbledick v. United States, 309 U.S. 323, 327 (1940) ("The Constitution itself makes the grand jury a part 
of the judicial process."). And the grand jury's function is enshrined in the Fifth Amendment. U.S. CONST. 
AMEND. V. ("[n]o person shall be held to answer" for a serious crime "unless on a presentment or indictment 
of a Grand Jury"). "[T]he whole theory of [the grand jury's] function is that it belongs to no branch of the 
institutional government, serving as a kind of buffer or referee between the Government and the people," 
United States v. Williams, 504 U.S. 36, 47 (1992), "pledged to indict no one because of prejudice and to free 
no one because of special favor." Costello v. United States, 350 U.S. 359, 362 (1956). If the grand jury were 
not protected against corrupt interference from all persons, its function as an independent charging body 
would be thwarted. And an impartial grand jury investigation to determine whether probable cause exists to 
indict is vital to the criminal justice process. 

The final step in the constitutional balancing process is to assess whether the separation-of-powers doctrine 
permits Congress to take action within its constitutional authority notwithstanding the potential impact on 
Article II functions. See Administrator of General Services, 433 U.S. at 443; see also Morrison, 487 U.S. at 
691–93, 695–96; United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. at 711–12. In the case of the obstruction-of-justice statutes, 
our assessment of the weighing of interests leads us to conclude that Congress has the authority to impose the 
limited restrictions contained in those statutes on the President's official conduct to protect the integrity of 
important functions of other branches of government. 
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A general ban on corrupt action does not unduly intrude on the President's responsibility to "take Care that 
the Laws be faithfully executed." U.S. CONST. ART II, §§ 3. To the contrary, the concept of "faithful 
execution" connotes the use of power in the interest of the public, not in the office holder's personal interests. 
See 1 Samuel Johnson, A Dictionary of the English Language 763 (1755) ("faithfully" def. 3: "[w]ith strict 
adherence to duty and allegiance"). And immunizing the President from the generally applicable criminal 
prohibition against corrupt obstruction of official proceedings would seriously impair Congress's power to 
enact laws "to promote objectives within [its] constitutional authority," Administrator of General Services, 
433 U.S. at 425-i.e., protecting the integrity of its own proceedings and the proceedings of Article TTI courts 
and grand juries. . . . 

Applying the obstruction statutes to the President's official conduct would involve determining as a factual 
matter whether he engaged in an obstructive act, whether the act had a nexus to official proceedings, and 
whether he was motivated by corrupt intent. But applying those standards to the President' s official conduct 
should not hinder his ability to perform his Article II duties. Cf. Nixon v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. at 752–53 & 
n.32 (taking into account chilling effect on the President in adopting a constitutional rule of presidential 
immunity from private civil damages action based on official duties). Several safeguards would prevent a 
chilling effect: the existence of settled legal standards, the presumption of regularity in prosecutorial actions, 
and the existence of evidentiary limitations on probing the President's motives. And historical experience 
confirms that no impermissible chill should exist. 

As an initial matter, the term "corruptly" sets a demanding standard. It requires a concrete showing that a 
person acted with an intent to obtain an "improper advantage for [him]self or someone else, inconsistent with 
official duty and the rights of others." BALLENTINE'S LAW DICTIONARY 276 (3d ed. 1969); see United 
States v. Pasha, 797 F.3d 1122, 1132 (D.C. Cir. 2015); Aguilar, 515 U.S. at 616 (Scalia, J., concurring in part 
and dissenting in part). That standard parallels the President's constitutional obligation to ensure the faithful 
execution of the laws. And virtually everything that the President does in the routine conduct of office will 
have a clear governmental purpose and will not be contrary to his official duty. Accordingly, the President 
has no reason to be chilled in those actions because, in virtually all instances, there will be no credible basis 
for suspecting a corrupt personal motive. 

That point is illustrated by examples of conduct that would and would not satisfy the stringent corrupt-motive 
standard. Direct or indirect action by the President to end a criminal investigation into his own or his family 
members' conduct to protect against personal embarrassment or legal liability would constitute a core example 
of corruptly motivated conduct. So too would action to halt an enforcement proceeding that directly and 
adversely affected the President's financial interests for the purpose of protecting those interests. In those 
examples, official power is being used for the purpose of protecting the President's personal interests. ln 
contrast, the President's actions to serve political or policy interests would not qualify as corrupt. The 
President's role as head of the government necessarily requires him to take into account political factors in 
making policy decisions that affect law-enforcement actions and proceedings. For instance, the President's 
decision to curtail a law-enforcement investigation to avoid international friction would not implicate the 
obstruction-of-justice statutes. The criminal law does not seek to regulate the consideration of such political 
or policy factors in the conduct of government. And when legitimate interests animate the President's conduct, 
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those interests will almost invariably be readily identifiable based on objective factors. Because the President's 
conduct in those instances will obviously fall outside the zone of obstruction law, no chilling concern should 
arise. . . . 

[Volume II of the Mueller report did not reach a legal conclusion regarding the President’s conduct, which it 
described as presenting “difficult issues,” on the ground that an existing opinion of the Department of Justice 
concluded that a President may not constitutionally be subject to indictment while still in office. It would be 
inappropriate for a prosecutor to state a position on the President’s liability, the report concluded, when there 
could be no prospect of contesting such an allegation in court.] 

D. Elements and Examples:  Section 1519 

The following two cases deal with interpretation of the newer § 1519 statute, specifically with regards to what 
mens rea and/or nexus requirements it might or might not have, and what kinds of acts the statute covers.  
This statute involves many of the same policy problems presented by the other statutes but in the context of 
different statutory text.  Notice how courts try to deal with the interaction of policy considerations and text. 

UNITED STATES v. YIELDING, 657 F.3d 688 (8th Cir. 2011) 

COLLOTON, Circuit Judge. 

In approximately 1998, Yielding began to work as a surgical and administrative assistant for Dr. Richard 
Jordan, a neurosurgeon in North Little Rock, Arkansas. Dr. Jordan performed surgeries at several area 
hospitals, including Baptist Health Medical Center in North Little Rock (“Baptist”). Yielding was responsible 
for ensuring that the required equipment was present at all of Dr. Jordan’s surgeries. 

Jordan “Jody” Wall was a charge nurse at Baptist in 2003 and 2004. He was responsible for ordering medical 
supplies for Dr. Jordan’s surgeries at that hospital. Yielding told Wall which supplies were needed for each 
scheduled surgery, and Wall ensured that the requested items were available. When Baptist did not have 
enough supplies on hand, Wall asked Denise Rhodes, the hospital’s senior inventory coordinator, to order the 
needed items. 

In 2002, Yielding’s wife, Kelley Yielding, incorporated Advanced Neurophysiology, Inc. (“ANI”), a medical 
services company of which she was the sole shareholder. By 2003, Kelley had begun to work as an 
independent sales agent for two medical supply companies known as Orthofix and Osteotech. Orthofix sold 
external bone growth stimulators, which promote bone growth following surgery in patients who would 
otherwise have difficulty growing new bone. Osteotech sold bone allograft, which is substitute bone that is 
used to fill a void in a patient’s bone after surgery or trauma. 

Kelley Yielding marketed the two companies’ products to surgeons, and received commissions on each sale. 
From February 2003 to October 2004, Kelley received approximately $384,000 in commissions from 
Osteotech and Orthofix that were attributable to purchases by Baptist. During the same period, ANI issued 
twenty-two checks to Wall totaling $54,366.08. 
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In November 2004, Baptist terminated Wall and Rhodes after an internal investigation revealed irregularities 
in the ordering of Osteotech bone and Orthofix bone growth stimulators. Baptist determined that Rhodes had 
placed purchasing orders for the Osteotech and Orthofix products without proper authorization, and that the 
hospital should not have purchased any Orthofix bone growth stimulators. Baptist also discovered that more 
than one hundred pieces of bone were missing from the hospital’s inventory. 

On December 27, 2004, Dr. Jordan forwarded to the Yieldings an e-mail he had received from a Baptist 
administrator. In the e-mail, the administrator characterized the purchases of the bone growth stimulators as 
“very suspicious,” and informed Dr. Jordan that the hospital was “continuing [its] investigation of this issue 
as well as the . . . missing pieces of bone.” 

Three days later, U.S. Bank issued a check to ANI for $34,018.90. This was the precise amount of ANI’s total 
payments to Wall in 2004. The check listed the remitter as Jordan Wall, and the purpose of the payment as 
“REPAYMENT ON LOAN.” Bank records showed that on the same day, Yielding withdrew $21,018.90 
from the Yieldings’ personal bank account at U.S. Bank. A receipt and currency transaction report indicated 
that Yielding also paid the bank $13,000 in cash. 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation opened an inquiry into the irregularities at Baptist in mid–2005. In an 
interview in October 2005, Wall told investigators that the Yieldings had given him a loan of “[m]aybe 
$10,000,” not the $34,018.90 paid by check in December 2004. On April 14, 2006, the FBI executed search 
warrants at the Yieldings’ home and at Dr. Jordan’s office. During the search of the Yielding residence, the 
agents discovered a promissory note describing an interest-free loan of $34,018.90 issued from ANI to Wall 
in January 2004. The note was marked as paid on December 30, 2004. 

The agents also interviewed Kelley Yielding. She initially described the payments from ANI to Wall as a loan 
and denied that Wall had been employed by ANI. Yielding told the agents that he and his wife had given Wall 
a loan of approximately $30,000, that the loan had been documented, and that Wall had repaid the loan. After 
the agents confronted Yielding with bank records indicating that he used his own funds to purchase Wall’s 
check to ANI, however, Yielding stated that Wall had convinced him to pay Wall approximately $3000 per 
month in exchange for Wall’s promise to keep all of Kelley Yielding’s supplies fully in stock. Yielding told 
the agents that Wall asked him to purchase a cashier’s check to make it appear as if the payments to Wall had 
been a loan that Wall was paying back. On the same day, the FBI again interviewed Wall, who then admitted 
that he had received payments from the Yieldings in exchange for ordering Osteotech bone and Orthofix bone 
growth stimulators. 

Kelley Yielding died on October 2, 2006. . . . On May 8, 2008, a grand jury indicted Yielding on forty-six 
counts of mail fraud, falsification of documents, and payment of kickbacks involving a federal health care 
program.  

At trial, . . . Wall testified that Yielding had approached him and had offered to pay him in exchange for 
ordering the products sold by Kelley Yielding. According to Wall, Yielding gave Wall lists of items to order, 
and Wall then asked Rhodes to obtain the listed supplies. Wall recalled that Yielding once told him to order 
some bone products so that Kelley would qualify for a free vacation. In return for Wall’s efforts, Yielding 
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gave him envelopes containing checks from ANI. Wall testified that Yielding told him to “keep it quiet,” and 
asked him in approximately December 2004 to sign and date a promissory note so that the note would appear 
to have been signed in January 2004. Wall said that Yielding also asked him to sign a cashier’s check that 
would make the payments from ANI to Wall look like a loan. . . . 

Yielding raises several challenges to his conviction on count two for violating 18 U.S.C. § 1519, an 
obstruction of justice statute. Section 1519 . . . provides: 

Whoever knowingly alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers up, falsifies, or makes a false 
entry in any record, document, or tangible object with the intent to impede, obstruct, or 
influence the investigation or proper administration of any matter within the jurisdiction of 
any department or agency of the United States or any case filed under title 11, or in relation to 
or contemplation of any such matter or case, shall be fined under this title, imprisoned not 
more than 20 years, or both. 

18 U.S.C. § 1519. The charge in this case was based on Yielding’s knowing falsification of a promissory note 
with the intent to disguise checks paid from ANI to Wall as “loans” rather than kickbacks. 

Yielding’s narrowest challenge is to the district court’s jury instructions on the § 1519 charge. The district 
court instructed the jury as follows: 

The crime of falsifying a document as charged in Count Two of the indictment, has three 
essential elements, which are: 

One, the defendant knowingly falsified a document; 

Two, the defendant did so with the intent to impede, obstruct, or influence the investigation or 
proper administration of any matter or in contemplation of or relation to any such matter; and 

Three, the matter was within the jurisdiction of the United States Department of Health and 
Human Services which is an agency of the United States. 

If all of these essential elements have been proved beyond a reasonable doubt as to the 
defendant then you must find the defendant guilty of the crime charged under Count Two; 
otherwise you must find the defendant not guilty of this crime under Count Two. 

The United States does not have to prove that the matter be pending at the time of the 
obstruction, but only that the acts be taken in relation to or contemplation of any such matter 
or case. 

Further, the United States does not have to prove that the falsifying of the document would 
naturally or probably result in obstruction. 

In order to meet its burden, the United States need not prove that the defendant specifically 
knew that the matter was within the jurisdiction of a department or agency. 
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Yielding renews objections lodged in the district court regarding the elements of the offense. To resolve the 
challenges to the instructions, therefore, we must consider what proof is required to establish a violation of § 
1519. 

One element on which both parties agree is that the government must prove that Yielding “knowingly . . . 
falsifie[d] . . . any . . . document.” The falsification must be done knowingly; an unwitting falsehood will not 
suffice. 

The element of intent is more complex. The statute provides that liability may arise in three different situations 
involving matters within the jurisdiction of a federal department or agency: (1) when a defendant acts directly 
with respect to “the investigation or proper administration of any matter,” that is, a pending matter, (2) when 
a defendant acts “in . . . contemplation of any such matter,” and (3) when a defendant acts “in relation to . . . 
any such matter.” Although the phrasing of the statute is a bit awkward, the government concedes that the 
prosecution must show intent to impede, obstruct, or influence the investigation or proper administration of 
a matter in each of these three scenarios. We think this is the better reading of the statute. The phrase “or in 
relation to or contemplation of any such matter” is set off by commas and follows the reference to an accused’s 
intent to obstruct the investigation of “any matter.” It seems to us that Congress thereby sought to extend the 
prohibition to situations in which the accused does not act directly with respect to a pending matter, but acts 
either in contemplation of a future matter or in relation to a pending matter. The statute, for example, does 
not allow a defendant to escape liability for shredding documents with intent to obstruct a foreseeable 
investigation of a matter within the jurisdiction of a federal agency just because the investigation has not yet 
commenced. 

But we do not think Congress, in expanding the scope of § 1519 beyond actions directed to a pending matter, 
eliminated the need for proof of intent to impede, obstruct, or influence a federal matter. In other words, the 
statute does not impose liability for “knowingly . . . destroy[ing] . . . any . . . document . . . in . . . contemplation 
of any [federal] matter,” without an intent to impede, obstruct, or influence a matter. If it did, then the statute 
would forbid innocent conduct such as routine destruction of documents that a person consciously and in 
good faith determines are irrelevant to a foreseeable federal matter. We thus understand the intent element of 
the statute to encompass three possible scenarios: (1) a defendant acts with intent to impede, obstruct, or 
influence the investigation or proper administration of a federal matter, (2) a defendant, in contemplation of 
a federal matter, acts with intent to impede, obstruct, or influence the investigation or proper administration 
of the matter, and (3) a defendant, in relation to a federal matter, acts with intent to impede, obstruct, or 
influence the investigation or proper administration of the matter.  

The parties disagree, however, about whether the intent element of § 1519 also requires what the Supreme 
Court has described as a “nexus” between the alleged obstructive act and the federal matter. Yielding contends 
that the government was required to prove not only that he intended to impede, obstruct, or influence the 
investigation or proper administration of a matter, but also that he knew that his actions would have the 
“natural and probable effect” of interfering with the investigation or proper administration of a matter. He 
objects that the district court erred by instructing the jury that the government need not “prove that the 
falsifying of the document would naturally or probably result in obstruction.” . . .  
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We conclude that the “nexus” requirement urged by Yielding—that the government must show the accused 
knew his actions were likely to affect a federal matter—does not apply to a prosecution for the knowing 
falsification of documents under § 1519. The text of § 1519 requires only proof that the accused knowingly 
committed one of several acts, including falsification of a document, and did so “with the intent to impede, 
obstruct, or influence the investigation or proper administration” of a federal matter. The requisite knowledge 
and intent can be present even if the accused lacks knowledge that he is likely to succeed in obstructing the 
matter. It presumably will be easier to prove that an accused intended to obstruct an investigation if the 
obstructive act was likely to affect the investigation. But we do not think the statute allows an accused with 
the requisite intent to avoid liability if he overestimated the importance of a falsified record or shredded a 
document for the purpose of eliminating a small but appreciable risk that the document would lead 
investigators to discover his wrongdoing. 

The language of § 1519 is materially different from the statutes considered in Aguilar and Arthur Andersen. 
The former forbade “corruptly endeavor[ing]” to obstruct, and the latter prohibited “knowingly corrup[t] 
persau[sion].” In both cases, the Court was thus required to discern the substance of an intent requirement 
from statutory terms that appeared to imply one, but did not speak directly to its content….But in § 1519, 
Congress spoke more directly to the requisite intent and described its scope more precisely. The statute 
includes no ambiguous phrase such as “corruptly endeavor” or “knowingly corruptly persuade” that calls for 
implication of an additional intent requirement. . . . We think the text of § 1519 gives fair warning that 
knowingly falsifying a document, in contemplation of a federal matter, with intent to impede, obstruct, or 
interfere with that matter may result in criminal liability, whether or not the obstruction was likely to succeed. 
That the accused’s intent must be wrongful is evident from the nature of the acts prohibited, such as knowing 
falsification of documents, and the requisite intent to influence, obstruct, or impede an investigation or proper 
administration of a federal matter. The jury instruction was therefore not erroneous, because § 1519 does not 
require a nexus of the kind articulated in Aguilar and Arthur Andersen. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

As of now, no other circuit has refuted the holding of Yielding that § 1519 does not contain a nexus 
requirement.  However, not many opinions have affirmed it either.  Does the absence of a nexus requirement 
create any problems from a policy standpoint? 

UNITED STATES v. YATES, 574 U.S. 528 (2015)  

Justice GINSBURG announced the judgment of the Court and delivered an opinion, in which THE CHIEF 
JUSTICE, Justice BREYER, and Justice SOTOMAYOR join. [Justice ALITO concurred on narrower 
grounds; his concurrence is omitted] 

John Yates, a commercial fisherman, caught undersized red grouper in federal waters in the Gulf of Mexico. 
To prevent federal authorities from confirming that he had harvested undersized fish, Yates ordered a crew 
member to toss the suspect catch into the sea. For this offense, he was charged with, and convicted of, 
violating 18 U.S.C. § 1519, which provides: 
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“Whoever knowingly alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers up, falsifies, or makes a false 
entry in any record, document, or tangible object with the intent to impede, obstruct, or 
influence the investigation or proper administration of any matter within the jurisdiction of 
any department or agency of the United States or any case filed under title 11, or in relation to 
or contemplation of any such matter or case, shall be fined under this title, imprisoned not 
more than 20 years, or both.”  

. . . [Yates] maintains that fish are not trapped within the term “tangible object,” as that term is used in § 1519. 

Section 1519 was enacted as part of the Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002, 116 Stat. 745, legislation designed to 
protect investors and restore trust in financial markets following the collapse of Enron Corporation. A fish is 
no doubt an object that is tangible; fish can be seen, caught, and handled, and a catch, as this case illustrates, 
is vulnerable to destruction. But it would cut § 1519 loose from its financial-fraud mooring to hold that it 
encompasses any and all objects, whatever their size or significance, destroyed with obstructive intent. 
Mindful that in Sarbanes–Oxley, Congress trained its attention on corporate and accounting deception and 
cover-ups, we conclude that a matching construction of § 1519 is in order: A tangible object captured by § 
1519, we hold, must be one used to record or preserve information. 

On August 23, 2007, the Miss Katie, a commercial fishing boat, was six days into an expedition in the Gulf 
of Mexico. Her crew numbered three, including Yates, the captain. Engaged in a routine offshore patrol to 
inspect both recreational and commercial vessels, Officer John Jones of the Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission decided to board the Miss Katie to check on the vessel’s compliance with fishing 
rules. Although the Miss Katie was far enough from the Florida coast to be in exclusively federal waters, she 
was nevertheless within Officer Jones’s jurisdiction. Because he had been deputized as a federal agent by the 
National Marine Fisheries Service, Officer Jones had authority to enforce federal, as well as state, fishing 
laws. 

Upon boarding the Miss Katie, Officer Jones noticed three red grouper that appeared to be undersized hanging 
from a hook on the deck. At the time, federal conservation regulations required immediate release of red 
grouper less than 20 inches long. 50 C.F.R. § 622.37(d)(2)(ii) (effective April 2, 2007). Violation of those 
regulations is a civil offense punishable by a fine or fishing license suspension. See 16 U.S.C. §§ 1857(1)(A), 
(G), 1858(a), (g). 

Suspecting that other undersized fish might be on board, Officer Jones proceeded to inspect the ship’s catch, 
setting aside and measuring only fish that appeared to him to be shorter than 20 inches. Officer Jones 
ultimately determined that 72 fish fell short of the 20–inch mark. A fellow officer recorded the length of each 
of the undersized fish on a catch measurement verification form. With few exceptions, the measured fish were 
between 19 and 20 inches; three were less than 19 inches; none were less than 18.75 inches. After separating 
the fish measuring below 20 inches from the rest of the catch by placing them in wooden crates, Officer Jones 
directed Yates to leave the fish, thus segregated, in the crates until the Miss Katie returned to port. Before 
departing, Officer Jones issued Yates a citation for possession of undersized fish. 

Four days later, after the Miss Katie had docked in Cortez, Florida, Officer Jones measured the fish contained 
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in the wooden crates. This time, however, the measured fish, although still less than 20 inches, slightly 
exceeded the lengths recorded on board. Jones surmised that the fish brought to port were not the same as 
those he had detected during his initial inspection. Under questioning, one of the crew members admitted that, 
at Yates’s direction, he had thrown overboard the fish Officer Jones had measured at sea, and that he and 
Yates had replaced the tossed grouper with fish from the rest of the catch. . . . 

The Sarbanes–Oxley Act, all agree, was prompted by the exposure of Enron’s massive accounting fraud and 
revelations that the company’s outside auditor, Arthur Andersen LLP, had systematically destroyed 
potentially incriminating documents. The Government acknowledges that § 1519 was intended to prohibit, in 
particular, corporate document-shredding to hide evidence of financial wrongdoing. Brief for United States 
46. Prior law made it an offense to “intimidat[e], threate[n], or corruptly persuad[e] another person” to shred 
documents. § 1512(b) (emphasis added). Section 1519 cured a conspicuous omission by imposing liability 
on a person who destroys records himself. See S.Rep. No. 107–146, p. 14 (2002) (describing § 1519 as “a 
new general anti shredding provision” and explaining that “certain current provisions make it a crime to 
persuade another person to destroy documents, but not a crime to actually destroy the same documents 
yourself”). The new section also expanded prior law by including within the provision’s reach “any matter 
within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States.” Id., at 14–15. . . . 

The ordinary meaning of an “object” that is “tangible,” as stated in dictionary definitions, is “a discrete . . . 
thing,” Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 1555 (2002), that “possess[es] physical form,” Black’s 
Law Dictionary 1683 (10th ed. 2014). From this premise, the Government concludes that “tangible object,” 
as that term appears in § 1519, covers the waterfront, including fish from the sea. 

Whether a statutory term is unambiguous, however, does not turn solely on dictionary definitions of its 
component words. Rather, “[t]he plainness or ambiguity of statutory language is determined [not only] by 
reference to the language itself, [but as well by] the specific context in which that language is used, and the 
broader context of the statute as a whole.” Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 337, 341, 117 S. Ct. 843, 136 
L. Ed. 2d 808 (1997). See also Deal v. United States, 508 U.S. 129, 132, 113 S. Ct. 1993, 124 L. Ed. 2d 44 
(1993) (it is a “fundamental principle of statutory construction (and, indeed, of language itself) that the 
meaning of a word cannot be determined in isolation, but must be drawn from the context in which it is used”). 
Ordinarily, a word’s usage accords with its dictionary definition. In law as in life, however, the same words, 
placed in different contexts, sometimes mean different things. . . . 

We note first § 1519’s caption: “Destruction, alteration, or falsification of records in Federal investigations 
and bankruptcy.” That heading conveys no suggestion that the section prohibits spoliation of any and all 
physical evidence, however remote from records. Neither does the title of the section of the Sarbanes–Oxley 
Act in which § 1519 was placed, § 802: “Criminal penalties for altering documents.” 116 Stat. 800. 
Furthermore, § 1520, the only other provision passed as part of § 802, is titled “Destruction of corporate audit 
records” and addresses only that specific subset of records and documents. While these headings are not 
commanding, they supply cues that Congress did not intend “tangible object” in § 1519 to sweep within its 
reach physical objects of every kind, including things no one would describe as records, documents, or devices 
closely associated with them. See Almendarez–Torres v. United States, 523 U.S. 224, 234, 118 S. Ct. 1219, 
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140 L. Ed. 2d 350 (1998) (“[T]he title of a statute and the heading of a section are tools available for the 
resolution of a doubt about the meaning of a statute.” (internal quotation marks omitted)). If Congress indeed 
meant to make § 1519 an all-encompassing ban on the spoliation of evidence, as the dissent believes Congress 
did, one would have expected a clearer indication of that intent. 

Section 1519’s position within Chapter 73 of Title 18 further signals that § 1519 was not intended to serve as 
a cross-the-board ban on the destruction of physical evidence of every kind. Congress placed § 1519 (and its 
companion provision § 1520) at the end of the chapter, following immediately after the pre-existing § 1516, 
§ 1517, and § 1518, each of them prohibiting obstructive acts in specific contexts. See § 1516 (audits of 
recipients of federal funds); § 1517 (federal examinations of financial institutions); § 1518 (criminal 
investigations of federal health care offenses). See also S. Rep. No. 107–146, at 7 (observing that § 1517 and 
§ 1518 “apply to obstruction in certain limited types of cases, such as bankruptcy fraud, examinations of 
financial institutions, and healthcare fraud”). . . . 

The contemporaneous passage of § 1512(c)(1), which was contained in a section of the Sarbanes–Oxley Act 
discrete from the section embracing § 1519 and § 1520, is also instructive. Section 1512(c)(1) provides: 

“(c) Whoever corruptly— 

“(1) alters, destroys, mutilates, or conceals a record, document, or other object, or attempts to 
do so, with the intent to impair the object’s integrity or availability for use in an official 
proceeding . . . .  

“shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both.” 

The legislative history reveals that § 1512(c)(1) was drafted and proposed after § 1519. See 148 Cong. Rec. 
12518, 13088–13089 (2002). The Government argues, and Yates does not dispute, that § 1512(c)(1)’s 
reference to “other object” includes any and every physical object. But if § 1519’s reference to “tangible 
object” already included all physical objects, as the Government and the dissent contend, then Congress had 
no reason to enact § 1512(c)(1): Virtually any act that would violate § 1512(c)(1) no doubt would violate § 
1519 as well, for § 1519 applies to “the investigation or proper administration of any matter within the 
jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States . . . or in relation to or contemplation of any 
such matter,” not just to “an official proceeding.” 

The Government acknowledges that, under its reading, § 1519 and § 1512(c)(1) “significantly overlap.” 
Nowhere does the Government explain what independent function § 1512(c)(1) would serve if the 
Government is right about the sweeping scope of § 1519. We resist a reading of § 1519 that would render 
superfluous an entire provision passed in proximity as part of the same Act. See Marx v. General Revenue 
Corp., 568 U.S. ––––, ––––, 133 S. Ct. 1166, 1178, 185 L. Ed. 2d 242 (2013) (“[T]he canon against surplusage 
is strongest when an interpretation would render superfluous another part of the same statutory scheme.”). 

The words immediately surrounding “tangible object” in § 1519—“falsifies, or makes a false entry in any 
record [or] document”—also cabin the contextual meaning of that term. As explained in Gustafson v. Alloyd 
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Co., 513 U.S. 561, 575, 115 S. Ct. 1061, 131 L. Ed. 2d 1 (1995), we rely on the principle of noscitur a sociis—
a word is known by the company it keeps—to “avoid ascribing to one word a meaning so broad that it is 
inconsistent with its accompanying words, thus giving unintended breadth to the Acts of Congress.” (internal 
quotation marks omitted). See also United States v. Williams, 553 U.S. 285, 294, 128 S. Ct. 1830, 170 L. Ed. 
2d 650 (2008) (“a word is given more precise content by the neighboring words with which it is associated”). 
In Gustafson, we interpreted the word “communication” in § 2(10) of the Securities Act of 1933 to refer to a 
public communication, rather than any communication, because the word appeared in a list with other words, 
notably “notice, circular, [and] advertisement,” making it “apparent that the list refer[red] to documents of 
wide dissemination.” 513 U.S., at 575–576, 115 S. Ct. 1061. And we did so even though the list began with 
the word “any.” 

The noscitur a sociis canon operates in a similar manner here. “Tangible object” is the last in a list of terms 
that begins “any record [or] document.” The term is therefore appropriately read to refer, not to any tangible 
object, but specifically to the subset of tangible objects involving records and documents, i.e., objects used to 
record or preserve information. . . . 

This moderate interpretation of “tangible object” accords with the list of actions § 1519 proscribes. The 
section applies to anyone who “alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers up, falsifies, or makes a false entry 
in any record, document, or tangible object” with the requisite obstructive intent. (Emphasis added.) The last 
two verbs, “falsif[y]” and “mak[e] a false entry in,” typically take as grammatical objects records, documents, 
or things used to record or preserve information, such as logbooks or hard drives. See, e.g., Black’s Law 
Dictionary 720 (10th ed. 2014) (defining “falsify” as “[t]o make deceptive; to counterfeit, forge, or 
misrepresent; esp., to tamper with (a document, record, etc.)”). It would be unnatural, for example, to describe 
a killer’s act of wiping his fingerprints from a gun as “falsifying” the murder weapon. But it would not be 
strange to refer to “falsifying” data stored on a hard drive as simply “falsifying” a hard drive. Furthermore, 
Congress did not include on § 1512(c)(1)’s list of prohibited actions “falsifies” or “makes a false entry in.” 
See § 1512(c)(1) (making it unlawful to “alte[r], destro [y], mutilat[e], or concea[l] a record, document, or 
other object” with the requisite obstructive intent). That contemporaneous omission also suggests that 
Congress intended “tangible object” in § 1519 to have a narrower scope than “other object” in § 1512(c)(1).  

A canon related to noscitur a sociis, ejusdem generis, counsels: “Where general words follow specific words 
in a statutory enumeration, the general words are [usually] construed to embrace only objects similar in nature 
to those objects enumerated by the preceding specific words.” Washington State Dept. of Social and Health 
Servs. v. Guardianship Estate of Keffeler, 537 U.S. 371, 384, 123 S. Ct. 1017, 154 L. Ed. 2d 972 (2003) 
(internal quotation marks omitted). In Begay v. United States, 553 U.S. 137, 142–143, 128 S. Ct. 1581, 170 
L. Ed. 2d 490 (2008), for example, we relied on this principle to determine what crimes were covered by the 
statutory phrase “any crime . . . that . . . is burglary, arson, or extortion, involves use of explosives, or otherwise 
involves conduct that presents a serious potential risk of physical injury to another,” 18 U.S.C. § 
924(e)(2)(B)(ii). The enumeration of specific crimes, we explained, indicates that the “otherwise involves” 
provision covers “only similar crimes, rather than every crime that ‘presents a serious potential risk of 
physical injury to another.’” 553 U.S., at 142, 128 S. Ct. 1581. Had Congress intended the latter “all 
encompassing” meaning, we observed, “it is hard to see why it would have needed to include the examples 
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at all.” Ibid. See also CSX Transp., Inc. v. Alabama Dept. of Revenue, 562 U.S. 277, 131 S. Ct. 1101, 1113, 
179 L. Ed. 2d 37 (2011) (“We typically use ejusdem generis to ensure that a general word will not render 
specific words meaningless.”). Just so here. Had Congress intended “tangible object” in § 1519 to be 
interpreted so generically as to capture physical objects as dissimilar as documents and fish, Congress would 
have had no reason to refer specifically to “record” or “document.” The Government’s unbounded reading of 
“tangible object” would render those words misleading surplusage. . . . It is highly improbable that Congress 
would have buried a general spoliation statute covering objects of any and every kind in a provision targeting 
fraud in financial record-keeping. . . . 

Justice KAGAN, with whom Justice SCALIA, Justice KENNEDY, and Justice THOMAS join, dissenting. 

A criminal law, 18 U.S.C. § 1519, prohibits tampering with “any record, document, or tangible object” in an 
attempt to obstruct a federal investigation. This case raises the question whether the term “tangible object” 
means the same thing in § 1519 as it means in everyday language—any object capable of being touched. The 
answer should be easy: Yes. The term “tangible object” is broad, but clear. Throughout the U.S. Code and 
many States’ laws, it invariably covers physical objects of all kinds. And in § 1519, context confirms what 
bare text says: All the words surrounding “tangible object” show that Congress meant the term to have a wide 
range. That fits with Congress’s evident purpose in enacting § 1519: to punish those who alter or destroy 
physical evidence—any physical evidence—with the intent of thwarting federal law enforcement. 

The plurality instead interprets “tangible object” to cover “only objects one can use to record or preserve 
information.” Ante, at 1081. The concurring opinion similarly, if more vaguely, contends that “tangible 
object” should refer to “something similar to records or documents”—and shouldn’t include colonial 
farmhouses, crocodiles, or fish. Ante, at 1089 (ALITO, J., concurring in judgment). In my view, conventional 
tools of statutory construction all lead to a more conventional result: A “tangible object” is an object that’s 
tangible. I would apply the statute that Congress enacted and affirm the judgment below. 

While the plurality starts its analysis with § 1519’s heading, see ante, at 1083 (“We note first § 1519’s 
caption”), I would begin with § 1519’s text. When Congress has not supplied a definition, we generally give 
a statutory term its ordinary meaning. See, e.g., Schindler Elevator Corp. v. United States ex rel. Kirk, 563 
U.S. ––––, ––––, 131 S. Ct. 1885, 1891, 179 L. Ed. 2d 825 (2011). As the plurality must acknowledge, the 
ordinary meaning of “tangible object” is “a discrete thing that possesses physical form.” Ante, at 1081 
(punctuation and citation omitted). A fish is, of course, a discrete thing that possesses physical form. See 
generally Dr. Seuss, One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish (1960). So the ordinary meaning of the term 
“tangible object” in § 1519, as no one here disputes, covers fish (including too-small red grouper). 

That interpretation accords with endless uses of the term in statute and rule books as construed by courts. 
Dozens of federal laws and rules of procedure (and hundreds of state enactments) include the term “tangible 
object” or its first cousin “tangible thing”—some in association with documents, others not. . . . 

That is not necessarily the end of the matter; I agree with the plurality (really, who does not?) that context 
matters in interpreting statutes. We do not “construe the meaning of statutory terms in a vacuum.” Tyler v. 
Cain, 533 U.S. 656, 662, 121 S. Ct. 2478, 150 L. Ed. 2d 632 (2001). Rather, we interpret particular words “in 
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their context and with a view to their place in the overall statutory scheme.” Davis v. Michigan Dept. of 
Treasury, 489 U.S. 803, 809, 109 S. Ct. 1500, 103 L. Ed. 2d 891 (1989). And sometimes that means, as the 
plurality says, that the dictionary definition of a disputed term cannot control. See, e.g., Bloate v. United 
States, 559 U.S. 196, 205, n.9, 130 S. Ct. 1345, 176 L. Ed. 2d 54 (2010). But this is not such an occasion, for 
here the text and its context point the same way. Stepping back from the words “tangible object” provides 
only further evidence that Congress said what it meant and meant what it said. 

Begin with the way the surrounding words in § 1519 reinforce the breadth of the term at issue. Section 1519 
refers to “any” tangible object, thus indicating (in line with that word’s plain meaning) a tangible object “of 
whatever kind.” Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 97 (2002). This Court has time and again 
recognized that “any” has “an expansive meaning,” bringing within a statute’s reach all types of the item 
(here, “tangible object”) to which the law refers. Department of Housing and Urban Development v. Rucker, 
535 U.S. 125, 131, 122 S. Ct. 1230, 152 L. Ed. 2d 258 (2002); see, e.g., Republic of Iraq v. Beaty, 556 U.S. 
848, 856, 129 S. Ct. 2183, 173 L. Ed. 2d 1193 (2009); Ali v. Federal Bureau of Prisons, 552 U.S. 214, 219–
220, 128 S. Ct. 831, 169 L. Ed. 2d 680 (2008). And the adjacent laundry list of verbs in § 1519 (“alters, 
destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers up, falsifies, or makes a false entry”) further shows that Congress wrote 
a statute with a wide scope. Those words are supposed to ensure—just as “tangible object” is meant to—that 
§ 1519 covers the whole world of evidence-tampering, in all its prodigious variety. See United States v. 
Rodgers, 466 U.S. 475, 480, 104 S. Ct. 1942, 80 L. Ed. 2d 492 (1984) (rejecting a “narrow, technical 
definition” of a statutory term when it “clashes strongly” with “sweeping” language in the same sentence). 

Still more, “tangible object” appears as part of a three-noun phrase (including also “records” and 
“documents”) common to evidence-tampering laws and always understood to embrace things of all kinds. 
The Model Penal Code’s evidence-tampering section, drafted more than 50 years ago, similarly prohibits a 
person from “alter[ing], destroy[ing], conceal[ing] or remov[ing] any record, document or thing ” in an effort 
to thwart an official investigation or proceeding. ALI, Model Penal Code § 241.7(1), p. 175 (1962) (emphasis 
added). The Code’s commentary emphasizes that the offense described in that provision is “not limited to 
conduct that [alters] a written instrument.” Id., § 241.7, Comment 3, at 179. Rather, the language extends to 
“any physical object.” Ibid. . . . 

The words “record, document, or tangible object” in § 1519 also track language in 18 U.S.C. § 1512, the 
federal witness-tampering law covering (as even the plurality accepts, see ante, at 1084) physical evidence in 
all its forms. Section 1512, both in its original version (preceding § 1519) and today, repeatedly uses the 
phrase “record, document, or other object”—most notably, in a provision prohibiting the use of force or threat 
to induce another person to withhold any of those materials from an official proceeding. § 4(a) of the Victim 
and Witness Protection Act of 1982, 96 Stat. 1249, as amended, 18 U.S.C. § 1512(b)(2). That language, which 
itself likely derived from the Model Penal Code, encompasses no less the bloody knife than the incriminating 
letter, as all courts have for decades agreed. See, e.g., United States v. Kellington, 217 F.3d 1084, 1088 (C.A.9 
2000) (boat); United States v. Applewhaite, 195 F.3d 679, 688 (C.A.3 1999) (stone wall). And typically “only 
the most compelling evidence” will persuade this Court that Congress intended “nearly identical language” 
in provisions dealing with related subjects to bear different meanings. Communications Workers v. Beck, 487 
U.S. 735, 754, 108 S. Ct. 2641, 101 L. Ed. 2d 634 (1988); see A. Scalia & B. Garner, Reading Law: The 
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Interpretation of Legal Texts 252 (2012). Context thus again confirms what text indicates. 

And legislative history, for those who care about it, puts extra icing on a cake already frosted. Section 1519, 
as the plurality notes, see ante, at 1079, 1081, was enacted after the Enron Corporation’s collapse, as part of 
the Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002, 116 Stat. 745. But the provision began its life in a separate bill, and the 
drafters emphasized that Enron was “only a case study exposing the shortcomings in our current laws” relating 
to both “corporate and criminal” fraud. S. Rep. No. 107–146, pp. 2, 11 (2002). The primary “loophole[ ]” 
Congress identified, see id., at 14, arose from limits in the part of § 1512 just described: That provision, as 
uniformly construed, prohibited a person from inducing another to destroy “record[s], document[s], or other 
object[s]”—of every type—but not from doing so himself. § 1512(b)(2); see supra, at 1093. Congress (as 
even the plurality agrees, see ante, at 1081) enacted § 1519 to close that yawning gap. But § 1519 could fully 
achieve that goal only if it covered all the records, documents, and objects § 1512 did, as well as all the means 
of tampering with them. And so § 1519 was written to do exactly that—“to apply broadly to any acts to 
destroy or fabricate physical evidence,” as long as performed with the requisite intent. S. Rep. No. 107–146, 
at 14. “When a person destroys evidence,” the drafters explained, “overly technical legal distinctions should 
neither hinder nor prevent prosecution.” Id., at 7. Ah well: Congress, meet today’s Court, which here invents 
just such a distinction with just such an effect. See United States v. Philadelphia Nat. Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 
343, 83 S. Ct. 1715, 10 L. Ed. 2d 915 (1963) (“[C]reat[ing] a large loophole in a statute designed to close a 
loophole” is “illogical and disrespectful of . . . congressional purpose”). 

As Congress recognized in using a broad term, giving immunity to those who destroy non-documentary 
evidence has no sensible basis in penal policy. A person who hides a murder victim’s body is no less culpable 
than one who burns the victim’s diary. A fisherman, like John Yates, who dumps undersized fish to avoid a 
fine is no less blameworthy than one who shreds his vessel’s catch log for the same reason. Congress thus 
treated both offenders in the same way. It understood, in enacting § 1519, that destroying evidence is 
destroying evidence, whether or not that evidence takes documentary form. . . . 

[A]ssigning “tangible object” its ordinary meaning comports with noscitur a sociis and ejusdem generis when 
applied, as they should be, with attention to § 1519’s subject and purpose. Those canons require identifying 
a common trait that links all the words in a statutory phrase. See, e.g., Graham County Soil and Water 
Conservation Dist. v. United States ex rel. Wilson, 559 U.S. 280, 289, n.7, 130 S. Ct. 1396, 176 L. Ed. 2d 225 
(2010); Ali, 552 U.S., at 224–26, 128 S. Ct. 831. In responding to that demand, the plurality characterizes 
records and documents as things that preserve information—and so they are. But just as much, they are things 
that provide information, and thus potentially serve as evidence relevant to matters under review. And in a 
statute pertaining to obstruction of federal investigations, that evidentiary function comes to the fore. The 
destruction of records and documents prevents law enforcement agents from gathering facts relevant to 
official inquiries. And so too does the destruction of tangible objects—of whatever kind. Whether the item is 
a fisherman’s ledger or an undersized fish, throwing it overboard has the identical effect on the administration 
of justice. See supra, at 1094. For purposes of § 1519, records, documents, and (all) tangible objects are 
therefore alike. . . . 

I tend to think, for the reasons the plurality gives, that § 1519 is a bad law—too broad and undifferentiated, 
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with too-high maximum penalties, which give prosecutors too much leverage and sentencers too much 
discretion. And I’d go further: In those ways, § 1519 is unfortunately not an outlier, but an emblem of a deeper 
pathology in the federal criminal code. 

But whatever the wisdom or folly of § 1519, this Court does not get to rewrite the law. “Resolution of the 
pros and cons of whether a statute should sweep broadly or narrowly is for Congress.” Rodgers, 466 U.S., at 
484, 104 S. Ct. 1942. If judges disagree with Congress’s choice, we are perfectly entitled to say so—in 
lectures, in law review articles, and even in dicta. But we are not entitled to replace the statute Congress 
enacted with an alternative of our own design. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The next case, another decision interpreting § 1519, includes more material on the relationship between 
obstruction and the role of lawyers, as well as on reliance on advice of counsel in the obstruction context.  
See if you can understand what is going on procedurally in this case and why the court reaches the issues of 
statutory interpretation that it does.  Note that this is a single district court opinion—important for what it 
discusses and because there are relatively few decisions on § 1519, but not of course a generally binding 
decision or one that has yet produced followers. 

UNITED STATES v. STEVENS, 771 F. Supp. 2d 556 (D. Md. 2011) 

ROGER W. TITUS, District Judge. 

On November 8, 2010, a grand jury for the United States District Court for the District of Maryland returned 
a six-Count indictment against Lauren Stevens (“Stevens”), former Vice President and Associate General 
Counsel of GlaxoSmithKline (“GSK”). The indictment charged Stevens with one count of obstruction of a 
proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512, one count of falsification and concealment of documents in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1519, and four counts of making a false statement in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. 
The charges arose out of Stevens’ response to an inquiry by the United States Food and Drug Administration 
(“FDA”) into GSK’s alleged off-label promotion of the anti-depressant drug Wellbutrin SR (“Wellbutrin”). 
A jury trial is scheduled to begin April 5, 2011. The parties have filed multiple pretrial motions, most of 
which will be discussed below. 

On October 9, 2002, the FDA sent a letter to GSK stating that the FDA had recently received information 
indicating that GSK had possibly promoted Wellbutrin for weight loss, a use not approved by the FDA. The 
FDA asked GSK to provide it with materials related to Wellbutrin promotional programs sponsored by GSK, 
including copies of all slides, videos, handouts, and other materials presented or distributed at any GSK 
program or activity related to Wellbutrin. Id. Stevens was “in charge of” GSK’s “response to the FDA’s 
inquiry and investigation” and “led a team of lawyers and paralegals who gathered documents and 
information.” 

The United States alleges that Stevens obstructed the FDA’s investigation by withholding and concealing 
documents and other information about GSK’s promotional activities for Wellbutrin, including for 
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unapproved uses, while representing to the FDA that she had completed her response to its inquiry, and that 
Stevens falsified and altered documents in order to impede the FDA’s investigation of GSK. In particular, the 
Government alleges Stevens withheld slide sets used by speakers at GSK promotional events that promoted 
off-label use of Wellbutrin and withheld information regarding compensation received by attendees at 
promotional events. The Government alleges that Stevens signed and sent to the FDA six letters containing 
materially false statements regarding GSK’s promotion of Wellbutrin for off-label uses. 

In responding to the FDA’s inquiry, Stevens was assisted by GSK in-house counsel and outside counsel from 
the law firm of King & Spalding. Stevens’ primary defense to the charges in the indictment is that she relied 
in good faith on the advice of counsel in responding to the FDA’s inquiry, and that such reliance negated the 
requisite intent to obstruct the FDA’s investigation or to make false statements. 

The Government filed two pretrial motions. The first seeks to preclude Stevens from asserting good faith 
reliance on the advice of counsel as a defense to Count 2. The Government argues that good faith reliance on 
the advice of counsel is not a defense to Count 2 because 18 U.S.C. § 1519 is a general intent crime, and good 
faith reliance on advice of counsel is only a defense to specific intent crimes. The Government also moved in 
limine to exclude evidence regarding the opinions of other in-house and outside counsel that were not 
expressed to Stevens at the time of GSK’s response to the FDA’s inquiry, regarding whether they viewed 
GSK’s responses to be appropriate and not misleading. . . . 

Good faith reliance on the advice of counsel is only relevant to specific intent crimes because such reliance 
demonstrates a defendant’s lack of the requisite intent to violate the law. United States v. Miller, 658 F.2d 
235, 237 (4th Cir. 1981) (“The reliance defense . . . is designed to refute the government’s proof that the 
defendant intended to commit the offense.”), United States v. Polytarides, 584 F.2d 1350, 1353 (4th Cir. 
1978) (“The basis for the defense of action taken on the advice of counsel is that, in relying on counsel’s 
advice, defendant lacked the requisite intent to violate the law.”). The United States argues that 18 U.S.C. § 
1519 is a general intent crime, and therefore Stevens’ good faith reliance on advice of counsel is irrelevant to 
a determination of her guilt on Count 2. 

Whether a conviction under § 1519 requires proof that a defendant acted with the specific intent to violate the 
law is a question of statutory construction. Staples v. United States, 511 U.S. 600, 604, 114 S. Ct. 1793, 128 
L. Ed. 2d 608 (1994). A close reading of the statutory language reveals that a conviction under § 1519 can 
only be premised on conduct that was intentional or willful. . . . 

The Supreme Court’s decision in Arthur Andersen guides this Court’s interpretation of § 1519. In Arthur 
Andersen LLP v. United States, the Supreme Court interpreted the language of 18 U.S.C. § 1512(b)(2)(A), a 
similar obstruction statute, which provides, in relevant part: 

“Whoever knowingly uses intimidation or physical force, threatens, or corruptly persuades 
another person, or attempts to do so, or engages in misleading conduct toward another person, 
with intent to ... cause or induce any person to ... withhold testimony, or withhold a record, 
document, or other object, from an official proceeding [or] alter, destroy, mutilate, or conceal 
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an object with intent to impair the object’s integrity or availability for use in an official 
proceeding ... shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both.” 

The Court held that the most natural reading of the statute was one in which the word “knowingly” modifies 
“corruptly persuades.” Id. The Court explained 

“[The statute] provides the mens rea—‘knowingly’—and then a list of acts—‘uses 
intimidation or physical force, threatens, or corruptly persuades.’ We have recognized with 
regard to similar statutory language that the mens rea at least applies to the acts that 
immediately follow, if not to other elements down the statutory chain.” Id. 

The Supreme Court held that one could not “knowingly . . . corruptly persuad[e]” another person with intent 
to cause that person to withhold documents from, or alter documents for use in, an official proceeding without 
being “conscious of [his] wrongdoing.” Andersen, 544 U.S. at 705–706, 125 S. Ct. 2129. The Court stated 
that “limiting criminality to persuaders conscious of their wrongdoing sensibly allows § 1512(b) to reach only 
those with the level of culpability usually required to impose criminal liability.” Id. 

As in Arthur Andersen, the most natural, grammatical reading of § 1519 is one in which the word “knowingly” 
modifies “with intent to impede, obstruct, or influence.” The mens rea of 1519 is not just “knowingly”—
meaning “with awareness, understanding, or consciousness”—as the Government suggests. Id. at 705, 125 S. 
Ct. 2129. Rather, the mens rea is “knowingly . . . with intent to impede, obstruct, or influence,” a mens rea 
clearly requiring consciousness of wrongdoing. One cannot be said to “knowingly . . . alter [ ], . . . conceal[ 
], cover[ ] up, falsif[y], or make[ ] false entry in any record [or] document . . . with intent to impede, obstruct, 
or influence” an investigation or administration of a matter within the jurisdiction of a federal agency unless 
it is that individual’s intent to do that which is wrongful. As one of our sister courts has held, though the word 
“corruptly” is not found in § 1519, the same evil intent embodied in § 1512 is embodied in § 1519. United 
States v. Moyer, 726 F.Supp.2d 498, 506 (M.D. Pa. 2010). The language “with intent to impede, obstruct, or 
influence” “imposes upon the § 1519 defendant the same sinister mentality which ‘corruptly’ requires of a § 
1512(b)(2) defendant.” Id. As with 18 U.S.C. § 1512, the most reasonable reading of Section 1519 is one 
which imposes criminal liability only on those who were conscious of the wrongfulness of their actions. To 
hold otherwise would allow § 1519 to reach inherently innocent conduct, such as a lawyer’s instruction to his 
client to withhold documents the lawyer in good faith believes are privileged. . . . 

Stevens moved for disclosure of the Government’s presentation to the grand jury, arguing that disclosure was 
warranted pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e)(3)(E)(ii) because the Government may have 
failed to properly instruct the grand jury regarding the advice of counsel defense and may have failed to 
present critical exculpatory evidence. In response to Stevens’ motion, the Government filed both a redacted 
and an unredacted opposition. In its unredacted opposition, filed under seal for the Court’s in camera review, 
the Government conceded that a grand juror had asked a question about the advice of counsel defense, and 
that a response was given, but the Government did not disclose to the Court the nature of that response. The 
Court ordered the grand jury transcripts disclosed for the Court’s immediate, in camera review, reviewed the 
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transcripts, and disclosed a brief excerpt from the grand jury transcripts to Stevens to allow for further briefing 
on whether the grand jury was properly instructed on the advice of counsel defense.  

The excerpt disclosed by the Court read as follows: 

MR. JASPERSE: Do the Grand Jurors have any legal questions for Ms. Bloom or I? 

A JUROR: I have a question. Does it matter that maybe she was-that Lauren Stevens was 
getting direction from somebody else about how to handle this? Does it matter or is it not 
relevant? 

MR. JASPERSE: There is something in the law called the advice of counsel defense and that 
is a defense that a defendant can raise, once the defendant has been charged. 

There are also exceptions to the advice of counsel defense. So in other words, a person who is 
charged with a crime cannot simply say, Well, my lawyer said it was okay. There are various 
requirements, including that the purpose in getting the advice cannot be to commit a crime or 
to engage in fraud. Another requirement is that the person receiving the advice must provide 
full information, all of the information, to the attorney who is rendering the advice. 

MS. BLOOM: And I think essentially if the elements of the crime are met, that the person 
knows that they are submitting a false statement and—what the advice of counsel defense goes 
to is if someone reasonably relies on someone else to believe that they are not committing a 
crime, but when—if you have an attorney who knowingly submits a false statement—and I 
think you saw some evidence—you know, would that person know that that’s a crime. 

So, that while it can be relevant at trial what a person knows and who else gave them advice, 
if you find probable cause for the elements here that the attorney Lauren Stevens reasonably 
knew that she was making false statements and the elements that Patrick went through, then 
that’s sufficient to find probable cause. 

Does that help? 

A JUROR: Yes. 

. . . Stevens argued that dismissal of the indictment was warranted because the advice of counsel instruction 
was incorrect, and there was grave doubt that the decision to indict was free from the substantial influence of 
the improper instruction. The Government argued that the grand jury was properly instructed and that even if 
the instruction was deficient, dismissal of the indictment was neither required nor warranted. 

Though often referred to as the “advice of counsel defense,” this label is actually a misnomer. Good faith 
reliance on the advice of counsel, when proven, negates the element of wrongful intent of a defendant that is 
required for a conviction. See United States v. Peterson, 101 F.3d 375, 381 (5th Cir. 1996) (“A good faith 
reliance on the advice of counsel is not a defense to securities fraud. It is simply a means of demonstrating 
good faith and represents possible evidence of an absence of any intent to defraud.”); see also Oakley, Inc. v. 
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Bugaboos, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 123976, *11–12 (S.D. Cal. Nov. 23, 2010) (just because the “ ‘advice of 
counsel defense’ contains the word defense . . . does not an affirmative defense make.”) 

An affirmative defense is “[a] defendant’s assertion of facts and arguments that, if true, will defeat the 
plaintiff’s or prosecution’s claim, even if all the allegations in the complaint are true.” Black’s Law Dictionary 
482 (9th ed. 2009). By contrast, the advice of counsel “defense” negates the defendant’s wrongful intent, and 
therefore demonstrates an absence of an element of the offense—mens rea. . . . 

The Court has grave doubts as to whether the decision to indict was free from the substantial influence of the 
improper advice of counsel instruction. Bank of Nova Scotia, 487 U.S. at 256, 108 S. Ct. 2369. A grand juror 
explicitly asked about the legal implications of Stevens’ reliance on the advice of others in responding to the 
FDA and whether it was relevant. The grand juror was essentially told that advice of counsel was not relevant 
to the decision to indict, but rather was an issue to be raised in defense at trial. 

The grand juror’s question was not just any question, but rather was much akin to asking about an elephant 
in the room. The grand jury was well aware of the Defendant’s role as the leader of a team of lawyers and 
paralegals, and the question was a natural one that arose out of her status. The question went to the heart of 
the intent required to indict. The incorrect answer either substantially influenced the decision to indict or, at 
the very least, creates grave doubt as to that decision. Accordingly, dismissal of the indictment is appropriate 
and required in the interests of justice. 

The parties differ as to whether a dismissal should be with or without prejudice. The Court has carefully 
reviewed the grand jury transcripts and found no evidence that the prosecutors involved engaged in “willful 
prosecutorial misconduct.” United States v. Feurtado, 191 F.3d 420, 424 (4th Cir. 1999). This is not a case 
in which the Government attempted to affirmatively mislead the grand jury to obtain an indictment-rather it 
is a case in which prosecutors simply misinstructed the grand jury on the law. However, even in the absence 
of willful prosecutorial misconduct, “a defendant is entitled to dismissal of an indictment . . . where actual 
prejudice is established.” Id. Under these circumstances, dismissal of the indictment is necessary to allay the 
Court’s grave doubts about the grand jury’s decision to indict, but dismissal with prejudice is wholly 
inappropriate. Id. (affirming district court’s dismissal without prejudice where government’s errors before the 
grand jury were unintentional, rather than the product of prosecutorial misconduct). Accordingly, the 
indictment shall be dismissed without prejudice to the Government’s right to seek Steven’s indictment before 
a different grand jury that is appropriately instructed as to the law in conformity with this opinion. 
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Problem 8-2 

Walter hands a laptop to his wife Skylar and says, “I think I am going to be in trouble with the police soon.  
This has stuff on it I am not allowed to have.  Take it to my lawyer Saul, he will know what to do with it.”  
Walter then runs out of the house and takes off in his car.  Skylar takes the laptop to Saul’s office.  Saul says 
he cannot say how he knows, but the laptop contains images of child pornography, the possession of which 
is a federal felony.  Skylar gives Saul her consent when he asks if he can destroy the hard drive.  Saul then 
destroys the hard drive.  What crimes, if any, have Skylar and Saul committed and what defenses, if any, 
might they have? 

 
Problem 8-3 

Review the following facts, considering the problem of wide prosecutorial discretion under the obstruction 
of justice statutes.  If you were the federal prosecutor assigned to this case, would you have sought an 
indictment for obstruction of justice? 

 

UNITED STATES v. STEWART, 433 F.3d 273 (2d Cir. 2006) (Excerpted Facts) 

In the fall of 2001, [Martha] Stewart was the CEO of Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia, Inc. (“MSLO”), 
and [Peter] Bacanovic was a stockbroker at Merrill Lynch. Among Bacanovic's clients were Stewart, Samuel 
Waksal, who was then the CEO of ImClone, and Waksal's daughter Aliza. At that time, ImClone had great 
expectations for its lead product, the cancer-treating drug Erbitux. The biotechnology company was 
anticipating that the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) would approve its application for the drug by 
early 2002. With the prospect of commercialization on the horizon, Bristol-Myers Squibb made a tender offer 
to purchase 20 percent of ImClone's outstanding shares at a price of $70 per share and agreed to fund 
ImClone's continued development of Erbitux while undertaking responsibility for sales and marketing 
following FDA approval. 

In October 2001, the MSLO pension fund held 51,800 shares of ImClone, apparently acquired over the course 
of the previous decade, and Stewart owned an additional 5,000 shares personally. All of the shares in the 
MSLO pension fund and those held by Stewart individually were tendered in response to Bristol-Myers' offer, 
and all but 3,928 of the shares in Stewart's personal account were sold. Stewart's remaining ImClone stock 
represented approximately 10 percent of her total Merrill Lynch portfolio in November 2001. 

During the last week of December 2001 and the first week of January 2002, Bacanovic was vacationing in 
Florida. Douglas Faneuil, a Merrill Lynch client associate in his mid-twenties who had been working as 
Bacanovic's assistant for about six months, was responsible for covering Bacanovic's desk when he was away. 
Between 9:00 and 10:00 on the morning of December 27th, Faneuil received several phone calls on 
Bacanovic's line from Sam Waksal's daughters, Aliza Waksal and Elana Waksal Posner, and from Waksal's 
accountant, Alan Goldberg. Prior to the opening of the market, Aliza Waksal placed a market order to sell all 
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of her approximately 40,000 ImClone shares, which Faneuil executed. Shortly thereafter, Faneuil received a 
call from Alan Goldberg directing him to sell all of Sam Waksal's ImClone shares immediately. Faneuil 
advised Goldberg that he was unable to do so because of SEC rules restricting Waksal's trading of his 
company's shares. Goldberg informed Faneuil that, pursuant to facsimile instructions from Waksal that were 
dated December 26th (but not received at Merrill Lynch until December 27th), he was to transfer Waksal's 
entire holding of approximately 80,000 ImClone shares to the account of his daughter Aliza and sell it from 
there. Faneuil confirmed-with both Bacanovic and Merrill Lynch compliance personnel-his understanding 
that the proposed transaction was not permissible. Faneuil spoke with Goldberg five or six times by phone 
that day, and the transfer between accounts took place the following day, December 28th. Faneuil also 
received two calls that morning from Elana Waksal Posner regarding the sale of her ImClone shares; she 
expressed disappointment that the price was “already going down.” 

Faneuil kept Bacanovic apprised of the details of the calls from the Waksal family by telephone. In the midst 
of one of their conversations, Faneuil heard Bacanovic say suddenly, “Oh, my God, get Martha [Stewart] on 
the phone.” With Bacanovic on the line, Faneuil placed a call to Stewart's New York office. Bacanovic left a 
message after being told by Stewart's assistant, Ann Armstrong, that Stewart was traveling. Armstrong logged 
the message as follows: “Peter Bacanovic thinks ImClone is going to start trading downward.” In a follow-
up call, Bacanovic instructed Faneuil “to tell [Stewart] what's going on” when she returned the call. Faneuil 
recalled that Bacanovic expressly confirmed that Faneuil was to advise Stewart of Waksal's efforts to sell his 
ImClone stock, a communication that Faneuil knew would violate Merrill Lynch's client confidentiality 
policy. 

At 1:18 p.m. Bacanovic sent an email to Faneuil inquiring as to whether any news had “come out” regarding 
ImClone; Faneuil responded that there had been nothing yet. Shortly thereafter, Stewart-who was en route to 
Mexico for a vacation with her friend Mariana Pasternak-called her office and was informed by Armstrong 
of Bacanovic's message. Armstrong transferred the call to Bacanovic's office, where Faneuil answered, 
“Merrill Lynch, Peter Bacanovic's office.” It is unclear whether Faneuil identified himself to Stewart. Faneuil 
told Stewart that, although there had been no news release from ImClone, Bacanovic thought she would “like 
to act on the information that Sam Waksal was trying to sell all of his shares,” at least those he held in Merrill 
Lynch accounts. Stewart asked Faneuil for a price quote and directed him to sell all of the ImClone shares 
that remained in her portfolio. 

Stewart then placed a call to Sam Waksal, reaching his secretary Emily Perret. Stewart asked Perret if she 
knew what was going on with ImClone and told Perret to find Waksal. Perret informed Stewart that Waksal 
was not in the office, and she noted the call on Waksal's messages sheet for December 27, 2001 as follows: 

1:43 Martha Stewart something is going on with ImClone and she wants to know what She is 
on her way to Mexico and she is staying at Los Vantanos [sic]. 

Back in New York, Stewart's ImClone sell order was executed at an average price of $58.43 per share, 
yielding proceeds of approximately $230,000. Pursuant to Stewart's instructions, Faneuil sent an email to her 
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personal account confirming the trade. Faneuil also informed Bacanovic that, after hearing that Waksal was 
trying to sell all of his ImClone shares, Stewart sold her own shares. 

Several days later, while Stewart and Mariana Pasternak were visiting in Mexico, their discussion turned to 
the New Year's plans of various friends, and Pasternak inquired about Sam Waksal. Among other things, 
Stewart told Pasternak about the decline in ImClone's stock price, Waksal's efforts to sell his holdings, and 
her own sale. Pasternak later testified that she was either told by Stewart or was left with the impression that 
it was “nice to have brokers who tell you those things,” and she acknowledged knowing that Bacanovic was 
Stewart's broker. 

On December 28, 2001, the day following Stewart's ImClone sale, ImClone announced that the FDA had 
rejected its application for Erbitux approval. When the market next opened, on December 31, 2001, ImClone's 
stock price had dropped approximately 18 percent to $45.39 per share. Prompted by these developments, 
Merrill Lynch compliance personnel reviewed ImClone trade data preceding the announcement. Upon 
discovery of the sales by the Waksals and Stewart—all clients of Bacanovic—the matter was referred to 
Merrill Lynch senior management, who directed further inquiry. 

Merrill Lynch compliance personnel contacted Faneuil and Bacanovic on December 31st with questions about 
the ImClone trades. Bacanovic, who was still out of town, told Merrill Lynch administrative manager Julia 
Monaghan that Faneuil handled the trades. He also said that Stewart's sale was part of her planned year-end 
tax loss selling. Monaghan then sought out Faneuil. Immediately after speaking with Monaghan, Faneuil 
called Bacanovic to confirm the accuracy of an answer he had given to Monaghan. Bacanovic, as though 
coaching Faneuil, repeatedly stated that Stewart's trade was made pursuant to a pre-existing plan for year-end 
tax loss selling to offset gains in other investments. Faneuil knew, however, that the timing of the ImClone 
sale and its gain to Stewart were inconsistent with a tax loss strategy. 

Based on the results of its internal review, Merrill Lynch referred the ImClone matter to the SEC. The SEC 
launched an investigation, as did the FBI and the U.S. Attorney. On January 3, 2002, the SEC interviewed 
Faneuil by phone, focusing the inquiry on the Waksal family's trading on December 27th. With regard to 
Stewart's trade, Faneuil explained only that Stewart had called, requested a quote and decided to sell. He then 
reported the substance of the SEC interview to Bacanovic, using a borrowed cell phone to avoid any 
possibility that the call would be preserved on a Merrill Lynch taped line. On the following Monday, Faneuil 
approached Merrill Lynch about retaining outside counsel for him. 

Soon after the January 3rd SEC interview, Faneuil received a call from Stewart's business manager, Heidi 
DeLuca, complaining that the ImClone sale generated a gain that compromised Stewart's tax loss selling plan 
and created a tax liability. Faneuil reported DeLuca's call to Bacanovic. Bacanovic then gave Faneuil a 
different explanation for the trade, insisting that Stewart sold the ImClone stock on December 27th pursuant 
to a pre-existing agreement to sell if the price dropped to $60 per share, although no such order had been 
entered into Merrill Lynch's computer system. Called as a defense witness at trial, DeLuca confirmed the 
existence of that stop-loss order. She asserted, however, that the conversation with Faneuil regarding the 
ImClone gain took place in February, rather than early January as Faneuil had recalled. 
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Upon returning to the office from vacation on January 7th, Bacanovic was questioned again by Merrill 
Lynch's Monaghan about Stewart's trade. Bacanovic told her that earlier in December, while he and Stewart 
were reviewing Stewart's portfolio and tax loss strategy, they decided to sell ImClone if the price dropped to 
or below $60 per share. He recounted the $60 per share stop-loss order story to the SEC in a telephone 
interview later that day, explaining that on December 27th he advised Stewart that ImClone had dropped 
below $60, and she told him to sell it. 

After speaking to the SEC, Bacanovic took Faneuil out for coffee and a talk. Bacanovic explained Stewart's 
integral role in advancing his career and stressed his loyalty to her. Faneuil brought up the events of December 
27th and reminded Bacanovic that he knew what really transpired, at which point Bacanovic asserted that 
Faneuil did not know what was going on that day and admonished Faneuil for being selfish. 

When Faneuil returned from a week's vacation in mid-January, Bacanovic told him that he had met recently 
with Stewart and discussed the events of December 27th with her. Stewart's calendar, which Armstrong 
maintained, reflected a breakfast meeting with Bacanovic on January 16th. According to Faneuil, Bacanovic 
said to him, “Everyone's telling the same story. This was a $60 stop-loss order. That was the reason for her 
sale. We're all on the same page, and it's the truth. It's the true story. Everyone's telling the same story.” 

On or around January 22, 2002, Stewart consulted with counsel from Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, whose 
records reflect that work on “MS/ImClone matters” would be undertaken. Several days thereafter, Stewart's 
attorneys were contacted by the offices of the U.S. Attorney and the FBI, who asked to speak with her. Over 
the next week, Stewart met with and spoke by phone to her attorneys several times. At the end of one such 
call on January 31st, Stewart asked Armstrong to send to the law firm copies of messages that she had received 
during the period from December 26, 2001 through January 7, 2002. Stewart then asked Armstrong to show 
her the messages, including the entry for the December 27th message from Bacanovic. Upon reading the 
message, Stewart took the computer mouse from Armstrong and deleted and typed over a portion of the text 
so that what initially read, “Peter Bacanovic thinks Imclone is going to start trading downward” was revised 
to read, “Peter Bacanovic re imclone [sic].” Immediately thereafter, Stewart told Armstrong to restore the 
message to the original, and Armstrong did so. 

On February 4, 2002, in response to the SEC's request for an interview, Stewart met at the offices of the U.S. 
Attorney with two SEC enforcement attorneys, an Assistant United States Attorney and an FBI agent, all of 
whom were investigating the December 27th ImClone trading. Stewart told the investigators that in the fall 
of 2001, shortly after selling a portion of her ImClone stock to Bristol-Myers, she decided with Bacanovic to 
sell the remainder if the price fell to $60 per share. Stewart recounted receiving a message to call Bacanovic 
while she was en route to Mexico. Stewart said that she called Bacanovic, who advised her that ImClone 
shares were trading below $60, and directed him to sell all of her shares. She explained to the investigators 
that she wanted to take care of the matter at that time rather than be bothered during her vacation. She stated 
that she spoke with Bacanovic on December 27th, and she denied speaking with his assistant. Stewart added 
that during the call she and Bacanovic also discussed her company's stock as well as K-Mart. 
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Although Stewart had reviewed the message log reflecting the call from Bacanovic only four days earlier at 
Armstrong's desk, Stewart denied in the interview that she knew whether there was a written record of 
Bacanovic's message but agreed to check into the matter. Stewart also denied that she had discussed ImClone 
with Bacanovic during the week leading up to December 27th and said that her several discussions with him 
since that time had been limited to matters in the “public arena.” Although Stewart told investigators that 
Bacanovic had informed her that the SEC was questioning Merrill Lynch about the December 27th trading, 
Stewart also said that Bacanovic did not tell her whether he had been questioned or whether any questions 
involved her. Stewart said nothing at the interview about being aware of the Waksals' intentions to sell their 
ImClone shares on December 27th. 

Bacanovic gave sworn testimony to the SEC on February 13, 2002, responding to questions about ImClone 
trading in the Waksal family accounts that he managed and about Stewart's holdings, including ImClone and 
her decision to sell on December 27th. He denied telling Stewart on December 27th of Waksal's efforts to sell 
his ImClone stock and stated that he would never discuss one client's transactions with another. Describing 
the events of December 27th, Bacanovic told investigators that Faneuil's phone calls to him regarding the 
Waksal family prompted him to remember Stewart's decision to sell her ImClone shares if the price dropped 
to $60 per share. Bacanovic commented that Stewart never thought that would happen. Bacanovic testified 
that Stewart made up her mind to sell the declining ImClone shares, which he believed she held out of loyalty 
to Waksal, at $60 per share during a “comprehensive portfolio review” with him on December 20th. He 
referred to a contemporaneous worksheet, which was later produced to the SEC, reflecting that and other 
decisions. 

Bacanovic explained that no order was entered into Merrill Lynch's computer system to trigger the sale of 
ImClone because Stewart, like most of his clients, eschewed automatic execution in favor of having him track 
a stock and give notice if and when it reached the target price. Bacanovic told investigators that on December 
27th he left a message with Stewart's assistant, advising her of ImClone's price and asking that Stewart “[c]all 
my office.” He stated that Faneuil later reported to him that Stewart called Bacanovic's line on the 27th and 
directed him to sell her shares. Bacanovic denied speaking with Stewart on that day. He also represented that 
in conversations since December 27th he and Stewart had discussed ImClone in general terms and that he had 
informed her of an internal Merrill Lynch review. He denied speaking with Stewart about her own ImClone 
trades, the government investigation, or the fact that he had been questioned about the events of December 
27th. 

On March 7, 2002, several weeks after Bacanovic's SEC testimony, Faneuil was interviewed by 
representatives from the SEC, the FBI and the U.S. Attorney's Office. He stated, as he had previously, that 
on December 27th, Stewart called for a quote and decided to sell. He did not mention to the investigators that 
during the call he informed Stewart of Waksal's efforts to sell, nor did he say that Bacanovic had told him to 
do so. When Faneuil reported this to Bacanovic, Bacanovic replied, “good.” 

After receiving a copy of Sam Waksal's phone log, which reflected a call from Stewart on the morning of 
December 27th, investigators requested another meeting with Stewart, and she agreed to speak with them. 
During that April 10, 2002 interview, Stewart stated that she had no recollection of having been told on 
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December 27th that any of the Waksals were selling their ImClone stock. Stewart was asked about 
Bacanovic's December 27th phone message, which Armstrong had entered in the log as “Peter Bacanovic 
thinks ImClone is going to start trading downward.” Stewart stated that she did not recall that Armstrong told 
her about the content of Bacanovic's message. Rather she recalled being told that Bacanovic called and wanted 
to speak with her before the end of the day. 

On April 10th, the investigators also questioned Stewart about the message she left with Sam Waksal's 
secretary on the morning of December 27th, asking what was “going on with ImClone.” Stewart told 
investigators that she called Waksal on the 27th for the purpose of seeing how he was and making sure 
everything was okay. She also stated that when she was interviewed two months earlier on February 4th, she 
did not recall having made the call to Waksal. 

During the period between February and May 2002, Bacanovic talked to Faneuil about the investigation 
approximately five times, each time reiterating to Faneuil that he had spoken with Stewart and that everyone 
was “on the same page” and telling the same $60 stop-loss story, which was the “truth.” During one such 
conversation in April or May, Faneuil reminded Bacanovic that it was Faneuil who spoke with Stewart on 
December 27th and that he knew what actually had been said. At that point, according to Faneuil, Bacanovic 
said, “don't even say that, just don't even say that.” Faneuil admitted at trial, however, that Bacanovic never 
explicitly told him to lie. A month or two later, in June 2002, although he had not been served with a subpoena, 
Faneuil admitted to Merrill Lynch and to the government investigators that he had lied twice to the SEC about 
the content of his December 27th phone conversation with Stewart. Faneuil testified at trial that the lies and 
subsequent cover-up became too much to bear. Faneuil entered into a cooperation agreement with the 
Government, pleading guilty to the misdemeanor charge of receiving money or things of value as a 
consideration for not informing against a violation of the law in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 873. He agreed with 
the SEC to a lifetime exclusion from work in the securities industry. 

In June 2002, media reports stated that a congressional investigation into the FDA's denial of the Erbitux 
application had revealed the December 27th ImClone transactions by Waksal and Stewart. Thereafter, the 
value of MSLO shares declined, which resulted in a corresponding decrease in Stewart's net worth. Stewart 
issued two public statements, one in a press release and one addressed to a conference of securities analysts 
and advisors. Stewart explained that her sale had been triggered by the pre-existing decision to sell ImClone 
if and when it reached $60 per share and not by information that was unavailable to the public. She also 
represented that she had cooperated fully with government investigators. MSLO shares enjoyed a modest 
rebound. 
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9.  PERJURY AND FALSE STATEMENTS 

As with obstruction of justice, perjury and false statement charges are “trans-substantive” in corporate crime.  
You should expect these offenses to be potentially in play any time a client or subject of an investigation 
testifies or speaks to the government, and therefore in virtually every investigation and prosecution—no 
matter what the underlying legal violation might be. 

Many of the same policy issues that arise with obstruction charges are relevant with respect to perjury and 
false statement charges.  As far as doctrine goes, perjury turns out to be narrower than most people think, 
while the federal false statements statute covers a much broader realm of conduct than most people would 
expect to be criminal. 

A. Statutes 

These are not as complicated as the obstruction statutes.  Section 1621 is the modern version of the 
longstanding federal perjury statute.  Section 1623 is a more recent statute intended to alter the law a bit in 
terms of how § 1621 had been interpreted.  Section 1623 is, not surprisingly, used more often now.  Section 
1622 criminalizes subornation of perjury, which of course covers conduct that might be easier for a prosecutor 
to charge as obstruction (witness tampering) under § 1512.  Section 1001 (“thousand and one,” as it is called) 
is the federal false statements statute. 

18 U.S.C. § 1621. Perjury generally 

Whoever— 

(1) having taken an oath before a competent tribunal, officer, or person, in any case in which a law of the 
United States authorizes an oath to be administered, that he will testify, declare, depose, or certify truly, or 
that any written testimony, declaration, deposition, or certificate by him subscribed, is true, willfully and 
contrary to such oath states or subscribes any material matter which he does not believe to be true; or 

(2) in any declaration, certificate, verification, or statement under penalty of perjury as permitted under section 
1746 of title 28, United States Code, willfully subscribes as true any material matter which he does not believe 
to be true; 

is guilty of perjury and shall, except as otherwise expressly provided by law, be fined under this title or 
imprisoned not more than five years, or both. This section is applicable whether the statement or subscription 
is made within or without the United States. 

18 U.S.C. § 1622. Subornation of perjury 

Whoever procures another to commit any perjury is guilty of subornation of perjury, and shall be fined under 
this title or imprisoned not more than five years, or both. 
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18 U.S.C. § 1623. False declarations before grand jury or court 

(a) Whoever under oath (or in any declaration, certificate, verification, or statement under penalty of perjury 
as permitted under section 1746 of title 28, United States Code) in any proceeding before or ancillary to any 
court or grand jury of the United States knowingly makes any false material declaration or makes or uses any 
other information, including any book, paper, document, record, recording, or other material, knowing the 
same to contain any false material declaration, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than five 
years, or both. 

(b) This section is applicable whether the conduct occurred within or without the United States. 

(c) An indictment or information for violation of this section alleging that, in any proceedings before or 
ancillary to any court or grand jury of the United States, the defendant under oath has knowingly made two 
or more declarations, which are inconsistent to the degree that one of them is necessarily false, need not 
specify which declaration is false if— 

(1) each declaration was material to the point in question, and 

(2) each declaration was made within the period of the statute of limitations for the offense charged under 
this section. 

In any prosecution under this section, the falsity of a declaration set forth in the indictment or information 
shall be established sufficient for conviction by proof that the defendant while under oath made irreconcilably 
contradictory declarations material to the point in question in any proceeding before or ancillary to any court 
or grand jury. It shall be a defense to an indictment or information made pursuant to the first sentence of this 
subsection that the defendant at the time he made each declaration believed the declaration was true. 

(d) Where, in the same continuous court or grand jury proceeding in which a declaration is made, the person 
making the declaration admits such declaration to be false, such admission shall bar prosecution under this 
section if, at the time the admission is made, the declaration has not substantially affected the proceeding, or 
it has not become manifest that such falsity has been or will be exposed. 

(e) Proof beyond a reasonable doubt under this section is sufficient for conviction. It shall not be necessary 
that such proof be made by any particular number of witnesses or by documentary or other type of evidence. 

18 U.S.C. § 1001. Statements or entries generally 

(a) Except as otherwise provided in this section, whoever, in any matter within the jurisdiction of the 
executive, legislative, or judicial branch of the Government of the United States, knowingly and willfully— 

(1) falsifies, conceals, or covers up by any trick, scheme, or device a material fact; 

(2) makes any materially false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or representation; or 

(3) makes or uses any false writing or document knowing the same to contain any materially false, fictitious, 
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or fraudulent statement or entry; 

shall be fined under this title, imprisoned not more than 5 years or, if the offense involves international or 
domestic terrorism (as defined in section 2331), imprisoned not more than 8 years, or both. If the matter 
relates to an offense under chapter 109A, 109B, 110, or 117, or section 1591, then the term of imprisonment 
imposed under this section shall be not more than 8 years. 

(b) Subsection (a) does not apply to a party to a judicial proceeding, or that party's counsel, for statements, 
representations, writings or documents submitted by such party or counsel to a judge or magistrate in that 
proceeding. 

(c) With respect to any matter within the jurisdiction of the legislative branch, subsection (a) shall apply only 
to— 

(1) administrative matters, including a claim for payment, a matter related to the procurement of property or 
services, personnel or employment practices, or support services, or a document required by law, rule, or 
regulation to be submitted to the Congress or any office or officer within the legislative branch; or 

(2) any investigation or review, conducted pursuant to the authority of any committee, subcommittee, 
commission or office of the Congress, consistent with applicable rules of the House or Senate. 

B. Perjury 

The following Supreme Court case is the classic statement of the “literal truth defense” to perjury. (“Literal 
truth” is not a formal affirmative defense; the issue has to do with the government’s burden of proof.)  Factual 
precision is essential in talking about perjury charges.  Exactly how were the words false, or not necessarily 
false?  Exactly how could/should the questioner have posed the question(s) so that a perjury charge could be 
brought if a witness lied? 

BRONSTON v. UNITED STATES, 409 U.S. 352 (1973) 

Mr. Chief Justice BURGER delivered the opinion for a unanimous Court. 

We granted the writ in this case to consider a narrow but important question in the application of the federal 
perjury statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1621: whether a witness may be convicted of perjury for an answer, under oath, 
that is literally true but not responsive to the question asked and arguably misleading by negative implication. 

Petitioner is the sole owner of Samuel Bronston Productions, Inc., a company that between 1958 and 1964, 
produced motion pictures in various European locations. For these enterprises, Bronston Productions, opened 
bank accounts in a number of foreign countries; in 1962, for example, it had 37 accounts in five countries. As 
president of Bronston Productions, petitioner supervised transactions involving the foreign bank accounts. 

In June 1964, Bronston Productions, petitioned for an arrangement with creditors under Chapter XI of the 
Bankruptcy Act, 11 U.S.C. § 701 et seq. On June 10, 1966, a referee in bankruptcy held a § 21(a) hearing to 
determine, for the benefit of creditors, the extent and location of the company’s assets. Petitioner’s perjury 
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conviction was founded on the answers given by him as a witness at that bankruptcy hearing, and in particular 
on the following colloquy with a lawyer for a creditor of Bronston Productions: 

‘Q. Do you have any bank accounts in Swiss banks, Mr. Bronston? 

‘A. No, sir. 

‘Q. Have you ever? 

‘A. The company had an account there for about six months, in Zurich. 

‘Q. Have you any nominees who have bank accounts in Swiss banks? 

‘A. No, sir. 

‘Q. Have you ever? 

‘A. No, sir.’ 

It is undisputed that for a period of nearly five years, between October 1959 and June 1964, petitioner had a 
personal bank account at the International Credit Bank in Geneva, Switzerland, into which he made deposits 
and upon which he drew checks totaling more than $180,000. It is likewise undisputed that petitioner’s 
answers were literally truthful. (a) Petitioner did not at the time of questioning have a Swiss bank account. 
(b) Bronston Productions, Inc., did have the account in Zurich described by petitioner. (c) Neither at the time 
of questioning nor before did petitioner have nominees who had Swiss accounts. The Government’s 
prosecution for perjury went forward on the theory that in order to mislead his questioner, petitioner answered 
the second question with literal truthfulness but unresponsively addressed his answer to the company’s assets 
and not to his own-thereby implying that he had no personal Swiss bank account at the relevant time. 

At petitioner’s trial, the District Court instructed the jury that the ‘basic issue’ was whether petitioner ‘spoke 
his true belief.’ Perjury, the court stated, ‘necessarily involves the state of mind of the accused’ and 
‘essentially consists of willfully testifying to the truth of a fact which the defendant does not believe to be 
true’; petitioner’s testimony could not be found ‘willfully’ false unless at the time his testimony was given 
petitioner ‘fully understood the questions put to him but nevertheless gave false answers knowing the same 
to be false.’ The court further instructed the jury that if petitioner did not understand the question put to him 
and for that reason gave an unresponsive answer, he could not be convicted of perjury. Petitioner could, 
however, be convicted if he gave an answer ‘not literally false but when considered in the context in which it 
was given, nevertheless constitute(d) a false statement’ . . . [T]he jury returned its verdict, finding petitioner 
guilty on the count of perjury before us today and not guilty on another charge not here relevant. 

In the Court of Appeals, petitioner contended, as he had in post-trial motions before the District Court, that 
the key question was imprecise and suggestive of various interpretations. In addition, petitioner contended 
that he could not be convicted of perjury on the basis of testimony that was concededly truthful, however 
unresponsive. A divided Court of Appeals held that the question was readily susceptible of a responsive reply 
and that it adequately tested the defendant’s belief in the veracity of his answer. The Court of Appeals further 
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held that, ‘(f)or the purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 1621, an answer containing half of the truth which also constitutes 
a lie by negative implication, when the answer is intentionally given in place of the responsive answer called 
for by a proper question, is perjury.’ In this Court, petitioner renews his attack on the specificity of the 
question asked him and the legal sufficiency of his answer to support a conviction for perjury. The problem 
of the ambiguity of the question is not free from doubt, but we need not reach that issue. Even assuming, as 
we do, that the question asked petitioner specifically focused on petitioner’s personal bank accounts, we 
conclude that the federal perjury statute cannot be construed to sustain a conviction based on petitioner’s 
answer. 

The statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1621, substantially identical in its relevant language to its predecessors for nearly a 
century, is ‘a federal statute enacted in an effort to keep the course of justice free from the pollution of 
perjury.’  

There is, at the outset, a serious literal problem in applying § 1621 to petitioner’s answer. The words of the 
statute confine the offense to the witness who ‘willfully . . . states . . . any material matter which he does not 
believe to be true.’ Beyond question, petitioner’s answer to the crucial question was not responsive if we 
assume, as we do, that the first question was directed at personal bank accounts. There is, indeed, an 
implication in the answer to the second question that there was never a personal bank account; in casual 
conversation this interpretation might reasonably be drawn. But we are not dealing with casual conversation 
and the statute does not make it a criminal act for a witness to willfully state any material matter that implies 
any material matter that he does not believe to be true.  

The Government urges that the perjury statute be construed broadly to reach petitioner’s answer and thereby 
fulfill its historic purpose of reinforcing our adversary factfinding process. We might go beyond the precise 
words of the statute if we thought they did not adequately express the intention of Congress, but we perceive 
no reason why Congress would intend the drastic sanction of a perjury prosecution to cure a testimonial 
mishap that could readily have been reached with a single additional question by counsel alert-as every 
examiner ought to be-to the incongruity of petitioner’s unresponsive answer. Under the pressures and tensions 
of interrogation, it is not uncommon for the most earnest witnesses to give answers that are not entirely 
responsive. Sometimes the witness does not understand the question, or may in an excess of caution or 
apprehension read too much or too little into it. It should come as no surprise that a participant in a bankruptcy 
proceeding may have something to conceal and consciously tries to do so, or that a debtor may be embarrassed 
at his plight and yield information reluctantly. It is the responsibility of the lawyer to probe; testimonial 
interrogation, and cross-examination in particular, is a probing, prying, pressing form of inquiry. If a witness 
evades, it is the lawyer’s responsibility to recognize the evasion and to bring the witness back to the mark, to 
flush out the whole truth with the tools of adversary examination. 

It is no answer to say that here the jury found that petitioner intended to mislead his examiner. A jury should 
not be permitted to engage in conjecture whether an unresponsive answer, true and complete on its face, was 
intended to mislead or divert the examiner; the state of mind of the witness is relevant only to the extent that 
it bears on whether ‘he does not believe (his answer) to be true.’ To hold otherwise would be to inject a new 
and confusing element into the adversary testimonial system we know. Witnesses would be unsure of the 
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extent of their responsibility for the misunderstandings and inadequacies of examiners, and might well fear 
having that responsibility tested by a jury under the vague rubric of ‘intent to mislead’ or ‘perjury by 
implication.’ The seminal modern treatment of the history of the offense concludes that one consideration of 
policy overshadowed all others during the years when perjury first emerged as a common-law offense: ‘that 
the measures taken against the offense must not be so severe as to discourage witnesses from appearing or 
testifying.’ . . . 

Thus, we must read § 1621 in light of our own and the traditional Anglo-American judgment that a 
prosecution for perjury is not the sole, or even the primary, safeguard against errant testimony. While ‘the 
lower federal courts have not dealt with the question often,’ and while their expressions do not deal with 
unresponsive testimony and are not precisely in point, ‘it may be said that they preponderate against the 
respondent’s contention.’ The cases support petitioner’s position that the perjury statute is not to be loosely 
construed, nor the statute invoked simply because a wily witness succeeds in derailing the questioner-so long 
as the witness speaks the literal truth. The burden is on the questioner to pin the witness down to the specific 
object of the questioner’s inquiry. . . . 

It may well be that petitioner’s answers were not guileless but were shrewdly calculated to evade. 
Nevertheless, we are constrained to agree with Judge Lumbard, who dissented from the judgment of the Court 
of Appeals, that any special problems arising from the literally true but unresponsive answer are to be 
remedied through the ‘questioner’s acuity’ and not by a federal perjury prosecution. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Here is one of the most famous examples of testimony and the issue of “literal truth.” 

PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON’S GRAND JURY TESTIMONY 

Q: Mr. President, I want to before I go into a new subject area… The statement of your 
attorney, Mr. Bennett, at the Paul[a] Jones deposition, “counsel is fully aware…that 
Ms. Lewinsky has filed, has an affidavit which they are in possession of saying that 
there is no sex of any kind in any manner, shape or form, with President Clinton”? That 
statement was made by your attorney in front of Judge Susan Webber Wright, correct? 

A: That’s correct. 
Q: That statement is a completely false statement. Whether or not Mr. Bennett knew of 

your relationship with Ms. Lewinsky, the statement that there was “no sex of any kind 
in any manner, shape or form, with President Clinton,” was an utterly false statement. 
Is that correct? 

A: It depends on what the meaning of the word “is” is. If the-if he-if “is” means is and 
never has been, that is not-that is one thing. If it means there is none, that was a 
completely true statement. But as I have testified, and I’d like to testify again, this is-it 
is somewhat unusual for a client to be asked about his lawyer’s statements, instead of 
the other way around. I was not paying a great deal of attention to this exchange. I was 
focusing on my own testimony. 
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Grand Jury Testimony of President Clinton, August 17, 1998, pg. 57–58. 

“It is clear to the [House Judiciary] Committee that the President perjured himself when he 
said that Mr. Bennett’s statement that there was ‘no sex of any kind’ was ‘completely true’ 
depending on what the word ‘is’ is.” 

Impeachment of William Jefferson Clinton, President of the United States, H.R. Rep. No. 105-830 (1998). 

Problem 9-1 

In addition to reading the material above about President Clinton’s grand jury testimony, watch the relevant 
three-minute excerpt of his testimony, which is available here:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHlt1W83JFU.  (Feel free, of course, to watch additional portions of the 
testimony available online for further context.)  Under Bronston, is the assertion of the House Judiciary 
Committee in its articles of impeachment, excerpted above, correct? 

The following (overblown) prosecution involving testimony in a civil forfeiture case explains materiality in 
the context of perjury and also gives a bit more feel for “literal truth,” as well as a sense of the defense 
argument of “ambiguous question.” 

UNITED STATES v. KROSS, 14 F.3d 751 (2d Cir. 1994) 

FEINBERG, Circuit Judge: 

Laura Kross appeals from a judgment of conviction entered in March 1993, after a jury trial in the United 
States District Court for the District of Vermont before Franklin S. Billings, Jr., J. Kross was indicted on five 
counts of making false declarations in a civil deposition in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1623, and the jury found 
her guilty on three counts. . . . For the reasons set forth below, we affirm. 

Earth People's Park (the Park), a 592-acre parcel of land in the extreme northeastern corner of Vermont, is 
owned by Earth People's Park, Inc., a California corporation (the Corporation). Since the founding of the Park 
in 1970, the Corporation has allowed people to come to the Park at no charge in order to live in harmony with 
nature. Kross resided in the Park from 1971 to 1979, when she moved to nearby Brownington, Vermont. 

In 1990, the United States filed a civil forfeiture complaint against the Park pursuant to 21 U.S.C. § 881(a)(7). 
United States v. Earth People's Park, Consisting of 592 Acres, More or Less, Located in Norton, Vermont, 
with all Appurtenances and Attachments Thereon, Civil No. 90-273 (D. Vt.) (pending). The United States 
sought forfeiture on the grounds that the property was being used for the cultivation and distribution of 
marijuana. The Corporation asserted the defense of innocent ownership, claiming that it had no knowledge 
of illegal drug-related activity at the Park. 

The Assistant United States Attorney conducting the forfeiture litigation deposed Kross in January 1991, at 
which time she was accompanied by an attorney representing the Corporation. The testimony of Kross at the 
deposition formed the basis for the three counts of the indictment (Counts III, IV and V) on which she was 
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convicted. Count III set forth her responses to questions about her knowledge of illegal drug use in the Park, 
as follows:  

Q: Did you ever see anyone smoking marijuana in the Park? 

A: Not to the best of my recollection. When I lived up there, I kept pretty much to myself. 

 . . . 

Q: With regard to Koslosky, Greenip and Brown and Gagliola, did you ever see them 
smoking marijuana in the Park? 

A: No, uh-uh. 

Q: Do you have any information as to whether they did smoke marijuana in the Park? 

A: No, nobody's ever come and said that to me. 

Count IV concerned her knowledge of marijuana cultivation in the Park: 

Q: Did you ever see anyone grow marijuana on [Earth People's] Park property? 

A: No. 

Q: Even if you didn't see anyone grow it. Did you ever see anyone grow it there? 

A: No. It's a big 600 acres. 

 . . . 

Q: Did you ever have any information about [Koslosky, Greenip, Brown and Gagliola] 
growing marijuana in the Park? 

A: Definitely not. 

Count V concerned her prior criminal history: 

Q: Have you ever been arrested? 

A: No. 

Q: Have you ever been charged by State or Federal authorities with any crime? 

A: No.  

Q: Really, I'm not asking whether you've been convicted; I'm asking whether you've been 
charged? 
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A: No, not that I remember. 

At trial, the government presented testimony to show that Kross was aware of the use and cultivation of the 
marijuana by Park residents. Evidence also showed that Kross had been charged with felonies in Vermont 
state court in 1980 and 1990. 

Kross argues that the district court erred in denying her pretrial motion to dismiss the indictment on the 
grounds that the information sought in the deposition was immaterial to the underlying forfeiture proceeding, 
that the deposition questions at issue were fundamentally ambiguous and that her statements were literally 
true. . . . 

Kross contends that the indictment should have been dismissed because none of her allegedly false 
declarations were material to the civil forfeiture action. We disagree. 

We have consistently held in the grand jury context that a false declaration is “material” within the meaning 
of § 1623 when it has “‘a natural effect or tendency to influence, impede or dissuade the grand jury from 
pursuing its investigation.’” United States v. Kiszewski, 877 F.2d 210, 218 (2d Cir. 1989) (quoting United 
States v. Berardi, 629 F.2d 723, 728 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 995, 101 S. Ct. 534, 66 L. Ed. 2d 293 
(1980)). We have pointed out that in a § 1623 prosecution for false declarations to a grand jury, 

[m]atters arguably cumulative or collateral to the grand jury's objective in a given case are 
considered for their potential to aid that body, not for the probability of assistance from a 
truthful answer. 

United States v. Gribben, 984 F.2d 47, 51 (2d Cir. 1993). Because the grand jury's function is investigative, 
materiality in that context is “broadly construed.” Id. However, we have apparently not yet addressed the 
issue of materiality under § 1623 in the context of a deposition in a civil matter. The purpose of civil discovery 
is also investigative, and the scope of discovery includes any information that “appears reasonably calculated 
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1). 

The Fifth Circuit has held that for purposes of § 1623, materiality in a civil discovery deposition is not limited 
to evidence admissible at trial, but includes matters properly the subject of and material to a deposition under 
Rule 26(b)(1). United States v. Holley, 942 F.2d 916, 924 (5th Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 510 U.S. 821, 114 S. 
Ct. 77, 126 L. Ed. 2d 45 (1993). The Ninth and Sixth Circuits have also adapted a materiality definition under 
§ 1623 to the civil deposition context. See United States v. Clark, 918 F.2d 843, 846 (9th Cir. 1990); United 
States v. Adams, 870 F.2d 1140, 1146–48 (6th Cir. 1989). But the resultant definition is considerably narrower 
than that of the Fifth Circuit: it requires not merely discoverability under Rule 26(b)(1), but also the tendency 
of the false statement itself to affect the outcome of the underlying civil suit for which the deposition was 
taken. See Clark, 918 F.2d at 847; Adams, 870 F.2d at 1147. 

The facts of the present case favor a broad construction of the definition of materiality similar to the approach 
we have already used in the grand jury context. While a government deposition in a forfeiture action under 
21 U.S.C. § 881 is civil in form, forfeiture actions are predicated upon a nexus between the property and 
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criminal activity. See United States v. Premises and Real Property at 4492 S. Livonia Rd., 889 F.2d 1258, 
1269 (2d Cir. 1989), reh'g denied, 897 F.2d 659 (1990). Under the circumstances of this case, we see no 
persuasive reason not to apply the broad standard for materiality of whether a truthful answer might 
reasonably be calculated to lead to the discovery of evidence admissible at the trial of the underlying suit. 

We turn now to apply this broad standard to the facts of this case. With respect to Counts III and IV, Kross 
maintains that she was not an agent of the Corporation. Therefore, she argues, any knowledge she may have 
had concerning drug use or cultivation at the Park was not attributable to the Corporation and was thus 
immaterial to the forfeiture proceeding against the Corporation. At the time the questions were asked, 
however, the government was entitled to explore her knowledge based on the theory that she was an agent. 
Certainly, Kross' denial of agency would not end the matter, in view of evidence that she had represented 
herself to the Assistant conducting the deposition as the agent of the Corporation and had acted as its agent 
in the past. In any case, even if Kross was not the Corporation's agent, the information sought was material 
in that it concerned not only her knowledge of drug activity at the Park, but also the existence of drug activity. 

As to Count III, Kross further argues that the information sought was immaterial to the forfeiture suit because 
marijuana smoking is not a felony justifying forfeiture under Title 21. Thus, she argues, even if she had 
testified that she had knowledge of marijuana smoking, that would not have demonstrated that the Park was 
being used to facilitate the more serious narcotics crimes that could justify a forfeiture. We disagree with this 
reasoning. It is true that neither marijuana smoking nor knowledge thereof constitutes independent grounds 
for civil forfeiture. Nevertheless, evidence of marijuana smoking on Park property was material at the 
discovery stage of the forfeiture proceeding because such evidence might lead to evidence of cultivation or 
distribution of marijuana, which would justify forfeiture. 

With respect to Count IV, Kross also argues that she “could reasonably have understood” the questions to 
refer to the time when she lived in the Park in the 1970s. Thus, she claims, her answer about marijuana 
cultivation was immaterial because it did not concern the drug crimes that formed the basis for the 1990 
forfeiture proceeding, but rather concerned activity predating the five-year statute of limitations period for § 
881 forfeiture actions. Kross' argument is unconvincing, however, because the questioner clearly asked Kross 
if she had “ever” seen or had information about marijuana cultivation in the Park. In addition, as the district 
court correctly found, 

Although evidence of pre-1985 drug crimes could not legally constitute a basis for 
forfeiture, evidence that [the Corporation] knew of illegal pre-1985 drug activity could 
certainly have led to information that the [C]orporation was not an “innocent owner,” as 
well as an inference that the [C]orporation failed to satisfy its affirmative duty to safeguard 
the property from further drug activity. 

Furthermore, the prior marijuana cultivation, while not the basis for the forfeiture proceeding, is nonetheless 
relevant to discovery regarding the later cultivation that did form the basis for the proceeding. 
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With respect to Count V, Kross argues that the statements regarding her prior criminal history were not 
material because they could have produced no useful testimony. Furthermore, she argues, the Assistant United 
States Attorney already knew of the prior charges against her. 

Turning to the latter argument first, whether the questioner knows the answer to a question is irrelevant to 
materiality. Cf. United States v. Lee, 509 F.2d 645, 646 (2d Cir.) (per curiam), cert. denied, 422 U.S. 1044, 
95 S. Ct. 2645, 45 L. Ed. 2d 696 (1975). As to the usefulness of truthful responses, the 1990 charges eventually 
resulted in a conviction. Since Kross was convicted of welfare fraud, a crime involving “dishonesty or false 
statement,” evidence of the conviction might have been admissible at trial of the forfeiture action to impeach 
Kross's credibility if she were a witness. Fed. R. Evid. 609(a)(2). Though matters relating to the credibility of 
a prospective witness might not always be material within the meaning of the perjury statute, see United 
States v. Freedman, 445 F.2d 1220, 1227–28 (2d Cir. 1971), in this case there was evidence that Kross 
represented herself to the prosecutor as an agent of the owner of the defendant property. In such 
circumstances, matters affecting her credibility were material. Cf. United States v. Salinas, 923 F.2d 339, 
340–41 (5th Cir. 1991) (witness's credibility material where witness was defendant in underlying action); 
United States v. Sablosky, 810 F.2d 167, 169 (8th Cir. 1987) (same). 

Although the 1980 charges were ultimately dismissed, the charges concerned marijuana possession. Thus, 
truthful testimony concerning those charges might have led to evidence of other drug-related activity by 
Kross. 

Kross contends that her statements referred to in Counts III and IV of the indictment cannot have been 
perjurious because the questions asked were fundamentally ambiguous. She argues that because the questions 
were asked in the context of other questions about the year 1975, she assumed the questions referred to 
marijuana smoking and cultivation in the year 1975. According to Kross, the indictment alleges that she grew 
marijuana sometime between 1976 and 1990 and thus fails to allege that her answer was false. 

While it is true that answers to “fundamentally ambiguous” questioning may be insufficient to support a 
perjury conviction, United States v. Lighte, 782 F.2d 367, 375 (2d Cir. 1986), Kross' argument is wholly 
without merit. The indictment in fact alleges that Kross knew of and participated in marijuana cultivation 
between 1975 and 1990. Moreover, in both instances, the questioner clearly asked Kross if she had “ever” 
seen anyone smoking or growing marijuana in the Park. We agree with the district court that “ever” is not an 
imprecise word. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The following case deals with the somewhat blurry area between obstruction of justice and perjury.  What 
should be done about the witness who avoids testifying truthfully by being deliberately evasive rather than 
uttering provable falsehoods?  Sometimes, in such a case of what one might call “near perjury,” a prosecutor 
will charge the witness with obstruction of justice.  This is a famous case in which such an effort failed. 
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UNITED STATES v. BONDS, 784 F.3d 582 (9th Cir. 2015) (en banc) 

Per Curiam Opinion; Concurrence by Judge KOZINSKI; Concurrence by Judge N.R. SMITH; Concurrence 
by Judge REINHARDT; Concurrence by Judge W. FLETCHER; Dissent by Judge RAWLINSON 

During a grand jury proceeding, defendant gave a rambling, non-responsive answer to a simple question. 
Because there is insufficient evidence that Statement C was material, defendant’s conviction for obstruction 
of justice in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1503 is not supported by the record. Whatever section 1503’s scope may 
be in other circumstances, defendant’s conviction here must be reversed. . . . 

KOZINSKI, Circuit Judge, with whom Circuit Judges O’SCANNLAIN, GRABER, CALLAHAN and 
NGUYEN join, concurring: 

Can a single non-responsive answer by a grand jury witness support a conviction for obstruction of justice 
under 18 U.S.C. § 1503? 

Defendant [Barry Bonds], who was then a professional baseball player, was summoned before a grand jury 
and questioned for nearly three hours about his suspected use of steroids. He was subsequently charged with 
four counts of making false statements and one count of obstruction of justice, all based on his grand jury 
testimony. The jury convicted him on the obstruction count and was otherwise unable to reach a verdict. 

The jury instructions identified seven of defendant’s statements that the government alleged obstructed 
justice. The jury, however, found only one statement obstructive. That statement was referred to as Statement 
C at trial and is italicized in the passage below: 

Q: Did Greg[, your trainer,] ever give you anything that required a syringe to inject yourself 
with? 

A: I’ve only had one doctor touch me. And that’s my only personal doctor. Greg, like I 
said, we don’t get into each others’ personal lives. We’re friends, but I don’t—we don’t 
sit around and talk baseball, because he knows I don’t want—don’t come to my house 
talking baseball. If you want to come to my house and talk about fishing, some other 
stuff, we’ll be good friends. You come around talking about baseball, you go on. I don’t 
talk about his business. You know what I mean? 

Q: Right. 

A: That’s what keeps our friendship. You know, I am sorry, but that—you know, that—I 
was a celebrity child, not just in baseball by my own instincts. I became a celebrity child 
with a famous father. I just don’t get into other people’s business because of my father’s 
situation, you see. 

Defendant was again asked about injectable steroids immediately following this exchange and a few other 
times during his testimony. He provided direct responses to the follow-up questions. For example, he was 
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asked whether he ever “injected [him]self with anything that Greg . . . gave [him].” He responded “I’m not 
that talented, no.” The government believed that those answers were false but, as noted, the jury failed to 
convict defendant on the false statement counts. . . . 

[S]ection 1503’s coverage is vast. By its literal terms, it applies to all stages of the criminal and civil justice 
process, not just to conduct in the courtroom but also to trial preparation, discovery and pretrial motions. 
Indeed, it arguably covers conduct taken in anticipation that a civil or criminal case might be filed, such as 
tax planning, hiding assets or talking to police. And the text of the omnibus clause, in concert with our 
definition of corruptly, encompasses any act that a jury might infer was intended to “influence, obstruct, or 
impede . . . the due administration of justice.” That’s true even if no actual obstruction occurs, because the 
clause’s use of “endeavors” makes “success . . . irrelevant.” See United States v. Richardson, 676 F.3d 491, 
503 (5th Cir. 2012) (internal quotation marks omitted). 

Stretched to its limits, section 1503 poses a significant hazard for everyone involved in our system of justice, 
because so much of what the adversary process calls for could be construed as obstruction. Did a tort plaintiff 
file a complaint seeking damages far in excess of what the jury ultimately awards? That could be viewed as 
corruptly endeavoring to “influence . . . the due administration of justice” by seeking to recover more than 
the claim deserves. So could any of the following behaviors that make up the bread and butter of litigation: 
filing an answer that denies liability for conduct that is ultimately adjudged wrongful or malicious; 
unsuccessfully filing (or opposing) a motion to dismiss or for summary judgment; seeking a continuance in 
order to inflict delay on the opposing party; frivolously taking an appeal or petitioning for certiorari—the list 
is endless. Witnesses would be particularly vulnerable because, as the Supreme Court has noted, “[u]nder the 
pressures and tensions of interrogation, it is not uncommon for the most earnest witnesses to give answers 
that are not entirely responsive.” Bronston v. United States, 409 U.S. 352, 358, 93 S. Ct. 595, 34 L. Ed. 2d 
568 (1973). 

Lawyers face the most pervasive threat under such a regime. Zealous advocacy sometimes calls for pushing 
back against an adversary’s just case and casting a despicable client in a favorable light, yet such conduct 
could be described as “endeavor[ing] to . . . impede . . . the due administration of justice.” Even routine 
advocacy provides ample occasion for stumbling into the heartland of the omnibus clause’s sweeping 
coverage. Oral arguments provide a ready example. One need not spend much time in one of our courtrooms 
to hear lawyers dancing around questions from the bench rather than giving pithy, direct answers. There is, 
for instance, the ever popular “but that is not this case” retort to a hypothetical, which could be construed as 
an effort to divert the court and thereby “influence . . . the due administration of justice.” 

It is true that any such maneuver would violate section 1503 only if it were done “corruptly.” But it is equally 
true that we have given “corruptly” such a broad construction that it does not meaningfully cabin the kind of 
conduct that is subject to prosecution. As noted, we have held that a defendant acts “corruptly,” as that term 
is used in section 1503, if he does so “with the purpose of obstructing justice.” Rasheed, 663 F.2d at 852. In 
the examples above, a prosecutor could argue that a complaint was filed corruptly because it was designed to 
extort a nuisance settlement, or an answer was filed corruptly because its principal purpose was to pressure a 
needy plaintiff into an unjust settlement, or that the lawyer who parried a judicial hypothetical with “but that 
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is not this case” was endeavoring to distract the court so it would reach a wrong result. That a jury or a judge 
might not buy such an argument is neither here nor there; a criminal prosecution, even one that results in an 
acquittal, is a life-wrenching event. Nor does an acquittal wipe clean the suspicion that a guilty defendant got 
off on a technicality. 

We have no doubt that United States Attorneys and their Assistants would use the power to prosecute for 
such crimes judiciously, but that is not the point. Making everyone who participates in our justice system a 
potential criminal defendant for conduct that is nothing more than the ordinary tug and pull of litigation risks 
chilling zealous advocacy. It also gives prosecutors the immense and unreviewable power to reward friends 
and punish enemies by prosecuting the latter and giving the former a pass. The perception that prosecutors 
have such a potent weapon in their arsenal, even if never used, may well dampen the fervor with which 
lawyers, particularly those representing criminal defendants, will discharge their duties. The amorphous 
nature of the statute is also at odds with the constitutional requirement that individuals have fair notice as to 
what conduct may be criminal. See United States v. JDT, 762 F.3d 984, 996 (9th Cir. 2014) (citing Skilling v. 
United States, 561 U.S. 358, 402–03, 130 S. Ct. 2896, 177 L. Ed. 2d 619 (2010)). 

Because the statute sweeps so broadly, due process calls for prudential limitations on the government’s power 
to prosecute under it. Such a limitation already exists in our case law interpreting section 1503: the 
requirement of materiality. See United States v. Thomas, 612 F.3d 1107, 1128–29 (9th Cir. 2010). Materiality 
screens out many of the statute’s troubling applications by limiting convictions to those situations where an 
act “has a natural tendency to influence, or was capable of influencing, the decision of the decisionmaking 
body.” See Kungys v. United States, 485 U.S. 759, 770, 108 S. Ct. 1537, 99 L. Ed. 2d 839 (1988) (internal 
quotation marks omitted); Thomas, 612 F.3d at 1124. Put another way, the government must prove beyond a 
reasonable doubt that the charged conduct was capable of influencing a decisionmaking person or entity—
for example, by causing it to cease its investigation, pursue different avenues of inquiry or reach a different 
outcome. See United States v. McKenna, 327 F.3d 830, 840 (9th Cir. 2003) (finding statement material 
because it could have affected the “decision-making process”); Weinstock v. United States, 231 F.2d 699, 703 
(D.C. Cir. 1956) (noting that, to be material, a statement “must have some weight in the process of reaching 
a decision”). 

In weighing materiality, we consider “the intrinsic capabilities of the . . . statement itself,” rather than the 
statement’s actual effect on the decisionmaker, see United States v. Serv. Deli Inc., 151 F.3d 938, 941 (9th 
Cir. 1998) (internal quotation marks omitted), and we evaluate the statement in “the context in which [it was] 
made,” United States v. Rigas, 490 F.3d 208, 231 (2d Cir. 2007); see also United States v. McBane, 433 F.3d 
344, 352 (3d Cir. 2005); Weinstock, 231 F.2d at 703 (noting that in context, a statement was “rob[bed] . . . of 
any materiality—any possible influence upon the [decisionmaker] in reaching its decision”). 

We start with the self-evident proposition that Statement C, standing alone, did not have the capacity to divert 
the government from its investigation or influence the grand jury’s decision whether to indict anyone. Here 
it is again: 

That’s what keeps our friendship. You know, I am sorry, but that—you know, that—I was a 
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celebrity child, not just in baseball by my own instincts. I became a celebrity child with a 
famous father. I just don’t get into other people’s business because of my father’s situation, 
you see. 

The statement says absolutely nothing pertinent to the subject of the grand jury’s investigation. Even when 
paired with the question that prompted it, 

Did Greg ever give you anything that required a syringe to inject yourself with? 

Statement C communicates nothing of value or detriment to the investigation. Had the answer been “I’m 
afraid of needles,” it would have been plausible to infer an unspoken denial, with the actual words serving as 
an explanation or elaboration. But, as given, the answer did not enlighten, obfuscate, confirm or deny anything 
within the scope of the question posed. 

The most one can say about this statement is that it was non-responsive and thereby impeded the investigation 
to a small degree by wasting the grand jury’s time and trying the prosecutors’ patience. But real-life witness 
examinations, unlike those in movies and on television, invariably are littered with non-responsive and 
irrelevant answers. This happens when the speaker doesn’t understand the question, begins to talk before 
thinking (lawyers do this with surprising frequency), wants to avoid giving a direct answer (ditto), or is 
temporizing. Courtrooms are pressure-laden environments and a certain number of non-responsive or 
irrelevant statements can be expected as part of the give-and-take of courtroom discourse. Because some non-
responsive answers are among the road hazards of witness examination, any one such statement is not, 
standing alone, “capable of influencing . . . the decision of [a] decisionmaking body.” See Thomas, 612 F.3d 
at 1124. 

This is true even if, as the government now argues, Statement C is literally false. An irrelevant or wholly non-
responsive answer says nothing germane to the subject of the investigation, whether it’s true or false. For 
example, if a witness is asked, “Do you own a gun?” it makes no difference whether he answers “The sky is 
blue” or “The sky is green.” That the second statement is false makes it no more likely to impede the 
investigation than the first. 

Statement C does not, however, stand alone. It was a small portion of a much longer examination, and we 
must look at the record as a whole to determine whether a rational trier of fact could have found the statement 
capable of influencing the grand jury’s investigation, in light of defendant’s entire grand jury testimony. If, 
for example, a witness engages in a pattern of irrelevant statements, or launches into lengthy disquisitions 
that are clearly designed to waste time and preclude the questioner from continuing his examination, the jury 
could find that the witness’s behavior was capable of having some sway. 

On careful review of the record, we find insufficient evidence to render Statement C material. In conducting 
this review, we are mindful that we must give the jury the benefit of the doubt and draw all reasonable 
inferences in favor of its verdict. See Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 319, 99 S. Ct. 2781, 61 L. Ed. 2d 560 
(1979). At the same time, we must conduct our review with some rigor for the prudential reasons discussed 
above. See pp. 583–85 supra. 
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The government charged a total of seven statements, only one of which the jury found to be obstructive. Two 
of these statements (including Statement C) appear to be wholly irrelevant—verbal detours with no bearing 
on the proceedings. One statement is “I don’t know,” followed by a brief explanation for the lack of 
knowledge. The rest are direct answers that the government claimed were false, all concerning whether 
defendant’s trainer had provided or injected him with steroids. In the context of three hours of grand jury 
testimony, these six additional statements are insufficient to render the otherwise innocuous Statement C 
material. If this were enough to establish materiality, few witnesses or lawyers would be safe from 
prosecution. 

N.R. SMITH, Circuit Judge, with whom Circuit Judges WARDLAW, CALLAHAN, and FRIEDLAND join, 
concurring: 

I agree that no reasonable juror could have found Bonds guilty of violating 18 U.S.C. § 1503. . . . 

Congress could not have intended § 1503 to be so broadly applied as to reach a single truthful but evasive 
statement such as Statement C. Our conclusion that Statement C could not have “the natural and probable 
effect” of impeding the grand jury’s investigative function stems from two sources: (1) the Government’s 
duty to clarify merely misleading or evasive testimony and (2) relevant precedent indicating that the 
Government must show that truthful but misleading or evasive testimony must amount to a refusal to testify 
before it is material. Taken together, these two sources lead to the conclusion that a single truthful but evasive 
or misleading statement cannot satisfy § 1503’s materiality requirement.  

The Supreme Court’s decision in Bronston v. United States, 409 U.S. 352, 93 S. Ct. 595, 34 L. Ed. 2d 568 
(1973), requires the conclusion that Statement C does not violate § 1503. Although Bronston dealt with a 
conviction for perjury, the Supreme Court’s language regarding the government’s duty to conduct competent 
and thorough questioning is illuminating. In short, “[t]he burden is on the questioner to pin the witness down 
to the specific object of the questioner’s inquiry.” Id. at 360, 93 S. Ct. 595. Extending § 1503’s reach to 
transient evasive or misleading statements would obviate the prosecutor’s duty to thoroughly examine the 
witness. Id. at 358, 93 S. Ct. 595 (noting that competent cross-examination should be conducted “by counsel 
alert—as every examiner ought to be—to the incongruity of [the witness’s] unresponsive answer”). It would 
be contrary to the statute’s purpose to allow the government to permit an evasive or misleading statement to 
go unchallenged, in the hopes of obtaining an obstruction of justice conviction later. The government is 
obligated to do all it can to obtain a direct statement in response to its questioning. The truth-seeking function 
of the grand jury may be impaired by lax questioning as much, if not more than, an inarticulate or wandering 
answer. 

Bronston counsels that, to convict a defendant for violating § 1503, the jury must find more than that the 
witness uttered an evasive or misleading statement at some point during his testimony—the “natural and 
probable effect” of a single truthful but evasive or misleading statement is merely to prompt follow-up 
questions. Given this burden, Statement C did not have the natural or probable effect of interfering with the 
due administration of justice, because the Government had a duty to clarify any single misleading or evasive 
statement Bonds made. 
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The Supreme Court’s materiality standard reinforces Bronston’s core holding: we should not find liability for 
a single statement that is merely misleading or evasive. The judicially-created materiality requirement is a 
primary objective limitation on § 1503’s expansive reach. See United States v. Thomas, 612 F.3d 1107, 1128–
29 (9th Cir. 2010). This materiality standard necessarily takes into account the context of the charged conduct, 
evaluating whether the misleading or evasive statement could have “the natural and probable effect of 
interfering with the due administrative of justice” given the entirety of a witness’s examination. Aguilar, 515 
U.S. at 599, 115 S. Ct. 2357 (internal quotation marks omitted). The Government may not isolate a single 
statement, prove it misleading or evasive, and argue that the statement is material based solely on that fact. 

Evasive or misleading statements are different from false statements. Instead of providing the tribunal with 
bad information, information that can be evaluated for its capability to influence, a misleading or evasive 
statement is meant to divert or slow the truth-seeking function in the first instance; it does not so much 
influence an investigation as divert it by depriving the question of its force. In this sense, offering evasive or 
misleading testimony is closely analogous to the destruction of evidence. See United States v. Rasheed, 663 
F.2d 843, 852 (9th Cir. 1981) (“the destruction or concealment of documents can fall within the prohibition 
of the statute” by “suppress[ing] evidence”). We should evaluate the materiality of evasive or misleading 
testimony the same way: for its capability to impede the investigative function of the grand jury. 

The Fifth Circuit’s explanation of the materiality standard in United States v. Griffin is particularly persuasive 
precedent. A false, misleading, or evasive statement may be material, taken in the context of the entire 
examination, when it amounts to “a flat refusal to testify.” United States v. Griffin, 589 F.2d 200, 204 (5th 
Cir. 1979). Evasive or misleading testimony, in this light, can only obstruct the due administration of justice 
when it completely thwarts the investigative nature of the tribunal—when it derails the grand jury “as 
effectively as if [the witness] refused to answer the question at all.” Id. The proper question is not whether a 
statement had the intrinsic capability to influence the grand jury, but whether the statement, viewed in the 
context of the witness’s testimony as a whole, “closed off entirely the avenue of inquiry being pursued by” 
the grand jury. United States v. Brown, 459 F.3d 509, 531 (5th Cir. 2006) (internal quotation marks omitted); 
see also United States v. Cohn, 452 F.2d 881, 884 (2d Cir. 1971) (“The blatantly evasive witness achieves 
th[e] effect [of impeding the gathering of relevant evidence] as surely by erecting a screen of feigned 
forgetfulness as one who burns files or induces a potential witness to absent himself.”). 

Applying the materiality standard a single truthful but evasive or misleading statement can never be material. 
Our examination of Statement C—a single evasive or misleading statement—reveals why. No rational juror 
could have found that Statement C amounted to a refusal to testify, such that Bonds’s testimony thwarted the 
grand jury’s investigative function. 

In summary, the “natural and probable effect” of a single true but evasive response to the government’s 
questioning is not to impede the grand jury but, rather, to prompt follow-up questioning. A statement that 
“goes off into the cosmos” merely triggers the prosecutor’s duty to pin the witness down and elicit a clear 
response. Indeed, that is exactly what happened in this case. Faced with a rambling response, the prosecutor 
restated the same question and elicited a direct, unambiguous answer from Bonds: “No.” No rational juror 
could conclude that Bonds refused to answer the question; it is plain in the record that Bonds gave his 
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testimony to the grand jury. Further, this is thus not a situation in which a witness testified evasively for so 
long and with such persistence that the grand jury’s investigation would likely have been thwarted, as would 
be required for the testimony to be material. Statement C was therefore not material, and Bonds’s conviction 
must be reversed. . . . 

C. False Statements (18 U.S.C. § 1001) 

The following case is about the jurisdictional element of § 1001.  The issue is whether the defendant needs to 
know that the lie involves something within federal jurisdiction.  The Court says no.  Was this correctly 
decided as a matter of policy and statutory text? 

UNITED STATES v. YERMIAN, 468 U.S. 63 (1984) 

Justice POWELL delivered the opinion of the Court. 

Respondent Esmail Yermian was convicted in the District Court of Central California on three counts of 
making false statements in a matter within the jurisdiction of a federal agency, in violation of § 1001. The 
convictions were based on false statements respondent supplied his employer in connection with a 
Department of Defense security questionnaire. Respondent was hired in 1979 by Gulton Industries, a defense 
contractor. Because respondent was to have access to classified material in the course of his employment, he 
was required to obtain a Department of Defense Security Clearance. To this end, Gulton’s security officer 
asked respondent to fill out a “Worksheet For Preparation of Personnel Security Questionnaire.” 

In response to a question on the worksheet asking whether he had ever been charged with any violation of 
law, respondent failed to disclose that in 1978 he had been convicted of mail fraud, in violation of 18 U.S.C. 
§ 1341. In describing his employment history, respondent falsely stated that he had been employed by two 
companies that had in fact never employed him. The Gulton security officer typed these false representations 
onto a form entitled “Department of Defense Personnel Security Questionnaire.” Respondent reviewed the 
typed document for errors and signed a certification stating that his answers were “true, complete, and correct 
to the best of [his] knowledge” and that he understood “that any misrepresentation or false statement . . . may 
subject [him] to prosecution under section 1001 of the United States Criminal Code.”  

After witnessing respondent’s signature, Gulton’s security officer mailed the typed form to the Defense 
Industrial Security Clearance Office for processing. Government investigators subsequently discovered that 
respondent had submitted false statements on the security questionnaire. Confronted with this discovery, 
respondent acknowledged that he had responded falsely to questions regarding his criminal record and 
employment history. On the basis of these false statements, respondent was charged with three counts in 
violation of § 1001. 

At trial, respondent admitted to having actual knowledge of the falsity of the statements he had submitted in 
response to the Department of Defense security questionnaire. He explained that he had made the false 
statements so that information on the security questionnaire would be consistent with similar fabrications he 
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had submitted to Gulton in his employment application. Respondent’s sole defense at trial was that he had no 
actual knowledge that his false statements would be transmitted to a federal agency.  

Consistent with this defense, respondent requested a jury instruction requiring the Government to prove not 
only that he had actual knowledge that his statements were false at the time they were made, but also that he 
had actual knowledge that those statements were made in a matter within the jurisdiction of a federal agency. 
The District Court rejected that request and instead instructed the jury that the Government must prove that 
respondent “knew or should have known that the information was to be submitted to a government agency.” 
. . . [T]he jury returned convictions on all three counts charged in the indictment. . . . 

The only issue presented in this case is whether Congress intended the terms “knowingly and willfully” in § 
1001 to modify the statute’s jurisdictional language, thereby requiring the Government to prove that false 
statements were made with actual knowledge of federal agency jurisdiction. The issue thus presented is one 
of statutory interpretation. Accordingly, we turn first to the language of the statute. 

The relevant language of § 1001 provides: 

“Whoever, in any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United 
States knowingly and willfully ... makes any false, fictitious or fraudulent statements or 
representations, . . . shall be fined. . . .” 

The statutory language requiring that knowingly false statements be made “in any matter within the 
jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States” is a jurisdictional requirement. Its primary 
purpose is to identify the factor that makes the false statement an appropriate subject for federal concern. 
Jurisdictional language need not contain the same culpability requirement as other elements of the offense. 
Indeed, we have held that “the existence of the fact that confers federal jurisdiction need not be one in the 
mind of the actor at the time he perpetrates the act made criminal by the federal statute.” Certainly in this 
case, the statutory language makes clear that Congress did not intend the terms “knowingly and willfully” to 
establish the standard of culpability for the jurisdictional element of § 1001. The jurisdictional language 
appears in a phrase separate from the prohibited conduct modified by the terms “knowingly and willfully.” 
Any natural reading of § 1001, therefore, establishes that the terms “knowingly and willfully” modify only 
the making of “false, fictitious or fraudulent statements,” and not the predicate circumstance that those 
statements be made in a matter within the jurisdiction of a federal agency. 

Once this is clear, there is no basis for requiring proof that the defendant had actual knowledge of federal 
agency jurisdiction. The statute contains no language suggesting any additional element of intent, such as a 
requirement that false statements be “knowingly made in a matter within federal agency jurisdiction,” or 
“with the intent to deceive the Federal Government.” On its face, therefore, § 1001 requires that the 
Government prove that false statements were made knowingly and willfully, and it unambiguously dispenses 
with any requirement that the Government also prove that those statements were made with actual knowledge 
of federal agency jurisdiction. Respondent’s argument that the legislative history of the statute supports a 
contrary interpretation is unpersuasive. . . . 
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Respondent argues that absent proof of actual knowledge of federal agency jurisdiction, § 1001 becomes a 
“trap for the unwary,” imposing criminal sanctions on “wholly innocent conduct.” Whether or not respondent 
fairly may characterize the intentional and deliberate lies prohibited by the statute (and manifest in this case) 
as “wholly innocent conduct,” this argument is not sufficient to overcome the express statutory language of 
§ 1001. . . . In the unlikely event that § 1001 could be the basis for imposing an unduly harsh result on those 
who intentionally make false statements to the Federal Government, it is for Congress and not this Court to 
amend the criminal statute. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The next case is a pivotal Supreme Court decision dealing with the treatment of an “exculpatory no” under 
§ 1001.  Is there any persuasive way to get the policy argument to line up with the argument about statutory 
language here? 

BROGAN v. UNITED STATES, 522 U.S. 398 (1988) 

Justice SCALIA delivered the opinion of the Court. 

While acting as a union officer during 1987 and 1988, petitioner James Brogan accepted cash payments from 
JRD Management Corporation, a real estate company whose employees were represented by the union. On 
October 4, 1993, federal agents from the Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service visited 
petitioner at his home. The agents identified themselves and explained that they were seeking petitioner’s 
cooperation in an investigation of JRD and various individuals. They told petitioner that if he wished to 
cooperate, he should have an attorney contact the United States Attorney’s Office, and that if he could not 
afford an attorney, one could be appointed for him. 

The agents then asked petitioner if he would answer some questions, and he agreed. One question was whether 
he had received any cash or gifts from JRD when he was a union officer. Petitioner’s response was “no.” At 
that point, the agents disclosed that a search of JRD headquarters had produced company records showing 
the contrary. They also told petitioner that lying to federal agents in the course of an investigation was a 
crime. Petitioner did not modify his answers, and the interview ended shortly thereafter. 

Petitioner was indicted for accepting unlawful cash payments from an employer in violation of 29 U.S.C. §§ 
186(b)(1), (a)(2) and (d)(2), and making a false statement within the jurisdiction of a federal agency in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. He was . . . found guilty. . . . We granted certiorari on the issue of the 
“exculpatory no.” . . .  

By its terms, 18 U.S.C. § 1001 covers “any” false statement-that is, a false statement “of whatever kind,” The 
word “no” in response to a question assuredly makes a “statement,” see, e.g., Webster’s New International 
Dictionary 2461 (2d ed.1950) (def. 2: “That which is stated; an embodiment in words of facts or opinions”), 
and petitioner does not contest that his utterance was false or that it was made “knowingly and willfully.” In 
fact, petitioner concedes that under a “literal reading” of the statute he loses. 
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Petitioner asks us, however, to depart from the literal text that Congress has enacted, and to approve the 
doctrine adopted by many Circuits which excludes from the scope of § 1001 the “exculpatory no.” The central 
feature of this doctrine is that a simple denial of guilt does not come within the statute. There is considerable 
variation among the Circuits concerning, among other things, what degree of elaborated tale-telling carries a 
statement beyond simple denial. In the present case, however, the Second Circuit agreed with petitioner that 
his statement would constitute a “true ‘exculpatory n[o]’ as recognized in other circuits,” but aligned itself 
with the Fifth Circuit in categorically rejecting the doctrine. 

Petitioner’s argument in support of the “exculpatory no” doctrine proceeds from the major premise that § 
1001 criminalizes only those statements to Government investigators that “pervert governmental functions”; 
to the minor premise that simple denials of guilt to Government investigators do not pervert governmental 
functions; to the conclusion that § 1001 does not criminalize simple denials of guilt to Government 
investigators. Both premises seem to us mistaken. As to the minor: We cannot imagine how it could be true 
that falsely denying guilt in a Government investigation does not pervert a governmental function. Certainly 
the investigation of wrongdoing is a proper governmental function; and since it is the very purpose of an 
investigation to uncover the truth, any falsehood relating to the subject of the investigation perverts that 
function. It could be argued, perhaps, that a disbelieved falsehood does not pervert an investigation. But 
making the existence of this crime turn upon the credulousness of the federal investigator (or the 
persuasiveness of the liar) would be exceedingly strange; such a defense to the analogous crime of perjury is 
certainly unheard of. Moreover, as we shall see, the only support for the “perversion of governmental 
functions” limitation is a statement of this Court referring to the possibility (as opposed to the certainty) of 
perversion of function-a possibility that exists whenever investigators are told a falsehood relevant to their 
task. 

In any event, we find no basis for the major premise that only those falsehoods that pervert governmental 
functions are covered by § 1001. Petitioner derives this premise from a comment we made in United States 
v. Gilliland, 312 U.S. 86 (1941), a case involving the predecessor to § 1001. That earlier version of the statute 
subjected to criminal liability “‘whoever shall knowingly and willfully . . . make or cause to be made any 
false or fraudulent statements or representations, or make or use or cause to be made or used any false bill, 
receipt, voucher, roll, account, claim, certificate, affidavit, or deposition, knowing the same to contain any 
fraudulent or fictitious statement or entry, in any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency 
of the United States . . . .’” The defendant in Gilliland, relying on the interpretive canon ejusdem generis, 
argued that the statute should be read to apply only to matters in which the Government has a financial or 
proprietary interest. In rejecting that argument, we noted that Congress had specifically amended the statute 
to cover “‘any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States,’” thereby 
indicating “the congressional intent to protect the authorized functions of governmental departments and 
agencies from the perversion which might result from the deceptive practices described.” Petitioner would 
elevate this statement to a holding that § 1001 does not apply where a perversion of governmental functions 
does not exist. But it is not, and cannot be, our practice to restrict the unqualified language of a statute to the 
particular evil that Congress was trying to remedy-even assuming that it is possible to identify that evil from 
something other than the text of the statute itself. . . . And even the relied-upon dictum from Gilliland . . . 
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acknowledges the reality that the reach of a statute often exceeds the precise evil to be eliminated. There is 
no inconsistency whatever between the proposition that Congress intended “to protect the authorized 
functions of governmental departments and agencies from the perversion which might result” and the 
proposition that the statute forbids all “the deceptive practices described.”  

The second line of defense that petitioner invokes for the “exculpatory no” doctrine is inspired by the Fifth 
Amendment. He argues that a literal reading of § 1001 violates the “spirit” of the Fifth Amendment because 
it places a “cornered suspect” in the “cruel trilemma” of admitting guilt, remaining silent, or falsely denying 
guilt. This “trilemma” is wholly of the guilty suspect’s own making, of course. An innocent person will not 
find himself in a similar quandary (as one commentator has put it, the innocent person lacks even a “lemma.”). 
And even the honest and contrite guilty person will not regard the third prong of the “trilemma” (the blatant 
lie) as an available option. . . . Whether or not the predicament of the wrongdoer run to ground tugs at the 
heartstrings, neither the text nor the spirit of the Fifth Amendment confers a privilege to lie. “[P]roper 
invocation of the Fifth Amendment privilege against compulsory self-incrimination allows a witness to 
remain silent, but not to swear falsely.” . . . 

Petitioner repeats the argument made by many supporters of the “exculpatory no,” that the doctrine is 
necessary to eliminate the grave risk that § 1001 will become an instrument of prosecutorial abuse. The 
supposed danger is that overzealous prosecutors will use this provision as a means of “piling on” offenses-
sometimes punishing the denial of wrongdoing more severely than the wrongdoing itself. The objectors’ 
principal grievance on this score, however, lies not with the hypothetical prosecutors but with Congress itself, 
which has decreed the obstruction of a legitimate investigation to be a separate offense, and a serious one. It 
is not for us to revise that judgment. . . .  

In sum, we find nothing to support the “exculpatory no” doctrine except the many Court of Appeals decisions 
that have embraced it. . . . Courts may not create their own limitations on legislation, no matter how alluring 
the policy arguments for doing so, and no matter how widely the blame may be spread. Because the plain 
language of § 1001 admits of no exception for an “exculpatory no,” we affirm the judgment of the Court of 
Appeals. 

Justice GINSBURG, with whom Justice SOUTER joins, concurring in the judgment. 

. . . At the time of Brogan’s offense, § 1001 made it a felony “knowingly and willfully” to make “any false, 
fictitious or fraudulent statements or representations” in “any matter within the jurisdiction of any department 
or agency of the United States.” 18 U.S.C. § 1001 (1988 ed.). That encompassing formulation arms 
Government agents with authority not simply to apprehend lawbreakers, but to generate felonies, crimes of a 
kind that only a Government officer could prompt. . . . 

[Section] 1001 may apply to encounters between agents and their targets “under extremely informal 
circumstances which do not sufficiently alert the person interviewed to the danger that false statements may 
lead to a felony conviction.” Because the questioning occurs in a noncustodial setting, the suspect is not 
informed of the right to remain silent. Unlike proceedings in which a false statement can be prosecuted as 
perjury, there may be no oath, no pause to concentrate the speaker’s mind on the importance of his or her 
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answers. As in Brogan’s case, the target may not be informed that a false “No” is a criminal offense until 
after he speaks. 

At oral argument, the Solicitor General forthrightly observed that § 1001 could even be used to “escalate 
completely innocent conduct into a felony.” More likely to occur, “if an investigator finds it difficult to prove 
some elements of a crime, she can ask questions about other elements to which she already knows the answers. 
If the suspect lies, she can then use the crime she has prompted as leverage or can seek prosecution for the lie 
as a substitute for the crime she cannot prove.” If the statute of limitations has run on an offense-as it had on 
four of the five payments Brogan was accused of accepting-the prosecutor can endeavor to revive the case by 
instructing an investigator to elicit a fresh denial of guilt. Prosecution in these circumstances is not an instance 
of Government “punishing the denial of wrongdoing more severely than the wrongdoing itself,” it is, instead, 
Government generation of a crime when the underlying suspected wrongdoing is or has become 
nonpunishable. It is doubtful Congress intended § 1001 to cast so large a net. . . . 

The Court’s opinion does not instruct lower courts automatically to sanction prosecution or conviction under 
§ 1001 in all instances of false denials made to criminal investigators. The Second Circuit, whose judgment 
the Court affirms, noted some reservations. That court left open the question whether “to violate Section 1001, 
a person must know that it is unlawful to make such a false statement.” And nothing . . . this Court said 
suggests that “the mere denial of criminal responsibility would be sufficient to prove such [knowledge].” 
Moreover, “a trier of fact might acquit on the ground that a denial of guilt in circumstances indicating surprise 
or other lack of reflection was not the product of the requisite criminal intent,” and a jury could be instructed 
that it would be permissible to draw such an inference. Finally, under the statute currently in force, a false 
statement must be “materia[l]” to violate § 1001.  

The controls now in place, however, do not meet the basic issue, i.e., the sweeping generality of § 1001’s 
language. Thus, the prospect remains that an overzealous prosecutor or investigator aware that a person has 
committed some suspicious acts, but unable to make a criminal case-will create a crime by surprising the 
suspect, asking about those acts, and receiving a false denial. Congress alone can provide the appropriate 
instruction. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

To see how federal prosecutors approach § 1001 cases, consider the following “Statement of the Offense,” to 
which former National Security Advisor Michael Flynn agreed when he entered his plea of guilty.  
(Subsequently, Flynn changed counsel and attempted to withdraw his plea; then the prosecutors were changed 
under a new Attorney General and they moved to dismiss the prosecution entirely; later, President Trump 
pardoned Flynn, mooting the question of whether Flynn could withdraw his plea or the charges could be 
dismissed after Flynn had already admitted them.) 
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UNITED STATES v. MICHAEL T. FLYNN 

No. 17-cr-00232-RC (D.D.C. Dec. 1, 2017) 

STATEMENT OF THE OFFENSE 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 11, the United States of America and the defendant, 
MICHAEL T. FLYNN, stipulate and agree that the following facts are true and accurate.  These facts do not 
constitute all of the facts known to the parties concerning the charged offense; they are being submitted to 
demonstrate that sufficient facts exist that the defendant committed the offense to which he is pleading guilty. 

1. The defendant, MICHAEL T. FLYNN, who served as a surrogate and national security advisor for 
the presidential campaign of Donald J. Trump ("Campaign"), as a senior member of President-Elect Trump's 
Transition Team ("Presidential Transition Team"), and as the National Security Advisor to President Trump, 
made materially false statements and omissions during an interview with the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
("FBI") on January 24, 2017, in Washington, D.C. At the time of the interview, the FBI had an open 
investigation into the Government of Russia's ("Russia") efforts to interfere in the 2016 presidential election, 
including the nature of any links between individuals associated with the Campaign and Russia, and whether 
there was any coordination between the Campaign and Russia's efforts. 

2. FLYNN's false statements and omissions impeded and otherwise had a material impact on the FBI's 
ongoing investigation into the existence of any links or coordination between individuals associated with the 
Campaign and Russia's efforts to interfere with the 2016 presidential election. 

False Statements Regarding FLYNN's Request to the Russian Ambassador that Russia Refrain from 
Escalating the Situation in Response to U.S. Sanctions against Russia 

3. On or about January 24, 2017, FLYNN agreed to be interviewed by agents from the FBI ("January 24 
voluntary interview"). During the interview, FLYNN falsely stated that he did not ask Russia's Ambassador 
to the United States ("Russian Ambassador") to refrain from escalating the situation in response to sanctions 
that the United States had imposed against Russia. FLYNN also falsely stated that he did not remember a 
follow-up conversation in which the Russian Ambassador stated that Russia had chosen to moderate its 
response to those sanctions as a result of FLYNN's request. In truth and in fact, however, FLYNN then and 
there knew that the following had occurred: 

a. On or about December 28, 2016, then-President Barack Obama signed Executive Order 13757, which 
was to take effect the following day. The executive order announced sanctions against Russia in 
response to that government's actions intended to interfere with the 2016 presidential election ("U.S. 
Sanctions"). 

b. On or about December 28, 2016, the Russian Ambassador contacted FLYNN. 

c. On or about December 29, 2016, FLYNN called a senior official of the Presidential Transition Team 
("PTT official"), who was with other senior members of the Presidential Transition Team at the Mar-
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a-Lago resort in Palm Beach, Florida, to discuss what, if anything, to communicate to the Russian 
Ambassador about the U.S. Sanctions. On that call, FLYNN and the PTT official discussed the U.S. 
Sanctions, including the potential impact of those sanctions on the incoming administration's foreign 
policy goals. The PIT official and FLYNN also discussed that the members of the Presidential 
Transition Team at Mar-a-Lago did not want Russia to escalate the situation. 

d. Immediately after his phone call with the PIT official, FLYNN called the Russian Ambassador and 
requested that Russia not escalate the situation and only respond to the U.S. Sanctions in a reciprocal 
manner. 

e. Shortly after his phone call with the Russian Ambassador, FLYNN spoke with the PTT official to 
report on the substance of his call with the Russian Ambassador, including their discussion of the U.S. 
Sanctions. 

f. On or about December 30, 2016, Russian President Vladimir Putin released a statement indicating 
that Russia would not take retaliatory measures in response to the U.S. Sanctions at that time. 

g. On or about December 31, 2016, the Russian Ambassador called FLYNN and informed him that 
Russia had chosen not to retaliate in response to FLYNN's request. 

h. After his phone call with the Russian Ambassador, FLYNN spoke with senior members of the 
Presidential Transition Team about FLYNN's conversations with the Russian Ambassador regarding 
the U.S. Sanctions and Russia's decision not to escalate the situation. 

False Statements Regarding FLYNN's Request that Foreign Officials Vote Against or Delay a United 
Nations Security Council Resolution 

4. During the January 24 voluntary interview, FLYNN made additional false statements about calls he 
made to Russia and several other countries regarding a resolution submitted by Egypt to the United Nations 
Security Council on December 21, 2016. Specifically FLYNN falsely stated that he only asked the countries' 
positions on the vote, and that he did not request that any of the countries take any particular action on the 
resolution.  FLYNN  also  falsely stated that the Russian Ambassador never described to him Russia's 
response to FLYNN's request regarding the resolution. In truth and in fact, however, FLYNN then and there 
knew that the following had occurred: 

a. On or about December 21, 2016, Egypt submitted a resolution to the United Nations Security Council 
on the issue of Israeli settlements ("resolution"). The United Nations Security Council was scheduled 
to vote on the resolution the following day. 

b. On or about December 22, 2016, a very senior member of the Presidential Transition Team directed 
FLYNN to contact officials from foreign governments, including Russia, to learn where each 
government stood on the resolution and to influence those governments to delay the vote or defeat the 
resolution. 
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c. On or about December 22, 2016, FLYNN contacted the Russian Ambassador about the pending 
vote. FLYNN informed the Russian Ambassador about the incoming administration's opposition 
to the resolution, and requested that Russia vote against or delay the resolution. 

d. On or about December 23, 2016, FLYNN again spoke with the Russian Ambassador, who informed 
FLYNN that if it came to a vote Russia would not vote against the resolution. 

Other False Statements Regarding FLYNN's Contacts with Foreign Governments 

5. On March 7, 2017, FLYNN filed multiple documents with the Department of Justice pursuant to the 
Foreign Agents Registration Act ("FARA") pertaining to a project performed by him and his company, the 
Flynn Intel Group, Inc. ("FIG"), for the principal benefit of the Republic of Turkey ("Turkey project").  In 
the FARA filings, FLYNN made materially false statements and omissions, including by falsely stating that 
(a) FIG did not know whether or the extent to which the Republic of Turkey was involved in the Turkey 
project, (b) the Turkey project was focused on improving U.S. business organizations' confidence regarding 
doing business in Turkey, and (c) an op-ed by FLYNN published in The Hill on November  8,  2016, was 
written at his own initiative; and by omitting that officials from the Republic of Turkey provided supervision 
and direction over the Turkey project. 

DEFENDANT’S ACCEPTANCE 

The preceding statement is a summary, made for the purpose of providing the Court with a factual 
basis for my guilty plea to the charge against me. It does not include all of the facts known to me 
regarding this offense. I make this statement knowingly and voluntarily and because I am, in fact, guilty 
of the crime charged. No threats have been made to me nor am I under the influence of anything that 
could impede my ability to understand this Statement of the Offense fully. 

I have read every word of this Statement of the Offense, or have had it read to me. Pursuant to Federal 
Rule of Criminal Procedure 11, after consulting with my attorneys, I agree and stipulate to this Statement 
of the Offense, and declare under penalty of perjury that it is true and correct. 

/s/ 

Michael T. Flynn 

Defendant 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Lies to corporate counsel as crimes?  In the 2000s, the Justice Department appeared to be experimenting 
with a controversial application of Section 1001 and the obstruction statutes in corporate crime investigations. 
 
The government’s idea was that corporate employees could be charged with making false statements in a 
federal matter if they lied to company counsel conducting an internal investigation into criminal 
wrongdoing—on the theory that, under the current regime for investigating and negotiating corporate 
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criminality, employees know that their statements to internal investigators will be provided to government 
agents and prosecutors and will likely influence their conduct. 
 
Sanjay Kumar and Stephen Richards, former senior executives of New York-based Computer Associates, 
were indicted on this theory in 2004, based on allegedly having crafted a false story for others in the 
management group to provide to investigators from an outside law firm, with the hope of curtailing an 
investigation into accounting fraud.  Kumar and Richards moved to dismiss the obstruction charges and the 
trial court denied their motions to dismiss, finding the legal theory sufficient to warrant trial.  Kumar and 
Richards then pled guilty.  Similarly, in 2006, the Justice Department charged Greg Singleton, a Houston-
based energy trader, with obstruction of justice for lying to his employer’s own investigators in a matter 
involving energy price manipulation.  Singleton pled guilty in the case and the obstruction issues were never 
litigated. 
 
Although it appears that the Justice Department has not pressed this theory in recent years, it is not known 
whether the Department has threatened or warned witnesses of the possibility of the theory’s continued 
application.  What would be the implications for the government, corporations, and individuals if the Justice 
Department were to press this legal theory in the future? 
 

Problem 9-2 

(a) Consider the breadth of prosecutorial discretion under the false statements statute.  Recall the Martha 
Stewart fact pattern in Problem 8-3.  Stewart was also prosecuted for violating 18 U.S.C. § 1001 based 
on her statements in the interviews with government investigators.  Should she have been so 
prosecuted?  Is this an example of Justice Ginsburg’s concern in her opinion in Brogan? 

(b) Consider the question of prosecutorial discretion more broadly.  To take FY2009 as an example, the 
federal government prosecuted about 300 cases of perjury and false statements nationally.  How many 
times would you estimate that each of these crimes was committed?  How should one estimate those 
numbers?  How might one assess whether the government is prosecuting too many, too few, or the 
right number of perjury and false statements cases?  What criteria should prosecutors use for selecting 
which such cases to prosecute?  
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10.  CIVIL REGULATORY ENFORCEMENT 

In nearly every area of corporate crime, there is overlap between criminal liability and some form of civil 
regulatory enforcement, often conducted through a specialized government agency.  Every prosecutor and 
defense attorney working a case in this field must be familiar with the civil regulations and enforcement 
apparatus that work alongside any relevant criminal provisions. 

There is not space here to cover an array of different civil enforcement regimes (those of the EPA, FTC, FDA, 
DOD, FCC, FAA, and so on through D.C.’s alphabet soup).  The purpose of this chapter is to provide a sense 
of the civil-criminal overlap by introducing the basic features of one of those regimes:  the one governing 
transactions in securities, administered by the SEC. 

The SEC is not a prosecutor and has no authority to bring criminal charges.  It must proceed under its own 
statutory grants of authority.  Both the Securities Act of 1933 and the Exchange Act of 1934 grant the SEC 
extensive enforcement powers.  The substantive scope of those enforcement provisions extends over all 
violations of all provisions of the ’33 and ’34 acts.  Of course, those prohibitions include the edicts against 
securities fraud covered in chapters 3 and 4—and a good deal of SEC enforcement activity is based on that 
substantive legal theory (fraud).  Many cases are also brought to enforce the FCPA, which likewise grants the 
SEC enforcement powers and which we have also studied. 

A. The SEC’s Powers:  A Brief Summary 

The ’33 and ’34 Acts authorize the SEC to pursue enforcement action on two primary tracks, at the SEC’s 
option: 

(1) An administrative proceeding brought within the confines and authority of the agency itself, litigated 
before an administrative law judge who is employed by the Commission.  These administrative proceedings 
are also referred to as “cease and desist proceedings.” 

(2) A lawsuit filed in United States District Court for injunctive and other relief. 

As you read through the statutes below, make lists of the remedies that the SEC can obtain through each of 
these two paths.  Again, those remedies don’t include imprisonment, but they can be quite potent. 

Perhaps the most important power the SEC has been granted by Congress is the subpoena power, as it is the 
power to get cases going in the first place.  SEC enforcement lawyers can subpoena testimony under oath 
“before the Commission” (which is actually something just like a deposition that takes place in a conference 
room with lawyers present for both sides) as well as documents.  Much of SEC practice is conducted during 
this investigative phase, as government and defense counsel skirmish over the scope of subpoenas, who will 
be called to testify, what questions will be asked, and the like. 

Importantly, in civil proceedings, there is no Fifth Amendment right to not have one’s refusal to answer 
questions used against one.  In other words, a witness can “take the Fifth” when subpoenaed to testify before 
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the SEC in order to protect herself in potential parallel criminal proceedings, but that silence can be used as 
evidence against her in any SEC litigation. 

In recent years, the defense bar has complained that the SEC has chosen administrative proceedings over 
federal court lawsuits more often than it used to, allegedly to exploit the “home court advantage” said to exist 
in litigating before its own administrative law judges (ALJs).  In Lucia v. SEC, 138 S. Ct. 2044 (2018), 
Raymond Lucia was found liable for violating several securities laws by an SEC ALJ, who had been appointed 
by SEC staff members.  In response to Lucia’s challenge to the ALJ’s authority, the Supreme Court held that 
because SEC ALJs are “Officers of the United States” under the Constitution’s Appointments Clause, they 
had not been hired in a constitutionally valid manner, and, therefore, did not have proper jurisdiction over 
pending cases.  This challenge did not derail the SEC administrative enforcement process because the SEC 
quickly switched to appointing ALJs by vote of the SEC’s Commissioners, changing the Appointments 
Clause analysis.  Litigants challenging the ALJ process have been seeking alternative arguments in the wake 
of Lucia.  For example, challenges are currently working their way through the courts on issues of what 
remedies ALJs are authorized to impose on securities violators. 

These challenges to the SEC’s use of administrative proceedings are brought through appeals from those 
proceedings to the federal courts.  The ’33 and ’34 Acts contain provisions that specify when a losing 
defendant can file an appeal from either an administrative or district court ruling.  Many of these appeals go 
to the D.C. Circuit, which thus exercises great influence over the powers of the SEC. 

A last introductory point about SEC enforcement procedure.  The Commission long ago decided to afford 
defendants something called a “Wells notice” or a “Wells proceeding.”  Under this procedure, potential SEC 
defendants, unlike most potential criminal defendants, receive advance notice of charges the SEC is 
considering bringing.  Lawyers can then file what amounts to a brief, attempting to persuade the SEC not to 
bring the charges.  The Commissioners themselves, who must vote on every enforcement action, review 
defendants’ Wells submissions along with the materials that the SEC’s enforcement attorneys prepare to 
justify their recommendations of action.3 

B. Statutes 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the ’34 Act regulates the exchanges and trading markets.  Its key enforcement 
provisions, which are the most common vehicles for SEC enforcement proceedings, are excerpted below.  
The ’33 Act, which regulates the process of initial offerings, has similar enforcement provisions that are not 
provided here. 

 

 
3 For more depth, but not too much, on SEC enforcement—which could merit a separate law school course—consider reading 
Chapter 15 of the most recent edition of Understanding Securities Law (LexisNexis) by Mark Steinberg.  
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Selected Enforcement Provisions of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934  

Section 21 (15 U.S.C. § 78u). Investigations and actions 

(a) Authority and discretion of Commission to investigate violations 

(1)  The Commission may, in its discretion, make such investigations as it deems necessary to 
determine whether any person has violated, is violating, or is about to violate any provision of 
this chapter, the rules or regulations thereunder, the rules of a national securities exchange or 
registered securities association of which such person is a member or a person associated, or, 
as to any act or practice, or omission to act, while associated with a member, formerly 
associated with a member, the rules of a registered clearing agency in which such person is a 
participant, or, as to any act or practice, or omission to act, while a participant, was a 
participant, the rules of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, of which such 
person is a registered public accounting firm, a person associated with such a firm, or, as to 
any act, practice, or omission to act, while associated with such firm, a person formerly 
associated with such a firm, or the rules of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board, and 
may require or permit any person to file with it a statement in writing, under oath or otherwise 
as the Commission shall determine, as to all the facts and circumstances concerning the matter 
to be investigated. The Commission is authorized in its discretion, to publish information 
concerning any such violations, and to investigate any facts, conditions, practices, or matters 
which it may deem necessary or proper to aid in the enforcement of such provisions, in the 
prescribing of rules and regulations under this chapter, or in securing information to serve as 
a basis for recommending further legislation concerning the matters to which this chapter 
relates . . . 

(b) Attendance of witnesses; production of records 

For the purpose of any such investigation, or any other proceeding under this chapter, any member of 
the Commission or any officer designated by it is empowered to administer oaths and affirmations, 
subpoena witnesses, compel their attendance, take evidence, and require the production of any books, 
papers, correspondence, memoranda, or other records which the Commission deems relevant or 
material to the inquiry. Such attendance of witnesses and the production of any such records may be 
required from any place in the United States or any State at any designated place of hearing. 

(c)  Judicial enforcement of investigative power of Commission; refusal to obey subpoena; criminal 
sanctions 

In case of contumacy by, or refusal to obey a subpoena issued to, any person, the Commission may 
invoke the aid of any court of the United States within the jurisdiction of which such investigation or 
proceeding is carried on, or where such person resides or carries on business, in requiring the 
attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of books, papers, correspondence, 
memoranda, and other records. And such court may issue an order requiring such person to appear 
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before the Commission or member or officer designated by the Commission, there to produce records, 
if so ordered, or to give testimony touching the matter under investigation or in question; and any 
failure to obey such order of the court may be punished by such court as a contempt thereof. All 
process in any such case may be served in the judicial district whereof such person is an inhabitant or 
wherever he may be found. Any person who shall, without just cause, fail or refuse to attend and 
testify or to answer any lawful inquiry or to produce books, papers, correspondence, memoranda, and 
other records, if in his power so to do, in obedience to the subpoena of the Commission, shall be guilty 
of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, shall be subject to a fine of not more than $1,000 or to 
imprisonment for a term of not more than one year, or both. 

(d)  Injunction proceedings; authority of court to prohibit persons from serving as officers and directors; 
money penalties in civil actions 

(1)  Whenever it shall appear to the Commission that any person is engaged or is about to engage 
in acts or practices constituting a violation of any provision of this chapter, the rules or 
regulations thereunder, the rules of a national securities exchange or registered securities 
association of which such person is a member or a person associated with a member, the rules 
of a registered clearing agency in which such person is a participant, the rules of the Public 
Company Accounting Oversight Board, of which such person is a registered public accounting 
firm or a person associated with such a firm, or the rules of the Municipal Securities 
Rulemaking Board, it may in its discretion bring an action in the proper district court of the 
United States, the United States District Court for the District of Columbia, or the United States 
courts of any territory or other place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, to enjoin 
such acts or practices, and upon a proper showing a permanent or temporary injunction or 
restraining order shall be granted without bond. The Commission may transmit such evidence 
as may be available concerning such acts or practices as may constitute a violation of any 
provision of this chapter or the rules or regulations thereunder to the Attorney General, who 
may, in his discretion, institute the necessary criminal proceedings under this chapter. 

(2)  Authority of court to prohibit persons from serving as officers and directors 

In any proceeding under paragraph (1) of this subsection, the court may prohibit, conditionally 
or unconditionally, and permanently or for such period of time as it shall determine, any person 
who violated section 78j(b) of this title or the rules or regulations thereunder from acting as an 
officer or director of any issuer that has a class of securities registered pursuant to section 78l 
of this title or that is required to file reports pursuant to section 78o(d) of this title if the person's 
conduct demonstrates unfitness to serve as an officer or director of any such issuer. 

(3) Money penalties in civil actions 

(A)  Authority of Commission 
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Whenever it shall appear to the Commission that any person has violated any provision 
of this chapter, the rules or regulations thereunder, or a cease-and-desist order entered 
by the Commission pursuant to section 78u-3 of this title, other than by committing a 
violation subject to a penalty pursuant to section 78u-1 of this title, the Commission 
may bring an action in a United States district court to seek, and the court shall have 
jurisdiction to impose, upon a proper showing, a civil penalty to be paid by the person 
who committed such violation. 

(B) Amount of penalty 

(i) First tier 

The amount of the penalty shall be determined by the court in light of the facts 
and circumstances. For each violation, the amount of the penalty shall not 
exceed the greater of (I) $5,000 for a natural person or $50,000 for any other 
person, or (II) the gross amount of pecuniary gain to such defendant as a result 
of the violation. 

(ii) Second tier 

Notwithstanding clause (i), the amount of penalty for each such violation shall 
not exceed the greater of (I) $50,000 for a natural person or $250,000 for any 
other person, or (II) the gross amount of pecuniary gain to such defendant as a 
result of the violation, if the violation described in subparagraph (A) involved 
fraud, deceit, manipulation, or deliberate or reckless disregard of a regulatory 
requirement. 

(iii) Third tier 

Notwithstanding clauses (i) and (ii), the amount of penalty for each such 
violation shall not exceed the greater of (I) $100,000 for a natural person or 
$500,000 for any other person, or (II) the gross amount of pecuniary gain to 
such defendant as a result of the violation, if— 

(aa) the violation described in subparagraph (A) involved fraud, 
deceit, manipulation, or deliberate or reckless disregard of a 
regulatory requirement; and 

(bb) such violation directly or indirectly resulted in substantial losses 
or created a significant risk of substantial losses to other 
persons . . . 

(D) Special provisions relating to a violation of a cease-and-desist order 
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In an action to enforce a cease-and-desist order entered by the Commission pursuant 
to section 78u-3 of this title, each separate violation of such order shall be a separate 
offense, except that in the case of a violation through a continuing failure to comply 
with the order, each day of the failure to comply shall be deemed a separate offense . . . 

 (5) Equitable relief 

 In any action of proceeding brought or instituted by the Commission under any provision of 
the securities laws, the Commission may seek, and any Federal court may grant, any equitable 
relief that may be appropriate or necessary for the benefit of investors4. . . . 

Section 21C (15 U.S.C. § 78u-3).  Cease-and-desist proceedings 

(a) Authority of Commission 

If the Commission finds, after notice and opportunity for hearing, that any person is violating, has 
violated, or is about to violate any provision of this chapter, or any rule or regulation thereunder, the 
Commission may publish its findings and enter an order requiring such person, and any other person 
that is, was, or would be a cause of the violation, due to an act or omission the person knew or should 
have known would contribute to such violation, to cease and desist from committing or causing such 
violation and any future violation of the same provision, rule, or regulation. Such order may, in 
addition to requiring a person to cease and desist from committing or causing a violation, require such 
person to comply, or to take steps to effect compliance, with such provision, rule, or regulation, upon 
such terms and conditions and within such time as the Commission may specify in such order. Any 
such order may, as the Commission deems appropriate, require future compliance or steps to effect 
future compliance, either permanently or for such period of time as the Commission may specify, with 
such provision, rule, or regulation with respect to any security, any issuer, or any other person. 

(b) Hearing 

The notice instituting proceedings pursuant to subsection (a) of this section shall fix a hearing date 
not earlier than 30 days nor later than 60 days after service of the notice unless an earlier or a later 
date is set by the Commission with the consent of any respondent so served. . . . 

(e) Authority to enter order requiring accounting and disgorgement 

In any cease-and-desist proceeding under subsection (a) of this section, the Commission may enter an 
order requiring accounting and disgorgement, including reasonable interest. The Commission is 

 
4 Federal courts have long held that “equitable relief” within the meaning of this statute can include an order requiring the violator 
to disgorge all profits gained as a result of the violation (“disgorgement”).  The SEC commonly seeks this remedy.  In Kokesh v. 
SEC, 137 S. Ct. 1635 (2017), the Supreme Court held that the remedy of disgorgement is a form of “penalty,” not a remedial 
sanction as the SEC argued, and is thus subject to the 5-year statute of limitations that applies to SEC actions seeking to impose 
penalties. 
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authorized to adopt rules, regulations, and orders concerning payments to investors, rates of interest, 
periods of accrual, and such other matters as it deems appropriate to implement this subsection. 

(f) Authority of the Commission to prohibit persons from serving as officers or directors 

In any cease-and-desist proceeding under subsection (a) of this section, the Commission may issue an 
order to prohibit, conditionally or unconditionally, and permanently or for such period of time as it 
shall determine, any person who has violated section 78j(b) of this title or the rules or regulations 
thereunder, from acting as an officer or director of any issuer that has a class of securities registered 
pursuant to section 78l of this title, or that is required to file reports pursuant to section 78o(d) of this 
title, if the conduct of that person demonstrates unfitness to serve as an officer or director of any such 
issuer. 

Section 21B (15 U.S.C. § 78u-2).  Civil remedies in administrative proceedings 

(a) Commission authority to assess money penalties 

(1) In general 

In any proceeding instituted pursuant to sections 78o(b)(4), 78o(b)(6), 78o-4, 78o-5, 78o-6, 
78o-7, or 78q-1 of this title against any person, the Commission or the appropriate regulatory 
agency may impose a civil penalty if it finds, on the record after notice and opportunity for 
hearing, that such penalty is in the public interest and that such person— 

(A) has willfully violated any provision of the Securities Act of 1933 [15 U.S.C.A. § 77a 
et seq.], the Investment Company Act of 1940 [15 U.S.C.A. § 80a-1 et seq.], the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 [15 U.S.C.A. § 80b-1 et seq.], or this chapter, or the 
rules or regulations thereunder, or the rules of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking 
Board; 

(B) has willfully aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced, or procured such a 
violation by any other person; 

(C) has willfully made or caused to be made in any application for registration or report 
required to be filed with the Commission or with any other appropriate regulatory 
agency under this chapter, or in any proceeding before the Commission with respect to 
registration, any statement which was, at the time and in the light of the circumstances 
under which it was made, false or misleading with respect to any material fact, or has 
omitted to state in any such application or report any material fact which is required to 
be stated therein; or 

(D) has failed reasonably to supervise, within the meaning of section 78o(b)(4)(E) of this 
title, with a view to preventing violations of the provisions of such statutes, rules and 
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regulations, another person who commits such a violation, if such other person is 
subject to his supervision;  

(2) Cease-and-desist proceedings 

In any proceeding instituted under section 78u-3 of this title against any person, the 
Commission may impose a civil penalty, if the Commission finds, on the record after notice 
and opportunity for hearing, that such person— 

(A) is violating or has violated any provision of this chapter, or any rule or regulation issued 
under this chapter; or 

(B) is or was a cause of the violation of any provision of this chapter, or any rule or 
regulation issued under this chapter. 

(b) Maximum amount of penalty 

(1) First tier 

The maximum amount of penalty for each act or omission described in subsection (a) of this 
section shall be $5,000 for a natural person or $50,000 for any other person. 

(2) Second tier 

Notwithstanding paragraph (1), the maximum amount of penalty for each such act or omission 
shall be $50,000 for a natural person or $250,000 for any other person if the act or omission 
described in subsection (a) of this section involved fraud, deceit, manipulation, or deliberate 
or reckless disregard of a regulatory requirement. 

(3) Third tier 

Notwithstanding paragraphs (1) and (2), the maximum amount of penalty for each such act or 
omission shall be $100,000 for a natural person or $500,000 for any other person if— 

(A) the act or omission described in subsection (a) of this section involved fraud, deceit, 
manipulation, or deliberate or reckless disregard of a regulatory requirement; and 

(B) such act or omission directly or indirectly resulted in substantial losses or created a 
significant risk of substantial losses to other persons or resulted in substantial pecuniary 
gain to the person who committed the act or omission. 

(c) Determination of public interest 

In considering under this section whether a penalty is in the public interest, the Commission or the 
appropriate regulatory agency may consider— 
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(1) whether the act or omission for which such penalty is assessed involved fraud, deceit, 
manipulation, or deliberate or reckless disregard of a regulatory requirement; 

(2) the harm to other persons resulting either directly or indirectly from such act or omission; 

(3) the extent to which any person was unjustly enriched, taking into account any restitution made 
to persons injured by such behavior; 

(4) whether such person previously has been found by the Commission, another appropriate 
regulatory agency, or a self-regulatory organization to have violated the Federal securities 
laws, State securities laws, or the rules of a self-regulatory organization, has been enjoined by 
a court of competent jurisdiction from violations of such laws or rules, or has been convicted 
by a court of competent jurisdiction of violations of such laws or of any felony or misdemeanor 
described in section 78o(b)(4)(B) of this title; 

(5) the need to deter such person and other persons from committing such acts or omissions; and 

(6) such other matters as justice may require . . . 

(e) Authority to enter order requiring accounting and disgorgement 

In any proceeding in which the Commission or the appropriate regulatory agency may impose a 
penalty under this section, the Commission or the appropriate regulatory agency may enter an order 
requiring accounting and disgorgement, including reasonable interest. The Commission is authorized 
to adopt rules, regulations, and orders concerning payments to investors, rates of interest, periods of 
accrual, and such other matters as it deems appropriate to implement this subsection… 

C. Cease-and-Desist Proceedings 

The following is a simple example of a “cease and desist” order—what the SEC would file to commence an 
enforcement proceeding through the administrative (as opposed to district court) process.  A little review of 
insider trading here as well. 

U.S. Secs. & Exch. Comm’n 

Order Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings Pursuant to Section 21C of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 and Notice of Hearing 

In the Matter of Jordan Peixoto, Respondent, Release No. 73263 (Sept. 30, 2014) 

The Securities and Exchange Commission (“Commission”) deems it appropriate that cease-and-desist 
proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to Section 21C of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
(“Exchange Act”) against Jordan Peixoto (“Peixoto” or the “Respondent”). 

After an investigation, the Division of Enforcement alleges that: 
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A. SUMMARY 

1. Peixoto engaged in insider trading in connection with securities of Herbalife Ltd. (“Herbalife”). 

2. In 2012, Peixoto’s friend, Filip Szymik (“Szymik”), was a close friend and the roommate of an analyst 
employed at Pershing Square Management, L.P. (“Pershing”). Pershing was a hedge fund headed by well-
known activist investor William Ackman (“Ackman”). Prior to December 19, 2012, Szymik’s roommate (“the 
Analyst”) informed Szymik of an upcoming Pershing public presentation regarding its negative view of 
Herbalife (the “Pershing Presentation”). The Analyst also told Szymik, and Szymik understood and agreed, 
that any information that Szymik might learn from the Analyst concerning Pershing (including concerning 
the Pershing Presentation) was highly confidential and that Szymik should not trade securities on the basis of 
any such information. 

3. Nonetheless, in breach of his duty of trust or confidence with the Analyst, Szymik informed his friend 
Peixoto of the essential substance and date of the upcoming Pershing Presentation, which ultimately took 
place on December 20, 2012. Peixoto and Szymik knew or recklessly disregarded that that information was 
material and nonpublic, and both understood that, once publicized, Pershing’s negative view of Herbalife 
likely would cause Herbalife’s stock price to fall. 

4. On December 19, 2012, prior to any such public announcement, Peixoto purchased a number of 
Herbalife put options. Later that day, CNBC reported Pershing would be announcing publicly a negative view 
of Herbalife in a presentation the following day. Immediately following both the CNBC announcement and 
the Pershing Presentation the following day, Herbalife’s stock price dropped considerably, falling a total of 
39% by the close of trading on December 24. The market value of Peixoto’s Herbalife’s put options increased 
by approximately $339,421 (as of December 21, 2012), and he ultimately obtained $47,100 in actual profits 
from Herbalife options that he purchased prior to the CNBC report. 

5. By purchasing Herbalife put options while in possession of material nonpublic information—when he 
knew or had reason to know that that information had been improperly obtained—Peixoto violated Section 
10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. 

B. RESPONDENT 

6. Peixoto, age 30 and a resident of Toronto, is a Canadian citizen. During December 2012, Peixoto was 
employed as a research analyst at Deloitte in New York, New York. Peixoto has never been registered with the 
Commission. 

C. OTHER RELEVANT INDIVIDUALS AND ENTITIES 

7. Szymik, age 28 and a resident of New York City, is a Polish citizen. Since 2008, Szymik has worked 
as a consultant or senior consultant at a consulting firm. Szymik has never been registered with the Commission. 

8. The Analyst, age 28 and a resident of New York City, is a Polish citizen. The Analyst began working 
for Pershing in April 2010, as an intern, and later became a research analyst. The Analyst left Pershing in 
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September 2013. 

9. Pershing, a limited partnership, was formed in New York, New York. Pershing was founded by 
William Ackman in 2004 and operates as a hedge fund. Pershing is registered with the Commission as an 
investment adviser. As of December 2012, it had approximately $11 billion in assets under management. 

10. Herbalife, a Cayman Islands corporation, is headquartered in Los Angeles, California. Herbalife’s 
common stock is registered with the Commission pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Exchange Act and is traded 
on the New York Stock Exchange. Herbalife common stock options are traded on various exchanges. 

D. BACKGROUND 

11. The Analyst began working at Pershing as an intern in April 2010 and became a research analyst and 
full-time employee in March 2011. Pershing’s employee compliance manual states in part that “[Pershing] 
generates, maintains and possesses information that we view as proprietary, and it must be kept confidential by 
our Employees”; and that such information includes “investment positions that have not otherwise been publicly 
disclosed; research analyses that have not otherwise been publicly disclosed . . .” Pershing’s written compliance 
policies further state: “Employees may not disclose proprietary information to anyone outside the Firm . . .” 
Upon becoming a full- time Pershing employee, the Analyst acknowledged to Pershing in writing that he had 
received, read, and understood Pershing’s compliance manual and confidentiality policy. 

12. As a Pershing employee, the Analyst also attended routine mandatory training seminars hosted by 
Pershing, which included training concerning Pershing’s compliance manual, code of ethics, and insider trading. 

13. Beginning in the first quarter of 2012, through at least September 2013, the Analyst was a member of 
Pershing’s investment team assigned to research Herbalife. In that capacity, prior to December 2012, the Analyst 
learned that Pershing had concluded that Herbalife was operating an illicit pyramid scheme and that Pershing 
had acquired a substantial short position in Herbalife stock. The Analyst also knew that Pershing intended to 
publicly disclose its Herbalife thesis through a presentation at the Sohn Conference Foundation (the Pershing 
Presentation) ultimately scheduled for, and which occurred on, December 20, 2012. 

14. All information concerning Pershing’s Herbalife research -- including its negative view of Herbalife, its 
thesis that Herbalife was operating as an illicit pyramid scheme, its short position in Herbalife stock, and the 
timing of its disclosure of that information -- constituted material nonpublic information. As a Pershing 
employee, the Analyst knew that such information was nonpublic and highly confidential. 

E. THE ANALYST’S RELATIONSHIP WITH SZYMIK 

15. In 2012, the Analyst and Szymik were very close friends who had grown up together in Poland. From 
2008 to April 2013, they shared an apartment as roommates in New York, New York. The Analyst and Szymik 
had a relationship of mutual trust or confidence in which they shared both personal and professional confidences. 

16. In 2012, Szymik knew that the Analyst was a Pershing research analyst and that his work there was 
highly confidential. 
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17. Prior to December 2012, the Analyst expressly cautioned Szymik, and Szymik understood, that all of 
the Analyst’s work at Pershing was highly confidential; that Szymik should not disclose anything regarding 
Pershing that he might hear or learn from the Analyst to anybody else; and that Szymik should not trade 
securities using any such information. Prior to December 2012, Szymik explicitly promised the Analyst that he 
would neither trade on any information he learned from the Analyst concerning Pershing nor disclose such 
information to anyone else. 

18. Prior to December 19, 2012, in violation of Pershing’s confidentiality policy, the Analyst disclosed 
material nonpublic information about his work regarding Herbalife to Szymik. The Analyst told Szymik, at the 
least, that he was researching Herbalife for Pershing and that Pershing had a negative view of Herbalife. The 
Analyst also told Szymik that Pershing would present its thesis concerning Herbalife at the Pershing 
Presentation, and he informed Szymik of the date of the presentation. As described in the preceding paragraph, 
Szymik had agreed with the Analyst to maintain the confidentiality of such information. Furthermore, given 
Szymik’s and the Analyst’s history, pattern, and practice of sharing confidences, Szymik knew or reasonably 
should have known that the Analyst expected Szymik to maintain the confidentiality of such information. 

F. SZYMIK TIPPED PEIXOTO 

19. In 2012, Szymik and Peixoto were close friends who lived within a block of each other in New York, 
New York and spent time socializing together nearly every weekend. 

20. Peixoto knew that Szymik and the Analyst were roommates and very close friends, having known each 
other since childhood. Peixoto also knew that the Analyst worked at Pershing as a research analyst, and Peixoto 
knew or had reason to know that the Analyst’s work at Pershing was highly confidential. 

21. In a series of communications prior to December 19, 2012, Szymik breached his duty of trust or 
confidence to the Analyst by telling Peixoto, at the least, that the Analyst was researching Herbalife for Pershing; 
that Pershing had a negative view of Herbalife; that Pershing would publicly disclose its Herbalife thesis; and 
the date that disclosure would occur. At the time of those communications, both Szymik and Peixoto either 
knew or recklessly disregarded that the information was material and non-public. 

22. When Szymik gave Peixoto the confidential information concerning the Pershing Presentation described 
in paragraph 21 above, Szymik knew or recklessly disregarded both that he was violating his duty of trust or 
confidence to the Analyst and that Peixoto intended to trade Herbalife securities based on that information. 
Szymik received a personal benefit by gifting confidential information to his friend, Peixoto. 

23. When Peixoto received the confidential information from Szymik described in paragraph 21 above, 
Peixoto knew or had reason to know that Szymik provided the information to him improperly, in breach of a 
duty of trust or confidence. 

G. PEIXOTO TRADED HERBALIFE OPTIONS 

24. On the basis of the confidential information that Szymik had provided to him, Peixoto purchased 
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Herbalife put options in advance of the Pershing Presentation. On December 19, 2012, from approximately 
12:00 p.m. to 1:23 p.m. Peixoto purchased eight out-of-the-money Herbalife put options (the “Herbalife 
Options”). Peixoto previously had never traded options or Herbalife securities, and he sold several other 
securities to fund his purchase of the Herbalife Options. Szymik did not trade in Herbalife securities. 

25. At 1:58 pm EST on December 19, 2012, after Peixoto had purchased the Herbalife Options, CNBC 
reported that Pershing had acquired a significant short position in Herbalife stock and that Pershing would 
present its thesis—that Herbalife was operating an illegal pyramid scheme—at a conference the next day (the 
“CNBC Report”). At 2:04 p.m. on December 19, the New York Stock Exchange temporarily halted Herbalife 
stock trading due to its high volatility in the wake of the CNBC Report. 

26. At the December 20, 2012 Pershing Presentation—a three-hour, 334-slide presentation entitled “Who 
wants to be a Millionaire?”—Ackman publicly accused Herbalife of operating an illegal pyramid scheme and 
disclosed that Pershing held a $1 billion short position in Herbalife stock. 

27. Following the CNBC Report, the price of Herbalife stock decreased approximately 12%, from $42.50 
per share at the close on December 18, 2012, to $37.34 per share at the close on December 19, 2012. 

28. After the CNBC Report and the Pershing Presentation, Herbalife’s stock price declined by 
approximately 39%, from $42.50 per share at the close on December 18, 2012, to a low of $26.06 per share at 
the close on December 24, 2012. 

29. As of the market close on Friday, December 21, 2012, the market value of Peixoto’s Herbalife Options 
had increased by approximately $339,421, and he ultimately obtained $47,100 in actual profits from his illicit 
trading in Herbalife Options. Peixoto requested that his brokerage firms permit a number of his profitable 
Herbalife Options to expire without exercising them. However, one of Peixoto’s securities brokers refused his 
request, resulting in the exercise of certain of the Herbalife Options and his obtaining $47,100 in illicit trading 
profits. 

H. VIOLATIONS 

30. As a result of the conduct described above, Peixoto violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and 
Rule 10b-5 thereunder, which prohibit fraudulent conduct in connection with the purchase or sale of securities. 

In view of the allegations made by the Division of Enforcement, the Commission deems it appropriate that 
cease-and-desist proceedings be instituted to determine: 

A. Whether the allegations set forth in Section II hereof are true and, in connection therewith, to afford 
Respondent an opportunity to establish any defenses to such allegations; and 

B. Whether, pursuant to Section 21C of the Exchange Act, Respondent should be ordered to cease and desist 
from committing or causing violations of and any future violations of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and 
Rule 10b-5 thereunder, whether Respondent should be ordered to pay a civil penalty pursuant to Section 21B(a) 
of the Exchange Act, and whether Respondent should be ordered to pay disgorgement pursuant to Sections 
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21B(e) and 21C(e) of the Exchange Act. 

IT IS ORDERED that a public hearing for the purpose of taking evidence on the questions set forth in Section 
III hereof shall be convened not earlier than 30 days and not later than 60 days from service of this Order at 
a time and place to be fixed, and before an Administrative Law Judge to be designated by further order as 
provided by Rule 110 of the Commission's Rules of Practice, 17 C.F.R. § 201.110. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Respondent shall file an Answer to the allegations contained in this Order 
within twenty (20) days after service of this Order, as provided by Rule 220 of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice, 17 C.F.R. § 201.220. . . . 

D. Parallel Proceedings 

The following D.C. Circuit decision is a leading case on whether subjects of overlapping civil and criminal 
investigations have any way to complain about being attacked by the government on two fronts at once.  See 
how the D.C. Circuit answers this question. 

SEC v. DRESSER INDUSTRIES, INC., 628 F.2d 1368 (D.C. Cir. 1980) (en banc) 

J. SKELLY WRIGHT, Chief Judge: 

Dresser Industries, Inc. (Dresser) appeals from a decision of the District Court requiring obedience to a 
subpoena duces tecum issued by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on April 21, 1978, and 
denying Dresser’s motion to quash the subpoena. The subpoena was issued in connection with an SEC 
investigation into Dresser’s use of corporate funds to make what are euphemistically called “questionable 
foreign payments,” and into the adequacy of Dresser’s disclosures of such payments under the securities laws. 

The principal issue facing this en banc court is whether Dresser is entitled to special protection against this 
SEC subpoena because of a parallel investigation into the same questionable foreign payments now being 
conducted by a federal grand jury under the guidance of the United States Department of Justice (Justice). 
Dresser argues principally that the SEC subpoena abuses the civil discovery process of the SEC for the 
purpose of criminal discovery and infringes the role of the grand jury in independently investigating 
allegations of criminal wrongdoing. . . . 

Illegal and questionable corporate payments surfaced as a major public problem in late 1973, when several 
major scandals implicated prominent American corporations in improper use of corporate funds to influence 
government officials in the United States and foreign countries. The exposure of these activities disrupted 
public faith in the integrity of our political system and eroded international trust in the legitimacy of American 
corporate operations abroad. SEC investigation revealed that many corporate officials were falsifying 
financial records to shield questionable foreign and domestic payments from exposure to the public and even, 
in many cases, to corporate directors and accountants. Since the completeness and accuracy of corporate 
financial reporting is the cornerstone of federal regulation of the securities markets, such falsification became 
a matter of grave concern to the SEC.  
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Beginning in the spring of 1974 the SEC brought a series of injunctive actions against certain American 
corporations. It obtained consent decrees prohibiting future violations of the securities laws and establishing 
internal corporate procedures for investigation, disclosure, and prevention of illegal corporate payments. 
However, the problem of questionable foreign payments proved so widespread that the SEC devised a 
“Voluntary Disclosure Program” to encourage corporations to conduct investigations of their past conduct 
and make appropriate disclosures without direct SEC coercion. Participation in the Voluntary Disclosure 
Program would not insulate a corporation from an SEC enforcement action, but the Commission would be 
less likely to exercise its discretion to initiate enforcement actions against participants. The most important 
elements of the Voluntary Disclosure Program were (1) an independent committee of the corporation would 
conduct a thorough investigation into questionable foreign and domestic payments made by the corporation; 
(2) the committee would disclose the results of this investigation to the board of directors in full; (3) the 
corporation would disclose the substance of the report to the public and the SEC on Form 8-K; and (4) the 
corporation would issue a policy statement prohibiting future questionable and illegal payments and 
maintenance of false or incomplete records in connection with them. Except in “egregious cases” the SEC 
would not require that public disclosures include specific names, dates, and places. Rather, the disclosures 
might be “generic” in form. Thus companies participating in the Voluntary Disclosure Program would 
ordinarily be spared the consequences to their employees, property, and business that might result from public 
disclosure of specific instances of foreign bribery or kickbacks. However, companies participating in the 
Voluntary Disclosure Program had to agree to grant SEC requests for access to the final report and to the 
unexpurgated underlying documentations.  

On January 27, 1976 an attorney and other representatives of Dresser met with members of the SEC staff to 
discuss a proposed filing. At the meeting Dresser agreed to conduct an internal inquiry into questionable 
foreign payments, in accordance with the terms of the Voluntary Disclosure Program. The next day Dresser 
submitted a Form 8-K describing, in generic terms, one questionable foreign payment. Joint Appendix (JA) 
100-102. On November 11, 1976 Dresser filed a second Form 8-K reporting the results of the internal 
investigation. JA 103-108. On February 10, 1977 the company supplemented this report with a third Form 8-
K concerning a questionable payment not reported in the earlier reports. JA 109-113. The reports concerned 
Dresser’s foreign activities after November 1, 1973. All disclosures were in generic, not specific, terms. 

As part of its general monitoring program, the SEC staff requested access to the documents underlying 
Dresser’s report. On July 15, 1977 Dresser refused to grant such access. The company argued that allowing 
the staff to make notes or copies might subject its documents to public disclosure through the Freedom of 
Information Act. Dresser stated that such disclosure could endanger certain of its employees working abroad. 
During the ensuing discussions with the staff Dresser attempted to impose conditions of confidentiality upon 
any SEC examination of its documents, but the staff did not agree. Instead, it issued a recommendation to the 
Commission for a formal order of investigation in the Dresser case. This recommendation was predicated on 
the staff’s conclusions that Dresser: 

1. may have used corporate funds for non-corporate purposes; 
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2. may have made false and misleading statements concerning the existence of and 
circumstances surrounding material obligations of Dresser to certain foreign governments and 
to other entities; and 

3. may have made false entries and caused false entries to be made upon the books and records 
of Dresser, and its affiliates and subsidiaries with respect to, among other things, payments to 
foreign government officials. 

Moreover, the staff reported that Dresser’s proxy soliciting materials, reports, and statements may have been 
misleading with respect to the potential risks involved in its conduct of business through questionable foreign 
payments, and may have included false statements in connection with such payments. Dresser vigorously 
opposed issuance of an order of investigation.  

Meanwhile, the Department of Justice had established a task force on transnational payments to investigate 
possible criminal violations arising from illegal foreign payments. Two SEC attorneys participated in the task 
force. In the summer of 1977 the Justice task force requested access to SEC files on the approximately 400 
companies, including Dresser, that had participated in the Voluntary Disclosure Program. Pursuant to 
Commission authorization the SEC staff transmitted all such files to the Justice task force in August 1977. 
After its preliminary investigation of the Form 8-K’s submitted by Dresser under the Voluntary Disclosure 
Program, Justice presented Dresser’s case to a grand jury in the District of Columbia on January 25, 1978. 

Before any summons or subpoena had issued in either the SEC or the grand jury investigation, Dresser filed 
suit in the Southern District of Texas against the SEC and Justice to enjoin any further investigation of it by 
either agency. While Dresser’s suit was pending in the Southern District of Texas, the District of Columbia 
grand jury subpoenaed Dresser’s documents on April 21, 1978. At roughly the same time the SEC issued a 
formal order of private investigation, authorizing the staff to subpoena the documents and to obtain other 
relevant evidence. JA 7-9 (April 11, 1978). Pursuant to that order the staff issued a subpoena duces tecum, 
returnable on May 4, 1978. JA 14-16 (April 21, 1978). This subpoena covered substantially the same 
documents and materials subpoenaed by the grand jury, and more. Dresser did not respond to the 
subpoena. . . . 

Then, on June 30, 1978, the District Court (Flannery, J.) issued a memorandum opinion and order rejecting 
all of Dresser’s objections to the SEC subpoena and requiring Dresser to comply with the subpoena within 
ten days after notice from the SEC. JA 301, reported at 453 F. Supp. 573 (D.D.C. 1978). Rehearing was 
denied on July 15. This appeal followed. . . . 

The civil and regulatory laws of the United States frequently overlap with the criminal laws, creating the 
possibility of parallel civil and criminal proceedings, either successive or simultaneous. In the absence of 
substantial prejudice to the rights of the parties involved, such parallel proceedings are unobjectionable under 
our jurisprudence. . . . 

The Constitution, therefore, does not ordinarily require a stay of civil proceedings pending the outcome of 
criminal proceedings. Nevertheless, a court may decide in its discretion to stay civil proceedings, postpone 
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civil discovery, or impose protective orders and conditions “when the interests of justice seem ( ) to require 
such action, sometimes at the request of the prosecution, … sometimes at the request of the defense(.)” United 
States v. Kordel, supra, 397 U.S. at 12 n.27 (citations omitted). The court must make such determinations in 
the light of the particular circumstances of the case. 

Other than where there is specific evidence of agency bad faith or malicious governmental tactics, the 
strongest case for deferring civil proceedings until after completion of criminal proceedings is where a party 
under indictment for a serious offense is required to defend a civil or administrative action involving the same 
matter. The noncriminal proceeding, if not deferred, might undermine the party’s Fifth Amendment privilege 
against self-incrimination, expand rights of criminal discovery beyond the limits of Federal Rule of Criminal 
Procedure 16(b), expose the basis of the defense to the prosecution in advance of criminal trial, or otherwise 
prejudice the case. If delay of the noncriminal proceeding would not seriously injure the public interest, a 
court may be justified in deferring it. . . . In some such cases, however, the courts may adequately protect the 
government and the private party by merely deferring civil discovery or entering an appropriate protective 
order. Gordon v. FDIC, 427 F.2d 578, 580–81 (D.C. Cir. 1970). The case at bar is a far weaker one for staying 
the administrative investigation. No indictment has been returned; no Fifth Amendment privilege is 
threatened; Rule 16(b) has not come into effect; and the SEC subpoena does not require Dresser to reveal the 
basis for its defense. 

The case at bar concerns enforcement of the securities laws of the United States, especially the Securities Act 
of 1933 (’33 Act), 48 Stat. 74, 15 U.S.C. § 77a et seq. (1976), and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (’34 
Act), 48 Stat. 881, 15 U.S.C. § 78a et seq. (1976). These statutes explicitly empower the SEC to investigate 
possible infractions of the securities laws with a view to both civil and criminal enforcement, and to transmit 
the fruits of its investigations to Justice in the event of potential criminal proceedings. . . . 

Under the same subsection of the ’34 Act the SEC may “transmit such evidence as may be available 
concerning such acts or practices . . . to the Attorney General, who may, in his discretion, institute the 
necessary criminal proceedings under this chapter”  

Effective enforcement of the securities laws requires that the SEC and Justice be able to investigate possible 
violations simultaneously. Dissemination of false or misleading information by companies to members of the 
investing public may distort the efficient workings of the securities markets and injure investors who rely on 
the accuracy and completeness of the company’s public disclosures. If the SEC suspects that a company has 
violated the securities laws, it must be able to respond quickly: it must be able to obtain relevant information 
concerning the alleged violation and to seek prompt judicial redress if necessary. Similarly, Justice must act 
quickly if it suspects that the laws have been broken. Grand jury investigations take time, as do criminal 
prosecutions. If Justice moves too slowly the statute of limitations may run, witnesses may die or move away, 
memories may fade, or enforcement resources may be diverted. The SEC cannot always wait for Justice to 
complete the criminal proceedings if it is to obtain the necessary prompt civil remedy; neither can Justice 
always await the conclusion of the civil proceeding without endangering its criminal case. Thus we should 
not block parallel investigations by these agencies in the absence of “special circumstances” in which the 
nature of the proceedings demonstrably prejudices substantial rights of the investigated party or of the 
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government. . . . 

The investigation of Dresser based as it was on the staff’s conclusion that Dresser may have engaged in 
conduct seriously contravening the securities laws falls squarely within the Commission’s explicit 
investigatory authority. . . . 

Since the validity of summonses or subpoenas “depend(s) ultimately on whether they were among those 
authorized by Congress,” United States v. LaSalle Nat’l Bank, supra, 437 U.S. at 307, we conclude that this 
subpoena is enforceable under the rule of that case.  

Fulfillment of the SEC’s civil enforcement responsibilities requires this conclusion. Unlike the IRS, which 
can postpone collection of taxes for the duration of parallel criminal proceedings without seriously injuring 
the public, the SEC must often act quickly, lest the false or incomplete statements of corporations mislead 
investors and infect the markets. Thus the Commission must be able to investigate possible securities 
infractions and undertake civil enforcement actions even after Justice has begun a criminal investigation. For 
the SEC to stay its hand might well defeat its purpose. . . . 

No one would suggest that the grand jurors, unassisted by accountants, lawyers, or others schooled in the 
arcana of corporate financial accounting, could sift through the masses of Dresser’s corporate documents and 
arrive at a coherent picture of the company’s foreign payments and disclosure practices. In this area, as in 
many areas of great complexity, the grand jurors are assisted guided and influenced, in fact not only by the 
United States Attorneys assigned to the investigation, but also by experts provided by the federal regulatory 
agencies with experience in the particular subject areas. This expert assistance is permitted under Rule 6(e), 
and it promotes the efficiency and rationality of the criminal investigative process. In this case two SEC 
agents have been assigned to Justice’s task force on transnational payments to assist in the investigation of 
companies possibly involved in illegal foreign payments. There can be little doubt that the grand jury’s 
deliberations will be influenced by the work of these SEC agents. Any additional influence that might arise 
as a result of enforcement of the SEC subpoena and transmittal of documents to Justice thereafter is likely to 
be inconsequential. . . . 

We conclude that the danger that enforcement of this subpoena might infringe the role of the grand jury is too 
speculative and remote at this point to justify so extreme an action as denying enforcement of this subpoena.  

In essence, Dresser has launched this attack on the parallel SEC and Justice proceedings in order to obtain 
protection against the bare SEC proceeding, which it fears will result in public disclosure of sensitive 
corporate documents. The prejudice Dresser claims it will suffer from the parallel nature of the proceedings 
is speculative and undefined if indeed Dresser would suffer any prejudice from it at all. Any entitlement to 
confidential treatment of its documents must arise under the laws pertaining to the SEC; the fortuity of a 
parallel grand jury investigation cannot expand Dresser’s rights in this SEC enforcement action. Thus 
Dresser’s invocation of LaSalle can avail the company nothing. 

Congress understands and approves of the “close working relationship” between the agencies in their 
investigative capacities. Since such a “close working relationship” will govern the activities of the agencies 
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in enforcing the laws against questionable foreign payments under the new statute, it would be impractical 
for us to attempt to screen the agencies from each other when they are investigating the same sort of offense 
under the former statutes. 

Congress manifestly did not intend that the SEC be forbidden to share information with Justice at this stage 
of the investigation. Under the panel majority’s theory of the case the SEC would be foreclosed from sharing 
the fruits of its investigation with Justice as soon as Justice begins its own investigation through a grand jury. 
Only by waiting until the close of the SEC proceeding before initiating its own grand jury investigation could 
Justice obtain access to the evidence procured by the SEC. In view of Congress’ concern that the agencies 
share information “at the earliest stage of any investigation in order to insure that the evidence needed for a 
criminal prosecution does not become stale,” S. Rep. No. 114, supra, at 12, and that the agencies avoid “a 
costly duplication of effort,” H.R. Rep. No. 640, supra, at 9, it would be unreasonable to prevent a sharing of 
information at this point in the investigation. . . . 

In the present case the SEC plainly has a legitimate noncriminal purpose for its investigation of Dresser. It 
follows that the investigation is in good faith, in the absence of complicating factors. There is, therefore, no 
reason to impose a protective order such as that imposed by the panel majority. 

Finally, we note that the panel’s modification would serve no compelling purpose, and might interfere with 
enforcement of the securities laws by the SEC and Justice. As the Second Circuit has said, the procedure 
permitting the SEC to communicate with Justice during the preliminary stages of an investigation has 
“significant advantages.”: 

Allowing early participation in the case by the United States Attorney minimizes statute of 
limitations problems. The more time a United States Attorney has, the easier it is for him to 
become familiar with the complex facts of a securities fraud case, to prepare the case, and to 
present it to a grand jury before expiration of the applicable statute of limitations. Earlier 
initiation of criminal proceedings moreover is consistent with a defendant’s right to a speedy 
trial. . . . 

The panel’s modification would “interfere with this commendable example of inter-agency cooperation,” id., 
to the detriment of securities law enforcement and in contravention of the will of Congress. On the other side 
of the balance, the panel’s concern for preserving the limitations on criminal discovery is largely irrelevant 
at this stage of the proceedings, as Dresser agrees. Thus this would be an inappropriate situation to impose a 
“prophylactic” rule against cooperation between the agencies. We believe the courts can prevent any injustice 
that may arise in the particular circumstances of parallel investigations in the future. 

E. SEC Settlements 

The overwhelming majority of SEC enforcement actions conclude in settlements of the sort described in the 
following case.  Should judges have any substantive role in reviewing such settlements?  One influential 
district judge thought so, but was then reversed as you can see here. 
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S.E.C. v. CITIGROUP GLOBAL MARKETS INC., 827 F. Supp. 2d 328 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) 

JED S. RAKOFF, U.S.D.J. 

On October 19, 2011, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “S.E.C”) filed this lawsuit, accusing 
defendant Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (“Citigroup”) of a substantial securities fraud. According to the 
S.E.C.'s Complaint, after Citigroup realized in early 2007 that the market for mortgage-backed securities was 
beginning to weaken, Citigroup created a billion-dollar Fund (known as “Class v Funding III”) that allowed 
it to dump some dubious assets on misinformed investors. This was accomplished by Citigroup's 
misrepresenting that the Fund's assets were attractive investments rigorously selected by an independent 
investment adviser, whereas in fact Citigroup had arranged to include in the portfolio a substantial percentage 
of negatively projected assets and had then taken a short position in those very assets it had helped select. 
Having structured the Fund as a vehicle for unloading these dubious assets on unwitting investors, Citigroup 
realized net profits of around $160 million, whereas the investors, as the S.E.C. later revealed, lost more than 
$700 million. 

In a parallel Complaint filed the same day against Citigroup employee Brian Stoker, see U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission v. Brian H. Stoker, 11 Civ. 7388 (JSR), the S.E.C. alleged that Citigroup knew in 
advance that it would be difficult to sell the Fund if Citigroup disclosed its intention to use it as a vehicle to 
unload its hand-picked set of negatively projected assets. Specifically, paragraph 25 of the Stoker Complaint 
alleges (in language some of which is notably missing from the Citigroup Complaint) that: 

Citigroup knew it would be difficult to place the liabilities of [the Fund] if it disclosed to 
investors its intention to use the vehicle to short a hand-picked set of [poorly rated assets] . . . . 
By contrast, Citigroup knew that representing to investors that an experienced third-party 
investment adviser had selected the portfolio would facilitate the placement of the [Fund's] 
liabilities, (emphasis supplied) 

Although this would appear to be tantamount to an allegation of knowing and fraudulent intent ("scienter," 
in the lingo of securities law), the S.E.C, for reasons of its own, chose to charge Citigroup only with 
negligence, in violation of Sections 17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)(2) and (3). 

Simultaneously with the filing of its Complaint against Citigroup, the S.E.C. presented to the Court for its 
signature a "Final Judgment As To Defendant Citigroup Global Markets Inc." (the "Consent Judgment"), 
together with a Consent of Defendant Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (the "Consent") that recited that 
Citigroup consented to the entry of the Consent Judgment "[w]ithout admitting or denying the allegations of 
the complaint . . . ." The Consent Judgment (I) "permanently restrained and enjoined" Citigroup and its agents, 
employees, etc., from future violations of Sections 17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act, (II) required 
Citigroup to disgorge to the S.E.C. Citigroup's $160 million in profits, plus $30 million in interest thereon, 
and to pay to the S.E.C. a civil penalty in the amount of $95 million, and (III) required Citigroup to undertake 
for a period of three years, subject to enforcement by the Court, certain internal measures designed to prevent 
recurrences of the securities fraud here perpetrated. 
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Upon receipt of these submissions, the Court, by Order dated October 27, 2011, put some questions to the 
parties concerning the proposed Consent Judgment, to which the parties responded both in writing, and orally. 
Since then, the Court has spent long hours trying to determine whether, in view of the substantial deference 
due the S.E.C. in matters of this kind, the Court can somehow approve this problematic Consent Judgment. 
In the end, the Court concludes that it cannot approve it, because the Court has not been provided with any 
proven or admitted facts upon which to exercise even a modest degree of independent judgment. 

The Court turns first to the standard of review. In its original Memorandum in support of the proposed 
Consent Judgment, filed before the case had been assigned to any judge, the S.E.C. expressly endorsed the 
standard of review set forth by this Court in its Bank of America decisions, i.e., "whether the proposed 
Consent Judgment ... is fair, reasonable, adequate, and in the public interest." Memorandum By Plaintiff 
Securities and Exchange Commission in Support of Proposed Settlement at 5 (quoting with approval SEC v. 
Bank of America Corp., 653 F. Supp. 2d 507, 508 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) ("Bank of America I")); see also SEC v. 
Bank of America Corp., 2010 WL 624581, at *6 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 22, 2010) ("Bank of America II"). This was 
also the S.E.C.'s stated position in another, intervening proceeding before this Court, SEC v. Vitesse 
Semiconductor Corp., 771 F. Supp. 2d 304 (S.D.N.Y. 2010). In its most recent filing in this case, however, 
the S.E.C. partly reverses its previous position and asserts that, while the Consent Judgment must still be 
shown to be fair, adequate, and reasonable, "the public interest . . . is not part of [the] applicable standard of 
judicial review." This is erroneous. A large part of what the S.E.C. requests, in this and most other such 
consent judgments, is injunctive relief, both broadly, in the request for an injunction forbidding future 
violations, and more narrowly, in the request that the Court enforce future prophylactic measures (here, for a 
three-year period). The Supreme Court has repeatedly made clear, however, that a court cannot grant the 
extraordinary remedy of injunctive relief without considering the public interest. See, e.g., eBay, Inc. v. 
MercExchange, 547 U.S. 388, 391 (2006) ("According to well-established principles of equity, a plaintiff 
seeking a permanent injunction . . . must demonstrate . . . that the public interest would not be disserved by a 
permanent injunction."). Indeed, the Court has held that "In exercising their discretion, courts should pay 
particular regard for the public consequences in employing the extraordinary remedy of injunction.'" Winter 
v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 24 (2008) (quoting Weinberger v. Romero-Barcelo, 
456 U.S. 305, 312 (1982)). Similarly, the Second Circuit has repeatedly stated, most recently in Salinger v. 
Colting, 607 F.3d 68, 80 (2d Cir. 2010), that a court "must ensure that the public interests would not be 
disserved by the issuance" of an injunction. Id. at 80. 

As a fall-back, the S.E.C. suggests that, if the public interest must be taken into account, the S.E.C. is the sole 
determiner of what is in the public interest in regard to Consent Judgments settling S.E.C. cases. See SEC 
Mem. at 4 n.l (citing SEC v. Randolph, 736 F.2d 525, 529 (9th Cir. 1984). That, again, is not the law. Although 
in its somewhat delphic decision in Randolph the Ninth Circuit found that, on the facts of that case, there was 
no difference between the requirement of reasonableness and the requirement of being in the public interest, 
it was emphatic in upholding "the appropriateness of a requirement that the decree be in the public interest." 
Id. at 529. More pertinently, the D.C. Circuit, in United States v. Trucking Employers, Inc., 561 F.2d 313 
(D.C. Cir. 1977), reaffirmed that "prior to approving a consent decree a court must satisfy itself of the 
settlement's 'overall fairness to beneficiaries and consistency with the public interest.'" Id. at 319 (quoting 
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United States v. Allegheny Ludlum Industries, 517 F.2d 826, 850 (5th Cir. 1975) (emphasis supplied). As these 
and similar authorities make plain, a court, while giving substantial deference to the views of an 
administrative body vested with authority over a particular area, must still exercise a modicum of independent 
judgment in determining whether the requested deployment of its injunctive powers will serve, or disserve, 
the public interest. Anything less would not only violate the constitutional doctrine of separation of powers 
but would undermine the independence that is the indispensable attribute of the federal judiciary. 

As a practical matter, moreover, and as Randolph implies, the requirement that a consent judgment be in the 
public interest is not meaningfully severable from the requirements, still acknowledged by the S.E.C., that 
the consent judgment be fair, reasonable, and adequate; for all these requirements inform each other. For 
example, before the Court determines whether the proposed Consent Judgment is adequate, it must answer a 
preliminary question: adequate for what purpose? The answer, at least in part, is that the settlement must be 
adequate to ensure that the public interest is protected. See Randolph, 73 6 F.2d at 529 ("the SEC ought to 
always be required to serve the public interest"). The same analysis applies to the determination of the fairness 
of the settlement. Before the Court determines whether the settlement is fair, it must ask a preliminary 
question: fair to whom? As the holding of Trucking Employers quoted above makes plain, the answer is fair 
to the parties and to the public. . . . 

Here, the S . E . C . ' s  long-standing policy—hallowed by history, but not by reason—of  allowing defendants 
to enter into Consent Judgments without admitting or denying the underlying allegations, deprives the Court 
of even the most minimal assurance that the substantial injunctive relief it is being asked to impose has any 
basis in fact. There is little real doubt that Citigroup contests the factual allegations of the Complaint. In 
colloquy with the Court, counsel for Citigroup expressly reconfirmed that his client was not admitting the 
allegations of the Complaint. He also noted, correctly, that he was free—notwithstanding the S.E.C.'s gag 
order precluding Citigroup from contesting the S.E.C.'s allegations in the media—to fully contest the facts in 
any parallel litigation; and he strongly hinted that Citigroup would do just that.  

The S.E.C., by contrast, took the position that, because Citigroup did not expressly deny the allegations, the 
Court, and the public, somehow knew the truth of the allegations. This is wrong as a matter of law and 
unpersuasive as a matter of fact. As a matter of law, an allegation that is neither admitted nor denied is simply 
that, an allegation. It has no evidentiary value and no collateral estoppel effect. It is precisely for this reason 
that the Second Circuit held long ago, in Lipsky v. Commonwealth United Corp., 551 F.2d 887 (2d Cir. 1976), 
that "a consent judgment between a federal agency and a private corporation which is not the result of an 
actual adjudication of any of the issues . . . cannot be used as evidence in subsequent litigation." Id. at 893. It 
follows that the allegations of the complaint that gives rise to the consent judgment are not evidence of 
anything either. Indeed the Lipsky court went so far as to hold that "neither [an S.E.C.] complaint nor 
reference to [such] a complaint which results in a consent judgment may properly be cited in the pleadings" 
in a parallel private action and must instead be stricken. Id. 

As for common experience, a consent judgment that does not involve any admissions and that results in only 
very modest penalties is just as frequently viewed, particularly in the business community, as a cost of doing 
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business imposed by having to maintain a working relationship with a regulatory agency, rather than as any 
indication of where the real truth lies. This, indeed, is Citigroup's position in this very case. . . . 

It is harder to discern from the limited information before the Court what the S.E.C. is getting from this 
settlement other than a quick headline. By the S.E.C.'s own account, Citigroup is a recidivist, SEC Mem. at 
21, and yet, in terms of deterrence, the $95 million civil penalty that the Consent Judgment proposes is pocket 
change to any entity as large as Citigroup. While the S.E.C. claims that it is devoted, not just to the protection 
of investors but also to helping them recover their losses, the proposed Consent Judgment, in the form 
submitted to the Court, does not commit the S.E.C. to returning any of the total of $285 million obtained from 
Citigroup to the defrauded investors but only suggests that the S.E.C. "may" do so. In any event, this still 
leaves the defrauded investors substantially short-changed. To be sure, at oral argument, the S.E.C. reaffirmed 
its long-standing purported support for private civil actions designed to recoup investors' losses. But in 
actuality, the combination of charging Citigroup only with negligence and then permitting Citigroup to settle 
without either admitting or denying the allegations deals a double blow to any assistance the defrauded 
investors might seek to derive from the S.E.C. litigation in attempting to recoup their losses through private 
litigation, since private investors not only cannot bring securities claims based on negligence, see, e.g., Ernst 
& Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185 (1976), but also cannot derive any collateral estoppel assistance from 
Citigroup's non-admission/non-denial of the S.E.C.'s allegations. Nor, as noted, does the public, especially 
the business public, have any reason to credit those allegations, which remain entirely unproven. . . . 

An application of judicial power that does not rest on facts is worse than mindless, it is inherently dangerous. 
The injunctive power of the judiciary is not a free-roving remedy to be invoked at the whim of a regulatory 
agency, even with the consent of the regulated. If its deployment does not rest on facts—cold, hard, solid 
facts, established either by admissions or by trials—it serves no lawful or moral purpose and is simply an 
engine of oppression. 

Finally, in any case like this that touches on the transparency of financial markets whose gyrations have so 
depressed our economy and debilitated our lives, there is an overriding public interest in knowing the truth. 
In much of the world, propaganda reigns, and truth is confined to secretive, fearful whispers. Even in our 
nation, apologists for suppressing or obscuring the truth may always be found. But the S.E.C., of all agencies, 
has a duty, inherent in its statutory mission, to see that the truth emerges; and if it fails to do so, this Court 
must not, in the name of deference or convenience, grant judicial enforcement to the agency's contrivances. 

Accordingly, the Court refuses to approve the proposed Consent Judgment. Instead, the Court hereby 
consolidates this case with the Stoker action, adopts the Case Management Order in that action as equally 
applicable to the instant case, and directs the parties to be ready to try this case on July 16, 2012. 

S.E.C. v. CITIGROUP GLOBAL MARKETS, INC., 752 F.3d 285 (2d Cir. 2014) 

POOLER, Circuit Judge: 

The United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“S.E.C.”) in conjunction with Citigroup Global 
Markets, Inc. (“Citigroup”) appeals from the November 28, 2011 order of the United States District Court for 
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the Southern District of New York (Rakoff, J.) refusing to approve a consent decree entered into by the parties 
and instead setting a trial date. . . . We now hold that the district court abused its discretion by applying an 
incorrect legal standard in assessing the consent decree and setting a date for trial. . . . 

Our Court recognizes a “strong federal policy favoring the approval and enforcement of consent decrees.” 
Wang, 944 F.2d at 85. “To be sure, when the district judge is presented with a proposed consent judgment, 
he is not merely a ‘rubber stamp.’” S.E.C. v. Levine, 881 F.2d 1165, 1181 (2d Cir. 1989). The district court 
here found it was “required, even after giving substantial deference to the views of the administrative agency, 
to be satisfied that it is not being used as a tool to enforce an agreement that is unfair, unreasonable, 
inadequate, or in contravention of the public interest.” Citigroup I, 827 F. Supp. 2d at 332. Other district 
courts in our Circuit view “[t]he role of the Court in reviewing and approving proposed consent judgments in 
S.E.C. enforcement actions [as] ‘restricted to assessing whether the settlement is fair, reasonable and adequate 
within the limitations Congress has imposed on the S.E.C. to recover investor losses.’” S.E.C. v. CR Intrinsic 
Investors, LLC, 939 F. Supp. 2d 431, 434 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (quoting S.E.C. v. Cioffi, 868 F. Supp. 2d 65, 74 
(E.D.N.Y. 2012)); see also United States v. Peterson, 859 F. Supp. 2d 477, 478 (E.D.N.Y. 2012) (“A district 
court has the duty to determine whether a consent decree based on a proposed settlement is ‘fair and 
reasonable.’”). 

The “fair, reasonable, adequate and in the public interest” standard invoked by the district court finds its 
origins in a variety of cases. Our Court previously held, in the context of assessing a plan for distributing the 
proceeds of a proposed disgorgement order, that “once the district court satisfies itself that the distribution of 
proceeds in a proposed S.E.C. disgorgement plan is fair and reasonable, its review is at an end.” Wang, 944 
F.2d at 85. The Ninth Circuit—in circumstances similar to those presented here, a proposed consent decree 
aimed at settling an S.E.C. enforcement action—noted that “[u]nless a consent decree is unfair, inadequate, 
or unreasonable, it ought to be approved.” S.E.C. v. Randolph, 736 F.2d 525, 529 (9th Cir. 1984). 

Today we clarify that the proper standard for reviewing a proposed consent judgment involving an 
enforcement agency requires that the district court determine whether the proposed consent decree is fair and 
reasonable, with the additional requirement that the “public interest would not be disserved,” eBay, Inc. v. 
MercExchange, 547 U.S. 388, 391, 126 S. Ct. 1837, 164 L. Ed. 2d 641 (2006), in the event that the consent 
decree includes injunctive relief. Absent a substantial basis in the record for concluding that the proposed 
consent decree does not meet these requirements, the district court is required to enter the order. . . . 

A court evaluating a proposed S.E.C. consent decree for fairness and reasonableness should, at a minimum, 
assess (1) the basic legality of the decree, see Benjamin v. Jacobson, 172 F.3d 144, 155–59 (2d Cir. 1999) 
(terminating existing consent decrees as required by the Prison Litigation Reform Act); (2) whether the terms 
of the decree, including its enforcement mechanism, are clear, see, e.g., Angela R. ex rel. Hesselbein v. 
Clinton, 999 F.2d 320, 325 (8th Cir. 1993) (district court abused its discretion by approving consent decree 
that did not properly define the enforcement mechanisms); (3) whether the consent decree reflects a resolution 
of the actual claims in the complaint; and (4) whether the consent decree is tainted by improper collusion or 
corruption of some kind. Cf. Kozlowski v. Coughlin, 871 F.2d 241, 244 (2d Cir. 1989) (“Before entering a 
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consent judgment, the district court must be certain that the decree 1) springs from and serves to resolve a 
dispute within the court’s subject-matter jurisdiction, 2) comes within the general scope of the case made by 
the pleadings, and 3) furthers the objectives of the law upon which the complaint was based.” (internal 
quotation marks and alternations omitted)). Consent decrees vary, and depending on the decree a district court 
may need to make additional inquiry to ensure that the consent decree is fair and reasonable. The primary 
focus of the inquiry, however, should be on ensuring the consent decree is procedurally proper, using 
objective measures similar to the factors set out above, taking care not to infringe on the S.E.C.’s discretionary 
authority to settle on a particular set of terms. 

It is an abuse of discretion to require, as the district court did here, that the S.E.C. establish the “truth” of the 
allegations against a settling party as a condition for approving the consent decrees. Citigroup I, 827 F. Supp. 
2d at 332–33. Trials are primarily about the truth. Consent decrees are primarily about pragmatism. 
“[C]onsent decrees are normally compromises in which the parties give up something they might have won 
in litigation and waive their rights to litigation.” United States v. ITT Continental Baking Co., 420 U.S. 223, 
235, 95 S. Ct. 926, 43 L. Ed. 2d 148 (1975). Thus, a consent decree “must be construed as . . . written, and 
not as it might have been written had the plaintiff established his factual claims and legal theories in 
litigation.” United States v. Armour & Co., 402 U.S. 673, 682, 91 S. Ct. 1752, 29 L. Ed. 2d 256 (2d Cir. 
1971). Consent decrees provide parties with a means to manage risk. “The numerous factors that affect a 
litigant’s decision whether to compromise a case or litigate it to the end include the value of the particular 
proposed compromise, the perceived likelihood of obtaining a still better settlement, the prospects of coming 
out better, or worse, after a full trial, and the resources that would need to be expended in the attempt.” 
Citigroup III, 673 F.3d at 164; see also Randolph, 736 F.2d at 529 (“Compromise is the essence of settlement. 
Even if the Commission’s case against [defendants] is strong, proceeding to trial would still be costly. The 
S.E.C.’s resources are limited, and that is why it often uses consent decrees as a means of enforcement.” 
(citation omitted)). These assessments are uniquely for the litigants to make. It is not within the district court’s 
purview to demand “cold, hard, solid facts, established either by admissions or by trials,” Citigroup I, 827 F. 
Supp. 2d at 335, as to the truth of the allegations in the complaint as a condition for approving a consent 
decree. 

As part of its review, the district court will necessarily establish that a factual basis exists for the proposed 
decree. In many cases, setting out the colorable claims, supported by factual averments by the S.E.C., neither 
admitted nor denied by the wrongdoer, will suffice to allow the district court to conduct its review. Other 
cases may require more of a showing, for example, if the district court’s initial review of the record raises a 
suspicion that the consent decree was entered into as a result of improper collusion between the S.E.C. and 
the settling party. We need not, and do not, delineate the precise contours of the factual basis required to 
obtain approval for each consent decree that may pass before the court. It is enough to state that the district 
court here, with the benefit of copious submissions by the parties, likely had a sufficient record before it on 
which to determine if the proposed decree was fair and reasonable. On remand, if the district court finds it 
necessary, it may ask the S.E.C. and Citigroup to provide additional information sufficient to allay any 
concerns the district court may have regarding improper collusion between the parties. . . . 

The job of determining whether the proposed S.E.C. consent decree best serves the public interest, however, 
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rests squarely with the S.E.C., and its decision merits significant deference: 

[F]ederal judges—who have no constituency—have a duty to respect legitimate policy choices 
made by those who do. The responsibilities for assessing the wisdom of such policy choices 
and resolving the struggle between competing views of the public interest are not judicial ones: 
“Our Constitution vests such responsibilities in the public branches.” 

Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 866, 104 S. Ct. 2778, 81 L. Ed. 2d 694 
(1984) (quoting TVA v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153,195 (1978)); see also In re Cuyahoga Equip. Corp., 980 F.2d 110, 
118 (2d Cir. 1992) (“Appellate courts ordinarily defer to the agency’s expertise and the voluntary agreement 
of the parties in proposing the settlement.”). 

The district court correctly recognized that it was required to consider the public interest in deciding whether 
to grant the injunctive relief in the proposed injunction. However, the district court made no findings that the 
injunctive relief proposed in the consent decree would disserve the public interest, in part because it defined 
the public interest as “an overriding interest in knowing the truth.” The district court’s failure to make the 
proper inquiry constitutes legal error. On remand, the district court should consider whether the public interest 
would be disserved by entry of the consent decree. For example, a consent decree may disserve the public 
interest if it barred private litigants from pursuing their own claims independent of the relief obtained under 
the consent decree. What the district court may not do is find the public interest disserved based on its 
disagreement with the S.E.C.’s decisions on discretionary matters of policy, such as deciding to settle without 
requiring an admission of liability. 

To the extent the district court withheld approval of the consent decree on the ground that it believed the 
S.E.C. failed to bring the proper charges against Citigroup, that constituted an abuse of discretion. See 
Citigroup I, 827 F. Supp. 2d at 330. In comparing the complaint filed by the S.E.C. against Citigroup with 
the complaint filed by the S.E.C. against Stoker, the district court noted that “[a]lthough this would appear to 
be tantamount to an allegation of knowing and fraudulent intent (‘scienter,’ in the lingo of securities law), the 
S.E.C., for reasons of its own, chose to charge Citigroup only with negligence, in violation of Sections 
17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)(2) and (3).” Id. The exclusive right to choose which 
charges to levy against a defendant rests with the S.E.C. See, e.g., United States v. Microsoft Corp., 56 F.3d 
1448, 1459 (D.C. Cir. 1995) ( “[T]he district court is not empowered to review the actions or behavior of the 
Department of Justice; the court is only authorized to review the decree itself.”); see also Heckler v. Chaney, 
470 U.S. 821, 831, 105 S. Ct. 1649, 84 L. Ed. 2d 714 (1985) (“[A]n agency’s decision not to prosecute or 
enforce, whether through civil or criminal process, is a decision generally committed to an agency’s absolute 
discretion.”). Nor can the district court reject a consent decree on the ground that it fails to provide collateral 
estoppel assistance to private litigants—that simply is not the job of the courts. . . . 

For the reasons given above, we vacate the November 28, 2011 order of the district court and remand this 
case for further proceedings in accordance with this opinion. 
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Problem 10-1 

(a) Make a brief chart or table that summarizes the SEC’s enforcement powers on the following 
dimensions:  (1) who can the SEC proceed against? (2) what kinds of proceedings can the SEC bring 
and in what fora? (3) what sanctions can the SEC impose for securities violations? 

(b) Who has the better argument in the matter of the SEC/Citi settlement—Judge Rakoff or the Second 
Circuit appellate panel?  If you were the Chair of the SEC (you might be one day!), how would you 
approach this issue? 

(c) What is the point of requiring an admission of wrongdoing in a civil settlement, assuming all penalties 
imposed are otherwise the same? 

 

F. Whistleblowers and SEC Enforcement 

The following aspect of the 2009 Dodd-Frank legislation, enacted in the wake of the financial crisis of 2008, 
is potentially game-changing in the world of securities enforcement.  According to the SEC’s latest annual 
report (2020) on its whistleblower program: 

Over the past ten years, the whistleblower program has been a critical component of the 
Commission’s efforts to detect wrongdoing and protect investors in the marketplace, 
particularly where fraud is concealed or difficult to detect. Enforcement actions from 
whistleblower tips have resulted in more than $2.5 billion in ordered financial remedies, 
including more than $1.4 billion in disgorgement of which almost $750 million has been, or 
is scheduled to be, returned to harmed investors. Recognizing the importance of rewarding 
meritorious whistleblowers in a timely manner, we have made efforts to streamline and 
substantially accelerate the evaluation of claims for whistleblower awards. These efforts paid 
off. Fiscal Year 2020 was a record-breaking year for the whistleblower program. The 
Commission issued awards totaling approximately $175 million to 39 individuals, both 
greater than any other year in the program’s history.  

Importantly, the Division also issued substantially more preliminary determinations, which set 
forth its assessment of whether a claim should be approved or denied and, if approved, the 
proposed award amount, and final Commission orders of awards and denials. In Fiscal Year 
2020, the Division issued 315 preliminary determinations, a more than 95% increase over the 
next highest year, and the Commission issued 197 final orders, an approximately 19% increase 
over the next highest year.  
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

As you read and analyze the statutes and regulations that make up the Dodd-Frank whistleblower regime, 
think about (1) who is able to take advantage of this whistleblower regime and who is not, and (2) how this 
regime might change incentives and processes in SEC enforcement. 
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15 USC § 78u–6.  Securities whistleblower incentives and protection (“Dodd-Frank whistleblower law”) 

(a) Definitions  

In this section the following definitions shall apply:  

(1) Covered judicial or administrative action  

The term “covered judicial or administrative action” means any judicial or administrative 
action brought by the Commission under the securities laws that results in monetary sanctions 
exceeding $1,000,000.  

(2) Fund  

The term “Fund” means the Securities and Exchange Commission Investor Protection Fund.  

(3) Original information  

The term “original information” means information that—  

(A) is derived from the independent knowledge or analysis of a whistleblower;  

(B) is not known to the Commission from any other source, unless the whistleblower is the 
original source of the information; and  

(C) is not exclusively derived from an allegation made in a judicial or administrative 
hearing, in a governmental report, hearing, audit, or investigation, or from the news 
media, unless the whistleblower is a source of the information.  

(4) Monetary sanctions  

The term “monetary sanctions”, when used with respect to any judicial or administrative 
action, means—  

(A) any monies, including penalties, disgorgement, and interest, ordered to be paid; and  

(B) any monies deposited into a disgorgement fund or other fund pursuant to section 308(b) 
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (15 U.S.C. 7246 (b)), as a result of such action or 
any settlement of such action.  

(5) Related action  

The term “related action”, when used with respect to any judicial or administrative action 
brought by the Commission under the securities laws, means any judicial or administrative 
action brought by an entity described in subclauses (I) through (IV) of subsection (h)(2)(D)(i) 
that is based upon the original information provided by a whistleblower pursuant to subsection 
(a) that led to the successful enforcement of the Commission action.  
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(6) Whistleblower  

The term “whistleblower” means any individual who provides, or 2 or more individuals acting 
jointly who provide, information relating to a violation of the securities laws to the 
Commission, in a manner established, by rule or regulation, by the Commission.  

(b) Awards  

(1) In general  

In any covered judicial or administrative action, or related action, the Commission, under 
regulations prescribed by the Commission and subject to subsection (c), shall pay an award or 
awards to 1 or more whistleblowers who voluntarily provided original information to the 
Commission that led to the successful enforcement of the covered judicial or administrative 
action, or related action, in an aggregate amount equal to—  

(A) not less than 10 percent, in total, of what has been collected of the monetary sanctions 
imposed in the action or related actions; and  

(B) not more than 30 percent, in total, of what has been collected of the monetary sanctions 
imposed in the action or related actions. . . . 

(c) Determination of amount of award; denial of award  

(1) Determination of amount of award  

(A) Discretion  

The determination of the amount of an award made under subsection (b) shall be in the 
discretion of the Commission.  

(B) Criteria  

In determining the amount of an award made under subsection (b), the Commission—  

(i) shall take into consideration—  

(I) the significance of the information provided by the whistleblower to the 
success of the covered judicial or administrative action;  

(II) the degree of assistance provided by the whistleblower and any legal 
representative of the whistleblower in a covered judicial or 
administrative action;  
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(III) the programmatic interest of the Commission in deterring violations of 
the securities laws by making awards to whistleblowers who provide 
information that lead to the successful enforcement of such laws; and  

(IV) such additional relevant factors as the Commission may establish by 
rule or regulation; and  

(ii)  shall not take into consideration the balance of the Fund.  

(2) Denial of award  

No award under subsection (b) shall be made—  

(A) to any whistleblower who is, or was at the time the whistleblower acquired the original 
information submitted to the Commission, a member, officer, or employee of—  

(i) an appropriate regulatory agency;  

(ii) the Department of Justice;  

(iii) a self-regulatory organization;  

(iv) the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board; or  

(v) a law enforcement organization;  

(B) to any whistleblower who is convicted of a criminal violation related to the judicial 
or administrative action for which the whistleblower otherwise could receive an 
award under this section;  

(C) to any whistleblower who gains the information through the performance of an audit 
of financial statements required under the securities laws and for whom such 
submission would be contrary to the requirements of section 78j–1 of this title; or  

(D) to any whistleblower who fails to submit information to the Commission in such form 
as the Commission may, by rule, require. . . . 

(f) Appeals  

Any determination made under this section, including whether, to whom, or in what amount to make 
awards, shall be in the discretion of the Commission. Any such determination, except the 
determination of the amount of an award if the award was made in accordance with subsection (b), 
may be appealed to the appropriate court of appeals of the United States not more than 30 days after 
the determination is issued by the Commission. The court shall review the determination made by the 
Commission in accordance with section 706 of title 5. . . . 
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(h) Protection of whistleblowers  

(1) Prohibition against retaliation  

(A) In general  

No employer may discharge, demote, suspend, threaten, harass, directly or indirectly, 
or in any other manner discriminate against, a whistleblower in the terms and 
conditions of employment because of any lawful act done by the whistleblower—  

(i) in providing information to the Commission in accordance with this section;  

(ii) in initiating, testifying in, or assisting in any investigation or judicial or 
administrative action of the Commission based upon or related to such 
information; or  

(iii) in making disclosures that are required or protected under the Sarbanes-Oxley 
Act of 2002 (15 U.S.C. 7201 et seq.), this chapter, including section 78j–1 (m) 
of this title, section 1513 (e) of title 18, and any other law, rule, or regulation 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission. . . . 

 

SEC Regulations Pursuant to Dodd-Frank Whistleblower Law 

17 C.F.R. § 240.21F–4. Other definitions. 

(a) Voluntary submission of information.  

(1) Your submission of information is made voluntarily within the meaning of §§ 240.21F–1 
through 240.21F–17 of this chapter if you provide your submission before a request, inquiry, 
or demand that relates to the subject matter of your submission is directed to you or anyone 
representing you (such as an attorney): 

(i) By the Commission; 

(ii) In connection with an investigation, inspection, or examination by the Public Company 
Accounting Oversight Board, or any self-regulatory organization; or 

(iii) In connection with an investigation by Congress, any other authority of the Federal 
government, or a state Attorney General or securities regulatory authority. 

(2) If the Commission or any of these other authorities direct a request, inquiry, or demand as 
described in paragraph (a)(1) of this section to you or your representative first, your submission 
will not be considered voluntary, and you will not be eligible for an award, even if your 
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response is not compelled by subpoena or other applicable law. However, your submission of 
information to the Commission will be considered voluntary if you voluntarily provided the 
same information to one of the other authorities identified above prior to receiving a request, 
inquiry, or demand from the Commission. 

(3) In addition, your submission will not be considered voluntary if you are required to report your 
original information to the Commission as a result of a pre-existing legal duty, a contractual 
duty that is owed to the Commission or to one of the other authorities set forth in paragraph 
(a)(1) of this section, or a duty that arises out of a judicial or administrative order. 

(b) Original information. 

(1) In order for your whistleblower submission to be considered original information, it must be: 

(i) Derived from your independent knowledge or independent analysis; 

(ii) Not already known to the Commission from any other source, unless you are the 
original source of the information; 

(iii) Not exclusively derived from an allegation made in a judicial or administrative hearing, 
in a governmental report, hearing, audit, or investigation, or from the news media, 
unless you are a source of the information; and 

(iv) Provided to the Commission for the first time after July 21, 2010 (the date of 
enactment of the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act). 

(2) Independent knowledge means factual information in your possession that is not derived 
from publicly available sources. You may gain independent knowledge from your 
experiences, communications and observations in your business or social interactions. 

(3) Independent analysis means your own analysis, whether done alone or in combination with 
others. Analysis means your examination and evaluation of information that may be publicly 
available, but which reveals information that is not generally known or available to the public. 

(4) The Commission will not consider information to be derived from your independent 
knowledge or independent analysis in any of the following circumstances: 

(i) If you obtained the information through a communication that was subject to the 
attorney-client privilege, unless disclosure of that information would otherwise be 
permitted by an attorney pursuant to § 205.3(d)(2) of this chapter, the applicable state 
attorney conduct rules, or otherwise; 

(ii) If you obtained the information in connection with the legal representation of a client 
on whose behalf you or your employer or firm are providing services, and you seek to 
use the information to make a whistleblower submission for your own benefit, unless 
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disclosure would otherwise be permitted by an attorney pursuant to § 205.3(d)(2) of 
this chapter, the applicable state attorney conduct rules, or otherwise; or 

(iii) In circumstances not covered by paragraphs (b)(4)(i) or (b)(4)(ii) of this section, if you 
obtained the information because you were: 

(A) An officer, director, trustee, or partner of an entity and another person informed 
you of allegations of misconduct, or you learned the information in connection 
with the entity's processes for identifying, reporting, and addressing possible 
violations of law; 

(B) An employee whose principal duties involve compliance or internal audit 
responsibilities, or you were employed by or otherwise associated with a firm 
retained to perform compliance or internal audit functions for an entity; 

(C) Employed by or otherwise associated with a firm retained to conduct an inquiry 
or investigation into possible violations of law; or 

(D) An employee of, or other person associated with, a public accounting firm, if 
you obtained the information through the performance of an engagement 
required of an independent public accountant under the Federal securities laws 
(other than an audit subject to § 240.21F–8(c)(4) of this chapter), and that 
information related to a violation by the engagement client or the client's 
directors, officers or other employees. 

(iv) If you obtained the information by a means or in a manner that is determined by a 
United States court to violate applicable Federal or state criminal law; or 

(v) Exceptions. Paragraph (b)(4)(iii) of this section shall not apply if: 

(A) You have a reasonable basis to believe that disclosure of the information to the 
Commission is necessary to prevent the relevant entity from engaging in 
conduct that is likely to cause substantial injury to the financial interest or 
property of the entity or investors; 

(B) You have a reasonable basis to believe that the relevant entity is engaging in 
conduct that will impede an investigation of the misconduct; or 

(C) At least 120 days have elapsed since you provided the information to the 
relevant entity's audit committee, chief legal officer, chief compliance officer 
(or their equivalents), or your supervisor, or since you received the information, 
if you received it under circumstances indicating that the entity's audit 
committee, chief legal officer, chief compliance officer (or their equivalents), 
or your supervisor was already aware of the information. 
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(vi) If you obtained the information from a person who is subject to this section, unless the 
information is not excluded from that person's use pursuant to this section, or you are 
providing the Commission with information about possible violations involving that 
person. 

(5) The Commission will consider you to be an original source of the same information that we 
obtain from another source if the information satisfies the definition of original information 
and the other source obtained the information from you or your representative. In order to be 
considered an original source of information that the Commission receives from Congress, any 
other authority of the Federal government, a state Attorney General or securities regulatory 
authority, any self-regulatory organization, or the Public Company Accounting Oversight 
Board, you must have voluntarily given such authorities the information within the meaning 
of these rules. You must establish your status as the original source of information to the 
Commission's satisfaction. In determining whether you are the original source of information, 
the Commission may seek assistance and confirmation from one of the other authorities 
described above, or from another entity (including your employer), in the event that you claim 
to be the original source of information that an authority or another entity provided to the 
Commission. 

(6) If the Commission already knows some information about a matter from other sources at the 
time you make your submission, and you are not an original source of that information under 
paragraph (b)(5) of this section, the Commission will consider you an original source of any 
information you provide that is derived from your independent knowledge or analysis and that 
materially adds to the information that the Commission already possesses. 

(7) If you provide information to the Congress, any other authority of the Federal government, a 
state Attorney General or securities regulatory authority, any self-regulatory organization, or 
the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, or to an entity's internal whistleblower, 
legal, or compliance procedures for reporting allegations of possible violations of law, and 
you, within 120 days, submit the same information to the Commission pursuant to § 240.21F–
9 of this chapter, as you must do in order for you to be eligible to be considered for an award, 
then, for purposes of evaluating your claim to an award under §§ 240.21F–10 and 240.21F–
11 of this chapter, the Commission will consider that you provided information as of the date 
of your original disclosure, report or submission to one of these other authorities or persons. 
You must establish the effective date of any prior disclosure, report, or submission, to the 
Commission's satisfaction. The Commission may seek assistance and confirmation from the 
other authority or person in making this determination. 

(c) Information that leads to successful enforcement. The Commission will consider that you provided 
original information that led to the successful enforcement of a judicial or administrative action in any 
of the following circumstances: 
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(1) You gave the Commission original information that was sufficiently specific, credible, and 
timely to cause the staff to commence an examination, open an investigation, reopen an 
investigation that the Commission had closed, or to inquire concerning different conduct as 
part of a current examination or investigation, and the Commission brought a successful 
judicial or administrative action based in whole or in part on conduct that was the subject of 
your original information; or 

(2) You gave the Commission original information about conduct that was already under 
examination or investigation by the Commission, the Congress, any other authority of the 
federal government, a state Attorney General or securities regulatory authority, any self-
regulatory organization, or the PCAOB (except in cases where you were an original source 
of this information as defined in paragraph (b)(5) of this section), and your submission 
significantly contributed to the success of the action. 

(3) You reported original information through an entity's internal whistleblower, legal, or 
compliance procedures for reporting allegations of possible violations of law before or at the 
same time you reported them to the Commission; the entity later provided your information 
to the Commission, or provided results of an audit or investigation initiated in whole or in 
part in response to information you reported to the entity; and the information the entity 
provided to the Commission satisfies either paragraph (c)(1) or (c)(2) of this section. Under 
this paragraph (c)(3), you must also submit the same information to the Commission in 
accordance with the procedures set forth in § 240.21F–9 within 120 days of providing it to 
the entity. . . . 

17 C.F.R. § 240.21F–5. Amount of award. 

(a) The determination of the amount of an award is in the discretion of the Commission. 

(b) If all of the conditions are met for a whistleblower award in connection with a Commission action or 
a related action, the Commission will then decide the percentage amount of the award applying the 
criteria set forth in § 240.21F–6 of this chapter and pursuant to the procedures set forth in §§ 240.21F–
10 and 240.21F–11 of this chapter. The amount will be at least 10 percent and no more than 30 percent 
of the monetary sanctions that the Commission and the other authorities are able to collect. The 
percentage awarded in connection with a Commission action may differ from the percentage awarded 
in connection with a related action. 

(c) If the Commission makes awards to more than one whistleblower in connection with the same action 
or related action, the Commission will determine an individual percentage award for each 
whistleblower, but in no event will the total amount awarded to all whistleblowers in the aggregate be 
less than 10 percent or greater than 30 percent of the amount the Commission or the other authorities 
collect. 
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17 C.F.R. § 240.21F–6.  Criteria for determining amount of award. 

In exercising its discretion to determine the appropriate award percentage, the Commission may consider the 
following factors (and only the following factors) in relation to the facts and circumstances of each case in 
setting the dollar or percentage amount of the award. In the event that awards are determined for multiple 
whistleblowers in connection an action, these factors will be used to determine the relative allocation of 
awards among the whistleblowers. 

(a) Factors that may increase the amount of a whistleblower's award. In determining whether to increase 
the amount of an award, the Commission will consider the following factors, which are not listed in 
order of importance. 

(1) Significance of the information provided by the whistleblower. The Commission will assess 
the significance of the information provided by a whistleblower to the success of the 
Commission action or related action. In considering this factor, the Commission may take 
into account, among other things: 

(i) The nature of the information provided by the whistleblower and how it related to the 
successful enforcement action, including whether the reliability and completeness of 
the information provided to the Commission by the whistleblower resulted in the 
conservation of Commission resources; 

(ii) The degree to which the information provided by the whistleblower supported one or 
more successful claims brought in the Commission or related action. 

(2) Assistance provided by the whistleblower. The Commission will assess the degree of 
assistance provided by the whistleblower and any legal representative of the whistleblower in 
the Commission action or related action. In considering this factor, the Commission may 
take into account, among other things: 

(i) Whether the whistleblower provided ongoing, extensive, and timely cooperation and 
assistance by, for example, helping to explain complex transactions, interpreting key 
evidence, or identifying new and productive lines of inquiry; 

(ii) The timeliness of the whistleblower's initial report to the Commission or to an internal 
compliance or reporting system of business organizations committing, or impacted by, 
the securities violations, where appropriate; 

(iii) The resources conserved as a result of the whistleblower's assistance; 

(iv) Whether the whistleblower appropriately encouraged or authorized others to assist the 
staff of the Commission who might otherwise not have participated in the investigation 
or related action; 
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(v) The efforts undertaken by the whistleblower to remediate the harm caused by the 
violations, including assisting the authorities in the recovery of the fruits and 
instrumentalities of the violations; and 

(vi) Any unique hardships experienced by the whistleblower as a result of his or her 
reporting and assisting in the enforcement action. 

(3) Law enforcement interest. The Commission will assess its programmatic interest in deterring 
violations of the securities laws by making awards to whistleblowers who provide 
information that leads to the successful enforcement of such laws. In considering this factor, 
the Commission may take into account, among other things: 

(i) The degree to which an award enhances the Commission's ability to enforce the Federal 
securities laws and protect investors; and 

(ii) The degree to which an award encourages the submission of high quality information 
from whistleblowers by appropriately rewarding whistleblowers' submission of 
significant information and assistance, even in cases where the monetary sanctions 
available for collection are limited or potential monetary sanctions were reduced or 
eliminated by the Commission because an entity self-reported a securities violation 
following the whistleblower's related internal disclosure, report, or submission. 

(iii) Whether the subject matter of the action is a Commission priority, whether the reported 
misconduct involves regulated entities or fiduciaries, whether the whistleblower 
exposed an industry-wide practice, the type and severity of the securities violations, 
the age and duration of misconduct, the number of violations, and the isolated, 
repetitive, or ongoing nature of the violations; and 

(iv) The dangers to investors or others presented by the underlying violations involved in 
the enforcement action, including the amount of harm or potential harm caused by the 
underlying violations, the type of harm resulting from or threatened by the underlying 
violations, and the number of individuals or entities harmed. 

(4)  Participation in internal compliance systems. The Commission will assess whether, and the 
extent to which, the whistleblower and any legal representative of the whistleblower 
participated in internal compliance systems. In considering this factor, the Commission may 
take into account, among other things: 

(i) Whether, and the extent to which, a whistleblower reported the possible securities 
violations through internal whistleblower, legal or compliance procedures before, or at 
the same time as, reporting them to the Commission; and 
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(ii) Whether, and the extent to which, a whistleblower assisted any internal investigation 
or inquiry concerning the reported securities violations. 

(b) Factors that may decrease the amount of a whistleblower's award. In determining whether to decrease 
the amount of an award, the Commission will consider the following factors, which are not listed in 
order of importance. 

(1) Culpability. The Commission will assess the culpability or involvement of the whistleblower 
in matters associated with the Commission's action or related actions. In considering this 
factor, the Commission may take into account, among other things: 

(i) The whistleblower's role in the securities violations; 

(ii) The whistleblower's education, training, experience, and position of responsibility at 
the time the violations occurred; 

(iii) Whether the whistleblower acted with scienter, both generally and in relation to others 
who participated in the violations; 

(iv) Whether the whistleblower financially benefitted from the violations; 

(v) Whether the whistleblower is a recidivist; 

(vi) The egregiousness of the underlying fraud committed by the whistleblower; and 

(vi) Whether the whistleblower knowingly interfered with the Commission's investigation 
of the violations or related enforcement actions. 

(2) Unreasonable reporting delay. The Commission will assess whether the whistleblower 
unreasonably delayed reporting the securities violations. In considering this factor, the 
Commission may take into account, among other things: 

(i) Whether the whistleblower was aware of the relevant facts but failed to take reasonable 
steps to report or prevent the violations from occurring or continuing; 

(ii) Whether the whistleblower was aware of the relevant facts but only reported them after 
learning about a related inquiry, investigation, or enforcement action; and 

(iii) Whether there was a legitimate reason for the whistleblower to delay reporting the 
violations. 

(3) Interference with internal compliance and reporting systems. The Commission will assess, in 
cases where the whistleblower interacted with his or her entity's internal compliance or 
reporting system, whether the whistleblower undermined the integrity of such system. In 
considering this factor, the Commission will take into account whether there is evidence 
provided to the Commission that the whistleblower knowingly: 
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(i) Interfered with an entity's established legal, compliance, or audit procedures to prevent 
or delay detection of the reported securities violation; 

(ii) Made any material false, fictitious, or fraudulent statements or representations that 
hindered an entity's efforts to detect, investigate, or remediate the reported securities 
violations; and 

  (iii) Provided any false writing or document knowing the writing or document contained 
any false, fictitious or fraudulent statements or entries that hindered an entity's efforts 
to detect, investigate, or remediate the reported securities violations. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

As litigation relating to the SEC whistleblower program picks up—in part due to a large and active 
“whistleblower bar” that has been representing persons on a contingency fee basis—some case law is 
developing about who is covered by the Dodd-Frank regime and under what circumstances.  

DIGITAL REALTY TRUST, INC. v. SOMERS, 138 S. Ct. 767 (2018) 

Justice GINSBURG delivered the opinion of the Court: 

Endeavoring to root out corporate fraud, Congress passed the Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002, 116 Stat. 745 
(Sarbanes–Oxley), and the 2010 Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, 124 Stat. 
1376 (Dodd–Frank). Both Acts shield whistleblowers from retaliation, but they differ in important respects. 
Most notably, Sarbanes–Oxley applies to all “employees” who report misconduct to the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC or Commission), any other federal agency, Congress, or an internal supervisor. 
18 U.S.C. § 1514A(a)(1). Dodd–Frank delineates a more circumscribed class; it defines “whistleblower” to 
mean a person who provides “information relating to a violation of the securities laws to the Commission.” 
15 U.S.C. § 78u–6(a)(6). A whistleblower so defined is eligible for an award if original information he or she 
provides to the SEC leads to a successful enforcement action. § 78u–6(b)–(g). And, most relevant here, a 
whistleblower is protected from retaliation for, inter alia, “making disclosures that are required or protected 
under” Sarbanes–Oxley, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the criminal anti-retaliation proscription at 18 
U.S.C. § 1513(e), or any other law subject to the SEC’s jurisdiction. 15 U.S.C. § 78u–6(h)(1)(A)(iii). 

The question presented: Does the anti-retaliation provision of Dodd–Frank extend to an individual who has 
not reported a violation of the securities laws to the SEC and therefore falls outside the Act’s definition of 
“whistleblower”? We answer that question “No”: To sue under Dodd–Frank’s anti-retaliation provision, a 
person must first “provid[e] . . . information relating to a violation of the securities laws to the Commission.” 
§ 78u–6(a)(6). . . . 

Section 78u–6 begins by defining a “whistleblower” as “any individual who provides . . . information relating 
to a violation of the securities laws to the Commission, in a manner established, by rule or regulation, by the 
Commission.” § 78u–6(a)(6) (emphasis added). That definition, the statute directs, “shall apply” “[i]n this 
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section”—i.e., throughout § 78u–6. § 78u–6(a). 

Section 78u–6 affords covered whistleblowers both incentives and protection. First, the section creates an 
award program for “whistleblowers who voluntarily provid[e] original information to the Commission that 
le[ads] to the successful enforcement of [a] covered judicial or administrative action.” § 78u–6(b)(1). A 
qualifying whistleblower is entitled to a cash award of 10 to 30 percent of the monetary sanctions collected 
in the enforcement action. See § 78u–6(b)(1)(A)–(B). 

Second, § 78u–6(h) prohibits an employer from discharging, harassing, or otherwise discriminating against a 
“whistleblower” “because of any lawful act done by the whistleblower” in three situations: first, “in providing 
information to the Commission in accordance with [§ 78u–6],” § 78u–6(h)(1)(A)(i); second, “in initiating, 
testifying in, or assisting in any investigation or . . . action of the Commission based upon” information 
provided to the SEC in accordance with § 78u–6, § 78u–6(h)(1)(A)(ii); and third, “in making disclosures that 
are required or protected under” either Sarbanes–Oxley, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the criminal 
anti-retaliation prohibition at 18 U.S.C. § 1513(e), or “any other law, rule, or regulation subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Commission,” § 78u–6(h)(1)(A)(iii). Clause (iii), by cross-referencing Sarbanes–Oxley 
and other laws, protects disclosures made to a variety of individuals and entities in addition to the SEC. For 
example, the clause shields an employee’s reports of wrongdoing to an internal supervisor if the reports are 
independently safeguarded from retaliation under Sarbanes–Oxley. See supra, at 772–773.  

The recovery procedures under the anti-retaliation provisions of Dodd–Frank and Sarbanes–Oxley differ in 
critical respects. First, unlike Sarbanes–Oxley, which contains an administrative-exhaustion requirement and 
a 180–day administrative complaint-filing deadline, see 18 U.S.C. § 1514A(b)(1)(A), (2)(D), Dodd–Frank 
permits a whistleblower to sue a current or former employer directly in federal district court, with a default 
limitation period of six years, see § 78u–6(h)(1)(B)(i), (iii)(I)(aa). Second, Dodd–Frank instructs a court to 
award to a prevailing plaintiff double backpay with interest, see § 78u–6(h)(1)(C)(ii), while Sarbanes–Oxley 
limits recovery to actual backpay with interest, see 18 U.S.C. § 1514A(c)(2)(B). Like Sarbanes–Oxley, 
however, Dodd–Frank authorizes reinstatement and compensation for litigation costs, expert witness fees, 
and reasonable attorneys’ fees. Compare § 78u–6(h)(1)(C)(i), (iii), with 18 U.S.C. § 1514A(c)(2)(A), (C).  

Congress authorized the SEC “to issue such rules and regulations as may be necessary or appropriate to 
implement the provisions of [§ 78u–6] consistent with the purposes of this section.” § 78u–6(j). Pursuant to 
this authority, the SEC published a notice of proposed rulemaking to “Implemen[t] the Whistleblower 
Provisions” of Dodd–Frank. 75 Fed. Reg. 70488 (2010). Proposed Rule 21F–2(a) defined a “whistleblower,” 
for purposes of both the award and anti-retaliation provisions of § 78u–6, as one or more individuals who 
“provide the Commission with information relating to a potential violation of the securities laws.” Id., at 
70519 (proposed 17 C.F.R. § 240.21F–2(a)). The proposed rule, the agency noted, “tracks the statutory 
definition of a ‘whistleblower’ ” by requiring information reporting to the SEC itself. 75 Fed. Reg. 70489. 

In promulgating the final Rule, however, the agency changed course. Rule 21F–2, in finished form, contains 
two discrete “whistleblower” definitions. See 17 C.F.R. § 240.21F–2(a)–(b) (2017). For purposes of the award 
program, the Rule states that “[y]ou are a whistleblower if . . . you provide the Commission with information 
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. . . relat[ing] to a possible violation of the Federal securities laws.” § 240.21F–2(a)(1) (emphasis added). The 
information must be provided to the SEC through its website or by mailing or faxing a specified form to the 
SEC Office of the Whistleblower. See ibid.; § 240.21F–9(a)(1)–(2). 

“For purposes of the anti-retaliation protections,” however, the Rule states that “[y]ou are a whistleblower if 
. . . [y]ou possess a reasonable belief that the information you are providing relates to a possible securities 
law violation” and “[y]ou provide that information in a manner described in” clauses (i) through (iii) of § 
78u–6(h)(1)(A). 17 C.F.R. § 240.21F–2(b)(1)(i)–(ii). “The anti-retaliation protections apply,” the Rule 
emphasizes, “whether or not you satisfy the requirements, procedures and conditions to qualify for an award.” 
§ 240.21F–2(b)(1)(iii). An individual may therefore gain anti-retaliation protection as a “whistleblower” 
under Rule 21F–2 without providing information to the SEC, so long as he or she provides information in a 
manner shielded by one of the anti-retaliation provision’s three clauses. For example, a report to a company 
supervisor would qualify if the report garners protection under the Sarbanes–Oxley anti-retaliation provision. 
. . . 

“When a statute includes an explicit definition, we must follow that definition,” even if it varies from a term’s 
ordinary meaning. Burgess v. United States, 553 U.S. 124, 130, 128 S. Ct. 1572, 170 L. Ed. 2d 478 (2008) 
(internal quotation marks omitted). This principle resolves the question before us. 

Our charge in this review proceeding is to determine the meaning of “whistleblower” in § 78u–6(h), Dodd–
Frank’s anti-retaliation provision. The definition section of the statute supplies an unequivocal answer: A 
“whistleblower” is “any individual who provides ... information relating to a violation of the securities laws 
to the Commission.” § 78u–6(a)(6) (emphasis added). Leaving no doubt as to the definition’s reach, the statute 
instructs that the “definitio[n] shall apply” “[i]n this section,” that is, throughout § 78u–6. § 78u–6(a)(6). 

The whistleblower definition operates in conjunction with the three clauses of § 78u–6(h)(1)(A) to spell out 
the provision’s scope. The definition first describes who is eligible for protection—namely, a whistleblower 
who provides pertinent information “to the Commission.” § 78u–6(a)(6). The three clauses of § 78u–
6(h)(1)(A) then describe what conduct, when engaged in by a whistleblower, is shielded from employment 
discrimination. See § 78u–6(h)(1)(A)(i)–(iii). An individual who meets both measures may invoke Dodd–
Frank’s protections. But an individual who falls outside the protected category of “whistleblowers” is 
ineligible to seek redress under the statute, regardless of the conduct in which that individual engages. 

Reinforcing our reading, another whistleblower-protection provision in Dodd–Frank imposes no requirement 
that information be conveyed to a government agency. Title 10 of the statute, which created the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), prohibits discrimination against a “covered employee” who, among 
other things, “provide[s] . . . information to [his or her] employer, the Bureau, or any other State, local, or 
Federal, government authority or law enforcement agency relating to” a violation of a law subject to the 
CFPB’s jurisdiction. 12 U.S.C. § 5567(a)(1). To qualify as a “covered employee,” an individual need not 
provide information to the CFPB, or any other entity. See § 5567(b) (“covered employee” means “any 
individual performing tasks related to the offering or provision of a consumer financial product or service”). 
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“[W]hen Congress includes particular language in one section of a statute but omits it in another[,] . . . this 
Court presumes that Congress intended a difference in meaning.” Loughrin v. United States, 573 U.S. ––––, 
––––, 134 S. Ct. 2384, 2390, 189 L. Ed. 2d 411 (2014) (internal quotation marks and alteration omitted). 
Congress placed a government-reporting requirement in § 78u–6(h), but not elsewhere in the same statute. 
Courts are not at liberty to dispense with the condition—tell the SEC—Congress imposed. . . . 

In sum, Dodd–Frank’s text and purpose leave no doubt that the term “whistleblower” in § 78u–6(h) carries 
the meaning set forth in the section’s definitional provision. The disposition of this case is therefore evident: 
Somers did not provide information “to the Commission” before his termination, § 78u–6(a)(6), so he did not 
qualify as a “whistleblower” at the time of the alleged retaliation. He is therefore ineligible to seek relief 
under § 78u–6(h). . . . 

Applying the whistleblower definition as written, Somers and the Solicitor General further protest, will create 
“an incredibly unusual statutory scheme”: “[I]dentical misconduct”—i.e., retaliating against an employee for 
internal reporting—will “go punished or not based on the happenstance of a separate report” to the SEC, of 
which the wrongdoer may “not even be aware.” The upshot, the Solicitor General warns, “would [be] 
substantially diminish[ed] Dodd–Fran[k] deterrent effect.” Ibid. 

Overlooked in this protest is Dodd–Frank’s core objective: to prompt reporting to the SEC. Supra, at 773–
744, 777–778. In view of that precise aim, it is understandable that the statute’s retaliation protections, like 
its financial rewards, would be reserved for employees who have done what Dodd–Frank seeks to achieve, 
i.e., they have placed information about unlawful activity before the Commission to aid its enforcement 
efforts. . . . 

For the foregoing reasons, we find the statute’s definition of “whistleblower” clear and conclusive. Because 
“Congress has directly spoken to the precise question at issue,” Chevron, 467 U.S., at 842, 104 S. Ct. 2778 
we do not accord deference to the contrary view advanced by the SEC in Rule 21F–2. See 17 C.F.R. § 
240.21F–2(b)(1); supra, at 775–76. The statute’s unambiguous whistleblower definition, in short, precludes 
the Commission from more expansively interpreting that term. See Burgess, 553 U.S., at 130, 128 S. Ct. 1572. 

LIU MENG-LIN v. SIEMENS AG, 763 F.3d 175 (2d Cir. 2014) 

GERARD E. LYNCH, Circuit Judge: 

The Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. No. 111–203, 124 Stat. 1376 
(2010), includes a provision, 15 U.S.C. § 78u–6(h), that prohibits employers from retaliating against 
whistleblower employees who make certain protected disclosures. The instant case requires us to determine 
whether § 78u–6(h) protects a foreign worker employed abroad by a foreign corporation where all events 
related to the disclosures occurred abroad. Because (1) legislation is presumed to apply only domestically 
unless there is evidence Congress intended otherwise; (2) there is no indication Congress intended the 
whistleblower protection provision to have extraterritorial application; and (3) the facts in the complaint 
unequivocally demonstrate that applying the statute in this case would constitute an extraterritorial 
application, we conclude that the district court properly dismissed the complaint. 
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Plaintiff-appellant Liu Meng-Lin, a citizen and resident of Taiwan, was employed as a compliance officer for 
the healthcare division of Siemens China Ltd., a Chinese corporation that is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
defendant-appellee Siemens AG (“Siemens”), a German corporation whose shares, at all relevant times, were 
listed on the New York Stock Exchange. According to his complaint, Liu discovered that Siemens employees 
were indirectly making improper payments to officials in North Korea and China in connection with the sale 
of medical equipment in those countries. Liu believed that these payments violated both company policy and 
U.S. anti-corruption measures. He therefore reported this conduct to his superiors through internal company 
procedures, including in a meeting with a high-ranking Siemens executive in Shanghai, China. Liu claims 
that as he sought to address these alleged violations, Siemens progressively restricted his authority as a 
compliance officer, demoted him, and ultimately fired him. Liu does not plead that any of the events related 
to his firing—the allegedly corrupt conduct, Liu’s discovery of that conduct, Liu’s efforts to address the 
corrupt conduct through Siemens’s internal protocols, or his subsequent mistreatment by Siemens—occurred 
within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States. 

Two months after Siemens fired him, Liu reported the allegedly corrupt conduct to the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (“SEC”), charging that Siemens had violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 
(“FCPA”). Liu then brought this action in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New 
York (William H. Pauley III, Judge), alleging that by firing him Siemens had violated the antiretaliation 
provision of the Dodd-Frank Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78u–6(h)(1)(A). Siemens moved to dismiss the suit for failure 
to state a claim, Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6), asserting two separate defects in the complaint: that the antiretaliation 
provision does not apply extraterritorially, and that none of Liu’s disclosures were “required or protected” by 
a relevant statute as the antiretaliation provision requires. The district court granted Siemens’s motion to 
dismiss with prejudice on both grounds, holding (1) that on the facts pled, the complaint sought an 
extraterritorial application of the antiretaliation provision, which does not have extraterritorial reach, and (2) 
that Liu’s complaint failed to establish that he had made a disclosure to the SEC that was “required or 
protected” by any of the specific statutes enumerated in § 78u–6(h)(1)(A)(iii). 

Liu timely appealed, and upon de novo review of the district court’s grant of the motion to dismiss, Lundy v. 
Catholic Health Sys. of Long Island, Inc., 711 F.3d 106, 113 (2d Cir. 2013), we affirm on the ground that Liu 
seeks an extraterritorial application of the antiretaliation provision, and that that provision does not apply 
extraterritorially. . . . 

“[I]t is a longstanding principle of American law that legislation of Congress, unless a contrary intent appears, 
is meant to apply only within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States.” Morrison v. Nat’l Austl. Bank 
Ltd., 561 U.S. 247, 255, 130 S. Ct. 2869, 177 L. Ed. 2d 535 (2010), quoting EEOC v. Arabian Am. Oil Co. 
(“Aramco ”), 499 U.S. 244, 248, 111 S. Ct. 1227, 113 L. Ed. 2d 274 (1991). “This principle represents a 
canon of construction, or a presumption about a statute’s meaning, rather than a limit upon Congress’s power 
to legislate. It rests on the perception that Congress ordinarily legislates with respect to domestic, not foreign 
matters.” Id. (internal citations omitted). The presumption that “[w]hen a statute gives no clear indication of 
an extraterritorial application, it has none,” Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., ––– U.S. ––––, 133 S. Ct. 
1659, 1664, 185 L. Ed. 2d 671 (2013), quoting Morrison, 561 U.S. at 255, 130 S. Ct. 2869 (alteration omitted), 
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is rebutted only when the statute’s “text, history, and purposes . . . evince a ‘clear indication of 
extraterritoriality.’” Id. at 1665, quoting Morrison, 561 U.S. at 265, 130 S. Ct. 2869. Moreover, it is “well 
established that generic terms like ‘any’ or ‘every’ do not rebut the presumption against extraterritoriality,” 
id., nor do “fleeting reference [s]” to possible international ramifications of an otherwise domestic statute, 
Morrison, 561 U.S. at 263, 130 S. Ct. 2869. 

We have read Morrison to “wholeheartedly embrace[ ] application of the presumption against 
extraterritoriality, finding that ‘unless there is the affirmative intention of the Congress clearly expressed to 
give a statute extraterritorial effect, we must presume it is primarily concerned with domestic conditions.’” 
Norex Petroleum Ltd. v. Access Indus., Inc., 631 F.3d 29, 32 (2d Cir. 2010), quoting Morrison, 561 U.S. at 
255, 130 S. Ct. 2869. We will “thus look for a ‘clear’ and ‘affirmative indication’ that a statute applies to 
conduct occurring outside the territorial jurisdiction of the United States before concluding that the 
presumption has been overcome.” United States v. Weingarten, 632 F.3d 60, 65 (2d Cir. 2011), quoting 
Morrison, 561 U.S. at 265, 130 S. Ct. 2869 (citations and internal quotation marks omitted). 

This case involves the reach of the antiretaliation provision of the Dodd-Frank Act, which directs, in relevant 
part, that 

[n]o employer may discharge . . . or in any other manner discriminate against, a whistleblower 
in the terms and conditions of employment because of any lawful act done by the 
whistleblower . . . in making disclosures that are required or protected under the Sarbanes–
Oxley Act of 2002 . . . , this chapter, . . . and any other law, rule, or regulation subject to the 
jurisdiction of the [Securities and Exchange] Commission. 

15 U.S.C. § 78u–6(h)(1)(A). To survive Siemens’s motion to dismiss, Liu must demonstrate either (1) that 
the facts alleged in his complaint state a domestic application of the antiretaliation provision of the Dodd-
Frank Act, or (2) that the antiretaliation provision is intended to apply extraterritorially. 

The first alternative need not detain us long. We have no occasion here to define the precise boundary between 
domestic and extraterritorial application of this relevant provision, or to delineate the types of contacts within 
the United States that would render an application of the statute domestic rather than extraterritorial because 
this case is extraterritorial by any reasonable definition. Liu is a resident of Taiwan employed by the Chinese 
subsidiary of a German company; he reported to superiors in China and Germany regarding allegedly corrupt 
activities that took place in China, North Korea, and Hong Kong; and his employers decided, apparently in 
China and/or Germany, to terminate his employment. In short, the whistleblower, his employer, and the other 
entities involved in the alleged wrongdoing are all foreigners based abroad, and the whistleblowing, the 
alleged corrupt activity, and the retaliation all occurred abroad. The facts alleged in the complaint reveal 
essentially no contact with the United States regarding either the wrongdoing or the protected activity. 

Liu attempts to avoid this conclusion by pointing to one slim connection to the United States. He argues that 
“Siemens voluntarily elected to have a class of its securities publicly listed on the New York Stock Exchange 
and thereby voluntarily subjected itself to—and undertook to comply with—United States securities laws,” 
including the antiretaliation provision. Liu argues that because Siemens has securities listed on an American 
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exchange, his case is “fundamentally distinguishable” from Morrison, id. at 14. 

This argument is unavailing. Morrison addressed whether Australian purchasers of shares listed on an 
Australian stock exchange could rely on § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to sue the Australian 
bank that issued the shares. The Supreme Court concluded that § 10(b) did not have extraterritorial reach, but 
rather applied “only [to] transactions in securities listed on domestic exchanges, and domestic transactions in 
other securities.” Morrison, 561 U.S. at 267, 130 S. Ct. 2869. The Court reached this conclusion despite the 
fact that “[t]here [were] listed on the New York Stock Exchange . . . the [defendant bank’s] American 
Depositary Receipts (ADRs), which represent the right to receive a specified number of” the Australian 
shares. Id. at 251, 130 S. Ct. 2869. Morrison thus decisively refutes Liu’s contention that the United States 
securities laws apply extraterritorially to the actions abroad of any company that has issued United States-
listed securities. 

Far from helping Liu, Morrison establishes that where a plaintiff can point only to the fact that a defendant 
has listed securities on a U.S. exchange, and the complaint alleges no further meaningful relationship between 
the harm and those domestically listed securities, the listing of securities alone is the sort of “fleeting” 
connection that “cannot overcome the presumption against extraterritoriality.” 561 U.S. at 263, 130 S. Ct. 
2869. See also In re Royal Bank of Scotland Grp. PLC Sec. Litig., 765 F. Supp. 2d 327, 336 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) 
(“The idea that a foreign company is subject to U.S. [s]ecurities laws everywhere it conducts foreign 
transactions merely because it has ‘listed’ some securities in the United States is simply contrary to the spirit 
of Morrison.”). In short, “simply alleging that some domestic conduct occurred cannot support a claim of 
domestic application [because] ‘[i]t is a rare case of prohibited extraterritorial application that lacks all contact 
with the territory of the United States.’” Norex, 631 F.3d at 33, quoting Morrison, 561 U.S. at 266, 130 S. Ct. 
2869 (emphasis in original). 

Liu’s argument that the statute nevertheless applies to his case requires a somewhat lengthier discussion, but 
is equally unavailing. The support for the conclusion that the antiretaliation provision has no extraterritorial 
application is straightforward: there is absolutely nothing in the text of the provision, set forth above, or in 
the legislative history of the Dodd-Frank Act, that suggests that Congress intended the antiretaliation 
provision to regulate the relationships between foreign employers and their foreign employees working 
outside the United States. Given the presumption against extraterritoriality, and the absence of any direct 
evidence of a congressional intent to apply the relevant provision extraterritorially, Liu’s effort to cobble 
together indirect, circumstantial suggestions of extraterritorial application faces powerful headwinds. 

Liu offers several arguments that the statutory language or context of the antiretaliation provision indirectly 
demonstrates that it is intended to have extraterritorial reach. None provides the “clear and affirmative 
indication,” Weingarten, 632 F.3d at 65, required to overcome the presumption against extraterritoriality. 
First, Liu’s contention that the antiretaliation provision “contains very broad language that includes all 
employees,” Appellant’s Br. at 11, is of no avail. The plain text of the statute contains no hint that the 
antiretaliation provision is meant to apply extraterritorially, but rather simply indicates that “[n]o employer” 
may retaliate against a whistleblower, 15 U.S.C. § 78u–6(h)(1). That is precisely the sort of “generic” 
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language that the Supreme Court has expressly stated is insufficient to overcome the presumption against 
extraterritorial application. See Kiobel, 133 S. Ct. at 1665. 

Liu next points to other sections of the Dodd-Frank Act that do have some extraterritorial application to argue, 
in effect by association, that the antiretaliation provision also should be read to have extraterritorial reach. He 
points to § 929P(b) of the Dodd-Frank Act, 124 Stat. at 1864–65, which, inter alia, grants district courts 
jurisdiction where a suit brought by the SEC or the United States government 

allege[s] a violation of the antifraud provisions of [the Securities Exchange Act of 1934] 
involving (1) conduct within the United States that constitutes significant steps in furtherance 
of the violation, even if the securities transaction occurs outside the United States and involves 
only foreign investors; or (2) conduct occurring outside the United States that has a foreseeable 
substantial effect within the United States. 

15 U.S.C. § 78aa(b). Liu argues that “by specifically providing for extraterritorial jurisdiction in a related 
section of the statute, Congress clearly evidenced its intention to protect SEC whistleblowers located abroad.” 

Liu’s argument inverts the ordinary canons of statutory interpretation. “Where Congress includes particular 
language in one section of a statute but omits it in another section of the same Act, it is generally presumed 
that Congress acts intentionally and purposely in the disparate inclusion or exclusion.” Russello v. United 
States, 464 U.S. 16, 23, 104 S. Ct. 296, 78 L. Ed. 2d 17 (1983) (alteration omitted). There is no exception to 
this general rule for language effecting extraterritorial application; to the contrary, the Supreme Court has 
specifically cautioned against acceptance of arguments such as Liu’s: “[W]hen a statute provides for some 
extraterritorial application, the presumption against extraterritoriality operates to limit that provision to its 
terms.” Morrison, 561 U.S. at 265, 130 S. Ct. 2869. That limitation is founded in “Congress’ awareness of 
the need to make a clear statement that a statute applies” extraterritorially through “express [ ] legislat[ion]” 
that enables such application. Aramco, 499 U.S. at 258, 111 S. Ct. 1227. As Morrison observes, it would be 
“superfluous” for a statute to note that a particular provision applies extraterritorially if the entire statute had 
extraterritorial reach. See 561 U.S. at 265, 130 S. Ct. 2869. Since § 929P(b) identifies a particular provision 
of Dodd-Frank as having such reach, the logical inference is that the antiretaliation provision, enjoying no 
such explicit grant of extraterritorial application, has none, a conclusion which at least one district court has 
also reached. See Asadi v. G.E. Energy (USA), LLC, No. 4:12-345, 2012 WL 2522599, at *4 (S.D. Tex. June 
28, 2012). 

Moreover, Liu’s argument fails even on its own terms. Liu does not explain his contention that § 929P(b)’s 
crisply delineated jurisdictional grant is somehow “related” to the whistleblower antiretaliation provision. In 
§ 929P(b), Congress provided the district court with limited extraterritorial jurisdiction over specific types of 
antifraud suits brought by governmental entities when the conduct at issue has particular types of relationships 
to the United States. Liu is not a governmental actor, he has not pled facts of the sort that would confer 
jurisdiction under § 929P(b), and he cannot argue that the antiretaliation provision qualifies as an antifraud 
provision of the Securities Exchange Act. In sum, there is no colorable argument that the limited 
extraterritorial reach of § 929P(b) supports extraterritorial application of the antiretaliation provision in 
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circumstances such as those alleged by Liu. 

Liu next turns to the Dodd–Frank’s whistleblower bounty provision, 15 U.S.C. § 78u–6(b), to make a similar 
argument. The bounty provision allows the SEC, in its discretion, to make award payments to “whistleblowers 
who voluntarily provided original information to the Commission that led to [a] successful enforcement” 
action. Id. § 78u–6(b)(1). Liu asserts that the SEC regulations which define the eligibility for a whistleblower 
bounty suggest that the agency conceives of the bounty as having international reach. He cites a regulation 
providing that “you are not eligible [for an award] if: . . . You are . . . a member, officer, or employee of a 
foreign government, any political subdivision, department, agency, or instrumentality of a foreign 
government, or any other foreign financial regulatory authority.” 17 C.F.R. § 240.21F–8(c)(2). Liu further 
asserts that aspects of the agency’s discussion of the bounty provision included in the promulgation of the 
final rule, 76 Fed. Reg. 34300–01 (June 13, 2011), offer additional support for the idea that the bounty 
provision is meant to have extraterritorial reach. In particular, he points to the agency’s discussion of the tax 
filing procedures for an award payment to a foreign national, id. at 34348 n.370, and the agency’s decision to 
avoid making a categorical determination as to whether a whistleblower’s possible violation of foreign laws 
should affect the eligibility for an award, id. at 34320. . . . 

[E]ven if we assume that the regulations clearly apply the bounty program to whistleblowers located abroad 
and that some deference would be due such an agency interpretation, it would not follow that Congress 
intended the antiretaliation provision to apply similarly. As with our analysis of § 929P(b), we must restrict 
an indication of extraterritorial application “to its terms,” Morrison, 561 U.S. at 265, 130 S. Ct. 2869; a 
regulation addressing the bounty provision cannot be taken to support the proposition that the antiretaliation 
provision should apply extraterritorially. 17 C.F.R. § 240.21F–8(c)(2) does not mention the antiretaliation 
provision, and indeed, other SEC regulations suggest that the requirements of the antiretaliation and bounty 
provisions are to be considered separately. Moreover, extraterritorial application of the bounty and 
antiretaliation provisions have far different international ramifications. Providing rewards to persons, foreign 
or domestic, who supply information about lawbreaking is far less intrusive into other countries’ sovereignty 
than seeking to regulate the employment practices of foreign companies with respect to the foreign nationals 
they employ in foreign countries. Applying the antiretaliation provision in circumstances such as Liu’s would 
effect such an intrusion. Thus, whatever their merits, none of the arguments that the bounty provision is meant 
to have extraterritorial reach provide any support for Liu’s claim that the antiretaliation provision is meant 
to have extraterritorial reach. . . . 

Problem 10-2 

Now that you have examined the very different Dodd-Frank securities law whistleblower regime, reconsider 
the question posed in chapter 6 when the False Claims Act was discussed:  Are such legal “bounty” regimes 
beneficial on balance?  What is the optimal way to structure such regimes? 
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G. DOJ Civil Enforcement:  Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and 
Enforcement Act (FIRREA) 

Following the outcry about enforcement against large banks in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, the 
Justice Department rediscovered a statutory tool—FIRREA—which it used to lever a series of enormous civil 
settlements for conduct related to mortgage-backed securities.5  (The statute was originally enacted in the 
1980s in the wake of what was known as “the savings and loans scandal,” a matter involving widespread 
failure and management misconduct among smaller, regional lending institutions.)  Let’s take a brief look at 
this powerful non-criminal statute, an example of one of the FIRREA settlements, and a recent decision from 
the Second Circuit rejecting one of DOJ’s FIRREA cases.  Notice that the statute provides for civil 
enforcement for violations of some criminal statutes, including the mail and wire fraud statutes, meaning that 
the government must prove the elements of the criminal offenses but only under the civil burden of proof. 

Here we have an example of criminal prosecutors engaging in civil enforcement:  DOJ has both criminal and 
civil powers; the other federal agencies, again, have only civil enforcement powers (though their statutory 
regimes often include criminal provisions, which they must rely on DOJ to enforce).  

12 U.S.C. § 1833a (“FIRREA”) 

(a) In general 

Whoever violates any provision of law to which this section is made applicable by subsection (c) of 
this section shall be subject to a civil penalty in an amount assessed by the court in a civil action under 
this section. 

(b) Maximum amount of penalty 

(1) Generally 

The amount of the civil penalty shall not exceed $1,000,000. 

(2)  Special rule for continuing violations 

In the case of a continuing violation, the amount of the civil penalty may exceed the amount 
described in paragraph (1) but may not exceed the lesser of $1,000,000 per day or $5,000,000. 

(3) Special rule for violations creating gain or loss 

(A) If any person derives pecuniary gain from the violation, or if the violation results in 
pecuniary loss to a person other than the violator, the amount of the civil penalty may 

 
5 For an overview, see Peter J. Henning, U.S. Finds Fresh Use for Seldom-Used Statute in Subprime Cases, N.Y. TIMES DEALBOOK, 
Aug. 11, 2014, available here: https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/08/11/u-s-finds-fresh-use-for-seldom-used-statute-in-subprime-
cases. 
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exceed the amounts described in paragraphs (1) and (2) but may not exceed the amount 
of such gain or loss. 

(B) As used in this paragraph, the term “person” includes the Bank Insurance Fund, the 
Savings Association Insurance Fund, and after the merger of such funds, the Deposit 
Insurance Fund, and the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund. 

(c) Violations to which penalty is applicable 

This section applies to a violation of, or a conspiracy to violate— 

(1) section 215, 656, 657, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1014, or 1344 of title 18; 

(2) section 287, 1001, 1032, 1341 or 1343 of title 18 affecting a federally insured financial 
institution; or 

(3) section 645 (a) of title 15. 

(d) Effective date 

This section shall apply to violations occurring on or after August 10, 1984. 

(e) Attorney General to bring action 

A civil action to recover a civil penalty under this section shall be commenced by the Attorney General 

(f) Burden of proof 

In a civil action to recover a civil penalty under this section, the Attorney General must establish the 
right to recovery by a preponderance of the evidence. 

(g) Administrative subpoenas 

(1) In general 

For the purpose of conducting a civil investigation in contemplation of a civil proceeding under 
this section, the Attorney General may— 

(A) administer oaths and affirmations; 

(B) take evidence; and 

(C) by subpoena, summon witnesses and require the production of any books, papers, 
correspondence, memoranda, or other records which the Attorney General deems 
relevant or material to the inquiry. Such subpoena may require the attendance of 
witnesses and the production of any such records from any place in the United States 
at any place in the United States designated by the Attorney General. 
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(2) Procedures applicable 

The same procedures and limitations as are provided with respect to civil investigative 
demands in subsections (g), (h), and (j) of section 1968 of title 18 apply with respect to a 
subpoena issued under this subsection. Process required by such subsections to be served upon 
the custodian shall be served on the Attorney General. Failure to comply with an order of the 
court to enforce such subpoena shall be punishable as contempt. 

(3) Limitation 

In the case of a subpoena for which the return date is less than 5 days after the date of service, 
no person shall be found in contempt for failure to comply by the return date if such person 
files a petition under paragraph (2) not later than 5 days after the date of service. 

(h) Statute of limitations 

A civil action under this section may not be commenced later than 10 years after the cause of action 
accrues. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Example:  Statement of Facts, JP Morgan FIRREA Settlement with DOJ 

Between 2005 and 2007, affiliates of each of JPMorgan Chase & Co. (“JPMorgan”), The Bear Stearns 
Companies, Inc. (“Bear Stearns”), and Washington Mutual Bank (“WaMu”) securitized large amounts of 
subprime and Alt-A mortgage loans and sold the resulting residential mortgage-backed securities (“RMBS”) 
to investors, including federally-insured financial institutions. Each of JPMorgan, Bear Stearns, and WaMu 
developed and maintained mortgage origination and securitization processes and controls, including 
processes for conducting credit, compliance, and property valuation due diligence on loans prior to acquisition 
and/or securitization as well as processes for the monitoring of loan originators and sellers based, in part, on 
the subsequent performance of loans acquired from those parties. 

JPMorgan, Bear Stearns, and WaMu described these processes to investors in marketing materials, and 
represented to investors in offering documents that loans generally complied with underwriting guidelines. 
As discussed below, employees of JPMorgan, Bear Stearns, and WaMu received information that, in certain 
instances, loans that did not comply with underwriting guidelines were included in the RMBS sold and 
marketed to investors; however, JPMorgan, Bear Stearns, and WaMu did not disclose this to securitization 
investors. 

 JPMorgan 

Between 2005 and 2007, JPMorgan purchased loans for the purpose of packaging and selling residential 
mortgage-backed securities. Before purchasing loans from third parties, employees at JPMorgan conducted 
“due diligence” to (1) confirm that the mortgage loans were originated consistent with specific origination 
guidelines provided by the seller, (2) confirm the mortgage loans were originated in compliance with Federal, 
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State, and local laws, rules, and regulations, and (3) confirm that the property collateral had the value 
represented in the appraisal at the time of origination. Through that due diligence process, JPMorgan 
employees were informed by due diligence vendors that a number of the loans included in at least some of 
the loan pools that it purchased and subsequently securitized did not comply with the originators’ 
underwriting guidelines, and, in the vendors’ judgment, did not have sufficient compensating factors, and that 
a number of the properties securing the loans had appraised values that were higher than the values derived 
in due diligence testing from automated valuation models, broker price opinions or other valuation due 
diligence methods. In addition, JPMorgan represented to investors in various offering documents that loans 
in the securitized pools were originated “generally” in conformity with the loan originator’s underwriting 
guidelines; and that exceptions were made based on “compensating factors,” determined after “careful 
consideration” on a “case-by-case basis.” The offering documents further represented, with respect to 
representations and warranties made to JPMorgan by sellers and originators of the loans, that JPMorgan 
would not include any loan in a pool being securitized “if anything has come to [JPMorgan’s] attention that 
would cause it to believe that the representations and warranties of a seller or originator will not be accurate 
and complete in all material respects in respect of the loan as of the date of initial issuance of the related series 
of securities.” Notwithstanding these representations, in certain instances, at the time these representations 
were made to investors, the loan pools being securitized contained loans that did not comply with the 
originators’ underwriting guidelines. 

JPMorgan began the process of creating RMBS by purchasing pools of loans from lending institutions, such 
as Countrywide Home Loans, Inc., or WMC Mortgage Corporation, that originated residential mortgages by 
making mortgage loans to individual borrowers. After entering into a contract to purchase loans, but prior to 
purchase, JPMorgan performed “due diligence” on samples of loans from the pool being acquired to ensure 
that the loans were originated in compliance with the originator’s underwriting guidelines. 

JPMorgan salespeople marketed its due diligence process to investors through oral communications that were 
often scripted by internal sales memoranda, through presentations given at industry conferences, and to 
certain individual investors. In marketing materials, JPMorgan represented that the originators had a “solid 
underwriting platform,” and that JPMorgan was familiar with and approved the originators’ underwriting 
guidelines; that before purchasing a pool, a “thorough due diligence is undertaken to ensure compliance with 
[underwriting] guidelines”; and that such due diligence was “performed by industry leading 3rd parties 
(Clayton and Bohan).” 

JPMorgan contracted with industry leading third party due diligence vendors to re-underwrite the loans it was 
purchasing from loan originators. The vendors assigned one of three grades to each of the loans they reviewed. 
An Event 1 grade meant that the loan complied with underwriting guidelines. An Event 2 meant that the loans 
did not comply with underwriting guidelines, but had sufficient compensating factors to justify the extension 
of credit. An Event 3 meant that the vendor concluded that the loan did not comply with underwriting 
guidelines and was without sufficient compensating factors to justify the loan, including in certain instances 
because material documents were missing from the loan file being reviewed. JPMorgan reviewed loans scored 
Event 3 by the vendors and made the final determination regarding each loan’s score. Event 3 loans that could 
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not be cured were at times referred to by due diligence personnel at JPMorgan as “rejects.” JPMorgan 
personnel then made the final purchase decisions. 

From January 2006 through September 2007, in the course of JPMorgan’s acquisition of certain pools of 
mortgage loans for subsequent securitization, JPMorgan’s due diligence vendors graded numerous loans in 
the samples as Event 3’s, meaning that, in the vendors’ judgment, they neither complied with the originators’ 
underwriting guidelines nor had sufficient compensating factors, including in many instances because of 
missing documentation such as appraisals, or proof of income, employment or assets. The exceptions 
identified by the third-party diligence vendors included, among other things, loans with high loan-to-value 
ratios (some over 100 percent); high debt-to-income ratios; inadequate or missing documentation of income, 
assets, and rental/mortgage history; stated incomes that the vendors concluded were unreasonable; and 
missing appraisals or appraisals that varied from the estimates obtained in the diligence process by an amount 
greater than JPMorgan’s fifteen percent established tolerance. 

The vendors communicated this information to certain JPMorgan employees. 

JPMorgan directed that a number of the uncured Event 3 loans be “waived” into the pools facilitating the 
purchase of loan pools, which then went into JPMorgan inventory for securitization. In addition to waiving 
in some of the Event 3 loans on a case-by-case basis, some JPMorgan due diligence managers also ordered 
“bulk” waivers by directing vendors to override certain exceptions the JPMorgan due diligence managers 
deemed acceptable across all Event 3 loans with the same exceptions in a pool, without analyzing these loans 
on a case-by-case basis. JPMorgan due diligence managers sometimes directed these bulk waivers shortly 
before closing the purchase of a pool. Further, even though the Event 3 rate in the random samples indicated 
that the un-sampled portion of a pool likely contained additional loans with exceptions, JPMorgan purchased 
and securitized the loan pools without reviewing and eliminating those loans from the un-sampled portions 
of the pools. 

According to a “trending report” prepared for client marketing purposes by one of JPMorgan’s due diligence 
vendors (later described by the vendor to be a “beta” or test report), from the first quarter of 2006 through the 
second quarter of 2007, of the 23,668 loans the vendor reviewed for JPMorgan, 6,238 of them, or 27 percent, 
were initially graded Event 3 loans and, according to the report, JPMorgan ultimately accepted or waived 
3,238 of these Event 3 loans—50 percent—to Event 2. 

During the course of its due diligence process, JPMorgan also performed a valuation review. JPMorgan hired 
third-party valuation firms to test the appraisal’s estimate of the value of the mortgaged properties through a 
variety of data points, including (1) automated valuation models, (2) desk reviews of the appraisals by licensed 
appraisers, and (3) broker price opinions. After reviewing the relevant data, the valuation firm would provide 
a “final recommendation of value.” JPMorgan had a “tolerance” of 15 percent in the valuation review, 
meaning that JPMorgan would routinely accept loans for securitization, including those with loan-to-value 
ratios as high as 100 percent, when the valuation firm’s “final recommendation of value” was up to 15 percent 
under the appraised value. In the same marketing communications described above, JPMorgan salespeople 
disclosed that its property valuation review involved an “Automated review of appraisals, with secondary 
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reviews undertaken for any loans outside of tolerance.” JPMorgan did not disclose that its “tolerance” was 15 
percent. 

In one instance, JPMorgan’s due diligence revealed that several pools from a single third-party originator 
contained numerous stated income loans (i.e., loans originated without written proof of the borrower’s 
income) where the vendor had concluded that borrowers had overstated their incomes. Initially, due diligence 
employees and at least two JPMorgan managers decided that these pools should be reviewed in their entirety, 
and all unreasonable stated income loans eliminated before the pools were purchased. After the originator of 
the loan pools objected, JPMorgan Managing Directors in due diligence, trading, and sales met with 
representatives of the originator to discuss the loans, then agreed to purchase two loan pools without 
reviewing those loan pools in their entirety as JPMorgan due diligence employees and managers had 
previously decided; waived a number of the stated income loans into the pools; purchased the pools; and 
subsequently securitized hundreds of millions of dollars of loans from those pools into one security. In 
addition, JPMorgan obtained an agreement from the originator to extend contractual repurchase rights for 
early payment defaults for an additional three months. 

Prior to JPMorgan purchasing the loans, a JPMorgan employee who was involved in this particular loan pool 
acquisition told an Executive Director in charge of due diligence and a Managing Director in trading that due 
to their poor quality, the loans should not be purchased and should not be securitized. After the purchase of 
the loan pools, she submitted a letter memorializing her concerns to another Managing Director, which was 
distributed to other Managing Directors. JPMorgan nonetheless securitized many of the loans. None of this 
was disclosed to investors. 

On some occasions, prospective investors in mortgage-backed securities marketed by JPMorgan requested 
specific data on the underlying loan pools, including information on due diligence results and loan 
characteristics, such as combined-loan-to-value ratios. JPMorgan employees sometimes declined to provide 
information to such investors concerning such loan data, including combined loan-to-value ratio data. In some 
instances, JPMorgan employees also provided data on the percentage of defective loans identified in its own 
due diligence process as a percentage of the pool that was acquired rather than as a percentage of the diligence 
sample, without disclosing the basis of their calculation. 

Bear Stearns 

Throughout the relevant time periods described below, Bear Stearns made various statements concerning the 
processes by which Bear Stearns monitored third party loan sellers and aspects of the performance of the 
loans Bear Stearns purchased from those sellers. 

Between 2006 and 2007, Bear Stearns purchased, securitized and sold to investors billions of dollars of Alt-
A mortgage loans. Some of these loans were acquired by Bear Stearns through what was known as its “flow-
conduit.” Flow-conduit loans were acquired by EMC Mortgage—a wholly owned Bear Stearns subsidiary—
from a wide variety of sellers and mortgage originators (“Flow-Conduit Sellers”). After acquiring these loans, 
Bear Stearns would generally bundle them, securitize that bundled pool of loans, and sell the securities 
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(“Flow- Conduit Securities”) to investors. Investors included federally-insured financial institutions and other 
institutional investors nationwide. 

Between 2006 and 2007, Bear Stearns implemented a program for monitoring Flow- Conduit Sellers. Among 
other things, Bear Stearns monitored the financial well-being of the Flow-Conduit Sellers, tracked aspects of 
the performance of loans being originated by individual Flow-Conduit Sellers, and reviewed a sample of the 
loans post-acquisition to determine whether they complied with certain underwriting and/or origination 
standards. 

Beginning in approximately June 2006 and continuing through 2007, as part of its monitoring program, Bear 
Stearns assigned “grades” to individual sellers. Bear Stearns employed different grading systems over 
different time periods. But, at relevant times, the Bear Stearns grading system included a grade of “F” for 
sellers whose financial condition or credit profile, loan performance, and claims history warranted significant 
scrutiny and potentially a discontinuation of the business relationship, and also allowed for sellers to be 
“suspended” or “terminated.” 

Flow-Conduit Securities typically included loans from many, and in some cases, as many as hundreds, of 
Flow-Conduit Sellers. Prospectus supplements for Flow-Conduit Securities were required by regulation to 
identify the Flow-Conduit Sellers only if those sellers exceeded a specified concentration of loans in the 
security pool. In only one security during the relevant period, a Flow-Conduit Seller exceeded that 
concentration; in that instance, the prospectus supplement identified the relevant Flow-Conduit Seller. 
Consistent with the applicable regulatory disclosure requirements, Bear Stearns did not otherwise identify the 
Flow- Conduit Sellers in any given security. 

Bear Stearns discussed its seller monitoring process with certain investors. In some communications with 
investors, Bear Stearns described its seller approval and seller monitoring processes as a way to filter out 
poor-performing sellers. Bear Stearns informed certain investors in Flow-Conduit Securities that, as a result 
of Bear Stearns’ seller monitoring, certain Flow-Conduit Sellers had been terminated or suspended. Bear 
Stearns further communicated that it would not continue to purchase loans originated by terminated or 
suspended sellers. Certain of this same information was also communicated to rating agencies in January 
2007. Between 2006 and 2007, certain Flow-Conduit Securities included a number of loans originated by 
sellers that, at the time of securitization, had received “F” grades, or had been designated as “suspended” or 
“terminated.” Purchasers of Flow-Conduit Securities were not informed as to the presence of loans from those 
sellers in Flow-Conduit Securities. In certain instances, Bear Stearns employed a quality control process to 
review the loans after they had been purchased, which meant in certain circumstances that the loans were 
already included in Flow-Conduit Securities (among other securities) when the review took place. In certain 
investor presentations and communications, Bear Stearns stated that its loan acquisition processes included 
post-purchase quality control reviews, but, by the end of the relevant time period, once Bear Stearns made a 
decision to suspend or terminate and discontinue loan purchases from sellers, it did not undertake this post-
purchase review for loans that had been originated by those Flow-Conduit Sellers. The absence of a quality 
control process for such loans meant that Bear Stearns did not take certain steps that might have been 
undertaken to cure potential exceptions in the underlying loans, or to determine if Bear Stearns had to 
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repurchase them out of the trusts holding them for investors. 

Bear Stearns personnel, including certain managers, were aware that Flow- Conduit Securities included a 
number of loans from poorly graded Flow-Conduit Sellers, and were likewise aware that the loans originated 
by these poorly graded sellers sometimes experienced high rates of default. At least one Bear Stearns 
employee questioned the continued inclusion of loans from those sellers in Flow-Conduit Securities. 

Certain of the Flow-Conduit Securities also included loans acquired through bulk purchases of pools of loans 
from larger originators (“bulk purchases”) rather than from Flow- Conduit Sellers. For bulk purchases of Alt-
A, as well as subprime, loans, Bear Stearns often conducted credit-related due diligence on the loan pool (or, 
in the case of Alt-A loans, on a sample of the loan pool) to be acquired. Bear Stearns typically hired a third-
party due diligence vendor to review the loans selected for diligence and to provide a score reflecting the 
vendor’s judgment as to whether the loan was originated in accordance with applicable underwriting 
guidelines or had adequate compensating factors. 

Bear Stearns’ due diligence managers reviewed the vendor’s determinations and made the final decision as 
to whether Bear Stearns would purchase the loan or not. In certain circumstances, Bear Stearns due diligence 
managers or other employees determined after their review of the loans that, notwithstanding a vendor’s 
identification of exceptions to specified underwriting guidelines, Bear Stearns would purchase loans where 
there was a variance from the guidelines that the managers or other employees deemed acceptable. In addition, 
Bear Stearns completed bulk purchases of Alt-A loan pools even though the rate of loans with exceptions in 
the due diligence samples indicated that the un-sampled portion of a pool likely contained additional loans 
with exceptions. 

The last securitization by Bear Stearns was in 2007. The conduct described above with respect to Bear Stearns 
all occurred prior to JPMorgan’s acquisition of Bear Stearns in March 2008. 

WaMu 

Prior to WaMu’s failure and closure by the Office of Thrift Supervision (“OTS”) in 2008, internal WaMu 
reviews indicated specific instances of weaknesses in WaMu’s loan origination and underwriting practices, 
including, at times, non-compliance with underwriting standards; the reviews also revealed instances of 
borrower fraud and misrepresentations by others involved in the loan origination process with respect to the 
information provided for loan qualification purposes. WaMu did not disclose to securitization investors in 
written offering materials the information from its internal reviews concerning instances of borrower fraud 
and misrepresentations regarding borrower credit, compliance, and property valuation, in the origination of 
loans, including as to loans that were sold into securitizations. WaMu also did not disclose to investors 
information regarding instances of fraudulent and/or poor underwriting by certain non-WaMu loan originators 
who sold loans to WaMu, the fact that certain internal processes and controls were determined by internal 
reviews to have been ineffective in certain circumstances in preventing weak loan origination practices, or 
that the systems and data issues led to certain instances of delinquent loans being included in pools that were 
securitized in RMBS offerings. The last securitization by Washington Mutual was in 2007. 
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On September 25, 2008, the OTS seized Washington Mutual Bank and placed it into receivership with the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”). After the bank’s failure, JPMorgan acquired WaMu’s 
assets and certain specified liabilities from the FDIC. The actions and omissions described above with respect 
to WaMu occurred prior to OTS’s closure of WaMu and JPMorgan’s acquisition of the identified WaMu 
assets and liabilities. 

UNITED STATES ex rel. O’DONNELL v. COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, INC., 822 F.3d 650 (2d 
Cir. 2016) 

WESLEY, Circuit Judge: 

When can a breach of contract also support a claim for fraud? This question—long an issue in common-law 
courts—comes before us in the context of a judgment in the United States District Court for the Southern 
District of New York (Rakoff, J.), imposing civil penalties exceeding $1.2 billion on Defendants–Appellants 
Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.; Countrywide Bank, FSB; Bank of America, N.A. (collectively, 
“Countrywide”); and Rebecca Mairone (together with Countrywide, “Defendants”) under the Financial 
Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (“FIRREA”), 12 U.S.C. § 1833a. As the 
necessary predicate for these penalties, the Government alleged that Defendants violated the federal mail and 
wire fraud statutes by selling poor-quality mortgages to government-sponsored entities. On appeal, 
Defendants argue that the evidence at trial shows at most an intentional breach of contract—i.e., that they 
sold mortgages that they knew were not of the quality promised in their contracts—and is insufficient as a 
matter of law to find fraud. We agree, concluding that the trial evidence fails to demonstrate the 
contemporaneous fraudulent intent necessary to prove a scheme to defraud through contractual promises. 
Accordingly, we reverse with instructions to enter judgment in favor of Defendants. 

This case arises in the context of the post-financial-crisis restructuring of the Full Spectrum Lending Division 
(“FSL”) of Countrywide Home Loans. Prior to the events at issue in this case, FSL had been the subprime 
lending division of Countrywide; after the collapse of the subprime market in 2007, Countrywide undertook 
a transformation of FSL into a prime origination division with the goal of selling prime loans to two 
government-sponsored enterprises (“GSEs”): the Federal National Mortgage Association (“Fannie Mae”) and 
the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (“Freddie Mac”). The overall reorganization of FSL was 
referred to as “Central Fulfillment,” one component of which was a loan origination process called the “High 
Speed Swim Lane” or “HSSL,” introduced in August 2007 and expanded in October 2007. Rebecca Mairone, 
the only named individual defendant, was the Chief Operating Officer of FSL during 2007 and 2008 and was 
responsible for overseeing FSL’s reorganization, including the implementation of HSSL. . . . 

Pursuant to contracts with Fannie Mae, Countrywide as the seller of mortgages represented that, “as of the 
date [of] transfer,” the mortgages sold would be an “Acceptable Investment.” Similarly, Freddie Mac’s selling 
guide contained a representation by the seller—again, Countrywide—that “all Mortgages sold to Freddie Mac 
have the characteristics of an investment quality mortgage.” J.A. 6368; see also J.A. 6366 (representing 
quality “[a]s of” the date the loans were delivered to Freddie Mac). The Government adduced no evidence 
and made no claim that Countrywide had fraudulent intent during the negotiation or execution of these 
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contracts. 

The Government’s theory is that Countrywide sold loans under these purchase agreements to the GSEs, 
knowing that the loans were not investment quality and thus intending to defraud them. To support this 
argument, the Government presented extensive evidence of quality problems in the loans approved through 
the HSSL program. The Government also identified three FSL officers (the “Key Individuals”) as to whom 
they alleged fraudulent intent: Mairone; Greg Lumsden, President of FSL; and Cliff Kitashima, Chief Credit 
Officer of FSL. To demonstrate the requisite intent, the Government presented evidence that the Key 
Individuals were informed of the poor quality of HSSL loans by FSL employees and internal quality control 
reports and nonetheless sold them to the GSEs.  

With respect to the Key Individuals, the Government also presented evidence that at least Kitashima and 
Mairone knew of the investment-quality representations made in the contractual documents between 
Countrywide and the GSEs. The Government presented no evidence that any of the Key Individuals were 
involved in the negotiation or execution of these contracts, nor did it present evidence that any of them 
communicated with either GSE regarding the loans sold; in fact, Defendants elicited testimony from GSE 
witnesses to the contrary. The Government’s case rested upon facts showing that the Key Individuals knew 
of the pre-existing contractual representations, knew that the loans originated through HSSL were not 
consistent with those representations, and nonetheless sold HSSL loans to the GSEs pursuant to those 
contracts. For example, in its closing argument, the Government summarized as follows: 

And now that all the evidence has come in, this case still comes down to a few simple facts. 
First, the Hustle loans were bad. Second, the defendants knew the Hustle loans were bad. And 
third, the defendants passed the Hustle loans off as good loans anyway to cheat Fannie and 
Freddie out of money. . . . 

A simple hypothetical presents the central issue in this case. Imagine that two parties—A and B—execute a 
contract, in which A agrees to provide widgets periodically to B during the five-year term of the agreement. 
A represents that each delivery of widgets, “as of” the date of delivery, complies with a set of standards 
identified as “widget specifications” in the contract. At the time of contracting, A intends to fulfill the bargain 
and provide conforming widgets. Later, after several successful and conforming deliveries to B, A’s 
production process experiences difficulties, and the quality of A’s widgets falls below the specified standards. 
Despite knowing the widgets are subpar, A decides to ship these nonconforming widgets to B without saying 
anything about their quality. When these widgets begin to break down, B complains, alleging that A has not 
only breached its agreement but also has committed a fraud. B’s fraud theory is that A knowingly and 
intentionally provided substandard widgets in violation of the contractual promise—a promise A made at the 
time of contract execution about the quality of widgets at the time of future delivery. Is A’s willful but silent 
noncompliance a fraud—a knowingly false statement, made with intent to defraud—or is it simply an 
intentional breach of contract? 

This question, not an unusual one at common law, poses a novel issue in the context of the federal fraud 
statutes before us. Supreme Court precedent instructs us to apply the common-law understanding of fraud 
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principles to these statutes, absent inconsistency with their text. Once we do so, however, the trial record 
reveals a basic deficiency in proof under the statutes, and accordingly, we conclude the evidence is insufficient 
to sustain the jury’s verdict. . . . 

The federal mail and wire fraud statutes, in relevant part, impose criminal penalties on “[w]hoever, having 
devised or intending to devise any scheme or artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or property by means 
of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises” uses the mail, 18 U.S.C. § 1341, or wires, id. § 
1343, for such purposes. Thus, the essential elements of these federal fraud crimes are “‘(1) a scheme to 
defraud, (2) money or property as the object of the scheme, and (3) use of the mails or wires to further the 
scheme.’” United States v. Binday, 804 F.3d 558, 569 (2d Cir. 2015) (quoting Fountain v. United States, 357 
F.3d 250, 255 (2d Cir. 2004)). “The gravamen of the offense is the scheme to defraud, and any ‘mailing that 
is incident to an essential part of the scheme satisfies the mailing element,’ even if the mailing itself 
‘contain[s] no false information.’” Bridge v. Phoenix Bond & Indem. Co., 553 U.S. 639, 647, 128 S. Ct. 2131, 
170 L. Ed. 2d 1012 (2008) (alteration in original) (citation omitted) (quoting Schmuck v. United States, 489 
U.S. 705, 712, 715, 109 S. Ct. 1443, 103 L. Ed. 2d 734 (1989)). The exact contours of what kinds of conduct 
constitute a “scheme to defraud” have been the subject of some judicial discussion. 

It is well established that statutes employing common-law terms are presumed, “unless the statute otherwise 
dictates, . . . to incorporate the established meaning of these terms.” Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co. v. Darden, 503 
U.S. 318, 322, 112 S. Ct. 1344, 117 L. Ed. 2d 581 (1992) (internal quotation marks omitted); accord United 
States v. Castleman, ––– U.S. ––––, ––––, 134 S. Ct. 1405, 1410, 188 L. Ed. 2d 426 (2014). The Supreme 
Court has expressly applied this rule to the term “scheme to defraud,” holding that the statutes require proof—
as at common law—that the misrepresentations were material, notwithstanding the fact that a solely “natural 
reading of the full text” would omit such an element. Neder v. United States, 527 U.S. 1, 21, 25, 119 S. Ct. 
1827, 144 L. Ed. 2d 35 (1999) (internal quotation marks omitted). . . . 

[T]he common law does not permit a fraud claim based solely on contractual breach; at the same time, a 
contractual relationship between the parties does not wholly remove a party’s conduct from the scope of 
fraud. What fraud in these instances turns on, however, is when the representations were made and the intent 
of the promisor at that time. As explained below, where allegedly fraudulent misrepresentations are promises 
made in a contract, a party claiming fraud must prove fraudulent intent at the time of contract execution; 
evidence of a subsequent, willful breach cannot sustain the claim. Far from being “arcane limitations,” 
Countrywide I, 961 F. Supp. 2d at 607, these principles fall squarely within the core meaning of common-law 
fraud that neither the federal statutes nor Durland disrupted. See Neder, 527 U.S. at 24 (“[Durland] did not 
hold, as the Government argues, that the [mail fraud] statute encompasses more than common-law fraud.”). 

It is emphatically the case—and has been for more than a century—that a representation is fraudulent only if 
made with the contemporaneous intent to defraud—i.e., the statement was knowingly or recklessly false and 
made with the intent to induce harmful reliance. While on the New York Court of Appeals, then—Chief Judge 
Benjamin Cardozo wrote that “[a] representation even though knowingly false does not constitute ground for 
an action of deceit unless made with the intent to be communicated to the persons or class of persons who act 
upon it to their prejudice.” Ultramares Corp. v. Touche, 255 N.Y. 170, 187, 174 N.E. 441 (1931) (emphasis 
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added); see also RESTATEMENT (FIRST) OF TORTS §§ 526, 531 (1938). . . . 

[W]here the relevant representation is made within a contract, the common law rejects any attempt to prove 
fraud based on inferences arising solely from the breach of a contractual promise: 

[T]hat proof that a promise was made and that it was not fulfilled is sufficient to prove fraud . 
. . is not, and has never been, a correct statement of the law. 

Tenzer, 39 Cal.3d at 30, 216 Cal. Rptr. 130, 702 P.2d 212. This rule exists because, at common law, a post-
agreement intent to breach the contract is not actionable as fraud: 

[I]f the promises or representations were made in good faith at the time of the contract, and 
the defendant subsequently changed its mind, and failed or refused to perform the promises, 
then such conduct of the company, originally or subsequently, would not constitute such fraud, 
in legal acceptation, as would justify the rescission of the contract or the cancellation of the 
deed. . . . 

In sum, a contractual promise can only support a claim for fraud upon proof of fraudulent intent not to perform 
the promise at the time of contract execution. Absent such proof, a subsequent breach of that promise—even 
where willful and intentional—cannot in itself transform the promise into a fraud. Far from being an arcane 
limitation, the principle of contemporaneous intent is, like materiality, one without which “the common law 
could not have conceived of ‘fraud.’” Neder, 527 U.S. at 22. . . . 

Having described the proof that the federal fraud statutes require, we conclude the Government’s proof at 
trial failed to meet its burden. The only representations alleged to be false were guarantees of future quality 
made in contracts as to which no proof of contemporaneous fraudulent intent was introduced at trial. The 
Government did not prove—in fact, did not attempt to prove—that at the time the contracts were executed 
Countrywide never intended to perform its promise of investment quality. Nor did it prove that Countrywide 
made any later misrepresentations—i.e., ones not contained in the contracts—as to which fraudulent intent 
could be found. 

Although the Government was not always clear as to what theory of fraud applied in this case, the record 
shows that the jury was charged only as to a theory of fraud through an affirmative misstatement, i.e., a 
statement that was either “an outright lie” or partially true but “omitt[ed] information necessary to correct [a] 
false impression.” Thus, we review the proof at trial only by reference to this charged theory, see Yates v. 
Evatt, 500 U.S. 391, 409, 111 S. Ct. 1884, 114 L. Ed. 2d 432 (1991), and we do not address whether other 
situations, such as silence without any affirmative statement while under a duty to disclose material 
information, can constitute fraud under the federal statutes, particularly in the context of a breach of contract, 
cf. United States v. Gallant, 537 F.3d 1202, 1228 (10th Cir. 2008) (nondisclosure is actionable under the 
federal fraud statutes where there is a duty to speak); United States v. Altman, 48 F.3d 96, 102 (2d Cir. 1995) 
(failure to disclose material information while in a fiduciary relationship constituted a scheme to defraud). . . . 

[At] oral argument before this Court, counsel for the Government identified no representations or statements 
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other than those contained in the contracts and instead argued that the contractual representations were 
“made” not at contract execution but at the point of sale.  

The plain language of the contracts does not admit this characterization. In the relevant contractual provisions, 
Countrywide “makes” or “warrants and represents” certain statements (i.e., present-tense acts), including that 
the future transferred loan will be investment quality “as of” the transfer or delivery date. The use of a present-
tense verb in a contract indicates that the parties intend the act—here, the making of the representation—to 
occur at the time of contract execution, not in the future. . . . 

The testimony of the GSE employees, as well as former Countrywide employees, focused on the meaning 
and importance of the contractual representations but did not identify any promise, statement, or 
representation outside of the contract made to induce loan sales or to mask nonperformance. For example, an 
employee of Freddie Mac testified that he understood the contractual representation to mean that “the 
information that they’re presenting to us at time of sale is accurate,” which describes the timing of the 
representation’s content, not the underlying promise itself. J.A. 2974. . . . 

Accordingly, the jury had no legally sufficient basis on which to conclude that the misrepresentations alleged 
were made with contemporaneous fraudulent intent. . . . 

Problem 10-3 

(a) Why might DOJ have chosen to pursue civil cases rather than criminal cases in the JP 
Morgan/Wamu/Bear Stearns matter and in the Bank of America/Countrywide matter? 

(b) Is it good policy to have a statute (FIRREA) that enables DOJ to extract multi-billion dollar 
settlements from the large banks for a civil violation, that only has to be proven by a preponderance 
of the evidence, based on criminal violations that have not, in these cases, been charged criminally? 
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11.  THE GRAND JURY 

The grand jury is one of the most powerful tools in the federal prosecutor’s arsenal.  It has subpoena power, 
secrecy rules, court authority, ex parte structure, and a general solemnity that make it a very effective way to 
gather information, especially from people who do not want to share it. 

As a matter of law, the grand jury has two functions:  (1) to investigate possible criminal violations, and (2) 
to determine whether there is sufficient evidence to return an indictment (charge a crime).  The two functions 
are of course closely related, since it is the power to charge that gives rise to the power to investigate. 

More of corporate criminal practice occurs in the shadow of the grand jury than actually inside the grand jury 
(i.e., “we can do this cooperatively or we can do it in the grand jury”).  But that shadow is very important, so 
the practitioner must understand how things actually work if a matter or witness ends up, or could end up, in 
the grand jury.  And, of course, in a contested case the grand jury must be the one to level a charge, so there 
is always the possibility, however slight, that a case will fail in the grand jury and never get off the ground. 

A. Statutes and Rules 

The Fifth Amendment gives the right to have a charge considered and returned or rejected by a grand jury in 
federal court before being prosecuted for any felony.  This right has not been incorporated against the states, 
though most states have grand juries. 

Rule 6 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure explains (some of) how the grand jury works and has 
important provisions about secrecy.  Notice who and what are not covered by the secrecy rules. 

U.S. Constitution Amendment V 

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment 
or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the militia, when in 
actual service in time of war or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice 
put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, 
nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken 
for public use, without just compensation. 

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure:  Rule 6.  “The Grand Jury” 

(a) Summoning a Grand Jury. 

(1) In General. When the public interest so requires, the court must order that one or more grand juries 
be summoned. A grand jury must have 16 to 23 members, and the court must order that enough legally 
qualified persons be summoned to meet this requirement. 

(2) Alternate Jurors. When a grand jury is selected, the court may also select alternate jurors. Alternate 
jurors must have the same qualifications and be selected in the same manner as any other juror. Alternate 
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jurors replace jurors in the same sequence in which the alternates were selected. An alternate juror who 
replaces a juror is subject to the same challenges, takes the same oath, and has the same authority as the 
other jurors. 

(b) Objection to the Grand Jury or to a Grand Juror. 

(1) Challenges. Either the government or a defendant may challenge the grand jury on the ground that it 
was not lawfully drawn, summoned, or selected, and may challenge an individual juror on the ground that 
the juror is not legally qualified. 

(2) Motion to Dismiss an Indictment. A party may move to dismiss the indictment based on an objection 
to the grand jury or on an individual juror's lack of legal qualification, unless the court has previously 
ruled on the same objection under Rule 6(b)(1). The motion to dismiss is governed by 28 U.S.C. § 1867(e). 
The court must not dismiss the indictment on the ground that a grand juror was not legally qualified if the 
record shows that at least 12 qualified jurors concurred in the indictment. 

(c) Foreperson and Deputy Foreperson. The court will appoint one juror as the foreperson and another as 
the deputy foreperson. In the foreperson's absence, the deputy foreperson will act as the foreperson. The 
foreperson may administer oaths and affirmations and will sign all indictments. The foreperson—or another 
juror designated by the foreperson—will record the number of jurors concurring in every indictment and will 
file the record with the clerk, but the record may not be made public unless the court so orders. 

(d) Who May Be Present. 

(1) While the Grand Jury Is in Session. The following persons may be present while the grand jury is 
in session: attorneys for the government, the witness being questioned, interpreters when needed, and a 
court reporter or an operator of a recording device. 

(2) During Deliberations and Voting. No person other than the jurors, and any interpreter needed to 
assist a hearing-impaired or speech-impaired juror, may be present while the grand jury is deliberating or 
voting. 

(e) Recording and Disclosing the Proceedings. 

(1) Recording the Proceedings. Except while the grand jury is deliberating or voting, all proceedings 
must be recorded by a court reporter or by a suitable recording device. But the validity of a prosecution 
is not affected by the unintentional failure to make a recording. Unless the court orders otherwise, an 
attorney for the government will retain control of the recording, the reporter's notes, and any transcript 
prepared from those notes. 

(2) Secrecy. 

(A) No obligation of secrecy may be imposed on any person except in accordance with Rule 
6(e)(2)(B). 
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(B) Unless these rules provide otherwise, the following persons must not disclose a matter occurring 
before the grand jury: 

(i) a grand juror; 

(ii) an interpreter; 

(iii) a court reporter; 

(iv) an operator of a recording device; 

(v) a person who transcribes recorded testimony; 

(vi) an attorney for the government; or 

(vii) a person to whom disclosure is made under Rule 6(e)(3)(A)(ii) or (iii). 

(3) Exceptions. 

(A) Disclosure of a grand-jury matter—other than the grand jury's deliberations or any grand juror's 
vote—may be made to: 

(i) an attorney for the government for use in performing that attorney's duty; 

(ii) any government personnel—including those of a state, state subdivision, Indian tribe, or 
foreign government—that an attorney for the government considers necessary to assist in 
performing that attorney's duty to enforce federal criminal law; or 

(iii) a person authorized by 18 U.S.C. § 3322. 

(B) A person to whom information is disclosed under Rule 6(e)(3)(A)(ii) may use that information 
only to assist an attorney for the government in performing that attorney's duty to enforce federal 
criminal law. An attorney for the government must promptly provide the court that impaneled the 
grand jury with the names of all persons to whom a disclosure has been made, and must certify that 
the attorney has advised those persons of their obligation of secrecy under this rule. 

(C) An attorney for the government may disclose any grand-jury matter to another federal grand jury. 

(D) An attorney for the government may disclose any grand-jury matter involving foreign intelligence, 
counterintelligence (as defined in 50 U.S.C. § 401a), or foreign intelligence information (as defined 
in Rule 6(e)(3)(D)(iii)) to any federal law enforcement, intelligence, protective, immigration, national 
defense, or national security official to assist the official receiving the information in the performance 
of that official's duties. An attorney for the government may also disclose any grand-jury matter 
involving, within the United States or elsewhere, a threat of attack or other grave hostile acts of a 
foreign power or its agent, a threat of domestic or international sabotage or terrorism, or clandestine 
intelligence gathering activities by an intelligence service or network of a foreign power or by its 
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agent, to any appropriate federal, state, state subdivision, Indian tribal, or foreign government official, 
for the purpose of preventing or responding to such threat or activities. 

(i) Any official who receives information under Rule 6(e)(3)(D) may use the information only as 
necessary in the conduct of that person's official duties subject to any limitations on the 
unauthorized disclosure of such information. Any state, state subdivision, Indian tribal, or foreign 
government official who receives information under Rule 6(e)(3)(D) may use the information only 
in a manner consistent with any guidelines issued by the Attorney General and the Director of 
National Intelligence. 

(ii) Within a reasonable time after disclosure is made under Rule 6(e)(3)(D), an attorney for the 
government must file, under seal, a notice with the court in the district where the grand jury 
convened stating that such information was disclosed and the departments, agencies, or entities to 
which the disclosure was made. 

(iii) As used in Rule 6(e)(3)(D), the term “foreign intelligence information” means: 

(a) information, whether or not it concerns a United States person, that relates to the ability 
of the United States to protect against— 

• actual or potential attack or other grave hostile acts of a foreign power or its agent; 

• sabotage or international terrorism by a foreign power or its agent; or 

• clandestine intelligence activities by an intelligence service or network of a foreign 
power or by its agent; or 

(b) information, whether or not it concerns a United States person, with respect to a foreign 
power or foreign territory that relates to— 

• the national defense or the security of the United States; or 

• the conduct of the foreign affairs of the United States. 

(E) The court may authorize disclosure—at a time, in a manner, and subject to any other conditions 
that it directs—of a grand-jury matter: 

(i) preliminarily to or in connection with a judicial proceeding; 

(ii) at the request of a defendant who shows that a ground may exist to dismiss the indictment 
because of a matter that occurred before the grand jury; 

(iii) at the request of the government, when sought by a foreign court or prosecutor for use in an 
official criminal investigation; 
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(iv) at the request of the government if it shows that the matter may disclose a violation of State, 
Indian tribal, or foreign criminal law, as long as the disclosure is to an appropriate state, state-
subdivision, Indian tribal, or foreign government official for the purpose of enforcing that law; or 

(v) at the request of the government if it shows that the matter may disclose a violation of military 
criminal law under the Uniform Code of Military Justice, as long as the disclosure is to an 
appropriate military official for the purpose of enforcing that law. 

(F) A petition to disclose a grand-jury matter under Rule 6(e)(3)(E)(i) must be filed in the district 
where the grand jury convened. Unless the hearing is ex parte—as it may be when the government is 
the petitioner—the petitioner must serve the petition on, and the court must afford a reasonable 
opportunity to appear and be heard to: 

(i) an attorney for the government; 

(ii) the parties to the judicial proceeding; and 

(iii) any other person whom the court may designate. 

(G) If the petition to disclose arises out of a judicial proceeding in another district, the petitioned court 
must transfer the petition to the other court unless the petitioned court can reasonably determine 
whether disclosure is proper. If the petitioned court decides to transfer, it must send to the transferee 
court the material sought to be disclosed, if feasible, and a written evaluation of the need for continued 
grand-jury secrecy. The transferee court must afford those persons identified in Rule 6(e)(3)(F) a 
reasonable opportunity to appear and be heard. 

(4) Sealed Indictment. The magistrate judge to whom an indictment is returned may direct that the 
indictment be kept secret until the defendant is in custody or has been released pending trial. The clerk 
must then seal the indictment, and no person may disclose the indictment's existence except as necessary 
to issue or execute a warrant or summons. 

(5) Closed Hearing. Subject to any right to an open hearing in a contempt proceeding, the court must 
close any hearing to the extent necessary to prevent disclosure of a matter occurring before a grand jury. 

(6) Sealed Records. Records, orders, and subpoenas relating to grand-jury proceedings must be kept 
under seal to the extent and as long as necessary to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of a matter 
occurring before a grand jury. 

(7) Contempt. A knowing violation of Rule 6, or of any guidelines jointly issued by the Attorney General 
and the Director of National Intelligence under Rule 6, may be punished as a contempt of court. 

(f) Indictment and Return. A grand jury may indict only if at least 12 jurors concur. The grand jury—or its 
foreperson or deputy foreperson—must return the indictment to a magistrate judge in open court. To avoid 
unnecessary cost or delay, the magistrate judge may take the return by video teleconference from the court 
where the grand jury sits. If a complaint or information is pending against the defendant and 12 jurors do not 
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concur in the indictment, the foreperson must promptly and in writing report the lack of concurrence to the 
magistrate judge. 

(g) Discharging the Grand Jury. A grand jury must serve until the court discharges it, but it may serve more 
than 18 months only if the court, having determined that an extension is in the public interest, extends the 
grand jury's service. An extension may be granted for no more than 6 months, except as otherwise provided 
by statute. 

(h) Excusing a Juror. At any time, for good cause, the court may excuse a juror either temporarily or 
permanently, and if permanently, the court may impanel an alternate juror in place of the excused juror. 

(i) “Indian Tribe” Defined. “Indian tribe” means an Indian tribe recognized by the Secretary of the Interior 
on a list published in the Federal Register under 25 U.S.C. § 479a-1. 

B. Prosecutors and the Grand Jury 

DOJ, in the following internal rules, tries to limit prosecutors in the grand jury more than the law requires.  
Notice the ways the DOJ does that.  These guidelines recognize the powers of the grand jury and the potential 
for abuse that is mostly unreviewable.  What kinds of abuses do these internal DOJ rules seek to prevent? 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, JUSTICE MANUAL [Provisions on Grand Juries] 

9-11.010. Introduction  

This chapter contains the Department's policy on grand jury practice. For a discussion of the law, and a list 
of resource materials on grand jury practice, see the Criminal Resource Manual at 154 et seq. 

In dealing with the grand jury, the prosecutor must always conduct himself or herself as an officer of the court 
whose function is to ensure that justice is done and that guilt shall not escape nor innocence suffer. The 
prosecutor must recognize that the grand jury is an independent body, whose functions include not only the 
investigation of crime and the initiation of criminal prosecution but also the protection of the citizenry from 
unfounded criminal charges. The prosecutor's responsibility is to advise the grand jury on the law and to 
present evidence for its consideration. In discharging these responsibilities, the prosecutor must be 
scrupulously fair to all witnesses and must do nothing to inflame or otherwise improperly influence the grand 
jurors. 

9-11.101. Powers and Limitations of Grand Juries—The Functions of a Grand Jury  

While grand juries are sometimes described as performing accusatory and investigatory functions, the grand 
jury's principal function is to determine whether or not there is probable cause to believe that one or more 
persons committed a certain Federal offense within the venue of the district court. Thus, it has been said that 
a grand jury has but two functions—to indict or, in the alternative, to return a "no-bill." See Wright, Federal 
Practice and Procedure, Criminal Section 110. 
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At common law, a grand jury enjoyed a certain power to issue reports alleging non-criminal misconduct. A 
special grand jury impaneled under Title 18 U.S.C. § 3331 is authorized, on the basis of a criminal 
investigation (but not otherwise), to fashion a report, potentially for public release, concerning either 
organized crime conditions in the district or the non-criminal misconduct in office of appointed public officers 
or employees. This is discussed at USAM 9-11.300and USAM 9-11.330, and the Criminal Resource Manual 
at 158–59. See Jenkins v. McKeithen, 395 U.S. 411, 430 (1969); Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420 (1960). 
Whether a regular grand jury enjoys a comparable authority to issue a report is a difficult and complex 
question. Cf. United States v. Briggs, 514 F.2d 794 (5th Cir. 1975). The Criminal Division of the Department 
of Justice should be consulted before any grand jury report is initiated, whether by a regular or special grand 
jury. See also USAM 9-11.330.  

9-11.120. Power of a Grand Jury Limited by Its Function  

The grand jury's power, although expansive, is limited by its function toward possible return of an indictment. 
Costello v. United States, 350 U.S. 359, 362 (1956). Accordingly, the grand jury cannot be used solely to 
obtain additional evidence against a defendant who has already been indicted. United States v. Woods, 544 
F.2d 242, 250 (6th Cir. 1976), cert. denied sub nom., Hurt v. United States, 429 U.S. 1062 (1977). Nor can 
the grand jury be used solely for pre-trial discovery or trial preparation. United States v. Star, 470 F.2d 1214 
(9th Cir. 1972). After indictment, the grand jury may be used if its investigation is related to a superseding 
indictment of additional defendants or additional crimes by an indicted defendant. In re Grand Jury Subpoena 
Duces Tecum, Dated January 2, 1985, 767 F.2d 26, 29-30 (2d Cir. 1985); In re Grand Jury Proceedings, 586 
F.2d 724 (9th Cir. 1978). . . . 

9-11.150. Subpoenaing Targets of the Investigation  

A grand jury may properly subpoena a subject or a target of the investigation and question the target about 
his or her involvement in the crime under investigation. See United States v. Wong, 431 U.S. 174, 179 n.8 
(1977); United States v. Washington, 431 U.S. 181, 190 n.6 (1977); United States v. Mandujano, 425 U.S. 
564, 573–75 and 584 n.9 (1976); United States v. Dionisio, 410 U.S. 1, 10 n.8 (1973). However, in the context 
of particular cases such a subpoena may carry the appearance of unfairness. Because the potential for 
misunderstanding is great, before a known "target" (as defined in USAM 9-11.151) is subpoenaed to testify 
before the grand jury about his or her involvement in the crime under investigation, an effort should be made 
to secure the target's voluntary appearance. If a voluntary appearance cannot be obtained, the target should 
be subpoenaed only after the grand jury and the United States Attorney or the responsible Assistant Attorney 
General have approved the subpoena. In determining whether to approve a subpoena for a "target," careful 
attention will be paid to the following considerations: 

• The importance to the successful conduct of the grand jury's investigation of the testimony or other 
information sought;  

• Whether the substance of the testimony or other information sought could be provided by other 
witnesses; and  
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• Whether the questions the prosecutor and the grand jurors intend to ask or the other information sought 
would be protected by a valid claim of privilege. 

9-11.151. Advice of "Rights" of Grand Jury Witnesses  

It is the policy of the Department of Justice to advise a grand jury witness of his or her rights if such witness 
is a "target" or "subject" of a grand jury investigation. See the Criminal Resource Manual at 160 for a sample 
target letter.  

A "target" is a person as to whom the prosecutor or the grand jury has substantial evidence linking him or her 
to the commission of a crime and who, in the judgment of the prosecutor, is a putative defendant. An officer 
or employee of an organization which is a target is not automatically considered a target even if such officer's 
or employee's conduct contributed to the commission of the crime by the target organization. The same lack 
of automatic target status holds true for organizations which employ, or employed, an officer or employee 
who is a target. 

A "subject" of an investigation is a person whose conduct is within the scope of the grand jury's investigation. 

The Supreme Court declined to decide whether a grand jury witness must be warned of his or her Fifth 
Amendment privilege against compulsory self-incrimination before the witness's grand jury testimony can be 
used against the witness. See United States v. Washington, 431 U.S. 181, 186 and 190–91 (1977); United 
States v. Wong, 431 U.S. 174 (1977); United States v. Mandujano, 425 U.S. 564, 582 n.7. (1976). In 
Mandujano the Court took cognizance of the fact that Federal prosecutors customarily warn "targets" of their 
Fifth Amendment rights before grand jury questioning begins. Similarly, in Washington, the Court pointed to 
the fact that Fifth Amendment warnings were administered as negating "any possible compulsion to self-
incrimination which might otherwise exist" in the grand jury setting. See Washington, at 188. 

Notwithstanding the lack of a clear constitutional imperative, it is the policy of the Department that an 
"Advice of Rights" form be appended to all grand jury subpoenas to be served on any "target" or "subject" of 
an investigation. See advice of rights below. 

In addition, these "warnings" should be given by the prosecutor on the record before the grand jury and the 
witness should be asked to affirm that the witness understands them. 

Although the Court in Washington, supra, held that "targets" of the grand jury's investigation are entitled to 
no special warnings relative to their status as "potential defendant(s)," the Department of Justice continues its 
longstanding policy to advise witnesses who are known "targets" of the investigation that their conduct is 
being investigated for possible violation of Federal criminal law. This supplemental advice of status of the 
witness as a target should be repeated on the record when the target witness is advised of the matters discussed 
in the preceding paragraphs. 

When a district court insists that the notice of rights not be appended to a grand jury subpoena, the advice of 
rights may be set forth in a separate letter and mailed to or handed to the witness when the subpoena is served. 
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Advice of Rights 

• The grand jury is conducting an investigation of possible violations of Federal criminal laws 
involving: (State here the general subject matter of inquiry, e.g., conducting an illegal gambling 
business in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1955).  

• You may refuse to answer any question if a truthful answer to the question would tend to incriminate 
you.  

• Anything that you do say may be used against you by the grand jury or in a subsequent legal 
proceeding.  

• If you have retained counsel, the grand jury will permit you a reasonable opportunity to step outside 
the grand jury room to consult with counsel if you so desire. 

Additional Advice to be Given to Targets: If the witness is a target, the above advice should also contain a 
supplemental warning that the witness's conduct is being investigated for possible violation of federal criminal 
law. 

9-11.152. Requests by Subjects and Targets to Testify Before the Grand Jury  

It is not altogether uncommon for subjects or targets of the grand jury's investigation, particularly in white-
collar cases, to request or demand the opportunity to tell the grand jury their side of the story. While the 
prosecutor has no legal obligation to permit such witnesses to testify, United States v. Leverage Funding 
System, Inc., 637 F.2d 645 (9th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 452 U.S. 961 (1981); United States v. Gardner, 516 
F.2d 334 (7th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 861 (1976)), a refusal to do so can create the appearance of 
unfairness. Accordingly, under normal circumstances, where no burden upon the grand jury or delay of its 
proceedings is involved, reasonable requests by a "subject" or "target" of an investigation, as defined above, 
to testify personally before the grand jury ordinarily should be given favorable consideration, provided that 
such witness explicitly waives his or her privilege against self-incrimination, on the record before the grand 
jury, and is represented by counsel or voluntarily and knowingly appears without counsel and consents to full 
examination under oath. 

Such witnesses may wish to supplement their testimony with the testimony of others. The decision whether 
to accommodate such requests or to reject them after listening to the testimony of the target or the subject, or 
to seek statements from the suggested witnesses, is a matter left to the sound discretion of the grand jury. 
When passing on such requests, it must be kept in mind that the grand jury was never intended to be and is 
not properly either an adversary proceeding or the arbiter of guilt or innocence. See, e.g., United States v. 
Calandra, 414 U.S. 338, 343 (1974). 

9-11.153. Notification of Targets  

When a target is not called to testify pursuant to USAM 9-11.150, and does not request to testify on his or 
her own motion (see USAM 9-11.152), the prosecutor, in appropriate cases, is encouraged to notify such 
person a reasonable time before seeking an indictment in order to afford him or her an opportunity to testify 
before the grand jury, subject to the conditions set forth in USAM 9-11.152. Notification would not be 
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appropriate in routine clear cases or when such action might jeopardize the investigation or prosecution 
because of the likelihood of flight, destruction or fabrication of evidence, endangerment of other witnesses, 
undue delay or otherwise would be inconsistent with the ends of justice. 

9-11.154. Advance Assertions of an Intention to Claim the Fifth Amendment Privilege Against 
Compulsory Self-Incrimination  

A question frequently faced by Federal prosecutors is how to respond to an assertion by a prospective grand 
jury witness that if called to testify the witness will refuse to testify on Fifth Amendment grounds. If a "target" 
of the investigation and his or her attorney state in writing, signed by both, that the "target" will refuse to 
testify on Fifth Amendment grounds, the witness ordinarily should be excused from testifying unless the 
grand jury and the United States Attorney agree to insist on the appearance. In determining the desirability of 
insisting on the appearance of such a person, consideration should be given to the factors which justified the 
subpoena in the first place, i.e., the importance of the testimony or other information sought, its unavailability 
from other sources, and the applicability of the Fifth Amendment privilege to the likely areas of inquiry. 

Some argue that unless the prosecutor is prepared to seek an order pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 6003, the witness 
should be excused from testifying. However, such a broad rule would be improper and make it too convenient 
for witnesses to avoid testifying truthfully to their knowledge of relevant facts. Moreover, once compelled to 
appear, the witness may be willing and able to answer some or all of the grand jury's questions without 
incriminating himself or herself. 

9-11.155. Notification to Targets when Target Status Ends  

The United States Attorney has the discretion to notify an individual, who has been the target of a grand jury 
investigation, that the individual is no longer considered to be a target by the United States Attorney's Office. 
Such a notification should be provided only by the United States Attorney having cognizance over the grand 
jury investigation. 

Discontinuation of target status may be appropriate when: 

• The target previously has been notified by the government that he or she was a target of the 
investigation; and,  

• The criminal investigation involving the target has been discontinued without an indictment being 
returned charging the target, or the government receives evidence in a continuing investigation that 
conclusively establishes that target status has ended as to this individual.  

There may be other circumstances in which the United States Attorney may exercise discretion to provide 
such notification such as when government action has resulted in public knowledge of the investigation. 

The United States Attorney may decline to issue such notification if the notification would adversely affect 
the integrity of the investigation or the grand jury process, or for other appropriate reasons. No explanation 
need be provided for declining such a request. 
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If the United States Attorney concludes that the notification is appropriate, the language of the notification 
may be tailored to the particular case. In a particular case, for example, the language of the notification may 
be drafted to preclude the target from using the notification as a "clean bill of health" or testimonial. 

The delivering of such a notification to a target or the attorney for the target shall not preclude the United 
States Attorney's Office or the grand jury having cognizance over the investigation (or any other grand jury) 
from reinstituting such an investigation without notification to the target, or the attorney for the target, if, in 
the opinion of that or any other grand jury, or any United States Attorney's Office, circumstances warrant 
such a reinstitution. . . . 

9-11.233. Presentation of Exculpatory Evidence  

In United States v. Williams, 112 S. Ct. 1735 (1992), the Supreme Court held that the Federal courts' 
supervisory powers over the grand jury did not include the power to make a rule allowing the dismissal of an 
otherwise valid indictment where the prosecutor failed to introduce substantial exculpatory evidence to a 
grand jury. It is the policy of the Department of Justice, however, that when a prosecutor conducting a grand 
jury inquiry is personally aware of substantial evidence that directly negates the guilt of a subject of the 
investigation, the prosecutor must present or otherwise disclose such evidence to the grand jury before seeking 
an indictment against such a person. While a failure to follow the Department's policy should not result in 
dismissal of an indictment, appellate courts may refer violations of the policy to the Office of Professional 
Responsibility for review. 

C. The Judicial Branch and the Grand Jury 

The following case deals with the question of how bad things have to get for a court to actually dismiss a case 
because of misconduct by the government in the grand jury.  Why is the scope of judicial review of such 
grand jury-related conduct not broader? 

BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA v. UNITED STATES, 487 U.S. 250 (1988) 

Justice KENNEDY delivered the opinion of the Court. 

The issue presented is whether a district court may invoke its supervisory power to dismiss an indictment for 
prosecutorial misconduct in a grand jury investigation, where the misconduct does not prejudice the 
defendants. 

In 1982, after a 20-month investigation conducted before two successive grand juries, eight defendants, 
including petitioners William A. Kilpatrick, Declan J. O'Donnell, Sheila C. Lerner, and The Bank of Nova 
Scotia, were indicted on 27 counts. The first 26 counts charged all defendants with conspiracy and some of 
them with mail and tax fraud. Count 27 charged Kilpatrick with obstruction of justice. . . .  

We hold that, as a general matter, a district court may not dismiss an indictment for errors in grand jury 
proceedings unless such errors prejudiced the defendants. 
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In the exercise of its supervisory authority, a federal court “may, within limits, formulate procedural rules not 
specifically required by the Constitution or the Congress.” United States v. Hasting, 461 U.S. 499, 505, 103 
S. Ct. 1974, 1978, 76 L. Ed. 2d 96 (1983). Nevertheless, it is well established that “[e]ven a sensible and 
efficient use of the supervisory power . . . is invalid if it conflicts with constitutional or statutory provisions.” 
Thomas v. Arn, 474 U.S. 140, 148, 106 S. Ct. 466, 471–72, 88 L. Ed. 2d 435 (1985). To allow otherwise 
“would confer on the judiciary discretionary power to disregard the considered limitations of the law it is 
charged with enforcing.” United States v. Payner, 447 U.S. 727, 737, 100 S. Ct. 2439, 2447, 65 L. Ed. 2d 468 
(1980). Our previous cases have not addressed explicitly whether this rationale bars exercise of a supervisory 
authority where, as here, dismissal of the indictment would conflict with the harmless-error inquiry mandated 
by the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. 

We now hold that a federal court may not invoke supervisory power to circumvent the harmless-error inquiry 
prescribed by Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 52(a). Rule 52(a) provides that “[a]ny error, defect, 
irregularity or variance which does not affect substantial rights shall be disregarded.” The Rule was 
promulgated pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 687 (1946 ed.) (currently codified, as amended, at 18 U.S.C. § 3771), 
which invested us with authority “to prescribe, from time to time, rules of pleading, practice, and procedure 
with respect to any or all proceedings prior to and including verdict. . . .” Like its present-day successor, § 
687 provided that after a Rule became effective “all laws in conflict therewith shall be of no further force and 
effect.” It follows that Rule 52 is, in every pertinent respect, as binding as any statute duly enacted by 
Congress, and federal courts have no more discretion to disregard the Rule's mandate than they do to disregard 
constitutional or statutory provisions. The balance struck by the Rule between societal costs and the rights of 
the accused may not casually be overlooked “because a court has elected to analyze the question under the 
supervisory power.” United States v. Payner, supra, at 736, 100 S. Ct., at 2446–47. 

Our conclusion that a district court exceeds its powers in dismissing an indictment for prosecutorial 
misconduct not prejudicial to the defendant is supported by other decisions of this Court. In United States v. 
Mechanik, 475 U.S. 66, 106 S. Ct. 938, 89 L. Ed. 2d 50 (1986), we held that there is “no reason not to apply 
[Rule 52(a)] to ‘errors, defects, irregularities, or variances' occurring before a grand jury just as we have 
applied it to such error occurring in the criminal trial itself.” Id., at 71–72, 106 S. Ct., at 942. In United States 
v. Hasting, 461 U.S., at 506, 103 S. Ct., at 1979, we held that “[s]upervisory power to reverse a conviction is 
not needed as a remedy when the error to which it is addressed is harmless since, by definition, the conviction 
would have been obtained notwithstanding the asserted error.” We stated that deterrence is an inappropriate 
basis for reversal where “means more narrowly tailored to deter objectionable prosecutorial conduct are 
available.” Ibid. We also recognized that where the error is harmless, concerns about the “integrity of the 
[judicial] process” will carry less weight, ibid., and that a court may not disregard the doctrine of harmless 
error simply “in order to chastise what the court view [s] as prosecutorial overreaching.” Id., at 507, 103 S. 
Ct., at 1979. Unlike the present cases, see infra, at —, Hasting involved constitutional error. It would be 
inappropriate to devise a rule permitting federal courts to deal more sternly with nonconstitutional harmless 
errors than with constitutional errors that are likewise harmless. 

Having concluded that our customary harmless-error inquiry is applicable where, as in the cases before us, a 
court is asked to dismiss an indictment prior to the conclusion of the trial, we turn to the standard of prejudice 
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that courts should apply in assessing such claims. We adopt for this purpose, at least where dismissal is sought 
for nonconstitutional error, the standard articulated by Justice O'CONNOR in her concurring opinion in 
United States v. Mechanik, supra. Under this standard, dismissal of the indictment is appropriate only “if it is 
established that the violation substantially influenced the grand jury's decision to indict,” or if there is “grave 
doubt” that the decision to indict was free from the substantial influence of such violations. United States v. 
Mechanik, supra, at 78, 106 S. Ct., at 945–46. This standard is based on our decision in Kotteakos v. United 
States, 328 U.S. 750, 758–59, 66 S. Ct. 1239, 1244–45, 90 L. Ed. 1557 (1946), where, in construing a statute 
later incorporated into Rule 52(a), see United States v. Lane, 474 U.S. 438, 454–55, 106 S. Ct. 725, 734–35, 
88 L. Ed. 2d 814 (1986) (BRENNAN, J., concurring and dissenting), we held that a conviction should not be 
overturned unless, after examining the record as a whole, a court concludes that an error may have had 
“substantial influence” on the outcome of the proceeding. 328 U.S., at 765, 66 S. Ct., at 1248. 

To be distinguished from the cases before us are a class of cases in which indictments are dismissed, without 
a particular assessment of the prejudicial impact of the errors in each case, because the errors are deemed 
fundamental. These cases may be explained as isolated exceptions to the harmless-error rule. We think, 
however, that an alternative and more clear explanation is that these cases are ones in which the structural 
protections of the grand jury have been so compromised as to render the proceedings fundamentally unfair, 
allowing the presumption of prejudice. See Rose v. Clark, 478 U.S. 570, 577–78, 106 S. Ct. 3101, 3105–06, 
92 L. Ed. 2d 460 (1986). These cases are exemplified by Vasquez v. Hillery, 474 U.S. 254, 260–64, 106 S. 
Ct. 617, 621–24, 88 L. Ed. 2d 598 (1986), where we held that racial discrimination in selection of grand jurors 
compelled dismissal of the indictment. In addition to involving an error of constitutional magnitude, other 
remedies were impractical and it could be presumed that a discriminatorily selected grand jury would treat 
defendants unfairly. See United States v. Mechanik, supra, at 70–71, n.1, 106 S. Ct., at 942, n.1. We reached 
a like conclusion in Ballard v. United States, 329 U.S. 187, 67 S. Ct. 261, 91 L. Ed. 181 (1946), where women 
had been excluded from the grand jury. The nature of the violation allowed a presumption that the defendant 
was prejudiced, and any inquiry into harmless error would have required unguided speculation. Such 
considerations are not presented here, and we review the alleged errors to assess their influence, if any, on 
the grand jury's decision to indict in the factual context of the cases before us. 

Though the standard we have articulated differs from that used by the Court of Appeals, we reach the same 
conclusion and affirm its decision reversing the order of dismissal. We review the record to set forth the basis 
of our agreement with the Court of Appeals that prejudice has not been established. 

The District Court found that the Government had violated Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e) by: (1) 
disclosing grand jury materials to Internal Revenue Service employees having civil tax enforcement 
responsibilities; (2) failing to give the court prompt notice of such disclosures; (3) disclosing to potential 
witnesses the names of targets of the investigation; and (4) instructing two grand jury witnesses, who had 
represented some of the defendants in a separate investigation of the same tax shelters, that they were not to 
reveal the substance of their testimony or that they had testified before the grand jury. The court also found 
that the Government had violated Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(d) in allowing joint appearances by 
IRS agents before the grand jury for the purpose of reading transcripts to the jurors. 
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The District Court further concluded that one of the prosecutors improperly argued with an expert witness 
during a recess of the grand jury after the witness gave testimony adverse to the Government. It also held that 
the Government had violated the witness immunity statute, 18 U.S.C. §§ 6002, 6003, by the use of “pocket 
immunity” (immunity granted on representation of the prosecutor rather than by order of a judge), and that 
the Government caused IRS agents to mischaracterize testimony given in prior proceedings. Furthermore, the 
District Court found that the Government violated the Fifth Amendment by calling a number of witnesses for 
the sole purpose of having them assert their privilege against self-incrimination and that it had violated the 
Sixth Amendment by conducting postindictment interviews of several high-level employees of The Bank of 
Nova Scotia. Finally, the court concluded that the Government had caused IRS agents to be sworn as agents 
of the grand jury, thereby elevating their credibility. 

As we have noted, no constitutional error occurred during the grand jury proceedings. The Court of Appeals 
concluded that the District Court's findings of Sixth Amendment postindictment violations were unrelated to 
the grand jury's independence and decisionmaking process because the alleged violations occurred after the 
indictment. We agree that it was improper for the District Court to cite such matters in dismissing the 
indictment. The Court of Appeals also found that no Fifth Amendment violation occurred as a result of the 
Government's calling seven witnesses to testify despite an avowed intention to invoke their Fifth Amendment 
privilege. We agree that, in the circumstances of these cases, calling the witnesses was not error. The 
Government was not required to take at face value the unsworn assertions made by these witnesses outside 
the grand jury room. Once a witness invoked the privilege on the record, the prosecutors immediately ceased 
all questioning. Throughout the proceedings, moreover, the prosecution repeated the caution to the grand jury 
that it was not to draw any adverse inference from a witness' invocation of the Fifth Amendment. 

In the cases before us we do not inquire whether the grand jury's independence was infringed. Such an 
infringement may result in grave doubt as to a violation's effect on the grand jury's decision to indict, but we 
did not grant certiorari to review this conclusion. We note that the Court of Appeals found that the 
prosecution's conduct was not “a significant infringement on the grand jury's ability to exercise independent 
judgment,” 821 F.2d, at 1475, and we accept that conclusion here. Finally, we note that we are not faced with 
a history of prosecutorial misconduct, spanning several cases, that is so systematic and pervasive as to raise 
a substantial and serious question about the fundamental fairness of the process which resulted in the 
indictment. 

We must address, however, whether, despite the grand jury's independence, there was any misconduct by the 
prosecution that otherwise may have influenced substantially the grand jury's decision to indict, or whether 
there is grave doubt as to whether the decision to indict was so influenced. Several instances of misconduct 
found by the District Court-that the prosecutors manipulated the grand jury investigation to gather evidence 
for use in civil audits; violated the secrecy provisions of Rule 6(e) by publicly identifying the targets and the 
subject matter of the grand jury investigation; and imposed secrecy obligations in violation of Rule 6(e) upon 
grand jury witnesses-might be relevant to an allegation of a purpose or intent to abuse the grand jury process. 
Here, however, it is plain that these alleged breaches could not have affected the charging decision. We have 
no occasion to consider them further. 
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We are left to consider only the District Court's findings that the prosecutors: (1) fashioned and administered 
unauthorized “oaths” to IRS agents in violation of Rule 6(c); (2) caused the same IRS agents to “summarize” 
evidence falsely and to assert incorrectly that all the evidence summarized by them had been presented 
previously to the grand jury; (3) deliberately berated and mistreated an expert witness for the defense in the 
presence of some grand jurors; (4) abused its authority by providing “pocket immunity” to 23 grand jury 
witnesses; and (5) permitted IRS agents to appear in tandem to present evidence to the grand jury in violation 
of Rule 6(d). We consider each in turn. 

The Government administered oaths to IRS agents, swearing them in as “agents” of the grand jury. Although 
the administration of such oaths to IRS agents by the Government was unauthorized, there is ample evidence 
that the jurors understood that the agents were aligned with the prosecutors. At various times a prosecutor 
referred to the agents as “my agent(s),” and, in discussions with the prosecutors, grand jurors referred to the 
agents as “your guys” or “your agents.” There is nothing in the record to indicate that the oaths administered 
to the IRS agents caused their reliability or credibility to be elevated, and the effect, if any, on the grand jury's 
decision to indict was negligible. 

The District Court found that, to the prejudice of petitioners, IRS agents gave misleading and inaccurate 
summaries to the grand jury just prior to the indictment. Because the record does not reveal any prosecutorial 
misconduct with respect to these summaries, they provide no ground for dismissing the indictment. The 
District Court's finding that the summaries offered by IRS agents contained evidence that had not been 
presented to the grand jury in prior testimony boils down to a challenge to the reliability or competence of 
the evidence presented to the grand jury. We have held that an indictment valid on its face is not subject to 
such a challenge. United States v. Calandra, 414 U.S. 338, 344–45, 94 S. Ct. 613, 618–19, 38 L. Ed. 2d 561 
(1974). To the extent that a challenge is made to the accuracy of the summaries, the mere fact that evidence 
itself is unreliable is not sufficient to require a dismissal of the indictment. See Costello v. United States, 350 
U.S. 359, 363, 76 S. Ct. 406, 408–09, 100 L. Ed. 397 (1956) (holding that a court may not look behind the 
indictment to determine if the evidence upon which it was based is sufficient). In light of the record, the 
finding that the prosecutors knew the evidence to be false or misleading, or that the Government caused the 
agents to testify falsely, is clearly erroneous. Although the Government may have had doubts about the 
accuracy of certain aspects of the summaries, this is quite different from having knowledge of falsity. 

The District Court found that a prosecutor was abusive to an expert defense witness during a recess and in 
the hearing of some grand jurors. Although the Government concedes that the treatment of the expert tax 
witness was improper, the witness himself testified that his testimony was unaffected by this misconduct. The 
prosecutors instructed the grand jury to disregard anything they may have heard in conversations between a 
prosecutor and a witness, and explained to the grand jury that such conversations should have no influence 
on its deliberations. In light of these ameliorative measures, there is nothing to indicate that the prosecutor's 
conduct toward this witness substantially affected the grand jury's evaluation of the testimony or its decision 
to indict. 

The District Court found that the Government granted “pocket immunity” to 23 witnesses during the course 
of the grand jury proceedings. Without deciding the propriety of granting such immunity to grand jury 
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witnesses, we conclude the conduct did not have a substantial effect on the grand jury's decision to indict, and 
it does not create grave doubt as to whether it affected the grand jury's decision. Some prosecutors told the 
grand jury that immunized witnesses retained their Fifth Amendment privilege and could refuse to testify, 
while other prosecutors stated that the witnesses had no Fifth Amendment privilege, but we fail to see how 
this could have had a substantial effect on the jury's assessment of the testimony or its decision to indict. The 
significant point is that the jurors were made aware that these witnesses had made a deal with the Government. 

Assuming the Government had threatened to withdraw immunity from a witness in order to manipulate that 
witness' testimony, this might have given rise to a finding of prejudice. There is no evidence in the record, 
however, that would support such a finding. The Government told a witness' attorney that if the witness 
“testified for Mr. Kilpatrick, all bets were off.” The attorney, however, ultimately concluded that the 
prosecution did not mean to imply that immunity would be withdrawn if his client testified for Kilpatrick, but 
rather that his client would be validly subject to prosecution for perjury. Although the District Court found 
that the Government's statement was interpreted by the witness to mean that if he testified favorably for 
Kilpatrick his immunity would be withdrawn, neither Judge Winner nor Judge Kane made a definitive finding 
that the Government improperly threatened the witness. The witness may have felt threatened by the 
prosecutor's statement, but his subjective fear cannot be ascribed to governmental misconduct and was, at 
most, a consideration bearing on the reliability of his testimony. 

Finally, the Government permitted two IRS agents to appear before the grand jury at the same time for the 
purpose of reading transcripts. Although allowing the agents to read to the grand jury in tandem was a 
violation of Rule 6(d), it was not prejudicial. The agents gave no testimony of their own during the reading 
of the transcripts. The grand jury was instructed not to ask any questions and the agents were instructed not 
to answer any questions during the readings. There is no evidence that the agents' reading in tandem enhanced 
the credibility of the testimony or otherwise allowed the agents to exercise undue influence. 

In considering the prejudicial effect of the foregoing instances of alleged misconduct, we note that these 
incidents occurred as isolated episodes in the course of a 20-month investigation, an investigation involving 
dozens of witnesses and thousands of documents. In view of this context, those violations that did occur do 
not, even when considered cumulatively, raise a substantial question, much less a grave doubt, as to whether 
they had a substantial effect on the grand jury's decision to charge. 

Errors of the kind alleged in these cases can be remedied adequately by means other than dismissal. For 
example, a knowing violation of Rule 6 may be punished as a contempt of court. See Fed. Rule Crim. Proc. 
6(e)(2). In addition, the court may direct a prosecutor to show cause why he should not be disciplined and 
request the bar or the Department of Justice to initiate disciplinary proceedings against him. The court may 
also chastise the prosecutor in a published opinion. Such remedies allow the court to focus on the culpable 
individual rather than granting a windfall to the unprejudiced defendant. 

We conclude that the District Court had no authority to dismiss the indictment on the basis of prosecutorial 
misconduct absent a finding that petitioners were prejudiced by such misconduct. The prejudicial inquiry 
must focus on whether any violations had an effect on the grand jury's decision to indict. If violations did 
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substantially influence this decision, or if there is grave doubt that the decision to indict was free from such 
substantial influence, the violations cannot be deemed harmless. The record will not support the conclusion 
that petitioners can meet this standard. The judgment of the Court of Appeals is affirmed. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

This next case addresses the grand jury’s subpoena power and the limited basis on which one can challenge 
such a subpoena and try to resist compliance. 

UNITED STATES v. R. ENTERPRISES, INC., 498 U.S. 292 (1991) 

Justice O'CONNOR delivered the opinion of the Court.  

This case requires the Court to decide what standards apply when a party seeks to avoid compliance with a 
subpoena duces tecum issued in connection with a grand jury investigation. 

Since 1986, a federal grand jury sitting in the Eastern District of Virginia has been investigating allegations 
of interstate transportation of obscene materials. In early 1988, the grand jury issued a series of subpoenas to 
three companies-Model Magazine Distributors, Inc. (Model), R. Enterprises, Inc., and MFR Court Street 
Books, Inc. (MFR). Model is a New York distributor of sexually oriented paperback books, magazines, and 
videotapes. R. Enterprises, which distributes adult materials, and MFR, which sells books, magazines, and 
videotapes, are also based in New York. All three companies are wholly owned by Martin Rothstein. The 
grand jury subpoenas sought a variety of corporate books and records and, in Model's case, copies of 193 
videotapes that Model had shipped to retailers in the Eastern District of Virginia. All three companies moved 
to quash the subpoenas, arguing that the subpoenas called for production of materials irrelevant to the grand 
jury's investigation and that the enforcement of the subpoenas would likely infringe their First Amendment 
rights. . . . 

The grand jury occupies a unique role in our criminal justice system. It is an investigatory body charged with 
the responsibility of determining whether or not a crime has been committed. Unlike this Court, whose 
jurisdiction is predicated on a specific case or controversy, the grand jury “can investigate merely on suspicion 
that the law is being violated, or even just because it wants assurance that it is not.” United States v. Morton 
Salt Co., 338 U.S. 632, 642–43, 70 S. Ct. 357, 363-364, 94 L. Ed. 401 (1950). The function of the grand jury 
is to inquire into all information that might possibly bear on its investigation until it has identified an offense 
or has satisfied itself that none has occurred. As a necessary consequence of its investigatory function, the 
grand jury paints with a broad brush. “A grand jury investigation ‘is not fully carried out until every available 
clue has been run down and all witnesses examined in every proper way to find if a crime has been 
committed.’” Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665, 701, 92 S. Ct. 2646, 2667, 33 L. Ed. 2d 626 (1972), quoting 
United States v. Stone, 429 F.2d 138, 140 (CA2 1970). 

A grand jury subpoena is thus much different from a subpoena issued in the context of a prospective criminal 
trial, where a specific offense has been identified and a particular defendant charged. “[T]he identity of the 
offender, and the precise nature of the offense, if there be one, normally are developed at the conclusion of 
the grand jury's labors, not at the beginning.” Blair v. United States, 250 U.S. 273, 282, 39 S. Ct. 468, 471, 
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63 L. Ed. 979 (1919). In short, the Government cannot be required to justify the issuance of a grand jury 
subpoena by presenting evidence sufficient to establish probable cause because the very purpose of requesting 
the information is to ascertain whether probable cause exists. See Hale v. Henkel, 201 U.S. 43, 65, 26 S. Ct. 
370, 375, 50 L. Ed. 652 (1906). 

This Court has emphasized on numerous occasions that many of the rules and restrictions that apply at a trial 
do not apply in grand jury proceedings. This is especially true of evidentiary restrictions. The same rules that, 
in an adversary hearing on the merits, may increase the likelihood of accurate determinations of guilt or 
innocence do not necessarily advance the mission of a grand jury, whose task is to conduct an ex parte 
investigation to determine whether or not there is probable cause to prosecute a particular defendant. In 
Costello v. United States, 350 U.S. 359, 76 S. Ct. 406, 100 L. Ed. 397 (1956), this Court declined to apply the 
rule against hearsay to grand jury proceedings. Strict observance of trial rules in the context of a grand jury's 
preliminary investigation “would result in interminable delay but add nothing to the assurance of a fair trial.” 
Id., at 364, 76 S. Ct., at 409. In United States v. Calandra, 414 U.S. 338, 94 S. Ct. 613, 38 L. Ed. 2d 561 
(1974), we held that the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule does not apply to grand jury proceedings. 
Permitting witnesses to invoke the exclusionary rule would “delay and disrupt grand jury proceedings” by 
requiring adversary hearings on peripheral matters, id., at 349, 94 S. Ct., at 621, and would effectively 
transform such proceedings into preliminary trials on the merits, id., at 349–50, 94 S. Ct., at 620–21. The 
teaching of the Court's decisions is clear: A grand jury “may compel the production of evidence or the 
testimony of witnesses as it considers appropriate, and its operation generally is unrestrained by the technical 
procedural and evidentiary rules governing the conduct of criminal trials,” id., at 343, 94 S. Ct., at 617. 

This guiding principle renders suspect the Court of Appeals' holding that the standards announced in Nixon 
as to subpoenas issued in anticipation of trial apply equally in the grand jury context. The multifactor test 
announced in Nixon would invite procedural delays and detours while courts evaluate the relevancy and 
admissibility of documents sought by a particular subpoena. We have expressly stated that grand jury 
proceedings should be free of such delays. “Any holding that would saddle a grand jury with minitrials and 
preliminary showings would assuredly impede its investigation and frustrate the public's interest in the fair 
and expeditious administration of the criminal laws.” United States v. Dionisio, 410 U.S. 1, 17, 93 S. Ct. 764, 
773, 35 L. Ed. 2d 67 (1973). Accord, Calandra, supra, 414 U.S., at 350, 94 S. Ct., at 621. Additionally, 
application of the Nixon test in this context ignores that grand jury proceedings are subject to strict secrecy 
requirements. See Fed. Rule Crim. Proc. 6(e). Requiring the Government to explain in too much detail the 
particular reasons underlying a subpoena threatens to compromise “the indispensable secrecy of grand jury 
proceedings.” United States v. Johnson, 319 U.S. 503, 513, 63 S. Ct. 1233, 1238, 87 L. Ed. 1546 (1943). 
Broad disclosure also affords the targets of investigation far more information about the grand jury's internal 
workings than the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure appear to contemplate. 

The investigatory powers of the grand jury are nevertheless not unlimited. See Branzburg, supra, 408 U.S., 
at 688, 92 S. Ct., at 2660; Calandra, supra, 414 U.S., at 346, and n.4, 94 S. Ct., at 619, and n.4. Grand juries 
are not licensed to engage in arbitrary fishing expeditions, nor may they select targets of investigation out of 
malice or an intent to harass. In this case, the focus of our inquiry is the limit imposed on a grand jury by 
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 17(c), which governs the issuance of subpoenas duces tecum in federal 
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criminal proceedings. The Rule provides that “[t]he court on motion made promptly may quash or modify the 
subpoena if compliance would be unreasonable or oppressive.” 

This standard is not self-explanatory. As we have observed, “what is reasonable depends on the context.” 
New Jersey v. T.L.O., 469 U.S. 325, 337, 105 S. Ct. 733, 740, 83 L. Ed. 2d 720 (1985). In Nixon, this Court 
defined what is reasonable in the context of a jury trial. We determined that, in order to require production of 
information prior to trial, a party must make a reasonably specific request for information that would be both 
relevant and admissible at trial. 418 U.S., at 700, 94 S. Ct., at 3103. But, for the reasons we have explained 
above, the Nixon standard does not apply in the context of grand jury proceedings. In the grand jury context, 
the decision as to what offense will be charged is routinely not made until after the grand jury has concluded 
its investigation. One simply cannot know in advance whether information sought during the investigation 
will be relevant and admissible in a prosecution for a particular offense. 

To the extent that Rule 17(c) imposes some reasonableness limitation on grand jury subpoenas, however, our 
task is to define it. In doing so, we recognize that a party to whom a grand jury subpoena is issued faces a 
difficult situation. As a rule, grand juries do not announce publicly the subjects of their investigations. See 
supra, at 727. A party who desires to challenge a grand jury subpoena thus may have no conception of the 
Government's purpose in seeking production of the requested information. Indeed, the party will often not 
know whether he or she is a primary target of the investigation or merely a peripheral witness. Absent even 
minimal information, the subpoena recipient is likely to find it exceedingly difficult to persuade a court that 
“compliance would be unreasonable.” As one pair of commentators has summarized it, the challenging party's 
“unenviable task is to seek to persuade the court that the subpoena that has been served on [him or her] could 
not possibly serve any investigative purpose that the grand jury could legitimately be pursuing.” 1 S. Beale 
& W. Bryson, Grand Jury Law and Practice § 6:28 (1986). 

Our task is to fashion an appropriate standard of reasonableness, one that gives due weight to the difficult 
position of subpoena recipients but does not impair the strong governmental interests in affording grand juries 
wide latitude, avoiding minitrials on peripheral matters, and preserving a necessary level of secrecy. We begin 
by reiterating that the law presumes, absent a strong showing to the contrary, that a grand jury acts within the 
legitimate scope of its authority. See United States v. Mechanik, 475 U.S. 66, 75, 106 S. Ct. 938, 944, 89 L. 
Ed. 2d 50 (1986) (O'CONNOR, J., concurring in judgment) (“The grand jury proceeding is accorded a 
presumption of regularity, which generally may be dispelled only upon particularized proof of irregularities 
in the grand jury process”). See also Hamling v. United States, 418 U.S. 87, 139, n.23, 94 S. Ct. 2887, 2918, 
n.23, 41 L. Ed. 2d 590 (1974); United States v. Johnson, supra, 319 U.S., at 512–13, 63 S. Ct., at 1237–38. 
Consequently, a grand jury subpoena issued through normal channels is presumed to be reasonable, and the 
burden of showing unreasonableness must be on the recipient who seeks to avoid compliance. Indeed, this 
result is indicated by the language of Rule 17(c), which permits a subpoena to be quashed only “on motion” 
and “if compliance would be unreasonable” (emphasis added). To the extent that the Court of Appeals placed 
an initial burden on the Government, it committed error. Drawing on the principles articulated above, we 
conclude that where, as here, a subpoena is challenged on relevancy grounds, the motion to quash must be 
denied unless the district court determines that there is no reasonable possibility that the category of materials 
the Government seeks will produce information relevant to the general subject of the grand jury's 
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investigation. Respondents did not challenge the subpoenas as being too indefinite nor did they claim that 
compliance would be overly burdensome. See App. in In re Grand Jury 87-3 Subpoena Duces Tecum, 884 
F.2d 772 (CA4), pp. A-333, A-494. The Court of Appeals accordingly did not consider these aspects of the 
subpoenas, nor do we. 

It seems unlikely, of course, that a challenging party who does not know the general subject matter of the 
grand jury's investigation, no matter how valid that party's claim, will be able to make the necessary showing 
that compliance would be unreasonable. After all, a subpoena recipient “cannot put his whole life before the 
court in order to show that there is no crime to be investigated,” Marston's, Inc. v. Strand, 114 Ariz. 260, 270, 
560 P.2d 778, 788 (1977) (Gordon, J., specially concurring in part and dissenting in part). Consequently, a 
court may be justified in a case where unreasonableness is alleged in requiring the Government to reveal the 
general subject of the grand jury's investigation before requiring the challenging party to carry its burden of 
persuasion. We need not resolve this question in the present case, however, as there is no doubt that 
respondents knew the subject of the grand jury investigation pursuant to which the business records subpoenas 
were issued. In cases where the recipient of the subpoena does not know the nature of the investigation, we 
are confident that district courts will be able to craft appropriate procedures that balance the interests of the 
subpoena recipient against the strong governmental interests in maintaining secrecy, preserving investigatory 
flexibility, and avoiding procedural delays. For example, to ensure that subpoenas are not routinely challenged 
as a form of discovery, a district court may require that the Government reveal the subject of the investigation 
to the trial court in camera, so that the court may determine whether the motion to quash has a reasonable 
prospect for success before it discloses the subject matter to the challenging party. 

Applying these principles in this case demonstrates that the District Court correctly denied respondents' 
motions to quash. It is undisputed that all three companies—Model, R. Enterprises, and MFR—are owned by 
the same person, that all do business in the same area, and that one of the three, Model, has shipped sexually 
explicit materials into the Eastern District of Virginia. The District Court could have concluded from these 
facts that there was a reasonable possibility that the business records of R. Enterprises and MFR would 
produce information relevant to the grand jury's investigation into the interstate transportation of obscene 
materials. Respondents' blanket denial of any connection to Virginia did not suffice to render the District 
Court's conclusion invalid. A grand jury need not accept on faith the self-serving assertions of those who may 
have committed criminal acts. Rather, it is entitled to determine for itself whether a crime has been committed. 
See Morton Salt Co., 338 U.S., at 642–43, 70 S. Ct., at 363–64. 

Both in the District Court and in the Court of Appeals, respondents contended that these subpoenas sought 
records relating to First Amendment activities, and that this required the Government to demonstrate that the 
records were particularly relevant to its investigation. The Court of Appeals determined that the subpoenas 
did not satisfy Rule 17(c) and thus did not pass on the First Amendment issue. We express no view on this 
issue and leave it to be resolved by the Court of Appeals. 

The judgment is reversed insofar as the Court of Appeals quashed the subpoenas issued to R. Enterprises and 
MFR, and the case is remanded for further proceedings consistent with this opinion. 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The next case deals with the question of whether the prosecutor has to present exculpatory evidence to the 
grand jury as a matter of constitutional law (as opposed to the requirements of professional or internal DOJ 
rules).  If not, why not? 

UNITED STATES v. WILLIAMS, 504 U.S. 36 (1992) 

Justice SCALIA delivered the opinion of the Court. 

The question presented in this case is whether a district court may dismiss an otherwise valid indictment 
because the Government failed to disclose to the grand jury “substantial exculpatory evidence” in its 
possession. 

On May 4, 1988, respondent John H. Williams, Jr., a Tulsa, Oklahoma, investor, was indicted by a federal 
grand jury on seven counts of “knowingly mak[ing] [a] false statement or report . . . for the purpose of 
influencing . . . the action [of a federally insured financial institution],” in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1014 (1988 
ed., Supp. II). According to the indictment, between September 1984 and November 1985 Williams supplied 
four Oklahoma banks with “materially false” statements that variously overstated the value of his current 
assets and interest income in order to influence the banks' actions on his loan requests. 

Williams' misrepresentation was allegedly effected through two financial statements provided to the banks, a 
“Market Value Balance Sheet” and a “Statement of Projected Income and Expense.” The former included as 
“current assets” approximately $6 million in notes receivable from three venture capital companies. Though 
it contained a disclaimer that these assets were carried at cost rather than at market value, the Government 
asserted that listing them as “current assets”—i.e., assets quickly reducible to cash—was misleading, since 
Williams knew that none of the venture capital companies could afford to satisfy the notes in the short term. 
The second document-the Statement of Projected Income and Expense-allegedly misrepresented Williams' 
interest income, since it failed to reflect that the interest payments received on the notes of the venture capital 
companies were funded entirely by Williams' own loans to those companies. The Statement thus falsely 
implied, according to the Government, that Williams was deriving interest income from “an independent 
outside source.”  

Shortly after arraignment, the District Court granted Williams' motion for disclosure of all exculpatory 
portions of the grand jury transcripts. See Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S. Ct. 1194, 10 L. Ed. 2d 215 
(1963). Upon reviewing this material, Williams demanded that the District Court dismiss the indictment, 
alleging that the Government had failed to fulfill its obligation under the Tenth Circuit's prior decision in 
United States v. Page, 808 F.2d 723, 728 (1987), to present “substantial exculpatory evidence” to the grand 
jury (emphasis omitted). His contention was that evidence which the Government had chosen not to present 
to the grand jury—in particular, Williams' general ledgers and tax returns, and Williams' testimony in his 
contemporaneous Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceeding—disclosed that, for tax purposes and otherwise, he had 
regularly accounted for the “notes receivable” (and the interest on them) in a manner consistent with the 
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Balance Sheet and the Income Statement. This, he contended, belied an intent to mislead the banks, and thus 
directly negated an essential element of the charged offense. . . . 

Respondent does not contend that the Fifth Amendment itself obliges the prosecutor to disclose substantial 
exculpatory evidence in his possession to the grand jury. Instead, building on our statement that the federal 
courts “may, within limits, formulate procedural rules not specifically required by the Constitution or the 
Congress,” United States v. Hasting, 461 U.S. 499, 505, 103 S. Ct. 1974, 1978, 76 L. Ed. 2d 96 (1983), he 
argues that imposition of the Tenth Circuit's disclosure rule is supported by the courts' “supervisory power.” 
We think not. Hasting, and the cases that rely upon the principle it expresses, deal strictly with the courts' 
power to control their own procedures. See, e.g., Jencks v. United States, 353 U.S. 657, 667–68, 77 S. Ct. 
1007, 1013, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1103 (1957); McNabb v. United States, 318 U.S. 332, 63 S. Ct. 608, 87 L. Ed. 819 
(1943). That power has been applied not only to improve the truth-finding process of the trial, see, e.g., 
Mesarosh v. United States, 352 U.S. 1, 9–14, 77 S. Ct. 1, 5–8, 1 L. Ed. 2d 1 (1956), but also to prevent parties 
from reaping benefit or incurring harm from violations of substantive or procedural rules (imposed by the 
Constitution or laws) governing matters apart from the trial itself, see, e.g., Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 
383, 34 S. Ct. 341, 58 L. Ed. 652 (1914). Thus, Bank of Nova Scotia v. United States, 487 U.S. 250, 108 S. 
Ct. 2369, 101 L. Ed. 2d 228 (1988), makes clear that the supervisory power can be used to dismiss an 
indictment because of misconduct before the grand jury, at least where that misconduct amounts to a violation 
of one of those “few, clear rules which were carefully drafted and approved by this Court and by Congress to 
ensure the integrity of the grand jury's functions,” United States v. Mechanik, 475 U.S. 66, 74, 106 S. Ct. 938, 
943, 89 L. Ed. 2d 50 (1986) (O'CONNOR, J., concurring in judgment).  

We did not hold in Bank of Nova Scotia, however, that the courts' supervisory power could be used, not 
merely as a means of enforcing or vindicating legally compelled standards of prosecutorial conduct before 
the grand jury, but as a means of prescribing those standards of prosecutorial conduct in the first instance-
just as it may be used as a means of establishing standards of prosecutorial conduct before the courts 
themselves. It is this latter exercise that respondent demands. Because the grand jury is an institution separate 
from the courts, over whose functioning the courts do not preside, we think it clear that, as a general matter 
at least, no such “supervisory” judicial authority exists, and that the disclosure rule applied here exceeded the 
Tenth Circuit's authority. 

“[R]ooted in long centuries of Anglo-American history,” Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420, 490, 80 S. Ct. 
1502, 1544, 4 L. Ed. 2d 1307 (1960) (Frankfurter, J., concurring in result), the grand jury is mentioned in the 
Bill of Rights, but not in the body of the Constitution. It has not been textually assigned, therefore, to any of 
the branches described in the first three Articles. It “‘is a constitutional fixture in its own right.’” United States 
v. Chanen, 549 F.2d 1306, 1312 (CA9 1977) (quoting Nixon v. Sirica, 159 U.S. App. D.C. 58, 70, n.54, 487 
F.2d 700, 712, n.54 (1973)), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 825, 98 S. Ct. 72, 54 L. Ed. 2d 83 (1977). In fact the whole 
theory of its function is that it belongs to no branch of the institutional Government, serving as a kind of 
buffer or referee between the Government and the people. See Stirone v. United States, 361 U.S. 212, 218, 80 
S. Ct. 270, 273, 4 L. Ed. 2d 252 (1960); Hale v. Henkel, 201 U.S. 43, 61, 26 S. Ct. 370, 373, 50 L. Ed. 652 
(1906); G. Edwards, The Grand Jury 28–32 (1906). Although the grand jury normally operates, of course, in 
the courthouse and under judicial auspices, its institutional relationship with the Judicial Branch has 
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traditionally been, so to speak, at arm's length. Judges' direct involvement in the functioning of the grand jury 
has generally been confined to the constitutive one of calling the grand jurors together and administering their 
oaths of office. See United States v. Calandra, 414 U.S. 338, 343, 94 S. Ct. 613, 617, 38 L. Ed. 2d 561 (1974); 
Fed. Rule Crim. Proc. 6(a). 

The grand jury's functional independence from the Judicial Branch is evident both in the scope of its power 
to investigate criminal wrongdoing and in the manner in which that power is exercised. “Unlike [a] [c]ourt, 
whose jurisdiction is predicated upon a specific case or controversy, the grand jury ‘can investigate merely 
on suspicion that the law is being violated, or even because it wants assurance that it is not.’” United States 
v. R. Enterprises, Inc., 498 U.S. 292, 297, 111 S. Ct. 722, 726, 112 L. Ed. 2d 795 (1991) (quoting United 
States v. Morton Salt Co., 338 U.S. 632, 642–43, 70 S. Ct. 357, 364, 94 L. Ed. 401 (1950)). It need not identify 
the offender it suspects, or even “the precise nature of the offense” it is investigating. Blair v. United States, 
250 U.S. 273, 282, 39 S. Ct. 468, 471, 63 L. Ed. 979 (1919). The grand jury requires no authorization from 
its constituting court to initiate an investigation, see Hale, supra, 201 U.S., at 59–60, 65, 26 S. Ct., at 373, 
375, nor does the prosecutor require leave of court to seek a grand jury indictment. And in its day-to-day 
functioning, the grand jury generally operates without the interference of a presiding judge. See Calandra, 
supra, 414 U.S., at 343, 94 S. Ct., at 617. It swears in its own witnesses, Fed. Rule Crim. Proc. 6(c), and 
deliberates in total secrecy, see United States v. Sells Engineering, Inc., 463 U.S. 418, 424–25, 103 S. Ct. 
3133, 3138, 77 L. Ed. 2d 743 (1983). 

True, the grand jury cannot compel the appearance of witnesses and the production of evidence, and must 
appeal to the court when such compulsion is required. See, e.g., Brown v. United States, 359 U.S. 41, 49, 79 
S. Ct. 539, 545, 3 L. Ed. 2d 609 (1959). And the court will refuse to lend its assistance when the compulsion 
the grand jury seeks would override rights accorded by the Constitution, see, e.g., Gravel v. United States, 
408 U.S. 606, 92 S. Ct. 2614, 33 L. Ed. 2d 583 (1972) (grand jury subpoena effectively qualified by order 
limiting questioning so as to preserve Speech or Debate Clause immunity), or even testimonial privileges 
recognized by the common law, see In re Grand Jury Investigation of Hugle, 754 F.2d 863 (CA9 1985) 
(opinion of Kennedy, J.) (same with respect to privilege for confidential marital communications). Even in 
this setting, however, we have insisted that the grand jury remain “free to pursue its investigations unhindered 
by external influence or supervision so long as it does not trench upon the legitimate rights of any witness 
called before it.” United States v. Dionisio, 410 U.S. 1, 17–18, 93 S. Ct. 764, 773, 35 L. Ed. 2d 67 (1973). 
Recognizing this tradition of independence, we have said that the Fifth Amendment's “constitutional 
guarantee presupposes an investigative body ‘acting independently of either prosecuting attorney or judge’. 
. . .” Id., at 16, 93 S. Ct., at 773 (emphasis added) (quoting Stirone, supra, 361 U.S., at 218, 80 S. Ct., at 273). 

No doubt in view of the grand jury proceeding's status as other than a constituent element of a “criminal 
prosecutio[n],” U.S. Const., Amdt. 6, we have said that certain constitutional protections afforded defendants 
in criminal proceedings have no application before that body. The Double Jeopardy Clause of the Fifth 
Amendment does not bar a grand jury from returning an indictment when a prior grand jury has refused to do 
so. See Ex parte United States, 287 U.S. 241, 250–51, 53 S. Ct. 129, 132, 77 L. Ed. 283 (1932); United States 
v. Thompson, 251 U.S. 407, 413–15, 40 S. Ct. 289, 292, 64 L. Ed. 333 (1920). We have twice suggested, 
though not held, that the Sixth Amendment right to counsel does not attach when an individual is summoned 
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to appear before a grand jury, even if he is the subject of the investigation. See United States v. Mandujano, 
425 U.S. 564, 581, 96 S. Ct. 1768, 1778, 48 L. Ed. 2d 212 (1976) (plurality opinion); In re Groban, 352 U.S. 
330, 333, 77 S. Ct. 510, 513, 1 L. Ed. 2d 376 (1957); see also Fed. Rule Crim. Proc. 6(d). And although “the 
grand jury may not force a witness to answer questions in violation of [the Fifth Amendment's] constitutional 
guarantee” against self-incrimination, Calandra, supra, 414 U.S., at 346, 94 S. Ct., at 619 (citing Kastigar v. 
United States, 406 U.S. 441, 92 S. Ct. 1653, 32 L. Ed. 2d 212 (1972)), our cases suggest that an indictment 
obtained through the use of evidence previously obtained in violation of the privilege against self-
incrimination “is nevertheless valid.” Calandra, supra, 414 U.S., at 346, 94 S. Ct., at 619; see Lawn v. United 
States, 355 U.S. 339, 348–50, 78 S. Ct. 311, 317–18, 2 L. Ed. 2d 321 (1958); United States v. Blue, 384 U.S. 
251, 255, n. 3, 86 S. Ct. 1416, 1419, n. 3, 16 L. Ed. 2d 510 (1966). 

Given the grand jury's operational separateness from its constituting court, it should come as no surprise that 
we have been reluctant to invoke the judicial supervisory power as a basis for prescribing modes of grand 
jury procedure. Over the years, we have received many requests to exercise supervision over the grand jury's 
evidence-taking process, but we have refused them all, including some more appealing than the one presented 
today. In United States v. Calandra, supra, a grand jury witness faced questions that were allegedly based 
upon physical evidence the Government had obtained through a violation of the Fourth Amendment; we 
rejected the proposal that the exclusionary rule be extended to grand jury proceedings, because of “the 
potential injury to the historic role and functions of the grand jury.” 414 U.S., at 349, 94 S. Ct., at 620. In 
Costello v. United States, 350 U.S. 359, 76 S. Ct. 406, 100 L. Ed. 397 (1956), we declined to enforce the 
hearsay rule in grand jury proceedings, since that “would run counter to the whole history of the grand jury 
institution, in which laymen conduct their inquiries unfettered by technical rules.” Id., at 364, 76 S. Ct., at 
409. 

These authorities suggest that any power federal courts may have to fashion, on their own initiative, rules of 
grand jury procedure is a very limited one, not remotely comparable to the power they maintain over their 
own proceedings. See United States v. Chanen, 549 F.2d, at 1313. It certainly would not permit judicial 
reshaping of the grand jury institution, substantially altering the traditional relationships between the 
prosecutor, the constituting court, and the grand jury itself. Cf., e.g., United States v. Payner, 447 U.S. 727, 
736, 100 S. Ct. 2439, 2447, 65 L. Ed. 2d 468 (1980) (supervisory power may not be applied to permit 
defendant to invoke third party's Fourth Amendment rights); see generally Beale, Reconsidering Supervisory 
Power in Criminal Cases: Constitutional and Statutory Limits on the Authority of the Federal Courts, 84 
COLUM. L. REV. 1433, 1490–94, 1522 (1984). As we proceed to discuss, that would be the consequence of 
the proposed rule here. 

Respondent argues that the Court of Appeals' rule can be justified as a sort of Fifth Amendment “common 
law,” a necessary means of assuring the constitutional right to the judgment “of an independent and informed 
grand jury,” Wood v. Georgia, 370 U.S. 375, 390, 82 S. Ct. 1364, 1373, 8 L. Ed. 2d 569 (1962). Brief for 
Respondent 27. Respondent makes a generalized appeal to functional notions: Judicial supervision of the 
quantity and quality of the evidence relied upon by the grand jury plainly facilitates, he says, the grand jury's 
performance of its twin historical responsibilities, i.e., bringing to trial those who may be justly accused and 
shielding the innocent from unfounded accusation and prosecution. See, e.g., Stirone v. United States, 361 
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U.S., at 218, n.3, 80 S. Ct., at 273, n.3. We do not agree. The rule would neither preserve nor enhance the 
traditional functioning of the institution that the Fifth Amendment demands. To the contrary, requiring the 
prosecutor to present exculpatory as well as inculpatory evidence would alter the grand jury's historical role, 
transforming it from an accusatory to an adjudicatory body. 

It is axiomatic that the grand jury sits not to determine guilt or innocence, but to assess whether there is 
adequate basis for bringing a criminal charge. See United States v. Calandra, 414 U.S., at 343, 94 S. Ct., at 
617. That has always been so; and to make the assessment it has always been thought sufficient to hear only 
the prosecutor's side. As Blackstone described the prevailing practice in 18th-century England, the grand jury 
was “only to hear evidence on behalf of the prosecution[,] for the finding of an indictment is only in the nature 
of an enquiry or accusation, which is afterwards to be tried and determined.” 4 W. Blackstone, Commentaries 
300 (1769); see also 2 M. Hale, Pleas of the Crown 157 (1st Am. ed. 1847). So also in the United States. 
According to the description of an early American court, three years before the Fifth Amendment was ratified, 
it is the grand jury's function not “to enquire . . . upon what foundation [the charge may be] denied,” or 
otherwise to try the suspect's defenses, but only to examine “upon what foundation [the charge] is made” by 
the prosecutor. Respublica v. Shaffer, 1 U.S. (1 Dall.) 236, 1 L. Ed. 116 (O.T. Phila. 1788); see also F. 
Wharton, Criminal Pleading and Practice § 360, pp. 248–49 (8th ed. 1880). As a consequence, neither in this 
country nor in England has the suspect under investigation by the grand jury ever been thought to have a right 
to testify or to have exculpatory evidence presented. See 2 Hale, supra, at 157; United States ex rel. McCann 
v. Thompson, 144 F.2d 604, 605–06 (CA2), cert. denied, 323 U.S. 790, 65 S. Ct. 313, 89 L. Ed. 630 (1944). 

Imposing upon the prosecutor a legal obligation to present exculpatory evidence in his possession would be 
incompatible with this system. If a “balanced” assessment of the entire matter is the objective, surely the first 
thing to be done-rather than requiring the prosecutor to say what he knows in defense of the target of the 
investigation-is to entitle the target to tender his own defense. To require the former while denying (as we do) 
the latter would be quite absurd. It would also be quite pointless, since it would merely invite the target to 
circumnavigate the system by delivering his exculpatory evidence to the prosecutor, whereupon it would have 
to be passed on to the grand jury-unless the prosecutor is willing to take the chance that a court will not deem 
the evidence important enough to qualify for mandatory disclosure. See, e.g., United States v. Law Firm of 
Zimmerman & Schwartz, P.C., 738 F. Supp. 407, 411 (Colo. 1990) (duty to disclose exculpatory evidence 
held satisfied when prosecution tendered to the grand jury defense-provided exhibits, testimony, and 
explanations of the governing law), aff'd sub nom. United States v. Brown, 943 F.2d 1246, 1257 (CA10 1991). 

Respondent acknowledges (as he must) that the “common law” of the grand jury is not violated if the grand 
jury itself chooses to hear no more evidence than that which suffices to convince it an indictment is proper. 
Cf. Thompson, supra, at 607. Thus, had the Government offered to familiarize the grand jury in this case with 
the five boxes of financial statements and deposition testimony alleged to contain exculpatory information, 
and had the grand jury rejected the offer as pointless, respondent would presumably agree that the resulting 
indictment would have been valid. Respondent insists, however, that courts must require the modern 
prosecutor to alert the grand jury to the nature and extent of the available exculpatory evidence, because 
otherwise the grand jury “merely functions as an arm of the prosecution.” We reject the attempt to convert a 
nonexistent duty of the grand jury itself into an obligation of the prosecutor. The authority of the prosecutor 
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to seek an indictment has long been understood to be “coterminous with the authority of the grand jury to 
entertain [the prosecutor's] charges.” United States v. Thompson, 251 U.S., at 414, 40 S. Ct., at 292. If the 
grand jury has no obligation to consider all “substantial exculpatory” evidence, we do not understand how 
the prosecutor can be said to have a binding obligation to present it. 

There is yet another respect in which respondent's proposal not only fails to comport with, but positively 
contradicts, the “common law” of the Fifth Amendment grand jury. Motions to quash indictments based upon 
the sufficiency of the evidence relied upon by the grand jury were unheard of at common law in England, see, 
e.g., People v. Restenblatt, 1 Abb. Pr. 268, 269 (Ct. Gen. Sess. N.Y. 1855). And the traditional American 
practice was described by Justice Nelson, riding circuit in 1852, as follows: 

No case has been cited, nor have we been able to find any, furnishing an authority for looking 
into and revising the judgment of the grand jury upon the evidence, for the purpose of 
determining whether or not the finding was founded upon sufficient proof, or whether there 
was a deficiency in respect to any part of the complaint. . . . United States v. Reed, 27 F. Cas. 
727, 738 (No. 16,134) (CCNDNY 1852). 

We accepted Justice Nelson's description in Costello v. United States, where we held that “[i]t would run 
counter to the whole history of the grand jury institution” to permit an indictment to be challenged “on the 
ground that there was inadequate or incompetent evidence before the grand jury.” 350 U.S., at 363–64, 76 S. 
Ct., at 409. And we reaffirmed this principle recently in Bank of Nova Scotia, where we held that “the mere 
fact that evidence itself is unreliable is not sufficient to require a dismissal of the indictment,” and that “a 
challenge to the reliability or competence of the evidence presented to the grand jury” will not be heard. 487 
U.S., at 261, 108 S. Ct., at 2377. It would make little sense, we think, to abstain from reviewing the evidentiary 
support for the grand jury's judgment while scrutinizing the sufficiency of the prosecutor's presentation. A 
complaint about the quality or adequacy of the evidence can always be recast as a complaint that the 
prosecutor's presentation was “incomplete” or “misleading.” Our words in Costello bear repeating: Review 
of facially valid indictments on such grounds “would run counter to the whole history of the grand jury 
institution[,] [and] [n]either justice nor the concept of a fair trial requires [it].” 350 U.S., at 364, 76 S. Ct., at 
409. 

Echoing the reasoning of the Tenth Circuit in United States v. Page, 808 F.2d, at 728, respondent argues that 
a rule requiring the prosecutor to disclose exculpatory evidence to the grand jury would, by removing from 
the docket unjustified prosecutions, save valuable judicial time. That depends, we suppose, upon what the 
ratio would turn out to be between unjustified prosecutions eliminated and grand jury indictments challenged-
for the latter as well as the former consume “valuable judicial time.” We need not pursue the matter; if there 
is an advantage to the proposal, Congress is free to prescribe it. For the reasons set forth above, however, we 
conclude that courts have no authority to prescribe such a duty pursuant to their inherent supervisory authority 
over their own proceedings. The judgment of the Court of Appeals is accordingly reversed, and the cause is 
remanded for further proceedings consistent with this opinion. . . .  
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Problem 11-1 

(a) You are retained to represent Shirley, who comes to your office for an initial interview.  Shirley 
explains that she works as a trader at a medium-sized hedge fund that is privately held and is owned 
and operated principally by Edgar.  Shirley says that she has conducted some trades in the last year, 
with Edgar’s approval, on the basis of tips she sometimes gets from a scientist she met who works in 
the pharmaceutical industry.  Shirley shows you a grand jury subpoena directing her to appear for 
testimony in two weeks and produce “any and all documents relating to trading in securities related 
to the pharmaceutical industry.”  She says, “A guy in a suit handed this to me yesterday” and starts 
with the question, “What is a grand jury?”  Provide Shirley with the most comprehensive legal advice 
you can supply based upon what you have learned to this point.  What are the next questions you 
would want to ask Shirley in order to further assist her? 

(b) A mock grand jury examination in the classroom can provide some sense of what the grand jury 
process is like.  One or more students can be assigned as the prosecutors to question Shirley.  One or 
more can be assigned to give testimony as Shirley.  One or more can be assigned to act as Shirley’s 
lawyer.  One can be assigned to act as grand jury foreperson. In preparation, think about what you 
would ask as the prosecutor, how you would answer as the witness, and how you would advise the 
witness as her lawyer (if you are Shirley, you will of course need to fill out the facts of the trading 
situation a bit in your own mind so that you can answer a series of questions). 
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12.  FIFTH AMENDMENT AND INDIVIDUALS 

As is well known, the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution protects one from being made to be a witness 
against oneself in a criminal case.  One might say that there are two major strands of law (and fact pattern) 
that flow from this basic idea. 

One is the area of police interaction with citizens in the interrogation process.  Think Miranda and mainly 
street crime.  (For the cynic, this is Fifth Amendment law for poor people who do not have lawyers, make 
bad decisions about talking to the police, and are often tricked or frightened into providing evidence against 
themselves.) 

The other is the area of immunity grants and testimony before grand juries, at trial, and in other judicial and 
quasi-judicial contexts.  It is the second strand of Fifth Amendment thinking that is most relevant to corporate 
crime and that this chapter will examine.  (For the cynic, this is Fifth Amendment law for well-off people 
who have lawyers and negotiate with the government to get something in exchange for waiving their Fifth 
Amendment rights.) 

Why does the Constitution contain this right?  What value(s) might it be designed, or interpreted, to further? 

A. Constitution, Statutes, and Procedural Options 

The government can do what it is not allowed to do under the Constitution as long as it follows the rules set 
forth in immunity statutes.  The idea is that the Fifth Amendment right has been “supplanted”—i.e., not taken 
away but replaced in full—by the grant of immunity. 

U.S. Constitution Amendment V 

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or 
indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual 
service in time of War or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put 
in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, 
nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken 
for public use, without just compensation. 

18 U.S.C. § 6002. Immunity generally 

Whenever a witness refuses, on the basis of his privilege against self-incrimination, to testify or provide other 
information in a proceeding before or ancillary to— 

(1) a court or grand jury of the United States, 

(2) an agency of the United States, or 

(3) either House of Congress, a joint committee of the two Houses, or a committee or a subcommittee 
of either House, 
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and the person presiding over the proceeding communicates to the witness an order issued under this title, the 
witness may not refuse to comply with the order on the basis of his privilege against self-incrimination; but 
no testimony or other information compelled under the order (or any information directly or indirectly derived 
from such testimony or other information) may be used against the witness in any criminal case, except a 
prosecution for perjury, giving a false statement, or otherwise failing to comply with the order. 

18 U.S.C. § 6003. Court and grand jury proceedings 

(a) In the case of any individual who has been or may be called to testify or provide other information at any 
proceeding before or ancillary to a court of the United States or a grand jury of the United States, the United 
States district court for the judicial district in which the proceeding is or may be held shall issue, in accordance 
with subsection (b) of this section, upon the request of the United States attorney for such district, an order 
requiring such individual to give testimony or provide other information which he refuses to give or provide 
on the basis of his privilege against self-incrimination, such order to become effective as provided in section 
6002 of this title.  

(b) A United States attorney may, with the approval of the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, 
the Associate Attorney General, or any designated Assistant Attorney General or Deputy Assistant Attorney 
General, request an order under subsection (a) of this section when in his judgment—  

(1) the testimony or other information from such individual may be necessary to the public interest; 
and  

(2) such individual has refused or is likely to refuse to testify or provide other information on the basis 
of his privilege against self-incrimination.  

18 U.S.C. § 6005.  Congressional proceedings 

(a) In the case of any individual who has been or may be called to testify or provide other information at any 
proceeding before or ancillary to either House of Congress, or any committee, or any subcommittee of either 
House, or any joint committee of the two Houses, a United States district court shall issue, in accordance with 
subsection (b) of this section, upon the request of a duly authorized representative of the House of Congress 
or the committee concerned, an order requiring such individual to give testimony or provide other information 
which he refuses to give or provide on the basis of his privilege against self-incrimination, such order to 
become effective as provided in section 6002 of this title.  

(b) Before issuing an order under subsection (a) of this section, a United States district court shall find that—  

(1) in the case of a proceeding before or ancillary to either House of Congress, the request for such an 
order has been approved by an affirmative vote of a majority of the Members present of that House;  

(2) in the case of a proceeding before or ancillary to a committee or a subcommittee of either House 
of Congress or a joint committee of both Houses, the request for such an order has been approved by 
an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members of the full committee; and  
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(3) ten days or more prior to the day on which the request for such an order was made, the Attorney 
General was served with notice of an intention to request the order.  

(c) Upon application of the Attorney General, the United States district court shall defer the issuance of any 
order under subsection (a) of this section for such period, not longer than twenty days from the date of the 
request for such order, as the Attorney General may specify.  

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Punishment for contempt is a key part of the framework here, along with the perjury statutes which we have 
already examined.  The idea is to empower the judicial process to acquire truthful testimony (information) by 
the combined effect of:  (1) supplanting the Fifth Amendment right with immunity, (2) getting the witness to 
tell the truth by threatening perjury charges for false testimony, and (3) preventing the witness from simply 
refusing to testify.  All three are necessary to make the investigative engine run. 

18 U.S.C. § 401.  Power of Court 

A court of the United States shall have power to punish by fine or imprisonment, or both, at its discretion, 
such contempt of its authority, and none other, as—  

(1) Misbehavior of any person in its presence or so near thereto as to obstruct the administration of justice;  

(2) Misbehavior of any of its officers in their official transactions;  

(3) Disobedience or resistance to its lawful writ, process, order, rule, decree, or command.  

18 U.S.C. § 402.  Contempt Constituting Crimes 

Any person, corporation or association willfully disobeying any lawful writ, process, order, rule, decree, or 
command of any district court of the United States or any court of the District of Columbia, by doing any act 
or thing therein, or thereby forbidden, if the act or thing so done be of such character as to constitute also a 
criminal offense under any statute of the United States or under the laws of any State  in which the act was 
committed, shall be prosecuted for such contempt as provided in section 3691 of this title  and shall be 
punished by a fine under this title or imprisonment, or both. 

. . . in no case shall the fine to be paid to the United States exceed, in case the accused is a natural person, the 
sum of $1,000, nor shall such imprisonment exceed the term of six months. 

This section shall not be construed to relate to contempts committed in the presence of the court, or so near 
thereto as to obstruct the administration of justice, nor to contempts committed in disobedience of any lawful 
writ, process, order, rule, decree, or command entered in any suit or action brought or prosecuted in the name 
of, or on behalf of, the United States, but the same, and all other cases of contempt not specifically embraced 
in this section may be punished in conformity to the prevailing usages at law. 
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Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 42.  Criminal Contempt 

(a) DISPOSITION AFTER NOTICE. Any person who commits criminal contempt may be punished for that 
contempt after prosecution on notice. 

(1) Notice. The court must give the person notice in open court, in an order to show cause, or in an arrest 
order. The notice must: 

(A) state the time and place of the trial; 

(B) allow the defendant a reasonable time to prepare a defense; and 

(C) state the essential facts constituting the charged criminal contempt and describe it as such. 

(2) Appointing a Prosecutor. The court must request that the contempt be prosecuted by an attorney for 
the government, unless the interest of justice requires the appointment of another attorney. If the 
government declines the request, the court must appoint another attorney to prosecute the contempt. 

(3) Trial and Disposition. A person being prosecuted for criminal contempt is entitled to a jury trial in 
any case in which federal law so provides and must be released or detained as Rule 46 provides. If the 
criminal contempt involves disrespect toward or criticism of a judge, that judge is disqualified from 
presiding at the contempt trial or hearing unless the defendant consents. Upon a finding or verdict of guilty, 
the court must impose the punishment. 

(b) SUMMARY DISPOSITION. Notwithstanding any other provision of these rules, the court (other than a 
magistrate judge) may summarily punish a person who commits criminal contempt in its presence if the judge 
saw or heard the contemptuous conduct and so certifies; a magistrate judge may summarily punish a person 
as provided in 28 U.S.C. § 636(e). The contempt order must recite the facts, be signed by the judge, and be 
filed with the clerk. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The following is an example of an immunity order issued by a United States District Court.  Pay careful 
attention to its language. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

HUBERT ROTTEVEEL, 

Defendant. 

CASE NO. 2:11-CR-00447 WBS 

ORDER PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. §§ 6002-6003 GRANTING IMMUNITY AND REQUIRING 
TESTIMONY 

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 6002 that Manuel Romero give 
testimony or provide other information which he refuses to give or to provide information with respect 
to the purchase of real property and loan applications and other documentation submitted on his behalf 
to lending institutions with respect to the charged fraud scheme in the above-referenced case, in this case 
on the basis of his privilege against self-incrimination as to  all matters about which he may be asked to 
testify in this trial. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no testimony or other information compelled under this order, or any 
information directly or indirectly derived from such testimony or other information, shall be used against 
Manuel Romero in any criminal case, except that Manuel Romero shall not be exempted by this order 
from prosecution for perjury, giving a false statement pursuant to this order, or otherwise failing to 
comply with this order, and that immunity granted herein is co-extensive with 18 U.S.C. § 6002. 

IT IS SO ORDERED 

HON. WILLIAM B. SCHUB, United States District Judge 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The foregoing constitutional and statutory regime sets up the following sequence for the well-represented 
individual (let’s call her Agnes) who may have criminal exposure in a corporate investigation.  Much of this 
chapter explores in greater depth how the law sets up this sequence through the combined effects of (1) the 
Fifth Amendment, (2) the immunity statutes, (3) the perjury, obstruction, and false statements statutes, and 
(4) the contempt laws.  A common sequence in a corporate investigation is as follows: 

1. A request from government agents or prosecutors for a voluntary interview is conveyed to Agnes through 
her counsel.  Agreeing to answer questions in response will effect a complete waiver of Agnes’s Fifth 
Amendment privilege, with nothing guaranteed in return. 
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2. If Agnes refuses to be interviewed without protecting her rights, prosecutors may offer to interview Agnes 
under a “proffer” agreement, which will be discussed further in chapter 16 (because a proffer agreement is 
most commonly a prelude to a cooperation and plea agreement).  This agreement would provide Agnes with 
immunity from direct use of her interview statements against her, but not immunity from her statements being 
used against her indirectly as leads to other evidence or to contradict or cross-examine Agnes at any later trial 
(referred to as derivative use).  The proffer agreement also provides Agnes no protection against prosecution 
for any false statements she might make in the interview.  If there is any chance that Agnes will be charged 
and want to contest the case at trial, an interview under such an agreement may make it impossible for her to 
testify effectively in her own defense. 

3. If Agnes refuses to be interviewed under a proffer agreement, the prosecutors will have to decide whether 
to afford full immunity (use plus derivative use) to Agnes.  This can be done by letter agreement (a contract 
signed by both parties) or by serving Agnes with a grand jury subpoena and then obtaining a court immunity 
order per the statutory procedure above.  Agnes will prefer a court order if she fears prosecution in other 
jurisdictions because a letter agreement will bind only the prosecutor’s office that signed it.  Prosecutors will 
be very hesitant to immunize Agnes if it is early in their investigation and they are not yet sure about Agnes’s 
level of criminal exposure.  Taking testimony under derivative use immunity can make later prosecution of a 
witness very difficult or impossible, as we will see in this chapter. 

4. If Agnes testifies or is interviewed under an immunity agreement or order, she can still be prosecuted for 
perjury, obstruction of justice, and false statements if she lies. 

5. In a rare case (usually involving violent organized crime or intense political pressure), Agnes might refuse 
to testify even in the face of an immunity order.  If she does so, she can be held in civil contempt by a judge 
and jailed until such time as she changes her mind and agrees to comply with the order to testify.  Furthermore, 
Agnes can be prosecuted for criminal contempt and punished with prison time regardless of whether she 
relented during civil detention.  Civil contempt is not considered punishment but rather a remedy to 
accomplish compliance with a court order.  The act of contempt, however, is also considered a crime 
warranting punishment. 

6. Alternatively, as will be explored in chapter 16, prosecutors with a strong case against Agnes may seek to 
persuade her to enter into a plea and cooperation agreement under which she would waive her Fifth 
Amendment privilege and agree to testify in exchange for a guarantee that she will not face any charges 
beyond limited ones set forth in the agreement. 

B.  Prosecutorial Conduct 

With immunity, we again have an area of enormous prosecutorial power and freedom of decision making.  
Prosecutors have the ability to apply to the court for immunity, but the court has almost no discretion to deny 
an immunity application under the statutes, so power to grant immunity de facto rests with the prosecutor.  
Why is this power so significant?  
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The DOJ has provided additional guidelines for prosecutors seeking to exercise this power.  Are there any 
factors that prosecutors should consider that are not included in the following guidelines? 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, JUSTICE MANUAL (Excerpts) 

9-23.140. Authority to Initiate Immunity Requests 

Assistant United States Attorneys, with the approval of the United States Attorney or, in his or her absence, 
a supervisory Assistant United States Attorney, and Department attorneys, with the approval of an appropriate 
Assistant Attorney General or Deputy Assistant Attorney General of DOJ, may initiate requests to compel 
testimony under the use immunity statute. 

9-23.210. Decision to Request Immunity—The Public Interest 

Section 6003(b) of Title 18, United States Code, authorizes a United States Attorney to request immunity 
when, in his/her judgment, the testimony or other information that is expected to be obtained from the witness 
“may be necessary to the public interest.” Some of the factors that should be weighed in making this judgment 
include: 

A. The importance of the investigation or prosecution to effective enforcement of the criminal laws; 

B. The value of the person's testimony or information to the investigation or prosecution; 

C. The likelihood of prompt and full compliance with a compulsion order, and the effectiveness of 
available sanctions if there is no such compliance; 

D. The person's relative culpability in connection with the offense or offenses being investigated or 
prosecuted, and his or her criminal history; 

E. The possibility of successfully prosecuting the person prior to compelling his or her testimony; 

F. The likelihood of adverse collateral consequences to the person if he or she testifies under a 
compulsion order. 

These factors are not intended to be all-inclusive or to require a particular decision in a particular case. They 
are, however, representative of the kinds of factors that should be considered when deciding whether to seek 
immunity. 

9-23.212. Decision to Request Immunity—Conviction Prior to Compulsion 

It is preferable as a matter of policy to punish offenders for their criminal conduct prior to compelling them 
to testify. While this is not feasible in all cases, a successful prosecution of the witness, or obtaining a plea of 
guilty to at least some of the charges against the witness, will avoid or mitigate arguments of co-defendants 
made to the court or jury that the witness “cut a deal” with the government to avoid the witness's own 
conviction and punishment. 
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9-23.400. Authorization to Prosecute after Compulsion 

After a person has testified or provided information pursuant to a compulsion order—except in the case of 
act-of-production immunity—an attorney for the government shall not initiate or recommend prosecution of 
the person for an offense or offenses first disclosed in, or closely related to, such testimony or information 
without the express written authorization of the Attorney General. Such requests for authorization should be 
sent to the Assistant Attorney General for the division that issued the letter of authority for requesting the 
original compulsion order. 

The request to prosecute should indicate the circumstances justifying prosecution and the method by which 
the government will be able to establish that the evidence it will use against the witness will meet the 
government's burden under Kastigar v. United States, 406 U.S. 441 (1972). 

C. Immunity and the Constitution 

The following foundational case explains why the immunity statutes are consistent with the Fifth Amendment 
right and do not violate the Constitution.  In the course of doing that, the case also makes clear what the effect 
of statutory immunity is.  The key to all of this is to understand three terms:  (1) transactional immunity, (2) 
use immunity, and (3) derivative use immunity.  In addition, pay careful attention to the Court’s discussion 
of its prior decision in Murphy v. Waterfront Commission. 

KASTIGAR v. UNITED STATES, 406 U.S. 441 (1972) 

Mr. Justice POWELL delivered the opinion of the Court. 

This case presents the question whether the United States Government may compel testimony from an 
unwilling witness, who invokes the Fifth Amendment privilege against compulsory self-incrimination, by 
conferring on the witness immunity from use of the compelled testimony in subsequent criminal proceedings, 
as well as immunity from use of evidence derived from the testimony. 

Petitioners were subpoenaed to appear before a United States grand jury in the Central District of California 
on February 4, 1971. The Government believed that petitioners were likely to assert their Fifth Amendment 
privilege. Prior to the scheduled appearances, the Government applied to the District Court for an order 
directing petitioners to answer questions and produce evidence before the grand jury under a grant of 
immunity conferred pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §§ 6002, 6003. Petitioners opposed issuance of the order, 
contending primarily that the scope of the immunity provided by the statute was not coextensive with the 
scope of the privilege against self-incrimination, and therefore was not sufficient to supplant the privilege and 
compel their testimony. The District Court rejected this contention, and ordered petitioners to appear before 
the grand jury and answer its questions under the grant of immunity. 

Petitioners appeared but refused to answer questions, asserting their privilege against compulsory self-
incrimination. They were brought before the District Court, and each persisted in his refusal to answer the 
grand jury’s questions, notwithstanding the grant of immunity. The court found both in contempt, and 
committed them to the custody of the Attorney General until either they answered the grand jury’s questions 
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or the term of the grand jury expired. The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed. This Court granted 
certiorari to resolve the important question whether testimony may be compelled by granting immunity from 
the use of compelled testimony and evidence derived therefrom (‘use and derivative use’ immunity), or 
whether it is necessary to grant immunity from prosecution for offenses to which compelled testimony relates 
(‘transactional’ immunity).  

The power of government to compel persons to testify in court or before grand juries and other governmental 
agencies is firmly established in Anglo-American jurisprudence. . . . But the power to compel testimony is 
not absolute. There are a number of exemptions from the testimonial duty, the most important of which is the 
Fifth Amendment privilege against compulsory self-incrimination. The privilege reflects a complex of our 
fundamental values and aspirations, and marks an important advance in the development of our liberty. It can 
be asserted in any proceeding, civil or criminal, administrative or judicial, investigatory or adjudicatory; and 
it protects against any disclosures which the witness reasonably believes could be used in a criminal 
prosecution or could lead to other evidence that might be so used. This Court has been zealous to safeguard 
the values which underlie the privilege.  

Immunity statutes, which have historical roots deep in Anglo-American jurisprudence, are not incompatible 
with these values. Rather, they seek a rational accommodation between the imperatives of the privilege and 
the legitimate demands of government to compel citizens to testify. The existence of these statutes reflects 
the importance of testimony, and the fact that many offenses are of such a character that the only persons 
capable of giving useful testimony are those implicated in the crime. . . . In addition, every State in the Union, 
as well as the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico, has one or more such statutes. . . . 

Petitioners contend, first, that the Fifth Amendment’s privilege against compulsory self-incrimination, which 
is that ‘(n)o person . . . shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself,’ deprives 
Congress of power to enact laws that compel self-incrimination, even if complete immunity from prosecution 
is granted prior to the compulsion of the incriminatory testimony. In other words, petitioners assert that no 
immunity statute, however drawn, can afford a lawful basis for compelling incriminatory testimony. They 
ask us to reconsider and overrule Brown v. Walker, 161 U.S. 591 (1896), and Ullmann v. United States, 
decisions that uphold the constitutionality of immunity statutes.  

We find no merit to this contention. . . . 

Petitioners’ second contention is that the scope of immunity provided by the federal witness immunity statute, 
18 U.S.C. § 6002, is not coextensive with the scope of the Fifth Amendment privilege against compulsory 
self-incrimination, and therefore is not sufficient to supplant the privilege and compel testimony over a claim 
of the privilege. The statute provides that when a witness is compelled by district court order to testify over a 
claim of the privilege: 

‘the witness may not refuse to comply with the order on the basis of his privilege against self-
incrimination; but no testimony or other information compelled under the order (or any 
information directly or indirectly derived from such testimony or other information) may be 
used against the witness in any criminal case, except a prosecution for perjury, giving a false 
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statement, or otherwise failing to comply with the order.’ 18 U.S.C. § 6002. 

The constitutional inquiry, rooted in logic and history, as well as in the decisions of this Court, is whether the 
immunity granted under this statute is coextensive with the scope of the privilege. If so, petitioners’ refusals 
to answer based on the privilege were unjustified, and the judgments of contempt were proper, for the grant 
of immunity has removed the dangers against which the privilege protects. If, on the other hand, the immunity 
granted is not as comprehensive as the protection afforded by the privilege, petitioners were justified in 
refusing to answer, and the judgments of contempt must be vacated. 

Petitioners draw a distinction between statutes that provide transactional immunity and those that provide, as 
does the statute before us, immunity from use and derivative use. They contend that a statute must at a 
minimum grant full transactional immunity in order to be coextensive with the scope of the privilege. In 
support of this contention, they rely on Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142 U.S. 547 (1892), the first case in which 
this Court considered a constitutional challenge to an immunity statute. The statute, a reenactment of the 
Immunity Act of 1868, provided that no ‘evidence obtained from a party or witness by means of a judicial 
proceeding . . . shall be given in evidence, or in any manner used against him . . . in any court of the United 
States . . .’ 

Notwithstanding a grant of immunity and order to testify under the revised 1868 Act, the witness, asserting 
his privilege against compulsory self-incrimination, refused to testify before a federal grand jury. He was 
consequently adjudged in contempt of court. On appeal, this Court construed the statute as affording a witness 
protection only against the use of the specific testimony compelled from him under the grant of immunity. 
This construction meant that the statute ‘could not, and would not, prevent the use of his testimony to search 
out other testimony to be used in evidence against him.’ Since the revised 1868 Act, as construed by the 
Court, would permit the use against the immunized witness of evidence derived from his compelled 
testimony, it did not protect the witness to the same extent that a claim of the privilege would protect him. 
Accordingly, under the principle that a grant of immunity cannot supplant the privilege, and is not sufficient 
to compel testimony over a claim of the privilege, unless the scope of the grant of immunity is coextensive 
with the scope of the privilege, the witness’ refusal to testify was held proper. In the course of its opinion, the 
Court made the following statement, on which petitioners heavily rely: 

‘We are clearly of opinion that no statute which leaves the party or witness subject to 
prosecution after he answers the criminating question put to him, can have the effect of 
supplanting the privilege conferred by the Constitution of the United States. (The immunity 
statute under consideration) does not supply a complete protection from all the perils against 
which the constitutional prohibition was designed to guard, and is not a full substitute for that 
prohibition. In view of the constitutional provision, a statutory enactment, to be valid, must 
afford absolute immunity against future prosecution for the offence to which the question 
relates.’ 142 U.S., at 585–86, 12 S. Ct., at 206. 

Sixteen days after the Counselman decision, a new immunity bill was introduced by Senator Cullom. . . . The 
bill, which became the Compulsory Testimony Act of 1893, . . . removed the privilege against self-
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incrimination in hearings before the Interstate Commerce Commission and provided that: 

‘no person shall be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture for or on account of 
any transaction, matter or thing, concerning which he may testify, or produce evidence, 
documentary or otherwise . . .’ Act of Feb. 11, 1893, 27 Stat. 444. 

This transactional immunity statute became the basic form for the numerous federal immunity statutes until 
1970, when, after re-examining applicable constitutional principles and the adequacy of existing law, 
Congress enacted the statute here under consideration. The new statute, which does not ‘afford (the) absolute 
immunity against future prosecution’ referred to in Counselman, was drafted to meet what Congress judged 
to be the conceptual basis of Counselman, as elaborated in subsequent decisions of the Court, namely, that 
immunity from the use of compelled testimony and evidence derived therefrom is coextensive with the scope 
of the privilege.  

The statute’s explicit proscription of the use in any criminal case of ‘testimony or other information compelled 
under the order (or any information directly or indirectly derived from such testimony or other information)’ 
is consonant with Fifth Amendment standards. We hold that such immunity from use and derivative use is 
coextensive with the scope of the privilege against self-incrimination, and therefore is sufficient to compel 
testimony over a claim of the privilege. While a grant of immunity must afford protection commensurate with 
that afforded by the privilege, it need not be broader. Transactional immunity, which accords full immunity 
from prosecution for the offense to which the compelled testimony relates, affords the witness considerably 
broader protection than does the Fifth Amendment privilege. The privilege has never been construed to mean 
that one who invokes it cannot subsequently be prosecuted. Its sole concern is to afford protection against 
being ‘forced to give testimony leading to the infliction of ‘penalties affixed to . . . criminal acts. “Immunity 
from the use of compelled testimony, as well as evidence derived directly and indirectly therefrom, affords 
this protection. It prohibits the prosecutorial authorities from using the compelled testimony in any respect, 
and it therefore insures that the testimony cannot lead to the infliction of criminal penalties on the witness. 

Our holding is consistent with the conceptual basis of Counselman. . . . 

The basis of the Court’s decision was recognized in Ullmann v. United States, 350 U.S. 422 (1956), in which 
the Court reiterated that the Counselman statute was insufficient: 

‘because the immunity granted was incomplete, in that it merely forbade the use of the 
testimony given and failed to protect a witness from future prosecution based on knowledge 
and sources of information obtained from the compelled testimony.’  

. . . In Murphy v. Waterfront Comm’n, 378 U.S. 52 (1964), the Court carefully considered immunity from use 
of compelled testimony and evidence derived therefrom. The Murphy petitioners were subpoenaed to testify 
at a hearing conducted by the Waterfront Commission of New York Harbor. After refusing to answer certain 
questions on the ground that the answers might tend to incriminate them, petitioners were granted immunity 
from prosecution under the laws of New Jersey and New York. They continued to refuse to testify, however, 
on the ground that their answers might tend to incriminate them under federal law, to which the immunity did 
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not purport to extend. . . . 

The issue before the Court in Murphy was whether New Jersey and New York could compel the witnesses, 
whom these States had immunized from prosecution under their laws, to give testimony that might then be 
used to convict them of a federal crime. Since New Jersey and New York had not purported to confer 
immunity from federal prosecution, the Court was faced with the question what limitations the Fifth 
Amendment privilege imposed on the prosecutorial powers of the Federal Government, a nonimmunizing 
sovereign. After undertaking an examination of the policies and purposes of the privilege, the Court 
overturned the rule that one jurisdiction within our federal structure may compel a witness to give testimony 
which could be used to convict him of a crime in another jurisdiction. The Court held that the privilege 
protects state witnesses against incrimination under federal as well as state law, and federal witnesses against 
incrimination under state as well as federal law. Applying this principle to the state immunity legislation 
before it, the Court held the constitutional rule to be that: 

‘(A) state witness may not be compelled to give testimony which may be incriminating under 
federal law unless the compelled testimony and its fruits cannot be used in any manner by 
federal officials in connection with a criminal prosecution against him. We conclude, 
moreover, that in order to implement this constitutional rule and accommodate the interests of 
the State and Federal Government in investigating and prosecuting crime, the Federal 
Governments must be prohibited from making any such use of compelled testimony and its 
fruits.’  

. . . [B]oth the reasoning of the Court in Murphy and the result reached compel the conclusion that use and 
derivative-use immunity is constitutionally sufficient to compel testimony over a claim of the privilege. . . . 
As the Murphy Court noted, immunity from use and derivative use ‘leaves the witness and the Federal 
Government in substantially the same position as if the witness had claimed his privilege’ in the absence of a 
grant of immunity. . . . This protection coextensive with the privilege is the degree of protection that the 
Constitution requires, and is all that the Constitution requires even against the jurisdiction compelling 
testimony by granting immunity.  

Although an analysis of prior decisions and the purpose of the Fifth Amendment privilege indicates that use 
and derivative-use immunity is coextensive with the privilege, we must consider additional arguments 
advanced by petitioners against the sufficiency of such immunity. We start from the premise, repeatedly 
affirmed by this Court, that an appropriately broad immunity grant is compatible with the Constitution. 

Petitioners argue that use and derivative-use immunity will not adequately protect a witness from various 
possible incriminating uses of the compelled testimony: for example, the prosecutor or other law enforcement 
officials may obtain leads, names of witnesses, or other information not otherwise available that might result 
in a prosecution. It will be difficult and perhaps impossible, the argument goes, to identify, by testimony or 
cross-examination, the subtle ways in which the compelled testimony may disadvantage a witness, especially 
in the jurisdiction granting the immunity. 
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This argument presupposes that the statute’s prohibition will prove impossible to enforce. The statute provides 
a sweeping proscription of any use, direct or indirect, of the compelled testimony and any information derived 
therefrom. . . . 

This total prohibition on use provides a comprehensive safeguard, barring the use of compelled testimony as 
an ‘investigatory lead,’ and also barring the use of any evidence obtained by focusing investigation on a 
witness as a result of his compelled disclosures. 

A person accorded this immunity under 18 U.S.C. § 6002, and subsequently prosecuted, is not dependent for 
the preservation of his rights upon the integrity and good faith of the prosecuting authorities. As stated in 
Murphy: 

‘Once a defendant demonstrates that he has testified, under a state grant of immunity, to 
matters related to the federal prosecution, the federal authorities have the burden of showing 
that their evidence is not tainted by establishing that they had an independent, legitimate source 
for the disputed evidence.’  

This burden of proof, which we reaffirm as appropriate, is not limited to a negation of taint; rather, it imposes 
on the prosecution the affirmative duty to prove that the evidence it proposes to use is derived from a 
legitimate source wholly independent of the compelled testimony. 

This is very substantial protection, commensurate with that resulting from invoking the privilege itself. The 
privilege assures that a citizen is not compelled to incriminate himself by his own testimony. It usually 
operates to allow a citizen to remain silent when asked a question requiring an incriminatory answer. This 
statute, which operates after a witness has given incriminatory testimony, affords the same protection by 
assuring that the compelled testimony can in no way lead to the infliction of criminal penalties. The statute, 
like the Fifth Amendment, grants neither pardon nor amnesty. Both the statute and the Fifth Amendment 
allow the government to prosecute using evidence from legitimate independent sources. . . . 

We conclude that the immunity provided by 18 U.S.C. § 6002 leaves the witness and the prosecutorial 
authorities in substantially the same position as if the witness had claimed the Fifth Amendment privilege. 
The immunity therefore is coextensive with the privilege and suffices to supplant it. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The “Kastigar burden”—what the government must prove to maintain a prosecution in the face of a motion 
to dismiss on the basis that the government has relied directly or indirectly on immunized testimony—is often 
described as “heavy.”  Indeed, the burden is so heavy that prosecutors are loath to take it on and often treat 
derivative use immunity as functionally equivalent to transactional immunity.  The next case demonstrates 
how heavy that burden is, and how prosecutions across international boundaries can further complicate the 
problem.  The nature of the facts and charges will be familiar from Chapter 3. 
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UNITED STATES v. ALLEN, 864 F.3d 63 (2d Cir. 2017) 

JOSÉ A. CABRANES, Circuit Judge: 

This case—the first criminal appeal related to the London Interbank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”) to reach this 
(or any) Court of Appeals—presents the question, among others, whether testimony given by an individual 
involuntarily under the legal compulsion of a foreign power may be used against that individual in a criminal 
case in an American court. As employees in the London office of Coöperatieve Centrale Raiffeisen-
Boerenleenbank B.A. (“Rabobank”) in the 2000s, defendants-appellants Anthony Allen and Anthony Conti 
(“Defendants”) played roles in that bank’s LIBOR submission process during the now-well-documented 
heyday of the rate’s manipulation. Allen and Conti were, for unrelated reasons, no longer employed at 
Rabobank by 2008 and 2009, respectively. By 2013, they were among the persons being investigated by 
enforcement agencies in the United Kingdom (“U.K.”) and the United States for their roles in setting LIBOR. 

The U.K. enforcement agency, the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”), interviewed Allen and Conti (each 
a U.K. citizen and resident) that year, along with several of their coworkers. At these interviews, Allen and 
Conti were compelled to testify and given “direct use”—but not “derivative use”—immunity. In accordance 
with U.K. law, refusal to testify could result in imprisonment. The FCA subsequently decided to initiate an 
enforcement action against one of Defendants’ coworkers, Paul Robson, and, following its normal procedures, 
the FCA disclosed to Robson the relevant evidence against him, including the compelled testimony of Allen 
and Conti. Robson closely reviewed that testimony, annotating it and taking several pages of handwritten 
notes. 

For reasons not apparent in the record, the FCA shortly thereafter dropped its case against Robson, and the 
Fraud Section of the United States Department of Justice (the “DOJ”) promptly took it up. Robson soon 
pleaded guilty and became an important cooperator, substantially assisting the DOJ with developing its case. 
Ultimately, Robson was the sole source of certain material information supplied to the grand jury that indicted 
Allen and Conti and, after being called as a trial witness by the Government, Robson provided significant 
testimony to the petit jury that convicted Defendants. 

In October 2014, a grand jury returned an indictment charging Defendants with one count of conspiracy to 
commit wire fraud and bank fraud, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1349, as well as several counts of wire fraud, 
in violation 18 U.S.C. § 1343. Following a trial held in October 2015 in the United States District Court for 
the Southern District of New York (Jed S. Rakoff, Judge), a jury convicted on all counts. The District Court 
sentenced Allen principally to two years’ imprisonment and Conti to a year-and-a-day’s imprisonment. 
Agreeing that Defendants had raised a “substantial issue” for appeal, the District Court granted bail pending 
appeal. . . . 

As relevant here, Rabobank was a contributor panel bank for USD LIBOR and JPY LIBOR. Allen joined 
Rabobank in 1998 as a cash trader and was the bank’s USD LIBOR submitter until 2005, when he became 
Rabobank’s Global Head of Liquidity and Finance. In that new role, which he held until being laid off when 
Rabobank closed its London branch in late 2008, he was responsible for supervising other cash traders. One 
of those cash traders was Conti, who assumed primary responsibility for USD LIBOR submissions starting 
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in 2005 and continuing through 2009, when he quit shortly after his job was moved to Utrecht. Another cash 
trader, Paul Robson (whose testimony is central to the issue before us), was primarily responsible for 
Rabobank’s JPY LIBOR submissions during the relevant time period. Others, including Allen himself, would 
sometimes submit USD LIBOR rates or JPY LIBOR rates when Conti or Robson were unavailable. 
According to the “Final Notice” issued to Rabobank by the FCA for its LIBOR-related misconduct, 
“Rabobank did not explicitly have a policy in place to address LIBOR submissions procedures until 30 March 
2011, and certain LIBOR-related compliance risks were not addressed until August 2012.” 

In addition to LIBOR submitters, Rabobank also employed derivatives traders who would regularly enter into 
interest rate swap agreements. It was a routine practice of these derivatives traders to submit requests to Conti 
and Robson (or, at times, their stand-ins) for higher or lower LIBOR submissions. The Government’s theory 
of the case was that these trader requests were dictated by the traders’ (and thus Rabobank’s) interest in having 
LIBOR be higher or lower on particular dates based on the transactions that the trader had entered or positions 
they held. Allen and Conti, the Government alleged, honored those requests in lieu of making good-faith 
estimates of Rabobank’s projected borrowing rates. 

One USD derivatives trader, Lee Stewart (nicknamed the “Ambassador”), sat in the same line of desks at 
Rabobank’s London office as did Allen and the cash traders—including Conti, the principal USD LIBOR 
submitter. Stewart testified at trial that he offered LIBOR requests “out loud,” “in front of everyone,” and 
never used “code” or “tr[ied] to hide what [he] was talking about.” Robson testified that every morning before 
11 a.m., Conti led, and Allen participated in, a “gather[ing]” and “discuss[ion]” of the best way to influence 
LIBOR, prefaced by the shout, “right, LIBOR times[!]” 

By contrast, those derivatives traders located in other offices, like USD derivatives trader Christian Schluep 
(located in New York) or JPY derivatives trader Takayuki Yagami (located in Tokyo), would more often 
submit their LIBOR requests in writing. Thus there are numerous arguably incriminating written exchanges 
between the latter traders and the LIBOR submitters. Schluep and Conti had several exchanges regarding the 
setting of USD LIBOR—for example: 

• On July 17, 2006, Schluep asked Conti, “IF ANY CHANCE, A HIGH 3MTH TODAY PL!” 
Conti replied, “[o]k matey ... high one today.”  

• On October 31, 2006, Schluep sent Conti a message discussing market activity and then 
stated, “SMALL FAVOUR AS USUAL, LOW 2S HIGH 3S IF POSSIBLE MATEY,” 
meaning he wanted a low two-month LIBOR and a high three-month LIBOR. Conti responded 
to the earlier parts of Schluep’s message and added, “[w]ill do matey on the libors.”  

• On August 13, 2007, Schluep sent a message to Conti, requesting “HIGH 3S AND 6S PLS 
TODAY MATE (ESP 6MNTHS!!) IF U WOULD BE SO KIND .. [sic] GOTTA MAKE 
MONEY SOMEHOW!” Conti responded simply, “cool,” to which Schluep replied, 
“CHEERS TC.. [sic] EVERY LITTLE HELPS!”  

Schluep also had exchanges with Allen—for example: 
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• On October 6, 2006, Schluep sent a message to Allen stating, “HELLO SKIPPER, CAN U 
PUT 3S AT 37 FOR ME TOMORROW PLS... MANY THANKS.” Allen replied, “NEVER 
IN DOUBT!”  

• On November 29, 2006, Schluep sent a message to Allen asking for a “LOW 1S HIGH 3S 
LIBOR PLS!!!” Allen replied “OK MATE, WILL DO MY BEST ... SPEAK LATER.” 
Schluep later thanked Allen, because the submissions were “BANG ON THE MONEY!” 
Allen replied, “NO WORRIES” and joked that he “HAD TO WORK MY WAY OUT OF AN 
AMBASS HEADLOCK TO GET THOSE IN!”  

• On December 1, 2006, Schluep sent a message to Allen stating, “APPRECIATE 3S GO 
DOWN, BUT A HIGH 3S TODAY WOULD BE NICE.” Allen responded, “I AM FAST 
TURNING INTO YOUR LIBOR BITCH!!!!” Schluep replied, “JUST FRIENDLY 
ENCOURAGEMENT THAT’S ALL, APPRECIATE THE HELP.” Allen replied, “NO 
WORRIES MATE, GLAD TO HELP[.]” 

There were similar, if perhaps more explicit and thus arguably more incriminating, exchanges between 
Yagami and Robson regarding the setting of JPY LIBOR—for example: 

• On September 21, 2007, Robson told Yagami that market information supported a 
submission of 0.85 for the one-month JPY LIBOR. Yagami asked for a higher rate, specifically 
0.90. Robson agreed, even though he would “probably get a few phone calls,” telling Yagami 
that there were “bigger crooks in the market than us guys!”  

• On March 19, 2008, Yagami told Robson “[w]e have loads of 6mth fixings today” and—
conveying a request from another trader—asked Robson to submit 1.10 for the six-month yen 
LIBOR. Robson responded that market information supported a 1.03 submission for the six-
month LIBOR but that he would submit 1.10 as asked, even though it would likely prompt “a 
phone call.” Robson added that it “will be quite funny to see the reaction” to his submission at 
Yagami’s requested rate.  

Whether Allen and Conti did, in fact, accommodate trader requests by adjusting their LIBOR submissions 
was an issue that Defendants contested at trial. Although Allen and Conti claim they ignored the trader 
requests, the Government presented evidence at trial purporting to show that these trader requests were 
accommodated. For instance, on August 13, 2007, Schluep e-mailed Conti and said: GONNA NEED A 
FRICKIN HIGH 6 MTH FIX TOMORROW IF OK WITH U ... 5.42?” The next day, Schluep sent a reminder 
and Allen informed another trader that the six–month LIBOR submission would be 5.42 because “i think 
thats [sic] what [C]hristian [Schluep] needs.” The Rabobank submission for six–month USD LIBOR that day 
was 5.42. . . . 

Where Defendants and the Government parted ways on the facts was whether the traders’ requests were 
honored. While Conti did not take the stand at trial, Allen testified that he never actually accommodated such 
requests. On direct examination by the Government, by contrast, Robson—Rabobank’s JPY LIBOR 
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submitter—explained that LIBOR’s lack of precision allowed him to accommodate trader requests without 
raising eyebrows. . . . 

Moreover, Robson proffered to the Government that Conti likewise accommodated trading positions when 
making LIBOR submissions. And Robson was the sole source of trial and grand jury testimony that Allen 
specifically directed and instructed others in this scheme. . . . 

The FCA’s interviews were compulsory; they were conducted under a grant of direct (but not derivative) use 
immunity, and a witness’s failure to testify under such terms could result in imprisonment. In order to avoid 
potential problems under Kastigar, the DOJ took care to conduct their interviews wholly independently of 
the FCA’s interviews and their fruits. Specifically, the FCA agreed to procedures to maintain a “wall” between 
its investigation and the DOJ’s investigation, including a “day one/day two” interview procedure in which 
the DOJ interviewed witnesses prior to the FCA. In accordance with that protocol, the FCA interviewed 
Robson (on January 17, 2013), Conti (on January 25, 2013), and Allen (on June 20 and 21, 2013), among 
others. Robson, in his compelled testimony to the FCA, denied any improper conduct at Rabobank. 

In November 2013, the FCA initiated an enforcement action against Robson and, following its normal 
procedure, disclosed to Robson the relevant evidence against him, including the compelled testimony of Allen 
and Conti. Robson’s attorney instructed him to review the materials sent by the FCA in preparation for a 
meeting between Robson and his attorney. Robson “reviewed the materials over the course of two to three 
successive or nearly successive days sometime in or about November and/or December of 2013.” During this 
review, Robson underlined, annotated, and circled certain passages of both Allen’s and Conti’s compelled 
testimony. Robson also took roughly five pages of handwritten notes. Before Robson had the chance to 
discuss this material with his attorney, however, the FCA stayed its regulatory proceeding in favor of a 
criminal prosecution of Robson by the DOJ. On instruction from his lawyer, Robson placed the FCA materials 
in a box, put them in his attic, and did not review them further. . . . 

In mid-July 2014, the DOJ first interviewed Robson at a so-called proffer session. On August 5, 2014, Robson 
signed a cooperation agreement and shortly thereafter pleaded guilty. At Robson’s plea hearing, the 
prosecutor informed the District Court that “there is . . . a chance that we would seek a superseding indictment 
in light of information that has come to light from our two cooperators” and that there was “a distinct 
possibility” the new indictment would “involve[ ] other individuals.”  

So it did. On October 16, 2014, the grand jury returned a superseding indictment charging two new 
individuals—Allen and Conti—with one count of conspiracy to commit wire fraud and bank fraud as well as 
several counts of wire fraud. It is not disputed that the Government’s presentation of evidence to the grand 
jury that indicted Defendants relied on evidence that Robson had provided. While Robson did not himself 
testify, the new information he gave was relayed to the grand jury through FBI Special Agent Jeffrey Weeks, 
who did testify. And Weeks’s testimony to the grand jury on certain matters derived exclusively from Robson. 
In particular, Robson was the only source for Weeks’s testimony that Allen “instructed, specifically 
instructed, LIBOR submitters in London to consider the positions and the requests of Rabobank traders and 
adjust their submissions for LIBOR and various currencies based on the means of those traders,” and that 
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“Mr. Robson said that sitting near Mr. Conti he was aware that Mr. Conti set U.S. dollar LIBOR rates in 
which he considered his own positions as appropriate reason or justification for setting the rates.” . . . 

At trial, the Government’s case-in-chief consisted of documentary evidence (e.g., e-mails, “instant chats,” 
and phone calls involving Allen, Conti, or their alleged co-conspirators) and testimony from eight witnesses, 
including three cooperators: Stewart, Yagami, and Robson. In addition to cross-examination of the 
Government’s witnesses, Allen and Conti each offered an expert witness, and Allen testified in his own 
defense. On November 5, 2015, the jury returned a verdict of guilty on all counts (nineteen counts, in total, 
for Allen and nine for Conti). . . . 

In arguing that Fifth Amendment protections apply in this case, Defendants rely on our cases pertaining to 
foreign and cross-border law enforcement, which have consistently held that “in order to be admitted in our 
courts, inculpatory statements obtained overseas by foreign officials must have been made voluntarily.” In so 
holding, we joined our sister circuits that have considered the issue. Defendants contend that these cases are 
sufficient to resolve the present dispute regarding whether compulsion by a foreign power implicates the Fifth 
Amendment. We agree. . . . 

The Supreme Court has taken care . . . to distinguish extraterritorial applications of the Fourth Amendment 
from those of the Self-Incrimination Clause of the Fifth Amendment. The Fourth Amendment “prohibits 
unreasonable searches and seizures whether or not the evidence is sought to be used in a criminal trial,” such 
that “a violation of the Amendment is fully accomplished at the time of an unreasonable governmental 
intrusion.” By contrast, in the case of the Fifth Amendment’s Self-Incrimination Clause, “a constitutional 
violation occurs only at trial,” even if “conduct by law enforcement officials prior to trial may ultimately 
impair that right.” In light of that distinction, “it naturally follows that, regardless of the origin—i.e., domestic 
or foreign—of a statement, it cannot be admitted at trial in the United States if the statement was ‘compelled.’”  

Thus, the Self-Incrimination Clause’s prohibition of the use of compelled testimony arises from the text of 
the Constitution itself, and directly addresses what happens in American courtrooms, in contrast to the 
exclusionary rules that are crafted as remedies to deter unconstitutional actions by officers in the field. Its 
protections therefore apply in American courtrooms even when the defendant’s testimony was compelled by 
foreign officials. 

Moreover, for much the same reasons, the Clause applies in American courtrooms even where, as here, the 
defendant’s testimony was compelled by foreign officials lawfully—that is, pursuant to foreign legal 
process—in a manner that does not shock the conscience or violate fundamental fairness. The Clause flatly 
prohibits the use of compelled testimony and is not based on any matter of misconduct or illegality on the 
part of the agency applying the compulsion. . . . 

The Government also asserts that a prohibition on its use in U.S. courts of testimony compelled by a foreign 
authority “could seriously hamper the prosecution of criminal conduct that crosses international borders.” In 
particular, the Government submits: 

A foreign government could inadvertently scuttle prosecutions in the U.S. by compelling 
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testimony and then making the testimony available to potential witnesses or the public. Worse 
yet, a hostile government bent on frustrating prosecution of a defendant would have to do no 
more than compel [that defendant] to testify and then publicize the substance of that testimony, 
unilaterally putting the United States to its heavy Kastigar burden.  

The Government’s first concern—that foreign powers could inadvertently or negligently obstruct federal 
prosecutions—fails to account for the fact that this risk already exists within our own constitutional structure. 
In our system—composed of “State and National Governments,” with the latter government further divided 
into separate co-equal branches—the DOJ does not control the granting or handling of witness immunity by 
the States or by the U.S. Congress. Similarly, and “[f]or better or for worse, we live in a world of nation-
states in which our Government must be able to ‘function effectively in the company of sovereign nations.’”  

We are confident the Government is able to do so. Indeed, in a March 2016 address that specifically discussed 
the immunity issue in this case, Leslie Caldwell, then-Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division, 
observed that 

as we and our [foreign] counterparts work together more frequently and better understand our 
respective systems, we are having . . . conversations [about double jeopardy and Fifth 
Amendment protections] earlier, so that individuals are much less likely to be caught in the 
middle of last minute turf battles over where and by whom a prosecution should be brought.  

In the present case, the Government was plainly aware from the outset—well before the FCA transmitted the 
Defendants’ compelled testimony to Robson—of the need for close coordination of its efforts with those of 
the U.K. authorities. The practical outcome of our holding today is that the risk of error in coordination falls 
on the U.S. Government (should it seek to prosecute foreign individuals), rather than on the subjects and 
targets of cross-border investigations. 

As to the Government’s concerns that a hostile foreign government might hypothetically endeavor to sabotage 
U.S. prosecutions by immunizing a suspect and publicizing his or her testimony—that, of course, is not this 
case. This case raises no questions regarding the legitimacy or regularity of the procedures employed by the 
U.K. government or the U.K. government’s investigation more generally. We thus need only say here that 
should U.S. prosecutors or judges face the situation suggested by the Government, our holding today would 
not necessarily prevent prosecution in the United States. That is true not only if the U.S. prosecution navigated 
any resulting Kastigar issues by meeting its burden or by not using exposed witnesses. It is true for another 
reason as well. Specifically, should the circumstances in a particular case indicate that a foreign defendant 
had faced no real threat of sanctions by his foreign government for not testifying, then that defendant’s 
testimony might well not be considered involuntary. In short, the situation hypothesized by the Government 
is not before us today, and our resolution of this case on the facts that are before us leaves open the issue of 
foreign efforts to sabotage a U.S. prosecution. 

On the other hand, the Government nowhere responds to the troubling consequences of accepting its 
argument. As conceded at oral argument, the Government’s rule would remove any bar to introducing 
compelled testimony directly in U.S. prosecutions similar to this one—as in, “Your honor, we offer 
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Government Exhibit 1, the defendant’s compelled testimony.” To be sure, the Government did not introduce 
Defendants’ compelled testimony directly and appears to have generally sought in good faith to respect the 
principles underlying the Fifth Amendment. But it is well established that a defendant’s “preservation of his 
rights” does not turn “upon the integrity and good faith of the prosecuting authorities.” We cannot entertain 
a rule that discards the most basic Fifth Amendment right simply because prosecutors can be expected to 
respect its objectives generally. 

The concerns that we express here are not idle. However unusual this particular prosecution may prove to be, 
so-called cross-border prosecutions have become more common.112 Such prosecutions necessarily entail 
intimate coordination between the United States and foreign authorities. As then-Assistant Attorney General 
Caldwell put it in the address to which we referred earlier, “[c]ollaboration and coordination among multiple 
regulators in cross–border matters is the future of major white collar criminal enforcement.” Perhaps the most 
striking development in cooperative conduct is the embedding of U.S. prosecutors in foreign law enforcement. 
According to Caldwell, the DOJ “recently placed Criminal Division prosecutors with Eurojust in The Hague 
and INTERPOL in France” and was “exploring the possibility of embedding prosecutors with other foreign 
law enforcement as well.” In a more recent address, Acting Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General 
Trevor N. McFadden announced that DOJ will be detailing one of its anti-corruption prosecutors to work at 
the U.K. FCA—“the first time the Criminal Division . . . will detail a prosecutor to work in a foreign 
regulatory agency on white collar crime issues.”  

112 

 

The rise in non-prosecution agreements and deferred-prosecution agreements between the U.S. and 
foreign entities for misconduct occurring abroad attests to this new reality. In addition to LIBOR, 
there have recently been agreements arising out of investigations into the manipulation of certain 
foreign exchange rates, see DOJ, Press Release, Five Major Banks Agree to Parent-Level Guilty 
Pleas (May 20, 2015), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/five-major-banks-agree-parent-level-guilty-
pleas; agreements arising out of investigations into U.S. tax evasion at Swiss banks, see DOJ, Swiss 
Bank Program, https://www.justice.gov/tax/swiss-bank-program (last visited July 18, 2017); and of 
course agreements arising out of FCPA enforcement, see DOJ, FCPA-Related Enforcement Actions: 
2017, https://www.justice.gov/criminal–fraud/case/related–enforcement–actions/2017 (last visited 
July 18, 2017). While a rise in individual prosecutions of foreign defendants may not be as evident, 
the DOJ has expressed a clear preference that, as a matter of general prosecutorial policy, where 
there is a resolution with an institution, there should be a prosecution of a responsible individual (or 
individuals) as well. See Sally Quillian Yates, Memorandum, Individual Accountability for 
Corporate Wrongdoing (Sept. 9, 2015), https://www.justice.gov/dag /individual-accountability. 

One area in particular where intimate cooperation and coordination will be needed between U.S. prosecutors 
and foreign authorities (or, perhaps, between U.S. prosecutors and U.S. prosecutors on detail to foreign 
authorities) is the securing of witness testimony. As the Government explained in a letter to the District Court 
in this case, “large scale economic crime conspiracies that harm U.S. markets, such as LIBOR rigging and 
the manipulation of the foreign exchange spot, often occur, in large part, overseas and successful prosecutions 
of these matters frequently rely on evidence provided by witnesses who live in foreign countries.” And as this 
case illustrates, foreign authorities may conduct compulsory witness interviews, including interviews of those 
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who end up being—or are already—the targets of U.S. prosecution. 

We do not presume to know exactly what this brave new world of international criminal enforcement will 
entail. Yet we are certain that these developments abroad need not affect the fairness of our trials at home. If 
as a consequence of joint investigations with foreign nations we are to hale foreign men and women into the 
courts of the United States to fend for their liberty we should not do so while denying them the full protection 
of a “trial right” we regard as “fundamental” and “absolute.”  

Accordingly, we adhere to our precedent in assessing the voluntariness of inculpatory testimony compelled 
abroad by foreign governments. In the instant appeal, there is no question that the Defendants’ testimony was 
compelled and, thus, involuntary. We therefore conclude in this case that the Fifth Amendment prohibited the 
Government from using Defendants’ compelled testimony against them. 

Kastigar . . . established a doctrine to enforce this protection. When a witness has been compelled to testify 
relating to matters for which he is later prosecuted, the government bears “the heavy burden of proving that 
all of the evidence it proposes to use was derived from legitimate independent sources.” This burden is “not 
limited to a negation of taint; rather, it imposes on the prosecution the affirmative duty to prove that the 
evidence it proposes to use is derived from a legitimate source wholly independent of the compelled 
testimony.” . . . 

With the foregoing principles in mind, we consider whether any evidence from Robson used in Defendants’ 
prosecution was tainted. To be clear, there is no dispute that the Government “used” evidence from Robson: 
he was a key cooperator and a prominent trial witness. The less straightforward question is whether any 
evidence supplied by Robson (to the government, to the grand jury, or at trial) was tainted by his earlier 
review of the testimony of Defendants compelled in the United Kingdom under U.K. law. 

Our Court apparently has never encountered the circumstance in which a government trial witness had, prior 
to testifying, reviewed a defendant’s compelled testimony. The D.C. Circuit, however, has addressed the 
applicable legal standards in a pair of high-profile cases arising out of the Iran–Contra affair. In those cases, 
that Court held that “the use of immunized testimony by witnesses to refresh their memories, or otherwise to 
focus their thoughts, organize their testimony, or alter their prior or contemporaneous statements, constitutes” 
an impermissible use of the defendants’ compelled testimony. . . . 

In apparent agreement with both parties on appeal, we conclude that the legal standards set forth by the D.C. 
Circuit . . . are helpful here. We need not, in this case, decide whether the Government is required to 
demonstrate that Robson’s review of Defendants’ compelled testimony did not in any manner subtly “refresh 
his memory, focus or organize his thoughts,” or in some other traceless way influence his state of mind. At a 
minimum, however, we agree with the D.C. Circuit that the Government is required to prove that his exposure 
to the compelled testimony did not shape, alter, or affect the information that he provided and that the 
Government used. 

The most effective way to demonstrate that a witness’s testimony was untainted by exposure to a defendant’s 
immunized testimony is by demonstrating that his or her testimony was unchanged from comparable 
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testimony given before the exposure. Thus, typically, the prosecution can meet its burden by memorializing 
(or “canning”) the witness’s testimony prior to his or her exposure.  

In the present case, Robson did testify to the FCA regarding Rabobank’s submission and alleged manipulation 
of LIBOR rates, as well as the roles of Allen and Conti, prior to Robson’s exposure to Defendants’ compelled 
testimony. But what Robson’s “canned” testimony preserved is toxic to the Government’s case; it omits or 
contradicts in material parts the testimony Robson later provided indirectly to the grand jury and directly to 
the petit jury. At the Kastigar hearing held by the District Court, Robson agreed that “the testimony that [he] 
gave to the [FCA] and the testimony that [he] gave before the jury in this trial were very different.” For 
instance, Robson testified to the jury about an altercation between Stewart and Damon Robbins, an alternate 
submitter for USD LIBOR, on Rabobank’s London desk. But Robson did not testify about this to the FCA, 
and the Kastigar hearing raised questions about whether he had even seen the incident at all or merely read 
about it in the compelled testimony. Far from rebutting the presumption that Robson’s trial testimony was 
tainted, his pre-exposure testimony actually evidences such taint through its material differences with 
Robson’s post-exposure trial testimony. 

As Robson’s FCA testimony hurts rather than helps its cause, the Government appears to contend on appeal 
that it satisfied its burden solely through Robson’s “‘persuasive[ ]’” testimony at the Kastigar hearing. We 
conclude, however, that Robson’s testimony at the hearing falls far short of satisfying the demands of 
Kastigar. As explained below, the Government adduced, at bottom, nothing more than bare, self-serving 
denials from Robson to meet its heavy burden. We hold that such conclusory denials are insufficient as a 
matter of law to sustain the prosecution’s burden of proof under Kastigar in the face of materially inconsistent 
pre-exposure testimony. . . . 

Accordingly, we hold that a bare, generalized denial of taint from a witness who has materially altered his 
testimony after being substantially exposed to a defendant’s compelled testimony is insufficient as a matter 
of law to sustain the prosecution’s burden of proof under Kastigar that that witness’s testimony was derived 
from a wholly independent source. . . . 

In sum, the Government did not, and cannot, meet its burden under Kastigar. We therefore conclude that the 
Government’s use of evidence provided by Robson violated the Defendants’ Fifth Amendment rights. . . .  

Upon review of the trial record, we have no trouble concluding that this error was not harmless beyond a 
reasonable doubt. While two other cooperating witnesses testified, Robson was the unique source of 
particularly significant and incriminating evidence. Robson was the only LIBOR submitter to testify on behalf 
of the government, and he testified—contrary to the Defendants’ central argument for acquittal—that, 
pursuant to a scheme at Rabobank, he in fact took trading positions into account when making submissions. 
And Robson was also the only witness the Government ever interviewed who said that Allen “directed” 
Rabobank’s submitters to account for trading positions when setting LIBOR. Indeed, absent Robson’s 
testimony that Allen issued “instructions” to him, Allen likely would not have been charged, much less 
convicted, of the nine counts relating to specific JPY LIBOR submissions, because Allen never submitted 
LIBOR estimates for that currency. Well aware of the substantial litigation risk under Kastigar of using a 
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witness who not only had been exposed to Defendants’ compelled testimony but who dramatically changed 
his own story after such exposure, the Government nevertheless chose to call Robson to the witness stand, 
underscoring the significance of his testimony to the Government’s case. . . . 

Accordingly, we conclude that the admission of Robson’s trial testimony was not harmless. This error requires 
that Defendants’ convictions be vacated and that they be awarded a new trial wherein any tainted statements 
are suppressed. Defendants also argue, however, that the use of Robson’s tainted evidence, conveyed to the 
grand jury through Agent Weeks’s testimony, requires dismissal of the indictment. We thus turn to that 
argument. 

Our precedents establish that an indictment is subject to dismissal if it was procured on the basis of tainted 
evidence. . . . 

Upon review of the evidence and testimony presented to the grand jury in this case, we cannot conclude 
beyond a reasonable doubt that the grand jury would have indicted Allen and Conti without the evidence 
supplied by Robson. As the District Court itself acknowledged, “material parts of [Agent Weeks’s] grand jury 
testimony derived exclusively from Mr. Robson.” Specifically, when Agent Weeks testified that Allen was 
the scheme’s leader who had “instructed, specifically instructed, LIBOR submitters in London to consider 
the positions and the requests of Rabobank traders and adjust their submissions for LIBOR,” his testimony 
derived exclusively from Robson’s proffer. And when Agent Weeks testified that Mr. Conti “adjusted his 
U.S. dollar LIBOR rates . . . for his own benefit and the benefit of the other traders,” he based his testimony 
exclusively upon Mr. Robson’s proffer, telling the grand jury that “Mr. Robson said that sitting near Mr. 
Conti he was aware that Mr. Conti set U.S. dollar LIBOR rates in which he considered his own positions as 
appropriate reason or justification for setting the rates.” . . . 

Neither did the District Court suggest that the evidence conveyed from Robson, through Agent Weeks, to the 
grand jury, was harmless; instead, the District Court concluded that the Government had met its burden to 
prove Robson’s evidence was untainted. As explained above, that conclusion was in error. Because we cannot 
conclude that the Kastigar errors before the grand jury were harmless, the indictment must be dismissed. 

D. Internal Investigations and State Action Doctrine 

Is it a violation of someone’s Fifth Amendment right for a corporation to threaten to fire her if she doesn’t 
answer questions?  The answer turns in large part on the issue of what constitutes state action in this context 
for the purpose of constitutional law generally.   

A foundational Supreme Court case on employment and the Fifth Amendment, which is not on all fours with 
the corporate investigation scenario in the private sector, is Garrity v. New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1967).  In 
Garrity, the Court held that incriminating statements by police officers, extracted by state investigators under 
threat of termination from the officers’ local police departments, and without any immunity protection, if they 
refused to answer were compelled in violation of the Fifth Amendment. 
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The next two cases are on this point, but they are district court opinions and arguably can be limited to their 
facts.  What should be the rule about the constitutionality of the talk-or-be-fired scenario? 

UNITED STATES v. STEIN, 435 F. Supp. 2d 330 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) 

KAPLAN, District Judge: 

Our forefathers adopted an adversary system of justice—one in which no person may be convicted of a crime 
unless the government sustains its burden of convincing a jury beyond a reasonable doubt of a defendant’s 
guilt. Part and parcel of that system is the principle that no one may be compelled, in a criminal case, to be a 
witness against one’s self. 

KPMG, the accounting giant, and many of its personnel found themselves under criminal investigation for 
their role in allegedly abusive tax shelters. An indictment, regardless of whether KPMG was guilty of 
anything, almost certainly would have meant the demise of the firm—the fate met by its competitor, Arthur 
Andersen & Co., when it was indicted in the Enron scandal. 

Although KPMG long had paid legal fees for any of its employees who were sued or charged with crimes as 
a result of doing their jobs, the government threatened to consider such payments as a factor weighing in 
favor of indicting the firm. It threatened also to consider any failure by KPMG to cause its employees to make 
full disclosure to the government as favoring indictment. So KPMG changed its practice regarding legal fees. 
It informed employees that it would pay fees, up to $400,000, but only on the condition that they cooperate 
with the prosecutors. In other words, KPMG told its personnel that it would cut off payment of legal expenses 
of any employee who refused to talk to the government or who invoked the Fifth Amendment. And it made 
crystal clear that it would cut off any payments of legal fees to anyone who was indicted. 

The government took full advantage. It sought interviews with many KPMG employees and encouraged 
KPMG to press the employees to cooperate. Indeed, it urged KPMG to tell employees to disclose any personal 
criminal wrongdoing. When individuals balked, the prosecutors told KPMG. In each case, KPMG reiterated 
its threat to cut off payment of legal fees unless the government were satisfied with the individual’s 
cooperation. In some cases, it told the employees to cooperate with prosecutors or be fired. 

The government obtained statements, commonly known as proffers, from nine KPMG employees who now 
are defendants here (the “Moving Defendants”). The Moving Defendants contend that their statements were 
coerced in violation of their Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination. They move to preclude 
the government from using the statements or any evidence derived therefrom. 

Having considered the evidence, the Court is persuaded that the government is responsible for the pressure 
that KPMG put on its employees. It threatened KPMG with the corporate equivalent of capital punishment. 
KPMG took the only course open to it. In the words of its chief legal officer, KPMG did everything it could 
“to be able to say at the right time and with the right audience, we’re in full compliance with the Thompson 
Memorandum.” It exerted substantial pressure on its employees to waive their constitutional rights. 

In this case, not all of the statements made by the Moving Defendants to the government were coerced. Those 
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that were, however, must be suppressed. . . . 

One of the guiding principles set forth in the [DOJ] Thompson Memorandum is that “[i]n gauging the extent 
of the corporation’s cooperation [for purposes of determining whether it should be indicted], the prosecutor 
may consider the corporation’s willingness to identify the culprits within the corporation, including senior 
executives, to make witnesses available, to disclose the complete results of its internal investigation, and to 
waive attorney-client and work-product privileges.” The commentary goes on to elaborate on the meaning of 
cooperation in relevant part by stating: “One factor the prosecutor may weigh in assessing the adequacy of a 
corporation’s cooperation is the completeness of its disclosure  including, if necessary, a waiver of the 
attorney-client and work product protections . . .” Thus, the Thompson Memorandum makes clear that the 
failure of a business organization facing possible indictment to induce its personnel to submit to interviews 
by the government and to disclose whatever they know may be a factor weighing in favor of indictment of 
the entity. . . . 

The KPMG lawyers made clear to prosecutors that KPMG believed that an indictment would be fatal to the 
organization. They said that KPMG intended to cooperate in order to save the firm and that it would not 
protect individual employees. Later in the meeting, Robert Bennett and Kenneth Bialkin of Skadden, Arps, 
Slate, Meagher & Flom, the senior lawyers representing KPMG, told the USAO that KPMG’s “common 
practice” had been to pay legal fees for employees in connection with legal matters arising out of their doing 
their jobs. Although KPMG still was checking on its legal obligations, they said, it would not pay legal fees 
for employees who declined to cooperate with the government, or who took the Fifth Amendment, as long as 
it had discretion to take that position. Mr. Bennett made clear also that KPMG would recommend to individual 
employees “lawyers who understand cooperation is the best way to go in this type of case.” He expressed also 
the view that “it [wa]s in the best interests of KPMG for its people to get attorneys that will cooperate with” 
the government. . . . 

As noted, each of the Moving Defendants received the form letter that stated that KPMG would pay an 
individual’s legal fees and expenses, up to a maximum of $400,000, on the condition that the individual 
“cooperate with the government and . . . be prompt, complete, and truthful.” Each subsequently made proffers 
to the government pursuant to the USAO’s standard proffer agreement after receiving the letter or, in one 
case, after having been told its substance but before receiving it. Six of the nine left KPMG before they made 
their statements and do not claim that they made their statements under a threat of loss of their employment. 
There is no evidence that Mr. Gremminger, one of the three who made a proffer while still employed by 
KPMG, ever was threatened with firing if he did not make a statement. The situations of the other two, Mr. 
Smith and Ms. Warley, were different. 

Mr. Smith initially refused to make a proffer. Ms. Warley, on the other hand, made a proffer on April 21, 
2004. This led to a dispute between her Texas counsel and the USAO in which the attorney demanded 
agreement by the government with a number of conditions as a prerequisite to a further session.  

On May 18, 2004, AUSA Weddle informed Skadden that (1) Mr. Smith had refused to meet with the 
government and (2) although Ms. Warley had met with prosecutors once, she had refused to meet again except 
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on conditions unacceptable to the USAO. Within days, Eugene O’Kelly, then chairman of KPMG, told Mr. 
Smith that he understood that “there were concerns about whether [Mr. Smith] was cooperating with the 
investigation” and told Mr. Smith that “he did not want [him] to put [Mr. O’Kelly] in a position where he was 
forced to take action against” him. Mr. Smith quite reasonably interpreted this comment as meaning that 
KPMG would fire him if he did not proffer to the government.  

On May 28, 2004, promptly after the O’Kelly–Smith conversation, Skadden forwarded copies of Mr. 
Weddle’s letter to counsel for Smith and Warley. The cover letters stated in relevant part: 

“Absent an indication within the next ten business days from the government that your client 
no longer refuses to meet with the government pursuant to its standard proffer agreement, 
KPMG will cease payment of [the client’s legal] fees. 

“Finally, please note that KPMG will view continued non-cooperation as a basis for 
disciplinary action, including expulsion from the Firm.”  

Shortly after this threat, Mr. Smith—acting against the advice of his attorney and in order to keep his job—
changed his position. He entered into the USAO’s standard proffer agreement on June 16, 2004 and met with 
prosecutors on that date, June 17, and November 23, 2004.  

The record does not fully disclose what transpired next between Ms. Warley and the USAO. In any event, 
she returned for a second proffer session on October 19, 2004 that lasted less than twenty minutes. Ms. 
Warley’s counsel advised the government that Ms. Warley believed that certain Texas statutes precluded her 
from voluntarily revealing client information without the clients’ permission and asked for a grand jury 
subpoena, compliance with which would be mandatory. The government obliged, but the USAO then 
terminated the proffer session despite Ms. Warley’s request to continue. A few days later, Ms. Warley 
appeared before the grand jury but invoked the Fifth Amendment.  

On November 10, 2004, Mr. Weddle again wrote to Skadden, informing it that “notwithstanding [Ms. 
Warley’s] counsel’s representations that she would cooperate with the investigation, [she] continues to refuse 
to cooperate.” On November 15, 2004, Skadden forwarded the government’s letter to Ms. Warley’s counsel 
and advised him that KPMG had ceased payment of her legal fees, effective November 10, 2004. It added: 

“In addition, absent an indication from the government within the next ten business days that 
your client no longer refuses to cooperate with the investigation, KPMG will consider 
additional actions, including Ms. Warley’s separation from the Firm.” 

In the end, Ms. Warley’s counsel disputed the claim that she had not cooperated, but she nevertheless was 
terminated by KPMG. Subsequent negotiations between Ms. Warley’s counsel and the government 
concerning a further proffer were not successful.  

In sum, then, all of the proffers followed KPMG’s conditioning of the payment of attorneys’ fees on 
employees’ cooperation with the government. In addition, Mr. Smith’s proffer and that of Ms. Warley on 
October 19, 2004 both followed explicit threats of employment termination. 
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KPMG repeatedly claimed that there was a direct causal connection between its actions and the proffers by 
some of its employees. 

In a November 2, 2004 letter to the USAO, which obviously was intended to demonstrate that KPMG should 
not be indicted because, among other things, it had cooperated with the government, Skadden wrote: 

“KPMG has repeatedly directed all current and former personnel to cooperate with the 
investigation and has conditioned payment of attorney’s fees upon prompt, complete, and 
truthful cooperation with the government’s inquiry. Whenever your Office has notified us that 
individuals have not rendered prompt, complete, and truthful cooperation, KPMG has 
promptly and without question encouraged them to cooperate and threatened to cease payment 
of their attorney fees and (if applicable) to take personnel action, including termination. In 
certain instances, KPMG’s action has led previously non-cooperating individuals to meet with 
your Office. In other instances, KPMG has ceased payment of fees and expenses.” 

At later meetings, and in a so-called “White Paper” that argued against indictment of the firm, Mr. Bennett 
“noted that KPMG had ‘hinged attorneys fees on whether people would talk to [the government]’ ” and “that 
KPMG had cut off fees for several individuals for non-cooperation and had terminated two partners for non-
cooperation,” including for “asserting . . . [the] 5th Amendment right not to testify.” A memorandum of a 
June 13, 2005 meeting with the DOJ discloses that Mr. Bennett argued that “We [KPMG] said we’d 
pressure—although we didn’t use that word—our employees to cooperate” and when employees did not 
cooperate, “Justin [AUSA Weddle] or Stan [AUSA Okula] would tell us,” and the firm then cut off fee 
payments and/or fired the individual. Indeed, KPMG’s final submission to the DOJ argued that it had fully 
cooperated by, among other things, “pressuring current and former personnel to cooperate fully with the 
investigation.” . . . 

The Fifth Amendment provides in relevant part that “No person . . . shall be compelled in any criminal case 
to be a witness against himself.” An individual claiming a violation of the privilege against self-incrimination 
must prove that the statement sought to be suppressed was a product of compulsion by or attributable to the 
government. . . . 

It no longer may be doubted that economic coercion to secure a waiver of the privilege against self-
incrimination, where it is attributable to the government, violates the Fifth Amendment if the pressure is 
sufficient to “deprive[ ] [the accused] of his ‘free choice to admit, to deny, or to refuse to answer.’” The point 
is well illustrated by Garrity v. New Jersey, where the Supreme Court held that statements obtained from 
police officers in circumstances in which a state statute would have required the termination of their 
employment had they declined to answer were involuntary and therefore inadmissible against them in a 
criminal trial. So one may not exclude the possibility that KPMG’s conditioning of the payment of legal fees 
upon cooperating with the prosecutors, assuming it was attributable to the government, left these defendants 
with no choice but to talk. Yet that is only the beginning of the discussion. . . . 

Prospective criminal defendants often make so-called queen for a day proffers to prosecutors, and they do so 
for several reasons. As the Moving Defendants concede, some do so in the hope of obtaining a cooperation 
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agreement. Some do so in efforts to negotiate pleas. And some do so in the hope of persuading the government 
not to indict at all. Thus, the fact that most of these defendants made proffers after KPMG conditioned the 
continued payment of their legal fees on their cooperating with the government in and of itself sheds little 
light on whether their statements were coerced. In other words, the fact that these defendants proffered after 
KPMG conditioned payment of their legal fees on cooperation does not mean that they proffered, even in 
part, because KPMG so conditioned payment. To illustrate the point, Mr. Watson acknowledges that he 
proffered on the first of several occasions voluntarily because he hoped to persuade the USAO that he should 
not have been prosecuted.  

In consequence, Garrity does not require the result the Moving Defendants advocate. While it stands for the 
proposition that the coerced nature of a statement sometimes may be apparent on undisputed facts, it does not 
support the Moving Defendants’ argument that the existence of an objectively coercive influence alone is 
sufficient to warrant suppression, even where other evidence or common sense suggests that the statement at 
issue in fact was voluntary. . . . 

The situations of Mr. Smith and, with respect to all but the first of their proffers, Mr. Watson and Ms. Warley 
are quite different. Mr. Watson submitted a declaration asserting that he decided to proffer on the second and 
third occasions only because of the pressure placed upon him by KPMG. Although Mr. Smith and Ms. Warley 
did not submit affidavits addressing the issue of voluntariness, there was more than sufficient evidence to 
raise an issue of fact on that point. In consequence, the Court held an evidentiary hearing on the issue of 
coercion of these statements. 

The evidence that Mr. Smith’s proffers all were coerced is compelling. After he received the March 11, 2004 
letter, the government requested that he proffer. Despite KPMG’s insistence on cooperation and its having 
conditioned the payment of legal fees upon compliance with that request, he refused. In May, however, the 
government reported his refusal to KPMG. Mr. O’Kelly implicitly but unmistakably threatened to fire him if 
he did not fall into line. The threat was made explicit by Skadden on May 28, 2004. Mr. Smith, whose family 
was entirely dependent upon him for support, rejected his attorney’s advice and agreed to proffer in order to 
save his job. 

The government argues that Mr. Smith’s decision was not a product of the government’s pressure on KPMG, 
arguing that he previously had made statements to government bodies or otherwise represented the firm vis-
a-vis government agencies and concerned clients because he, as a very senior company official, and KPMG 
had a “unity of interest.” But this contention is not persuasive. 

To be sure, Mr. Smith, as vice chair of the firm, took a prominent position in attempting to deal with a host 
of matters related to the tax shelters at issue in this case. He was involved, to varying degrees, with the IRS 
promoter audit, the SEC independence investigation, the DOJ summons enforcement proceeding, and other 
matters and testified before the Senate. The government may well be correct that his position would have 
been in jeopardy if he had refused to engage in these activities. But that does not get the government where 
it wants to go. 
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To begin with, the question here is whether the statements Mr. Smith made to the USAO after KPMG 
conditioned payment of his legal fees on his cooperation and explicitly threatened to fire him if he did not 
waive his constitutional rights and proffer were coerced. That other statements also might have been coerced 
by fear of loss of his job is beside the point. 

Second, there is a world of difference between the prior statements and activities and those in question here. 
The former occurred in circumstances in which only KPMG’s interests were immediately at stake, not Mr. 
Smith’s personal liberty. Once the criminal referral was made and the USAO sent Mr. Smith a subject letter, 
the personal stakes for him changed dramatically. In consequence, even assuming arguendo that Mr. Smith 
voluntarily took some risks for the firm before he became the subject of a criminal investigation, the 
suggestion that he voluntarily ran the risk to his own freedom that was entailed in submitting to questions 
from prosecutors would lack force. 

Finally, the question ultimately is one of credibility. The Court credits Mr. Smith’s testimony and finds that 
he made the statements at the proffer sessions because KPMG threatened to fire him and cut off payment of 
his legal fees if he did not. The statements were coerced.  

Mr. Watson is a young man who joined KPMG in 1992 as a staff accountant, became a non-equity partner in 
1997, an equity partner in October 2001, and left the firm in July 2002. He subsequently pursued two business 
ventures that failed and has been unemployed for nearly a year.  

In the spring of 2004, his net worth was about $320,000, of which about a third was the equity in his personal 
residence. He received a subject letter from the USAO shortly after March 15, 2004 followed quickly by the 
KPMG form letter that said it would pay his legal expenses in connection with the investigation, up to 
$400,000, provided he cooperated with the government. 

Mr. Watson had been a witness before the Senate subcommittee in November 2003. He understood that the 
Senate staff viewed him as a whistleblower and that he had nothing to fear. He soon learned, however, that 
the USAO viewed him differently. Nevertheless, after receiving the subject letter, he asked his attorneys to 
reach out to the government and to offer to speak to them, which he did for the first time on April 1, 2004. 
He did so voluntarily because he “felt that the government misunderstood [his] involvement . . . and that if 
[he] went in, [he] could clear up that misunderstanding and convince them not to indict [him].”  

Mr. Watson was greatly disappointed by his reception at the USAO. He left the meeting thinking that it had 
gone “very poorly” and “felt sick about it.” After consulting with counsel, he concluded that he “did not want 
to return for . . . further proffer sessions.” Nevertheless, he returned for two subsequent proffer sessions. He 
testified that he did so because he could not afford to pay for what he regarded as an adequate defense and 
felt compelled to return in order to avoid KPMG cutting off payment of his legal fees.  

The government has sought to suggest that Mr. Watson returned for the second and third proffer sessions in 
order to explore the possibility of a cooperation agreement or some other negotiated arrangement that would 
limit his criminal exposure. But the argument ultimately is not persuasive on the critical point in issue, which 
is whether he returned voluntarily. 
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Having considered the evidence and observed Mr. Watson on the stand, the Court credits his testimony that 
he returned for the second and third proffer sessions only because he felt compelled to do so by KPMG’s 
having conditioned payment of his legal fees on his cooperating with the prosecutors. Once he returned for 
those sessions, he no doubt sought to achieve the best possible outcome. But that does not undercut the 
conclusion that KPMG coerced his appearance by conditioning payment of his legal fees on his appearance 
and cooperation. Moreover, given Mr. Watson’s financial situation, the Court finds that KPMG’s condition 
left him with no practical choice but to cooperate. 

The Court recognizes that the criminal process often requires defendants and prospective defendants to make 
hard choices among unpalatable alternatives and that there often is nothing wrong with this. What 
distinguishes this case is that the government here coerced KPMG to apply pressure to Mr. Watson and other 
individual defendants in order to secure waivers of constitutional rights that the government itself could not 
obtain. That goes beyond the bounds of appropriate government action. . . . 

This is not the end of the analysis. The Fifth Amendment “restricts only governmental conduct, and will 
constrain a private entity only insofar as its actions are found to be ‘fairly attributable’ to the government.” 
Accordingly, defendants Smith and Watson are entitled to suppression only if the actions of KPMG in 
coercing the statements in question are fairly attributable to the government. 

As the Supreme Court has explained, action by a private entity is “fairly attributable” to the government 
where “there is a sufficiently close nexus between the State and the challenged action of the regulated entity 
so that the action of the latter may be fairly treated as that of the State itself.” Such a nexus exists either “(1) 
where the state ‘has exercised coercive power [over a private decision] or has provided such significant 
encouragement, either overt or covert, that the choice [by the private actor] must in law be deemed to be that 
of the State;’ or (2) where ‘the private entity has exercised powers that are traditionally the exclusive 
prerogative of the State.’” In other words, state action will be found where the government commands or 
significantly encourages a private entity to take the specific action alleged to violate the Fifth Amendment, 
as well as where the government is “entwined” in the management or control of specific conduct at issue. . . . 

Here, the government quite deliberately precipitated KPMG’s use of economic threats to coerce the proffer 
statements in question. “KPMG’s decision to cut off all payments of legal fees and expenses to anyone who 
was indicted and to limit and to condition such payments prior to indictment upon cooperation with the 
government was the direct consequence of the pressure applied by the Thompson Memorandum and the 
USAO.” The Thompson Memorandum, moreover, made it clear that a company’s failure to ensure that its 
employees disclose whatever they knew, regardless of their individual rights and concerns, might weigh in 
favor of indicting the company. The USAO knew that KPMG would apply additional pressure, beyond the 
threatened cut-off of legal fees, to “uncooperative” employees. Indeed, it reported them to KPMG in 
circumstances in which there was no conceivable reason for doing so except to facilitate the firing threats that 
ensued. . . . 

The ultimate question here is whether “the state ‘has exercised coercive power [over a private decision] or 
has provided such significant encouragement, either overt or covert, that the choice must in law be deemed 
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to be that of the State.’” This Court finds that the government, both through the Thompson Memorandum and 
the actions of the USAO, quite deliberately coerced, and in any case significantly encouraged, KPMG to 
pressure its employees to surrender their Fifth Amendment rights. There is a clear nexus between the 
government “and the specific conduct of which” the Moving Defendants complain. KPMG’s actions in this 
regard are “fairly attributable” to the United States. 

Many companies faced with allegations of wrongdoing are under intense pressure to avoid indictment, as an 
indictment—especially of a financial services firm—threatens to destroy the business regardless of whether 
the firm ultimately is convicted or acquitted. That is precisely what happened to Arthur Andersen & Co., one 
of the world’s largest accounting firms, which collapsed almost immediately after it was indicted—and the 
Supreme Court’s eventual reversal of its conviction did not undo the damage. So any entity facing such 
catastrophic consequences must do whatever it can to avoid indictment. 

The DOJ and other federal agencies have capitalized on this, in part by altering the manner in which suspected 
corporate crime has been investigated, prosecuted, and, when proven, punished. The Thompson 
Memorandum is a part of this change. In cases involving vulnerable companies, the pressure exerted by it and 
by the prosecutors who apply it inevitably sets in motion precisely what occurred here—the exertion of 
enormous economic power by the employer upon its employees to sacrifice their constitutional rights. 

In this case, the pressure that was exerted on the Moving Defendants was a product of intentional government 
action. The government brandished a big stick—it threatened to indict KPMG. And it held out a very large 
carrot. It offered KPMG the hope of avoiding the fate of Arthur Andersen if KPMG could deliver to the 
USAO employees who would talk, notwithstanding their constitutional right to remain silent, and strip those 
employees of economic means of defending themselves. In two instances, that pressure resulted in statements 
that otherwise would not have been made. In seven, the evidence does not warrant that conclusion. The 
coerced statements and their fruits must be suppressed. 

UNITED STATES v. CONNOLLY, 2019 WL 2120523 (S.D.N.Y. May 2, 2019) 

COLLEEN McMAHON, Chief Judge 

[Gavin] Black moves for relief under United States v. Kastigar, 406 U.S. 441 (1972), on the basis that 
statements obtained by his employer, Deutsche Bank AG (“Deutsche Bank”), in the course of what purported 
to be an internal investigation into the possible manipulation of the London Inter-Bank Offered Rate 
(“LIBOR”), are fairly attributable to the Government within the meaning of Garrity v. New Jersey, 385 U.S. 
493 (1967). . . . 

Black has made a rather convincing showing that Deutsche Bank and its outside counsel, Paul Weiss, Rifkind, 
Wharton & Garrison LLP (“Paul Weiss”), were de facto the Government for Garrity purposes; more 
important, the Government has made an utterly unpersuasive case in rebuttal. There remain holes in the 
record, however, and a full-bore Garrity hearing would be a fascinating exercise—especially because there 
are profound implications if the Government, as has been suggested elsewhere, is routinely outsourcing its 
investigations into complex financial matters to the targets of those investigations, who are in a uniquely 
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coercive position vis-à-vis potential targets of criminal activity. The Court is deeply troubled by this issue. 

But the Court is not eager to put the parties through a purely academic exercise. And in this case, holding a 
Garrity hearing would be a purely academic exercise because, even if Deutsche bank and Paul Weiss were 
agents of the Government, Black’s Kastigar rights were not violated. The motion is, therefore, denied. . . . 

In or about October 2008, the United States Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) opened an 
investigation into LIBOR manipulation by two financial services firms—Barclays PLC (“Barclays”) and UBS 
Group AG (“UBS”)—both of which were LIBOR panel submitting banks. 

In 2010, the Government started looking at another LIBOR panel member, Deutsche Bank. The United States 
Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) was the first federal agency to open an investigation into 
Deutsche Bank’s role in LIBOR manipulation. The Bank retained Paul Weiss sometime in “early 2010” to 
respond to the SEC’s inquiry. 

On April 19, 2010, the CFTC sent a letter to Deutsche Bank’s General Counsel for the Americas, Joseph 
Polizzotto, stating that it, too, intended to look into whether Deutsche Bank had submitted false or misleading 
LIBOR reports. The CFTC advised Deutsche Bank that it “expect[ed]” the Bank to “cooperate fully” with its 
investigation. It then went on to explain exactly what cooperation would look like: 

Accordingly, the Division requests that Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. (and its parent, 
subsidiaries, affiliates and divisions, collectively referred to as “Deutsche Bank”) voluntarily 
conduct by external counsel a fall review of Deutsche Bank’s U.S. Dollar LIBOR reporting 
for the relevant time period, and report on an on-going basis the results of that review to the 
Division, with the review to be completed by no later than September 1, 2010. Further, the 
Division requests that Deutsche Bank certify that it was in compliance with the Act and 
Regulations with respect to its reporting of LIBOR and related trading. 

Appended to the CFTC’s letter was a CFTC Enforcement Advisory Memorandum titled “Cooperation Factors 
in Enforcement Division Sanction Recommendations.” This memorandum stated that a corporate cooperator 
might receive cooperation credit if, among other things, it “utilize[s] all available means to [ ] make employee 
testimony or other relevant corporate documents available in a timely manner.” It also noted that the quality 
of a corporation’s cooperation might depend upon whether the company “avoid[ed] entering into joint defense 
agreements with counsel for employees[.]” 

Deutsche Bank expanded Paul Weiss’s representation to include conducting the so-called “voluntary” 
investigation that was demanded (not requested) by the CFTC. According to Walter Ricciardi, the Paul Weiss 
partner who headed the Bank’s internal investigation into LIBOR from its inception until January 2013, there 
was nothing “voluntary” about the investigation that followed the CFTC letter; given the draconian 
consequences that would likely ensue if it did not accept the agency’s invitation, Deutsche Bank’s only choice 
was about its “level of cooperation” with the Government, not about whether to cooperate. Accordingly, 
Deutsche Bank immediately decided that it would go all-in with cooperation. 
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On the record presently before the Court, it is clear enough that, for five years, Deutsche Bank and its outside 
counsel coordinated extensively with the three Government agencies—the SEC, the CFTC, and eventually 
the United States Department of Justice (“DOJ”)—that were looking into possible LIBOR manipulation. 
Indeed, it is apparent that the Government was kept abreast of developments on a regular basis, and that the 
federal agencies gave considerable direction to the investigating Paul Weiss attorneys, both about what to do 
and about how to do it. The issue raised by Black’s motion is just exactly how much the investigation 
conducted by Paul Weiss was a substitute for investigative efforts by Government attorneys. 

In the early days of the CFTC’s investigation, counsel for Deutsche Bank and the CFTC held a series of 
telephone meetings during which they laid out the framework for the Bank’s initial investigatory steps. The 
CFTC proposed, and Deutsche Bank expressly agreed, to take certain immediate actions, including 
specifically, “Interview[ing] [ ] all relevant Bank staff, including those who had knowledge/approval/over 
sight of, input on or discussions regarding the setting and submission of the Bank’s LIBOR[.]” 

In a letter “set[ting] forth” the actions Deutsche Bank had “agreed” to undertake, the CFTC also conveyed 
the Government’s expectation that counsel would regularly provide updates on its internal investigation: 

[A]s we discussed, the CFTC and the SEC further envision regular updates, initially occurring 
weekly, from Counsel concerning the status and progress of the internal investigation, These 
updates will include simultaneous productions of responsive documents and information 
uncovered in the internal investigation. 

The Court will assume that the CFTC and SEC received the weekly reports demanded in the July 14, 2010 
letter, especially since Ricciardi testified that, while he did not recall the CFTC’s specific request for ongoing 
updates, he “probably didn’t pay much attention to it because that’s just the standard way it’s always done.” 

At the same time that the CFTC opened its investigation, the DOT submitted an “Access Request Letter” to 
the CFTC, asking it to provide DOJ with all documents it obtained as part of its investigation into LIBOR 
manipulation generally. As a result of this access request letter, DOJ ultimately “received [from CFTC] 
hundreds of thousands of documents throughout the course of its investigation of Deutsche Bank[.]”  

On November 4, 2010, Paul Weiss lawyers and representatives of Deutsche Bank’s legal department met in 
person with CFTC representatives in order to provide a summary of the Bank’s investigation to date. Prior to 
that meeting, Paul Weiss lawyers had conducted telephone interviews with several people at Deutsche Bank 
who ended up being part of this case, including James King and Michael Curtler (both of whom eventually 
testified at Black’s trial). They had also interviewed David Nicholls, an individual who oversaw Deutsche 
Bank’s global finance and currency forward-trading desks horn London. 

At the November 4 meeting, the CFTC “asked” (i.e., instructed) Paul Weiss to “interview King, Curtler, and 
Nicholls again, this time in person, before Thanksgiving, and that at the same time, to the extent [Paul Weiss] 
learn[s] that King or Curtler regularly interact with or obtain information from others, on the same desk or 
other desks, [Paul Weiss] interview those individuals as well[.]”) Deutsche Bank identified Gavin Black as 
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an individual who fell within the parameters of the Government’s interview request. The Government 
concedes “for the purposes of this motion” that the “certain employees” it expected Paul Weiss to interview 
included Gavin Black.  

Paul Weiss lawyers, acting on behalf of Deutsche Bank, interviewed Black on November 22, 2010. Black did 
not have discretion to refuse to talk to the investigative team. Deutsche Bank’s employee policy, titled “Global 
Compliance Core Principles,” provides that an employee “must fully cooperate with Compliance and other 
appropriate Deutsche Bank departments (e.g, Legal, Group Audit, etc.) handling internal and external 
examinations, investigations and other reviews involving Deutsche Bank, its customers and other related 
company activities.” Although the policy did not explicitly provide for termination if employees did not 
comply—it only states, “Employees who violate Deutsche Bank’s policies may be subject to disciplinary 
action up to and including termination of employment[ ]”—Ricciardi testified, credibly, that any employee 
who did not cooperate with the investigation would have lost his job. Moreover, Black himself has submitted 
a declaration in which he avers that “[he] did not believe that [he] had any choice but to agree to meet with 
Paul Weiss lawyers and answer their questions [,]” and that, “had [he] refused to do so, it would have resulted 
in [his] termination from Deutsche Bank.” In light of Ricciardi’s testimony, Black’s subjective understanding 
is what any reasonable employee of Deutsche Bank would have understood. 

As the Paul Weiss investigation continued, Deutsche Bank representatives and counsel continued to update 
the Government about their findings and coordinate next steps, as to Black and others. The Government gave 
Deutsche Bank/Paul Weiss marching orders during these meetings. For example, on December 4, 2014, a 
Government official directed Roberto Finzi, a Paul Weiss partner, to “approach [an employee] interview as 
if he were a prosecutor”—a request with which Finzi complied by giving his “word.” It is not clear whether 
the Government followed a similar protocol with respect to some or all of Paul Weiss’s earlier interviews of 
Deutsche Bank employees. Other evidence indicates that the UK FCA—which was conducting a LIBOR 
investigation of its own—required Paul Weiss to provide it with an “interview plan and a list of documents” 
before it was permitted to interview another Deutsche Bank employee. 

Nonetheless, the Court has only a limited picture of Black’s interactions with Paul Weiss and Deutsche Bank. 
It knows even less about the Government’s role in those interactions. 

Paul Weiss lawyers interviewed Black a second time on August 25, 2011 and a third time on June 19, 2012. 
Black was not represented by counsel at either of these interviews—just as he had not been represented at the 
November 22, 2010 interview. Nor does it appear that he was provided with any advance information about 
what to prepare (or be prepared for) at these interviews. He was given standard Upjohn warnings at all 
interviews.1 

1 An “Upjohn warning” is the notice an attorney (in-house or outside counsel) provides a company 
employee to inform her that the attorney represents only the company and not the employee individually. 
An attorney cautions a company employee with an Upjohn warning when the company is involved in 
litigation or conducting an internal investigation. Providing an employee with an Upjohn warning should 
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make it clear that: 

• The attorney-client privilege over communications between the attorney and the employee belongs 
solely to, and is controlled by, the company. 

• The company may choose to waive the privilege and disclose what the employee tells the attorney 
to a government agency or any other third party. 

The term originated with Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383 (1981), in which the Supreme Court 
held that the attorney-client privilege is preserved between the company and its attorney when its attorney 
communicates with the company’s employees, despite the rule that communications with third parties 
constitute a waiver of the attorney-client privilege. 

. . . After the Bank interviewed Black for the third time in 2012, its lawyers met with the Government in 
person to provide a “download,” meaning an exhaustive summary, of Black’s statements to Paul Weiss 
attorneys. Government notes from the “download” meeting corroborate the version of events that Ricciardi 
subsequently provided to the Government, viz, that Black’s interviews with Paul Weiss largely consisted of 
his denying any wrongdoing. They also reflect some willingness by Paul Weiss to help the Government 
investigate Black, should it ever come to that point: 

Gavin, if you choose to interview him, may recall only one or two e-mails presented before 
him; beyond that he does not recall any email exchanges. He will be exceptionally clear and 
straightforward with his answers. That said, he does not recall communication entirely. At best 
3-4 occasions, which the emails may cover, are recalled. [O]ne communication where a setter 
asks: “Any Requests” Black would not interpret this to be soliciting a LIBOR request at that 
time, nor would he see anything wrong with that statement today. There is no nefarious 
meaning behind it, he would say.  

According to Black’s counsel, the Government ultimately used the information it learned from this 
“download” meeting to question Black during his proffer session, which took place in London on October 1, 
2013—long after Deutsche Bank, through Paul Weiss, had interviewed Black and then relayed his statements 
to the Government. 

On September 9, 2014, as the Bank’s internal investigation was drawing to a close, Deutsche Bank’s counsel 
sought the Government’s “permission” to interview Gavin Black, who still worked at the Bank, for a fourth 
time—which is to say, Deutsche Bank asked the Government for “permission” to interview its own employee. 
The Government asserts in its brief that Paul Weiss interviewed Gavin Black on December 4, 2014, at which 
interview Black was represented by counsel. While the Government does not provide a citation to the record 
to support this assertion, and the Court has not located other evidence to corroborate this assertion, it will 
accept the Government’s representation. 

On January 21, 2015, Paul Weiss submitted a report, known colloquially as the Paul Weiss “White Paper,” 
summarizing the findings of its LIBOR investigation and laying out a roadmap of the case against Deutsche 
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Bank and various individuals who worked for the Bank. 

Among other things, the White Paper provides an exhaustive overview of the Bank’s substantial cooperation 
with the Government during its LIBOR investigation. During the course of Deutsche Bank’s nearly five-year 
internal investigation, Paul Weiss lawyers conducted nearly 200 interviews of more than fifty Bank 
employees—including, of course, of Black—and shared the results of these interviews with the Government. 
In addition to conducting interviews, Paul Weiss extracted and reviewed 158 million electronic documents, 
as well as listened to 850,000 audio files, or over hundreds of thousands of hours of audio tapes. . . . 

When all was said and done, the LIBOR investigation was the largest and most expensive internal 
investigation in the respective histories of both Deutsche Bank and Paul Weiss. 

But the investigation was a conspicuous success for Deutsche Bank. On April 23, 2015, Deutsche Bank 
entered into a deferred prosecution agreement (“DPA”) with DOJ, under which Deutsche Bank agreed to (i) 
pay $ 775 million in criminal penalties; (ii) continue cooperating with the Government in its ongoing 
investigation; and (iii) retain a corporate monitor for the three-year term of the agreement. In addition, one of 
Deutsche Bank’s subsidiaries, Deutsche Bank Group Services (UK) Limited, agreed to plead guilty to one 
count of wire fraud and pay its own fine. (Id.) . . . 

One critically important issue is just what the Government was doing during the five years between the 
sending of the CFTC’s April 2010 letter and Deutsche Bank’s eventual entry into a DPA with DOJ on April 
23, 2015. Did the Government conduct a substantive parallel investigation to the “internal” investigation at 
Deutsche Bank, or did it simply give direction to Deutsche Bank/Paul Weiss, take the results of their labor 
(which appears to have been fully disclosed to Government lawyers), and save itself the trouble of doing its 
own work?  

On the record presently before it, the Court would have to conclude the latter. The Government—which has 
never treated this matter with the seriousness it deserves—did not provide the Court with much information 
about any independent investigative activities it may have undertaken during those years. Indeed, it has 
declared that it has no need to do so. 

The Government—first the SEC on April 4, 2010, then the DOJ on June 27, 2011—subpoenaed Deutsche 
Bank for documents. However, the Government does not appear to have interviewed any witnesses from 
Deutsche Bank—at least, not until after Paul Weiss interviewed those witnesses and passed information 
gleaned from those interviews on to the Government—or taken any investigative depositions, or reviewed 
anything that had not first passed through the maw of Paul Weiss’s five-year, $10 million investigative 
machine and been fully digested for the Government by the target of the investigation. . . . It is hard not to 
conclude that the Government did not conduct a single interview of its own without first using a road map 
that Paul Weiss provided—illuminating just how the Government should “investigate” the case against certain 
Deutsche Bank employees, including Black. . . . 

The Fifth Amendment provides in relevant part, “No person . . . shall be compelled in any criminal case to be 
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a witness against himself.” U.S. Const. amend. V. An individual claiming a violation of the privilege against 
self-incrimination must prove that the statements at issue were both the product of coercion and attributable 
to the government.  

In Garrity, the Supreme Court held that the statements obtained from police officers under threat of 
termination of employment were involuntary and therefore inadmissible against them in a criminal trial. 
Justice William O. Douglas, writing for the majority, reasoned that the “fear of being discharged under [New 
Jersey’s public employment forfeiture statute] for refusal to answer on the one hand and the fear of self-
incrimination on the other hand was ‘a choice between the rock and the whirlpool,’” id. at 496 (quoting 
Stevens v. Marks, 383 U.S. 234, 243 (1966)). Subjecting employees to that Hobson’s choice violates the 
Constitution. 

While Garrity involved the conduct of a government employer, the Garrity rule applies with equal vigor to 
private conduct where the actions of a private employer in obtaining statements are “fairly attributable to the 
government.” United States v. Stein, 541 F.3d 130, 152 n.11 (2d Cir. 2008) (“Stein II”). Private conduct is 
attributed to the government when “there is a sufficiently close nexus between the state and the challenged 
action.” Blum v. Yaretsky, 457 U.S. 991, 1004 (1982) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted); Stein 
II, 541 F.3d at 146–47. 

As the Second Circuit explained in Stein II, a close nexus of state action exists between a private entity and 
the state when a governmental actor (i) exercises coercive power; (ii) is entwined in the management or 
control of the private actor; (iii) provides the private action with significant encouragement, either over or 
covert; (iv) engages in a joint activity in which the private actor is a willful participant; (v) delegates a public 
function to the private actor; or (vi) entwines the private actor in governmental policies. 

It is not enough, however, that there be a close nexus between the state and the actions undertaken by a private 
entity; the Government must influence the specific conduct of which the party complains. The “controlling 
factor” is not whether the state directed the constitutionally prohibited conduct, but whether the state 
“involved itself in the use of a substantial economic threat to coerce a person into furnishing an incriminating 
statement.” United States ex rel. Sanney v. Montanye, 500 F.2d 411, 415 (2d Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 419 
U.S. 1027 (1974). The defendant bears the initial burden of showing that his interview statements are subject 
to Garrity protection. 

There is no question in the Court’s mind that Black was compelled, upon pain of losing his job, to sit for at 
least three, probably four, interviews with Paul Weiss. Ricciardi testified that the “choice” facing an employee 
asked to sit for an interview “is to cooperate or find new employment, basically[.]” Black has stated that “[he] 
did not believe that [he] had any choice but to agree to meet with Paul Weiss lawyers and answer their 
questions[,]” and that, “had [he] refused to do so, it would have resulted in [his] termination from Deutsche 
Bank.” . . . As a result, the only real issue for the Court to consider under Garrity is whether Deutsche Bank’s 
internal investigation—and, specifically, the investigatory steps it took with respect to Gavin Black—can be 
attributed to the Government. . . . 
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The record, which is limited (the responsibility for which falls squarely on the Government), contains 
compelling evidence that Deutsche Bank’s investigation is fairly attributable to the Government. Among 
other things, it suggests that the Government directed Deutsche Bank to investigate Gavin Black on its behalf. 
The Bank’s first interview of Black was conducted at the behest of the Government. Although there is no 
evidence either way about whether the fruits of that interview were shared with the Government agencies 
investigating Deutsche Bank, it is plausible—if not likely—that they did, since the record reflects that Paul 
Weiss was eager to share information about Black’s subsequent two interviews. Record evidence also 
establishes that, as Deutsche Bank’s investigation progressed, the Government continued to discuss Black by 
name in meetings with Bank investigators. All of this occurred well before any representative of the 
Government made any effort to speak with Black; that did not occur until the fall of 2013, three and a half 
years after Deutsche Bank’s “internal” investigation began. 

Of course, it is not enough under Garrity that Deutsche Bank’s investigation was generally fairly attributable 
to the Government. The Bank’s interviews of Black must have been Government-engineered interviews. The 
evidence certainly points in that direction. There is no evidence suggesting that Black’s interviews were 
conducted on some different footing than were the interviews of other Deutsche Bank employees. During the 
period when Paul Weiss conducted the first three (of four) interviews of Black, the Government told Deutsche 
Bank whom to interview and when. It told Deutsche Bank to interview Gavin Black. Moreover, even as late 
as 2014—when the investigation was in its fourth year—the Government was still directing Paul Weiss’s 
activities. When Paul Weiss wanted to interview Gavin Black on September 9, 2014, it sought the 
Government’s permission to do so. And the Government did not simply give permission; it directed an 
experienced Paul Weiss partner and former Assistant U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York 
on the precise manner in which he should ask his questions. For its part, rather than simply producing 
documents and providing interview summaries, Paul Weiss, in full (and understandable) aid of its client’s 
(i.e., Deutsche Bank’s) interests, digested the vast information it collected, highlighted the most important 
nuggets, and shared a blueprint for what prosecutors should expect should they finally interview Black on 
their own. Not surprisingly, when it came time to resolve its case against Deutsche Bank, the Government 
credited Paul Weiss for its extensive support of its own investigative efforts. 

The only conclusion one can draw from this evidence is that, rather than conduct its own investigation, the 
Government outsourced the important developmental stage of its investigation to Deutsche Bank—the 
original target of that investigation—and then built its own “investigation” into specific employees, such as 
Gavin Black, on a very firm foundation constructed for it by the Bank and its lawyers. This was no ordinary 
“outside” investigation. Deutsche Bank did not respond to the Government’s subpoenas by turning over 
documents without comment, and its employees were not subjected to government or regulatory depositions 
on notice, at which they were defended by company counsel. Indeed, Deutsche Bank did the opposite—it 
effectively deposed their employees by company counsel and then turned over the resulting questions and 
answers to the investigating agencies. . . . 

Having declined to offer much by way of evidence, the Government falls back on strained legal and policy 
arguments that are not just unconvincing, but unworthy. 
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The Government (repeatedly) argues, for example, that Deutsche Bank could not have shared a close enough 
nexus with the Government, because its fiduciary duty diverged from the Government’s, in that Deutsche 
Bank—as a public company—owed its duty to shareholders, and Paul Weiss—as counsel to Deutsche Bank—
owed a duty of loyalty to its client. It is hard to take this argument seriously. 

The Second Circuit noted in Stein II that, “The threat of [ruinous indictment] brings significant pressure to 
bear on corporations, and that threat ‘provides a sufficient nexus’ between a private entity’s employment 
decision at the government’s behest and the government itself.” See Stein II, 541 F.3d at 151 (citing Lisa Kern 
Griffin, Compelled Cooperation and the New Corporate Criminal Procedure, 82 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 311, 367 
(2007)). According to Ricciardi, Deutsche Bank was facing the threat of ruin, such that the only “choice” 
facing Deutsche Bank when it received the CFTC’s letter was the “level of cooperation” it would provide to 
the Government—because not cooperating was not an option. Viewed in that light, the CFTC’s request that 
Deutsche Bank conduct a “voluntary” investigation was a classic “Godfather offer”—one that could not be 
refused. And Deutsche Bank’s interest in cooperating was perfectly aligned with the Government’s interest 
in outsourcing its investigative functions (if that is indeed what occurred in this case). This massive amount 
of pressure is highly relevant to any assessment of the sufficiency of the nexus between the Government and 
Deutsche Bank’s “internal” investigation. . . . 

Finally, the Government urges that the Court must not conclude that there was a sufficiently close nexus 
between it and Deutsche Bank, because doing so will hamper law enforcement by curtailing the Government’s 
ability to encourage cooperation, which will prove a bad idea as a matter of policy. 

The Court does not doubt that it saves the Government considerable time and precious resources to permit 
counsel for the target of an investigation to do the heavy lifting of ferreting out the truth—especially in a case 
like this one, which is so large, technical, and complicated. But this is a court of law, not a court of policy. 
The Court is not concerned with whether the outsourcing of investigations to private parties makes life easier 
for the Government or for the taxpayers; it is concerned with the protection of the defendant’s constitutional 
right against self-incrimination, and so with the constitutional implications, if any, of such outsourcing. That 
concern trumps the Government’s interest in convenience. 

In conclusion, given the Government’s deliberate choice not to create a record that would allow for a contrary 
finding, the record presently before the Court establishes that the Government violated Garrity, because 
Deutsche Bank’s interviews of Gavin Black, for which he was compelled to sit under threat of termination, 
are fairly attributable to the Government. . . . 

As stated earlier, the Fifth Amendment prevents the Government from making any use, direct or indirect, of 
a defendant’s compelled statements. The Government must affirmatively prove by a preponderance of the 
evidence that the evidence it “used” was derived from a source that was “wholly independent” of Black’s 
compelled testimony. Prohibited “uses” of compelled testimony include “obtaining [an] indictment” based 
on tainted evidence, Hubbell, 530 U.S. at 45; “preparing [the Government’s case for trial,” id.; and presenting 
tainted evidence to the grand jury. Poindexter, 951 F.2d at 377. Kastigar does not, however, encompass 
“merely tangential” non-evidentiary uses of compelled testimony, Rivieccio, 919 F.2d at 815 & n.3, such as 
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evidence that does not “influence[ ] the [G]overnment’s decision to pursue its line of investigation.” Nanni, 
59 F.3d at 1432. 

None of Black’s interview statements was introduced into evidence at his trial. In fact, the Government, in 
view of the looming Garrity/Kastigar issue, declined to call Ricciardi as a prosecution witness at the last 
possible moment—which it initially planned to do for the sole and exclusive purpose of getting Black’s false 
denials before the jury, so the Government could argue that they were completely at odds with the literal text 
of his emails and chats. 

Nor did the Government make indirect use Black’s false exculpatory statements at trial. There is not a single 
item of trial evidence that would not have come in but for Black’s interview statements to Paul Weiss. Black 
does not identify, and the Court cannot find, a single question that was asked that otherwise would not have 
been asked. . . . 

The Government thus did not violate Kastigar at Black’s trial. 

The Government also did not make direct or indirect use of any of Black’s interview statements before the 
grand jury. As found in the Court’s Order Denying the Pretrial Motion of Defendant Gavin Black to Dismiss 
the Indictment for Alleged Violations of Kastigar, dated May 29, 2018, the Government identifies an 
independent source other than Black’s interviews (whether with the UK FCA or with Paul Weiss) for 
everything that FBI Special Agent Jeffrey Weeks (the only grand jury witness) presented to the grand jury—
either in the form of documents, cooperators, or information received from Deutsche Bank. Indeed, in 
connection with the Court’s prior Kastigar opinion, the Court reviewed the Government’s alternative source 
material for every line of grand jury testimony; all were accounted for, and none derived, directly or indirectly, 
from Black. . . . 

Even assuming that the Government violated Kastigar, any such Kastigar violation would constitute harmless 
error. . . . 

The Government has persuaded the Court that any improper use of Black’s compelled statements was 
harmless. As should be readily clear to the parties by now, the Court having sat through a lengthy trial and 
reviewed the evidence on numerous occasions—does not doubt that Black would have been indicted and 
convicted even if Paul Weiss lawyers had never spoken to him. The evidence that the Government obtained 
against Black from its many independent sources was overwhelming. 

Problem 12-1 

Both Stein and Connolly found state action, but the cases ultimately had very different outcomes.  What are 
the key factual differences that resulted in the coerced statements in Stein being granted use immunity 
(perhaps even derivative use immunity), yet the statements in Connolly were still admissible?  
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Here is a civil lawsuit in which fired employees tried to get mileage out of the same reasoning pursued in the 
above district court opinions.  The Second Circuit opinion here suggests that the Stein and Connolly reasoning 
might be limited to certain kinds of facts. 

GILMAN v. MARSH & McLENNAN COS., INC., 826 F.3d 69 (2d Cir. 2016) 

DENNIS JACOBS, Circuit Judge: 

Faced with the prospect of criminal indictment premised on the actions of two employees, a company 
demanded that those employees explain themselves under the threat of termination. They refused, were fired, 
and in this suit seek to recover employment benefits they lost by termination. . . . 

In April 2004, the New York Attorney General (the “AG”) began investigating “contingent commission” 
arrangements by which insurance brokers were thought to be steering clients to particular insurance carriers. 
Marsh, as one of the brokers under investigation, retained outside counsel, Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP, to 
conduct an internal investigation of the AG’s allegations. The internal investigation included interviews with 
Gilman and McNenney in the spring and summer of 2004. 

The focus of the AG investigation shifted, in September 2004, to an alleged bid-rigging scheme involving 
Marsh and several insurance carriers. On October 13, 2004, two individuals at American International Group, 
Inc. (“AIG”) pleaded guilty to felony complaints charging them with participation in a bid-rigging scheme 
with Marsh. In the allocution of one of the AIG employees, Gilman and McNenney were identified as co-
conspirators. The next day, the AG filed a civil complaint against Marsh for alleged fraudulent business 
practices and antitrust violations. 

The fallout from the civil complaint was swift and severe. Marsh’s stock price plunged, a raft of private civil 
suits were filed, and Marsh’s directors, clients, and shareholders demanded answers to the bid-rigging 
allegations. Marsh responded by expanding the ongoing internal investigation; on October 19, 2004, Marsh 
suspended Gilman and McNenney (with pay). More or less at the same time, Marsh’s counsel asked Gilman 
and McNenney to sit for interviews and warned that failure to comply would result in termination. Gilman 
was asked to interview with a lawyer from Davis Polk as soon as possible. McNenney alleges that he was 
asked to submit to an interview with a lawyer from the AG and that he was told to do so without presence of 
counsel. (Marsh vigorously denies that McNenney was asked to interview with the AG, let alone to do so 
without counsel.)  

On October 25, 2004, the CEO of Marsh’s parent company resigned and was replaced by Michael Cherkasky. 
The same day, Cherkasky met with Eliot Spitzer, then-Attorney General of New York, to discuss the 
investigation. Gilman and McNenney contend that the upshot of the meeting was that the AG would forgo 
criminal prosecution of Marsh itself in exchange for its cooperation with the AG’s investigation, including 
waivers of attorney-client privilege and work-product immunity for information developed in the (expanding) 
internal investigation. That day, an AG press release announced that a civil proceeding would suffice to punish 
and reform Marsh, and that criminal prosecutions arising out of the alleged bid-rigging scheme would be 
limited to individuals. This press release was widely understood to mean the AG would indict Gilman and 
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McNenney—as it eventually did. 

By the time of the October 25 meeting and agreement between Cherkasky and Spitzer, neither Gilman nor 
McNenney had complied with Marsh’s counsel’s requests that they sit for interviews. On October 27, 2004, 
McNenney’s attorney conveyed McNenney’s refusal to Davis Polk; Marsh fired him the next day. On October 
28, 2004, Gilman’s attorney scheduled an interview for his client on November 2. But on November 1, 2004, 
Gilman submitted paperwork purporting to effectuate an early retirement; later that day, his attorney conveyed 
Gilman’s refusal to be interviewed. Marsh fired Gilman the next day, and did not accept Gilman’s purported 
retirement. 

As Marsh employees, Gilman and McNenney were eligible for some valuable employment benefits. Under 
Marsh’s Stock Award Plans, they received grants of stock options, stock bonus units, and/or deferred stock 
units, some of which they could have been entitled to upon termination if (for example) they had retired or 
were fired without cause. If, however, they were terminated “for cause,” any unvested stock benefits were 
forfeited. Under Marsh’s ERISA-governed Severance Pay Plan, Gilman and McNenney were entitled to 
severance if, inter alia, they remained in good standing with Marsh on their last day of work and if their 
employment terminated (i) because they lacked job skills, or (ii) in connection with a restructuring, or (iii) 
because Marsh had eliminated their position. An otherwise-eligible employee whose employment was 
terminated “for cause” was not entitled to severance. Marsh took the position that it fired Gilman and 
McNenney “for cause,” and denied them unvested, deferred compensation as well as severance. 

As relevant here, Gilman and McNenney sued Marsh to obtain the lost employment benefits, alleging 
violations of ERISA, breach of contract, and breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 
The district court granted summary judgment in favor of Marsh, concluding that the interview requests were 
reasonable, that Gilman’s and McNenney’s refusal to sit for interviews gave Marsh cause for termination, 
that Marsh did in fact fire them for cause (and did not breach the implied covenant), and that Gilman’s 
purported retirement was ineffective. Gilman and McNenney appeal. . . . 

The first question is whether the demand that Gilman and McNenney submit to interviews was reasonable as 
a matter of law. If so, Marsh had cause to fire them and deny them employment benefits. If not, Gilman’s and 
McNenney’s claims against Marsh for benefits should have withstood summary judgment. We conclude that 
the interview demands were reasonable as a matter of law because at the time they were made, Gilman and 
McNenney were Marsh employees who had been implicated in an alleged criminal conspiracy for acts that 
were within the scope of employment and that imperiled the company. The second question is whether there 
is a triable issue of fact as to whether Marsh fired them for cause. We conclude that there is not and reject the 
argument that Gilman and McNenny were let go routinely as part of a reduction in force and the argument 
that Gilman could not be fired because he had preemptively resigned. Finally, we reject Gilman’s and 
McNenney’s contention that, in light of Marsh’s cooperation with the AG, Marsh’s requirement that they 
answer potentially incriminating questions amounted to state action, and was thus unreasonable. Accordingly, 
Marsh had cause to fire them, as it did, and Gilman and McNenney are entitled to none of the employment 
benefits they seek. 
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Under Delaware law, which governs Marsh’s employment contracts with Gilman and McNenney, “cause” 
for termination includes the refusal to “obey a direct, unequivocal, reasonable order of the employer.” 
Unemployment Ins. Appeal Bd. v. Martin, 431 A.2d 1265, 1268 (Del. 1981). Gilman and McNenney do not 
dispute that Marsh’s orders that they sit for interviews were direct and unequivocal. So the decisive issue is 
whether the orders were reasonable. 

When Gilman and McNenney were named as co-conspirators in a criminal bid-rigging scheme for their 
conduct as Marsh employees, it was obvious (as Gilman and McNenney themselves affirmatively argue) that 
the AG intended to prosecute them criminally. At that time, Marsh had sufficient basis to act on the 
allegations, made under oath in open court, and would have had cause to terminate Gilman and McNenney, 
regardless of the ultimate resolution of the allegations. . . . If Marsh had indeed fired them then, it would have 
been for cause, and Gilman and McNenney would for that reason have been ineligible for the employment 
benefits they currently seek. It is difficult to see how their claims for benefits improved because Marsh instead 
gave them the chance to explain themselves, and they refused to comply. 

Marsh was presumptively entitled to seek information from its own employees about suspicions of on-the-
job criminal conduct. Marsh could take measures to protect its standing with investors, clients, employees, 
and regulators. Marsh also had a duty to its shareholders to investigate any potentially criminal conduct by 
its employees that could harm the company. And as corporate officers, Gilman and McNenney had a duty to 
Marsh to disclose information they had about the AG’s allegations. 

Marsh’s demands placed Gilman and McNenney in the tough position of choosing between employment and 
incrimination (assuming of course the truth of the allegations). But though Gilman and McNenney “may have 
possessed the personal rights to [not sit for interviews], that does not immunize [them] from all collateral 
consequences that come from [those] act[s],” including leaving Marsh “with no practical option other than to 
remove [them].” Hollinger Int’l, Inc. v. Black, 844 A.2d 1022, 1077 (Del. Ch. 2004). “[T]here would be a 
complete breakdown in the regulation of many areas of business if employers did not carry most of the load 
of keeping their employees in line and have the sanction of discharge for refusal to answer what is essential 
to that end.” United States v. Solomon, 509 F.2d 863, 870 (2d Cir. 1975). Marsh had to use the “sanction of 
discharge for refusal to answer,” id., because in the absence of an exculpatory explanation, Marsh needed to 
assume the worst: that the bid-rigging allegations were true and that Marsh was vicariously liable for their 
criminal conduct. . . . 

Given the circumstances, Marsh’s demand that Gilman and McNenney explain themselves in an interview 
under the penalty of termination was unassailable, even routine. It did what any other company would do, 
and (arguably) what any company should do. Marsh’s interview demands were reasonable and it had cause 
to fire Gilman and McNenney for refusing to comply. . . . 

Gilman and McNenney argue that Marsh’s interview demands constitute state action that infringed their right 
against self-incrimination. This is “the legal equivalent of the ‘Hail Mary pass’ in football.” In re Lionel 
Corp., 722 F.2d 1063, 1072 (2d Cir. 1983) (Winter, J., dissenting). They advance the following argument: if 
Marsh’s request that Gilman and McNenney sit for interviews under the penalty of termination is deemed 
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state action (because of Marsh’s cooperation with the AG), and if that demand and threat violated their Fifth 
Amendment right, then Marsh’s request was unreasonable as a matter of law, and their refusal to comply with 
the interview demands cannot support their loss of benefits. 

The claim that Marsh was a state actor leans heavily on United States v. Stein, 541 F.3d 130 (2d Cir. 2008); 
but Stein cannot support that weight. . . . The government’s influence in Stein was “overwhelming” in several 
respects: KPMG’s “survival depended on its role in a joint project with the government to advance 
government prosecutions,” id. at 147; “the government forced KPMG to adopt its constricted Fees Policy,” 
id. at 148; the government “intervened in KPMG’s decisionmaking,” id.; the prosecutors “steered KPMG 
toward their preferred fee advancement policy and then supervised its application in individual cases,” id.; 
and “absent the prosecutors’ involvement . . . KPMG would not have changed its longstanding fee 
advancement policy,” id. at 150. Since the government steered KPMG to adopt a policy it otherwise would 
not have adopted, and then supervised KPMG’s implementation of that policy, KPMG’s conduct was found 
to constitute state action. 

. . . Marsh had good institutional reasons for requiring Gilman and McNenney to sit for interviews or else 
lose their jobs: the company’s stock price was sinking and its clients, directors, investors, and regulators were 
demanding answers about the allegations. There is no evidence that the AG “forced” Marsh to demand 
interviews, “intervened” in Marsh’s decisionmaking, “steered” Marsh to request interviews, or “supervised” 
the interview requests. Nor is there evidence that the nature and scope of the pending interviews were framed 
by the government, or changed after Cherkasky’s October 25 meeting with Spitzer. The expansion of Marsh’s 
internal investigation was precipitated by allegations advanced by the government, but it is not a measure it 
would have forgone “but for” the AG’s influence. 

Even if, as McNenney contends, Davis Polk sought to interview him without counsel and with the AG present, 
that request occurred well before October 25, and McNenney adduced no evidence that Marsh’s request for 
an interview arose out of pressure or coercion from the AG. And Marsh, which already had cause to fire 
McNenney, could presumably put additional conditions on its interview request anyway, as it still gave 
McNenney fundamentally the same choice to explain himself or be fired. 

Gilman and McNenney invite us to consider that the occasion for the corporate investigation was a criminal 
initiative by government, and that a likely use of the internal investigation was that Marsh would offer up its 
findings (together with the employees’ testimony) in the nature of a sacrifice to an angry prosecutor. No 
doubt, Marsh was compelled by circumstances to conduct an investigation (with expectation that any 
privileges attached to it would be waived) and that one mighty circumstance was a possible prosecution of 
the firm. But in the ordinary course, allegations of serious wrongdoing would provoke such an investigation, 
whether or not the allegations were made by prosecutors and whether or not the company itself was at risk of 
prosecution. The interests of prudent directors alone would justify or compel such a measure. Stein is properly 
distinguished because (among other things) KPMG had no institutional interest in stripping its employees of 
their chosen defense counsel and KPMG was forced to abandon a longstanding policy that it had decided to 
continue; it was therefore found that government compulsion was the “but for” reason for the new Fees 
Policy. . . . 
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Gilman and McNenney urge that we adopt, in effect, this categorical rule: acts that are taken by a private 
company in response to government action, and that have as one goal obtaining better treatment from the 
government, amount to state action. But a company is not prohibited from cooperating, and typically has 
supremely reasonable, independent interests for conducting an internal investigation and for cooperating with 
a governmental investigation, even when employees suspected of crime end up jettisoned. A rule that deems 
all such companies to be government actors would be incompatible with corporate governance and modern 
regulation. 

Problem 12-2 

Recall Shirley, the hedge fund trader from the problems in Chapter 11, who walked into your office with the 
grand jury subpoena.  Return to that initial office meeting with her again.  Provide the (much more robust) 
advice and explanation to Shirley that you would now give at that first meeting in light of what you have 
learned from the materials in this chapter. 

 

Problem 12-3 

You represent a corporation under investigation for securities fraud.  In an effort to obtain a non-prosecution 
agreement, you advise the corporation to cooperate with the DOJ and conduct a thorough internal 
investigation.  Some of the corporation’s employees may be individually implicated in the fraud and are 
hesitant to speak with investigators.  How would you advise the corporation to proceed with its investigation, 
balancing your obligation to your client (the corporation) and the Fifth Amendment rights of the employees? 
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13. FOURTH AND FIFTH AMENDMENTS AND DOCUMENTS 

This chapter covers one of the subtlest and hardest topics in constitutional criminal procedure, so ambitions 
should be kept reasonable here.  Look to come away with an awareness of what the issue(s) are, a sense of 
why they are hard, and an idea of how to think harder and read more about them if you encounter them in 
practice.  The good news, at least for the student, is that the law turns out to provide only very limited means 
to resist production of documents to government authorities and thus the issues here can be summarily 
dispensed with in the vast majority of situations. 

Firms have no Fifth Amendment right to not talk.  Companies cannot speak, of course, and their employees 
have only their own individual Fifth Amendment rights, not any right on behalf of their employers.  The 
remaining issue, then, is what to do about documents, which is what firms would really like to protect (and is 
kind of how they “speak”).  Are documents protected by the Fifth Amendment in any way?  By the Fourth 
Amendment?  By some combination of the two? 

As you work through the sequence of cases in this chapter, you will see that firms have no constitutional right 
to resist production of evidence.  But individuals have, as part of their own Fifth Amendment rights, the right 
to not have “the act of production” used against them—in some circumstances (sigh).  You have to carefully 
track the Supreme Court’s reasoning on this, and it is one of those areas where seeing how the doctrine 
developed over time makes it easier to understand the most recent decisions.  Before proceeding into the case 
law, refresh your memory of the text of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments below. 

U.S. Constitution Amendment IV 

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable 
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, 
supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or 
things to be seized. 

U.S. Constitution Amendment V 

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or 
indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual 
service in time of war or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put 
in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor 
be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for 
public use, without just compensation. 

A. Boyd:  The Road Not Taken 

The first case in our sequence seems to say that the Fourth and Fifth Amendments give a person the right to 
resist obeying what is, in essence, just a regular subpoena for documents.  Wow.  As you will see, Boyd did 
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not last, but it is an enlightening thought experiment to consider what the field of corporate crime enforcement 
would look like now had Boyd remained law. 

BOYD v. UNITED STATES, 116 U.S. 616 (1886) 

BRADLEY, J. 

This was an information filed by the district attorney of the United States in the district court for the Southern 
district of New York, in July, 1884, in a cause of seizure and forfeiture of property, against 35 cases of plate 
glass, seized by the collector as forfeited to the United States, under the twelfth section of the ‘Act to amend 
the customs revenue laws,’ etc., passed June 22, 1874, (18 St. 186.) It is declared by that section that any 
owner, importer, consignee, etc., who shall, with intent to defraud the revenue, make, or attempt to make, any 
entry of imported merchandise, by means of any fraudulent or false invoice, affidavit, letter, or paper, or by 
means of any false statement, written or verbal, or who shall be guilty of any willful act or omission, by means 
whereof the United States shall be deprived of the lawful duties, or any portion thereof, accruing upon the 
merchandise, or any portion thereof, embraced or referred to in such invoice, affidavit, letter, paper, or 
statement, or affected by such act or omission, shall for each offense be fined in any sum not exceeding $5,000 
nor less than $50, or be imprisoned for any time not exceeding two years, or both; and, in addition to such 
fine, such merchandise shall be forfeited. 

The charge was that the goods in question were imported into the United States to the port of New York, 
subject to the payment of duties; and that the owners or agents of said merchandise, or other person unknown, 
committed the alleged fraud, which was described in the words of the statute. The plaintiffs in error entered 
a claim for the goods, and pleaded that they did not become forfeited in manner and form as alleged. On the 
trial of the cause it became important to show the quantity and value of the glass contained in 29 cases 
previously imported. To do this the district attorney offered in evidence an order made by the district judge 
under the fifth section of the same act of June 22, 1874, directing notice under seal of the court to be given to 
the claimants, requiring them to produce the invoice of the 29 cases. The claimants, in obedience to the notice, 
but objecting to its validity and to the constitutionality of the law, produced the invoice; and when it was 
offered in evidence by the district attorney they objected to its reception on the ground that, in a suit for 
forfeiture, no evidence can be compelled from the claimants themselves, and also that the statute, so far as it 
compels production of evidence to be used against the claimants, is unconstitutional and void. The evidence 
being received, and the trial closed, the jury found a verdict for the United States, condemning the 35 cases 
of glass which were seized, and judgment of forfeiture was given. This judgment was affirmed by the circuit 
court, and the decision of that court is now here for review. . . . 

The principal question, however, remains to be considered. Is a search and seizure, or, what is equivalent 
thereto, a compulsory production of a man’s private papers, to be used in evidence against him in a proceeding 
to forfeit his property for alleged fraud against the revenue laws-is such a proceeding for such a purpose an 
‘unreasonable search and seizure’ within the meaning of the fourth amendment of the constitution? or is it a 
legitimate proceeding? It is contended by the counsel for the government, that it is a legitimate proceeding, 
sanctioned by long usage, and the authority of judicial decision. No doubt long usage, acquiesced in by the 
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courts, goes a long way to prove that there is some plausible ground or reason for it in the law, or in the 
historical facts which have imposed a particular construction of the law favorable to such usage. It is a maxim 
that, consuetudo est optimus interpres legum; and another maxim that, contemporanea expositio est optima 
et fortissima in lege. But we do not find any long usage or any contemporary construction of the constitution, 
which would justify any of the acts of congress now under consideration. As before stated, the act of 1863 
was the first act in this country, and we might say, either in this country or in England, so far as we have been 
able to ascertain, which authorized the search and seizure of a man’s private papers, or the compulsory 
production of them, for the purpose of using them in evidence against him in a criminal case, or in a 
proceeding to enforce the forfeiture of his property. Even the act under which the obnoxious writs of 
assistance were issued did not go as far as this, but only authorized the examination of ships and vessels, and 
persons found therein, for the purpose of finding goods prohibited to be imported or exported, or on which 
the duties were not paid, and to enter into and search any suspected vaults, cellars, or warehouses for such 
goods. The search for and seizure of stolen or forfeited goods, or goods liable to duties and concealed to avoid 
the payment thereof, are totally different things from a search for and seizure of a man’s private books and 
papers for the purpose of obtaining information therein contained, or of using them as evidence against him. 
The two things differ toto coelo. In the one case, the government is entitled to the possession of the property; 
in the other it is not. The seizure of stolen goods is authorized by the common law; and the seizure of goods 
forfeited for a breach of the revenue laws, or concealed to avoid the duties payable on them, has been 
authorized by English statutes for at least two centuries past; and the like seizures have been authorized by 
our own revenue acts from the commencement of the government. 

The first statute passed by congress to regulate the collection of duties, the act of July 31, 1789, (1 St. 43,) 
contains provisions to this effect. As this act was passed by the same congress which proposed for adoption 
the original amendments to the constitution, it is clear that the members of that body did not regard searches 
and seizures of this kind as ‘unreasonable,’ and they are not embraced within the prohibition of the 
amendment. So, also, the supervision authorized to be exercised by officers of the revenue over the 
manufacture or custody of excisable articles, and the entries thereof in books required by law to be kept for 
their inspection, are necessarily excepted out of the category of unreasonable searches and seizures. So, also, 
the laws which provide for the search and seizure of articles and things which it is unlawful for a person to 
have in his possession for the purpose of issue or disposition, such as counterfeit coin, lottery tickets, 
implements of gambling, etc., are not within this category. Com. v. Dana, 2 Metc. 329. Many other things of 
this character might be enumerated. The entry upon premises, made by a sheriff or other officer of the law, 
for the purpose of seizing goods and chattels by virtue of a judicial writ, such as an attachment, a sequestration, 
or an execution, is not within the prohibition of the fourth or fifth amendment, or any other clause of the 
constitution; nor is the examination of a defendant under oath after an ineffectual execution, for the purpose 
of discovering secreted property or credits, to be applied to the payment of a judgment against him, obnoxious 
to those amendments. But, when examined with care, it is manifest that there is a total unlikeness of these 
official acts and proceedings to that which is now under consideration. In the case of stolen goods, the owner 
from whom they were stolen is entitled to their possession, and in the case of excisable or dutiable articles, 
the government has an interest in them for the payment of the duties thereon, and until such duties are paid 
has a right to keep them under observation, or to pursue and drag them from concealment; and in the case of 
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goods seized on attachment or execution, the creditor is entitled to their seizure in satisfaction of his debt; and 
the examination of a defendant under oath to obtain a discovery of concealed property or credits is a 
proceeding merely civil to effect the ends of justice, and is no more than what the court of chancery would 
direct on a bill for discovery. Whereas, by the proceeding now under consideration, the court attempts to 
extort from the party his private books and papers to make him liable for a penalty or to forfeit his property. 

In order to ascertain the nature of the proceedings intended by the fourth amendment to the constitution under 
the terms ‘unreasonable searches and seizures,’ it is only necessary to recall the contemporary or then recent 
history of the controversies on the subject, both in this country and in England. The practice had obtained in 
the colonies of issuing writs of assistance to the revenue officers, empowering them, in their discretion, to 
search suspected places for smuggled goods, which James Otis pronounced ‘the worst instrument of arbitrary 
power, the most destructive of English liberty and the fundamental principles of law, that ever was found in 
an English law book;’ since they placed ‘the liberty of every man in the hands of every petty officer.’ This 
was in February, 1761, in Boston, and the famous debate in which it occurred was perhaps the most prominent 
event which inaugurated the resistance of the colonies to the oppressions of the mother country. 

‘Then and there,’ said John Adams, ‘then and there was the first scene of the first act of opposition to the 
arbitrary claims of Great Britain. Then and there the child Independence was born.’ These things, and the 
events which took place in England immediately following the argument about writs of assistance in Boston, 
were fresh in the memories of those who achieved our independence and established our form of government. 
In the period from 1762, when the North Briton was started by John Wilkes, to April, 1766, when the house 
of commons passed resolutions condemnatory of general warrants, whether for the seizure of persons or 
papers, occurred the bitter controversy between the English government and Wilkes, in which the latter 
appeared as the champion of popular rights, and was, indeed, the pioneer in the contest which resulted in the 
abolition of some grievous abuses which had gradually crept into the administration of public affairs. 
Prominent and principal among these was the practice of issuing general warrants by the secretary of state, 
for searching private houses for the discovery and seizure of books and papers that might be used to convict 
their owner of the charge of libel. Certain numbers of the North Briton, particularly No. 45, had been very 
bold in denunciation of the government, and were esteemed heinously libelous. By authority of the secretary’s 
warrant Wilkes’ house was searched, and his papers were indiscriminately seized. For this outrage he sued 
the perpetrators and obtained a verdict of £1,000 against Wood, one of the party who made the search, and 
£4,000 against Lord Halifax, the secretary of state, who issued the warrant. The case, however, which will 
always be celebrated as being the occasion of Lord CAMDEN’S memorable discussion of the subject, was 
that of Entick v. Carrington and Three Other King’s Messengers, reported at length in 19 How. St. Tr. 1029. 
The action was trespass for entering the plaintiff’s dwelling-house in November, 1762, and breaking open his 
desks, boxes, etc., and searching and examining his papers. The jury rendered a special verdict, and the case 
was twice solemnly argued at the bar. Lord CAMDEN pronounced the judgment of the court in Michaelmas 
term, 1765, and the law, as expounded by him, has been regarded as settled from that time to this, and his 
great judgment on that occasion is considered as one of the landmarks of English liberty. It was welcomed 
and applauded by the lovers of liberty in the colonies as well as in the mother country. It is regarded as one 
of the permanent monuments of the British constitution, and is quoted as such by the English authorities on 
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that subject down to the present time.  

As every American statesman, during our revolutionary and formative period as a nation, was undoubtedly 
familiar with this monument of English freedom, and considered it as the true and ultimate expression of 
constitutional law, it may be confidently asserted that its propositions were in the minds of those who framed 
the fourth amendment to the constitution, and were considered as sufficiently explanatory of what was meant 
by unreasonable searches and seizures. . . . 

It is not the breaking of his doors, and the rummaging of his drawers, that constitutes the essence of the 
offense; but it is the invasion of his indefeasible right of personal security, personal liberty, and private 
property, where that right has never been forfeited by his conviction of some public offense[. I]t is the invasion 
of this sacred right which underlies and constitutes the essence of Lord CAMDEN’s judgment. Breaking into 
a house and opening boxes and drawers are circumstances of aggravation; but any forcible and compulsory 
extortion of a man’s own testimony, or of his private papers to be used as evidence to convict him of crime, 
or to forfeit his goods, is within the condemnation of that judgment. In this regard the fourth and fifth 
amendments run almost into each other. . . . 

We have already noticed the intimate relation between the two amendments. They throw great light on each 
other. For the ‘unreasonable searches and seizures’ condemned in the fourth amendment are almost always 
made for the purpose of compelling a man to give evidence against himself, which in criminal cases is 
condemned in the fifth amendment; and compelling a man ‘in a criminal case to be a witness against himself,’ 
which is condemned in the fifth amendment, throws light on the question as to what is an ‘unreasonable 
search and seizure’ within the meaning of the fourth amendment. And we have been unable to perceive that 
the seizure of a man’s private books and papers to be used in evidence against him is substantially different 
from compelling him to be a witness against himself. We think it is within the clear intent and meaning of 
those terms. We are also clearly of opinion that proceedings instituted for the purpose of declaring the 
forfeiture of a man’s property by reason of offenses committed by him, though they may be civil in form, are 
in their nature criminal. In this very case the ground of forfeiture, as declared in the twelfth section of the act 
of 1874, on which the information is based, consists of certain acts of fraud committed against the public 
revenue in relation to imported merchandise, which are made criminal by the statute; and it is declared, that 
the offender shall be fined not exceeding $5,000, nor less than $50, or be imprisoned not exceeding two years, 
or both; and in addition to such fine such merchandise shall be forfeited. These are the penalties affixed to 
the criminal acts, the forfeiture sought by this suit being one of them. If an indictment had been presented 
against the claimants, upon conviction the forfeiture of the goods could have been included in the judgment. 
If the government prosecutor elects to waive an indictment, and to file a civil information against the 
claimants—that is, civil in form—can he by this device take from the proceeding its criminal aspect and 
deprive the claimants of their immunities as citizens, and extort from them a production of their private papers, 
or, as an alternative, a confession of guilt? This cannot be. The information, though technically a civil 
proceeding, is in substance and effect a criminal one. . . . 

We think that the notice to produce the invoice in this case, the order by virtue of which it was issued, and 
the law which authorized the order, were unconstitutional and void, and that the inspection by the district 
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attorney of said invoice, when produced in obedience to said notice, and its admission in evidence by the 
court, were erroneous and unconstitutional proceedings. We are of opinion, therefore, that the judgment of 
the circuit court should be reversed, and the cause remanded, with directions to award a new trial; and it is so 
ordered. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The next case begins to chip away at Boyd and also clarifies a great deal the question of what Fifth and Fourth 
Amendment rights corporations possess, if any.  Notice the gap between Boyd (1886) and Hale (1906) and 
think about general developments in U.S. history during that time that may explain the shift in jurisprudence.  

HALE v. HENKEL, 201 U.S. 43 (1906) 

Mr. Justice Brown delivered the opinion of the court:  

[The basic facts of this case are as follows: A corporation was served a subpoena for records to prove a 
Sherman Act violation. Hale, an employee of the corporation and the Appellant in this action, refused to 
produce the documents and was held in contempt.] 

. . . Appellant also invokes the protection of the 5th Amendment to the Constitution, which declares that no 
person ‘shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself,’ and in reply to various 
questions put to him he declined to answer, on the ground that he would thereby incriminate himself. . . . 

But it is further insisted that, while the immunity statute may protect individual witnesses, it would not protect 
the corporation of which appellant was the agent and representative. This is true, but the answer is that it was 
not designed to do so. The right of a person under the 5th Amendment to refuse to incriminate himself is 
purely a personal privilege of the witness. It was never intended to permit him to plead the fact that some 
third person might be incriminated by his testimony, even though he were the agent of such person. A 
privilege so extensive might be used to put a stop to the examination of every witness who was called upon 
to testify before the grand jury with regard to the doings or business of his principal, whether such principal 
were an individual or a corporation. The question whether a corporation is a ‘person’ within the meaning of 
this amendment really does not arise, except, perhaps, where a corporation is called upon to answer a bill of 
discovery, since it can only be heard by oral evidence in the person of some one of its agents or employees. 
The amendment is limited to a person who shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against 
himself; and if he cannot set up the privilege of a third person, he certainly cannot set up the privilege of a 
corporation. As the combination or conspiracies provided against by the Sherman antitrust act can ordinarily 
be proved only by the testimony of parties thereto, in the person of their agents or employees, the privilege 
claimed would practically nullify the whole act of Congress. Of what use would it be for the legislature to 
declare these combinations unlawful if the judicial power may close the door of access to every available 
source of information upon the subject? Indeed, so strict is the rule that the privilege is a personal one that it 
has been held in some cases that counsel will not be allowed to make the objection. We hold that the questions 
should have been answered. 
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The second branch of the case relates to the nonproduction by the witness of the books and papers called for 
by the subpoena duces tecum. The witness put his refusal on the ground, first, that it was impossible for him 
to collect them within the time allowed; second, because he was advised by counsel that, under the 
circumstances, he was under no obligation to produce them; and finally, because they might tend to 
incriminate him. 

Had the witness relied solely upon the first ground, doubtless the court would have given him the necessary 
time. The last ground we have already held untenable. While the second ground does not set forth with 
technical accuracy the real reason for declining to produce them, the witness could not be expected to speak 
with legal exactness, and we think is entitled to assert that the subpoena was an infringement upon the 4th 
Amendment to the Constitution, which declares that ‘the right of the people to be secure in their persons, 
houses, paper, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants 
shall issue but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to 
be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.’ . . . 

Having already held that, by reason of the immunity act of 1903, the witness could not avail himself of the 
5th Amendment it follows that he cannot set up that amendment as against the production of the books and 
papers, since, in respect to these, he would also be protected by the immunity act. We think it quite clear that 
the search and seizure clause of the 4th Amendment was not intended to interfere with the power of courts to 
compel, through a subpoena duces tecum, the production, upon a trial in court, of documentary evidence. As 
remarked in Summers v. Moseley, 2 Cromp. & M. 477, it would be ‘utterly impossible to carry on the 
administration of justice’ without this writ. . . . 

If, whenever an officer or employee of a corporation were summoned before a grand jury as a witness he 
could refuse to produce the books and documents of such corporation, upon the ground that they would 
incriminate the corporation itself, it would result in the failure of a large number of cases where the illegal 
combination was determinable only upon the examination of such papers. Conceding that the witness was an 
officer of the corporation under investigation, and that he was entitled to assert the rights of corporation with 
respect to the production of its books and papers, we are of the opinion that there is a clear distinction in this 
particular between an individual and a corporation, and that the latter has no right to refuse to submit its books 
and papers for an examination at the suit of the state. The individual may stand upon his constitutional rights 
as a citizen. He is entitled to carry on his private business in his own way. His power to contract is unlimited. 
He owes no duty to the state or to his neighbors to divulge his business, or to open his doors to an investigation, 
so far as it may tend to criminate him. He owes no such duty to the state, since he receives nothing therefrom, 
beyond the protection of his life and property. His rights are such as existed by the law of the land long 
antecedent to the organization of the state, and can only be taken from him by due process of law, and in 
accordance with the Constitution. Among his rights are a refusal to incriminate himself, and the immunity of 
himself and his property from arrest or seizure except under a warrant of the law. He owes nothing to the 
public so long as he does not trespass upon their rights. 

Upon the other hand, the corporation is a creature of the state. It is presumed to be incorporated for the benefit 
of the public. It receives certain special privileges and franchises, and holds them subject to the laws of the 
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state and the limitations of its charter. Its powers are limited by law. It can make no contract not authorized 
by its charter. Its rights to act as a corporation are only preserved to it so long as it obeys the laws of its 
creation. There is a reserved right in the legislature to investigate its contracts and find out whether it has 
exceeded its powers. It would be a strange anomaly to hold that a state, having chartered a corporation to 
make use of certain franchises, could not, in the exercise of its sovereignty, inquire how these franchises had 
been employed, and whether they had been abused, and demand the production of the corporate books and 
papers for that purpose. The defense amounts to this: That an officer of a corporation which is charged with 
a criminal violation of the statute, may plead the criminality of such corporation as a refusal to produce its 
books. To state this proposition is to answer it. While an individual may lawfully refuse to answer 
incriminating questions unless protected by an immunity statute, it does not follow that a corporation, vested 
with special privileges and franchises, may refuse to show its hand when charged with an abuse of such 
privileges. 

It is true that the corporation in this case was chartered under the laws of New Jersey, and that it receives its 
franchise from the legislature of that state; but such franchises, so far as they involve questions of interstate 
commerce, must also be exercised in subordination to the power of Congress to regulate such commerce, and 
in respect to this the general government may also assert a sovereign authority to ascertain whether such 
franchises have been exercised in a lawful manner, with a due regard to its own laws. Being subject to this 
dual sovereignty, the general government possesses the same right to see that its own laws are respected as 
the state would have with respect to the special franchises vested in it by the laws of the state. The powers of 
the general government in this particular in the vindication of its own laws are the same as if the corporation 
had been created by an act of Congress. It is not intended to intimate, however, that it has a general visitatorial 
power over the state corporations. 

Although, for the reasons above stated, we are of the opinion that an officer of a corporation which is charged 
with a violation of a statute of the state of its creation, or of an act of Congress passed in the exercise of its 
constitutional powers, cannot refuse to produce the books and papers of such corporation, we do not wish to 
be understood as holding that a corporation is not entitled to immunity, under the 4th Amendment, against 
unreasonable searches and seizures. A corporation is, after all, but an association of individuals under an 
assumed name and with a distinct legal entity. In organizing itself as a collective body it waives no 
constitutional immunities appropriate to such body. Its property cannot be taken without compensation. It can 
only be proceeded against by due process of law, and is protected, under the 14th Amendment, against 
unlawful discrimination. Corporations are a necessary feature of modern business activity, and their 
aggregated capital has become the source of nearly all great enterprises. 

We are also of opinion that an order for the production of books and papers may constitute an unreasonable 
search and seizure within the 4th Amendment. While a search ordinarily implies a quest by an officer of the 
law, and a seizure contemplates a forcible dispossession of the owner, still, as was held in the Boyd Case, the 
substance of the offense is the compulsory production of private papers, whether under a search warrant or a 
subpoena duces tecum, against which the person, be he individual or corporation, is entitled to protection. 
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B. The Modern Fifth Amendment and the “Testimonial Act of Production” 

The next case, Fisher, is a bit more complicated because the attorney-client privilege is also involved, but 
here the modern Supreme Court works out what the Fifth Amendment privilege really is as it concerns pre-
existing documents:  It is individual and it involves the act of production.  While the case is a short run defeat 
for those resisting subpoenas, it ultimately leaves them with some potential basis to object to production. 

FISHER v. UNITED STATES, 425 U.S. 391 (1976) 

MR. JUSTICE WHITE delivered the opinion of the Court. 

In these two cases we are called upon to decide whether a summons directing an attorney to produce 
documents delivered to him by his client in connection with the attorney-client relationship is enforceable 
over claims that the documents were constitutionally immune from summons in the hands of the client and 
retained that immunity in the hands of the attorney. 

In each case, an Internal Revenue agent visited the taxpayer or taxpayers and interviewed them in connection 
with an investigation of possible civil or criminal liability under the federal income tax laws. Shortly after the 
interviews—one day later in No. 74-611 and a week or two later in No. 74-18—the taxpayers obtained from 
their respective accountants certain documents relating to the preparation by the accountants of their tax 
returns. Shortly after obtaining the documents—later the same day in No. 74-611 and a few weeks later in 
No. 74-18—the taxpayers transferred the documents to their lawyers—respondent Kasmir and petitioner 
Fisher, respectively—each of whom was retained to assist the taxpayer in connection with the investigation. 
Upon learning of the whereabouts of the documents, the Internal Revenue Service served summonses on the 
attorneys directing them to produce documents listed therein. . . . 

All of the parties in these cases and the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit have concurred in the proposition 
that if the Fifth Amendment would have excused a taxpayer from turning over the accountant's papers had he 
possessed them, the attorney to whom they are delivered for the purpose of obtaining legal advice should also 
be immune from subpoena. Although we agree with this proposition for the reasons set forth in Part III, infra, 
we are convinced that, under our decision in Couch v. United States, 409 U.S. 322 (1973), it is not the 
taxpayer's Fifth Amendment privilege that would excuse the attorney from production. The relevant part of 
that Amendment provides:  "No person . . . shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against 
himself."  

The taxpayer's privilege under this Amendment is not violated by enforcement of the summonses involved in 
these cases because enforcement against a taxpayer's lawyer would not "compel" the taxpayer to do 
anything—and certainly would not compel him to be a "witness" against himself. The Court has held 
repeatedly that the Fifth Amendment is limited to prohibiting the use of "physical or moral compulsion" 
exerted on the person asserting the privilege. In Couch v. United States, supra, we recently ruled that the Fifth 
Amendment rights of a taxpayer were not violated by the enforcement of a documentary summons directed 
to her accountant and requiring production of the taxpayer's own records in the possession of the accountant. 
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We did so on the ground that in such a case "the ingredient of personal compulsion against an accused is 
lacking." 409 U.S., at 329. 

Here, the taxpayers are compelled to do no more than was the taxpayer in Couch. The taxpayers' Fifth 
Amendment privilege is therefore not violated by enforcement of the summonses directed toward their 
attorneys. This is true whether or not the Amendment would have barred a subpoena directing the taxpayer 
to produce the documents while they were in his hands. . . . 

Respondents in No. 74-611 and petitioners in No. 74-18 argue, and the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit 
apparently agreed, that if the summons was enforced, the taxpayer’s Fifth Amendment privilege would be, 
but should not be, lost solely because they gave their documents to their lawyers in order to obtain legal 
advice. But this misconceives the nature of the constitutional privilege. The Amendment protects a person 
from being compelled to be a witness against himself. Here, the taxpayers retained any privilege they ever 
had not to be compelled to testify against themselves and not to be compelled themselves to produce private 
papers in their possession. This personal privilege was in no way decreased by the transfer. It is simply that 
by reason of the transfer of the documents to the attorneys, those papers may be subpoenaed without 
compulsion on the taxpayer. The protection of the Fifth Amendment is therefore not available. "A party is 
privileged from producing evidence but not from its production." Johnson v. United States, supra, at 458. The 
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit suggested that because legally and ethically the attorney was required 
to respect the confidences of his client, the latter had a reasonable expectation of privacy for the records in 
the hands of the attorney and therefore did not forfeit his Fifth Amendment privilege with respect to the 
records by transferring them in order to obtain legal advice. It is true that the Court has often stated that one 
of the several purposes served by the constitutional privilege against compelled testimonial self-incrimination 
is that of protecting personal privacy. But the Court has never suggested that every invasion of privacy violates 
the privilege. Within the limits imposed by the language of the Fifth Amendment, which we necessarily 
observe, the privilege truly serves privacy interests; but the Court has never on any ground, personal privacy 
included, applied the Fifth Amendment to prevent the otherwise proper acquisition or use of evidence which, 
in the Court's view, did not involve compelled testimonial self-incrimination of some sort.  

The proposition that the Fifth Amendment protects private information obtained without compelling self-
incriminating testimony is contrary to the clear statements of this Court that under appropriate safeguards 
private incriminating statements of an accused may be overheard and used in evidence, if they are not 
compelled at the time they were uttered, and that disclosure of private information may be compelled if 
immunity removes the risk of incrimination. If the Fifth Amendment protected generally against the obtaining 
of private information from a man's mouth or pen or house, its protections would presumably not be lifted by 
probable cause and a warrant or by immunity. The privacy invasion is not mitigated by immunity; and the 
Fifth Amendment's strictures, unlike the Fourth's, are not removed by showing reasonableness. The Framers 
addressed the subject of personal privacy directly in the Fourth Amendment. They struck a balance so that 
when the State's reason to believe incriminating evidence will be found becomes sufficiently great, the 
invasion of privacy becomes justified and a warrant to search and seize will issue. They did not seek in still 
another Amendment—the Fifth—to achieve a general protection of privacy but to deal with the more specific 
issue of compelled self-incrimination.  We cannot cut the Fifth Amendment completely loose from the 
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moorings of its language, and make it serve as a general protector of privacy—a word not mentioned in its 
text and a concept directly addressed in the Fourth Amendment. We adhere to the view that the Fifth 
Amendment protects against "compelled self-incrimination, not [the disclosure of] private information." 
United States v. Nobles, 422 U.S. 225, 233 n.7 (1975). Insofar as private information not obtained through 
compelled self-incriminating testimony is legally protected, its protection stems from other sources—the 
Fourth Amendment's protection against seizures without warrant or probable cause and against subpoenas 
which suffer from "too much indefiniteness or breadth in the things required to be 'particularly described,'" 
Oklahoma Press Pub. Co. v. Walling, 327 U.S. 186, 208 (1946), the First Amendment, or evidentiary 
privileges such as the attorney-client privilege.  

Our above holding is that compelled production of documents from an attorney does not implicate whatever 
Fifth Amendment privilege the taxpayer might have enjoyed from being compelled to produce them himself. 
The taxpayers in these cases, however, have from the outset consistently urged that they should not be forced 
to expose otherwise protected documents to summons simply because they have sought legal advice and 
turned the papers over to their attorneys. The Government appears to agree unqualifiedly. The difficulty is 
that the taxpayers have erroneously relied on the Fifth Amendment without urging the attorney-client 
privilege in so many words. They have nevertheless invoked the relevant body of law and policies that govern 
the attorney-client privilege. In this posture of the case, we feel obliged to inquire whether the attorney-client 
privilege applies to documents in the hands of an attorney which would have been privileged in the hands of 
the client by reason of the Fifth Amendment.  

Confidential disclosures by a client to an attorney made in order to obtain legal assistance are privileged. The 
purpose of the privilege is to encourage clients to make full disclosure to their attorneys. As a practical matter, 
if the client knows that damaging information could more readily be obtained from the attorney following 
disclosure than from himself in the absence of disclosure, the client would be reluctant to confide in his lawyer 
and it would be difficult to obtain fully informed legal advice. However, since the privilege has the effect of 
withholding relevant information from the factfinder, it applies only where necessary to achieve its purpose. 
Accordingly it protects only those disclosures—necessary to obtain informed legal advice—which might not 
have been made absent the privilege. This Court and the lower courts have thus uniformly held that pre-
existing documents which could have been obtained by court process from the client when he was in 
possession may also be obtained from the attorney by similar process following transfer by client in order to 
obtain more informed legal advice. The purpose of the privilege requires no broader rule. Pre-existing 
documents obtainable from the client are not appreciably easier to obtain from the attorney after transfer to 
him. Thus, even absent the attorney-client privilege, clients will not be discouraged from disclosing the 
documents to the attorney, and their ability to obtain informed legal advice will remain unfettered. It is 
otherwise if the documents are not obtainable by subpoena duces tecum or summons while in the exclusive 
possession of the client, for the client will then be reluctant to transfer possession to the lawyer unless the 
documents are also privileged in the latter's hands. Where the transfer is made for the purpose of obtaining 
legal advice, the purposes of the attorney-client privilege would be defeated unless the privilege is applicable. 
"It follows, then, that when the client himself would be privileged from production of the document, either as 
a party at common law… or as exempt from self-incrimination, the attorney having possession of the 
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document is not bound to produce." 8 Wigmore § 2307, p. 592. Lower courts have so held. This proposition 
was accepted by the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit below, is asserted by petitioners in No. 74-18 and 
respondents in No. 74-611, and was conceded by the Government in its brief and at oral argument. Where the 
transfer to the attorney is for the purpose of obtaining legal advice, we agree with it. 

Since each taxpayer transferred possession of the documents in question from himself to his attorney, in order 
to obtain legal assistance in the tax investigations in question, the papers, if unobtainable by summons from 
the client, are unobtainable by summons directed to the attorney by reason of the attorney-client privilege. 
We accordingly proceed to the question whether the documents could have been obtained by summons 
addressed to the taxpayer while the documents were in his possession. The only bar to enforcement of such 
summons asserted by the parties or the courts below is the Fifth Amendment's privilege against self-
incrimination.  

The proposition that the Fifth Amendment prevents compelled production of documents over objection that 
such production might incriminate stems from Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886). . . . 

Among its several pronouncements, Boyd was understood to declare that the seizure, under warrant or 
otherwise, of any purely evidentiary materials violated the Fourth Amendment and that the Fifth Amendment 
rendered these seized materials inadmissible. That rule applied to documents as well as to other evidentiary 
items—"[t]here is no special sanctity in papers, as distinguished from other forms of property, to render them 
immune from search and seizure, if only they fall within the scope of the principles of the cases in which 
other property may be seized. . . ." Gouled v. United States, supra, at 309. Private papers taken from the 
taxpayer, like other "mere evidence," could not be used against the accused over his Fourth and Fifth 
Amendment objections. Several of Boyd's express or implicit declarations have not stood the test of time. The 
application of the Fourth Amendment to subpoenas was limited by Hale v. Henkel, 201 U.S. 43 (1906), and 
more recent cases. Purely evidentiary (but "nontestimonial") materials, as well as contraband and fruits and 
instrumentalities of crime, may now be searched for and seized under proper circumstances.  Also, any notion 
that "testimonial" evidence may never be seized and used in evidence is inconsistent with Katz v. United 
States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967), approving the seizure under appropriate circumstances of conversations of a 
person suspected of crime.  

It is also clear that the Fifth Amendment does not independently proscribe the compelled production of every 
sort of incriminating evidence but applies only when the accused is compelled to make a testimonial 
communication that is incriminating. We have, accordingly, declined to extend the protection of the privilege 
to the giving of blood samples, Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757, 763–64 (1966); to the giving of 
handwriting exemplars, Gilbert v. California, 388 U.S. 263, 265–67 (1967); voice exemplars, United States 
v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218, 222–23, (1967); or the donning of a blouse worn by the perpetrator, Holt v. United 
States, 218 U.S. 245 (1910). Furthermore, despite Boyd, neither a partnership nor the individual partners are 
shielded from compelled production of partnership records on self-incrimination grounds. Bellis v. United 
States, 417 U.S. 85 (1974). It would appear that under that case the precise claim sustained in Boyd would 
now be rejected for reasons not there considered. 
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The pronouncement in Boyd that a person may not be forced to produce his private papers has nonetheless 
often appeared as dictum in later opinions of this Court. To the extent, however, that the rule against 
compelling production of private papers rested on the proposition that seizures of or subpoenas for "mere 
evidence," including documents, violated the Fourth Amendment and therefore also transgressed the Fifth, 
the foundations for the rule have been washed away. In consequence, the prohibition against forcing the 
production of private papers has long been a rule searching for a rationale consistent with the proscriptions 
of the Fifth Amendment against compelling a person to give "testimony" that incriminates him. Accordingly, 
we turn to the question of what, if any, incriminating testimony within the Fifth Amendment's protection, is 
compelled by a documentary summons. A subpoena served on a taxpayer requiring him to produce an 
accountant's workpapers in his possession without doubt involves substantial compulsion. But it does not 
compel oral testimony; nor would it ordinarily compel the taxpayer to restate, repeat, or affirm the truth of 
the contents of the documents sought. Therefore, the Fifth Amendment would not be violated by the fact 
alone that the papers on their face might incriminate the taxpayer, for the privilege protects a person only 
against being incriminated by his own compelled testimonial communications. The accountant's workpapers 
are not the taxpayer's. They were not prepared by the taxpayer, and they contain no testimonial declarations 
by him. Furthermore, as far as this record demonstrates, the preparation of all of the papers sought in these 
cases was wholly voluntary, and they cannot be said to contain compelled testimonial evidence, either of the 
taxpayers or of anyone else. The taxpayer cannot avoid compliance with the subpoena merely by asserting 
that the item of evidence which he is required to produce contains incriminating writing, whether his own or 
that of someone else. 

The act of producing evidence in response to a subpoena nevertheless has communicative aspects of its own, 
wholly aside from the contents of the papers produced. Compliance with the subpoena tacitly concedes the 
existence of the papers demanded and their possession or control by the taxpayer. It also would indicate the 
taxpayer's belief that the papers are those described in the subpoena. The elements of compulsion are clearly 
present, but the more difficult issues are whether the tacit averments of the taxpayer are both "testimonial" 
and "incriminating" for purposes of applying the Fifth Amendment. These questions perhaps do not lend 
themselves to categorical answers; their resolution may instead depend on the facts and circumstances of 
particular cases or classes thereof. In light of the records now before us, we are confident that however 
incriminating the contents of the accountant's workpapers might be, the act of producing them—the only thing 
which the taxpayer is compelled to do—would not itself involve testimonial self-incrimination. 

It is doubtful that implicitly admitting the existence and possession of the papers rises to the level of testimony 
within the protection of the Fifth Amendment. The papers belong to the accountant, were prepared by him, 
and are the kind usually prepared by an accountant working on the tax returns of his client. Surely the 
Government is in no way relying on the "truthtelling" of the taxpayer to prove the existence of or his access 
to the documents. The existence and location of the papers are a foregone conclusion and the taxpayer adds 
little or nothing to the sum total of the Government's information by conceding that he in fact has the papers. 
Under these circumstances by enforcement of the summons "no constitutional rights are touched. The 
question is not of testimony but of surrender." In re Harris, 221 U.S. 274, 279 (1911). When an accused is 
required to submit a handwriting exemplar he admits his ability to write and impliedly asserts that the 
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exemplar is his writing. But in common experience, the first would be a near truism and the latter self-evident. 
In any event, although the exemplar may be incriminating to the accused and although he is compelled to 
furnish it, his Fifth Amendment privilege is not violated because nothing he has said or done is deemed to be 
sufficiently testimonial for purposes of the privilege. This Court has also time and again allowed subpoenas 
against the custodian of corporate documents or those belonging to other collective entities such as unions 
and partnerships and those of bankrupt businesses over claims that the documents will incriminate the 
custodian despite the fact that producing the documents tacitly admits their existence and their location in the 
hands of their possessor. The existence and possession or control of the subpoenaed documents being no more 
in issue here than in the above cases, the summons is equally enforceable. 

Moreover, assuming that these aspects of producing the accountant's papers have some minimal testimonial 
significance, surely it is not illegal to seek accounting help in connection with one's tax returns or for the 
accountant to prepare workpapers and deliver them to the taxpayer. At this juncture, we are quite unprepared 
to hold that either the fact of existence of the papers or of their possession by the taxpayer poses any realistic 
threat of incrimination to the taxpayer. 

As for the possibility that responding to the subpoena would authenticate the workpapers, production would 
express nothing more than the taxpayer's belief that the papers are those described in the subpoena. The 
taxpayer would be no more competent to authenticate the accountant's workpapers or reports by producing 
them than he would be to authenticate them if testifying orally. The taxpayer did not prepare the papers and 
could not vouch for their accuracy. The documents would not be admissible in evidence against the taxpayer 
without authenticating testimony. Without more, responding to the subpoena in the circumstances before us 
would not appear to represent a substantial threat of self-incrimination. Moreover, in Wilson v. United States, 
supra, the custodian of corporate, union or partnership books or those of a bankrupt business was ordered to 
respond to a subpoena for the business' books even though doing so involved a "representation that the 
documents produced are those demanded by the subpoena," Curcio v. United States, 354 U.S., at 125.  

Whether the Fifth Amendment would shield the taxpayer from producing his own tax records in his 
possession is a question not involved here; for the papers demanded here are not his "private papers," see 
Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S., at 634–35. We do hold that compliance with a summons directing the 
taxpayer to produce the accountant's documents involved in these cases would involve no incriminating 
testimony within the protection of the Fifth Amendment. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Because Fisher is unusually tricky, let us recap: 

(1) The client gives his accounting and tax records to his lawyer; 

(2) The government subpoenas the documents from the lawyer; 

(3) The lawyer raises the attorney-client privilege as a shield to production of the records; 

(4) Under the instrumental policy rationale supporting the attorney-client privilege, the privilege applies to 
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the documents only if not shielding such documents with the privilege would cause a client to hesitate to 
share such records with his lawyer; 

(5) The client would not hesitate to share such documents with his lawyer if, in any event, the client could 
not protect them by keeping them in his own possession; 

(6) Therefore, to decide whether the privilege applies to the documents, it is necessary to decide whether the 
client could resist production of the documents if instead he retained possession of them; 

(7) The client could not object to production of the documents on the grounds that their contents are protected 
by the Fifth Amendment because there is no Fifth Amendment right with respect to the contents of documents 
the government does not compel one to create; 

(8) However, the client does have a Fifth Amendment right with respect to the act of producing the documents, 
if that act itself could incriminate the client by authenticating the documents or conceding their existence for 
government investigators; 

(9) The existence of these tax records was sufficiently known to the government, and the accountant could 
have been used to authenticate them, so nothing about the client’s act of production would have incriminated 
the client; 

(10) Because the client could not have resisted production of the documents had he retained them, the 
attorney-client privilege need not apply to the documents when possessed by the lawyer: the availability of 
the privilege would not influence, one way or the other, a client’s decision whether to retain such documents 
or share them with a lawyer. 

Deep breath.  To summarize the key takeaways from Fisher:  An individual cannot raise a Fifth Amendment 
objection to someone else’s testimony or production.  Furthermore, the Fifth Amendment does not protect 
against the compelled production of incriminating evidence, only against incriminating testimonial 
communication.  Whether the “act of production” itself constitutes a testimonial communication depends on 
the facts and circumstances.  If the government is relying on the “truth-telling” of the individual to prove the 
existence of or access to documents, then the act of production may be testimonial.  

The following case further clarifies the meaning of Fisher. 

UNITED STATES v. DOE, 465 U.S. 605 (1984) 

Justice POWELL delivered the opinion of the Court. 

This case presents the issue whether, and to what extent, the Fifth Amendment privilege against compelled 
self-incrimination applies to the business records of a sole proprietorship. 

Respondent is the owner of several sole proprietorships. In late 1980, a grand jury, during the course of an 
investigation of corruption in the awarding of county and municipal contracts, served five subpoenas on 
respondent. The first two demanded the production of the telephone records of several of respondent’s 
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companies and all records pertaining to four bank accounts of respondent and his companies. The subpoenas 
were limited to the period between January 1, 1977 and the dates of the subpoenas. The third subpoena 
demanded the production of a list of virtually all the business records of one of respondent’s companies for 
the period between January 1, 1976, and the date of the subpoena. The fourth subpoena sought production of 
a similar list of business records belonging to another company. The final subpoena demanded production of 
all bank statements and cancelled checks of two of respondent’s companies that had accounts at a bank in the 
Grand Cayman Islands. 

Respondent filed a motion in federal district court seeking to quash the subpoenas. The District Court for the 
District of New Jersey granted his motion except with respect to those documents and records required by 
law to be kept or disclosed to a public agency. In reaching its decision, the District Court noted that the 
Government had conceded that the materials sought in the subpoena were or might be incriminating. The 
court stated that, therefore, “the relevant inquiry is . . . whether the act of producing the documents has 
communicative aspects which warrant Fifth Amendment protection.” 541 F. Supp. 1, 3 (1981) (emphasis in 
original). The court found that the act of production would compel respondent to “admit that the records exist, 
that they are in his possession, and that they are authentic.” Ibid. While not ruling out the possibility that the 
Government could devise a way to ensure that the act of turning over the documents would not incriminate 
respondent, the court held that the Government had not made such a showing. . . . 

The Court in Fisher expressly declined to reach the question whether the Fifth Amendment privilege protects 
the contents of an individual’s tax records in his possession. The rationale underlying our holding in that case 
is, however, persuasive here. As we noted in Fisher, the Fifth Amendment protects the person asserting the 
privilege only from compelled self-incrimination. Where the preparation of business records is voluntary, no 
compulsion is present. A subpoena that demands production of documents “does not compel oral testimony; 
nor would it ordinarily compel the taxpayer to restate, repeat, or affirm the truth of the contents of the 
documents sought.” Id., at 409, 96 S. Ct., at 1580. . . . 

[Fisher’s] reasoning applies with equal force here. Respondent does not contend that he prepared the 
documents involuntarily or that the subpoena would force him to restate, repeat, or affirm the truth of their 
contents. The fact that the records are in respondent’s possession is irrelevant to the determination of whether 
the creation of the records was compelled. We therefore hold that the contents of those records are not 
privileged.  

Although the contents of a document may not be privileged, the act of producing the document may be. A 
government subpoena compels the holder of the document to perform an act that may have testimonial aspects 
and an incriminating effect. . . . 

In Fisher, the Court explored the effect that the act of production would have on the taxpayer and determined 
that the act of production would have only minimal testimonial value and would not operate to incriminate 
the taxpayer. Unlike the Court in Fisher, we have the explicit finding of the District Court that the act of 
producing the documents would involve testimonial self-incrimination. The Court of Appeals agreed. The 
District Court’s finding essentially rests on its determination of factual issues. Therefore, we will not overturn 
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that finding unless it has no support in the record. Ibid. Traditionally, we also have been reluctant to disturb 
findings of fact in which two courts below have concurred. We therefore decline to overturn the finding of 
the District Court in this regard, where, as here, it has been affirmed by the Court of Appeals. . . . 

We conclude that the Court of Appeals erred in holding that the contents of the subpoenaed documents were 
privileged under the Fifth Amendment. The act of producing the documents at issue in this case is privileged 
and cannot be compelled without a statutory grant of use immunity pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §§ 6002 and 6003. 
The judgment of the Court of Appeals is, therefore, affirmed in part, reversed in part, and the case is remanded 
to the District Court for further proceedings in accordance with this decision. 

Justice O’CONNOR, concurring. 

I concur in both the result and reasoning of Justice Powell’s opinion for the Court. I write separately, however, 
just to make explicit what is implicit in the analysis of that opinion: that the Fifth Amendment provides 
absolutely no protection for the contents of private papers of any kind. The notion that the Fifth Amendment 
protects the privacy of papers originated in Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 630, 6 S. Ct. 524, 532, 29 L. 
Ed. 746 (1886), but our decision in Fisher v. United States, 425 U.S. 391, 96 S. Ct. 1569, 48 L. Ed. 2d 39 
(1976), sounded the death-knell for Boyd. “Several of Boyd’s express or implicit declarations [had] not stood 
the test of time[,]” id., at 407, 96 S. Ct., at 1579, and its privacy of papers concept “had long been a rule 
searching for a rationale . . . .” Id., at 409, 96 S. Ct., at 1580. Today’s decision puts a long-overdue end to that 
fruitless search. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note that a few years later, in Braswell v. United States, 487 U.S. 99 (1988), the Supreme Court held that 
although individuals have the rights described in Fisher and Doe, they can still be made to produce and 
authenticate documents in their capacity as records custodians for firms.  However, what they do in that 
custodial capacity cannot be used against them in any individual prosecution. 

The following case is the latest Supreme Court word on all of this.  It is not an easy case, but it is the clearest 
statement we have on when the use of a person’s “act of production” against them is a violation of the person’s 
Fifth Amendment rights. 

Immunity and Kastigar were covered in the last chapter, so it should make sense to you now how the Fifth 
Amendment analysis works structurally, even if this case leaves open some issues about exactly when the 
“act of production” privilege will apply.  As you read, carefully follow the procedural steps taken with regards 
to this man, Hubbell. 

UNITED STATES v. HUBBELL, 530 U.S. 27 (2000) 

JUSTICE STEVENS delivered the opinion of the Court. 

The two questions presented concern the scope of a witness' protection against compelled self-incrimination: 
(1) whether the Fifth Amendment privilege protects a witness from being compelled to disclose the existence 
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of incriminating documents that the Government is unable to describe with reasonable particularity; and (2) 
if the witness produces such documents pursuant to a grant of immunity, whether 18 U.S.C. § 6002 prevents 
the Government from using them to prepare criminal charges against him.  

This proceeding arises out of the second prosecution of respondent, Webster Hubbell, commenced by the 
Independent Counsel appointed in August 1994 to investigate possible violations of federal law relating to 
the Whitewater Development Corporation. The first prosecution was terminated pursuant to a plea bargain. 
In December 1994, respondent pleaded guilty to charges of mail fraud and tax evasion arising out of his 
billing practices as a member of an Arkansas law firm from 1989 to 1992, and was sentenced to 21 months 
in prison. In the plea agreement, respondent promised to provide the Independent Counsel with "full, 
complete, accurate, and truthful information" about matters relating to the Whitewater investigation. 

The second prosecution resulted from the Independent Counsel's attempt to determine whether respondent 
had violated that promise. In October 1996, while respondent was incarcerated, the Independent Counsel 
served him with a subpoena duces tecum calling for the production of 11 categories of documents before a 
grand jury sitting in Little Rock, Arkansas. On November 19, he appeared before the grand jury and invoked 
his Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination. In response to questioning by the prosecutor, 
respondent initially refused "to state whether there are documents within my possession, custody, or control 
responsive to the Subpoena." App. 62. Thereafter, the prosecutor produced an order, which had previously 
been obtained from the District Court pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 6003(a), directing him to respond to the 
subpoena and granting him immunity "to the extent allowed by law." Respondent then produced 13,120 pages 
of documents and records and responded to a series of questions that established that those were all of the 
documents in his custody or control that were responsive to the commands in the subpoena, with the exception 
of a few documents he claimed were shielded by the attorney-client and attorney work-product privileges. 

The contents of the documents produced by respondent provided the Independent Counsel with the 
information that led to this second prosecution. On April 30, 1998, a grand jury in the District of Columbia 
returned a 10-count indictment charging respondent with various tax-related crimes and mail and wire fraud. 
The District Court dismissed the indictment relying, in part, on the ground that the Independent Counsel's use 
of the subpoenaed documents violated § 6002 because all of the evidence he would offer against respondent 
at trial derived either directly or indirectly from the testimonial aspects of respondent's immunized act of 
producing those documents. Noting that the Independent Counsel had admitted that he was not investigating 
tax-related issues when he issued the subpoena, and that he had "'learned about the unreported income and 
other crimes from studying the records' contents,'" the District Court characterized the subpoena as "the 
quintessential fishing expedition." 11 F. Supp. 2d at 37. 

The Court of Appeals vacated the judgment and remanded for further proceedings. The majority concluded 
that the District Court had incorrectly relied on the fact that the Independent Counsel did not have prior 
knowledge of the contents of the subpoenaed documents. The question the District Court should have 
addressed was the extent of the Government's independent knowledge of the documents' existence and 
authenticity, and of respondent's possession or control of them. . . . 
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In the opinion of the dissenting judge, the majority failed to give full effect to the distinction between the 
contents of the documents and the limited testimonial significance of the act of producing them. In his view, 
as long as the prosecutor could make use of information contained in the documents or derived therefrom 
without any reference to the fact that respondent had produced them in response to a subpoena, there would 
be no improper use of the testimonial aspect of the immunized act of production. In other words, the 
constitutional privilege and the statute conferring use immunity would only shield the witness from the use 
of any information resulting from his subpoena response "beyond what the prosecutor would receive if the 
documents appeared in the grand jury room or in his office unsolicited and unmarked, like manna from 
heaven." 166 F.3d at 602. 

On remand, the Independent Counsel acknowledged that he could not satisfy the "reasonable particularity" 
standard prescribed by the Court of Appeals and entered into a conditional plea agreement with respondent. 
In essence, the agreement provides for the dismissal of the charges unless this Court's disposition of the case 
makes it reasonably likely that respondent's "act of production immunity" would not pose a significant bar to 
his prosecution. App. 106–07. The case is not moot, however, because the agreement also provides for the 
entry of a guilty plea and a sentence that will not include incarceration if we should reverse and issue an 
opinion that is sufficiently favorable to the Government to satisfy that condition. Despite that agreement, we 
granted the Independent Counsel's petition for a writ of certiorari in order to determine the precise scope of a 
grant of immunity with respect to the production of documents in response to a subpoena. We now affirm. 

It is useful to preface our analysis of the constitutional issue with a restatement of certain propositions that 
are not in dispute. The term "privilege against self-incrimination" is not an entirely accurate description of a 
person's constitutional protection against being "compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against 
himself." 

The word "witness" in the constitutional text limits the relevant category of compelled incriminating 
communications to those that are "testimonial" in character.  As Justice Holmes observed, there is a significant 
difference between the use of compulsion to extort communications from a defendant and compelling a person 
to engage in conduct that may be incriminating. Thus, even though the act may provide incriminating 
evidence, a criminal suspect may be compelled to put on a shirt, to provide a blood sample or handwriting 
exemplar, or to make a recording of his voice. The act of exhibiting such physical characteristics is not the 
same as a sworn communication by a witness that relates either express or implied assertions of fact or belief. 
Similarly, the fact that incriminating evidence may be the byproduct of obedience to a regulatory requirement, 
such as filing an income tax return, maintaining required records, or reporting an accident, does not clothe 
such required conduct with the testimonial privilege.  

More relevant to this case is the settled proposition that a person may be required to produce specific 
documents even though they contain incriminating assertions of fact or belief because the creation of those 
documents was not "compelled" within the meaning of the privilege. . . . 

On the other hand, we have also made it clear that the act of producing documents in response to a subpoena 
may have a compelled testimonial aspect. We have held that "the act of production" itself may implicitly 
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communicate "statements of fact." By "producing documents in compliance with a subpoena, the witness 
would admit that the papers existed, were in his possession or control, and were authentic." Moreover, as was 
true in this case, when the custodian of documents responds to a subpoena, he may be compelled to take the 
witness stand and answer questions designed to determine whether he has produced everything demanded by 
the subpoena. The answers to those questions, as well as the act of production itself, may certainly 
communicate information about the existence, custody, and authenticity of the documents. Whether the 
constitutional privilege protects the answers to such questions, or protects the act of production itself, is a 
question that is distinct from the question whether the unprotected contents of the documents themselves are 
incriminating. 

Finally, the phrase "in any criminal case" in the text of the Fifth Amendment might have been read to limit 
its coverage to compelled testimony that is used against the defendant in the trial itself.  It has, however, long 
been settled that its protection encompasses compelled statements that lead to the discovery of incriminating 
evidence even though the statements themselves are not incriminating and are not introduced into evidence. 
Thus, a half-century ago we held that a trial judge had erroneously rejected a defendant's claim of privilege 
on the ground that his answer to the pending question would not itself constitute evidence of the charged 
offense. As we explained: “The privilege afforded not only extends to answers that would in themselves 
support a conviction under a federal criminal statute but likewise embraces those which would furnish a link 
in the chain of evidence needed to prosecute the claimant for a federal crime." Hoffman v. United States, 341 
U.S. 479, 486, 95 L. Ed. 1118 (1951).  Compelled testimony that communicates information that may "lead 
to incriminating evidence" is privileged even if the information itself is not inculpatory. It is the Fifth 
Amendment's protection against the prosecutor's use of incriminating information derived directly or 
indirectly from the compelled testimony of the respondent that is of primary relevance in this case. . . . 

The Government correctly emphasizes that the testimonial aspect of a response to a subpoena duces tecum 
does nothing more than establish the existence, authenticity, and custody of items that are produced. We 
assume that the Government is also entirely correct in its submission that it would not have to advert to 
respondent's act of production in order to prove the existence, authenticity, or custody of any documents that 
it might offer in evidence at a criminal trial; indeed, the Government disclaims any need to introduce any of 
the documents produced by respondent into evidence in order to prove the charges against him. It follows, 
according to the Government, that it has no intention of making improper "use" of respondent's compelled 
testimony. 

The question, however, is not whether the response to the subpoena may be introduced into evidence at his 
criminal trial. That would surely be a prohibited "use" of the immunized act of production. But the fact that 
the Government intends no such use of the act of production leaves open the separate question whether it has 
already made "derivative use" of the testimonial aspect of that act in obtaining the indictment against 
respondent and in preparing its case for trial. It clearly has. 

It is apparent from the text of the subpoena itself that the prosecutor needed respondent's assistance both to 
identify potential sources of information and to produce those sources. See Appendix, infra. Given the breadth 
of the description of the 11 categories of documents called for by the subpoena, the collection and production 
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of the materials demanded was tantamount to answering a series of interrogatories asking a witness to disclose 
the existence and location of particular documents fitting certain broad descriptions. The assembly of literally 
hundreds of pages of material in response to a request for "any and all documents reflecting, referring, or 
relating to any direct or indirect sources of money or other things of value received by or provided to" an 
individual or members of his family during a 3-year period is the functional equivalent of the preparation of 
an answer to either a detailed written interrogatory or a series of oral questions at a discovery deposition. 
Entirely apart from the contents of the 13,120 pages of materials that respondent produced in this case, it is 
undeniable that providing a catalog of existing documents fitting within any of the 11 broadly worded 
subpoena categories could provide a prosecutor with a "lead to incriminating evidence," or "a link in the chain 
of evidence needed to prosecute." 

Indeed, the record makes it clear that that is what happened in this case. The documents were produced before 
a grand jury sitting in the Eastern District of Arkansas in aid of the Independent Counsel's attempt to determine 
whether respondent had violated a commitment in his first plea agreement. The use of those sources of 
information eventually led to the return of an indictment by a grand jury sitting in the District of Columbia 
for offenses that apparently are unrelated to that plea agreement. What the District Court characterized as a 
"fishing expedition" did produce a fish, but not the one that the Independent Counsel expected to hook. It is 
abundantly clear that the testimonial aspect of respondent's act of producing subpoenaed documents was the 
first step in a chain of evidence that led to this prosecution. The documents did not magically appear in the 
prosecutor's office like "manna from heaven." They arrived there only after respondent asserted his 
constitutional privilege, received a grant of immunity, and—under the compulsion of the District Court's 
order—took the mental and physical steps necessary to provide the prosecutor with an accurate inventory of 
the many sources of potentially incriminating evidence sought by the subpoena. It was only through 
respondent's truthful reply to the subpoena that the Government received the incriminating documents of 
which it made "substantial use . . . in the investigation that led to the indictment." Brief for United States 3. 

For these reasons, we cannot accept the Government's submission that respondent's immunity did not preclude 
its derivative use of the produced documents because its "possession of the documents [was] the fruit only of 
a simple physical act—the act of producing the documents." Id. at 29. It was unquestionably necessary for 
respondent to make extensive use of "the contents of his own mind" in identifying the hundreds of documents 
responsive to the requests in the subpoena. The assembly of those documents was like telling an inquisitor 
the combination to a wall safe, not like being forced to surrender the key to a strongbox. The Government's 
anemic view of respondent's act of production as a mere physical act that is principally non-testimonial in 
character and can be entirely divorced from its "implicit" testimonial aspect so as to constitute a "legitimate, 
wholly independent source" (as required by Kastigar) for the documents produced simply fails to account for 
these realities. 

In sum, we have no doubt that the constitutional privilege against self-incrimination protects the target of a 
grand jury investigation from being compelled to answer questions designed to elicit information about the 
existence of sources of potentially incriminating evidence. That constitutional privilege has the same 
application to the testimonial aspect of a response to a subpoena seeking discovery of those sources. Before 
the District Court, the Government arguably conceded that respondent's act of production in this case had a 
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testimonial aspect that entitled him to respond to the subpoena by asserting his privilege against self-
incrimination. On appeal and again before this Court, however, the Government has argued that the 
communicative aspect of respondent's act of producing ordinary business records is insufficiently 
"testimonial" to support a claim of privilege because the existence and possession of such records by any 
businessman is a "foregone conclusion" under our decision in Fisher v. United States, 425 U.S. at 411. This 
argument both misreads Fisher and ignores our subsequent decision in United States v. Doe, 465 U.S. 605 
(1984). . . . 

Whatever the scope of this "foregone conclusion" rationale, the facts of this case plainly fall outside of it. 
While in Fisher the Government already knew that the documents were in the attorneys' possession and could 
independently confirm their existence and authenticity through the accountants who created them, here the 
Government has not shown that it had any prior knowledge of either the existence or the whereabouts of the 
13,120 pages of documents ultimately produced by respondent. The Government cannot cure this deficiency 
through the overbroad argument that a businessman such as respondent will always possess general business 
and tax records that fall within the broad categories described in this subpoena. The Doe subpoenas also 
sought several broad categories of general business records, yet we upheld the District Court's finding that 
the act of producing those records would involve testimonial self-incrimination. 

Given our conclusion that respondent's act of production had a testimonial aspect, at least with respect to the 
existence and location of the documents sought by the Government's subpoena, respondent could not be 
compelled to produce those documents without first receiving a grant of immunity under § 6003. As we 
construed § 6002 in Kastigar, such immunity is co-extensive with the constitutional privilege. Kastigar 
requires that respondent's motion to dismiss the indictment on immunity grounds be granted unless the 
Government proves that the evidence it used in obtaining the indictment and proposed to use at trial was 
derived from legitimate sources "wholly independent" of the testimonial aspect of respondent's immunized 
conduct in assembling and producing the documents described in the subpoena. The Government, however, 
does not claim that it could make such a showing. Rather, it contends that its prosecution of respondent must 
be considered proper unless someone—presumably respondent—shows that "there is some substantial 
relation between the compelled testimonial communications implicit in the act of production (as opposed to 
the act of production standing alone) and some aspect of the information used in the investigation or the 
evidence presented at trial." Brief for United States 9. We could not accept this submission without 
repudiating the basis for our conclusion in Kastigar that the statutory guarantee of use and derivative-use 
immunity is as broad as the constitutional privilege itself. This we are not prepared to do. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Eleventh Circuit has analyzed how Fisher and Hubbell apply to a government effort to obtain a computer 
hard drive and its decryption from an individual by court order.  In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum 
Dated March 25, 2011, 670 F.3d 1335 (11th Cir. 2012).  The court, referring to the individual as “Doe,” found 
the Fifth Amendment to apply under the following analysis: 

We hold that the act of Doe’s decryption and production of the contents of the hard drives 
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would sufficiently implicate the Fifth Amendment privilege. We reach this holding by 
concluding that (1) Doe’s decryption and production of the contents of the drives would be 
testimonial, not merely a physical act; and (2) the explicit and implicit factual communications 
associated with the decryption and production are not foregone conclusions. 

First, the decryption and production of the hard drives would require the use of the contents of 
Doe’s mind and could not be fairly characterized as a physical act that would be nontestimonial 
in nature. We conclude that the decryption and production would be tantamount to testimony 
by Doe of his knowledge of the existence and location of potentially incriminating files; of his 
possession, control, and access to the encrypted portions of the drives; and of his capability to 
decrypt the files. 

We are unpersuaded by the Government’s derivation of the key/combination analogy in 
arguing that Doe’s production of the unencrypted files would be nothing more than a physical 
nontestimonial transfer. The Government attempts to avoid the analogy by arguing that it does 
not seek the combination or the key, but rather the contents. This argument badly misses the 
mark. In Fisher, where the analogy was born, and again in Hubbell, the Government never 
sought the “key” or the “combination” to the safe for its own sake; rather, the Government 
sought the files being withheld, just as the Government does here. Requiring Doe to use a 
decryption password is most certainly more akin to requiring the production of a combination 
because both demand the use of the contents of the mind, and the production is accompanied 
by the implied factual statements noted above that could prove to be incriminatory. Hence, we 
conclude that what the Government seeks to compel in this case, the decryption and production 
of the contents of the hard drives, is testimonial in character. 

Moving to the second point, the question becomes whether the purported testimony is a 
“foregone conclusion.” We think not. Nothing in the record before us reveals that the 
Government knows whether any files exist and are located on the hard drives; what’s more, 
nothing in the record illustrates that the Government knows with reasonable particularity that 
Doe is even capable of accessing the encrypted portions of the drives. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Finally, on the following pages, Professor Beale gives us some help in stepping back and putting this 
complicated story together. 

THE FIFTH AMENDMENT AND THE GRAND JURY 

Sara Sun Beale & James E. Felman, 22 CRIM. JUSTICE 4 (2007) 

One of the most complex and difficult areas of current grand jury law is the intersection of the grand jury’s 
subpoena power and the Fifth Amendment rights of those subpoenaed. Grand juries issue subpoenas for only 
one reason--to obtain evidence of a crime. It follows that those subpoenaed will be called upon at times to 
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produce documents or give testimony that might tend to incriminate them. Because this tension is inherent in 
the nature of the grand jury process, one might assume that the applicable law would be fairly well settled. 
As we explain below, however, in a number of important areas there is considerable uncertainty and ongoing 
evolution. Although we refer below principally to federal cases, the constitutional principles we discuss are 
equally applicable to state grand jury proceedings. 

Our discussion is divided into two parts—(1) subpoenas issued to individuals for their own personal 
documents or testimony, and (2) subpoenas issued to individuals as custodians of the records of entities. 
Within each part we have further subdivided our discussion between subpoenas seeking documents and 
subpoenas seeking testimony. 

Subpoenas to individuals. Subpoenas to individuals may seek documents, testimony, or both. We begin 
with a discussion of testimonial subpoenas, and then turn to the additional and more difficult issues 
presented by document subpoenas. . . . 

Individual subpoenas for documents. The Fifth Amendment was originally interpreted to protect all private 
papers from compelled production, Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886), but the Supreme Court has 
abandoned that interpretation. Under the current understanding of the Fifth Amendment, the courts draw a 
distinction between the content of subpoenaed documents and the actions required to produce such 
documents, giving greater protection to the act of production and raising many thorny issues. 

It is now settled that an individual may not withhold documents from production pursuant to a grand jury 
subpoena on the ground that the content of the documents may tend to incriminate the individual. Fisher v. 
United States, 425 U.S. 391 (1976). There is, however, an exception to this rule when an individual was 
compelled by the government to incriminate himself or herself by creating the documents in the first place. 
Shapiro v. United States, 335 U.S. 1 (1948). 

Although an individual has no Fifth Amendment right to resist the production of documents because their 
content might be incriminating, the Court has recognized that the mere act of producing subpoenaed 
documents may carry separate incriminating implications. As the Court explained: 

The act of producing evidence in response to a subpoena ... has communicative aspects of its 
own, wholly aside from the contents of the papers produced. Compliance with the subpoena 
tacitly concedes the existence of the papers demanded and their possession or control by the 
[individual producing the records]. It would also indicate the [individual]’s belief that the 
papers are those described in the subpoena. 

Fisher, 425 U.S. at 410. 

Fisher held that the Fifth Amendment protects an individual against any compulsion to incriminate himself 
or herself by such an act of production, because the conduct of producing the documents is essentially 
testimonial in nature. 

The scope of the Fifth Amendment privilege extends only to instances where the compelled act of production 
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would, in fact, carry incriminating implications. Under some circumstances, the individual’s production of 
the subpoenaed documents will not be deemed to be incriminating because it conveys nothing the government 
does not already know. In Fisher, where the government subpoenaed documents that it was already aware of, 
the Court observed that “[t]he existence and location of the [subpoenaed] papers are a foregone conclusion 
and the [witness] adds little or nothing to the sum total of the Government’s information by conceding that 
he in fact has the papers.” 425 U.S. at 411. Under these circumstances the Court held there was no Fifth 
Amendment right to withhold the documents because compliance was more like “surrender” of them than 
“testimony” about them. Id.; see also United States v. Norwood, 420 F.3d 888, 895 (8th Cir. 2005) (no Fifth 
Amendment protection where existence and location of documents a “foregone conclusion”). 

A much different factual setting was presented more recently, however, in United States v. Hubbell, 530 U.S. 
27 (2000). There, the government sought categories of documents the existence and location of which it had 
no prior knowledge. The Court held that “the collection and production of the materials demanded was 
tantamount to answering a series of interrogatories asking a witness to disclose the existence and location of 
particular documents fitting certain broad descriptions,” id. at 41, in which it was “unquestionably necessary 
for [the witness] to make extensive use of ‘the contents of his own mind’ in identifying the hundreds of 
documents responsive to the requests in the subpoena.” Id. at 43. Under these circumstances, the Court held 
that Hubbell’s Fifth Amendment rights encompassed the compelled production of the documents pursuant to 
subpoena. 

There is thus is a critical distinction between “foregone conclusion” acts of production--which have no Fifth 
Amendment protection under Fisher—and “fishing expedition” acts of production that are protected under 
Hubbell. Locating the dividing line between them turns on the level of the government’s prior knowledge of 
the existence, location, and authenticity of the documents to be produced. If the case falls on the right side of 
the line, a witness faced with a potentially incriminating act of production may lawfully refuse to produce the 
documents altogether. 

Litigation in the lower courts has begun to flesh out both the standard under Hubbell and the procedure for 
determining whether that standard has been met. The District of Columbia and the Ninth Circuit have 
established a “reasonable particularity” standard to determine “whether an act of production is sufficiently 
testimonial to implicate the Fifth Amendment.” United States v. Ponds, 454 F.3d 313, 320–21 (D.C. Cir. 
2006); In re Grand Jury Subpoena, 383 F.3d 905, 910 (9th Cir. 2004). Under this standard, a witness who 
believes the act of producing documents in response to a grand jury subpoena may add to the government’s 
arsenal of incriminating evidence may move for a protective order prior to producing the documents. The 
burden then falls on the government to establish its knowledge of the existence, possession, and authenticity 
of the subpoenaed documents with “reasonable particularity” such that the communication inherent in the act 
of production can be considered a forgone conclusion. Ponds, 454 F.3d at 324. It may be necessary in this 
process for the witness to submit the documents in question to the court for in camera review. See, e.g., United 
States v. Bell, 217 F.R.D. 335 (M.D. Pa. 2003) (utilizing in camera review); United States v. Cianciulli, 2002 
WL 1484396 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (same). 

If the government carries its burden, it is entitled to production of the documents. If the government fails to 
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carry its burden, it may obtain the documents only by extending both use and derivative use immunity to the 
witness. Where the government elects to confer immunity, the scope of the immunity extends not merely to 
the evidence of the act of producing the documents, but also to the contents of the documents themselves. 
Ponds, 454 F.3d at 321–22. Moreover, the contents of the documents obtained through the grant of immunity 
may not be used in any way, including merely refreshing the recollection of another witness. Id. at 322. 

Given the implications of conferring immunity regarding the contents of subpoenaed documents, the 
government will likely be reluctant to confer such immunity on a target of its investigation. Moreover, the 
government may not need to use subpoenas in the cases where it could most easily establish the act of 
production would be a forgone conclusion. When it has information regarding the existence and location of 
the documents it seeks, this information may rise to the level of probable cause, which would enable the 
government to obtain a search warrant. But when the government is truly in the dark about what documents 
may be in the possession of a witness, the Fifth Amendment provides significant protections to a witness who 
prefers to keep the lights out. 

Subpoenas to records custodians. Many federal crimes investigated with the use of a grand jury involve 
activities by legal entities as well as individuals. Such entities include not only corporations, but also labor 
unions and most partnerships. Grand juries typically obtain a legal entity’s documents by issuing a subpoena 
to the custodian of the entity’s records, and we first discuss the issues directly related to the production of 
such documents. We then turn to the additional issues raised by subpoenas seeking testimony related to the 
production of documents (such as authentication testimony) and subpoenas issued to former employees in 
possession of entity documents. 

Records custodian subpoenas for documents. The Fifth Amendment law regarding entities themselves is 
well established: artificial legal entities have no privilege against self-incrimination under the Fifth 
Amendment. United States v. White, 322 U.S. 694, 700–01 (1944). The Supreme Court has offered various 
justifications for the collective entities doctrine, but the strongest factor was probably necessity; a recognition 
of the privilege would have made it nearly impossible to enforce the antitrust laws and many other statutes 
regulating corporate activity. See generally SARA SUN BEALE ET AL., GRAND JURY LAW AND 
PRACTICE, § 6:12 (2nd ed. 1997). Accordingly, corporate records must be produced in response to a grand 
jury subpoena regardless of their tendency to incriminate the entity. United States v. Doe, 465 U.S. 605 
(1984). In the ordinary course of events, this makes grand jury subpoenas for corporate records 
straightforward. Even if the documents tend to incriminate not only the entity but also certain individuals 
associated with or employed by the entity, the documents must nevertheless be produced because they are the 
property of the entity and not the individuals. Where given a choice, entities typically designate as their 
custodians persons with no potential criminal exposure. 

The picture becomes more complex, however, where the documents sought may tend to incriminate not only 
the entity, but also the records custodian personally. Although the entity has no Fifth Amendment privilege, 
an individual records custodian does have Fifth Amendment rights, but those rights are quite different than 
they would be if the subpoena sought personal records. The Supreme Court has long held that an individual 
cannot rely on a personal privilege against self-incrimination to avoid producing the records of an entity held 
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by the individual in a representative capacity--even if the content of those records might be personally 
incriminating. Bellis v. United States, 417 U.S. 85 (1974). When an individual becomes a representative of 
an artificial entity, he or she undertakes certain obligations, including the duty to produce documents 
subpoenaed from the entity by the government. When acting in a representative capacity, the custodian acts 
for the entity, not the custodian. Because the entity has no privilege against self-incrimination, its agent 
likewise has no privilege. 

Although the custodian must produce the corporate records regardless of the degree to which their content 
might incriminate the custodian, the Supreme Court has been more solicitous of the custodian’s right to avoid 
incrimination as a result of the communicative aspects of the act of production. The Court addressed this 
tension between the custodian’s Fifth Amendment rights regarding the act of production and the grand jury’s 
entitlement to the records of the entity lacking any Fifth Amendment rights in Braswell v. United States, 487 
U.S. 99 (1988). The Court solved the dilemma with a compromise: the custodian must produce the records 
even if the act of producing them would incriminate the custodian, but the government is prohibited from 
making direct use of the act of production in any subsequent prosecution of the custodian. Because the 
custodian acts as a representative or agent, the custodian’s acts are deemed to be the act of the entity and not 
that of the custodian personally. If the custodian is later tried on criminal charges and the government uses 
the documents the custodian produced, the government is permitted to inform the jury that the corporation 
produced the records. The government may not, however, disclose to the jury that the records were produced 
on behalf of the corporation by the custodian. 

Although the Braswell Court did not use this term, it effectively created a limited form of immunity, which 
is automatic and self-executing. There need be no communication from the government nor order of the court 
conferring this protection on the custodian. It would be prudent, however, for counsel representing custodians 
to accompany the document production with a letter confirming that the documents are being produced by 
the custodian in a representative rather than individual capacity and that the custodian will be entitled to the 
protections of Braswell in connection with the production. 

Note, however, that the informal immunity conferred by Braswell is limited to the government’s direct use 
of the custodian’s act of production. It does not appear to extend to the government’s derivative use of the 
custodian’s act of production in its investigation and prosecution of the custodian. See In re Three Grand Jury 
Subpoenas Duces Tecum, 191 F.3d 173, 182 (2d Cir. 1999). Thus evidence discovered as a result of 
knowledge gleaned from corporate documents produced by the custodian may later be introduced to 
incriminate the custodian. In contrast, Fifth Amendment rights may only be overcome through a grant of both 
use and derivative use immunity. Under the rationale of Braswell, however, the custodian was not compelled 
to give up his or her Fifth Amendment claims, so the custodian is not entitled to true use and derivative use 
immunity. Instead, the limitation on the government’s use of the evidence gained from the custodian—though 
it functions as a form of immunity—simply flows from the recognition that these acts are deemed to be the 
acts of the corporation, not of the custodian as an individual. 

Braswell’s automatic use immunity for custodians functions best when the entity at issue has many individuals 
associated with it, so that a jury would have no reason to assume that the documents in question were produced 
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by the custodian on trial. But what about a custodian who is the only individual associated with the entity, 
such as a corporation with a single shareholder who is also the sole employee? Under this scenario, the 
protection of Braswell will be largely illusory, because the jury will almost certainly infer that if the 
documents were produced by the entity, the only person who could have done so is the defendant. The 
Braswell Court recognized this difficulty but declined to address it: 

We leave open the question whether the agency rationale supports compelling a custodian to 
produce corporate records when the custodian [can] establish, by showing for example that he 
is the sole employee and officer of the corporation, that the jury would inevitably conclude 
that he produced the records. 

This question remains an open one, though the lower courts addressing the issue after Braswell have declined 
to afford any additional protections for custodians of one-person entities. See, e.g., United States v. Amato, 
450 F.3d 46 (1st Cir. 2006); In re Grand Jury Subpoena, 21 F.3d 226 (8th Cir. 1994); United States v. Stone, 
976 F.2d 909 (4th Cir. 1992). Nevertheless, while the issue remains unresolved by the Supreme Court, counsel 
representing custodians of one-person legal entities would be prudent to raise it and, if nothing else, preserve 
the matter for further review. 

On the other hand, a sole proprietorship--meaning a business owned by an individual rather than an entity 
such as a corporation or partnership--is treated for Fifth Amendment purposes as an individual. A sole 
proprietorship has no established institutional existence separate from its owner, and is regarded as the 
owner’s alter ego. See Bellis v. United States, 417 U.S. 85, 87–88 (1974); Herman v. Galvin, 40 F. Supp. 2d 
27, 28–29 (D. Mass. 1999); In re Tower Metal Alloy Co., 200 B.R. 598, 605–06 (Bankr. S.D. Ohio 1996). 
Thus subpoenas to sole proprietorships should be addressed under the framework we discussed above 
regarding subpoenas to individuals. . . .  
Problem 13-1 
(a) Your client Shirley is in your office again for that initial interview.  But this time, about halfway 

through the meeting, she says this:  “Huh.  I don’t know if this matters.  But I just remembered that I 
put some comments about one of my meetings with Edgar about stock trades in my diary.  I like to 
write about my day before I go to sleep at night.  I usually keep my diary next to my bed but I think 
it’s in an extra handbag that I left at the office today.”  Advise Shirley about the diary (and ask her 
about any additional facts you might need). 

(b) Same as above, but Shirley tells you that she put the comments about the meeting with Edgar on the 
Notes app on her iPhone.  Advise Shirley (and ask her about any additional facts you might need).  
Might it matter whether Shirley (i) has one phone that she uses for all personal and work matters and 
that she pays for, (ii) same single phone but Shirley’s company reimburses her for part of the monthly 
bill, (iii) same single phone but the company pays 100% of the monthly bill, or (iv) Shirley has two 
phones, one for personal matters that she pays for and the other for work matters that the company 
pays for, but Shirley has a single iCloud account?
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14.  ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 

Lawyers are pervasive in the world of corporate regulation, primarily in two capacities:  (1) as advisors who 
participate contemporaneously in activities that may later be subject to legal scrutiny, criminal or otherwise 
(i.e., deal lawyers); and (2) as representatives of firms and persons subject to ex post enforcement action (i.e., 
litigators). 

The attorney-client privilege and the related work product doctrine have much to say about the activities of 
both types of lawyers.  These areas of law are almost entirely a matter of federal common law.  The case law 
is voluminous and the issues tend to be fact-intensive.  Most questions or problems in this area will almost 
certainly require careful research.  The materials in this chapter provide a sense of some, but certainly not all, 
of the legal issues that commonly arise in the corporate enforcement setting. 

A. The Privilege:  An Overview 

As you may have learned in other contexts, the attorney-client privilege has spawned an enormous amount of 
case law and it is a doctrine you are likely to encounter in litigation practice of all types.  It is also taught in 
several other law school courses.  Because we are interested in the privilege’s relevance to the corporate crime 
context, it makes sense to use the following treatise excerpt to first see an overview of the elements of the 
privilege and how the doctrinal issues are organized.  The chapter then moves to case law specific to the area 
of corporate crime. 

PRINCIPLES OF EVIDENCE 

Graham C. Lilly, Daniel J. Capra & Stephen A. Saltzburg (West 5th ed.) 

§ 10.3 The Attorney-Client Privilege 

The privilege protecting communications between attorney and client is recognized in every American 
jurisdiction. It is firmly rooted and unqualified-that is, once it attaches, it is not subject to a judicial override. 
Furthermore, it can be claimed, even after the client's death, by her personal representative. The privilege 
rests both on privacy concerns and, more importantly, on a utilitarian rationale. The privilege encourages 
frank and full disclosure by the client, thus improving the quality of legal representation. And because the 
existence of the privilege is widely known, it may encourage persons in need of legal advice to seek it. That 
said, it is still not easy to craft the proper bounds of the attorney-client privilege. 

Here are some of the difficulties. The client may wish to conceal physical evidence, or hide his identity. Note 
that the protection of information like this is only tenuously connected to the purpose of the privilege-full and 
frank communications between client and lawyer. Thus the privilege is generally inapplicable in situations 
like these. Another difficulty arises because, in the course of legal representation, lawyers and clients 
necessarily interact with a wide range of third parties, such as investigators, paralegals, accountants, 
physicians, and consulting attorneys. Thorny problems emerge in determining whether communications with 
and among these secondary actors fall within the boundaries of the attorney-client privilege. And numbers 
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alone magnify the difficulty of marking the appropriate bounds of this privilege, especially when the holder 
is a business enterprise, such as a corporation, partnership, or other business association. Wide disclosure of 
"privileged" communications may suggest that the communications were not intended to be confidential or 
that even if the privilege initially attached, it has been waived. Special problems also exist when shareholders 
in a corporation sue management on behalf of the corporation-an increasingly common practice in American 
business life. Other problems arise when a lawyer represents several clients on a common matter and they 
subsequently become adversaries, or when separately represented clients cooperate and pool their resources. 

In resolving these and other problems, it is important to keep in mind the core objective of the attorney-client 
privilege: to promote full and candid confidential communications between client and attorney so as to 
facilitate the rendition of legal services. While the development of the attorney-client privilege generally 
proceeds by case law, courts have been guided by proposed Federal Rule 503. Even though neither this rule 
nor the other proposed privilege rules were adopted when Congress enacted the Federal Rules of Evidence in 
1975, Congress made it clear that its decision to allow the law of privilege to evolve by judicial decision was 
not a disapproval of any of the proposed enumerated privileges. Proposed Rule 503 is a carefully crafted, 
detailed provision, covering many aspects of the attorney-client privilege. It has been an influential "standard" 
in both federal and state courts and its influence has prompted greater uniformity across jurisdictional lines. 
You should be aware, however, that some differences in the scope of the attorney-client privilege do exist 
among the jurisdictions and this is particularly true among the various states. Thus, the following textual 
materials should be viewed as representing the position of most courts and, in particular, of most federal 
courts. 

The Privilege Defined 

Proposed Rule 503 broadly defines the attorney-client privilege. Subsection (b) states: 

General rule of privilege. A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any 
other person from disclosing confidential communications made for the purpose of facilitating 
the rendition of professional legal services to the client, (1) between himself or his 
representatives and his lawyer or his lawyer's representative, or (2) between his lawyer and the 
lawyer's representative, or (3) by him or his lawyer to a lawyer representing another in a matter 
of common interest, or (4) between representatives of the client or between the client and a 
representative of the client, or (5) between lawyers representing the client. 

Representatives of the Attorney and Client 

Proposed Rule 503 contemplates the protection of not only the direct communications between attorney and 
client, but also of communications between and among various representatives of each. Legal services often 
involve non-lawyer specialists such as investigators, physicians, economists, investment bankers, 
accountants, scientists, and mathematicians. It is important to note, however, that for communications to these 
non-lawyers to be protected by the attorney-client privilege, these representatives must either be 
communicating to the lawyer (or his representative) or the client (or his representative) for the purpose of 
assisting the lawyer in delivering legal services. Proposed Rule 503(a)(3) affirms this observation by defining 
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an attorney's "representative" as one who is engaged "to assist the lawyer in the rendition of professional legal 
services." 

The following illustrations raise questions about the use of representatives within the attorney-client 
relationship, as well as a number of other thorny issues in the application of the privilege. 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Cusp. Associates is a dental partnership consisting of partners White and Phil and three employees: two 
hygienists and an administrative assistant. Recently, a successful elderly dentist ("Seller", age 68) has 
mentioned to friends that he has decided to retire at age 70 and to sell his dental business. Seller owns the 
modern building in which his office is located and he leases approximately half the square footage in this 
building to an accounting firm. He has told several of his friends and associates that he intends to sell the 
building, the one-acre tract on which it is located, all of his office furnishings and dental equipment, and his 
"goodwill." The asking price will be about four and a half million dollars. 

Seller's dental office is just two blocks from Cusp. Associates, and White and Phil are considering making an 
early bid. To that end, they decide to consult lawyers Todd and Sheila, who specialize in legal work for small 
businesses. At the initial consultation, the two potential clients discuss with the lawyers the possibility of 
buying the seller's practice and moving their own practice into his larger and newer building; they also discuss 
the possibility of hiring a third dentist and maintaining two offices. One difficulty is that there is considerable 
animosity between the retiring dentist and partners, White and Phil. Therefore, the partners suggest that their 
identity as potential buyers remain secret. Near the conclusion of this initial consultation, the four participants 
discuss fee arrangements, the advantages and disadvantages of changing from a dental partnership to a 
professional or limited liability corporation, various ways in which the contemplated acquisition might be 
financed, and the general terms of a contract for sale. Overwhelmed by the complexities of the purchase, 
White and Phil say they need a "few days to think everything over'' before they decide to go forward. 

(1) Assume the two dentists abandon their tentative plan to acquire Seller's business. Assume further that 
Todd and Sheila provide an initial consultation to potential clients without charge. Only if they (the lawyers) 
are retained do they enter into a formal fee agreement with new clients. Are the initial conversations among 
White, Phil, Todd, and Sheila within the attorney-client privilege? 

The attorney-client privilege is available not only to individual clients, but also to partnerships, various 
business entities (such as associations and corporations), and to governmental officers and agencies. Proposed 
Rule 503(a)(1) defines "client" as a person or entity "who is rendered professional legal services by a lawyer, 
or who consults a lawyer with a view to obtaining professional legal services from him." The availability of 
the privilege is not dependent on the payment of legal fees or on a formal contract between client and attorney. 
The language of Proposed Rule 503(a) ("[consulting] a lawyer with a view to obtaining profession legal 
services") confirms the well-established principle that the privilege applies to an initial attorney-client 
consultation even if the client (or the attorney) declines representation. 
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The Legal Advice Requirement 

What about the fact that the initial conversations between the dental partners and their attorneys addressed 
some topics that, viewed in isolation, related primarily to business (as opposed to legal) matters? The privilege 
requires that the client must be seeking legal advice from the lawyer; that requirement emphasizes the obvious 
fact that not everything said to a lawyer, even in confidence, is privileged. (If that were the case, lawyers 
would be quite popular at bars and parties). That said, clients often seek lawyers for assistance on complex 
matters that involve a mixture of law, business, policy, and other subjects that are not strictly "legal." But if 
including any non-legal subject within a broader legal discussion would lose the privilege, then the attorney-
client relationship would suffer. Accordingly, the courts have held that if the dominant intent of the client is 
to seek legal advice, the privilege is not lost if advice is also sought on related business, financial, or other 
not strictly legal matters. In the illustration, the subjects discussed were intimately associated with the 
rendition of legal services such as the structure of the combined dental offices and the general terms of a 
contract for sale. When rendering legal services to a business, lawyers often require information about the 
business enterprise itself. The context for providing legal advice or legal services must be fully developed in 
order for the consulting attorney to give the appropriate legal advice. Thus, the privilege probably attaches 
generally to the communications in Illustration (1), and it certainly attaches to some of them, such as the terms 
of the contract of sale and the possible legal restructuring of Cusp's business. The key factor is the dominant 
purpose of the consultation. 

Two-Way Protection 

What about the fact that the statements in Illustration (1) are not only by the clients but also by the lawyers? 
Although the attorney-client privilege was initially formulated to protect only the client's confidential 
communications, modern courts recognize that the privilege also applies to the attorney's confidential 
communications to the client. The client's statements and the attorney's statements often interlock. If the 
privilege did not attach to the attorney's statements, her disclosures could often be used to infer at least the 
general content of the client's confidential communications to the attorney. This is especially true when the 
attorney renders legal advice based on what the client has told her. Thus, considerations of both practicality 
and preserving confidentiality have prompted courts to apply the privilege to the confidential communications 
of both client and attorney. 

(2) Assume White and Phil decide to make an early bid on the Seller's dental business. Thus, they return 
to Todd and Sheila and engage them "to handle the whole transaction." Here are some of the events that 
follow: 

(a) White and Phil send Cusp. Associates' [hereafter "CA"] latest financial statements to Todd and Sheila. 
In order to expedite delivery, CA's administrative assistant puts the relevant statements in a file, marks 
the file "confidential," and hand-delivers it to the dental firm's new lawyers.  

(b) Sheila personally contacts the managing partner of the accounting firm that currently leases half of 
the building owned by Seller. In the privacy of the partner's office, they discuss the general terms of 
the accounting firm's current lease, whether the accountants may need additional space, the probability 
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that the accountants will want to renew their lease, and their willingness to accept a clause that ties 
the  rent to the rate of inflation. Todd and Sheila engage Real Estate Associates to conduct "a highly 
confidential appraisal" of Seller's lot and office building. The firm is to consult tax records, compare 
the selling price of comparable property, evaluate the soundness of the building, calculate its total and 
usable square footage, gain access to the interior by using some pretext such as seeking accounting or 
dental services, and, finally, the firm is to prepare a confidential report, summarizing findings, to be 
delivered to Todd and Sheila. 

(c) Todd and Sheila dispatch a young associate from their law firm to the offices of White and Phil. There, 
over lunch with the two dentists, their hygienists and their administrative assistant, the associate 
describes and explains a bill pending in the state legislature that, if passed, would change the tax 
liability of business partnerships. 

(d) Subsequently, the bill is amended and passed. The young associate prepares a memorandum in which 
he discusses and analyzes the potential tax liability of CA if, (a) it remains a partnership and if, (b) it 
becomes a professional corporation. This memorandum is delivered to Todd, who reviews it and 
forwards a copy (marked "confidential") to White and Phil. 

(e) Later, with the assistance of Todd and Sheila and the Seller's attorney, CA ("Buyer") and the retiring 
dentist ("Seller") close the deal. However, the real identity of White and Phil is not revealed. Instead, 
the contract of sale is signed by Seller and "Dental Associates, P.C." a corporation controlled by White 
and Phil. The contract calls for a certified check at closing.  It also contains a number of conditions, 
one of which is that the Seller agrees to allow an accountant or other financial expert retained by the 
Buyer (Dental Associates) to conduct an in-depth financial analysis of the Seller's dental business. A 
copy of this report is to be delivered to Seller's attorney. Since this report could affect the final selling 
price, the Seller is given 75 days to have his own report prepared. If the parties thereafter fail to agree, 
an arbitrator will be appointed. 

(f) The bank that is financing the Buyer's purchase insists that White and Phil have adequate life and 
health insurance. Thus, both men undergo a thorough physical conducted by a Dr. Brooke. The doctor 
sends a copy of his confidential report to the bank, with copies to White, Phil, Todd and Sheila. 

(g) Suppose, prior to closing, Seller learns the true identity of the buyers. Thereafter, the deal sours as 
animosity develops and the contracting parties accuse each other of misrepresentation and bad faith. 
Subsequently, Seller brings suit for breach of contract, naming as defendants CA, Dental Associates, 
PC, and White and Phil as individuals. 

Which, if any, of the conversations and documents described in Illustration (2)(a)–(g) are protected by the 
attorney-client privilege? 
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Pre-Existing Documents 

As to Illustration (2)(a): the attorney-client privilege does not apply to letters, documents (such as CA's 
financial statements), or other inscribed items that were not prepared for the purpose of facilitating legal 
services. If the rule were otherwise, a client could place all "preexisting" documents beyond the reach of 
discovery by the simple expedient of turning them over to her attorney. The fact that such documents end up 
being useful to the lawyer is beside the point-the question is whether the communications were initially made 
to the lawyer for the purpose of securing legal advice. Of course, if the client prepares a confidential letter to 
the attorney telling him, for example, how to interpret the documents or suggesting trends reflected in the 
data contained in them, this letter would be protected by the privilege. Furthermore, if an attorney gives 
confidential legal advice to a client that is based on the attorney's review or analysis of unprotected 
documents, the communication from the attorney to the client is protected by the privilege (while the 
underlying documents are not). 

Statements Outside the Attorney-Client Relationship 

In Illustration (2)(b), the privilege should not apply. The accountant is neither a representative of the client, 
nor of the attorney. Indeed the accountant could even be the agent of the seller, so the statement goes to one 
completely outside the attorney-client relationship. Furthermore, content of the communications appears to 
be addressed predominantly, and perhaps solely, to business concerns-whether, and under what conditions 
the accounting firm would renew its lease. 

Possibility of Work Product Protection 

Students of civil procedure may recall the so-called "work-product" doctrine, traceable to the Supreme Court's 
decision in Hickman v. Taylor. Although that decision concerned the recognition of the doctrine in federal 
courts, it is generally recognized among the states as well. In recent years, the central features of the doctrine 
have often been codified in a rule of court or statute. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(3) sets forth the 
basic rules of work-product; subsection (b)(4) extends the work-product doctrine (or at least its rationale) to 
experts engaged by a party to assist in trial preparation. Generally speaking, the work-product doctrine 
extends conditional immunity from discovery by an opponent to written materials prepared in "anticipation 
of litigation." Typically, the protected materials are prepared by the lawyer, but materials prepared by 
others—such as an investigator, agent, consultant, or the party himself—are also conditionally immune if 
prepared for litigation. Familiar examples of a lawyer's work-product would be his notes about a witness's 
statement or his investigator's recorded measurements of skid marks at the scene of an automobile accident. 
Like the attorney-client privilege, the work-product doctrine protects the materials or communications 
generated by the lawyer, or by a client who is a party to a suit, or by a representation of either. However, the 
work-product doctrine does not protect the client's knowledge, which includes facts known to his attorney 
who is his agent. In other words, the client would have to answer an interrogatory: "How far were you from 
the 'Hazard' sign when you first saw it?" Furthermore, the court may order discovery of work-product 
materials if the party seeking them shows a substantial need or, in the case of a consulting expert (who does 
not testify), exceptional need. The requisite showing of need varies with the particular context and is affected 
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by the discovering party's ability to secure unprotected evidence that is the substantial equivalent of the 
materials sought. Suppose in Illustration (2)(b), Sheila had made notes of her conversation with the managing 
partner of the accounting firm. Of course, it is uncertain whether the notes would have any bearing on a 
subsequent suit between Seller and Buyer. Even if the notes were material to subsequent litigation, they 
probably would not be conditionally protected by the work-product doctrine. That doctrine would apply only 
if Sheila could convince the judge that she prepared the notes "in anticipation of litigation." This seems highly 
unlikely because, when the notes were made, there was no indication of forthcoming litigation. 

Agents Necessary to the Representation 

Illustration (2)(c) raises the question whether Real Estate Associates is a "representative of the lawyer" as that 
phrase is used in Proposed Rule 503(a)(3). One qualifies as a lawyer's representative only if engaged "to assist 
the lawyer in the rendition of professional legal services." Courts have held that the non-lawyer must be 
necessary to the legal representation for communications to or from the non-lawyer to be privileged. This is 
a contextual judgment requiring more information than is included in the Illustration. Sheila and Todd would 
have to convince the judge that the legal advice or legal services rendered to the client depend upon the 
condition and market value of the target property. There are some plausible possibilities. For example, 
perhaps the terms of the contract of sale, or advice as to tax considerations, or the business form of CA are 
closely linked to value of Seller's real property. A more obvious case of a non-lawyer necessary to the business 
representation is an environmental engineer in a case involving complex questions of pollution and causation; 
another example is an accountant in a case involving complex financial transactions. 

Reasonable Expectation of Confidentiality 

In Illustration (2)(d), the associate is clearly a representative of the lawyers, because his communications bear 
on legal matters. The problem is with confidentiality. The informal occasion, attended by all of the dental 
firm's employees, strongly suggests that there was no reasonable expectation that the luncheon 
communications would be kept confidential. Thus, the presence of third parties—the hygienists and 
assistant—nullifies the privilege. 

Illustration (2)(e) involves, first, a communication from an attorney's representative (the associate) to the 
attorney, and, second, a direct communication from attorney to client. The communication is clearly legal in 
nature, and the requisite confidentiality is maintained. This context should be distinguished from one in which 
a lawyer simply prepares a client's income tax return and the client supplies the necessary financial 
information. This information would not be privileged. The mere preparation of an income tax return is not 
legal in nature; indeed most income tax preparers are not attorneys. On the other hand, tax lawyers routinely 
render legal services, creating many occasions on which communications from their clients (and their 
communications to their clients) are within the attorney-client privilege. 

While in some circumstances, an accountant or financial expert could be a representative of an attorney (or 
of a client), in Illustration (2)(f) the parties agree that the report of the financial auditor will be shared by the 
Buyer and Seller. Thus, the attorney-client privilege is inapplicable because there is no reasonable expectation 
of confidentiality. There is a second point to be made: note that attorneys Todd and Sheila create a corporation 
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controlled by their clients in order to shield White and Phil's identity. The lawyers would have an attorney-
client relationship with both CA and the new entity, Dental Associates, P.C. 

Incidentally, a question sometimes arises as to whether the name of a client is protected by the attorney-client 
privilege. For example, a grand jury or the IRS invokes a process such as a summons or subpoena addressed 
to a lawyer, demanding the identity of the lawyer's client. In most cases, the client has no intention to conceal 
her identity—disclosure of her identity to the lawyer is preliminary to and independent from any 
communications made to secure legal advice. Even if a client desired anonymity, sound public policy usually 
militates against granting it. Occasionally, however, protection of a client's identity is justified, as when a 
whistleblower seeks legal advice in connection with revealing wrongdoing or when revealing the client's 
name would disclose the general content of a confidential communication. 

Illustration (2)(g) appears to be far afield from the concerns underlying the attorney-client privilege. The 
communications in question essentially concern business arrangements between White and Phil, on one hand, 
and the bank on the other. The bank is not a "representative" of either the client or the attorney, as that term 
is used in Proposed Rule 503(a). The copies to Todd and Sheila serve to keep them informed, but insofar as 
the Illustration reveals, are not the basis for giving legal advice or rendering legal services. 

The Corporate Client and the Attorney-Client Privilege 

Suppose that the client is a corporation (or other business entity) and that the communication in question is 
made by a corporate agent to the corporation's attorney. Because the corporation can speak only through 
individuals, the question is whether the corporation—the client and holder of the privilege—is the 
communicant. Depending on the context and a particular court's view of the proper scope of the attorney-
client privilege, the statements of the agent could be either, (1) communications from the corporate client and 
within the corporation's privilege or, (2) statements of a person who is speaking as an individual witness and 
whose communications are not within the corporation's privilege. 

Note that if the privilege extends far down into the corporate personnel structure—to middle management or 
even below—the reach of the privilege may unjustifiably hinder the efforts of an opponent to support his 
claim or defense. It also makes it difficult to discover discrepancies between what a corporate employee says 
(in a deposition, for example) to the opponent and what he told the corporate attorney. 

The application of attorney-client protection in the corporate setting often strains some of the basic doctrines 
of privilege law, rooted as they are in the context of the individual client. The requirement of confidentiality, 
for example, meshes poorly with the layered structure of the large corporation, where statements may be 
passed through many hands before reaching counsel or counsel's advice may be widely shared within the 
corporation. In addition, the often-indistinct boundary between legal and business advice is likely to be 
perplexingly blurred in the corporate context, and this is especially true as to communications between a 
corporate spokesman and in-house counsel. On the other hand, the modern corporation could not realize the 
full potential of legal advice without some application of the privilege. It, like the individual client, needs to 
communicate freely and fully with its attorneys, preferably through the corporate agents with the most 
knowledge. The problem, therefore, is one of drawing a line that sensibly balances the corporation's need for 
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an attorney-client privilege and the opponent's need for fair access to evidence generated within the corporate 
structure. The extremes are easily recognized and managed. Clearly protected is a confidential communication 
from the CEO to the attorney, made for the purpose of receiving legal advice for the corporation. Clearly 
unprotected is a routinely prepared statement by a lower-level employee, made in the normal course of 
business, but subsequently sent to the corporate attorney. The difficulties lie in the shadowy area between 
these polarities. For communications to corporate counsel, two general tests have been devised. 

Some states still adhere to the "control-group test" for determining which corporate agents are considered part 
of the client when communicating to the corporation's attorney. Under this test, the privilege attaches only if 
the corporate officer speaking with the attorney is vested with authority both to seek legal advice for the 
corporation and to participate significantly in the corporation's response to the attorney's recommendations. 
The analogy is to the individual client, who can obtain legal advice and then, if he wishes, tailor his conduct 
consistently with that advice. The problem with this approach in the corporate context is its heavy reliance 
on the formal delegation of corporate authority. If the person who speaks with the attorney is an officer within 
the upper tiers of management, he probably "speaks for the corporation." Often, however, the high-level 
corporate spokesperson is not the individual who is fully informed about the matter in question. The attorney 
will nearly always want to speak with corporate agents who are the most knowledgeable, yet these persons 
may be outside the circle of upper level personnel empowered to "speak for" the corporation. Although their 
statements to the attorney may gain qualified protection through the application of the work-product rule (if 
litigation is anticipated), the unqualified protection of the attorney-client privilege is not available. Thus, from 
a functional standpoint, the rigidity of the control-group test can have a distorting effect on the choice of 
corporate spokespersons. 

The second approach to the corporate attorney-client privilege is often referred to as the "subject-matter test." 
It was adopted for the federal courts in Upjohn Co. v. United States, and is the prevailing approach in most 
states. The facts before the Upjohn Court were these: the Upjohn Corporation, through its general counsel, 
undertook an investigation to discover whether the company made illegal payments to certain foreign 
governments. Subsequently, the IRS issued a summons demanding production of files pertaining to the 
investigation, including questionnaires prepared by counsel and answered by various corporate managers. 
The IRS also demanded records of interviews between counsel and some Upjohn managers. The Court noted 
that in the letter accompanying the questionnaires, Upjohn's Chairman of the Board stated that the 
investigation was under the direction of counsel, that responses were highly confidential, and that the 
completed questionnaires should be returned to counsel. The Court then turned to the question of what 
approach should guide federal judges in determining the scope of the corporate attorney-client privilege. It 
rejected as too restrictive the control-group test, in part because of its focus on formal corporate authority. 
Although the Court declined to announce "a broad rule" to supplant the test it rejected, it did significantly 
clarify privilege law in the corporate context. In brief, the Upjohn approach would allow the privilege when 
the facts showed that: (1) the  communication in question was pursuant to a corporate purpose to obtain legal 
advice, (2) the communication "concerned matters within the scope of the employee's corporate duties," (3) 
the employee knew that he was making a confidential statement and was  doing so as part of his employer's 
efforts to secure legal advice or services, and (4) the statements were kept confidential or disclosed on a 
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limited basis consistent with maintaining the privilege. 

The last requirement—limited disclosure—can apply in two contexts: disclosure within or outside the 
corporate firm. Because corporations depend heavily upon information, there is a practical need that corporate 
records be accessible to those individuals or groups who need access. Yet, there is always a risk that 
information collected under the umbrella of the attorney-client privilege may be so widely shared that the 
privilege is lost. Generally, privileged communications should be disclosed only to persons who need 
access—to those who "need to know" the confidential information in order to do their jobs—and care should 
be taken to ensure that these persons understand the need to maintain confidentiality. If privileged documents 
are kept in a general filing system, access should be restricted. 

Voluntary disclosures outside the company pose an even greater risk of losing the privilege. Here, it is 
important to ensure the disclosure is made only to those who are "necessary to the legal representation"—a 
concept discussed above. Common sense dictates the importance of signaling the confidential nature of the 
disclosure through the use of labels, cover letters, or other precautionary measures. 

Because litigation often deals with events that occurred several or more years before suit was filed, some of 
the employees or officers who gave privileged communications on the corporation's behalf may have died or 
left the company. Their departure from the corporate staff does not affect the availability of the privilege for 
communications made at the time of their employment. A closer question attends post-employment statements 
by a former employee to corporate counsel. In his concurring opinion in Upjohn, Chief Justice Burger 
suggested that the privilege did embrace these statements because a former employee, like a current employee, 
may have information that is necessary for the lawyer to give sound legal advice-and lower courts have so 
held. 

Several other issues surrounding the corporate attorney-client privilege warrant brief mention. As we have 
seen, the holder of the privilege is the corporation. The privilege can be waived only by management; 
sometimes the board of directors will reserve for itself the right to claim or waive the privilege. The power to 
waive resides with the current board, regardless of when the privileged communications were made. 

Note the anomaly that arises when a corporate agent speaks to the corporate lawyer about a matter that would 
incriminate him personally. Those communications are privileged, but it is the corporation that holds the 
privilege. If the corporation decides to waive its privilege as to those communications—most commonly to 
cooperate with the government in order to avoid fines or other penalties—the agent is unprotected, and his 
own statements can be admitted against him at his trial. This is because there is no personal attorney-client 
relationship with the corporate lawyer—nor can there be, because a lawyer representing both the corporation 
and the agent in circumstances of possible corporate/agent wrongdoing would be operating under a conflict 
of interest, for the very reason that the corporation may find it beneficial to waive its privilege and cooperate 
with the government, leaving its agent unprotected. . . . 
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Underlying Factual Information 

The attorney-client privilege protects communications, not factual information that was the subject of a 
communication between the lawyer and the client—as shown in the following Illustration. 

ILLUSTRATION 

Clyde, whose expensive luxury car is only two years old, has just been told by his mechanic that the car will 
soon need costly repairs. Doubtful that the mechanic is correct, Clyde (who is mechanically inclined) verifies 
for himself the imminent repairs. Because the manufacturer's warranty on the car has expired, Clyde decides 
to sell it without disclosing its defects. 

Subsequently, the buyer sues Clyde and Clyde retains a defense lawyer. He tells his attorney about the 
mechanic's report and about his own confirmation of the impending mechanical failures. During discovery, 
the plaintiff's lawyer takes Clyde's deposition. He asks Clyde the following series of questions. 

Q: "Did you know this car had these [named] serious mechanical defects?" 

Q: "Did your mechanic, at Bosch Bros. Luxury Cars, inform you on June 3, 2008, that the car 
had these [named] defects?" 

Q: "Do you have mechanical skills?" 

Q: "Isn't it true that on or about June 5, 2008, you personally verified that the car you sold to 
the plaintiff had precisely the defects and problems identified by the Bosch Bros. mechanic?'' 

Clyde's attorney objects to these questions on the ground that they call for responses that are protected by the 
attorney-client privilege. How should the judge rule? None of these questions is improper, and Clyde must 
provide answers to each. The attorney-client privilege does not apply to facts or events that are the subject of, 
or described in, a confidential communication. If it did, there would be little or no evidence for the jury to 
consider. A client could simply relate all the relevant facts to his attorney and thereby insulate the client's 
knowledge of the underlying events from discovery. Of course, the attorney-client privilege does protect 
Clyde's communications to his lawyer. If it did not, these statements would be admissible as party admissions. 

Communications by Multiple Clients and Attorneys Pursuing a Common Interest 

It sometimes happens that several clients with a common problem retain a single lawyer or firm to represent 
them. For example, one lawyer may represent both A and B in a matter of joint or common interest, such as 
their purchase of real estate or their common dispute with an insurance company. The rule in such situations 
provides that the statements of both clients and those of the lawyer are privileged if made for purposes of 
seeking legal advice on the common objective. It seems plain enough that, as against outsiders, each client is 
entitled to claim the privilege as to statements she has made, as well as to the attorney's responsive statements. 
But can client A invoke the privilege (as against outsiders) so as to prevent disclosure of B's statements to the 
attorney as well as the attorney's responsive statements to B? The issue usually does not arise because A and 
B have a common objective and thus each is likely to claim the privilege or agree to waive it. However, should 
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they disagree, most courts hold that all clients remain bound by the common interest arrangement—that is, A 
will not be permitted to disclose any communications made by either party in pursuit of the common interest. 
(Note that the parties can contract in their common interest arrangement either to bind all parties or to allow 
parties to waive the protection as to their own communications—but the default rule is that all parties are 
bound and the privilege is retained.) 

In subsequent litigation in which A and B, having fallen out, become adversaries, the rule is that privilege is 
lost as to all of their statements. (Here, no "outsider" is involved.) First, when they were joint clients, neither 
client intended that his communications would be shielded from the other. Second, even if, say, A "secretly" 
communicated with the attorney, the communication would not be privileged as to B because the attorney 
would have an ethical duty to share it with her other joint client. Proposed Rule 503(d)(5) states that in an 
action between persons who were formally joint clients, there is no privilege as to communications "made by 
any [of the joint clients] . . . to a lawyer retained or consulted in common . . . ." (Again, though, the parties 
can contract with each other to protect against disclosure in a subsequent litigation between them). 

The rule protecting joint-client discussions has also been extended to protect confidential communications 
where two or more clients, each with his own attorney, agree to pool or share information in order to conserve 
resources and mount a more effective case-either a defensive or an offensive one. These allied clients have 
both a mutual and an individual interest: they are sharing information (and perhaps resources) with respect to 
their common interests, yet each participating client is represented by his own lawyer or firm. These sharing 
arrangements would seldom materialize if outsiders could successfully argue that confidential disclosures 
within the group lost the protection of the attorney-client privilege because dissemination went beyond the 
individual attorney-client units that comprise the pool. Thus, it is not surprising that courts protect the 
confidential communications of separately represented parties who pursue a common legal objective. 
Protection under the common-interest doctrine applies, however, only if the parties claiming the attorney-
client privilege can show that they have agreed (orally or in writing) to assume an allied position. It is thus 
advisable for the parties to a pooling arrangement who wish to protect the attorney-client privilege—and most 
parties do—to enter into a formal, preferably written, agreement. Again, however, if the parties pursuing a 
common interest later end up suing each other, the communications previously made can be freely used by 
the parties in that subsequent litigation—this is because there was no expectation of confidentiality vis-a-vis 
the member of the common interest "unit" at the time the statements were made. (But the parties can, by 
contract, provide for protection against use of the statements in a subsequent litigation between or among 
them.) . . . 

The Crime-Fraud Exception to the Attorney-Client Privilege 

Judicial systems in free societies adhere to the principle that every person, guilty or not, is entitled to a fair 
hearing and adequate representation by counsel. As a consequence, communications about past crimes are 
shielded to allow lawyers and clients to communicate freely and plan legitimate defenses. Yet the system is 
subverted, and the privilege properly lost, when lawyer-client communications advance criminal or fraudulent 
activity. The client's objective is critical and the privilege does not attach if he "sought or obtained [the 
attorney's services] to enable or aid anyone to commit or plan to commit what the client knew or should have 
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known to be a crime or fraud.” 

It is not always easy to determine if the crime-fraud exception applies. For example, the client's 
communications may disclose past misdeeds, but also allude to concealment or contemplate some future 
illegality. The party who seeks to negate the privilege must first provide the judge with evidence of a prima 
facie case—that is, evidence which, if believed, would indicate that the client communicated with the lawyer 
for the purpose of furthering a plan of crime or fraud. If that standard is met then the court may, pursuant to 
the Supreme Court's decision in United States v. Zolin, conduct an in camera review to determine if the 
privilege is applicable; and in that review, the judge can consider the statements claimed to be privileged as 
part of the crime-fraud showing. The ultimate burden is on the party seeking disclosure to prove more likely 
than not that the client was communicating with the lawyer for purposes of perpetrating a crime or fraud. 
There is some authority expanding the crime-fraud exception to embrace other forms of future illegal 
behavior, such as willful torts. 

Waiver of the Attorney-Client Privilege 

While a confidential communication between a client and a lawyer on a legal matter is protected by the 
privilege, that privilege can be waived in a number of circumstances. The basic question of waiver is whether 
the client has—by some statement or action subsequent to the making of the privileged communication—
explicitly or implicitly acted in such a way that justifies a finding that the party no longer wishes to, or should, 
retain the privilege. 

The most obvious form of waiver is a knowing and voluntary disclosure of the privileged information. That 
waiver-by-disclosure most often occurs when the client determines that the benefits of the disclosure 
outweigh the risks that the privileged information will be used against the client. A common example is a 
corporation that is being investigated by a government regulator or prosecutor for possible internal corporate 
misconduct (e.g., accounting violations). Assume that the corporation had previously hired a law firm to 
conduct an internal investigation, and the law firm prepared a report. That report is confidential. But the 
corporation may decide to voluntarily disclose it to the government investigator. The benefits of disclosure—
cooperating with the government and thereby avoiding or ameliorating fines and penalties—often outweigh 
the risk that the report, now waived, will be used against the corporation in some litigation. 

Other situations arise in which waiver is implied from the client's conduct. Implied waiver is likely to be 
found when the client acts in such a way that it would be unfair to the adversary to uphold the privilege. When 
a client sues her lawyer for malpractice, for example, the lawyer can use relevant confidential statements 
made during the representation to defend herself—it would be unfair for the client to attack the lawyer's 
performance and yet leave the lawyer unable to rebut the charges by showing that, for example, he was 
instructed by the client to do the act for which he is now criticized. Similarly, if a client refuses to pay his 
attorney, the attorney can support her claim for fees with confidential information. In other words, the 
privilege is suspended as to any "communication relevant to an issue of breach of duty by the lawyer to . . . 
[her] client or by the client to his lawyer." This is because it would be unfair for the client to contest the value 
of the lawyer's services, and yet not allow the lawyer to defend by offering communications by the client that 
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affected those services. 

In a related context, a client waives his privilege if he asserts an affirmative defense of "reliance on advice of 
counsel." It would be unfair for the client to raise the attorney-client discussions as a defense, but then to 
prevent the adversary from inquiring into just what was said between the client and the attorney on the matter. 

Selective Waiver 

Recall that corporations often find it useful to cooperate with government investigations by turning over 
privileged information. While that is a waiver, should it extend to allowing private parties to use the 
information? Here is an example: a corporation is being investigated by the SEC for securities fraud. It turns 
over a confidential report to the SEC. Then private parties sue the corporation, and argue that they are entitled 
to the report, because the corporation waived the privilege by disclosing it to the SEC. The question in such 
a case is whether the waiver is selective or general. The policy argument for finding the waiver to be selective 
is that it would encourage corporations to cooperate with the government, because it would limit the costs of 
that cooperation; and the protection of selective waiver could also limit the costs of government investigations 
into potential corporate misconduct, because the government would be able to rely on the report instead of 
having to do its own investigation from square one. 

But almost all courts have rejected the notion of selective waiver—meaning that a voluntary disclosure to 
anyone operates as a waiver to everyone. The courts reason that corporations are already—in the absence of 
selective waiver—cooperating with the government by turning over confidential reports. This is because the 
benefits of cooperation in avoiding criminal fines and penalties generally outweigh the costs, even including 
the cost that the privileged material can be used by private parties. Thus, selective waiver is not necessary to 
encourage cooperation (except, perhaps, for corporations at the margin, but the consequence of establishing 
selective waiver would be that all corporations would be protected, even those who would cooperate anyway.) 
Moreover, the courts frown upon strategic activity in the use of the privilege; it seems to be gaming the 
privilege for a client to say, "I will waive to you, but not to you-it depends on how advantageous the waiver 
will be to me." 

Mistaken Disclosures of Privileged Information 

In litigation, it is often the case that a party will mistakenly disclose privileged information during discovery. 
This is especially true in electronic discovery cases, where the explosion of information raises substantial 
challenges for an accurate "privilege review" of documents subject to discovery. In recent years, the costs of 
electronic discovery have skyrocketed, and most of those costs have been attributed to the resources necessary 
to make sure that no email, spreadsheet, metadata, etc. contains privileged information. The consequences of 
mistaken disclosure of privileged information, at least in some common law courts, was to find a waiver no 
matter how careful the privilege review. And some courts even found a subject matter waiver in these 
circumstances—meaning that all privileged documents related to the subject matter of the mistakenly 
disclosed documents would also have to be disclosed to the adversary. Federal Rule 502, enacted by Congress 
in 2008, seeks to reduce the costs of privilege review by providing some measure of protection against a 
finding of waiver after a mistaken disclosure. Three provisions of the Rule are especially important: 
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1) Rule 502(a) precludes the court from finding a subject matter waiver unless the disclosure of the 
privileged information was intentional and results in unfairness to the adversary. Thus, a mistaken disclosure 
in discovery will never result in a subject matter waiver. 

2) Rule 502(b) provides that a mistaken disclosure in a federal proceeding will not be a waiver at all if 
the party took "reasonable steps" to prevent the disclosure and acted reasonably promptly to retrieve the 
information once the party learns about the mistaken disclosure. Thus, while a party cannot be careless, it 
need not undertake herculean efforts to protect against mistaken disclosures in discovery. 

3) Rule 502(d) provides that if a federal court enters an order that disclosure of privileged information 
in a proceeding is not a waiver, then that order is binding on all subsequent courts, state and federal. So getting 
a court order allows parties on each side to limit the costs of preproduction privilege review, because there 
will not be a waiver if privileged material is disclosed in the litigation. 

B. Federal Rules of Evidence  

The Federal Rules of Evidence mostly delegate privilege questions to the courts.  The relevant Rules are 
printed below.  Note that Rule 502 is a fairly recent rule on waiver, but it only covers some waiver issues, not 
nearly all of them.  Additionally, Proposed Rule 503 was not enacted, though it is frequently cited as 
persuasive authority. 

Rule 501. Privilege in General 

The common law—as interpreted by United States courts in the light of reason and experience—governs a 
claim of privilege unless any of the following provides otherwise: 

• the United States Constitution; 

• a federal statute; or 

• rules prescribed by the Supreme Court. 

But in a civil case, state law governs privilege regarding a claim or defense for which state law supplies the 
rule of decision.  

Rule 502. Attorney-Client Privilege and Work Product; Limitations on Waiver 

The following provisions apply, in the circumstances set out, to disclosure of a communication or information 
covered by the attorney-client privilege or work-product protection. 

(a) Disclosure Made in a Federal Proceeding or to a Federal Office or Agency; Scope of a Waiver.  
When the disclosure is made in a federal proceeding or to a federal office or agency and waives the 
attorney-client privilege or work-product protection, the waiver extends to an undisclosed communication 
or information in a federal or state proceeding only if: 
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(1) The waiver is intentional; 

(2) The disclosed and undisclosed communications or information concern the same subject matter; and 

(3) They ought in fairness to be considered together. 

(b) Inadvertent Disclosure.  When made in a federal proceeding or to a federal office or agency, the 
disclosure does not operate as a waiver in a federal or state proceeding if: 

(1) The disclosure is inadvertent; 

(2) The holder of the privilege or protection took reasonable steps to prevent disclosure; and 

(3) The holder promptly took reasonable steps to rectify the error, including (if applicable) following 
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26 (b)(5)(B). 

(c) Disclosure Made in a State Proceeding.  When the disclosure is made in a state proceeding and is not 
the subject of a state-court order concerning waiver, the disclosure does not operate as a waiver in a federal 
proceeding if the disclosure: 

(1) would not be a waiver under this rule if it had been made in a federal proceeding; or 

(2) is not a waiver under the law of the state where the disclosure occurred. 

(d) Controlling Effect of a Court Order.  A federal court may order that the privilege or protection is not 
waived by disclosure connected with the litigation pending before the court—in which event the 
disclosure is also not a waiver in any other federal or state proceeding. 

(e) Controlling Effect of a Party Agreement.  An agreement on the effect of disclosure in a federal 
proceeding is binding only on the parties to the agreement, unless it is incorporated into a court order. 

(f) Controlling Effect of this Rule.  Notwithstanding Rules 101 and 1101, this rule applies to state 
proceedings and to federal court-annexed and federal court-mandated arbitration proceedings, in the 
circumstances set out in the rule.  And notwithstanding Rule 501, this rule applies even if state law 
provides the rule of decision. 

(g) Definitions. In this rule: 

(1) “attorney-client privilege” means the protection that applicable law provides for confidential attorney-
client communications; and 

(2) “work-product protection” means the protection that applicable law provides for tangible material (or 
its intangible equivalent) prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial 

Proposed Rule 503.  Lawyer-Client Privilege [not enacted, in favor of common law; see R. 501] 

(a) Definitions. As used in this rule: 
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(1) A "client" is a person, public officer, or corporation, association, or other organization or entity, either 
public or private, who is rendered professional legal services by a lawyer, or who consults a lawyer 
with a view to obtaining professional legal services from him.  

(2) A "lawyer" is a person authorized, or reasonably believed by the client to be authorized, to practice 
law in any state or nation.  

(3) A "representative of the lawyer" is one employed to assist the lawyer in the rendition of professional 
legal services.  

(4) A communication is "confidential" if not intended to be disclosed to third persons other than those to 
whom disclosure is in furtherance of the rendition of professional legal services to the client or those 
reasonably necessary for the transmission of the communication.  

(b) General rule of privilege. A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person 
from disclosing confidential communications made for the purpose of facilitating the rendition of 
professional legal services to the client, (1) between himself or his representative and his lawyer or his 
lawyer’s representative, or (2) between his lawyer and the lawyer’s representative, or (3) by him or his 
lawyer to a lawyer representing another in a matter of common interest, or (4) between representatives of 
the client or between the client and a representative of the client, or (5) between lawyers representing the 
client.  

(c) Who may claim the privilege. The privilege may be claimed by the client, his guardian or conservator, 
the personal representative of a deceased client, or the successor, trustee, or similar representative of a 
corporation, association, or other organization, whether or not in existence. The person who was the 
lawyer at the time of the communication may claim the privilege but only on behalf of the client. His 
authority to do so is presumed in the absence of evidence to the contrary.  

(d) Exceptions. There is no privilege under this rule:  

(1) Furtherance of crime or fraud. If the services of the lawyer were sought or obtained to enable or aid 
anyone to commit or plan to commit what the client knew or reasonably should have known to be a 
crime or fraud; or  

(2) Claimants through same deceased client. As to a communication relevant to an issue between parties 
who claim through the same deceased client, regardless of whether the claims are by testate or intestate 
succession or by inter vivos transaction; or  

(3) Breach of duty by lawyer or client. As to a communication relevant to an issue of breach of duty by 
the lawyer to his client or by the client to his lawyer; or  

(4) Document attested by lawyer. As to a communication relevant to an issue concerning an attested 
document to which the lawyer is an attesting witness; or  
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(5) Joint clients. As to a communication relevant to a matter of common interest between two or more 
clients if the communication was made by any of them to a lawyer retained or consulted in common, 
when offered in an action between any of the clients. 

C. The Corporate Privilege 

Upjohn is the case on the attorney-client privilege of corporations and the application of the work product 
doctrine to companies’ lawyers.  It is very important and helpful to understand the policy considerations that 
apply to the attorney-client privilege and work product doctrine.  Doctrinal problems will be resolved with 
reference to what result will further those policy objectives (or not).  That said, it’s not obvious how the policy 
arguments play out when the client is a firm.  How might the Court’s policy analysis in Upjohn be subject to 
criticism? 

UPJOHN CO. v. UNITED STATES, 449 U.S. 383 (1981) 

Justice REHNQUIST delivered the opinion of the Court. 

We granted certiorari in this case to address important questions concerning the scope of the attorney-client 
privilege in the corporate context and the applicability of the work-product doctrine in proceedings to enforce 
tax summonses. 445 U.S. 925, 100 S. Ct. 1310, 63 L. Ed. 2d 758. With respect to the privilege question the 
parties and various amici have described our task as one of choosing between two “tests” which have gained 
adherents in the courts of appeals. We are acutely aware, however, that we sit to decide concrete cases and 
not abstract propositions of law. We decline to lay down a broad rule or series of rules to govern all 
conceivable future questions in this area, even were we able to do so. We can and do, however, conclude that 
the attorney-client privilege protects the communications involved in this case from compelled disclosure and 
that the work-product doctrine does apply in tax summons enforcement proceedings. 

Petitioner Upjohn Co. manufactures and sells pharmaceuticals here and abroad. In January 1976 independent 
accountants conducting an audit of one of Upjohn's foreign subsidiaries discovered that the subsidiary made 
payments to or for the benefit of foreign government officials in order to secure government business. The 
accountants, so informed petitioner, Mr. Gerard Thomas, Upjohn's Vice President, Secretary, and General 
Counsel. Thomas is a member of the Michigan and New York Bars, and has been Upjohn's General Counsel 
for 20 years. He consulted with outside counsel and R. T. Parfet, Jr., Upjohn's Chairman of the Board. It was 
decided that the company would conduct an internal investigation of what were termed “questionable 
payments.” As part of this investigation the attorneys prepared a letter containing a questionnaire which was 
sent to “All Foreign General and Area Managers” over the Chairman's signature. The letter began by noting 
recent disclosures that several American companies made “possibly illegal” payments to foreign government 
officials and emphasized that the management needed full information concerning any such payments made 
by Upjohn. The letter indicated that the Chairman had asked Thomas, identified as “the company's General 
Counsel,” “to conduct an investigation for the purpose of determining the nature and magnitude of any 
payments made by the Upjohn Company or any of its subsidiaries to any employee or official of a foreign 
government.” The questionnaire sought detailed information concerning such payments. Managers were 
instructed to treat the investigation as “highly confidential” and not to discuss it with anyone other than 
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Upjohn employees who might be helpful in providing the requested information. Responses were to be sent 
directly to Thomas. Thomas and outside counsel also interviewed the recipients of the questionnaire and some 
33 other Upjohn officers or employees as part of the investigation. 

On March 26, 1976, the company voluntarily submitted a preliminary report to the Securities and Exchange 
Commission on Form 8-K disclosing certain questionable payments. A copy of the report was simultaneously 
submitted to the Internal Revenue Service, which immediately began an investigation to determine the tax 
consequences of the payments. Special agents conducting the investigation were given lists by Upjohn of all 
those interviewed and all who had responded to the questionnaire. On November 23, 1976, the Service issued 
a summons pursuant to 26 U.S.C. § 7602 demanding production of: 

“All files relative to the investigation conducted under the supervision of Gerard Thomas to 
identify payments to employees of foreign governments and any political contributions made 
by the Upjohn Company or any of its affiliates since January 1, 1971 and to determine whether 
any funds of the Upjohn Company had been improperly accounted for on the corporate books 
during the same period.” 

“The records should include but not be limited to written questionnaires sent to managers of 
the Upjohn Company's foreign affiliates, and memorandums or notes of the interviews 
conducted in the United States and abroad with officers and employees of the Upjohn 
Company and its subsidiaries.” 

The company declined to produce the documents specified in the second paragraph on the grounds that they 
were protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege and constituted the work product of attorneys 
prepared in anticipation of litigation. On August 31, 1977, the United States filed a petition seeking 
enforcement of the summons under 26 U.S.C. §§ 7402(b) and 7604(a) in the United States District Court for 
the Western District of Michigan. That court adopted the recommendation of a Magistrate who concluded 
that the summons should be enforced. Petitioners appealed to the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit which 
rejected the Magistrate's finding of a waiver of the attorney-client privilege, 600 F.2d 1223, 1227, n.12, but 
agreed that the privilege did not apply “[t]o the extent that the communications were made by officers and 
agents not responsible for directing Upjohn's actions in response to legal advice . . . for the simple reason that 
the communications were not the ‘client's.’” Id., at 1225. The court reasoned that accepting petitioners' claim 
for a broader application of the privilege would encourage upper-echelon management to ignore unpleasant 
facts and create too broad a “zone of silence.” Noting that Upjohn's counsel had interviewed officials such as 
the Chairman and President, the Court of Appeals remanded to the District Court so that a determination of 
who was within the “control group” could be made. In a concluding footnote the court stated that the work-
product doctrine “is not applicable to administrative summonses issued under 26 U.S.C. § 7602.” Id., at 1228, 
n.13. 

Federal Rule of Evidence 501 provides that “the privilege of a witness . . . shall be governed by the principles 
of the common law as they may be interpreted by the courts of the United States in light of reason and 
experience.” The attorney-client privilege is the oldest of the privileges for confidential communications 
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known to the common law. 8 J. Wigmore, Evidence § 2290 (McNaughton rev. 1961). Its purpose is to 
encourage full and frank communication between attorneys and their clients and thereby promote broader 
public interests in the observance of law and administration of justice. The privilege recognizes that sound 
legal advice or advocacy serves public ends and that such advice or advocacy depends upon the lawyer's 
being fully informed by the client. As we stated last Term in Trammel v. United States, 445 U.S. 40, 51, 100 
S. Ct. 906, 913, 63 L. Ed. 2d 186 (1980): “The lawyer-client privilege rests on the need for the advocate and 
counselor to know all that relates to the client's reasons for seeking representation if the professional mission 
is to be carried out.” And in Fisher v. United States, 425 U.S. 391, 403, 96 S. Ct. 1569, 1577, 48 L. Ed. 2d 39 
(1976), we recognized the purpose of the privilege to be “to encourage clients to make full disclosure to their 
attorneys.” This rationale for the privilege has long been recognized by the Court, see Hunt v. Blackburn, 128 
U.S. 464, 470, 9 S. Ct. 125, 127, 32 L. Ed. 488 (1888) (privilege “is founded upon the necessity, in the interest 
and administration of justice, of the aid of persons having knowledge of the law and skilled in its practice, 
which assistance can only be safely and readily availed of when free from the consequences or the 
apprehension of disclosure”). Admittedly complications in the application of the privilege arise when the 
client is a corporation, which in theory is an artificial creature of the law, and not an individual; but this Court 
has assumed that the privilege applies when the client is a corporation and the Government does not contest 
the general proposition. 

The Court of Appeals, however, considered the application of the privilege in the corporate context to present 
a “different problem,” since the client was an inanimate entity and “only the senior management, guiding and 
integrating the several operations, . . . can be said to possess an identity analogous to the corporation as a 
whole.” 600 F.2d at 1226. The first case to articulate the so-called “control group test” adopted by the court 
below, Philadelphia v. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 210 F. Supp. 483, 485 (E.D. Pa.), petition for mandamus 
and prohibition denied sub nom. General Electric Co. v. Kirkpatrick, 312 F.2d 742 (CA3 1962), cert. denied, 
372 U.S. 943, 83 S. Ct. 937, 9 L. Ed. 2d 969 (1963), reflected a similar conceptual approach: 

“Keeping in mind that the question is, Is it the corporation which is seeking the lawyer's advice 
when the asserted privileged communication is made?, the most satisfactory solution, I think, 
is that if the employee making the communication, of whatever rank he may be, is in a position 
to control or even to take a substantial part in a decision about any action which the corporation 
may take upon the advice of the attorney, . . . then, in effect, he is (or personifies) the 
corporation when he makes his disclosure to the lawyer and the privilege would apply.” 
(Emphasis supplied.) 

Such a view, we think, overlooks the fact that the privilege exists to protect not only the giving of professional 
advice to those who can act on it but also the giving of information to the lawyer to enable him to give sound 
and informed advice. The first step in the resolution of any legal problem is ascertaining the factual 
background and sifting through the facts with an eye to the legally relevant. See ABA Code of Professional 
Responsibility, Ethical Consideration 4-1: 

“A lawyer should be fully informed of all the facts of the matter he is handling in order for his 
client to obtain the full advantage of our legal system. It is for the lawyer in the exercise of his 
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independent professional judgment to separate the relevant and important from the irrelevant 
and unimportant. The observance of the ethical obligation of a lawyer to hold inviolate the 
confidences and secrets of his client not only facilitates the full development of facts essential 
to proper representation of the client but also encourages laymen to seek early legal 
assistance.” 

In the case of the individual client the provider of information and the person who acts on the lawyer's advice 
are one and the same. In the corporate context, however, it will frequently be employees beyond the control 
group as defined by the court below—“officers and agents . . . responsible for directing [the company's] 
actions in response to legal advice”—who will possess the information needed by the corporation's lawyers. 
Middle-level—and indeed lower-level—employees can, by actions within the scope of their employment, 
embroil the corporation in serious legal difficulties, and it is only natural that these employees would have 
the relevant information needed by corporate counsel if he is adequately to advise the client with respect to 
such actual or potential difficulties. This fact was noted in Diversified Industries, Inc. v. Meredith, 572 F.2d 
596 (CA8 1978) (en banc): 

“In a corporation, it may be necessary to glean information relevant to a legal problem from 
middle management or non-management personnel as well as from top executives. The 
attorney dealing with a complex legal problem ‘is thus faced with a “Hobson's choice.” If he 
interviews employees not having “the very highest authority,” their communications to him 
will not be privileged. If, on the other hand, he interviews only those employees with the “very 
highest authority,” he may find it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to determine what 
happened.’” Id., at 608–09 (quoting Weinschel, Corporate Employee Interviews and the 
Attorney-Client Privilege, 12 B.C. IND. & COM. L. REV. 873, 876 (1971)). 

The control group test adopted by the court below thus frustrates the very purpose of the privilege by 
discouraging the communication of relevant information by employees of the client to attorneys seeking to 
render legal advice to the client corporation. The attorney's advice will also frequently be more significant to 
noncontrol group members than to those who officially sanction the advice, and the control group test makes 
it more difficult to convey full and frank legal advice to the employees who will put into effect the client 
corporation's policy. See, e.g., Duplan Corp. v. Deering Milliken, Inc., 397 F. Supp. 1146, 1164 (D.S.C. 1974) 
(“After the lawyer forms his or her opinion, it is of no immediate benefit to the Chairman of the Board or the 
President. It must be given to the corporate personnel who will apply it”). 

The narrow scope given the attorney-client privilege by the court below not only makes it difficult for 
corporate attorneys to formulate sound advice when their client is faced with a specific legal problem but also 
threatens to limit the valuable efforts of corporate counsel to ensure their client's compliance with the law. In 
light of the vast and complicated array of regulatory legislation confronting the modern corporation, 
corporations, unlike most individuals, “constantly go to lawyers to find out how to obey the law,” Burnham, 
The Attorney-Client Privilege in the Corporate Arena, 24 BUS. LAW. 901, 913 (1969), particularly since 
compliance with the law in this area is hardly an instinctive matter, see, e.g., United States v. United States 
Gypsum Co., 438 U.S. 422, 440-441, 98 S. Ct. 2864, 2875–76, 57 L. Ed. 2d 854 (1978) (“the behavior 
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proscribed by the [Sherman] Act is often difficult to distinguish from the gray zone of socially acceptable and 
economically justifiable business conduct”). The test adopted by the court below is difficult to apply in 
practice, though no abstractly formulated and unvarying “test” will necessarily enable courts to decide 
questions such as this with mathematical precision. But if the purpose of the attorney-client privilege is to be 
served, the attorney and client must be able to predict with some degree of certainty whether particular 
discussions will be protected. An uncertain privilege, or one which purports to be certain but results in widely 
varying applications by the courts, is little better than no privilege at all. The very terms of the test adopted 
by the court below suggest the unpredictability of its application. The test restricts the availability of the 
privilege to those officers who play a “substantial role” in deciding and directing a corporation's legal 
response. Disparate decisions in cases applying this test illustrate its unpredictability. Compare, e.g., Hogan 
v. Zletz, 43 F.R.D. 308, 315–16 (N.D. Okl. 1967), aff'd in part sub nom. Natta v. Hogan, 392 F.2d 686 (CA10 
1968) (control group includes managers and assistant managers of patent division and research and 
development department), with Congoleum Industries, Inc. v. GAF Corp., 49 F.R.D. 82, 83–85 (E.D. Pa. 
1969), aff'd, 478 F.2d 1398 (CA3 1973) (control group includes only division and corporate vice presidents, 
and not two directors of research and vice president for production and research). 

The communications at issue were made by Upjohn employees to counsel for Upjohn acting as such, at the 
direction of corporate superiors in order to secure legal advice from counsel. As the Magistrate found, “Mr. 
Thomas consulted with the Chairman of the Board and outside counsel and thereafter conducted a factual 
investigation to determine the nature and extent of the questionable payments and to be in a position to give 
legal advice to the company with respect to the payments.” (Emphasis supplied.) Information, not available 
from upper-echelon management, was needed to supply a basis for legal advice concerning compliance with 
securities and tax laws, foreign laws, currency regulations, duties to shareholders, and potential litigation in 
each of these areas. The communications concerned matters within the scope of the employees' corporate 
duties, and the employees themselves were sufficiently aware that they were being questioned in order that 
the corporation could obtain legal advice. The questionnaire identified Thomas as “the company's General 
Counsel” and referred in its opening sentence to the possible illegality of payments such as the ones on which 
information was sought. A statement of policy accompanying the questionnaire clearly indicated the legal 
implications of the investigation. The policy statement was issued “in order that there be no uncertainty in the 
future as to the policy with respect to the practices which are the subject of this investigation.” It began 
“Upjohn will comply with all laws and regulations,” and stated that commissions or payments “will not be 
used as a subterfuge for bribes or illegal payments” and that all payments must be “proper and legal.” Any 
future agreements with foreign distributors or agents were to be approved “by a company attorney” and any 
questions concerning the policy were to be referred “to the company's General Counsel.” This statement was 
issued to Upjohn employees worldwide, so that even those interviewees not receiving a questionnaire were 
aware of the legal implications of the interviews. Pursuant to explicit instructions from the Chairman of the 
Board, the communications were considered “highly confidential” when made, and have been kept 
confidential by the company. Consistent with the underlying purposes of the attorney-client privilege, these 
communications must be protected against compelled disclosure. 
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The Court of Appeals declined to extend the attorney-client privilege beyond the limits of the control group 
test for fear that doing so would entail severe burdens on discovery and create a broad “zone of silence” over 
corporate affairs. Application of the attorney-client privilege to communications such as those involved here, 
however, puts the adversary in no worse position than if the communications had never taken place. The 
privilege only protects disclosure of communications; it does not protect disclosure of the underlying facts by 
those who communicated with the attorney: 

“[T]he protection of the privilege extends only to communications and not to facts. A fact is 
one thing and a communication concerning that fact is an entirely different thing. The client 
cannot be compelled to answer the question, ‘What did you say or write to the attorney?’ but 
may not refuse to disclose any relevant fact within his knowledge merely because he 
incorporated a statement of such fact into his communication to his attorney.” Philadelphia v. 
Westinghouse Electric Corp., 205 F. Supp. 830, 831 (q2.7). 

See also Diversified Industries, 572 F.2d., at 611; State ex rel. Dudek v. Circuit Court, 34 Wis.2d 559, 580, 
150 N.W.2d 387, 399 (1967) (“the courts have noted that a party cannot conceal a fact merely by revealing it 
to his lawyer”). Here the Government was free to question the employees who communicated with Thomas 
and outside counsel. Upjohn has provided the IRS with a list of such employees, and the IRS has already 
interviewed some 25 of them. While it would probably be more convenient for the Government to secure the 
results of petitioner's internal investigation by simply subpoenaing the questionnaires and notes taken by 
petitioner's attorneys, such considerations of convenience do not overcome the policies served by the attorney-
client privilege. As Justice Jackson noted in his concurring opinion in Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S., at 516, 
67 S. Ct., at 396: “Discovery was hardly intended to enable a learned profession to perform its functions . . . 
on wits borrowed from the adversary.” 

Needless to say, we decide only the case before us, and do not undertake to draft a set of rules which should 
govern challenges to investigatory subpoenas. Any such approach would violate the spirit of Federal Rule of 
Evidence 501. See S. Rep. No. 93-1277, p. 13 (1974) (“the recognition of a privilege based on a confidential 
relationship . . . should be determined on a case-by-case basis”). While such a “case-by-case” basis may to 
some slight extent undermine desirable certainty in the boundaries of the attorney-client privilege, it obeys 
the spirit of the Rules. At the same time we conclude that the narrow “control group test” sanctioned by the 
Court of Appeals, in this case cannot, consistent with “the principles of the common law as . . . interpreted . . 
. in the light of reason and experience,” Fed. Rule Evid. 501, govern the development of the law in this area. 

Our decision that the communications by Upjohn employees to counsel are covered by the attorney-client 
privilege disposes of the case so far as the responses to the questionnaires and any notes reflecting responses 
to interview questions are concerned. The summons reaches further, however, and Thomas has testified that 
his notes and memoranda of interviews go beyond recording responses to his questions. To the extent that the 
material subject to the summons is not protected by the attorney-client privilege as disclosing communications 
between an employee and counsel, we must reach the ruling by the Court of Appeals that the work-product 
doctrine does not apply to summonses issued under 26 U.S.C. § 7602.  
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The Government concedes, wisely, that the Court of Appeals erred and that the work-product doctrine does 
apply to IRS summonses. This doctrine was announced by the Court over 30 years ago in Hickman v. Taylor, 
329 U.S. 495, 67 S. Ct. 385, 91 L. Ed. 451 (1947). In that case the Court rejected “an attempt, without 
purported necessity or justification, to secure written statements, private memoranda and personal 
recollections prepared or formed by an adverse party's counsel in the course of his legal duties.” Id., at 510, 
67 S. Ct., at 393. The Court noted that “it is essential that a lawyer work with a certain degree of privacy” and 
reasoned that if discovery of the material sought were permitted 

“much of what is now put down in writing would remain unwritten. An attorney's thoughts, 
heretofore inviolate, would not be his own. Inefficiency, unfairness and sharp practices would 
inevitably develop in the giving of legal advice and in the preparation of cases for trial. The 
effect on the legal profession would be demoralizing. And the interests of the clients and the 
cause of justice would be poorly served.” Id., at 511, 67 S. Ct., at 393–94. 

The “strong public policy” underlying the work-product doctrine was reaffirmed recently in United States v. 
Nobles, 422 U.S. 225, 236–40, 95 S. Ct. 2160, 2169–71, 45 L. Ed. 2d 141 (1975), and has been substantially 
incorporated in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(3).  

As we stated last Term, the obligation imposed by a tax summons remains “subject to the traditional privileges 
and limitations.” United States v. Euge, 444 U.S. 707, 714 (1980). Nothing in the language of the IRS 
summons provisions or their legislative history suggests an intent on the part of Congress to preclude 
application of the work-product doctrine. Rule 26(b)(3) codifies the work-product doctrine, and the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure are made applicable to summons enforcement proceedings by Rule 81(a)(3). See 
Donaldson v. United States, 400 U.S. 517, 528 (1971). While conceding the applicability of the work-product 
doctrine, the Government asserts that it has made a sufficient showing of necessity to overcome its 
protections. The Magistrate apparently so found. The Government relies on the following language in 
Hickman: 

“We do not mean to say that all written materials obtained or prepared by an adversary's 
counsel with an eye toward litigation are necessarily free from discovery in all cases. Where 
relevant and nonprivileged facts remain hidden in an attorney's file and where production of 
those facts is essential to the preparation of one's case, discovery may properly be had.... And 
production might be justified where the witnesses are no longer available or can be reached 
only with difficulty.” 329 U.S., at 511. 

The Government stresses that interviewees are scattered across the globe and that Upjohn has forbidden its 
employees to answer questions it considers irrelevant. The above-quoted language from Hickman, however, 
did not apply to “oral statements made by witnesses . . . whether presently in the form of [the attorney's] 
mental impressions or memoranda.” Id., at 512. As to such material the Court did “not believe that any 
showing of necessity can be made under the circumstances of this case so as to justify production. . . . If there 
should be a rare situation justifying production of these matters petitioner's case is not of that type.” Id., at 
512–13. Forcing an attorney to disclose notes and memoranda of witnesses' oral statements is particularly 
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disfavored because it tends to reveal the attorney's mental processes, 329 U.S., at 513 (“what he saw fit to 
write down regarding witnesses' remarks”); id., at 516–17 (“the statement would be his [the attorney's] 
language, permeated with his inferences”) (Jackson, J., concurring).  

Rule 26 accords special protection to work product revealing the attorney's mental processes. The Rule 
permits disclosure of documents and tangible things constituting attorney work product upon a showing of 
substantial need and inability to obtain the equivalent without undue hardship. This was the standard applied 
by the Magistrate. Rule 26 goes on, however, to state that “[i]n ordering discovery of such materials when 
the required showing has been made, the court shall protect against disclosure of the mental impressions, 
conclusions, opinions or legal theories of an attorney or other representative of a party concerning the 
litigation.” Although this language does not specifically refer to memoranda based on oral statements of 
witnesses, the Hickman court stressed the danger that compelled disclosure of such memoranda would reveal 
the attorney's mental processes. It is clear that this is the sort of material the draftsmen of the Rule had in 
mind as deserving special protection. See Notes of Advisory Committee on 1970 Amendment to Rules, 28 
U.S.C. App., p. 442 (“The subdivision . . . goes on to protect against disclosure the mental impressions, 
conclusions, opinions, or legal theories . . . of an attorney or other representative of a party. The Hickman 
opinion drew special attention to the need for protecting an attorney against discovery of memoranda prepared 
from recollection of oral interviews. The courts have steadfastly safeguarded against disclosure of lawyers' 
mental impressions and legal theories . . .”). 

Based on the foregoing, some courts have concluded that no showing of necessity can overcome protection 
of work product which is based on oral statements from witnesses. . . . 

We do not decide the issue at this time. It is clear that the Magistrate applied the wrong standard when he 
concluded that the Government had made a sufficient showing of necessity to overcome the protections of 
the work-product doctrine. The Magistrate applied the “substantial need” and “without undue hardship” 
standard articulated in the first part of Rule 26(b)(3). The notes and memoranda sought by the Government 
here, however, are work product based on oral statements. If they reveal communications, they are, in this 
case, protected by the attorney-client privilege. To the extent they do not reveal communications, they reveal 
the attorneys' mental processes in evaluating the communications. As Rule 26 and Hickman make clear, such 
work product cannot be disclosed simply on a showing of substantial need and inability to obtain the 
equivalent without undue hardship. 

While we are not prepared at this juncture to say that such material is always protected by the work-product 
rule, we think a far stronger showing of necessity and unavailability by other means than was made by the 
Government or applied by the Magistrate in this case would be necessary to compel disclosure. Since the 
Court of Appeals thought that the work-product protection was never applicable in an enforcement proceeding 
such as this, and since the Magistrate whose recommendations the District Court adopted applied too lenient 
a standard of protection, we think the best procedure with respect to this aspect of the case would be to reverse 
the judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit and remand the case to it for such further 
proceedings in connection with the work-product claim as are consistent with this opinion. 
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Accordingly, the judgment of the Court of Appeals is reversed, and the case remanded for further 
proceedings. . . . 

Problem 14-1 

(a) What are the major rationales for the attorney-client privilege?  Be as specific as possible. 

(b) Contra Upjohn’s reasoning, critique the application of those rationales to corporations. 

The following two decisions, stemming from the same civil litigation, further illustrate Upjohn’s application 
and also deal with some issues relating to waiver of the privilege.  Notice how the fact pattern here mirrors 
so many of the corporate cases discussed in previous chapters.  And especially pay attention to the dangers 
of potential privilege waiver highlighted by the second decision. 

In re KELLOGG BROWN & ROOT, INC., 756 F.3d 754 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (KBR I) 

KAVANAUGH, Circuit Judge: 

More than three decades ago, the Supreme Court held that the attorney-client privilege protects confidential 
employee communications made during a business’s internal investigation led by company lawyers. See 
Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 101 S. Ct. 677, 66 L. Ed. 2d 584 (1981). In this case, the District 
Court denied the protection of the privilege to a company that had conducted just such an internal 
investigation. The District Court’s decision has generated substantial uncertainty about the scope of the 
attorney-client privilege in the business setting. We conclude that the District Court’s decision is 
irreconcilable with Upjohn. We therefore grant KBR’s petition for a writ of mandamus and vacate the District 
Court’s March 6 document production order. 

Harry Barko worked for KBR, a defense contractor. In 2005, he filed a False Claims Act complaint against 
KBR and KBR-related corporate entities, whom we will collectively refer to as KBR. In essence, Barko 
alleged that KBR and certain subcontractors defrauded the U.S. Government by inflating costs and accepting 
kickbacks while administering military contracts in wartime Iraq. During discovery, Barko sought documents 
related to KBR’s prior internal investigation into the alleged fraud. KBR had conducted that internal 
investigation pursuant to its Code of Business Conduct, which is overseen by the company’s Law Department. 

KBR argued that the internal investigation had been conducted for the purpose of obtaining legal advice and 
that the internal investigation documents therefore were protected by the attorney-client privilege. Barko 
responded that the internal investigation documents were unprivileged business records that he was entitled 
to discover. See generally Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1). 

After reviewing the disputed documents in camera, the District Court determined that the attorney-client 
privilege protection did not apply because, among other reasons, KBR had not shown that “the 
communication would not have been made ‘but for’ the fact that legal advice was sought.” United States ex 
rel. Barko v. Halliburton Co., No. 05-cv-1276, — F.3d —, —, 2014 WL 1016784, at *2 (D.D.C. Mar. 6, 
2014) (quoting United States v. ISS Marine Services, Inc., 905 F. Supp. 2d 121, 128 (D.D.C. 2012)). KBR’s 
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internal investigation, the court concluded, was “undertaken pursuant to regulatory law and corporate policy 
rather than for the purpose of obtaining legal advice.” Id. at —, 2014 WL 1016784, at *3. . . . 

Federal Rule of Evidence 501 provides that claims of privilege in federal courts are governed by the “common 
law—as interpreted by United States courts in the light of reason and experience.” Fed. R. Evid. 501. The 
attorney-client privilege is the “oldest of the privileges for confidential communications known to the 
common law.” Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 389, 101 S. Ct. 677, 66 L. Ed. 2d 584 (1981). As 
relevant here, the privilege applies to a confidential communication between attorney and client if that 
communication was made for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal advice to the client. . . . 

In Upjohn, the Supreme Court held that the attorney-client privilege applies to corporations. The Court 
explained that the attorney-client privilege for business organizations was essential in light of “the vast and 
complicated array of regulatory legislation confronting the modern corporation,” which required corporations 
to “constantly go to lawyers to find out how to obey the law, . . . particularly since compliance with the law 
in this area is hardly an instinctive matter.” 449 U.S. at 392, 101 S. Ct. 677 (internal quotation marks and 
citation omitted). The Court stated, moreover, that the attorney-client privilege “exists to protect not only the 
giving of professional advice to those who can act on it but also the giving of information to the lawyer to 
enable him to give sound and informed advice.” Id. at 390, 101 S. Ct. 677. That is so, the Court said, because 
the “first step in the resolution of any legal problem is ascertaining the factual background and sifting through 
the facts with an eye to the legally relevant.” Id. at 390–91, 101 S. Ct. 677. In Upjohn, the communications 
were made by company employees to company attorneys during an attorney-led internal investigation that 
was undertaken to ensure the company’s “compliance with the law.” Id. at 392, 101 S. Ct. 677; see id. at 394, 
101 S. Ct. 677. The Court ruled that the privilege applied to the internal investigation and covered the 
communications between company employees and company attorneys. 

KBR’s assertion of the privilege in this case is materially indistinguishable from Upjohn’s assertion of the 
privilege in that case. As in Upjohn, KBR initiated an internal investigation to gather facts and ensure 
compliance with the law after being informed of potential misconduct. And as in Upjohn, KBR’s investigation 
was conducted under the auspices of KBR’s in-house legal department, acting in its legal capacity. The same 
considerations that led the Court in Upjohn to uphold the corporation’s privilege claims apply here. 

The District Court in this case initially distinguished Upjohn on a variety of grounds. But none of those 
purported distinctions takes this case out from under Upjohn’s umbrella. 

First, the District Court stated that in Upjohn the internal investigation began after in-house counsel conferred 
with outside counsel, whereas here the investigation was conducted in-house without consultation with 
outside lawyers. But Upjohn does not hold or imply that the involvement of outside counsel is a necessary 
predicate for the privilege to apply. On the contrary, the general rule, which this Court has adopted, is that a 
lawyer’s status as in-house counsel “does not dilute the privilege.” In re Sealed Case, 737 F.2d at 99. As the 
Restatement’s commentary points out, “Inside legal counsel to a corporation or similar organization . . . is 
fully empowered to engage in privileged communications.” 1 RESTATEMENT § 72, cmt. c, at 551. 

Second, the District Court noted that in Upjohn the interviews were conducted by attorneys, whereas here 
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many of the interviews in KBR’s investigation were conducted by non-attorneys. But the investigation here 
was conducted at the direction of the attorneys in KBR’s Law Department. And communications made by 
and to non-attorneys serving as agents of attorneys in internal investigations are routinely protected by the 
attorney-client privilege. See FTC v. TRW, Inc., 628 F.2d 207, 212 (D.C. Cir. 1980); see also 1 PAUL R. 
RICE, ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE IN THE UNITED STATES § 7:18, at 1230–31 (2013) (“If 
internal investigations are conducted by agents of the client at the behest of the attorney, they are protected 
by the attorney-client privilege to the same extent as they would be had they been conducted by the attorney 
who was consulted.”). So that fact, too, is not a basis on which to distinguish Upjohn. 

Third, the District Court pointed out that in Upjohn the interviewed employees were expressly informed that 
the purpose of the interview was to assist the company in obtaining legal advice, whereas here they were not. 
The District Court further stated that the confidentiality agreements signed by KBR employees did not 
mention that the purpose of KBR’s investigation was to obtain legal advice. Yet nothing in Upjohn requires 
a company to use magic words to its employees in order to gain the benefit of the privilege for an internal 
investigation. And in any event, here as in Upjohn employees knew that the company’s legal department was 
conducting an investigation of a sensitive nature and that the information they disclosed would be protected. 
Cf. Upjohn, 449 U.S. at 387, 101 S. Ct. 677 (Upjohn’s managers were “instructed to treat the investigation as 
‘highly confidential’ ”). KBR employees were also told not to discuss their interviews “without the specific 
advance authorization of KBR General Counsel.” United States ex rel. Barko v. Halliburton Co., No. 05-cv-
1276, — F.3d —, — n.33, 2014 WL 1016784, at *3 n.33 (D.D.C. Mar. 6, 2014). 

In short, none of those three distinctions of Upjohn holds water as a basis for denying KBR’s privilege claim. 

More broadly and more importantly, the District Court also distinguished Upjohn on the ground that KBR’s 
internal investigation was undertaken to comply with Department of Defense regulations that require defense 
contractors such as KBR to maintain compliance programs and conduct internal investigations into allegations 
of potential wrongdoing. The District Court therefore concluded that the purpose of KBR’s internal 
investigation was to comply with those regulatory requirements rather than to obtain or provide legal advice. 
In our view, the District Court’s analysis rested on a false dichotomy. So long as obtaining or providing legal 
advice was one of the significant purposes of the internal investigation, the attorney-client privilege applies, 
even if there were also other purposes for the investigation and even if the investigation was mandated by 
regulation rather than simply an exercise of company discretion. 

The District Court began its analysis by reciting the “primary purpose” test, which many courts (including 
this one) have used to resolve privilege disputes when attorney-client communications may have had both 
legal and business purposes. See id. at *2; see also In re Sealed Case, 737 F.2d at 98–99. But in a key move, 
the District Court then said that the primary purpose of a communication is to obtain or provide legal advice 
only if the communication would not have been made “but for” the fact that legal advice was sought. 2014 
WL 1016784, at *2. In other words, if there was any other purpose behind the communication, the attorney-
client privilege apparently does not apply. The District Court went on to conclude that KBR’s internal 
investigation was “undertaken pursuant to regulatory law and corporate policy rather than for the purpose of 
obtaining legal advice.” Id. at *3; see id. at *3 n.28 (citing federal contracting regulations). Therefore, in the 
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District Court’s view, “the primary purpose of” the internal investigation “was to comply with federal defense 
contractor regulations, not to secure legal advice.” United States ex rel. Barko v. Halliburton Co., No. 05-cv-
1276, — F.3d —, —, 2014 WL 929430, at *2 (D.D.C. Mar. 11, 2014); see id. (“Nothing suggests the reports 
were prepared to obtain legal advice. Instead, the reports were prepared to try to comply with KBR’s 
obligation to report improper conduct to the Department of Defense.”).  

The District Court erred because it employed the wrong legal test. The but-for test articulated by the District 
Court is not appropriate for attorney-client privilege analysis. Under the District Court’s approach, the 
attorney-client privilege apparently would not apply unless the sole purpose of the communication was to 
obtain or provide legal advice. That is not the law. We are aware of no Supreme Court or court of appeals 
decision that has adopted a test of this kind in this context. The District Court’s novel approach to the attorney-
client privilege would eliminate the attorney-client privilege for numerous communications that are made for 
both legal and business purposes and that heretofore have been covered by the attorney-client privilege. And 
the District Court’s novel approach would eradicate the attorney-client privilege for internal investigations 
conducted by businesses that are required by law to maintain compliance programs, which is now the case in 
a significant swath of American industry. In turn, businesses would be less likely to disclose facts to their 
attorneys and to seek legal advice, which would “limit the valuable efforts of corporate counsel to ensure their 
client’s compliance with the law.” Upjohn, 449 U.S. at 392, 101 S. Ct. 677. We reject the District Court’s 
but-for test as inconsistent with the principle of Upjohn and longstanding attorney-client privilege law. 

Given the evident confusion in some cases, we also think it important to underscore that the primary purpose 
test, sensibly and properly applied, cannot and does not draw a rigid distinction between a legal purpose on 
the one hand and a business purpose on the other. After all, trying to find the one primary purpose for a 
communication motivated by two sometimes overlapping purposes (one legal and one business, for example) 
can be an inherently impossible task. It is often not useful or even feasible to try to determine whether the 
purpose was A or B when the purpose was A and B. It is thus not correct for a court to presume that a 
communication can have only one primary purpose. It is likewise not correct for a court to try to find the one 
primary purpose in cases where a given communication plainly has multiple purposes. Rather, it is clearer, 
more precise, and more predictable to articulate the test as follows: Was obtaining or providing legal advice 
a primary purpose of the communication, meaning one of the significant purposes of the communication? As 
the Reporter’s Note to the Restatement says, “In general, American decisions agree that the privilege applies 
if one of the significant purposes of a client in communicating with a lawyer is that of obtaining legal 
assistance.” 1 RESTATEMENT § 72, Reporter’s Note, at 554. We agree with and adopt that formulation—
“one of the significant purposes”—as an accurate and appropriate description of the primary purpose test. 
Sensibly and properly applied, the test boils down to whether obtaining or providing legal advice was one of 
the significant purposes of the attorney-client communication. 

In the context of an organization’s internal investigation, if one of the significant purposes of the internal 
investigation was to obtain or provide legal advice, the privilege will apply. That is true regardless of whether 
an internal investigation was conducted pursuant to a company compliance program required by statute or 
regulation, or was otherwise conducted pursuant to company policy. . . . 
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In this case, there can be no serious dispute that one of the significant purposes of the KBR internal 
investigation was to obtain or provide legal advice. In denying KBR’s privilege claim on the ground that the 
internal investigation was conducted in order to comply with regulatory requirements and corporate policy 
and not just to obtain or provide legal advice, the District Court applied the wrong legal test and clearly 
erred. . . . 

In re KELLOGG BROWN & ROOT, INC., 796 F.3d 137 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (KBR II) 

WILKINS, Circuit Judge: 

In a prior petition for writ of mandamus on this case, we noted that “[m]ore than three decades ago, the 
Supreme Court held that the attorney-client privilege protects confidential employee communications made 
during a business’s internal investigation led by company lawyers.” In re Kellogg Brown & Root, Inc., 756 
F.3d 754, 756 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (“In re KBR”) (citing Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 101 S. Ct. 
677, 66 L. Ed. 2d 584 (1981)). Accordingly, we granted the writ and vacated the District Court’s order to 
produce key documents from such an investigation. We allowed, however, that the District Court might 
consider “timely asserted other arguments for why these documents are not covered by either the attorney-
client privilege or the work-product protection.” 

In a series of orders on which Petitioner Kellogg Brown & Root (“KBR”) now seeks a second writ of 
mandamus, the District Court found that the same contested documents should be turned over in discovery. 
We agree that these challenged decisions suffer from the same fundamental flaw: They run contrary to 
precedent by injecting uncertainty into application of attorney-client privilege and work product protection to 
internal investigations. See Swidler & Berlin v. United States, 524 U.S. 399, 409, 118 S. Ct. 2081, 141 L. Ed. 
2d 379 (1998); Upjohn, 449 U.S. at 393; In re KBR, 756 F.3d at 763. Because we find the District Court’s 
orders irreconcilable with binding precedent, we grant the writ and vacate the orders. KBR now seeks our 
intervention on the District Court’s determinations that the attorney-client privilege and work product 
protection were impliedly waived for these same documents. . . . 

KBR’s purported implied waiver runs to a February 2014 deposition of Christopher Heinrich, KBR Vice 
President (Legal), on behalf of KBR. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(6) (requiring a corporation to “designate one 
or more officers” or other persons to testify “about information known or reasonably available to the 
organization.”). Among the subjects that Barko directed KBR to produce a representative to testify on was 
“Topic Q,” defined as: 

Any investigation or inquiry, internal or external, formal or informal, of [the KBR employee 
and subcontractor at the center of the alleged fraud] or any of the matters identified in [above-
listed topics]. The scope shall include knowledge of everyone who participated in the 
investigation. 

KBR’s litigation counsel offered a “preliminary statement” at the outset of the deposition that KBR was 
producing Heinrich as the company’s representative on four noticed topics, including Topic Q, but was doing 
so “subject to the company’s claims of attorney-client privilege” and work product protection. In answer to a 
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question from Barko’s attorney, Heinrich testified he had in preparation for the deposition reviewed the now-
disputed documents related to KBR’s internal investigation (the Code of Business Conduct documents or 
“COBC documents”). Throughout the examination, KBR’s attorney instructed Heinrich not to answer 
questions about the contents of the internal investigation on the basis of attorney-client privilege and work 
product protection. 

After Barko’s lawyer completed his examination of Heinrich, KBR’s litigation counsel conducted a cross-
examination. He explained that Heinrich had been asked “several questions designed to try to determine 
whether or not the Code of Business Conduct investigation is privileged, and I am going to ask questions 
establishing that they are.” Responding to the questions that followed, Heinrich testified that KBR had a 
contractual reporting duty pursuant to the Anti-Kickback Act to notify the Department of Defense if it had 
reason to believe that a violation of the Act had occurred. Heinrich testified that KBR adhered to that 
obligation and had made disclosures pursuant to the same duty in other instances. And Heinrich explained 
that even when KBR has made a notification to the Department as required by a contract, it has never provided 
an internal investigation itself to the Department because it has always treated the investigation as subject to 
attorney-client privilege. . . . 

First, the District Court concluded that the COBC documents must be produced under Federal Rule of 
Evidence 612 on the theory that KBR waived attorney-client privilege and work product protection when 
Heinrich reviewed the documents in preparation for his deposition. 

Second, the District Court concluded that KBR waived attorney-client privilege and work product protection 
for the COBC documents under the doctrine of “at issue” waiver.  

Both rulings were in error for the reasons that follow. . . .  

At Heinrich’s deposition, he stated that he had reviewed the COBC documents in preparation for his 
testimony. Barko thereafter sought disclosure of the COBC documents under Federal Rule of Evidence 612, 
which provides that where a witness has used a writing to refresh memory before testifying, the adverse party 
is entitled to have it produced and to introduce into evidence any portion that relates to the witness’s 
testimony, “if the court decides that justice requires the party to have those options.” Fed. R. Evid. 612(a)(2). 

To make its decision, the District Court engaged in a balancing test. It identified several factors supporting 
disclosure and several factors running against disclosure. And it concluded that “fairness considerations 
support disclosure” based on this “context-specific determination about the fairness of the proceedings and 
whether withholding the documents is consistent with the purposes of attorney-client privilege.” 

The balancing test was inappropriate in the first instance. Rule 612 applies only where a witness “uses a 
writing to refresh memory.” Fed. R. Evid. 612(a). Thus, “even if the witness consults a writing while 
testifying, the adverse party is not entitled to see it unless the writing influenced the witness’s testimony.” 4 
JACK B. WEINSTEIN & MARGARET A. BERGER, WEINSTEIN’S FEDERAL EVIDENCE § 
612.04(2)(b)(i) (2d ed. 1997) (emphasis added); see, e.g., Sporck. v. Peil, 759 F.2d 312, 318–19 (3d Cir. 1985) 
(granting mandamus to vacate a Rule 612(a)(2) production order where there had been no witness admission 
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that his answers to “specific areas of questioning were informed by documents he had reviewed”). It cannot 
be the case that just stating the documents were privileged constitutes a testimonial reliance on their contents; 
else, attorney-client privilege and work product production would mean nothing at all in that their mere 
invocation would entitle an adversary to production of the privileged or protected materials. 

Further, even if the balancing test had been appropriate, the District Court’s conclusions were precluded by 
Upjohn. Courts have divided on how to reconcile Rule 612 balancing with attorney-client privilege and work 
product protection. See generally Barrer v. Women’s Nat’l Bank, 96 F.R.D. 202, 204 (D.D.C. 1982) 
(describing conflicting authority on interaction of Rule 612 and claims of attorney-client privilege or work 
product protection); cf. H.R. Rep. No. 93-650, at 13 (1973) (“The Committee intends that nothing in [Rule 
612] be construed as barring the assertion of a privilege with respect to writings used by a witness to refresh 
his memory.”). But the District Court’s balancing would allow the attorney-client privilege and work product 
protection covering internal investigations to be defeated routinely by a counter-party noticing a deposition 
on the topic of the privileged nature of the internal investigation. Upjohn teaches that “[a]n uncertain privilege, 
or one which purports to be certain but results in widely varying application by the courts, is little better than 
no privilege at all.” 449 U.S. at 393. The District Court’s ruling, therefore, runs counter to Upjohn. 

In this case, Barko noticed the deposition to cover the topic of the COBC investigation itself, as distinguished 
from the events that were the subject of the investigation. Both parties told us that their understanding at the 
time of the deposition was that Barko intended to examine whether and to what extent the COBC investigation 
was privileged. To prepare adequately for the deposition, Heinrich had no choice but to review documents 
related to the COBC investigation. 

At oral argument on this Petition, Barko took the absurd position that KBR’s mistake was having Heinrich 
personally review the COBC documents rather than having someone give him a summary. Barko asserted 
that in order to avoid privilege waiver KBR should have produced a Rule 30(b)(6) representative with only 
second- or third-hand knowledge of the investigation rather than first-hand knowledge. This makes no sense. 
Such a rule would encourage entities to provide less knowledgeable corporate representatives for deposition, 
thus defeating the purpose of civil discovery to establish “the fullest possible knowledge of the issues and 
facts before trial.” Societe Internationale Pour Participations Industrielles et Commerciales S.A. v. Brownell, 
225 F.2d 532, 541 (D.C. Cir. 1955) (internal quotation marks omitted). 

Barko cannot “overcome the privilege by putting [the COBC investigation] in issue” at the deposition, Koch 
v. Cox, 489 F.3d 384, 391 (D.C. Cir. 2007), and then demanding under Rule 612 to see the investigatory 
documents the witness used to prepare. Allowing privilege and protection to be so easily defeated would defy 
“reason and experience,” Fed. R. Evid. 501, and “potentially upend certain settled understandings and 
practices” about the protections for such investigations, In re KBR, 756 F.3d at 762. 

In sum, the District Court’s Rule 612 ground for its production order was clear error because there was no 
basis for the fairness balancing test it conducted and, even had there been, the test failed to give due weight 
to the privilege and protection attached to the internal investigation materials. 

The District Court also found that KBR had waived attorney-client privilege and work product protection by 
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placing the COBC documents “at issue.” Such waivers are certainly possible: “Under the common-law 
doctrine of implied waiver, the attorney-client privilege is waived when the client places otherwise privileged 
matters in controversy.” Ideal Elec. Sec. Co. v. Int’l Fid. Ins. Co., 129 F.3d 143, 151 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (citing 
6 JAMES W. MOORE ET AL., MOORE’S FEDERAL PRACTICE § 26.49(5) (3d ed.1997)). . . . 

We have explained—and the District Court noted our precedent—that a party may not use privilege “as a tool 
for manipulation of the truth-seeking process.” In re Sealed Case, 676 F.2d 793, 807 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (“Sealed 
Case (general counsel’s files)”). As such, a party asserting attorney-client privilege “‘cannot be allowed, after 
disclosing as much as he pleases, to withhold the remainder.’” Id. (quoting 8 JOHN H. WIGMORE & JOHN 
T. MCNAUGHTON, EVIDENCE IN TRIALS AT COMMON LAW § 2327 (1961); see also Clark v. United 
States, 289 U.S. 1, 13, 53 S. Ct. 465, 77 L. Ed. 993 (1933) (“The privilege takes flight if the relation is 
abused.”); United States v. Bilzerian, 926 F.2d 1285, 1292 (2d Cir. 1991) (“[T]he attorney-client privilege 
cannot at once be used as a shield and a sword.”). At the same time, we have held that a “general assertion 
lacking substantive content that one’s attorney has examined a certain matter is not sufficient to waive the 
attorney-client privilege.” United States v. White, 887 F.2d 267, 271 (D.C. Cir. 1989). 

The District Court found that “KBR injected the COBC contents into the litigation by itself soliciting 
Heinrich’s Rule 30(b)(6) testimony.” It noted that excerpts from this testimony disclosing the fact of the 
COBC investigations and KBR’s reporting duties under Defense Department contracts were attached to 
KBR’s motion for summary judgment and that KBR referenced deposition language in its Statement of 
Material Facts as to Which There Is No Genuine Dispute, required by Local Civil Rule of Procedure 7(h)(1). 
And, KBR discussed the COBC “investigative mechanism” in its memorandum in support of summary 
judgment (in a footnote quoted in full in Part I of the body of this Opinion). All this, in the view of the District 
Court, added up to a “message” that the COBC reports “contain no reasonable grounds to believe a kickback 
occurred.” Thus, it concluded that KBR created an implied waiver by “actively” seeking “a positive inference 
in its favor based on what KBR claims the documents show.” The District Court also denied KBR leave to 
amend its pleadings to strike the sections that the District Court interpreted as waiving the privilege and 
protection. 

To the extent the District Court relied on Heinrich’s deposition testimony or the statement of undisputed 
material facts, we think that—as a matter of logic—neither could possibly give rise to an inference that places 
the contents of the deposition at issue. The deposition transcript is simply a record of what was said, not itself 
an argument. The Rule 7(h)(1) statement is a required companion filing to a summary judgment motion 
submitting “material facts as to which the moving party contends there is no genuine issue.” Local Civ. R. 
7(h)(1). The opposing party has the opportunity to respond to each asserted fact with a contention that there 
is a “genuine issue necessary to be litigated,” but there are no inferences to be made and none to be contested 
in these statements alone. Id. This is not to say that deposition testimony or a Rule 7(h)(1) statement can never 
create a waiver of attorney-client privilege or work product protection. By making partial disclosures of 
privileged information, they surely can. But the deposition transcript and Rule 7(h)(1) statements cannot 
themselves give rise to inferences that place privileged materials “at issue.” See In re Sims, 534 F.3d 117, 137 
(2d Cir. 2008) (holding that privilege waiver analysis based on deposition testimony in civil action must 
recognize that the testimony “might never come to the attention of any decisionmaker”). 
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The reference to the COBC investigation in the memorandum in support of summary judgment presents what 
is at first glance a more difficult question. By stating that KBR performed a COBC investigation and that, 
afterward, KBR did not report any wrongdoing to the Department of Defense, a factfinder could infer that the 
investigation found no wrongdoing. The District Court concluded that KBR had asked it to draw an 
“unavoidable” inference by placing the footnote at the end of a sentence calling Barko’s claims “baseless.” 
We disagree that such an inference was unavoidable, because an alternative inference—presumably, the one 
Barko would ask a fact-finder to draw—is that the investigation showed wrongdoing but KBR nonetheless 
made no report to the government. 

Pursuant to the acquisition regulations under which it contracted, KBR was required to “have in place and 
follow reasonable procedures designed to prevent and detect possible violations [of the Anti-Kickback 
statute],” to make a written report when it “ha[d] reasonable grounds to believe that a violation . . . may have 
occurred,” and to “cooperate fully with any Federal agency investigating a possible violation.” 48 CFR § 
52.2037(c)(1)–(3). KBR has represented without dispute that it was expressly permitted to retain privilege as 
to the contents of its investigations, which is not unusual in federal government compliance programs. 
Department of Justice policy, for instance, provides that “waiving the attorney-client and work product 
protections has never been a prerequisite under the Department’s prosecution guidelines for a corporation to 
be viewed as cooperative,” U.S. Attorney’s Manual § 9–28.710, and that, with respect to internal 
investigations, “[a] corporation need not disclose, and prosecutors may not request, the disclosure of such 
attorney work product as a condition for the corporation’s eligibility to receive cooperation credit,” id. § 9–
28.720(b). Under such compliance programs, companies know that their disclosures may receive greater 
credence if they choose to buttress them with otherwise-privileged information. But companies and the 
government can, and often do, structure legitimate compliance and reporting programs that do not involve 
waiving privilege. Where companies choose not to waive privilege, “[t]hey will, of course, bear the risk that 
their reports will not be accepted as full disclosures.” Sealed Case (general counsel’s files), 676 F.2d at 823. 

Read in this context, footnote 5 in KBR’s summary judgment motion is essentially a recitation of the terms 
of its deal with the government, including the express reservation of attorney-client privilege and work 
product protection. There was certainly no actual disclosure of opinion work product (the conclusions of the 
COBC investigation) in the footnote. Instead, the District Court found that KBR impliedly disclosed opinion 
work product, that is, “the substantive conclusion of its COBC investigations.” In Sealed Case (general 
counsel’s files ), we found implied waiver primarily because waiver was consistent with holding the company 
to the terms of its bargain. Here, holding KBR to the terms of its bargain would mean deciding that “[KBR’s] 
reports will not be accepted as full disclosures,” 676 F.2d at 823, rather than inferring that KBR was intending 
to say that its non-report to the government should be given weight and credibility as a finding of no 
wrongdoing. 

There’s the rub: Where KBR neither directly stated that the COBC investigation had revealed no wrongdoing 
nor sought any specific relief because of the results of the investigation, KBR has not “based a claim or 
defense upon the attorney’s advice.” Koch, 489 F.3d at 390; see also White, 887 F.2d at 271. As we explained 
in Sealed Case (general counsel’s files): 
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Corporations may protect their privileges without manipulation simply by being forthright 
with their regulators and identifying material as to which they claim privilege at the time they 
submit their voluntary disclosure reports. They will, of course, bear the risk that their reports 
will not be accepted as full disclosures. But if they choose to make a pretense of unconditional 
disclosure, they bear another risk—that we will imply a waiver of privilege with respect to any 
material necessary for a fair evaluation of their disclosures. 

676 F.2d at 823 (emphasis added). Here, there was no pretense of unconditional disclosure. 

Notwithstanding all this, KBR’s summary judgment motion footnote said not only that it conducted a COBC 
investigation relating to Barko’s claims and did not report any wrongdoing to the government, but also that 
when it discovers wrongdoing during investigations, “KBR makes such disclosures.” KBR Defendants’ 
Motion for Summary Judgment at 4 n.5, ECF No. 136. The District Court’s order turned on this point and it 
is undoubtedly the highest hurdle to our conclusion that KBR did not waive the privilege. 

But we think the context of the whole passage is essential to our clear error conclusion. First, the footnote 
constitutes a recitation of facts that appears only in the motion’s introduction, not in an argument or claim 
concerning the privileged documents’ contents. We previously have rejected the idea that we must treat 
recitations of facts as making arguments, and KBR benefits from the application of that principle here. See 
Am. Wildlands v. Kempthorne, 530 F.3d 991, 1001 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (explaining that appellant forfeited 
argument by explaining only its underlying facts in “the statement of the facts section of its opening brief.”). 
Second, and in any event, “[i]t is not our practice ... to indulge cursory arguments made only in a footnote,” 
C.I.R. v. Simmons, 646 F.3d 6, 12 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (internal quotation marks omitted); see also Hutchins v. 
District of Columbia, 188 F.3d 531, 539 n.3 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (en banc) (same). Furthermore, even though 
KBR did not affirmatively argue that the court should find no wrongdoing because KBR’s investigation had 
found no wrongdoing, the District Court reasoned that such an “argument” could be inferred from the 
footnote. But KBR was the movant for summary judgment, and it is beyond peradventure that all inferences 
were to be drawn against KBR at this stage of the litigation, Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 
255, 106 S. Ct. 2505, 91 L. Ed. 2d 202 (1986), and “it was error for the district court not to view [KBR]’s 
statements in the light most favorable to [Barko],” Carr v. District of Columbia, 587 F.3d 401, 414 (D.C. Cir. 
2009). In sum, the District Court may not, in resolving the motion for summary judgment, make any inference 
in KBR’s favor based on the contents of the privileged documents. . . . [The court’s discussions of work 
product doctrine and standards of review are omitted.] 

Who controls the privilege in the dual representation context:  As will be further discussed in Chapter 
15, it can be permissible in some circumstances for an attorney to simultaneously represent a corporation 
and the corporation’s employee.  The question can arise in that context who controls waiver with respect to 
particular communications in the course of the representation:  the corporation or the individual.  There is 
substantial case law on how to conduct waiver analysis in this context.  For present purposes, one only need 
to see the contours of the issue, as illustrated in this recent decision in the pretrial litigation connected to the 
prosecution of Theranos founder Elizabeth Holmes. 
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UNITED STATES v. HOLMES, 2021 WL 2309980 (N.D. Cal. June 3, 2021) 

NATHANAEL M. COUSINS United States Magistrate Judge 

The government seeks to have certain Theranos corporate documents deemed admissible for trial against 
Defendant Elizabeth A. Holmes…. 

In 2011, Boies Schiller Flexner LLP (“BSF”) began representing Holmes and Theranos in an intellectual 
property dispute. After the representation began, BSF continued to offer Holmes and Theranos a variety of 
legal services in relation to Theranos’ patent portfolio, press interactions, and inquiries from government 
agencies and departments. Despite the breadth and duration of BSF’s involvement, Holmes and BSF did not 
sign an engagement letter or establish any formal guidelines describing the scope of BSF’s legal 
representation. Holmes believed that BSF and BSF partner, David Boies, were her attorneys up to the point 
when she retained separate counsel to represent her in the Securities and Exchange Commission and 
Department of Justice investigations into Theranos in 2016. 

In June 2020, the government served Holmes with its Exhibit List for trial, which included thirteen documents 
that Holmes claims implicate her attorney client privilege. The government worked with the Theranos 
Assignee, “the controller of any remaining Theranos corporate privilege,” to handle the documents. Holmes’ 
claim for attorney client privilege is predicated on her understanding that Boies and BSF jointly represented 
Theranos and Holmes as an individual, not as a representative of the company. The government contests this 
assertion, insisting that there was no joint representation, so the documents are subject only to corporate 
privilege…. 

Attorney-client privilege is the oldest common law privilege for confidential communications. Upjohn Co. v. 
U.S., 449 U.S. 383, 390 (1981). “Its purpose is to encourage full and frank communication between attorneys 
and their clients and thereby promote broader public interests in the observance of law and administration of 
justice.” Id. Information is covered by attorney-client privilege: (1) Where legal advice of any kind is sought 
(2) from a professional legal adviser in his capacity as such, (3) the communications relating to that purpose, 
(4) made in confidence (5) by the client, (6) are at his instance permanently protected (7) from disclosure by 
himself of by the legal adviser, (8) unless the protection be waived.  

Holmes opposes the government’s motion on the grounds that Boies and BSF jointly represented her and 
Theranos. The parties disagree on whether the Court should apply a subjective belief test or the Graf test. 
Following Ninth Circuit case law, the Court applies the Graf test. At the December 16, 2020 hearing, Holmes 
argued that the Court should not use the Graf test because it does not apply to this case. The Court disagrees 
for three reasons. 

First, contrary to Holmes’ assertion, the Ninth Circuit’s discussion of two joint representation tests in the Graf 
opinion does not limit the Graf test’s application to specific cases. The Graf opinion describes the two possible 
tests for joint representation—the Bevill test and the subjective belief test—but after extensive discussion of 
policy and the case law in other circuits, the Ninth Circuit unambiguously chose to adopt the Bevill/Graf test. 
U.S. v. Graf, 610 F.3d 1148, 1161 (9th Cir. 2010). 
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Second, the facts of Graf are analogous to this case. Like Holmes, Graf was indicted for his involvement in 
the fraudulent operation of a company. Graf, 610 F.3d at 1152. Like Holmes, Graf was the founder of the 
company, and he sought to exclude the testimony of attorneys who represented the company by asserting his 
individual attorney-client privilege. Although Graf was not listed as an employee of the company, the Ninth 
Circuit determined that this classification was an effort to circumvent several cease-and-desist orders against 
him so it treated Graf as a “functional employee, not an independent outside consultant.” These factual 
parallels reinforce that even if the Graf test did not apply to all joint representation disputes, this case would 
fall within its purview. 

Finally, Holmes argues that Graf does not apply here because Graf addresses the question of formation while 
In re Teleglobe Communications Corp., 493 F.3d 345, 378 (3rd Cir. 2007), addresses the question of scope. 
The Court disagrees with this characterization of the cases. To demonstrate: envision a Venn diagram with 
one circle for “company legal matters,” another circle for “individual legal matters,” and a small area of 
overlap for “common interests.” The Graf test establishes that communications with corporate counsel about 
“individual legal matters” are controlled by the individual’s privilege. Teleglobe states that communications 
in the overlapping “common interests” area are controlled by the individual’s privilege and the company’s 
privilege. Because the two tests govern different parts of the diagram, they are not conflicting tests that apply 
at different times; rather they work together to define who holds the privilege for what at any moment. Aside 
from the fact that the Teleglobe decision is not binding on this Court, it does not apply to this case because 
Holmes asserts that the documents at issue regard her individual legal matters, not “common interests.” 
Therefore, the Court must apply the Ninth Circuit’s Graf test. 

Graf requires the person seeking to assert individual privilege to satisfy all of the following factors to establish 
a joint representation: 

First, they must show they approached counsel for the purpose of seeking legal advice. Second, 
they must demonstrate that when they approached counsel they made it clear that they were 
seeking legal advice in their individual rather than in their representative capacities. Third, 
they must demonstrate that the counsel saw fit to communicate with them in their individual 
capacities, knowing that a possible conflict could arise. Fourth, they must prove that their 
conversations with counsel were confidential. And fifth, they must show that the substance of 
their conversations with counsel did not concern matters within the company or the general 
affairs of the company. 

Before analyzing admissibility of the exhibits, the Court must first apply Graf to determine if Holmes has an 
individual privilege to assert. 

The Court finds that Holmes fails to establish a joint representation because she cannot satisfy the second, 
fourth, and fifth elements of the Graf test. To satisfy the Graf test, Holmes must show that when she 
approached Boies and BSF for legal advice, she made it clear that she was seeking legal advice in her personal 
capacity. Holmes fails to make this showing. In her opposition, Holmes insists that “Boies Schiller’s 
representation of Ms. Holmes (in addition to Theranos) is a matter of public record and thus there is no 
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relationship to be implied,” but she is unable to point to any documents supporting this allegedly obvious 
joint representation. Holmes admits that “there was no engagement letter relating to Mr. Boies’ or his firm’s 
representation of Ms. Holmes and/or Theranos.” And Holmes does not point to any financial records showing 
that she paid Boies or BSF from her own accounts, not Theranos’. Holmes heavily relies on her belief that 
Boies and BSF jointly represented her and Theranos, however, Holmes’ subjective belief is not the standard. 
The standard is a “clear” communication that the individual sought legal advice as an individual, not as a 
representative of the company; and on that Holmes falls short.  

Holmes also cannot show that her conversations with Boies and BSF were confidential. None of the contested 
documents include conversations exclusively between Holmes and Boies or BSF. Holmes argues that “with 
one exception, the communications are between Ms. Holmes or other senior Theranos employees, Theranos 
in-house attorneys, and Boies Schiller attorneys.” However, if Holmes is arguing that she sought individual 
legal advice, the presence of Theranos employees and attorneys destroys the privilege. 

Lastly, Holmes fails to show that that the substance of her conversations with Boies and BSF did not concern 
matters within the general affairs of the company. None of the contest exhibits discuss Holmes’ individual 
legal interests. All thirteen documents related to her “official duties” or the “general affairs” of the company 
like conversations with investors, billing, and media strategy.  

In sum, the Court finds that Boies and BSF did not jointly represent Holmes and Theranos because Holmes 
does not satisfy the second, fourth, and fifth factors of the Graf test. Therefore, the holder of attorney-client 
privilege over the contested documents Theranos’ Assignee, and admissibility of the documents hinges on 
their waiver of corporate privilege. See Commodity Futures Trading Com v. Weintraub, 471 U.S. 343, 349 
(1985) (finding that “when control of a corporation passes to new management, the authority to assert and 
waive the corporation’s attorney-client privilege passes as well.”). 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court GRANTS the government’s motion and finds that the thirteen disputed 
documents, labeled as Exhibits 1-13 in ECF 559-12, are not subject to Holmes’ individual privilege. The 
documents are only subject to the Theranos Assignee’s corporate privilege, which the Assignee has waived…. 

D. Joint Defense Agreements 

Joint defense agreements (JDAs) are routine in the investigation and defense of corporate crime cases.  Parties 
to such agreements typically include the corporation and the various employees whose conduct may be within 
the scope of the matter under investigation who are represented by their own counsel.  The ability to share 
costs and information among those under government investigation can make a JDA essential to conducting 
an effective defense. 

In the following case, the court explains the important relationship between JDAs and the attorney-client 
privilege.  The essential and logically necessary principle about this relationship is this:  A joint defense 
agreement cannot create or expand an attorney-client privilege; it can only limit the circumstances that will 
result in a waiver of the privilege.  In other words, the so-called “common interest doctrine” is an exception 
to the general principles governing waiver of the attorney-client privilege.  The difficulty in the joint defense 
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situation is the avoidance of thorny conflicts of interest among the various counsel as a result of information-
sharing.  (Conflict of interest principles are further explored in Chapter 15.)  When representing either a 
corporation or its individual employees, it is important to thoroughly explain the potential benefits and 
drawbacks of entering into a JDA, as well as the obligations a JDA does and does not impose on the parties. 

UNITED STATES v. STEPNEY, 246 F. Supp. 2d 1069 (N.D. Cal. 2003) 

PATEL, Chief Judge. 

. . . Defendants are charged with participation in the criminal enterprises of a street gang in the Hunter’s Point 
area of San Francisco. In a series of three indictments, the government has charged a total of nearly thirty 
defendants with over seventy substantive counts relating to the operation of the gang over a period of several 
years. The number of defendants and the separate crimes charged render this case extraordinarily factually 
complex. Defense counsel report that they have already received discovery of over 20,000 pages of police 
reports, FBI memos, and other law enforcement materials. 

In an effort to prepare coherent defenses efficiently, various defense counsel have sought to enter into joint 
defense agreements that would allow defendants to share factual investigations and legal work product. Out 
of concern for the Sixth Amendment rights of the defendants and the integrity of the proceedings, at the 
parties’ initial appearance on October 15, 2001, the court ordered that any joint defense agreements be 
committed to writing and provided to the court for in camera review. No joint defense agreements were ever 
filed with the court pursuant to this order. 

More than a year after the court’s initial order, the attorney for one defendant moved to withdraw his 
representation on the grounds that he had entered into a joint defense agreement with another defendant who 
he had since come to believe was cooperating with the prosecution. Although the attorney seeking to withdraw 
did not believe that he had obtained confidential information from the cooperating defendant, he did believe 
that the joint defense agreement had created an implied attorney-client relationship that included a duty of 
loyalty. The attorney maintained that this duty of loyalty would prevent him from cross-examining the 
cooperating defendant, should he testify at trial. 

The court denied the motion to withdraw after conducting a colloquy in which the cooperating defendant 
waived any attorney-client privilege with respect to information received by the moving attorney. The court 
also ruled that joint defense agreements do not create in one attorney a duty of loyalty toward the defendant 
with whom he collaborates. In an order dated November 22, 2002, the court set forth requirements that future 
joint defense agreements: (1) be in writing; (2) contain a full description of the extent of the privilege shared; 
(3) contain workable withdrawal provisions; and (4) be signed not only by the attorneys but also by the clients 
who hold the privileges at issue.  

The joint defense privilege is commonly described as an extension of the attorney-client privilege. Scholarly 
commentators have uniformly argued that the joint defense privilege differs sufficiently from the attorney-
client privilege in both purpose and scope that the two should be viewed as entirely separate doctrines. To 
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inform the analysis of the proposed joint defense agreements, the court must first examine in detail the nature 
of the joint defense privilege. 

“The attorney-client privilege is an evidentiary rule designed to prevent the forced disclosure in a judicial 
proceeding of certain confidential communications between a client and a lawyer.” The purpose of the 
privilege is to encourage “full and frank communication between attorneys and their clients and thereby 
promote broader public interests in the observance of law and administration of justice.”  

The attorney-client privilege limits only the power of a court to compel disclosure of attorney-client 
communications or otherwise admit the communications themselves into evidence. Outside the courtroom, 
the privilege does not provide grounds for sanctioning an attorney’s voluntary disclosure of confidential 
communications to third parties. This is not to say that attorneys may freely reveal their clients’ confidences 
should they so desire.  

The ethical duty of confidentiality may be enforced by more than just sanctions against an offending attorney. 
In a criminal case, where an attorney violates this ethical duty by revealing a client’s confidences to the 
government, a court may suppress the resulting evidence. Prosecutors may also be subject to sanctions where 
they have induced an attorney to violate her duty of confidentiality.  

In criminal cases, the Constitution also protects confidential attorney-client communications from the eyes 
and ears of the government. An intrusion by the government into an attorney-client relationship in order to 
obtain confidential information may be deemed a violation of a defendant’s Sixth Amendment right to 
effective assistance of counsel or Fifth Amendment due process rights. In such a situation, a court may 
suppress evidence gathered as a result of the communication or, in egregious cases where the prejudice cannot 
otherwise be cured, dismiss the indictment. . . . 

The joint defense privilege initially arose as an extension of the attorney-client privilege against court-ordered 
disclosure against confidential communications. Ordinarily, the attorney-client privilege will be deemed 
waived where a client discloses the contents of an otherwise privileged communication to a third party or 
where the communication occurs in the presence of third parties. The joint defense privilege was adopted as 
an exception to this waiver rule, under which communications between a client and his own lawyer remain 
protected by the attorney-client privilege when disclosed to co-defendants or their counsel for purposes of a 
common defense.  

Although established as an evidentiary rule which bound courts from compelling disclosure of certain 
evidence, the joint defense privilege was soon applied as an ethical doctrine which imposed on counsel a 
limited duty of confidentiality toward their client’s co-defendants regarding information obtained in 
furtherance of a common defense. In particular, courts have ruled that an attorney may be disqualified if her 
client’s interests require that she cross-examine (or oppose in a subsequent action) another member of a joint 
defense agreement about whom she has learned confidential information. . . . 

“Under their supervisory power, courts have substantial authority to oversee their own affairs to ensure that 
justice is done.” A court may exercise its supervisory powers to implement a remedy for the violation of a 
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recognized statutory or constitutional right, or may take preemptive steps to avoid such violations by imposing 
procedural rules not specifically required by the Constitution or Congress.  

These supervisory powers unquestionably allow courts to require disclosure of the precise nature of a criminal 
defendant’s representation to ensure that no conflict of interest exists that would deprive a defendant of his 
Sixth Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel. Courts have routinely intervened—prior to any 
controversy arising—where the circumstances of a criminal defendant’s representation raises the potential for 
conflict of interest during the course of the proceedings, even before intervention is required by statutory or 
constitutional rule. . . . 

[J]oint defense agreements impose an ethical duty of confidentiality on participating attorneys, presenting the 
potential for conflicts of interest that might lead to the withdrawal or disqualification of a defense attorney 
late in the proceedings or the reversal of conviction on appeal. When a party to a joint defense agreement 
decides to cooperate with the government, the potential for disclosure of confidential information also 
threatens other defendants’ Sixth Amendment rights. “Federal courts have an independent interest in ensuring 
that criminal trials are conducted within the ethical standards of the profession and that legal proceedings 
appear fair to all who observe them.” . . . Given the high potential for mischief, courts are well justified in 
inquiring into joint defense agreements before problems arise. . . . 

The threat that these agreements might pose to defendants’ Sixth Amendment rights—and to the integrity of 
the proceedings—warrants the minimal disclosures that the court has thus far required and the restrictions 
imposed by this court. The court appreciates defendants’ concern that disclosing who among them have 
signed a joint defense agreement might give the government insight into the trial strategies of various 
defendants. Defendants have not, however, asserted any legal grounds to prevent disclosure of joint defense 
agreements to the court. To the extent that joint defense agreements simply set forth the existence of attorney-
client relationships—implied or otherwise—between various attorneys and defendants, the contents of such 
agreements do not fall within the attorney-client privilege. . . . 

The proposed agreement submitted by defendants is problematic in at least two material respects. First, the 
proposed agreement purports to create a duty of loyalty on the part of signing attorneys that extends to all 
signing defendants. The proposed defense agreement also does not contain workable withdrawal provisions 
that adequately avoid the possibility of disqualification on the eve of trial, or even during trial. 

The proposed joint defense agreement explicitly imposes on signing attorneys not only a duty of 
confidentiality, but a separate general duty of loyalty to all signing defendants. Such a duty has no foundation 
in law and, if recognized, would offer little chance of a trial unmarred by conflict of interest and 
disqualification. 

Joint defense agreements are not contracts which create whatever rights the signatories chose, but are written 
notice of defendants’ invocation of privileges set forth in common law. Joint defense agreements therefore 
cannot extend greater protections than the legal privileges on which they rest. A joint defense agreement 
which purports to do so does not accurately set forth the protections which would be given to defendants who 
sign. . . . 
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Courts have consistently viewed the obligations created by joint defense agreements as distinct from those 
created by actual attorney-client relationships. . . . [C]ourts have also consistently ruled that where an attorney 
represents a client whose interests diverge from a party with whom the attorney has previously participated 
in a joint defense agreement, no conflict of interest arises unless the attorney actually obtained relevant 
confidential information. This position is inconsistent with a general duty of loyalty owed to former clients, 
which would automatically preclude an attorney from subsequently representing a client with an adverse 
interest. . . . 

Admittedly, there is a significant difference between the disclosure of confidential information and the use of 
confidential information without disclosure. Both the common law doctrine of attorney-client privilege and 
the ethical duty of confidentiality address only the disclosure of confidential information and not the use of 
confidential information, without disclosure, in a manner adverse to the client’s interests. Any obligation on 
the part of an attorney not to use confidential information against a client arises from separate duties. An 
attorney might use information gained in confidence to structure an investigation for facts with which she 
could discredit the cooperating witness without ever disclosing the information and running afoul of either 
the attorney-client privilege or the duty of confidentiality. . . . 

The court finds no cases recognizing joint defense agreements as creating either a true attorney-client 
relationship or a general duty of loyalty. . . . 

There is good reason for the law to refrain from imposing on attorneys a duty of loyalty to their clients’ co-
defendants. A duty of loyalty between parties to a joint defense agreement would create a minefield of 
potential conflicts. Should any defendant that signed the agreement decide to cooperate with the government 
and testify in the prosecution’s case-in-chief, an attorney for a non-cooperating defendant would be put in the 
position of cross-examining a witness to whom she owed a duty of loyalty on behalf of her own client, to 
whom she also would owe a duty of loyalty. This would create a conflict of interest which would require 
withdrawal. Thus, the existence of a duty of loyalty would require that the attorneys for all non-cooperating 
defendants withdraw from the case in the event that any one participating defendant decided to testify for the 
government. 

A duty of loyalty would even require withdrawal where a defendant sought to put on a defense that in any 
way conflicted with the defenses of the other defendants participating in a joint defense agreement. An 
attorney with a duty of loyalty to defendants other than her client could not shift blame to other defendants or 
introduce any evidence which undercut their defenses. Nor could an attorney cross-examine a defendant who 
testified on his own behalf. 

As these scenarios illustrate, a joint defense agreement that imposes a duty of loyalty to all members of the 
joint defense agreement eliminates the utility of employing separate counsel for each defendant and (for 
purposes of conflict analysis) effectively creates a situation in which all signing defendants are represented 
jointly by a team of all signing attorneys. . . .  
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Disqualification of attorneys late in the proceedings benefits no one—it deprives defendants of counsel whom 
they know and trust and perhaps even chose; it forces delays while new counsel become acquainted with the 
case, which harm defendants, the prosecution, and the court. . . . 

Because neither precedent nor sound policy supports imposing on attorneys who sign a joint defense 
agreement a general duty of loyalty to all participating defendants, the court finds the provisions of the 
proposed Joint Defense Agreement that purport to create a duty of loyalty unacceptable. . . . 

The proposed joint defense agreement provides that any member may withdraw from the agreement by giving 
notice to all other members. At the hearing on the proposed agreements, defense counsel suggested that 
signing defendants were willing accept the risk of conflict created by a withdrawing defendant by accepting 
the risk that counsel might be disqualified. Ordinarily, defendants seeking to enter into representation which 
holds potential conflicts of interest accept risks by waiving their rights to assert the conflict, rather than by 
steeling themselves to assert it as defense counsel suggests. The situation created by the joint defense 
agreement is no exception. 

A first question arising as to the nature of an appropriate waiver is at what point in the proceedings defendants 
should waive their rights in order to avoid conflicts. Given the highly divergent interests of defendants in the 
present case, the court is entitled to require that waiver provisions be included in the joint defense agreement, 
so that defendants who participate are fully apprised of the potential for conflict and understand the 
consequences both of entering into the joint defense agreement and of withdrawing from it. The alternative—
deferring action on waiver until one defendant decides to testify—fails to avoid the danger of disqualification 
entirely. 

A second and more complicated question is what sort of waiver provisions would avoid the threat of conflict 
while adequately protecting defendants’ right to cooperate on a joint defense. . . . One court has allowed 
defendants to waive potential conflict by agreeing in advance that no attorney will use any information 
obtained by reason of the confidentiality in cross-examining defendants. This method of waiving conflict, 
however, stands in tension with the general principle that where an attorney has actually obtained confidential 
information relevant to her representation of a client, the law presumes that she cannot avoid relying on the 
information—however indirectly or unintentionally—in forming legal advice and trial strategy. Because the 
cross-examining attorney still holds relevant confidences of the witness, it is not clear that she can truly 
operate free from conflict. The solution also compromises one defendant’s right to a fully zealous attorney 
for another defendant’s decision to testify. The waiver is less informed, as each defendant must waive the 
right to use the others’ confidences before knowing what those confidences are. 

The better form of waiver is suggested by the American Law Institute–American Bar Association in their 
model joint defense agreement, which provides: 

Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to create an attorney-client relationship between 
any attorney and anyone other than the client of that attorney and the fact that any attorney has 
entered this Agreement shall not be used as a basis for seeking to disqualify any counsel from 
representing any other party in this or any other proceeding; and no attorney who has entered 
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into this Agreement shall be disqualified from examining or cross-examining any client who 
testifies at any proceeding, whether under a grant of immunity or otherwise, because of such 
attorney’s participation in this Agreement; and the signatories and their clients further agree 
that a signatory attorney examining or cross-examining any client who testifies at any 
proceeding, whether under a grant of immunity or otherwise, may use any Defense Material 
or other information contributed by such client during the joint defense; and it is herein 
represented that each undersigned counsel to this Agreement has specifically advised his or 
her respective client of this clause and that such client has agreed to its provisions. 

Joint Defense Agreement, Am. Law Institute–Am. Bar Ass’n, Trial Evidence in the Federal Courts: Problems 
and Solutions, at 35 (1999). Under this regime, all defendants have waived any duty of confidentiality for 
purposes of cross-examining testifying defendants, and generally an attorney can cross-examine using any 
and all materials, free from any conflicts of interest. This form of waiver also places the loss of the benefits 
of the joint defense agreement only on the defendant who makes the choice to testify. Defendants who testify 
for the government under a grant of immunity lose nothing by this waiver. Those that testify on their own 
behalf have already made the decision to waive their Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination and 
to admit evidence through their cross-examination that would otherwise be inadmissible. 

The conditional waiver of confidentiality also provides notice to defendants that their confidences may be 
used in cross-examination, so that each defendant can choose with suitable caution what to reveal to the joint 
defense group. Although a limitation on confidentiality between a defendant and his own attorney would pose 
a severe threat to the true attorney-client relationship, making each defendant somewhat more guarded about 
the disclosures he makes to the joint defense effort does not significantly intrude on the function of joint 
defense agreements. . . . Joint defense agreements, . . . serve a different purpose. Each defendant entering a 
joint defense agreement already has a representative, fully and confidentially informed of the client’s 
situation. The joint defense privilege allows defendants to share information so as to avoid unnecessarily 
inconsistent defenses that undermine the credibility of the defense as a whole. In criminal cases where 
discovery is limited, such collaboration is necessary to assure a fair trial in the face of the prosecution’s 
informational advantage gained through the power to gather evidence by searches and seizures. Co-
defendants may eliminate inconsistent defenses without the same degree of disclosure that would be required 
for an attorney to adequately represent her client. The legitimate value of joint defense agreements will not 
be significantly diminished by including a limited waiver of confidentiality by testifying defendants for 
purposes of cross-examination only. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court rules as follows: 

(1) Any joint defense agreement entered into by defendants must be committed to writing, signed by 
defendants and their attorneys, and submitted in camera to the court for review prior to going into effect. 

(2) Each joint defense agreement submitted must explicitly state that it does not create an attorney-client 
relationship between an attorney and any defendant other than the client of that attorney. No joint defense 
agreement may purport to create a duty of loyalty. 
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(3) Each joint defense agreement must contain provisions conditionally waiving confidentiality by providing 
that a signatory attorney cross-examining any defendant who testifies at any proceeding, whether under a 
grant of immunity or otherwise, may use any material or other information contributed by such client during 
the joint defense. 

(4) Each joint defense agreement must explicitly allow withdrawal upon notice to the other defendants. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The following is a sample joint defense agreement (envisioning a civil matter; however, the terms of such an 
agreement in a criminal matter would be highly similar).  JDAs are contracts and should be read accordingly.  
What would be the pluses and minuses of this form of agreement if one were representing an individual in a 
corporate crime investigation? 

JOINT DEFENSE AGREEMENT 

This Joint Defense (the “Agreement”) is made and entered into as of {DATE} by and among the undersigned 
counsel, for themselves and on behalf of their respective clients {LIST PARTIES} (each individually a 
“Party,” and collectively, “Parties”). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the Parties {have been named as defendants/may be potential subjects of investigation} in 
{DESCRIPTION OF MATTER}. 

WHEREAS, for purposes of this Agreement, the term “Counsel” means and includes any attorney 
representing any Party, including in-house attorneys, any and all paralegals, law clerks, and any outside 
vendors of the Parties’ respective outside counsel acting at the direction of outside counsel, and any other 
persons expressly agreed to in writing by the Parties.  The term “Outside Counsel” means and includes any 
attorney representing any Party at an outside law firm, as well as paralegals and law clerks working for such 
attorneys.  The term “Joint Defense Group” means and includes the Parties and Counsel. 

WHEREAS, the Parties possess common legal interests in the analysis and defense of certain assertions and 
claims relating to {MATTER}, including any and all potential affirmative defenses and counterclaims.  The 
Parties wish to ensure that their attorneys are free to share and exchange information that may be useful 
in the representation of each Party, without waiving the confidentiality of communications and 
documents protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney-work product doctrine, or any other 
applicable privilege.  The undersigned attorneys consider disclosure of matters of common concern to 
the Parties to be conducive to the effective representation of the Parties.  Accordingly, the Parties are in 
agreement that all disclosures between and among the Parties and their counsel for purposes of a common 
defense shall be and are confidential, covered by the attorney-client privilege, the work-product doctrine, and 
any other applicable privileges, and that the Parties intend to preserve and extend the applicability of any 
applicable privilege or immunity to all information shared or exchanged pursuant to this Joint Defense 
Agreement in preparation for, during the defense of, and after the resolution of {MATTER}.  Notwithstanding 
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the foregoing, nothing in this Joint Defense Agreement obligates the Parties to pursue joint defenses during 
the course of {MATTER}.   

NOW, THEREFORE, the Parties and the Parties’ Counsel agree as follows: 

1. Sharing Joint Defense Materials.   

a. Members of the Joint Defense Group are entitled to communicate and share information with each 
other as they see fit, both orally and in writing, in connection with {MATTER}.  To that end, the Joint Defense 
Group (i) may share with each other information protected by the attorney-client privilege and the attorney 
work-product doctrine in order to assert common or joint defenses to the claims that are or may be asserted 
in {MATTER}, and (ii) may exchange with each other privileged and work-product information, whether 
oral, written, or electronic in form, including without limitation factual and/or legal analyses, mental 
impressions, legal memoranda, legal research, reports of witness interviews, expert reports, draft briefs and 
pleadings, and other information (once exchanged, the "Joint Defense Materials").  The Joint Defense 
Materials include,  but are not limited to, the following: (a) any information or documents relating or referring 
to {MATTER} provided by or on behalf of any Party, (b) all copies, memoranda, summaries, analyses, and 
notes prepared by any Party or their respective counsel, experts or consultants relating to {MATTER}; (c) 
any portion, communication, or transmission of any information or documents described in this paragraph (d) 
information regarding the identification and description of documents relating to {MATTER}; (e) 
information regarding the transactions and events that are the subject of {MATTER}; (f) information and 
documents obtained from interviews with, and investigations of, clients, whether joint or individual; (g) 
information and documents obtained from interviews with, and investigations of, witnesses and potential 
witnesses; (h) information and documents obtained from interviews with experts or consultants; (i) drafts of 
pleadings and other papers; and (j) research, analyses, strategies, theories, mental impressions and other 
attorney work product.   

b. To the extent the Parties and/or Counsel already have communicated and shared with each other 
confidential attorney-client communications and/or attorney work product or other information concerning 
{MATTER} that come within the definition of Joint Defense Materials under this Agreement, all such 
communications and information previously shared are subject to the terms of this Agreement. 

2. Preservation of All Privileges.   

a. Except as set forth below, unless expressly stated in writing to the contrary, any communications 
among the Joint Defense Group concerning Joint Defense Materials are confidential and remain protected 
from disclosure to any third party by the attorney-client privilege, work product protection and the joint 
defense doctrine, and any other applicable privileges, to the maximum extent permitted by law.  Any 
inadvertent or purposeful disclosure of information exchanged pursuant to this Agreement, including by one 
member of the Joint Defense Group to another, shall not constitute a waiver of any privilege or protection.   

b. No member of the Joint Defense Group may waive, intentionally or otherwise, any privilege possessed 
by any other member of the Joint Defense Group.  In the event any Party or Counsel purports to waive any 
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privilege of another member of the Joint Defense Group, intentionally or otherwise, that waiver shall not be 
considered a waiver of the privilege by the Party or Counsel possessing the privilege and cannot be construed 
against the Party or Counsel possessing the privilege. 

3. No Disclosure to Third Parties.  Each member of the Joint Defense Group shall take reasonable 
steps to preserve the confidentiality of the Joint Defense Materials.  Except as set forth in this Agreement, the 
Joint Defense Group members shall not disclose Joint Defense Materials to third parties without the consent 
of the member of the Joint Defense Group who provided the Joint Defense Materials pursuant to this 
Agreement.  The Joint Defense Group members are not third parties, and disclosure to any other member of 
the Joint Defense Group conforms to this Agreement and is not a waiver of the attorney-client privilege, work 
product protection or the joint defense privilege.  All persons permitted access to any Joint Defense 
Information shall be informed in writing that such information is confidential and privileged and subject to 
the terms of this Agreement, and shall agree to comply with the terms of this Agreement with respect to the 
confidentiality of such information by signing Exhibit A.  

4. No Agency or Fiduciary Relationship.  The existence of this Agreement or of a joint defense effort 
in connection with the Lawsuit shall not be deemed to create any new attorney-client relationship between 
any attorney and any Party, nor any new fiduciary or agency relationships between any attorney and any 
Party. Any attorney-client or fiduciary relationships shall be determined without reference to this Agreement.  
This Agreement shall not be used offensively or defensively in any dispute between the signatories to this 
Agreement involving any issues relating to or deriving from {MATTER}.  Nothing in this Agreement is 
intended to affect, waive or otherwise modify any agreement to defend or indemnify, or any reservation of 
rights in connection with same, between any Parties to this Agreement. 

5. No Conflict of Interest.  No Party to this Agreement will claim that counsel for any other Party is 
now or will be in the future disqualified from representing any Party in any proceeding by reason of this 
Agreement or the joint defense effort.  Nothing in this Agreement shall create a conflict of interest requiring 
disqualification of counsel, and the Parties to this Agreement hereby knowingly and willingly waive any such 
conflict of interest.  Each attorney represents that he or she has informed his or her client of the general nature 
of the conflicts that might arise, and that his or her client has knowingly and intelligently waived any conflict 
of interest that may arise on account of the Agreement, including, specifically from an attorney member of 
this Agreement (other than his or her own attorney) examining him or her at trial or any other proceeding 
relating to the Lawsuit.  Therefore, the attorneys, for themselves and on behalf of their clients, hereby waive 
any right to seek the disqualification of counsel for the other Party based on a communication of joint defense 
privileged information made in accordance with this Agreement. 

6. Withdrawal.  Any Party may withdraw from this Agreement upon prior written notice to all other 
members of the Joint Defense Group, in which case this Agreement shall no longer apply to the withdrawing 
Party prospectively, but shall continue to protect all Joint Defense Materials communicated or exchanged 
prior to such withdrawal.  Notwithstanding the termination of or withdrawal from this Agreement, the 
confidentiality obligations set forth herein shall survive as binding obligations of the Joint Defense Group 
and shall remain in full force and effect without regard to whether {MATTER} is terminated by final 
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judgment, settlement or otherwise.  In the event any Party withdraws from the Agreement, the remaining 
members of the Joint Defense Group are free to use the Joint Defense Materials and make derivative use of 
any privileged information, including information that they obtained from the withdrawing member, in 
{MATTER} pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. 

7. Compliance With Discovery Obligations.  Nothing in this Agreement shall be interpreted as 
requiring or suggesting that any Party has agreed to withhold any materials properly discoverable under 
applicable law.  This Agreement is not intended to and should not be construed to evidence any agreement to 
prevent disclosure of all properly discoverable information, documents and materials. 

8. Notice of Discovery Demands or Disclosure.  The Joint Defense Group, and each of them, shall 
claim, assert and defend the joint defense privilege and any other applicable privilege for the Joint Defense 
Materials.  Should any member of the Joint Defense Group become aware of a request for, or actual, 
disclosure to a third party of any materials or information protected by this Agreement, whether pursuant to 
subpoena or otherwise, the member will immediately notify the Joint Defense Group of such request or 
disclosure, and take all reasonable steps necessary or appropriate to permit the assertion of applicable rights 
with respect to such Joint Defense Information.  In the event of any efforts by a third party to compel 
disclosure of information obtained solely as a result of this Agreement, the target of the subpoena or other 
form of compulsory process shall promptly notify the Joint Defense Group so as to afford the Joint Defense 
Group the opportunity to seek protection from the disclosure of such information. 

9. No Waiver of Defenses.  By entering into this Agreement, none of the members is waiving any claim 
or defense in connection with {MATTER} or otherwise. 

10. Return of Joint Defense Information.  At the resolution of {MATTER}, the Parties and Counsel 
shall within thirty (30) business days, return to the producing Party, or destroy, all Joint Defense Materials 
provided to that Party by the other Parties and shall provide written confirmation of the same.   

11. Modifications.  No amendment or modification of this Agreement shall be effective unless it is in 
writing and signed by the other members of the Joint Defense Group.  

12. Governing Law.  This Agreement is governed by the laws of {JURISDICTION} and may be enforced 
by any of the parties to this Agreement in any court of appropriate jurisdiction.  The Joint Defense Group 
members agree that the rights, privileges and interests protected by this Agreement are unique and that any 
violation of this Agreement will result in irreparable harm and injury to the other members.  Therefore, the 
Joint Defense Group agrees that the terms of this Agreement may be enforced by appropriate injunctive or 
other equitable relief.  The Joint Defense Group further agrees that this paragraph is not intended to limit the 
rights or remedies of the parties to this Agreement in any manner. 

13. Actions Between Members of the Joint Defense Group.  For avoidance of doubt, the Joint Defense 
Group's community of interest shall not include any claims, actions, proceedings or suits by any member of 
the Joint Defense Group against any other member of the Joint Defense Group. 
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14. Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed to be an original, and all counterparts taken together shall constitute one agreement.  A telefax or 
PDF signature on a copy of this Agreement shall be deemed as effective and binding as if it were an original 
signature. 

15. Entire Agreement.  This Agreement constitutes the complete agreement of the Parties with respect 
to the subject matter hereto, and memorializes and supersedes any prior or written agreements, and applies to 
all prior and future communications and exchanges of Joint Defense Materials. 

16. Confidentiality of Agreement.  This Agreement and its terms are confidential and may not be 
produced or disclosed in discovery or offered in evidence in any proceedings, for any purpose, except to prove 
its existence and the agreement of the Parties hereto. 

IN WITNESS THEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the date and year first written 
above. 

Problem 14-2 

Explain joint defense agreements to your client Shirley and advise her on whether she should consent to enter 
into a JDA in her matter. 

E. Waiver and Prosecutorial Discretion 

There was a major controversy over prosecutors’ handling of the corporate attorney-client privilege between 
roughly 2002 and 2008—specifically, a DOJ practice of requesting or expecting waiver as part of credit for 
cooperation.  The controversy has since died down some but has not disappeared entirely.  The following 
case provides an example of the possible issues that attorneys may face when balancing the need to protect 
privileged information with the benefits of cooperation with enforcement authorities. 

SEC v. HERRERA, 2017 WL 6041750 (S.D. Fla. Dec. 5, 2017) 

GOODMAN, UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE: 

. . . This Order concerns the legal consequences, if any, which arise when a major law firm conducting an 
internal corporate investigation into its client’s financial and business activities produces what the parties here 
call “oral downloads” of witness interview notes and memoranda to the regulatory agency investigating its 
client. To be more specific, the primary issue addressed here (but there are other issues, as well) is whether 
that law firm waived work product protection when it voluntarily gave the Securities and Exchange 
Commission oral summaries of the work product notes and memoranda its attorneys prepared about 
interviews of its client’s executives and employees. The memoranda and notes summarize the relevant 
portions of the witness interviews (or at least what the attorney participating in the interview deemed to be 
relevant enough to include in these materials). 

Because there is little or no substantive distinction for waiver purposes between the actual physical delivery 
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of the work product notes and memoranda and reading or orally summarizing the same written material’s 
meaningful substance to one’s legal adversary, the Undersigned concludes that the Morgan Lewis & Bockius 
LLP law firm (“ML”) waived work product protection and must provide to Defendants the interview notes 
and memoranda that were orally downloaded. To that extent, the Undersigned grants Defendants’ motion to 
compel against ML. The waiver, however, is limited to only the witnesses whose interview notes and 
memoranda were orally provided, which is far less than all the witnesses ML interviewed. 

In addition, the Undersigned rejects Defendants’ additional argument that ML should produce to them all the 
witness-interview notes and memoranda on the ground that ML also provided all witness-interview notes and 
memoranda to its client’s auditor, Deloitte & Touche (“Deloitte”). The Undersigned finds persuasive those 
cases holding that disclosure of work product information to an auditor does not generate a waiver. 

Unlike the SEC, Deloitte is not the adversary of ML’s client, General Cable Corp. (“GCC”), the publicly-
traded company being investigated. As such, the Undersigned is not persuaded by Defendants’ argument that 
the accounting firm is actually an adversary (based on the theory that Deloitte was worried that the SEC was 
also investigating its auditing services, and therefore had motive to suggest that GCC did not timely and fully 
provide accurate information for the financial statements that needed to be restated and which led to a hefty 
fine against GCC by the SEC). So the Undersigned denies that portion of the motion to compel. 

Finally, the Undersigned also rejects the defense argument that additional work product material should be 
provided because Defendants have a substantial need for it. Under the present circumstances, that is an 
inadequate ground to compel production of additional work-product information, especially attorney work-
product memoranda. The Undersigned therefore denies that portion of the motion to compel as well.  

The SEC filed its lawsuit against Mathias Francisco Sandoval Herrera, Maria D. Cidre, and another defendant 
who entered into a consent judgment with the SEC shortly after the lawsuit was filed. [ECF Nos. 1; 24]. 
Herrera was the CEO and Cidre was the CFO of GCC’s Latin American operation. The Complaint is based 
on allegations that Herrera and Cidre concealed the manipulation of accounting systems at the Brazilian 
operations of GCC, a global manufacturer of wire and cable products. The lawsuit alleges that Defendants 
hid from GCC’s executive management material inventory accounting errors at GCC’s Brazilian subsidiary, 
including the overstatement of inventory. . . . 

The origins of the specific discovery dispute date back to late 2012, when GCC retained ML to provide legal 
advice concerning accounting errors at the Brazilian subsidiary. ML conducted an internal investigation, 
which included interviewing dozens of GCC personnel. ML attorneys then prepared notes and memoranda 
about those interviews. According to Defendants, “many” of the witnesses were interviewed “live” in Brazil. 

After ML disclosed in November 2012 to the SEC that it was conducting an investigation of GCC’s 
accounting errors, the SEC began its own investigation of the company. In doing so, it issued several requests 
to GCC. In response, GCC produced documents, including e-mail communications to and from Defendants 
and the persons who ML interviewed. 

The SEC also asked for the investigative findings, and ML provided the SEC with information about its 
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findings, including a presentation prepared for the SEC and information about specific witness interviews, 
which were provided orally. An April 15, 2013 PowerPoint presentation that ML made to the SEC contained, 
among other things, an events timeline, the names of witnesses whom ML had already interviewed, a 
breakdown of the transactions deemed to be at the heart of the accounting discrepancy, and the results of its 
investigation. This 28-page PowerPoint presentation is now in the public record of this lawsuit, as Defendants 
filed it as an exhibit to their motion. The cover page of the ML-produced PowerPoint says “FOIA Confidential 
Treatment Request,” however. 

On October 29, 2013, ML attorneys met with SEC staff and provided oral downloads of 12 witness interviews. 

In addition, during the investigation, Deloitte asked for information from ML about its investigative steps and 
findings, including information obtained through ML-conducted witness interviews. ML provided Deloitte 
with the information and says that it did so because it believed “Deloitte would keep it confidential, consistent 
with Deloitte’s professional obligations to its client [GCC].” Although ML provided the SEC with oral 
downloads of only 12 witness interviews, it provided Deloitte with information about all the interviews notes 
and memoranda. It appears as though this was accomplished through the reading (by an ML attorney) of 
memoranda and interview notes to Deloitte and generalized “access” to review interview notes selected by 
Deloitte’s investigative team. . . . 

The party claiming work product immunity (which is ML in this dispute) has the burden to establish the 
claimed protection. Hinchee, 741 F.3d at 1189. There is no dispute here that the notes and memoranda 
prepared by ML attorneys are in fact work product material. Rather, the dispute is over the waiver of the 
work-product doctrine protection. 

Although the party seeking work-product protection bears the initial burden for establishing that the 
documents are entitled to such protection, after that initial burden is met, the burden shifts to the party 
asserting waiver to show that the party claiming the privilege has waived its right to do so. Mitsui Sumitomo 
Ins. Co. v. Carbel, LLC, No. 09-21208-CIV, 2011 WL 2682958, at *3 (S.D. Fla. July 11, 2011). In the context 
of work product, the question is not, as in the case of the attorney-client privilege, whether confidential 
communications are disclosed, but to whom the disclosure is made—because the protection is designed to 
protect an attorney’s mental processes from discovery by adverse parties. See generally Jordan v. U.S. Dep’t 
of Justice, 591 F.2d 753, 775 (D.C. Cir. 1978). . . . 

The SEC was the adversary of ML’s client, GCC. The SEC was investigating GCC for alleged misstatements 
in its financial reports submitted as a public company and eventually imposed a $6.5 million civil penalty 
against it. And it does not appear as though ML takes the position that the SEC was not an adversary, as it 
explains in its response that “Morgan Lewis does not contend that [GCC] and the SEC shared a common 
interest[.]” 

So the Undersigned easily concludes that the disclosure to the SEC was one made to an adversary. . . . 

ML contends that no waiver occurred, however, because it never actually produced the notes and memoranda 
of the witness interviews to the SEC. ML argues that there is a meaningful distinction between the actual 
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production of a witness interview note or memo and providing the same or similar information orally. The 
Undersigned is not convinced. See S.E.C. v. Vitesse Semiconductor Corp., No. 10 CIV. 9239 JSR, 2011 WL 
2899082, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. July 14, 2011) (“While it is undisputed that NuHo did not actually produce the 
notes themselves to the SEC, after reviewing the SEC’s notes the Court found that NuHo effectively produced 
these notes to the SEC through its oral summaries.”); S.E.C. v. Berry, No. C07-04431 RMW HRL, 2011 WL 
825742, at *5–6 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 7, 2011) (finding waiver of privilege in interview memoranda for five 
witnesses where attorneys orally disclosed to the SEC facts contained in the interviews); S.E.C. v. Roberts, 
254 F.R.D. 371, 377 (N.D. Cal. 2008) (“to the extent that Howrey orally disclosed to the government factual 
information contained in any of the written material identified by Roberts, Howrey has waived the attorney-
client and work product privileges with respect to that information.”).  

ML does not contend that it provided only vague references of the witness notes and memoranda to the SEC, 
nor does it argue that only detail-free conclusions or general impressions were orally provided. To the 
contrary, it factually concedes that its attorneys provided oral downloads of the substance of the 12 witness 
interview notes. . . . 

ML also argues that Defendants’ claim—that they seek to “level the playing field”—is an argument which 
“rings hollow” because “the SEC does not have what the Defendants are seeking.” But that is an incomplete 
argument. Yes, it is true that the SEC does not have the actual witness notes and memoranda—but it has the 
functional equivalent of them by receiving the oral summaries of the interview materials. The cases discussed 
above reject this crabbed theory. See, e.g., Vitesse Semiconductor, 2011 WL 2899082, at *3. . . . 

After describing Defendants’ motion concerning the purported waiver by production to Deloitte as based on 
“scant facts,” ML then explains that it does not contest that it read interviews notes and memoranda to Deloitte 
for purposes of this motion. According to its response memorandum, 38 witnesses were interviewed. ML’s 
argument here is different from the argument it made for the materials provided to the SEC; it contends that 
even the actual physical production of work product to a company’s auditors does not waive work-product 
protection because an independent or outside auditor typically shares a common interest with the corporation 
for purpose of the work product and waiver doctrines. 

The Undersigned agrees with ML that documents shared with Deloitte are protected from disclosure. See 
United States v. Deloitte LLP, 610 F.3d 129, 142 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (holding that documents disclosed to 
Deloitte by client did not waive work product protection); In re Weatherford Int’l Sec. Litig., No. 
11CIV1646LAKJCF, 2013 WL 12185082, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 19, 2013) (“Ernst & Young functioned as 
Weatherford’s outside auditor. In this circuit, disclosure to an outside auditor does not generally waive work 
product protection.”); see also Regions Fin. Corp. v. United States, No. 2:06-CV-00895-RDP, 2008 WL 
2139008, at *8 (N.D. Ala. May 8, 2008) (finding same, because “E & Y was an independent auditor [and] 
not a potential adversary of Regions.”); Gutter v. E.I. Dupont de Nemours & Co., No. 95-CV-2152, 1998 WL 
2017926, at *5 (S.D. Fla. May 18, 1998) (“Transmittal of documents to a company’s outside auditors does 
not waive the work product privilege because such a disclosure cannot be said to have posed a substantial 
danger at the time that the document would be disclosed to plaintiffs.”) (internal quotations omitted). 
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In their motion, Defendants say that there is a “split” on the legal consequences arising from disclosures to a 
corporation’s accountants or auditors but then concede that “the majority” of courts hold that auditing and 
accounting firms typically do share a common interest. Nevertheless, they have crafted a theory to distinguish 
the precedent adopting the common-interest approach: they say that Deloitte “itself was on the SEC’s radar 
and entered into a tolling agreement with the SEC regarding its own conduct.” Therefore, Defendants argue, 
Deloitte was a “potential adversary” to GCC “because Deloitte was motivated to claim that GCC personnel 
had misled Deloitte regarding the accounting practices at GCC.” (emphasis added) 

The Undersigned is not persuaded by this effort to treat Deloitte differently from those cases that hold that an 
outside auditor has a common interest with the corporation for work-product waiver issues. First, the SEC 
never brought an enforcement action against Deloitte concerning this investigation. 

Second, the SEC’s request for a tolling agreement with Deloitte occurred ten months after ML shared the 
results of its interviews with Deloitte. 

Third, Defendants have not adequately established that ML or GCC knew at the time the witness interview 
materials were shared with Deloitte that the SEC was interested in a tolling agreement with Deloitte. 

Fourth, Defendants have not cited any legal authority, binding or otherwise, to support the notion that a 
common interest disappears under factually analogous scenarios. 

And fifth, even if Deloitte was a potential adversary on that issue, it still had a common interest for other 
purposes. See generally Visual Scene, Inc. v. Pilkington Bros., plc., 508 So.2d 437, 441, 443 (Fla. 3d DCA 
1987) (noting that “common interests exception applies where the parties, although nominally aligned on the 
same side of the case, are antagonistic as to some issues, but united as to others” and holding that both 
attorney-client privileged and work product-protected information exchanged between parties retained status 
under common interest doctrine even though the parties “in another respect” were “adversaries in the litigation 
and aligned as plaintiff and defendant respectively”). . . . 

Although this Order compels ML to produce to Defendants the witness interview notes and memoranda for 
the 12 witnesses flagged in Defendants’ motion, Defendants also argue that they are entitled to all of the 
material because they have a substantial need for it. 

According to Defendants’ motion, ML has pledged to continue to assist only the SEC—but not Defendants—
by making witnesses, including current and former GCC employees whom ML represents, available for 
further interviews and testimony in the United States, without regard for territorial limits. And Defendants 
similarly contend that, armed with ML’s prior disclosures and ongoing cooperation, the SEC can cherry-pick 
which witnesses to call and which to avoid and ML’s counsel can prepare those witnesses to testify with the 
benefit of a panoramic view of what all witnesses previously stated. 

In the same vein, Defendants also say that the SEC is similarly advantaged with regard to the Deloitte 
witnesses by having access to the ML interviews, and therefore, having knowledge of what all witnesses 
previously stated. They note that many of the witnesses are in Brazil, which means that they have no workable 
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alternative to interview them other than letters rogatory, which they say is time-consuming and likely to be 
unhelpful (because, for example, they must submit the questions in advance and be only observers in a judge-
conducted questioning procedure). And they express concern over the fact that the witnesses’ memories have 
faded—and that the interview notes and memoranda from a few years ago would be more accurate and 
helpful. 

The Undersigned is not persuaded. 

First, ML points out that Defendants have all of the 400,000–plus documents which GCC produced to the 
SEC, including contemporaneous e-mail communications among the witnesses at issue, which can be used to 
refresh recollections. Second, if the letters-rogatory process does in fact take longer than a traditional 
deposition, then Defendants can seek appropriate extensions of time. Third, and perhaps most importantly, 
Defendants are seeking the additional disclosure of attorney work product, which is entitled to heightened 
protection. 

An attorney’s notes and memoranda of interviews performed in the course of an internal investigation are 
“classic attorney work product.” See, e.g., Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 512, 67 S. Ct. 385, 91 L. Ed. 
451 (1947) (“the privacy of an attorney’s course of preparation is . . . essential to an orderly working of our 
system of legal procedure[.]”). Therefore, as the Supreme Court has explained, “Forcing an attorney to 
disclose notes and memoranda of witnesses’ oral statements is particularly disfavored because it tends to 
reveal the attorney’s mental processes[.]” Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 399, 101 S. Ct. 677, 66 
L. Ed. 2d 584 (1981). 

“Substantial need cannot be overcome simply with an argument that documents are relevant and will assist 
in bolstering a party’s affirmative defenses.” Beaubrun v. GEICO Gen. Ins. Co., No. 16-24205-CIV, 2017 
WL 1738117, at *5 (S.D. Fla. May 4, 2017). And courts must not allow parties to claim substantial need as a 
means to “short-cut” preparation of cases. See Stern, 253 F.R.D. at 686. 

ML waived work-product protection for the witnesses whose interview notes and memoranda its attorneys 
disclosed to the SEC in the so-called “oral downloads.” Defendants advise that “at least twelve” interview 
memos were orally relayed, so the Undersigned is using that number, as well. If it turns out that ML provided 
information to the SEC about other witness interviews besides the 12 already identified, then it shall disclose 
to Defendants the additional notes and memoranda. ML shall provide the notes and memoranda within 7 days 
of this Order. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The court’s reasoning in Herrera seems questionable, and it is still not entirely clear how much one can 
disclose in the name of cooperation before the privilege is waived.  DOJ used to routinely request waivers of 
the privilege in corporate criminal investigations.  Now it doesn’t ask anymore, at least not explicitly.  Defense 
counsel sometimes complain that waiver is still expected and rewarded.  What are the legitimate interests 
here of both firms and the government?  How should they be balanced? 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, JUSTICE MANUAL, SECTION 9-28.000. PRINCIPLES OF 
FEDERAL PROSECUTION OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS (Excerpts) 

9-28.700. The Value of Cooperation 

Cooperation is a mitigating factor, by which a corporation—just like any other subject of a criminal 
investigation—can gain credit in a case that otherwise is appropriate for indictment and prosecution. Of 
course, the decision not to cooperate by a corporation (or individual) is not itself evidence of misconduct, at 
least where the lack of cooperation does not involve criminal misconduct or demonstrate consciousness of 
guilt (e.g., suborning perjury or false statements, or refusing to comply with lawful discovery requests). Thus, 
failure to cooperate, in and of itself, does not support or require the filing of charges with respect to a 
corporation any more than with respect to an individual. 

A. General Principle: In order for a company to receive any consideration for cooperation under this section, 
the company must identify all individuals involved in or responsible for the misconduct at issue, regardless 
of their position, status or seniority, and provide to the Department all facts relating to that misconduct.  If a 
company seeking cooperation credit declines to learn of such facts or to provide the Department with complete 
factual information about the individuals involved, its cooperation will not be considered a mitigating factor 
under this section. Nor, if a company is prosecuted, will the Department support a cooperation-related 
reduction at sentencing. See U.S.S.G. § 8C2.5(g), cmt. (n.13) (“A prime test of whether the organization has 
disclosed all pertinent information” necessary to receive a cooperation-related reduction in its offense level 
calculation “is whether the information is sufficient . . . to identify . . . the individual(s) responsible for the 
criminal conduct.”). If a company meets the threshold requirement of providing all relevant facts with respect 
to individuals, it will be eligible for consideration for cooperation credit. To be clear, a company is not 
required to waive its attorney-client privilege and attorney work product protection in order satisfy this 
threshold. See USAM 9-28.720. The extent of the cooperation credit earned will depend on all the various 
factors that have traditionally applied in making this assessment (e.g., the timeliness of the cooperation, the 
diligence, thoroughness and speed of the internal investigation, and the proactive nature of the cooperation). 

B. Comment: In investigating wrongdoing by or within a corporation, a prosecutor may encounter several 
obstacles resulting from the nature of the corporation itself. It may be difficult to determine which individual 
took which action on behalf of the corporation. Lines of authority and responsibility may be shared among 
operating divisions or departments, and records and personnel may be spread throughout the United States or 
even among several countries. Where the criminal conduct continued over an extended period of time, the 
culpable or knowledgeable personnel may have been promoted, transferred, or fired, or they may have quit 
or retired. Accordingly, a corporation's cooperation may be critical in identifying potentially relevant actors 
and locating relevant evidence, among other things, and in doing so expeditiously. 

This dynamic—i.e., the difficulty of determining what happened, where the evidence is, and which 
individuals took or promoted putatively illegal corporate actions—can have negative consequences for both 
the government and the corporation that is the subject or target of a government investigation. More 
specifically, because of corporate attribution principles concerning actions of corporate officers and 
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employees, see USAM 9.28-210, uncertainty about who authorized or directed apparent corporate 
misconduct can inure to the detriment of a corporation. For example, it may not matter under the law which 
of several possible executives or leaders in a chain of command approved of or authorized criminal conduct; 
however, that information if known might bear on the propriety of a particular disposition short of indictment 
of the corporation. It may not be in the interest of a corporation or the government for a charging decision to 
be made in the absence of such information, which might occur if, for example, a statute of limitations were 
relevant and authorization by any one of the officials were enough to justify a charge under the law. Moreover, 
a protracted government investigation of such an issue could disrupt the corporation's business operations or 
even depress its stock price. 

For these reasons and more, cooperation can be a favorable course for both the government and the 
corporation. Cooperation benefits the government by allowing prosecutors and federal agents, for example, 
to avoid protracted delays, which compromise their ability to quickly uncover and address the full extent of 
widespread corporate crimes. With cooperation by the corporation, the government may be able to reduce 
tangible losses, limit damage to reputation, and preserve assets for restitution. At the same time, cooperation 
may benefit the corporation—and ultimately shareholders, employees, and other often blameless victims—
by enabling the government to focus its investigative resources in a manner that will not unduly disrupt the 
corporation's legitimate business operations. In addition, cooperation may benefit the corporation by 
presenting it with the opportunity to earn credit for its efforts. 

The requirement that companies cooperate completely as to individuals does not mean that Department 
attorneys should wait for the company to deliver the information about individual wrongdoers and then merely 
accept what companies provide. To the contrary, Department attorneys should be proactively investigating 
individuals at every step of the process—before, during, and after any corporate cooperation. Department 
attorneys should vigorously review any information provided by companies and compare it to the results of 
their own investigation, in order to best ensure that the information provided is indeed complete and does not 
seek to minimize the behavior or role of any individual or group of individuals. 

Department attorneys should strive to obtain from the company as much information as possible about 
responsible individuals before resolving the corporate case. In addition, the company’s continued cooperation 
with respect to individuals may be necessary post-resolution. If so, the corporate resolution agreement should 
include a provision that requires the company to provide information about all individuals involved and that 
is explicit enough so that a failure to provide the information results in specific consequences, such as 
stipulated penalties and/or a material breach. . . . 

9-28.710. Attorney-Client and Work Product Protections 

The attorney-client privilege and the attorney work product protection serve an extremely important function 
in the American legal system. The attorney-client privilege is one of the oldest and most sacrosanct privileges 
under the law. See Upjohn v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 389 (1981). As the Supreme Court has stated, "[i]ts 
purpose is to encourage full and frank communication between attorneys and their clients and thereby promote 
broader public interests in the observance of law and administration of justice." Id. The value of promoting a 
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corporation's ability to seek frank and comprehensive legal advice is particularly important in the 
contemporary global business environment, where corporations often face complex and dynamic legal and 
regulatory obligations imposed by the federal government and also by states and foreign governments. The 
work product doctrine serves similarly important goals. 

For these reasons, waiving the attorney-client and work product protections has never been a prerequisite 
under the Department's prosecution guidelines for a corporation to be viewed as cooperative. Nonetheless, a 
wide range of commentators and members of the American legal community and criminal justice system have 
asserted that the Department's policies have been used, either wittingly or unwittingly, to coerce business 
entities into waiving attorney-client privilege and work-product protection. Everyone agrees that a 
corporation may freely waive its own privileges if it chooses to do so; indeed, such waivers occur routinely 
when corporations are victimized by their employees or others, conduct an internal investigation, and then 
disclose the details of the investigation to law enforcement officials in an effort to seek prosecution of the 
offenders. However, the contention, from a broad array of voices, is that the Department's position on 
attorney-client privilege and work product protection waivers has promoted an environment in which those 
protections are being unfairly eroded to the detriment of all. 

The Department understands that the attorney-client privilege and attorney work product protection are 
essential and long-recognized components of the American legal system. What the government seeks and 
needs to advance its legitimate (indeed, essential) law enforcement mission is not waiver of those protections, 
but rather the facts known to the corporation about the putative criminal misconduct under review. In addition, 
while a corporation remains free to convey non-factual or "core" attorney-client communications or work 
product—if and only if the corporation voluntarily chooses to do so—prosecutors should not ask for such 
waivers and are directed not to do so. The critical factor is whether the corporation has provided the facts 
about the events, as explained further herein. 

9-28.720. Cooperation: Disclosing the Relevant Facts 

Eligibility for cooperation credit is not predicated upon the waiver of attorney-client privilege or work product 
protection. Instead, the sort of cooperation that is most valuable to resolving allegations of misconduct by a 
corporation and its officers, directors, employees, or agents is disclosure of the relevant facts concerning such 
misconduct. In this regard, the analysis parallels that for a non-corporate defendant, where cooperation 
typically requires disclosure of relevant factual knowledge and not of discussions between an individual and 
his attorneys. 

Thus, when the government investigates potential corporate wrongdoing, it seeks the relevant facts. For 
example, how and when did the alleged misconduct occur? Who promoted or approved it? Who was 
responsible for committing it? In this respect, the investigation of a corporation differs little from the 
investigation of an individual. In both cases, the government needs to know the facts to achieve a just and fair 
outcome. The party under investigation may choose to cooperate by disclosing the facts, and the government 
may give credit for the party's disclosures. If a corporation wishes to receive credit for such cooperation, 
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which then can be considered with all other cooperative efforts and circumstances in evaluating how fairly to 
proceed, then the corporation, like any person, must disclose the relevant facts of which it has knowledge.  

(a) Disclosing the Relevant Facts—Facts Gathered Through Internal Investigation 

Individuals and corporations often obtain knowledge of facts in different ways. An individual knows the facts 
of his or others' misconduct through his own experience and perceptions. A corporation is an artificial 
construct that cannot, by definition, have personal knowledge of the facts. Some of those facts may be 
reflected in documentary or electronic media like emails, transaction or accounting documents, and other 
records. Often, the corporation gathers facts through an internal investigation. Exactly how and by whom the 
facts are gathered is for the corporation to decide. Many corporations choose to collect information about 
potential misconduct through lawyers, a process that may confer attorney-client privilege or attorney work 
product protection on at least some of the information collected. Other corporations may choose a method of 
fact-gathering that does not have that effect—for example, having employee or other witness statements 
collected after interviews by non-attorney personnel. Whichever process the corporation selects, the 
government's key measure of cooperation must remain the same as it does for an individual: has the party 
timely disclosed the relevant facts about the putative misconduct? That is the operative question in assigning 
cooperation credit for the disclosure of information—not whether the corporation discloses attorney-client or 
work product materials. Accordingly, a corporation should receive the same credit for disclosing facts 
contained in materials that are not protected by the attorney-client privilege or attorney work product as it 
would for disclosing identical facts contained in materials that are so protected. On this point the Report of 
the House Judiciary Committee, submitted in connection with the attorney-client privilege bill passed by the 
House of Representatives (H.R. 3013), comports with the approach required here: 

[A]n . . . attorney of the United States may base cooperation credit on the facts that are 
disclosed, but is prohibited from basing cooperation credit upon whether or not the materials 
are protected by attorney-client privilege or attorney work product. As a result, an entity that 
voluntarily discloses should receive the same amount of cooperation credit for disclosing facts 
that happen to be contained in materials not protected by attorney-client privilege or attorney 
work product as it would receive for disclosing identical facts that are contained in materials 
protected by attorney-client privilege or attorney work product. There should be no 
differentials in an assessment of cooperation (i.e., neither a credit nor a penalty) based upon 
whether or not the materials disclosed are protected by attorney-client privilege or attorney 
work product. 

H.R. Rep. No. 110-445 at 4 (2007). 

In short, the company may be eligible for cooperation credit regardless of whether it chooses to waive 
privilege or work product protection in the process, if it provides all relevant facts about the individuals who 
were involved in the misconduct. But if the corporation does not disclose such facts, it will not be entitled to 
receive any credit for cooperation. 
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Two final and related points bear noting about the disclosure of facts, although they should be obvious. First, 
the government cannot compel, and the corporation has no obligation to make, such disclosures (although the 
government can obviously compel the disclosure of certain records and witness testimony through 
subpoenas). Second, a corporation's failure to provide relevant information about individual misconduct alone 
does not mean the corporation will be indicted. It simply means that the corporation will not be entitled to 
mitigating credit for that cooperation. Whether the corporation faces charges will turn, as it does in any case, 
on the sufficiency of the evidence, the likelihood of success at trial, and all of the other factors identified in 
USAM 9-28.300. If there is insufficient evidence to warrant indictment, after appropriate investigation has 
been completed, or if the other factors weigh against indictment, then the corporation should not be indicted, 
irrespective of whether it has earned cooperation credit. The converse is also true: The government may 
charge even the most cooperative corporation pursuant to these Principles if, in weighing and balancing the 
factors described herein, the prosecutor determines that a charge is required in the interests of justice. Put 
differently, even the most sincere and thorough effort to cooperate cannot necessarily absolve a corporation 
that has, for example, engaged in an egregious, orchestrated, and widespread fraud. Cooperation is a potential 
mitigating factor, but it alone is not dispositive. 

(b) Legal Advice and Attorney Work Product 

Separate from (and usually preceding) the fact-gathering process in an internal investigation, a corporation, 
through its officers, employees, directors, or others, may have consulted with corporate counsel regarding or 
in a manner that concerns the legal implications of the putative misconduct at issue. Communications of this 
sort, which are both independent of the fact-gathering component of an internal investigation and made for 
the purpose of seeking or dispensing legal advice, lie at the core of the attorney-client privilege. Such 
communications can naturally have a salutary effect on corporate behavior—facilitating, for example, a 
corporation's effort to comply with complex and evolving legal and regulatory regimes. Except as noted in 
subparagraphs (b)(i) and (b)(ii) below, a corporation need not disclose and prosecutors may not request the 
disclosure of such communications as a condition for the corporation's eligibility to receive cooperation credit. 

Likewise, non-factual or core attorney work product—for example, an attorney's mental impressions or legal 
theories—lies at the core of the attorney work product doctrine. A corporation need not disclose, and 
prosecutors may not request, the disclosure of such attorney work product as a condition for the corporation's 
eligibility to receive cooperation credit. 

(i) Advice of Counsel Defense in the Instant Context 

Occasionally a corporation or one of its employees may assert an advice-of-counsel defense, based upon 
communications with in-house or outside counsel that took place prior to or contemporaneously with the 
underlying conduct at issue. In such situations, the defendant must tender a legitimate factual basis to 
support the assertion of the advice-of-counsel defense. See, e.g., Pitt v. Dist. of Columbia, 491 F.3d 494, 
504–05 (D.C. Cir. 2007); United States v. Wenger, 427 F.3d 840, 853–54 (10th Cir. 2005); United States 
v. Cheek, 3 F.3d 1057, 1061–62 (7th Cir. 1993). The Department cannot fairly be asked to discharge its 
responsibility to the public to investigate alleged corporate crime, or to temper what would otherwise be 
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the appropriate course of prosecutive action, by simply accepting on faith an otherwise unproven assertion 
that an attorney—perhaps even an unnamed attorney—approved potentially unlawful practices. 
Accordingly, where an advice-of-counsel defense has been asserted, prosecutors may ask for the 
disclosure of the communications allegedly supporting it. 

(ii) Communications in Furtherance of a Crime or Fraud 

Communications between a corporation (through its officers, employees, directors, or agents) and 
corporate counsel that are made in furtherance of a crime or fraud are, under settled precedent, outside 
the scope and protection of the attorney-client privilege. See United States v. Zolin, 491 U.S. 554, 563 
(1989); United States v. BDO Seidman, LLP, 492 F.3d 806, 818 (7th Cir. 2007). As a result, the 
Department may properly request such communications if they in fact exist. 

9-28.730. Obstructing the Investigation  

Another factor to be weighed by the prosecutor is whether the corporation has engaged in conduct intended 
to impede the investigation. Examples of such conduct could include: inappropriate directions to employees 
or their counsel, such as directions not to be truthful or to conceal relevant facts; making representations or 
submissions that contain misleading assertions or material omissions; and incomplete or delayed production 
of records. 

In evaluating cooperation, however, prosecutors should not take into account whether a corporation is 
advancing or reimbursing attorneys' fees or providing counsel to employees, officers, or directors under 
investigation or indictment. Likewise, prosecutors may not request that a corporation refrain from taking such 
action. This prohibition is not meant to prevent a prosecutor from asking questions about an attorney's 
representation of a corporation or its employees, officers, or directors, where otherwise appropriate under the 
law. Neither is it intended to limit the otherwise applicable reach of criminal obstruction of justice statutes 
such as 18 U.S.C. § 1503. If the payment of attorney fees were used in a manner that would otherwise 
constitute criminal obstruction of justice—for example, if fees were advanced on the condition that an 
employee adhere to a version of the facts that the corporation and the employee knew to be false—these 
Principles would not (and could not) render inapplicable such criminal prohibitions. 

Similarly, the mere participation by a corporation in a joint defense agreement does not render the corporation 
ineligible to receive cooperation credit, and prosecutors may not request that a corporation refrain from 
entering into such agreements. Of course, the corporation may wish to avoid putting itself in the position of 
being disabled, by virtue of a particular joint defense or similar agreement, from providing some relevant 
facts to the government and thereby limiting its ability to seek such cooperation credit. Such might be the 
case if the corporation gathers facts from employees who have entered into a joint defense agreement with 
the corporation, and who may later seek to prevent the corporation from disclosing the facts it has acquired. 
Corporations may wish to address this situation by crafting or participating in joint defense agreements, to 
the extent they choose to enter them, that provide such flexibility as they deem appropriate. 
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Finally, it may on occasion be appropriate for the government to consider whether the corporation has shared 
with others sensitive information about the investigation that the government provided to the corporation. In 
appropriate situations, as it does with individuals, the government may properly request that, if a corporation 
wishes to receive credit for cooperation, the information provided by the government to the corporation not 
be transmitted to others—for example, where the disclosure of such information could lead to flight by 
individual subjects, destruction of evidence, or dissipation or concealment of assets. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

As the Herrera example indicates, it is not at all clear exactly how the privilege and its common law principles 
of waiver are meant to be reconciled or balanced with the DOJ’s insistence on full disclosure of “facts” for 
cooperation credit.  For a thorough summary of the controversy over waiver of attorney-client privilege in 
corporate investigations, see Julie R. O’Sullivan, Does DOJ’s Privilege Waiver Policy Threaten the 
Rationales Underlying the Attorney-Client Privilege and Work Product Doctrine? A Preliminary “No,” 45 
AM. CRIM. L. REV. 1237 (2008).  O’Sullivan argues that corporations have pushed hard against the DOJ’s 
treatment of the privilege because Fourth and Fifth Amendment law leaves corporations, unlike individuals, 
entirely legally unprotected in criminal investigations, meaning that the attorney-client privilege is the only 
doctrine remaining to afford some measure of informational protection or advantage in this high-stakes 
adversarial setting.  It is also undeniable that the privilege is particularly important, including economically, 
to the corporate bar. 
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Problem 14-3 

(a)   You work as an associate at the firm of BigLaw2.  BigLaw2 has been retained by BigPharma to 
represent all of its employees in their initial contacts with the Department of Justice and the SEC, 
which have commenced an investigation of BigPharma for potential Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 
violations in connection with its operations in Vietnam.  The BigLaw2 partner who landed the 
assignment for the firm has chosen you to handle the representation of Wally, a plant manager at 
BigPharma’s main facility in Vietnam.  The firm BigLaw1 represents BigPharma as a corporation and 
recommended that BigLaw2 be retained to represent the employees. 

  An initial interview of Wally with the SEC and DOJ is scheduled to take place in Washington at the 
DOJ offices. You accompany a jet-lagged Wally to the interview room that morning, in which you 
find three government lawyers, two FBI agents, and two lawyers from BigLaw1. 

  Wally turns to you and asks to speak to you in the hallway.  You go outside and he says, “What is 
going on here?  I’m totally confused about who is here and why, what my rights are, whom I should 
talk to, and what I should say.  Please straighten me out!”  Advise Wally and determine how to 
proceed.  (You may have to ask everyone else at the meeting to go get a cup of coffee or two.) 

(b)  Under English law, there are two privileges relevant to corporate investigations.  One is the “legal 
advice privilege,” which protects communications between corporate personnel and attorneys for the 
corporation for purposes of providing legal advice; it applies only to communications between counsel 
and those corporate personnel who can control the work of counsel (i.e., it follows something akin to 
the “control test” rejected in Upjohn).  The second is the “litigation privilege,” which covers all 
communications between lawyers and corporate personnel for the purposes of preparing for litigation 
and similar proceedings; it applies only when it is “reasonably likely” that an action will be brought 
against the corporation.  How might the scope of these privileges affect the investigation of corporate 
crime in the United Kingdom? 

(c)  If you were representing a corporation before the DOJ in a major criminal investigation, how would 
you strategically advise the corporation to, on balance, (i) conduct a full and effective internal 
investigation, (ii) protect its attorney-client privilege to the maximum extent possible, and (iii) position 
itself to obtain the greatest possible credit for cooperation from the DOJ. 
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15.  SIXTH AMENDMENT AND INDIVIDUALS 

The Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution guarantees the right to the assistance of counsel, which has 
been interpreted to mean “effective” counsel. 

The right to effective counsel has been said to include:  the right to an attorney of one’s choosing; the right 
to spend one’s own money (indeed, all of it), but not necessarily someone else’s money, on a defense; the 
right to have a defense paid for by the state if one is indigent; the right to conflict-free counsel—a right in 
which the public also has an interest; and the right to counsel who performs adequately under the Supreme 
Court’s decision in Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984), and its progeny.  The last right is very 
important in street crime but rarely leads to litigation in white collar crime. 

Representation rights are important to understand in the field of corporate crime principally because the 
corporation may have a role in individual representation in two ways:  by paying for private counsel for 
employees; and by interacting directly with employees through lawyers who represent the corporation.  Thus, 
the main issues in the corporate crime context relate to the funding of counsel and conflicts of interest.  Access 
to corporate funding of counsel for employees may be afforded by statute and/or by employment contract—
according, generally speaking, to whether one occupies a senior position in a large corporation—or may not 
be legally guaranteed but commonly provided as a matter of a corporation’s ordinary business practices. 

A. Relevant Legal Provisions 

These issues implicate several bodies of law, including the Sixth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, state 
corporate codes (this chapter focuses on Delaware, as that is the leading jurisdiction for incorporation), and 
the ABA’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct, all provided below. 

U.S. Constitution Amendment VI 

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury 
of the state and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously 
ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the 
witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the 
assistance of counsel for his defense. 

Delaware Code § 145 

(a) A corporation shall have power to indemnify any person who was or is a party or is threatened to be made 
a party to any threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding, whether civil, criminal, 
administrative or investigative (other than an action by or in the right of the corporation) by reason of the fact 
that the person is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation, or is or was serving at the 
request of the corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of another corporation, partnership, joint 
venture, trust or other enterprise, against expenses (including attorneys' fees), judgments, fines and amounts 
paid in settlement actually and reasonably incurred by the person in connection with such action, suit or 
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proceeding if the person acted in good faith and in a manner the person reasonably believed to be in or not 
opposed to the best interests of the corporation, and, with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, had 
no reasonable cause to believe the person's conduct was unlawful. The termination of any action, suit or 
proceeding by judgment, order, settlement, conviction, or upon a plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent, 
shall not, of itself, create a presumption that the person did not act in good faith and in a manner which the 
person reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best interests of the corporation, and, with respect 
to any criminal action or proceeding, had reasonable cause to believe that the person's conduct was 
unlawful. . . . 

(c) To the extent that a present or former director or officer of a corporation has been successful on the merits 
or otherwise in defense of any action, suit or proceeding referred to in subsections (a) and (b) of this section, 
or in defense of any claim, issue or matter therein, such person shall be indemnified against expenses 
(including attorneys’ fees) actually and reasonably incurred by such person in connection therewith. . . . 

(e) Expenses (including attorneys’ fees) incurred by an officer or director of the corporation in defending any 
civil, criminal, administrative or investigative action, suit or proceeding may be paid by the corporation in 
advance of the final disposition of such action, suit or proceeding upon receipt of an undertaking by or on 
behalf of such director or officer to repay such amount if it shall ultimately be determined that such person is 
not entitled to be indemnified by the corporation as authorized in this section. Such expenses (including 
attorneys' fees) incurred by former directors and officers or other employees and agents of the corporation or 
by persons serving at the request of the corporation as directors, officers, employees or agents of another 
corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise may be so paid upon such terms and 
conditions, if any, as the corporation deems appropriate. . . . 

(g) A corporation shall have power to purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any person who is or 
was a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the 
corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust 
or other enterprise against any liability asserted against such person and incurred by such person in any such 
capacity, or arising out of such person's status as such, whether or not the corporation would have the power 
to indemnify such person against such liability under this section. . . . 

ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct 

Rule 1.7 Conflict of Interest: Current Clients 

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation involves a 
concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent conflict of interest exists if: 

(1) the representation of one client will be directly adverse to another client; or 

(2) there is a significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be materially limited 
by the lawyer's responsibilities to another client, a former client or a third person or by a personal 
interest of the lawyer. 
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 (b) Notwithstanding the existence of a concurrent conflict of interest under paragraph (a), a lawyer may 
represent a client if: 

(1) the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer will be able to provide competent and diligent 
representation to each affected client; 

(2) the representation is not prohibited by law; 

(3) the representation does not involve the assertion of a claim by one client against another client 
represented by the lawyer in the same litigation or other proceeding before a tribunal; and 

(4) each affected client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing. 

Rule 1.8 Conflict of Interest: Current Clients: Specific Rules 

. . . (b) A lawyer shall not use information relating to representation of a client to the disadvantage of the 
client unless the client gives informed consent, except as permitted or required by these Rules. . . . 

(f) A lawyer shall not accept compensation for representing a client from one other than the client unless: 

(1) the client gives informed consent; 

(2) there is no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or with the client-
lawyer relationship; and 

(3) information relating to representation of a client is protected as required by Rule 1.6. 

(g) A lawyer who represents two or more clients shall not participate in making an aggregate settlement of 
the claims of or against the clients, or in a criminal case an aggregated agreement as to guilty or nolo 
contendere pleas, unless each client gives informed consent, in a writing signed by the client. The lawyer's 
disclosure shall include the existence and nature of all the claims or pleas involved and of the participation of 
each person in the settlement. . . . 

Rule 1.9 Duties to Former Clients 

(a) A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter represent another person 
in the same or a substantially related matter in which that person's interests are materially adverse to the 
interests of the former client unless the former client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing. . . . 

Rule 1.13 Organization as Client 

(a) A lawyer employed or retained by an organization represents the organization acting through its duly 
authorized constituents. 

(b) If a lawyer for an organization knows that an officer, employee or other person associated with the 
organization is engaged in action, intends to act or refuses to act in a matter related to the representation that 
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is a violation of a legal obligation to the organization, or a violation of law that reasonably might be imputed 
to the organization, and that is likely to result in substantial injury to the organization, then the lawyer shall 
proceed as is reasonably necessary in the best interest of the organization. Unless the lawyer reasonably 
believes that it is not necessary in the best interest of the organization to do so, the lawyer shall refer the 
matter to higher authority in the organization, including, if warranted by the circumstances, to the highest 
authority that can act on behalf of the organization as determined by applicable law. 

(c) Except as provided in paragraph (d), if 

(1) despite the lawyer's efforts in accordance with paragraph (b) the highest authority that can act on 
behalf of the organization insists upon or fails to address in a timely and appropriate manner an action, 
or a refusal to act, that is clearly a violation of law, and 

(2) the lawyer reasonably believes that the violation is reasonably certain to result in substantial injury 
to the organization, 

then the lawyer may reveal information relating to the representation whether or not Rule 1.6 permits such 
disclosure, but only if and to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to prevent substantial injury 
to the organization. 

(d) Paragraph (c) shall not apply with respect to information relating to a lawyer's representation of an 
organization to investigate an alleged violation of law, or to defend the organization or an officer, employee 
or other constituent associated with the organization against a claim arising out of an alleged violation of law. 

(e) A lawyer who reasonably believes that he or she has been discharged because of the lawyer's actions taken 
pursuant to paragraphs (b) or (c), or who withdraws under circumstances that require or permit the lawyer to 
take action under either of those paragraphs, shall proceed as the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to 
assure that the organization's highest authority is informed of the lawyer's discharge or withdrawal. 

(f) In dealing with an organization's directors, officers, employees, members, shareholders or other 
constituents, a lawyer shall explain the identity of the client when the lawyer knows or reasonably should 
know that the organization's interests are adverse to those of the constituents with whom the lawyer is dealing. 

(g) A lawyer representing an organization may also represent any of its directors, officers, employees, 
members, shareholders or other constituents, subject to the provisions of Rule 1.7. If the organization's 
consent to the dual representation is required by Rule 1.7, the consent shall be given by an appropriate official 
of the organization other than the individual who is to be represented, or by the shareholders. 

Rule 4.2 Communication with Person Represented by Counsel 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation with a person 
the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer has the consent of the 
other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 
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B. Conflicts of Interest 

In the following case, the Sixth Amendment right to an attorney of one’s own choosing collides with the right 
to conflict-free counsel, which turns out to have a public interest dimension according to the Supreme Court.  
This problem often comes up in sophisticated federal criminal practice:  A defendant wishes to have a 
particular lawyer who also happens to have a conflict, the prosecutor thinks that should not be allowed, and 
the court has to decide what to do.  Wheat is the foundational case. 

WHEAT v. UNITED STATES, 486 U.S. 153 (1988) 

Chief Justice REHNQUIST delivered the opinion of the Court. 

The issue in this case is whether the District Court erred in declining petitioner’s waiver of his right to conflict-
free counsel and by refusing to permit petitioner’s proposed substitution of attorneys. 

Petitioner Mark Wheat, along with numerous codefendants, was charged with participating in a far-flung drug 
distribution conspiracy. . . . Also charged in the conspiracy were Juvenal Gomez-Barajas and Javier Bravo, 
who were represented in their criminal proceedings by attorney Eugene Iredale. Gomez-Barajas was tried 
first and was acquitted on drug charges overlapping with those against petitioner. To avoid a second trial on 
other charges, however, Gomez-Barajas offered to plead guilty to tax evasion and illegal importation of 
merchandise. . . . 

At the conclusion of Bravo’s guilty plea proceedings on August 22, 1985, Iredale notified the District Court 
that he had been contacted by petitioner and had been asked to try petitioner’s case as well.  

. . . [T]he Government objected to petitioner’s proposed substitution on the ground that Iredale’s 
representation of Gomez-Barajas and Bravo created a serious conflict of interest. The Government’s position 
was premised on two possible conflicts. First, the District Court had not yet accepted the plea and sentencing 
arrangement negotiated between Gomez-Barajas and the Government; in the event that arrangement were 
rejected by the court, Gomez-Barajas would be free to withdraw the plea and stand trial. He would then be 
faced with the prospect of representation by Iredale, who in the meantime would have acted as petitioner’s 
attorney. Petitioner, through his participation in the drug distribution scheme…was thus likely to be called as 
a witness for the Government at any subsequent trial of Gomez-Barajas. This scenario would pose a conflict 
of interest for Iredale, who would be prevented from cross-examining petitioner and thereby from effectively 
representing Gomez-Barajas. 

Second, and of more immediate concern, Iredale’s representation of Bravo would directly affect his ability to 
act as counsel for petitioner. . . . [T]he Government contacted Iredale and asked that Bravo be made available 
as a witness to testify against petitioner, and agreed in exchange to modify its position at the time of Bravo’s 
sentencing. In the likely event that Bravo were called to testify, Iredale’s position in representing both men 
would become untenable, for ethical proscriptions would forbid him to cross-examine Bravo in any 
meaningful way. By failing to do so, he would also fail to provide petitioner with effective assistance of 
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counsel. Thus, because of Iredale’s prior representation of Gomez-Barajas and Bravo and the potential for 
serious conflict of interest, the Government urged the District Court to reject the substitution of attorneys. 

In response, petitioner emphasized his right to have counsel of his own choosing and the willingness of 
Gomez-Barajas, Bravo, and petitioner to waive the right to conflict-free counsel. Petitioner argued that the 
circumstances posited by the Government that would create a conflict for Iredale were highly speculative and 
bore no connection to the true relationship between the co-conspirators. If called to testify, Bravo would 
simply say that he did not know petitioner and had no dealings with him; no attempt by Iredale to impeach 
Bravo would be necessary. Further, in the unlikely event that Gomez-Barajas went to trial on the charges of 
tax evasion and illegal importation, petitioner’s lack of involvement in those alleged crimes made his 
appearance as a witness highly improbable. Finally, and most importantly, all three defendants agreed to 
allow Iredale to represent petitioner and to waive any future claims of conflict of interest. In petitioner’s view, 
the Government was manufacturing implausible conflicts in an attempt to disqualify Iredale, who had already 
proved extremely effective in representing Gomez-Barajas and Bravo. 

. . . The court then ruled: 

[B]ased upon the representation of the Government in [its] memorandum that the Court really 
has no choice at this point other than to find that an irreconcilable conflict of interest exists. I 
don’t think it can be waived, and accordingly, Mr. Wheat’s request to substitute Mr. Iredale in 
as attorney of record is denied.  

Petitioner proceeded to trial with his original counsel and was convicted. . . . 

The Sixth Amendment to the Constitution guarantees that “[i]n all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall 
enjoy the right . . . to have the Assistance of Counsel for his defence.” . . . [T]his right was designed to assure 
fairness in the adversary criminal process. Realizing that an unaided layman may have little skill in arguing 
the law or in coping with an intricate procedural system, we have held that the Sixth Amendment secures the 
right to the assistance of counsel, by appointment if necessary, in a trial for any serious crime. We have further 
recognized that the purpose of providing assistance of counsel “is simply to ensure that criminal defendants 
receive a fair trial,” and that in evaluating Sixth Amendment claims, “the appropriate inquiry focuses on the 
adversarial process, not on the accused’s relationship with his lawyer as such.” Thus, while the right to select 
and be represented by one’s preferred attorney is comprehended by the Sixth Amendment, the essential aim 
of the Amendment is to guarantee an effective advocate for each criminal defendant rather than to ensure that 
a defendant will inexorably be represented by the lawyer whom he prefers. 

The Sixth Amendment right to choose one’s own counsel is circumscribed in several important respects. 
Regardless of his persuasive powers, an advocate who is not a member of the bar may not represent clients 
(other than himself) in court. Similarly, a defendant may not insist on representation by an attorney he cannot 
afford or who for other reasons declines to represent the defendant. Nor may a defendant insist on the counsel 
of an attorney who has a previous or ongoing relationship with an opposing party, even when the opposing 
party is the Government. The question raised in this case is the extent to which a criminal defendant’s right 
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under the Sixth Amendment to his chosen attorney is qualified by the fact that the attorney has represented 
other defendants charged in the same criminal conspiracy. 

In previous cases, we have recognized that multiple representation of criminal defendants engenders special 
dangers of which a court must be aware. While “permitting a single attorney to represent codefendants . . . is 
not per se violative of constitutional guarantees of effective assistance of counsel,” a court confronted with 
and alerted to possible conflicts of interest must take adequate steps to ascertain whether the conflicts warrant 
separate counsel. As we said in Holloway: 

Joint representation of conflicting interests is suspect because of what it tends to prevent the 
attorney from doing. . . . [A] conflict may . . . prevent an attorney from challenging the 
admission of evidence prejudicial to one client but perhaps favorable to another, or from 
arguing at the sentencing hearing the relative involvement and culpability of his clients in 
order to minimize the culpability of one by emphasizing that of another. 

Petitioner insists that the provision of waivers by all affected defendants cures any problems created by the 
multiple representation. But no such flat rule can be deduced from the Sixth Amendment presumption in favor 
of counsel of choice. Federal courts have an independent interest in ensuring that criminal trials are conducted 
within the ethical standards of the profession and that legal proceedings appear fair to all who observe them. 
Both the American Bar Association’s Model Code of Professional Responsibility and its Model Rules of 
Professional Conduct, as well as the rules of the California Bar Association (which governed the attorneys in 
this case), impose limitations on multiple representation of clients. . . . Not only the interest of a criminal 
defendant but the institutional interest in the rendition of just verdicts in criminal cases may be jeopardized 
by unregulated multiple representation. 

For this reason, the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure direct trial judges to investigate specially cases 
involving joint representation. In pertinent part, Rule 44(c) provides: 

[T]he court shall promptly inquire with respect to such joint representation and shall personally 
advise each defendant of his right to the effective assistance of counsel, including separate 
representation. Unless it appears that there is good cause to believe no conflict of interest is 
likely to arise, the court shall take such measures as may be appropriate to protect each 
defendant’s right to counsel. 

Although Rule 44(c) does not specify what particular measures may be taken by a district court, one option 
suggested by the Notes of the Advisory Committee is an order by the court that the defendants be separately 
represented in subsequent proceedings in the case. This suggestion comports with our instructions . . . that 
the trial courts, when alerted by objection from one of the parties, have an independent duty to ensure that 
criminal defendants receive a trial that is fair and does not contravene the Sixth Amendment. 

To be sure, this need to investigate potential conflicts arises in part from the legitimate wish of district courts 
that their judgments remain intact on appeal. As the Court of Appeals accurately pointed out, trial courts 
confronted with multiple representations face the prospect of being “whip-sawed” by assertions of error no 
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matter which way they rule. If a district court agrees to the multiple representation, and the advocacy of 
counsel is thereafter impaired as a result, the defendant may well claim that he did not receive effective 
assistance. On the other hand, a district court’s refusal to accede to the multiple representation may result in 
a challenge such as petitioner’s in this case. Nor does a waiver by the defendant necessarily solve the problem, 
for we note, without passing judgment on, the apparent willingness of Courts of Appeals to entertain 
ineffective-assistance claims from defendants who have specifically waived the right to conflict-free counsel.  

Thus, where a court justifiably finds an actual conflict of interest, there can be no doubt that it may decline a 
proffer of waiver, and insist that defendants be separately represented. . . . 

Unfortunately for all concerned, a district court must pass on the issue whether or not to allow a waiver of a 
conflict of interest by a criminal defendant not with the wisdom of hindsight after the trial has taken place, 
but in the murkier pre-trial context when relationships between parties are seen through a glass, darkly. The 
likelihood and dimensions of nascent conflicts of interest are notoriously hard to predict, even for those 
thoroughly familiar with criminal trials. It is a rare attorney who will be fortunate enough to learn the entire 
truth from his own client, much less be fully apprised before trial of what each of the Government’s witnesses 
will say on the stand. A few bits of unforeseen testimony or a single previously unknown or unnoticed 
document may significantly shift the relationship between multiple defendants. These imponderables are 
difficult enough for a lawyer to assess, and even more difficult to convey by way of explanation to a criminal 
defendant untutored in the niceties of legal ethics. Nor is it amiss to observe that the willingness of an attorney 
to obtain such waivers from his clients may bear an inverse relation to the care with which he conveys all the 
necessary information to them. 

For these reasons we think the district court must be allowed substantial latitude in refusing waivers of 
conflicts of interest not only in those rare cases where an actual conflict may be demonstrated before trial, but 
in the more common cases where a potential for conflict exists which may or may not burgeon into an actual 
conflict as the trial progresses. In the circumstances of this case, with the motion for substitution of counsel 
made so close to the time of trial, the District Court relied on instinct and judgment based on experience in 
making its decision. We do not think it can be said that the court exceeded the broad latitude which must be 
accorded it in making this decision. Petitioner of course rightly points out that the Government may seek to 
“manufacture” a conflict in order to prevent a defendant from having a particularly able defense counsel at 
his side; but trial courts are undoubtedly aware of this possibility, and must take it into consideration along 
with all of the other factors which inform this sort of a decision. . . . 

Viewing the situation as it did before trial, we hold that the District Court’s refusal to permit the substitution 
of counsel in this case was within its discretion and did not violate petitioner’s Sixth Amendment rights. Other 
district courts might have reached differing or opposite conclusions with equal justification, but that does not 
mean that one conclusion was “right” and the other “wrong”. The District Court must recognize a presumption 
in favor of petitioner’s counsel of choice, but that presumption may be overcome not only by a demonstration 
of actual conflict but by a showing of a serious potential for conflict. The evaluation of the facts and 
circumstances of each case under this standard must be left primarily to the informed judgment of the trial 
court. . . . 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The next case is a leading Second Circuit decision that talks about whether and how conflicts can be waived 
by the defendant.  This is important for the prosecutor because if a conflict was not waived, was not discovered 
in time, or was not a waivable conflict, the result is almost automatic reversal on appeal of any resulting 
conviction. 

UNITED STATES v. CURCIO, 680 F.2d 881 (2d Cir. 1982) 

KEARSE, Circuit Judge: 

Defendants Francis Curcio and Gus Curcio, brothers, . . . had retained Jacob D. Zeldes, Esq., and his firm, 
Zeldes, Needle & Cooper, P.C., to represent them. The court ruled that Zeldes and his firm could represent 
neither brother in the present case on the grounds that Zeldes’s past, continuing, and proposed representation 
of each defendant presented Zeldes with conflicting interests and that neither defendant had made a knowing 
and intelligent waiver of his right to be represented by counsel free of any conflict of interest. Because we 
conclude that, in all the circumstances, the defendants were not given an adequate opportunity to make a 
knowing and intelligent waiver of their rights to conflict-free representation, we vacate the district court’s 
order and remand the matter for further proceedings. . . . 

After hearing from the attorneys, the court questioned Gus Curcio. Gus stated that he was a high school 
graduate and had attended college for half a semester, that he had previously been a defendant in a felony 
trial, that Zeldes had advised him of his right to separate and independent counsel, that he understood this 
right, that he was aware that the court would find counsel for him if necessary, and that he understood that 
the case might develop in an unanticipated way to make his interest “very adverse” to that of a codefendant. 
Gus stated that he nevertheless waived his right to conflict-free representation in order to be represented by 
Zeldes. He also stated that he would waive his attorney-client privilege with respect to any of his 
communications with Zeldes to the extent that Zeldes wished to use the information on behalf of Francis. The 
court then asked Gus if he understood the possible conflicts between his and Francis’s interests in deciding 
at trial whether or how to cross-examine witnesses or in deciding whether he or Francis should testify. Gus 
indicated that he understood, but inquired if he might later be allowed to discharge Zeldes. The court 
explained that this would be permitted only if “it meant no delay at any time in the proceedings.” Gus 
reaffirmed his waiver on that basis. 

The court then examined Francis Curcio along similar lines. Francis stated that he had reached the final year 
of high school but had not completed it, that he understood his right to separate counsel, that he realized that 
the court would find counsel for him if necessary, that he knew that conflicts of interest might arise, 
particularly in the cross-examination of witnesses and the decision whether or not he or Gus should testify, 
and that he realized that it was impossible to predict with certainty what conflicts might arise. Francis stated 
that he nevertheless waived his right to an attorney who was free of all conflict in order to retain Zeldes. He 
also stated that he would waive his attorney-client privilege with respect to any of his communications with 
Zeldes to the extent that Zeldes wished to use the information on behalf of Gus. . . .  
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The first task of the trial court is to alert the defendants to the substance of the dangers of representation by 
an attorney having divided loyalties in as much detail as the court’s experience and its knowledge of the case 
will permit. If each defendant persists in his request for joint representation, the court must assess whether 
the request is, as to each defendant, knowing and intelligent. This does not mean that the defendant must be 
able to predict with certainty which dilemmas will present themselves to counsel or how counsel will resolve 
them. Defendants need not be prescient. Nor need their decision be what an objective observer would deem 
sensible, prudent, or wise. . . . Rather, the defendants must be informed, and they must have the capacity for 
making a rational decision. If the defendant reveals that he is aware of and understands the various risks and 
pitfalls, and that he has the rational capacity to make a decision on the basis of this information, and if he 
states clearly and unequivocally that he nevertheless chooses to hazard those dangers, we would regard his 
waiver as knowing and intelligent and allow his choice to “be honored out of ‘that respect for the individual 
which is the lifeblood of the law.’”  

In assessing the level of each defendant’s comprehension of the dangers, the court may perhaps devise a 
variety of methods for gaining the necessary insights. On the whole, we think that questions designed to elicit 
from the defendant a narrative statement of his understanding are preferable to questions designed to elicit 
mere “yes” or “no” answers. The former methods are used by the court pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 11 in 
determining whether to accept an attempted waiver of the right to an attorney with undivided loyalty.  

As in Rule 11 procedures, the district court should address each defendant personally and forthrightly advise 
him of the potential dangers of representation by counsel with a conflict of interest. The defendant must be at 
liberty to question the district court as to the nature and consequences of his legal representation. Most 
significantly, the court should seek to elicit a narrative response from each defendant that he has been advised 
of his right to effective representation, that he understands the details of his attorney’s possible conflict of 
interest and the potential perils of such a conflict, that he had discussed the matter with his attorney or if he 
wishes with outside counsel, and that he voluntarily waives his Sixth Amendment protections. It is, of course, 
vital that the waiver be established by “clear, unequivocal, and unambiguous language.” Mere assent in 
response to a series of questions from the bench may in some circumstances constitute an adequate waiver, 
but the court should nonetheless endeavor to have each defendant personally articulate in detail his intent to 
forego this significant constitutional protection. 

Further, the court’s inquiry in each instance should take place after the defendants have had a reasonable time 
to digest and contemplate the risks posed by joint representation. A reasonable time was not provided in the 
present case. The hearing, including the court’s entire lecture to and questioning of the defendants, was held 
in less than an hour, squeezed into the luncheon break of a state grand jury. . . . Indeed it appears that Zeldes’s 
efforts during the hearing to make up for this lack of opportunity contributed to the district court’s decision 
to disqualify Zeldes, as the court based its finding that the Curcios’ waivers were not knowingly and 
intelligently made. . . . 

We recognize that criminal proceedings in the district court must be moved along with dispatch, especially if 
a defendant remains incarcerated pending trial. But recognition must be given to the fact that a defendant’s 
right to counsel of his choice, albeit not absolute, is a right of constitutional dimension. Hence, the district 
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court should not require that a defendant who would resist the government’s efforts to disqualify his attorney 
assess the problems instantly or make his decision without pause for reflection. Rather, the court should advise 
the defendant of his right to separate and conflict-free representation, instruct the defendant as to problems 
inherent in being represented by an attorney with divided loyalties, allow the defendant to confer with his 
chosen counsel, encourage the defendant to seek advice from independent counsel, and allow a reasonable 
time for the defendant to make his decision. If a reasonable time is not allowed to the defendant, both the 
opportunity for the defendant to make a knowing and intelligent decision and the opportunity for the court to 
assess correctly whether such a decision has been made are minimized. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The following case involves a famous prosecution in which the Second Circuit approved a trial judge’s 
decision to prevent attorneys, including for the notorious mafia boss John Gotti, from representing at trial 
defendants on grounds that the lawyers’ “house counsel” status and other factors created non-waivable 
conflicts under Wheat. 

UNITED STATES v. LOCASCIO, 6 F.3d 924 (2d Cir. 1993) 

ALTIMARI, Circuit Judge: 

. . . On July 18, 1991, a grand jury in the Eastern District of New York returned a thirteen count superseding 
indictment against [John] Gotti and [Frank] Locascio. The indictment also named two other defendants, 
Salvatore Gravano and Thomas Gambino, who are not parties to this appeal. All four defendants were charged 
with violating the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (“RICO”), for unlawfully conducting 
and participating in the affairs of a criminal enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity. The charged 
enterprise was the Gambino Organized Crime Family of La Cosa Nostra (“the Gambinos,” “The Gambino 
Family,” or “the Gambino Crime Family”). Gotti was charged as the head of the organization, and Locascio 
was accused of being the “underboss,” or second-in-command. 

Gravano was charged as the “consigliere,” or advisor, to Gotti. Following the indictment, Gravano pleaded 
guilty to a superseding racketeering charge and testified at length at trial against Gotti and Locascio. The 
charges against Gambino, a “captain” in the organization, were severed. . . . 

The government’s proof to support the allegations that Gotti and Locascio had been in command of an 
extensive criminal enterprise was comprised mostly of lawfully intercepted tape-recorded conversations of 
the defendants-appellants and other alleged members of the Gambino Family. The government introduced 
tape recordings from four different locations over an eight-year period. . . . 

The tape recordings, combined with Gravano’s testimony, presented to the jury a picture of a large-scale 
enterprise involved in various criminal activities. The jury heard evidence on the structure and inner workings 
of the Gambino Family, and learned of the miscellaneous crimes with which Gotti and Locascio were charged: 
murders, obstruction of legal proceedings, conspiracies, gambling operations, and loansharking activities. . . . 
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Prior to trial, the district court disqualified [the] attorney for . . . Gotti. . . .  Gotti . . . now contend[s] that this 
[disqualification was] unwarranted and violated [his] Sixth Amendment rights. 

The Sixth Amendment to the Constitution provides that “[i]n all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall 
enjoy the right . . . to have the Assistance of Counsel for his defence.” U.S. Const. Amend. VI. The accused, 
however, does not have the absolute right to counsel of her own choosing. As the Court stated in Wheat, 

while the right to select and be represented by one’s preferred attorney is comprehended by 
the Sixth Amendment, the essential aim of the Amendment is to guarantee an effective 
advocate for each criminal defendant rather than to ensure that a defendant will inexorably be 
represented by the lawyer whom he prefers. 

Similarly, although a criminal defendant can waive her Sixth Amendment rights in some circumstances, that 
right to waiver is not absolute, since “[f]ederal courts have an independent interest in ensuring that criminal 
trials are conducted within the ethical standards of the profession and that legal proceedings appear fair to all 
who observe them.” The question of disqualification therefore implicates not only the Sixth Amendment right 
of the accused, but also the interests of the courts in preserving the integrity of the process and the 
government’s interests in ensuring a just verdict and a fair trial.  

In deciding a motion for disqualification, the district court recognizes a presumption in favor of the accused’s 
chosen counsel, although this presumption can be overcome by a showing of an actual conflict or potentially 
serious conflict.  

There are many situations in which a district court can determine that disqualification of counsel is necessary. 
The most typical is where the district court finds a potential or actual conflict in the chosen attorney’s 
representation of the accused, either in a multiple representation situation, or because of the counsel’s prior 
representation of a witness or co-defendant.  Courts have also considered disqualification where the chosen 
counsel is implicated in the allegations against the accused and could become an unsworn witness for the 
accused, or where the chosen counsel is somehow unable to serve without unreasonable delay or 
inconvenience in completing the trial. . . . 

Bruce Cutler served as Gotti’s attorney in previous criminal trials in federal court. Prior to trial, the 
government moved to disqualify Cutler from acting as Gotti’s attorney. Although the motion also dealt with 
the disqualification of other Gotti attorneys, only the disqualification of Cutler has been challenged on appeal. 

The district court granted the motion to disqualify on several grounds. Judge Glasser, in a thoughtful and 
well-reasoned opinion, found that Cutler had acted as “house counsel” to the Gambino Crime Family by 
receiving “benefactor payments” from Gotti to represent others in the criminal enterprise. The district court 
based this conclusion on excerpts from the government’s taped transcripts, which left “little doubt that Gotti 
paid significant sums of money for legal services rendered to others.”  

The district court further determined that Cutler’s participation in government-taped conversations at which 
illegal activity was discussed would impair his representation of Gotti. Specifically, the court noted that 
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Cutler’s mere presence at trial could make him an “unsworn witness” before the jury in explaining his own 
conduct and interpreting Gotti’s conversations on the tapes. Even if Gotti waived the conflict, and even if the 
government did not intend to call Cutler as a witness, the district court found that Cutler’s representation 
would still compromise the integrity of the proceeding.  

Third, the district court found that Cutler’s prior representation of Michael Coiro, a potential government 
witness, gave rise to a conflict of interest. The court reasoned that this conflict mandated disqualification both 
because Cutler was privy to events surrounding an obstruction charge, and because Cutler’s cross examination 
of Coiro at trial would be circumscribed by the prior representation.  

Finally, the district court also found disqualification warranted because of the implication by Gotti in taped 
conversations that he had paid Cutler money “under the table.” This made Cutler a potential accomplice as 
well as a potential witness to Gotti’s tax fraud. 

In conclusion, the district court noted that it was mindful that disqualification is a drastic remedy for conflict 
problems, but that no less severe alternatives were viable. The court therefore held that “the grave peril the 
continued representation by [Cutler] poses to the integrity of the trial process” mandated disqualification.  

Gotti now appeals the district court’s ruling, arguing that the disqualification was an abuse of discretion. We 
disagree, and affirm the disqualification on two grounds: (1) Cutler’s role as house counsel to the Gambino 
Crime Family; and (2) Cutler’s anticipated role as an “unsworn witness” for Gotti had he been allowed to 
serve. . . . 

Gotti argues that the facts before the district court did not merit the conclusion that Cutler had acted as “house 
counsel” to the Gambino Crime Family. Rather, Gotti argues that Cutler was merely his personal attorney. 

Ethical considerations warn against an attorney accepting fees from someone other than her client. As we 
stated in a different context, the acceptance of such “benefactor payments” “may subject an attorney to 
undesirable outside influence” and raises an ethical question “as to whether the attorney’s loyalties are with 
the client or the payor.” In this context, proof of house counsel can be used by the government to help establish 
the existence of the criminal enterprise under RICO, by showing the connections among the participants.  

Contrary to Gotti’s assertions, there was sufficient evidence for the district court to determine that Cutler had 
acted as house counsel to the Gambino Crime Family. For example, the court cited one conversation in which 
Gotti, in the time-honored tradition of legal clients, complained about his legal fees: 

I gave youse [sic] 300,000 in one year. Youse [sic] didn’t defend me. I wasn’t even mentioned 
in none of these [expletive deleted] things. I had nothing to do with none of these [expletive 
deleted] people. What the [expletive deleted] is your “beef?” ... Before youse [sic] made a 
court appearance, youse [sic] got 40,000, 30,000 and 25,000. That’s without counting 
[attorney] John Pollok.... You standing there in the hallway with me last night, and you’re 
plucking me.... “Tony Lee’s” lawyer, but you’re plucking me. I’m paying for it.... Where does 
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it end? Gambino Crime Family? This is the Shargel, Cutler and who do you call it Crime 
Family. 

Gotti thus demonstrated that he was incurring the legal fees for representation of others. As support for 
disqualification, the government indicated that it would introduce the testimony of Michael Coiro, who would 
testify that he had paid nothing to Cutler and another attorney for their services to him, presumably because 
Gotti paid for his defense. 

Cutler’s role as house counsel to the Gambinos raised a credible issue of the ethical propriety of his 
representation of Gotti in this case. An attorney cannot properly serve two masters, and the evidence before 
the district court indicated that Cutler had represented the Gambino Family as a whole. Moreover, Cutler’s 
status as house counsel was potentially part of the proof of the Gambino criminal enterprise. We cannot say 
that the district court abused its discretion in disqualifying Cutler on this basis, considering the volume of 
proof of Cutler’s proximity to the affairs of the Gambino Crime Family offered by the government in this 
case. 

An even stronger basis for disqualification, however, was the possibility that Cutler would function in his 
representational capacity as an unsworn witness for Gotti. An attorney acts as an unsworn witness when his 
relationship to his client results in his having first-hand knowledge of the events presented at trial. If the 
attorney is in a position to be a witness, ethical codes may require him to withdraw his representation.  

Even if the attorney is not called, however, he can still be disqualified, since his performance as an advocate 
can be impaired by his relationship to the events in question. For example, the attorney may be constrained 
from making certain arguments on behalf of his client because of his own involvement, or may be tempted to 
minimize his own conduct at the expense of his client. Moreover, his role as advocate may give his client an 
unfair advantage, because the attorney can subtly impart to the jury his first-hand knowledge of the events 
without having to swear an oath or be subject to cross examination.  

The district court disqualified Cutler partially on the ground that his representation of Gotti would place him 
in the role of such an unsworn witness. The clearest support for this finding was Cutler’s presence during the 
Ravenite Apartment discussions taped by the government. The government was legitimately concerned that, 
when Cutler argued before the jury for a particular interpretation of the tapes, his interpretation would be 
given added credibility due to his presence in the room when the statements were made. This would have 
given Gotti an unfair advantage, since Cutler would not have had to take an oath in presenting his 
interpretation, but could merely frame it in the form of legal argument. 

Gotti argues, however, that the district court erred in disqualifying Cutler where the government had no 
intention of calling Cutler. He also maintains that Cutler’s presence and participation on the government’s 
tapes could have been redacted to eliminate references to and statements by Cutler, thereby eliminating the 
unsworn witness problem. The first contention is meritless, since the district court explicitly and correctly 
noted that “whether the government will or will not call . . . Cutler . . . has no significance for this motion.” 
The second contention is equally unavailing, since the district court explicitly found that redaction of the 
tapes would have eviscerated the government’s case. We are not in a position to second-guess the district 
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court’s clearly supported factual findings on review. Moreover, we agree with the district court that the 
government’s case should not be unfairly impaired so that an accused can continue with conflicted counsel. 

The unsworn witness problem arises not only in relation to the Ravenite tapes, but to other grounds cited by 
the district court in support of disqualification. For example, the court found that Gotti’s references to Cutler’s 
acceptance of fees “under the table” were relevant to the government’s case on the tax fraud count. Had Cutler 
argued Gotti’s defense to that count, he would not only have had a conflict of interest but he would have been 
arguing as to events in which he was allegedly involved. 

We are aware that disqualification is a drastic remedy to the unsworn witness problem. We are also, however, 
cognizant that this is an unusual case, in that Cutler had allegedly entangled himself to an extraordinary degree 
in the activities of the Gambino Crime Family: he is recorded on government tapes when discussions of 
allegedly illegal activity took place; he is allegedly involved in the tax fraud count against Gotti; his role as 
house counsel could be used to prove the criminal enterprise; and his representation of government witnesses 
caused a conflict with his representation of Gotti. Although we are cognizant of the right of the accused to 
secure representation, we are also conscious of the institutional interest in protecting the integrity of the 
judicial process. If an attorney will not perform his ethical duty, it is up to the courts to perform it for him. 
Bruce Cutler had no place representing John Gotti in this case, and the district court properly determined that 
he should be disqualified. . . . 

Although disqualification is a drastic measure, the district court is in the best position to evaluate what is 
needed to ensure a fair trial. Here, the district court made careful findings of fact on each disqualification, and 
supported its decisions with well-reasoned opinions. We conclude that the district court properly exercised 
its discretion . . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Conflicts of interest may also arise when corporate counsel offers to represent an employee simultaneously 
with the corporation.  As you read the following ethics opinion out of New York, consider how these issues 
may be further complicated by anti-solicitation rules. 

NEW YORK COUNTY LAWYERS ASSOCIATION 

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS COMMITTEE 

FORMAL OPINION 747 

June 9, 2014 

TOPIC: Whether corporate counsel’s offer to represent corporate employee or former employee constitutes 
improper solicitation within the meaning of Rule of Professional Conduct (RPC) 7.3. 

DIGEST: A lawyer representing a corporation in a lawsuit has arranged to interview unrepresented corporate 
employees and former employees, who are potential parties or witnesses, for purposes of learning relevant 
information. The corporation has requested the lawyer to offer to represent the individuals in connection with 
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the lawsuit if the lawyer would not have a conflict of interest and the individuals would benefit from 
representation. If the lawyer reasonably concludes based on an interview that the multiple representation is 
permissible under the conflict of interest rules, the lawyer may personally offer to represent the employee or 
former employee without violating the rule against solicitation (RPC 7.3). 

RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT: 1.6, 1.7, 1.13, 7.3 

OPINION: Corporations and other entities frequently provide legal representation to current or former 
officers or employees who are potential testifying witnesses or parties in legal proceedings. In some situations, 
the corporation is contractually or statutorily obligated to provide legal representation, or has an internal 
policy so providing. In other situations, the decision to provide counsel to corporate constituents is made on 
an ad hoc basis in connection with the particular lawsuit. The corporation may compensate separate counsel 
for representing the corporate constituent or, where consistent with conflict of interest rules, for jointly 
representing multiple constituents. However, for financial and/or strategic reasons, the corporation may prefer 
that its own lawyer concurrently represent one or more corporate constituents, insofar as it is permissible 
under the conflict of interest rules. The corporation may therefore authorize its lawyer to offer representation 
to an otherwise unrepresented employee or former employee who may benefit from representation in a 
lawsuit. One question this raises is whether, consistently with the rule against solicitation, the lawyer may 
personally offer to represent the employee or former employee. This opinion addresses the question in the 
context where the lawyer begins by interviewing the current or former employee as a non-client to learn 
potentially relevant information and, based on the information acquired, concludes that a joint representation 
of the corporation and employee is permissible. 

By way of background, the ordinary practice is for the corporation’s lawyer initially to meet with the 
employee or former employee in his or her capacity as a non-client who is a potential witness, not as a 
prospective client. The corporation may arrange the meeting or the lawyer may do so independently. The 
purpose will be to learn relevant information from the individual in order to advance the representation of the 
corporate client in the lawsuit. The lawyer will provide any necessary warnings under Rules 1.13(a) and 4.3 
to ensure that the individual understands the lawyer’s role as counsel only for the corporation.6 One reason to 
make clear at this stage that the lawyer represents only the corporation is to avoid assuming a confidentiality 
obligation to the current or former employee under Rule 1.18. In communications with the witness, the lawyer 
should avoid assuming a confidentiality obligation to the employee that might later conflict with the lawyer’s 
duties to the corporation. 

 
6 When an organization’s interests may differ from those of the organization’s individual constituent (e.g., officer or employee), 
Rule 1.13(a) requires the organization’s lawyer to advise the individual that the lawyer represents the organization, not the 
individual. Rule 4.3 requires a client’s lawyer communicating with an unrepresented person to avoid stating or implying that the 
lawyer is disinterested; to avoid giving legal advice other than to retain counsel; and, if the person misunderstands the lawyer’s role 
in the matter, to “make reasonable efforts to correct the misunderstanding.” In some circumstances, lawyers elaborate on the 
required warnings or provide additional legal information, such as an explanation that the organization will control the attorney-
client privilege with regard to the constituent’s statements to counsel. See generally United States v. Int’l Bhd. of Teamsters, 119 
F.3d 210, 217 (2d Cir. 1997); Gary H. Collins & David Z. Seide, WARNING THE WITNESS: A GUIDE TO INTERNAL 
INVESTIGATIONS AND THE ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE (ABA 2010). 
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After interviewing the employee, the lawyer should be in a position to determine whether the employee would 
benefit from legal representation. If not, establishing a lawyer-client representation solely to benefit the 
corporate client may be impermissible from the perspective of the individual, who may be misled regarding 
the need for a lawyer or who may be burdened by a representation that exclusively benefits the employer. If 
the representation is established in bad faith, it may also be impermissible from the perspective of the 
opposing party, who may be disabled by Rule 4.2 from communicating directly with the represented 
employee. Whether a lawyer may permissibly represent an employee or former employee exclusively for the 
corporation’s benefit, where the individual has no need of legal services as a party or potential testifying 
witness in the lawsuit, is a question beyond the scope of this opinion. For purposes of this opinion, we assume 
the representation does serve the interests of the current or former employee as well as the corporate employer. 

After the initial interview, the lawyer should also be in a position to determine whether a joint representation 
of the corporation and employee is permissible under Rules 1.7 and 1.13(d) with the respective clients’ 
informed consent. See N.Y. City Bar Assoc. Comm. on Prof’l and Jud. Ethics, Formal Op. 2004-2 (2004) 
(discussing representation of a corporation and its constituents in a government investigation). Rule 1.7, the 
conflict of interest rule, is implicated when the lawyer’s representation of two or more clients “will involve 
the lawyer in representing differing interests,” which is often the case when the lawyer represents both a 
corporation and its individual employee in connection with a lawsuit. In that event, the representation is 
permissible only if “the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer will be able to provide competent and 
diligent representation to each affected client” and “each affected client gives informed consent, confirmed 
in writing.” Among other things, “informed consent” requires an understanding of the risks of, and 
alternatives to, the joint representation; whether and to what extent confidences will be shared between the 
joint clients; and what will occur if a client withdraws from the joint representation or a later conflict arises 
that precludes continuing the joint representation. 

If the lawyer reasonably concludes that the current or former employee would benefit from legal assistance 
and that the conflict of interest rules allow joint representation, the lawyer may seek to convey the 
corporation’s willingness to compensate the lawyer to represent the employee. This raises a question 
concerning the application of Rule 7.3(a), which forbids “solicitation . . . [b]y in-person or telephone contact” 
with an individual who is not “a close friend, relative, former client or existing client.” Rule 7.3(b) defines 
“solicitation” for purposes of this Rule to mean 

any advertisement initiated by or on behalf of a lawyer or law firm that is directed to, or 
targeted at, a specific recipient or group of recipients, or their family members or legal 
representatives, the primary purpose of which is the retention of the lawyer or law firm, and a 
significant motive for which is pecuniary gain. It does not include a proposal or other writing 
prepared and delivered in response to a specific request of a prospective client. 

Rule 1.0(a), in turn, defines “advertisement” to mean “any public or private communication made by or on 
behalf of a lawyer or law firm about that lawyer or law firm’s services, the primary purpose of which is for 
the retention of the lawyer or law firm. It does not include communications to existing clients or other 
lawyers.” 
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Under Rule 7.3(b), the question of whether the lawyer properly may offer in-person (rather than in writing) 
to represent the corporation’s employee following the conclusion of the interview depends on whether the 
“primary purpose” of the lawyer’s “private communication” with the employee “is the retention of the lawyer 
or law firm, and a significant motive for [the communication] is pecuniary gain.” We conclude that conveying 
the corporation’s offer, and following up if the employee expresses interest, would not constitute a 
“solicitation” for several reasons. 

First, the primary purpose of the in-person meeting at its inception is not to offer the lawyer’s services to the 
employee, but to interview the employee as a potential witness. Indeed, in many cases, that may turn out to 
be the exclusive purpose of the meeting, if the lawyer concludes that the employee does not require legal 
representation or that the lawyer cannot provide it. Second, when the lawyer initially offers to represent the 
employee, the lawyer is acting on behalf of the corporation, as its lawyer and agent, primarily for purposes of 
conveying the corporation’s offer to secure legal representation for an employee in need of legal assistance. 
The corporation could, of course, have one of its non-lawyer officers or its in-house counsel extend the offer 
on behalf of the corporation. But, as the corporation’s lawyer and agent, the lawyer may be in a better position 
to do so, because the lawyer may be better qualified to answer questions and provide information about the 
implications of the representation. Moreover, in conveying the corporation’s offer and, if the employee is 
interested, following up by offering representation, the lawyer’s “primary purpose” is not to secure legal fees 
from a new client but to render competent representation to a current corporate client by enabling it to fulfill 
its objective (and, in some cases, its statutory or contractual obligation or internal policy) of making legal 
assistance available to an employee who may need counsel. See, e.g., Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. v. LaSalle Bank 
Nat. Ass’n, No Civ-08-1125-C, 2010 WL 1558554 (W.D. Okla. Apr. 19, 2010) (finding that offering to 
represent corporate client’s former employees at corporation’s expense was not improper solicitation: 
“[D]efense counsel was attempting to represent its client, the corporation, and also to protect the interests of 
the former employees whose conduct forms the basis for Plaintiff’s claims in this case. In addition, Defense 
counsel would have spent a great deal of time with these individuals, regardless of whether they were clients, 
in order to fully and competently represent Defendant.”). 

This situation is meaningfully distinguishable from the one addressed in Rivera v. Lutheran Medical Center, 
22 Misc. 3d 178, 866 N.Y.S.2d 520 (Kings Cnty. Sup. Ct. 2008), aff’d, 73 A.D.3d 891, 899 N.Y.S.2d 859 
(2d Dep’t 2010), in which the court found that a hospital’s counsel had improperly solicited current and 
former employees who were witnesses in the lawsuit. The court found that the firm’s motivation for offering 
to represent the individuals was not to provide them necessary legal services but “to gain a tactical advantage 
in th[e] litigation by insulating them from any informal contact with plaintiff’s counsel.” Id. at 185. Unlike 
the situation addressed in this Opinion, Rivera evidently was not a case where the entity’s lawyer 
communicated with employees first to secure their information and later to extend the corporate employer’s 
offer of assistance, but one where the primary, if not exclusive, purpose of the communication from its 
inception was to establish a legal representation in order to insulate the witnesses from opposing counsel’s 
informal contact. Rivera would not be inconsistent with the procedure and principles outlined in this Opinion. 

CONCLUSION: When a corporation’s lawyer conveys in person or by telephone an offer to represent a 
corporate employee in connection with a lawsuit, the application of the solicitation rule, Rule 7.3(a), 
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depends on the factual context and the lawyer’s motivation. Under Rivera, the communication would be 
improper if the lawyer’s motivation was exclusively “to gain a tactical advantage in th[e] litigation by 
insulating [witnesses] from any informal contact with plaintiff’s counsel.” However, we conclude that an 
offer of representation at the corporation’s request would be proper where the lawyer initially interviews the 
employee as a non-client witness in order to learn relevant information and subsequently determines that the 
individual is in need of legal services as a party or potential testifying witness and that the concurrent 
representation would be permissible. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note that Model Rule 4.2, the ethics rule against lawyers contacting represented persons directly without 
going through counsel, presents potential complications for prosecutors in the investigation of corporate 
crime.  When corporations (as they commonly do) arrange counsel for their employees early in an 
investigation, prosecutors will be prohibited (including by acting through their agents) from engaging in the 
surreptitious and surprise contacts that are common and often effective in the investigation of street crime.  
See United States v. Hammad, 858 F.2d 834 (2d Cir. 1988); see also Massiah v. United States, 377 U.S. 201 
(1964) (finding a Sixth Amendment dimension to government contacts with charged defendants represented 
by counsel). 

Even if individual corporate employees do not yet have their own counsel, Rule 4.2 may restrict prosecutors 
and their agents.  Some courts have held that if a corporation is represented by counsel (as nearly all are), 
contact with employees, at least at the management level, may constitute contact with a “represented person,” 
on the theory that a corporation is a “person” that can be communicated with only through its human agents.  
See, e.g., Polycast Technology Corp. v. Uniroyal, Inc., 129 F.R.D. 621 (S.D.N.Y. 1990); Meachum v. Outdoor 
World Corp., 654 N.Y.S.2d 240 (Sup. Ct. 1996); see also U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, JUSTICE MANUAL, Crim. 
Resource Manual § 296 (summarizing the uneven state of the law on contacts with represented corporations 
and advising federal prosecutors to study local law before acting). 

C. Funding of Counsel 

On the matter of who bears the costs of lawyers in corporate crime investigations and prosecutions, policy 
considerations intersect with constitutional law.7  As always, follow the money.  One cannot think about the 
Sixth Amendment issues here without thinking about the economics.  Recall that the Delaware General 
Corporation Law includes several provisions regarding mandatory and permissive indemnification, as well 
as permissive fee advancement.  The Constitution does not impose any such regulations on corporations, of 
course, but it is an open question the extent to which the Constitution may limit government action that affects 
access to corporate funding of counsel. 

 

 
7 For a discussion of legal funding arrangements in a number of high-profile white collar cases as well as complications that may 
arise as a result of these arrangements, see Andrew Ross Sorkin, Wall St. Debates Who Pays Legal Bills, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 12, 
2013, 8:50 PM), https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/08/12/wall-st-debates-who-should-pay-legal-bills. 
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CAPLIN & DRYSDALE, CTD. v. UNITED STATES, 491 U.S. 617 (1989) 

Justice WHITE delivered the opinion of the Court. 

We are called on to determine whether the federal drug forfeiture statute includes an exemption for assets that 
a defendant wishes to use to pay an attorney who conducted his defense in the criminal case where forfeiture 
was sought. Because we determine that no such exemption exists, we must decide whether that statute, so 
interpreted, is consistent with the Fifth and Sixth Amendments. We hold that it is. 

In January 1985, Christopher Reckmeyer was charged in a multicount indictment with running a massive 
drug importation and distribution scheme. The scheme was alleged to be a continuing criminal enterprise 
(CCE), in violation of 84 Stat. 1265, as amended, 21 U.S.C. § 848 (1982 ed., Supp. V). Relying on a portion 
of the CCE statute that authorizes forfeiture to the Government of “property constituting, or derived from . . 
. proceeds . . . obtained” from drug-law violations, § 853(a), the indictment sought forfeiture of specified 
assets in Reckmeyer's possession. At this time, the District Court, acting pursuant to § 853(e)(1)(A), entered 
a restraining order forbidding Reckmeyer to transfer any of the listed assets that were potentially forfeitable. 

Sometime earlier, Reckmeyer had retained petitioner, a law firm, to represent him in the ongoing grand jury 
investigation which resulted in the January 1985 indictments. Notwithstanding the restraining order, 
Reckmeyer paid the firm $25,000 for preindictment legal services a few days after the indictment was handed 
down; this sum was placed by petitioner in an escrow account. Petitioner continued to represent Reckmeyer 
following the indictment. 

On March 7, 1985, Reckmeyer moved to modify the District Court's earlier restraining order to permit him 
to use some of the restrained assets to pay petitioner's fees; Reckmeyer also sought to exempt from any 
postconviction forfeiture order the assets that he intended to use to pay petitioner. However, one week later, 
before the District Court could conduct a hearing on this motion, Reckmeyer entered a plea agreement with 
the Government. Under the agreement, Reckmeyer pleaded guilty to the drug-related CCE charge, and agreed 
to forfeit all of the specified assets listed in the indictment. The day after the Reckmeyer's plea was entered, 
the District Court denied his earlier motion to modify the restraining order, concluding that the plea and 
forfeiture agreement rendered irrelevant any further consideration of the propriety of the court's pretrial 
restraints. Subsequently, an order forfeiting virtually all of the assets in Reckmeyer's possession was entered 
by the District Court in conjunction with his sentencing. 

After this order was entered, petitioner filed a petition under § 853(n), which permits third parties with an 
interest in forfeited property to ask the sentencing court for an adjudication of their rights to that property; 
specifically, § 853(n)(6)(B) gives a third party who entered into a bona fide transaction with a defendant a 
right to make claims against forfeited property, if that third party was “at the time of [the transaction] 
reasonably without cause to believe that the [defendant's assets were] subject to forfeiture.” See also § 853(c). 
Petitioner claimed an interest in $170,000 of Reckmeyer's assets, for services it had provided Reckmeyer in 
conducting his defense; petitioner also sought the $25,000 being held in the escrow account, as payment for 
preindictment legal services. Petitioner argued alternatively that assets used to pay an attorney were exempt 
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from forfeiture under § 853, and if not, the failure of the statute to provide such an exemption rendered it 
unconstitutional. The District Court granted petitioner's claim for a share of the forfeited assets. . . . 

Petitioner contends that the statute infringes on criminal defendants' Sixth Amendment right to counsel of 
choice, and upsets the “balance of power” between the Government and the accused in a manner contrary to 
the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment. We consider these contentions in turn. 

Petitioner's first claim is that the forfeiture law makes impossible, or at least impermissibly burdens, a 
defendant's right “to select and be represented by one's preferred attorney.” Wheat v. United States, 486 U.S. 
153, 159, 108 S. Ct. 1692, 1697, 100 L. Ed. 2d 140 (1988). Petitioner does not, nor could it defensibly do so, 
assert that impecunious defendants have a Sixth Amendment right to choose their counsel. The Amendment 
guarantees defendants in criminal cases the right to adequate representation, but those who do not have the 
means to hire their own lawyers have no cognizable complaint so long as they are adequately represented by 
attorneys appointed by the courts. “[A] defendant may not insist on representation by an attorney he cannot 
afford.” Wheat, supra, at 159, 108 S. Ct., at 1697. Petitioner does not dispute these propositions. Nor does 
the Government deny that the Sixth Amendment guarantees a defendant the right to be represented by an 
otherwise qualified attorney whom that defendant can afford to hire, or who is willing to represent the 
defendant even though he is without funds. Applying these principles to the statute in question here, we 
observe that nothing in § 853 prevents a defendant from hiring the attorney of his choice, or disqualifies any 
attorney from serving as a defendant's counsel. Thus, unlike Wheat, this case does not involve a situation 
where the Government has asked a court to prevent a defendant's chosen counsel from representing the 
accused. Instead, petitioner urges that a violation of the Sixth Amendment arises here because of the 
forfeiture, at the instance of the Government, of assets that defendants intend to use to pay their attorneys. 

Even in this sense, of course, the burden the forfeiture law imposes on a criminal defendant is limited. The 
forfeiture statute does not prevent a defendant who has nonforfeitable assets from retaining any attorney of 
his choosing. Nor is it necessarily the case that a defendant who possesses nothing but assets the Government 
seeks to have forfeited will be prevented from retaining counsel of choice. Defendants like Reckmeyer may 
be able to find lawyers willing to represent them, hoping that their fees will be paid in the event of acquittal, 
or via some other means that a defendant might come by in the future. The burden placed on defendants by 
the forfeiture law is therefore a limited one. 

Nonetheless, there will be cases where a defendant will be unable to retain the attorney of his choice, when 
that defendant would have been able to hire that lawyer if he had access to forfeitable assets, and if there was 
no risk that fees paid by the defendant to his counsel would later be recouped under § 853(c). It is in these 
cases, petitioner argues, that the Sixth Amendment puts limits on the forfeiture statute. 

This submission is untenable. Whatever the full extent of the Sixth Amendment's protection of one's right to 
retain counsel of his choosing, that protection does not go beyond “the individual's right to spend his own 
money to obtain the advice and assistance of . . . counsel.” Walters' v. National Assn. of Radiation Survivors, 
473 U.S. 305, 370, 105 S. Ct. 3180, 3215, 87 L. Ed. 2d 220 (1985) (Stevens, J., dissenting). A defendant has 
no Sixth Amendment right to spend another person's money for services rendered by an attorney, even if 
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those funds are the only way that that defendant will be able to retain the attorney of his choice. A robbery 
suspect, for example, has no Sixth Amendment right to use funds he has stolen from a bank to retain an 
attorney to defend him if he is apprehended. The money, though in his possession, is not rightfully his; the 
Government does not violate the Sixth Amendment if it seizes the robbery proceeds and refuses to permit the 
defendant to use them to pay for his defense. “[N]o lawyer, in any case, . . . has the right to . . . accept stolen 
property, or . . . ransom money, in payment of a fee. . . . The privilege to practice law is not a license to steal.” 
Laska v. United States, 82 F.2d 672, 677 (CA10 1936). Petitioner appears to concede as much, see Brief for 
Petitioner 40, n.25, as respondent in Monsanto clearly does, see Brief for Respondent in No. 88-454, pp. 36–
37. 

Petitioner seeks to distinguish such cases for Sixth Amendment purposes by arguing that the bank's claim to 
robbery proceeds rests on “pre-existing property rights,” while the Government's claim to forfeitable assets 
rests on a “penal statute” which embodies the “fictive property-law concept of . . . relation-back” and is merely 
“a mechanism for preventing fraudulent conveyances of the defendant's assets, not . . . a device for 
determining true title to property.” Brief for Petitioner 40–41. In light of this, petitioner contends, the burden 
placed on defendant's Sixth Amendment rights by the forfeiture statute outweighs the Government's interest 
in forfeiture. Ibid. 

The premises of petitioner's constitutional analysis are unsound in several respects. First, the property rights 
given the Government by virtue of the forfeiture statute are more substantial than petitioner acknowledges. 
In § 853(c), the so-called “relation-back” provision, Congress dictated that “[a]ll right, title and interest in 
property” obtained by criminals via the illicit means described in the statute “vests in the United States upon 
the commission of the act giving rise to forfeiture.” 21 U.S.C. § 853(c) (1982 ed., Supp. V). As Congress 
observed when the provision was adopted, this approach, known as the “taint theory,” is one that “has long 
been recognized in forfeiture cases,” including the decision in United States v. Stowell, 133 U.S. 1, 10 S. Ct. 
244, 33 L. Ed. 555 (1890). See S. Rep. No. 98-225, p. 200, and n.27 (1983). In Stowell, the Court explained 
the operation of a similar forfeiture provision (for violations of the Internal Revenue Code) as follows: 

“As soon as [the possessor of the forfeitable asset committed the violation] of the internal 
revenue laws, the forfeiture under those laws took effect, and (though needing judicial 
condemnation to perfect it) operated from that time as a statutory conveyance to the United 
States of all the right, title and interest then remaining in the [possessor]; and was as valid and 
effectual, against all the world, as a recorded deed. The right so vested in the United States 
could not be defeated or impaired by any subsequent dealings of the . . . [possessor].” Stowell, 
supra, at 19, 10 S. Ct., at 248. 

In sum, § 853(c) reflects the application of the long-recognized and lawful practice of vesting title to any 
forfeitable assets, in the United States, at the time of the criminal act giving rise to forfeiture. Concluding that 
Reckmeyer cannot give good title to such property to petitioner because he did not hold good title is neither 
extraordinary or novel. Nor does petitioner claim, as a general proposition that the relation-back provision is 
unconstitutional, or that Congress cannot, as a general matter, vest title to assets derived from the crime in 
the Government, as of the date of the criminal act in question. Petitioner's claim is that whatever part of the 
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assets that is necessary to pay attorney's fees cannot be subjected to forfeiture. But given the Government's 
title to Reckmeyer's assets upon conviction, to hold that the Sixth Amendment creates some right in 
Reckmeyer to alienate such assets, or creates a right on petitioner's part to receive these assets, would be 
peculiar. 

There is no constitutional principle that gives one person the right to give another's property to a third party, 
even where the person seeking to complete the exchange wishes to do so in order to exercise a constitutionally 
protected right. While petitioner and its supporting amici attempt to distinguish between the expenditure of 
forfeitable assets to exercise one's Sixth Amendment rights, and expenditures in the pursuit of other 
constitutionally protected freedoms, see, e.g., Brief for American Bar Association as Amicus Curiae 6, there 
is no such distinction between, or hierarchy among, constitutional rights. If defendants have a right to spend 
forfeitable assets on attorney's fees, why not on exercises of the right to speak, practice one's religion, or 
travel? The full exercise of these rights, too, depends in part on one's financial wherewithal; and forfeiture, 
or even the threat of forfeiture, may similarly prevent a defendant from enjoying these rights as fully as he 
might otherwise. Nonetheless, we are not about to recognize an antiforfeiture exception for the exercise of 
each such right; nor does one exist for the exercise of Sixth Amendment rights.  

Petitioner's “balancing analysis” to the contrary rests substantially on the view that the Government has only 
a modest interest in forfeitable assets that may be used to retain an attorney. Petitioner takes the position that, 
in large part, once assets have been paid over from client to attorney, the principal ends of forfeiture have 
been achieved: dispossessing a drug dealer or racketeer of the proceeds of his wrongdoing. We think that this 
view misses the mark for three reasons. 

First, the Government has a pecuniary interest in forfeiture that goes beyond merely separating a criminal 
from his ill-gotten gains; that legitimate interest extends to recovering all forfeitable assets, for such assets 
are deposited in a Fund that supports law-enforcement efforts in a variety of important and useful ways. See 
28 U.S.C. § 524(c), which establishes the Department of Justice Assets Forfeiture Fund. The sums of money 
that can be raised for law-enforcement activities this way are substantial, and the Government's interest in 
using the profits of crime to fund these activities should not be discounted. 

Second, the statute permits “rightful owners” of forfeited assets to make claims for forfeited assets before 
they are retained by the Government. See 21 U.S.C. § 853(n)(6)(A). The Government's interest in winning 
undiminished forfeiture thus includes the objective of returning property, in full, to those wrongfully deprived 
or defrauded of it. Where the Government pursues this restitutionary end, the Government's interest in 
forfeiture is virtually indistinguishable from its interest in returning to a bank the proceeds of a bank robbery; 
and a forfeiture-defendant's claim of right to use such assets to hire an attorney, instead of having them 
returned to their rightful owners, is no more persuasive than a bank robber's similar claim. 

Finally, as we have recognized previously, a major purpose motivating congressional adoption and continued 
refinement of the racketeer influenced and corrupt organizations (RICO) and CCE forfeiture provisions has 
been the desire to lessen the economic power of organized crime and drug enterprises. See Russello v. United 
States, 464 U.S. 16, 27–28, 104 S. Ct. 296, 302–03, 78 L. Ed. 2d 17 (1983). This includes the use of such 
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economic power to retain private counsel. As the Court of Appeals put it: “Congress has already underscored 
the compelling public interest in stripping criminals such as Reckmeyer of their undeserved economic power, 
and part of that undeserved power may be the ability to command high-priced legal talent.” 837 F.2d, at 649. 
The notion that the Government has a legitimate interest in depriving criminals of economic power, even 
insofar as that power is used to retain counsel of choice, may be somewhat unsettling. But when a defendant 
claims that he has suffered some substantial impairment of his Sixth Amendment rights by virtue of the 
seizure or forfeiture of assets in his possession, such a complaint is no more than the reflection of “the harsh 
reality that the quality of a criminal defendant's representation frequently may turn on his ability to retain the 
best counsel money can buy.” Morris v. Slappy, 461 U.S. 1, 23, 103 S. Ct. 1610, 1622, 75 L. Ed. 2d 610 
(1983) (Brennan, J., concurring in result). Again, the Court of Appeals put it aptly: “The modern day Jean 
Valjean must be satisfied with appointed counsel. Yet the drug merchant claims that his possession of huge 
sums of money . . . entitles him to something more. We reject this contention, and any notion of a 
constitutional right to use the proceeds of crime to finance an expensive defense.” 837 F.2d, at 649. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Court in Caplin & Drysdale held that the Sixth Amendment right to counsel does not include the right to 
spend someone else’s money on a criminal defense.  The next case states that this is true even when the 
procedural structure of forfeiture law seems to prevent access to what might ultimately be determined to be 
one’s own money. 

KALEY v. UNITED STATES, 571 U.S. 320 (2014) 

Justice KAGAN delivered the opinion of the Court. 

A federal statute, 21 U.S.C. § 853(e), authorizes a court to freeze an indicted defendant’s assets prior to trial 
if they would be subject to forfeiture upon conviction. In United States v. Monsanto, 491 U.S. 600, 615, 109 
S. Ct. 2657, 105 L. Ed. 2d 512 (1989), we approved the constitutionality of such an order so long as it is 
“based on a finding of probable cause to believe that the property will ultimately be proved forfeitable.” And 
we held that standard to apply even when a defendant seeks to use the disputed property to pay for a lawyer. 

In this case, two indicted defendants wishing to hire an attorney challenged a pre-trial restraint on their 
property. The trial court convened a hearing to consider the seizure’s legality under Monsanto. The question 
presented is whether criminal defendants are constitutionally entitled at such a hearing to contest a grand 
jury’s prior determination of probable cause to believe they committed the crimes charged. We hold that they 
have no right to relitigate that finding. 

Criminal forfeitures are imposed upon conviction to confiscate assets used in or gained from certain serious 
crimes. See 21 U.S.C. § 853(a). Forfeitures help to ensure that crime does not pay: They at once punish 
wrongdoing, deter future illegality, and “lessen the economic power” of criminal enterprises. Caplin & 
Drysdale, Chartered v. United States, 491 U.S. 617, 630, 109 S. Ct. 2646, 105 L. Ed. 2d 528 (1989); see id., 
at 634, 109 S. Ct. 2646 (“Forfeiture provisions are powerful weapons in the war on crime”). The Government 
also uses forfeited property to recompense victims of crime, improve conditions in crime-damaged 
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communities, and support law enforcement activities like police training. See id., at 629–30, 109 S. Ct. 2646. 
Accordingly, “there is a strong governmental interest in obtaining full recovery of all forfeitable assets.” Id., 
at 631, 109 S. Ct. 2646.  

In line with that interest, § 853(e)(1) empowers courts to enter pre-trial restraining orders or injunctions to 
“preserve the availability of [forfeitable] property” while criminal proceedings are pending. Such an order, 
issued “[u]pon application of the United States,” prevents a defendant from spending or transferring specified 
property, including to pay an attorney for legal services. Ibid. In Monsanto, our principal case involving this 
procedure, we held a pre-trial asset restraint constitutionally permissible whenever there is probable cause to 
believe that the property is forfeitable. See 491 U.S., at 615, 109 S. Ct. 2657. That determination has two 
parts, reflecting the requirements for forfeiture under federal law: There must be probable cause to think (1) 
that the defendant has committed an offense permitting forfeiture, and (2) that the property at issue has the 
requisite connection to that crime. See § 853(a). The Monsanto Court, however, declined to consider “whether 
the Due Process Clause requires a hearing” to establish either or both of those aspects of forfeitability. Id., at 
615, n.10, 109 S. Ct. 2657. . . . 

The grand jury’s indictment in this case charges a scheme to steal prescription medical devices and resell 
them for profit. The indictment accused petitioner Kerri Kaley, a sales representative for a subsidiary of 
Johnson & Johnson, and petitioner Brian Kaley, her husband, with transporting stolen medical devices across 
state lines and laundering the proceeds of that activity. The Kaleys have contested those allegations 
throughout this litigation, arguing that the medical devices at issue were unwanted, excess hospital inventory, 
which they could lawfully take and market to others. 

Immediately after obtaining the indictment, the Government sought a restraining order under § 853(e)(1) to 
prevent the Kaleys from transferring any assets traceable to or involved in the alleged offenses. Included 
among those assets is a $500,000 certificate of deposit that the Kaleys intended to use for legal fees. The 
District Court entered the requested order. Later, in response to the Kaleys’ motion to vacate the asset 
restraint, the court denied a request for an evidentiary hearing and confirmed the order, except as to $63,000 
that it found (based on the parties’ written submissions) was not connected to the alleged offenses. . . . 

This Court has twice considered claims, similar to the Kaleys’, that the Fifth Amendment’s right to due 
process and the Sixth Amendment’s right to counsel constrain the way the federal forfeiture statute applies to 
assets needed to retain an attorney. See Caplin & Drysdale, 491 U.S. 617, 109 S. Ct. 2646, 105 L. Ed. 2d 528; 
Monsanto, 491 U.S. 600, 109 S. Ct. 2657, 105 L. Ed. 2d 512. We begin with those rulings not as mere 
background, but as something much more. On the single day the Court decided both those cases, it cast the 
die on this one too. 

In Caplin & Drysdale, we considered whether the Fifth and Sixth Amendments exempt from forfeiture money 
that a convicted defendant has agreed to pay his attorney. See 491 U.S., at 623–35, 109 S. Ct. 2646. We 
conceded a factual premise of the constitutional claim made in the case: Sometimes “a defendant will be 
unable to retain the attorney of his choice,” if he cannot use forfeitable assets. Id., at 625, 109 S. Ct. 2646. 
Still, we held, the defendant’s claim was “untenable.” Id., at 626, 109 S. Ct. 2646. “A defendant has no Sixth 
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Amendment right to spend another person’s money” for legal fees—even if that is the only way to hire a 
preferred lawyer. Ibid. Consider, we submitted, the example of a “robbery suspect” who wishes to “use funds 
he has stolen from a bank to retain an attorney to defend him if he is apprehended.” Ibid. That money is “not 
rightfully his.” Ibid. Accordingly, we concluded, the Government does not violate the Constitution if, 
pursuant to the forfeiture statute, “it seizes the robbery proceeds and refuses to permit the defendant to use 
them” to pay for his lawyer. Ibid. 

And then, we confirmed in Monsanto what our “robbery suspect” hypothetical indicated: Even prior to 
conviction (or trial)—when the presumption of innocence still applies—the Government could 
constitutionally use § 853(e) to freeze assets of an indicted defendant “based on a finding of probable cause 
to believe that the property will ultimately be proved forfeitable.” 491 U.S., at 615, 109 S. Ct. 2657. In 
Monsanto, too, the defendant wanted to use the property at issue to pay a lawyer, and maintained that the 
Fifth and Sixth Amendments entitled him to do so. We disagreed. We first noted that the Government may 
sometimes “restrain persons where there is a finding of probable cause to believe that the accused has 
committed a serious offense.” Id., at 615–16, 109 S. Ct. 2657. Given that power, we could find “no 
constitutional infirmity in § 853(e)’s authorization of a similar restraint on [the defendant’s] property” in 
order to protect “the community’s interest” in recovering “ill-gotten gains.” Id., at 616, 109 S. Ct. 2657. Nor 
did the defendant’s interest in retaining a lawyer with the disputed assets change the equation. Relying on 
Caplin & Drysdale, we reasoned: “[I]f the Government may, post-trial, forbid the use of forfeited assets to 
pay an attorney, then surely no constitutional violation occurs when, after probable cause is adequately 
established, the Government obtains an order barring a defendant from frustrating that end by dissipating his 
assets prior to trial.” Ibid. So again: With probable cause, a freeze is valid.  

The Kaleys little dispute that proposition; their argument is instead about who should have the last word as 
to probable cause. A grand jury has already found probable cause to think that the Kaleys committed the 
offenses charged; that is why an indictment issued. No one doubts that those crimes are serious enough to 
trigger forfeiture. Similarly, no one contests that the assets in question derive from, or were used in 
committing, the offenses. The only question is whether the Kaleys are constitutionally entitled to a judicial 
re-determination of the conclusion the grand jury already reached: that probable cause supports this criminal 
prosecution (or alternatively put, that the prosecution is not “baseless,” as the Kaleys believe). And that 
question, we think, has a ready answer, because a fundamental and historic commitment of our criminal 
justice system is to entrust those probable cause findings to grand juries. 

This Court has often recognized the grand jury’s singular role in finding the probable cause necessary to 
initiate a prosecution for a serious crime. . . . The grand jury gets to say—without any review, oversight, or 
second-guessing—whether probable cause exists to think that a person committed a crime.  

And that inviolable grand jury finding, we have decided, may do more than commence a criminal proceeding 
(with all the economic, reputational, and personal harm that entails); the determination may also serve the 
purpose of immediately depriving the accused of her freedom. If the person charged is not yet in custody, an 
indictment triggers “issuance of an arrest warrant without further inquiry” into the case’s strength. Gerstein, 
420 U.S., at 117, n.19, 95 S. Ct. 854; see Kalina v. Fletcher, 522 U.S. 118, 129, 118 S. Ct. 502, 139 L. Ed. 
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2d 471 (1997). Alternatively, if the person was arrested without a warrant, an indictment eliminates her Fourth 
Amendment right to a prompt judicial assessment of probable cause to support any detention. See Gerstein, 
420 U.S., at 114, 117, n.19, 95 S. Ct. 854. In either situation, this Court—relying on the grand jury’s 
“historical role of protecting individuals from unjust persecution”—has “let [that body’s] judgment substitute 
for that of a neutral and detached magistrate.” Ibid. The grand jury, all on its own, may effect a pre-trial 
restraint on a person’s liberty by finding probable cause to support a criminal charge.  

The same result follows when, as here, an infringement on the defendant’s property depends on a showing of 
probable cause that she committed a crime. If judicial review of the grand jury’s probable cause determination 
is not warranted (as we have so often held) to put a defendant on trial or place her in custody, then neither is 
it needed to freeze her property. The grand jury that is good enough—reliable enough, protective enough—
to inflict those other grave consequences through its probable cause findings must needs be adequate to 
impose this one too. Indeed, Monsanto already noted the absence of any reason to hold property seizures to 
different rules: As described earlier, the Court partly based its adoption of the probable cause standard on the 
incongruity of subjecting an asset freeze to any stricter requirements than apply to an arrest or ensuing 
detention. See supra, at 1108; 491 U.S., at 615, 109 S. Ct. 2657 (“[I]t would be odd to conclude that the 
Government may not restrain property” on the showing often sufficient to “restrain persons ”). By similar 
token, the probable cause standard, once selected, should work no differently for the single purpose of 
freezing assets than for all others. So the longstanding, unvarying rule of criminal procedure we have just 
described applies here as well: The grand jury’s determination is conclusive.  

And indeed, the alternative rule the Kaleys seek would have strange and destructive consequences. The 
Kaleys here demand a do-over, except with a different referee. They wish a judge to decide anew the exact 
question the grand jury has already answered—whether there is probable cause to think the Kaleys committed 
the crimes charged. But suppose the judge performed that task and came to the opposite conclusion. Two 
inconsistent findings would then govern different aspects of one criminal proceeding: Probable cause would 
exist to bring the Kaleys to trial (and, if otherwise appropriate, hold them in prison), but not to restrain their 
property. And assuming the prosecutor continued to press the charges, the same judge who found probable 
cause lacking would preside over a trial premised on its presence. That legal dissonance, if sustainable at all, 
could not but undermine the criminal justice system’s integrity—and especially the grand jury’s integral, 
constitutionally prescribed role. For in this new world, every prosecution involving a pre-trial asset freeze 
would potentially pit the judge against the grand jury as to the case’s foundational issue. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note that, in Luis v. United States, 136 S. Ct. 1083 (2016), the Court held that the Sixth Amendment does bar 
the government from using an asset freeze to prevent a defendant from accessing funds for the purpose of 
paying counsel if those funds are frozen only as “substitute assets” under forfeiture law—that is, monies that 
are not tainted by criminal proceeds but which the government seeks to forfeit as a substitute for “dirty” 
money that, for whatever reason, the government can no longer find or obtain. 
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Problem 15-1 

What is the difference, for purposes of law and legal theory, between “house counsel” for the mob and counsel 
for the corporation when each deals with witnesses in an investigation?  Why is the former treated as a 
situation rife with conflict, while the latter viewed as routine and necessary? 

The next case involves Judge Kaplan again, this time being reviewed by the Second Circuit after letting the 
government have it in the KPMG case (see the district court decision in KPMG in Chapter 12).  It seems here 
that perhaps there is a Sixth Amendment right to spend someone else’s money on your defense in certain 
circumstances.  Does the court’s constitutional analysis hold up?  What are the limits of this case? 

UNITED STATES v. STEIN, 541 F.3d 130 (2d Cir. 2008) 

DENNIS JACOBS, Chief Judge: 

The United States appeals from an order of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New 
York (Kaplan, J.), dismissing an indictment against thirteen former partners and employees of the accounting 
firm KPMG, LLP. Judge Kaplan found that, absent pressure from the government, KPMG would have paid 
defendants’ legal fees and expenses without regard to cost. Based on this and other findings of fact, Judge 
Kaplan ruled that the government deprived defendants of their right to counsel under the Sixth Amendment 
by causing KPMG to impose conditions on the advancement of legal fees to defendants, to cap the fees, and 
ultimately to end payment. Judge Kaplan also ruled that the government deprived defendants of their right to 
substantive due process under the Fifth Amendment.  

We hold that KPMG’s adoption and enforcement of a policy under which it conditioned, capped and 
ultimately ceased advancing legal fees to defendants followed as a direct consequence of the government’s 
overwhelming influence, and that KPMG’s conduct therefore amounted to state action. We further hold that 
the government thus unjustifiably interfered with defendants’ relationship with counsel and their ability to 
mount a defense, in violation of the Sixth Amendment, and that the government did not cure the violation. 
Because no other remedy will return defendants to the status quo ante, we affirm the dismissal of the 
indictment as to all thirteen defendants. In light of this disposition, we do not reach the district court’s Fifth 
Amendment ruling. 

In January 2003, then-United States Deputy Attorney General Larry D. Thompson promulgated a policy 
statement, Principles of Federal Prosecution of Business Organizations (the “Thompson Memorandum”), 
which articulated “principles” to govern the Department’s discretion in bringing prosecutions against business 
organizations. The Thompson Memorandum was closely based on a predecessor document issued in 1999 by 
then-U.S. Deputy Attorney General Eric Holder, Federal Prosecution of Corporations. Along with the familiar 
factors governing charging decisions, the Thompson Memorandum identifies nine additional considerations, 
including the company’s “timely and voluntary disclosure of wrongdoing and its willingness to cooperate in 
the investigation of its agents.” Mem. from Larry D. Thompson, Deputy Att’y Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 
Principles of Federal Prosecution of Business Organizations (Jan. 20, 2003), at II. The Memorandum explains 
that prosecutors should inquire 
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whether the corporation appears to be protecting its culpable employees and agents [and that] 
a corporation’s promise of support to culpable employees and agents, either through the 
advancing of attorneys fees, through retaining the employees without sanction for their 
misconduct, or through providing information to the employees about the government’s 
investigation pursuant to a joint defense agreement, may be considered by the prosecutor in 
weighing the extent and value of a corporation’s cooperation. 

. . . In December 2006—after the events in this prosecution had transpired—the Department of Justice 
replaced the Thompson Memorandum with the McNulty Memorandum, under which prosecutors may 
consider a company’s fee advancement policy only where the circumstances indicate that it is “intended to 
impede a criminal investigation,” and even then only with the approval of the Deputy Attorney General. Mem. 
from Paul J. McNulty, Deputy Att’y Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Principles of Federal Prosecution of Business 
Organizations (Dec. 12, 2006), at VII n.3. 

After Senate subcommittee hearings in 2002 concerning KPMG’s possible involvement in creating and 
marketing fraudulent tax shelters, KPMG retained Robert S. Bennett of the law firm Skadden, Arps, Slate, 
Meagher & Flom LLP (“Skadden”) to formulate a “cooperative approach” for KPMG to use in dealing with 
federal authorities. Bennett’s strategy included “a decision to ‘clean house’—a determination to ask Jeffrey 
Stein, Richard Smith, and Jeffrey Eischeid, all senior KPMG partners who had testified before the Senate and 
all now [Defendants-Appellees] here—to leave their positions. . . . Stein resigned with arrangements for a 
three-year $100,000-per-month consultancy, and an agreement that KPMG would pay for Stein’s 
representation in any actions brought against Stein arising from his activities at the firm. KPMG negotiated a 
contract with Smith that included a similar clause; but that agreement was never executed.  

In February 2004, KPMG officials learned that the firm and 20 to 30 of its top partners and employees were 
subjects of a grand jury investigation of fraudulent tax shelters. On February 18, 2004, KPMG’s CEO 
announced to all partners that the firm was aware of the United States Attorney’s Office’s (“USAO”) 
investigation and that “[a]ny present or former members of the firm asked to appear will be represented by 
competent coun[sel] at the firm’s expense.”  

In preparation for a meeting with Skadden on February 25, 2004, the prosecutors—including Assistant United 
States Attorneys (“AUSAs”) Shirah Neiman and Justin Weddle—decided to ask whether KPMG would 
advance legal fees to employees under investigation. Bennett started the meeting by announcing that KPMG 
had resolved to “clean house,” that KPMG “would cooperate fully with the government’s investigation,” and 
that its goal was not to protect individual employees but rather to save the firm from being indicted. AUSA 
Weddle inquired about the firm’s plans for advancing fees and about any legal obligation to do so. Later on, 
AUSA Neiman added that the government would “take into account” the firm’s legal obligations to advance 
fees, but that “the Thompson Memorandum [w]as a point that had to be considered.” Bennett then advised 
that although KPMG was still investigating its legal obligations to advance fees, its “common practice” was 
to do so. However, Bennett explained, KPMG would not pay legal fees for any partner who refused to 
cooperate or “took the Fifth,” so long as KPMG had the legal authority to do so.  
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Later in the meeting, AUSA Weddle asked Bennett to ascertain KPMG’s legal obligations to advance 
attorneys’ fees. AUSA Neiman added that “misconduct” should not or cannot “be rewarded” under “federal 
guidelines.” One Skadden attorney’s notes attributed to AUSA Weddle the prediction that, if KPMG had 
discretion regarding fees, the government would “look at that under a microscope.”  

Skadden then reported back to KPMG. In notes of the meeting, a KPMG executive wrote the words “[p]aying 
legal fees” and “[s]everance” next to “not a sign of cooperation.” 

On March 2, 2004, Bennett told AUSA Weddle that although KPMG believed it had no legal obligation to 
advance fees, “it would be a big problem” for the firm not to do so given its partnership structure. But Bennett 
disclosed KPMG’s tentative decision to limit the amount of fees and condition them on employees’ 
cooperation with prosecutors.  

Two days later, a Skadden lawyer advised counsel for Defendant-Appellee Carol G. Warley (a former KPMG 
tax partner) that KPMG would advance legal fees if Warley cooperated with the government and declined to 
invoke her Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination.  

On a March 11 conference call with Skadden, AUSA Weddle recommended that KPMG tell employees that 
they should be “totally open” with the USAO, “even if that [meant admitting] criminal wrongdoing,” 
explaining that this would give him good material for cross-examination. That same day, Skadden wrote to 
counsel for the KPMG employees who had been identified as subjects of the investigation. The letter set forth 
KPMG’s new fees policy (“Fees Policy”), pursuant to which advancement of fees and expenses would be 

[i] capped at $400,000 per employee; 

[ii] conditioned on the employee’s cooperation with the government; and 

[iii] terminated when an employee was indicted. 

The government was copied on this correspondence. 

On March 12, KPMG sent a memorandum to certain other employees who had not been identified as subjects, 
urging them to cooperate with the government, advising them that it might be advantageous for them to 
exercise their right to counsel, and advising that KPMG would cover employees’ “reasonable fees.”  

The prosecutors expressed by letter their “disappoint[ment] with [the] tone” of this memorandum and its 
“one-sided presentation of potential issues,” and “demanded that KPMG send out a supplemental 
memorandum in a form they proposed.” The government’s alternative language, premised on the 
“assum[ption] that KPMG truly is committed to fully cooperating with the Government’s investigation,” 
[and] advised employees that they could “meet with investigators without the assistance of counsel.” KPMG 
complied, and circulated a memo advising that employees “may deal directly with government representatives 
without counsel.”  

At a meeting in late March, Skadden asked the prosecutors to notify Skadden in the event any KPMG 
employee refused to cooperate. Over the following year, the prosecutors regularly informed Skadden 
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whenever a KPMG employee refused to cooperate fully, such as by refusing to proffer or by proffering 
incompletely (in the government’s view). Skadden, in turn, informed the employees’ lawyers that fee 
advancement would cease unless the employees cooperated. The employees either knuckled under and 
submitted to interviews, or they were fired and KPMG ceased advancing their fees. For example, Watson and 
Smith attended proffer sessions after receiving KPMG’s March 11 letter announcing the Fees Policy, and 
after Skadden reiterated to them that fees would be terminated absent cooperation. They did so because (they 
said, and the district court found) they feared that KPMG would stop advancing attorneys fees—although 
Watson concedes he attended a first session voluntarily. As Bennett later assured AUSA Weddle: “Whenever 
your Office has notified us that individuals have not . . . cooperat[ed], KPMG has promptly and without 
question encouraged them to cooperate and threatened to cease payment of their attorney fees and . . . to take 
personnel action, including termination.”  

In an early-March 2005 meeting, then-U.S. Attorney David Kelley told Skadden and top KPMG executives 
that a non-prosecution agreement was unlikely and that he had reservations about KPMG’s level of 
cooperation: “I’ve seen a lot better from big companies.” Bennett reminded Kelley how KPMG had capped 
and conditioned its advancement of legal fees. Kelley remained unconvinced. 

KPMG moved up the Justice Department’s chain of command. At a June 13, 2005 meeting with U.S. Deputy 
Attorney General James Comey, Bennett stressed KPMG’s pressure on employees to cooperate by 
conditioning legal fees on cooperation; it was, he said, “precedent[ ]setting.” KPMG’s entreaties were 
ultimately successful: on August 29, 2005, the firm entered into a deferred prosecution agreement (the 
“DPA”) under which KPMG admitted extensive wrongdoing, paid a $456 million fine, and committed itself 
to cooperation in any future government investigation or prosecution.  

On August 29, 2005—the same day KPMG executed the DPA—the government indicted six of the 
Defendants. . . . A superseding indictment filed on October 17, 2005 named ten additional employees. . . . 
Pursuant to the Fees Policy, KPMG promptly stopped advancing legal fees to the indicted employees who 
were still receiving them.  

On January 12, 2006, the thirteen defendants (among others) moved to dismiss the indictment based on the 
government’s interference with KPMG’s advancement of fees. In a submission to the district court, KPMG 
represented that 

the Thompson memorandum in conjunction with the government’s statements relating to 
payment of legal fees affected KPMG’s determination(s) with respect to the advancement of 
legal fees and other defense costs to present or former partners and employees. . . . In fact, 
KPMG is prepared to state that the Thompson memorandum substantially influenced KPMG’s 
decisions with respect to legal fees. . . . 

At a hearing on March 30, 2006, Judge Kaplan asked the government whether it was “prepared at this point 
to commit that [it] has no objection whatsoever to KPMG exercising its free and independent business 
judgment as to whether to advance defense costs to these defendants and that if it were to elect to do so the 
government would not in any way consider that in determining whether it had complied with the DPA?” The 
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AUSA responded: “That’s always been the case, your Honor. That’s fine. We have no objection to that. . . . 
They can always exercise their business judgment. As you described it, your Honor, that’s always been the 
case. It’s the case today, your Honor.” . . . 

We review first the government’s challenges to the district court’s factual findings, including its finding that 
but for the Thompson Memorandum and the prosecutors’ conduct KPMG would have paid employees’ legal 
fees—pre-indictment and post-indictment—without regard to cost. Next, . . . we decide whether the 
promulgation and enforcement of KPMG’s Fees Policy amounted to state action under the Constitution and 
whether the government deprived defendants of their Sixth Amendment right to counsel. . . . 

The government points out that the Thompson Memorandum lists “fees advancement” as just one of many 
considerations in a complex charging decision, and thus argues that Judge Kaplan overread the Thompson 
Memorandum as a threat that KPMG would be indicted unless it ceased advancing legal fees to its employees. 

. . . KPMG was faced with the fatal prospect of indictment; it could be expected to do all it could, assisted by 
sophisticated counsel, to placate and appease the government. As Judge Kaplan noted, KPMG’s chief legal 
officer, Sven Erik Holmes, testified that he considered it crucial “to be able to say at the right time with the 
right audience, we’re in full compliance with the Thompson Memorandum.” Moreover, KPMG’s 
management and counsel had reason to consider the impact of the firm’s indictment on the interests of the 
firm’s partners, employees, clients, creditors and retirees. 

The government reads the Thompson Memorandum to say that fees advancement is to be considered as a 
negative factor only when it is part of a campaign to “circle the wagons,” i.e., to protect culpable employees 
and obstruct investigators. . . . But even if the government’s reading is plausible, the wording nevertheless 
empowers prosecutors to determine which employees will be deprived of company-sponsored counsel: 
prosecutors may reasonably foresee that employees they identify as “culpable” will be cut off from fees. . . . 

Nor can we disturb Judge Kaplan’s finding that “the government conducted itself in a manner that evidenced 
a desire to minimize the involvement of defense attorneys.” During the March 11 phone call between the 
prosecutors and Skadden, AUSA Weddle demanded that KPMG tell its employees to be “totally open” with 
the USAO, “even if that [meant admitting] criminal wrongdoing,” so that he could gather material for cross-
examination. On March 12, the prosecutors prevailed upon KPMG to supplement its first advisory letter with 
another, which clarified that employees could meet with the government without counsel. In addition, 
prosecutors repeatedly used Skadden to threaten to withhold legal fees from employees who refused to 
proffer—even if defense counsel had recommended that an employee invoke the Fifth Amendment privilege.  

Finally, we cannot say that the district court’s ultimate finding of fact-that absent the Thompson 
Memorandum and the prosecutors’ conduct KPMG would have advanced fees without condition or cap-was 
clearly erroneous. The government itself stipulated in Stein I that KPMG had a “longstanding voluntary 
practice” of advancing and paying employees’ legal fees “without regard to economic costs or considerations” 
and “without a preset cap or condition of cooperation with the government . . . in any civil, criminal or 
regulatory proceeding” arising from activities within the scope of employment. Although it “is far from 
certain” that KPMG is legally obligated to advance defendants’ legal fees, a firm may have potent incentives 
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to advance fees, such as the ability to recruit and retain skilled professionals in a profession fraught with legal 
risk. Also, there is evidence that, before the prosecutors’ intervention, KPMG executed an agreement under 
which it would advance Stein’s legal fees without cap or condition (and negotiated toward an identical 
agreement with Smith). . . . Indeed, KPMG itself represented to the court that the Thompson Memorandum 
and the prosecutors’ conduct “substantially influenced [its] determination(s) with respect to the advancement 
of legal fees.” . . . 

Judge Kaplan found that “KPMG’s decision to cut off all payments of legal fees and expenses to anyone who 
was indicted and to limit and to condition such payments prior to indictment upon cooperation with the 
government was the direct consequence of the pressure applied by the Thompson Memorandum and the 
USAO.” The government protests that KPMG’s adoption and enforcement of its Fees Policy was private 
action, outside the ambit of the Sixth Amendment. . . . 

Actions of a private entity are attributable to the State if “there is a sufficiently close nexus between the State 
and the challenged action of the . . . entity so that the action of the latter may be fairly treated as that of the 
State itself.” The “close nexus” test is not satisfied when the state “[m]ere[ly] approv[es] of or acquiesce[s] 
in the initiatives” of the private entity, or when an entity is merely subject to governmental regulation. “The 
purpose of the [close-nexus requirement] is to assure that constitutional standards are invoked only when it 
can be said that the State is responsible for the specific conduct of which the plaintiff complains.” Such 
responsibility is normally found when the State “has exercised coercive power or has provided such 
significant encouragement, either overt or covert, that the choice must in law be deemed to be that of the 
State.”  

Although Supreme Court cases on this issue “have not been a model of consistency,” some principles emerge. 
“A nexus of state action exists between a private entity and the state when the state exercises coercive power, 
is entwined in the management or control of the private actor, or provides the private actor with significant 
encouragement, either overt or covert, or when the private actor operates as a willful participant in joint 
activity with the State or its agents, is controlled by an agency of the State, has been delegated a public 
function by the state, or is entwined with governmental policies.” 

The government argues: KPMG simply took actions in the shadow of an internal DOJ advisory document 
(the Thompson Memorandum) containing multiple factors and caveats; the government’s approval of 
KPMG’s Fees Policy did not render the government responsible for KPMG’s actions enforcing it; even if the 
government had specifically required KPMG to adopt a policy that penalized non-cooperation, state action 
would still have been lacking because KPMG would have retained the power to apply the policy; and although 
the prosecutors repeatedly informed KPMG when employees were not cooperating, they did so at KPMG’s 
behest, without knowing how KPMG would react. We disagree. 

KPMG’s adoption and enforcement of the Fees Policy amounted to “state action” because KPMG “operate[d] 
as a willful participant in joint activity” with the government, and because the USAO “significant[ly] 
encourage[d]” KPMG to withhold legal fees from defendants upon indictment. The government brought 
home to KPMG that its survival depended on its role in a joint project with the government to advance 
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government prosecutions. The government is therefore legally “responsible for the specific conduct of which 
the [criminal defendants] complain[ ].” 

. . . State action is established here as a matter of law because the government forced KPMG to adopt its 
constricted Fees Policy. The Thompson Memorandum itself—which prosecutors stated would be considered 
in deciding whether to indict KPMG—emphasizes that cooperation will be assessed in part based upon 
whether, in advancing counsel fees, “the corporation appears to be protecting its culpable employees and 
agents.” Since defense counsel’s objective in a criminal investigation will virtually always be to protect the 
client, KPMG’s risk was that fees for defense counsel would be advanced to someone the government 
considered culpable. So the only safe course was to allow the government to become (in effect) paymaster. 

The prosecutors reinforced this message by inquiring into KPMG’s fees obligations, referring to the 
Thompson Memorandum as “a point that had to be considered,” and warning that “misconduct” should not 
or cannot “be rewarded” under “federal guidelines.” The government had KPMG’s full attention. It is hardly 
surprising, then, that KPMG decided to condition payment of fees on employees’ cooperation with the 
government and to terminate fees upon indictment: only that policy would allow KPMG to continue 
advancing fees while minimizing the risk that prosecutors would view such advancement as obstructive. 

To ensure that KPMG’s new Fees Policy was enforced, prosecutors became “entwined in the . . . control” of 
KPMG. They intervened in KPMG’s decisionmaking, expressing their “disappoint[ment] with [the] tone” of 
KPMG’s first advisory memorandum, and declaring that “[t]hese problems must be remedied” by a proposed 
supplemental memorandum specifying that employees could meet with the government without being 
burdened by counsel. Prosecutors also “made plain” their “strong preference” as to what the firm should do, 
and their “desire to share the fruits of such intrusions.” They did so by regularly “reporting to KPMG the 
identities of employees who refused to make statements in circumstances in which the USAO knew full well 
that KPMG would pressure them to talk to prosecutors.” . . . The prosecutors thus steered KPMG toward their 
preferred fee advancement policy and then supervised its application in individual cases. Such “overt” and 
“significant encouragement” supports the conclusion that KPMG’s conduct is properly attributed to the 
State. . . . 

An adversarial relationship does not normally bespeak partnership. But KPMG faced ruin by indictment and 
reasonably believed it must do everything in its power to avoid it. The government’s threat of indictment was 
easily sufficient to convert its adversary into its agent. KPMG was not in a position to consider coolly the risk 
of indictment, weigh the potential significance of the other enumerated factors in the Thompson 
Memorandum, and decide for itself how to proceed.  

We therefore conclude that KPMG’s adoption and enforcement of the Fees Policy (both before and upon 
defendants’ indictment) amounted to state action. The government may properly be held “responsible for the 
specific conduct of which the [criminal defendants] complain[ ],” i.e., the deprivation of their Sixth 
Amendment right to counsel, if the violation is established. 

The district court’s ruling on the Sixth Amendment was based on the following analysis (set out here in 
précis). The Sixth Amendment protects “an individual’s right to choose the lawyer or lawyers he or she 
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desires,” and “to use one’s own funds to mount the defense that one wishes to present.” The goal is to secure 
“a defendant’s right to spend his own money on a defense.” Because defendants reasonably expected to 
receive legal fees from KPMG, the fees “were, in every material sense, their property.” The government’s 
interest in retaining discretion to treat as obstruction a company’s advancement of legal fees “is insufficient 
to justify the government’s interference with the right of individual criminal defendants to obtain resources 
lawfully available to them in order to defend themselves.” Defendants need not make a “particularized 
showing” of how their defense was impaired, because “[v]irtually everything the defendants do in this case 
may be influenced by the extent of the resources available to them,” such as selection of counsel and “what 
the KPMG Defendants can pay their lawyers to do.” Therefore, the Sixth Amendment violation “is complete 
irrespective of the quality of the representation they receive.”  

Most of the state action relevant here-the promulgation of the Thompson Memorandum, the prosecutors’ 
communications with KPMG regarding the advancement of fees, KPMG’s adoption of a Fees Policy with 
caps and conditions, and KPMG’s repeated threats to employees identified by prosecutors as being 
uncooperative-pre-dated the indictments of August and October 2005. (Of course, after the indictments were 
filed KPMG ceased advancing fees to all thirteen of the present defendants who were still receiving fees up 
to that point. As explained, this was also state action.) So we must determine how this pre-indictment conduct 
may bear on defendants’ Sixth Amendment claim. 

“The Sixth Amendment right of the ‘accused’ to assistance of counsel in ‘all criminal prosecutions’ is limited 
by its terms: it does not attach until a prosecution is commenced.” “Attachment” refers to “when the [Sixth 
Amendment] right may be asserted”; it does not concern the separate question of “what the right guarantees,” 
i.e., “what the substantive guarantee of the Sixth Amendment” is at that stage of the prosecution. The Supreme 
Court has “pegged commencement [of a prosecution] to ‘the initiation of adversary judicial criminal 
proceedings—whether by way of formal charge, preliminary hearing, indictment, information, or 
arraignment.’” “The rule is not ‘mere formalism,’ but a recognition of the point at which ‘the government has 
committed itself to prosecute,’ ‘the adverse positions of government and defendant have solidified,’ and the 
accused ‘finds himself faced with the prosecutorial forces of organized society, and immersed in the 
intricacies of substantive and procedural criminal law.’” . . . 

Although defendants’ Sixth Amendment rights attached only upon indictment, the district court properly 
considered pre-indictment state action that affected defendants post-indictment. When the government acts 
prior to indictment so as to impair the suspect’s relationship with counsel post-indictment, the pre-indictment 
actions ripen into cognizable Sixth Amendment deprivations upon indictment. As Judge Ellis explained in 
United States v. Rosen, 487 F. Supp. 2d 721 (E.D. Va. 2007), “it is entirely plausible that pernicious effects 
of the pre-indictment interference continued into the post-indictment period, effectively hobbling defendants’ 
Sixth Amendment rights to retain counsel of choice with funds to which they had a right. . . . [I]f, as alleged, 
the government coerced [the employer] into halting fee advances on defendants’ behalf and the government 
did so for the purpose of undermining defendants’ relationship with counsel once the indictment issued, the 
government violated defendants’ right to expend their own resources towards counsel once the right 
attached.”  
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Since the government forced KPMG to adopt the constricted Fees Policy—including the provision for 
terminating fee advancement upon indictment—and then compelled KPMG to enforce it, it was virtually 
certain that KPMG would terminate defendants’ fees upon indictment. We therefore reject the government’s 
argument that its actions (virtually all pre-indictment) are immune from scrutiny under the Sixth Amendment.  

We now consider “what the [Sixth Amendment] right guarantees.” The Sixth Amendment ensures that “[i]n 
all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right . . . to have the Assistance of Counsel for his 
defence.” Thus “the Sixth Amendment guarantees the defendant the right to be represented by an otherwise 
qualified attorney whom that defendant can afford to hire, or who is willing to represent the defendant even 
though he is without funds.” “[A]n element of this right is the right of a defendant who does not require 
appointed counsel to choose who will represent him.”  

The government must “honor” a defendant’s Sixth Amendment right to counsel: 

This means more than simply that the State cannot prevent the accused from obtaining the 
assistance of counsel. The Sixth Amendment also imposes on the State an affirmative 
obligation to respect and preserve the accused’s choice to seek this assistance. . . . [A]t the 
very least, the prosecutor and police have an affirmative obligation not to act in a manner that 
circumvents and thereby dilutes the protection afforded by the right to counsel. 

This is intuitive: the right to counsel in an adversarial legal system would mean little if defense counsel could 
be controlled by the government or vetoed without good reason. 

Consistent with this principle of non-interference, courts have identified violations of the Sixth Amendment 
right to counsel where the government obtains incriminating statements from a defendant outside the presence 
of counsel and then introduces those statements at trial. Likewise, the government violates the Sixth 
Amendment when it intrudes on the attorney-client relationship, preventing defense counsel from 
“participat[ing] fully and fairly in the adversary factfinding process.”  

Defendants-Appellees do not say that they were deprived of constitutionally effective counsel. Their claim is 
that the government unjustifiably interfered with their relationship with counsel and their ability to mount the 
best defense they could muster. 

The government, relying on Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered v. United States, 491 U.S. 617, (1989), contends 
that a defendant has no Sixth Amendment right to a defense funded by someone else’s money. In that case, 
the Supreme Court ruled that a defendant’s Sixth Amendment right to retain counsel of choice was not 
violated when the funds he earmarked for defense were seized under a federal forfeiture statute, because title 
to the forfeitable assets had vested in the United States. The government focuses on the following passage 
from Caplin & Drysdale: 

. . . A defendant has no Sixth Amendment right to spend another person’s money for services 
rendered by an attorney, even if those funds are the only way that that defendant will be able 
to retain the attorney of his choice. A robbery suspect, for example, has no Sixth Amendment 
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right to use funds he has stolen from a bank to retain an attorney to defend him if he is 
apprehended. The money, though in his possession, is not rightfully his . . . . 

The holding of Caplin & Drysdale is narrow: the Sixth Amendment does not prevent the government from 
reclaiming its property from a defendant even though the defendant had planned to fund his legal defense 
with it. It is easy to distinguish the case of an employee who reasonably expects to receive attorneys’ fees as 
a benefit or perquisite of employment, whether or not the expectation arises from a legal entitlement. As has 
been found here as a matter of fact, these defendants would have received fees from KPMG but for the 
government’s interference. Although “there is no Sixth Amendment right for a defendant to obtain counsel 
using tainted funds, [a defendant] still possesses a qualified Sixth Amendment right to use wholly legitimate 
funds to hire the attorney of his choice.”  

It is axiomatic that if defendants had already received fee advances from KPMG, the government could not 
(absent justification) deliberately interfere with the use of that money to fuel their defenses. And the 
government concedes that it could not prevent a lawyer from furnishing a defense gratis. . . . And if the Sixth 
Amendment prohibits the government from interfering with such arrangements, then surely it also prohibits 
the government from interfering with financial donations by others, such as family members and neighbors—
and employers. In a nutshell, the Sixth Amendment protects against unjustified governmental interference 
with the right to defend oneself using whatever assets one has or might reasonably and lawfully obtain. 

The government points out that KPMG’s past fee practice was voluntary and subject to change, and that 
defendants therefore could have had no reasonable expectation of the ongoing advancement of fees. But this 
argument simply quarrels with Judge Kaplan’s finding that absent any state action, KPMG would have paid 
defendants’ legal fees and expenses without regard to cost. Therefore, unless the government’s interference 
was justified, it violated the Sixth Amendment. 

The government is sometimes allowed to interfere with defendants’ choice or relationship with counsel, such 
as to prevent certain conflicts of interest. However, the government has failed to establish a legitimate 
justification for interfering with KPMG’s advancement of legal fees. . . . 

Judge Kaplan found that defendants Gremminger, Hasting, Ritchie and Watson were unable to retain the 
counsel of their choosing as a result of the termination of fee advancements upon indictment. The government 
does not contest this factual finding, and we will not disturb it. A defendant who is deprived of counsel of 
choice (without justification) need not show how his or her defense was impacted; such errors are structural 
and are not subject to harmless-error review. . . . 

The remaining defendants . . . do not claim they were deprived of their chosen counsel. Rather, they assert 
that the government unjustifiably interfered with their relationship with counsel and their ability to defend 
themselves. . . . We agree: these defendants can easily demonstrate interference in their relationships with 
counsel and impairment of their ability to mount a defense based on Judge Kaplan’s non-erroneous findings 
that the post-indictment termination of fees “caused them to restrict the activities of their counsel,” and thus 
to limit the scope of their pre-trial investigation and preparation. Defendants were indicted based on a fairly 
novel theory of criminal liability; they faced substantial penalties; the relevant facts are scattered throughout 
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over 22 million documents regarding the doings of scores of people, the subject matter is “extremely 
complex,” technical expertise is needed to figure out and explain what happened; and trial was expected to 
last between six and eight months. As Judge Kaplan found, these defendants “have been forced to limit their 
defenses . . . for economic reasons and . . . they would not have been so constrained if KPMG paid their 
expenses.” We therefore hold that these defendants were also deprived of their right to counsel under the 
Sixth Amendment. . . . 

Problem 15-2 

As anyone familiar with the work of innocence projects—much less anyone paying attention to the criminal 
justice system—knows, deficient performance by underfunded and less than competent appointed counsel is 
endemic to the U.S. legal system, even in capital cases.  At the same time, numerous defendants in high-
profile corporate crime cases have spent tens of millions of dollars on their defenses, some spending well 
over $50 million on a single defense.  What, if anything, is wrong with this situation?  How might one go 
about changing it? 
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16.  INDIVIDUAL PLEAS AND SETTLEMENTS 

Well over 90 percent of all criminal cases in the federal system, including white collar cases, are disposed of 
by guilty pleas prior to trial.  That means—somewhat amazingly—that for lawyers representing individuals 
in federal court, understanding the plea negotiation process might be more important than knowing how to 
try a case. 

This chapter looks at the major building blocks of the plea bargaining machine, as they relate to white collar 
cases.  Bear in mind that we already have one such building block from the early chapters:  the substantive 
criminal statutes that (broadly) define offenses and set (relatively high) maximum punishments, supplying 
prosecutors with much of their leverage in plea bargaining. 

A. Applicable Rules 

This puts the cart before the horse a bit, but once the defendant has a plea agreement (or no plea agreement—
the rules permit a defendant to “plead straight up” to the indictment), the following rule governs the plea 
proceeding.  The most important things here are (1) understanding the difference between “(B) pleas” and 
“(C) pleas” under Rule 11(c)(1), and (2) seeing the policy concerns that motivate many of the provisions in 
Rule 11. 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 11. Pleas 

(a) Entering a Plea. 

(1) In General. A defendant may plead not guilty, guilty, or (with the court's consent) nolo contendere. 

(2) Conditional Plea. With the consent of the court and the government, a defendant may enter a 
conditional plea of guilty or nolo contendere, reserving in writing the right to have an appellate court 
review an adverse determination of a specified pretrial motion. A defendant who prevails on appeal 
may then withdraw the plea. 

(3) Nolo Contendere Plea. Before accepting a plea of nolo contendere, the court must consider the parties’ 
views and the public interest in the effective administration of justice. 

(4) Failure to Enter a Plea. If a defendant refuses to enter a plea or if a defendant organization fails to 
appear, the court must enter a plea of not guilty. 

(b) Considering and Accepting a Guilty or Nolo Contendere Plea. 

(1) Advising and Questioning the Defendant. Before the court accepts a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, 
the defendant may be placed under oath, and the court must address the defendant personally in open 
court. During this address, the court must inform the defendant of, and determine that the defendant 
understands, the following: 
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(A) the government’s right, in a prosecution for perjury or false statement, to use against the 
defendant any statement that the defendant gives under oath; 

(B) the right to plead not guilty, or having already so pleaded, to persist in that plea; 

(C) the right to a jury trial; 

(D) the right to be represented by counsel—and if necessary have the court appoint counsel—at 
trial and at every other stage of the proceeding; 

(E) the right at trial to confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses, to be protected from 
compelled self-incrimination, to testify and present evidence, and to compel the attendance of 
witnesses; 

(F) the defendant's waiver of these trial rights if the court accepts a plea of guilty or nolo 
contendere; 

(G) the nature of each charge to which the defendant is pleading; 

(H) any maximum possible penalty, including imprisonment, fine, and term of supervised release; 

(I) any mandatory minimum penalty; 

(J) any applicable forfeiture; 

(K) the court's authority to order restitution; 

(L) the court's obligation to impose a special assessment; 

(M) in determining a sentence, the court's obligation to calculate the applicable sentencing-
guideline range and to consider that range, possible departures under the Sentencing 
Guidelines, and other sentencing factors under 18 U.S.C. §3553(a); and 

(N) the terms of any plea-agreement provision waiving the right to appeal or to collaterally attack 
the sentence. 

(2) Ensuring That a Plea Is Voluntary. Before accepting a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, the court 
must address the defendant personally in open court and determine that the plea is voluntary and did 
not result from force, threats, or promises (other than promises in a plea agreement). 

(3) Determining the Factual Basis for a Plea. Before entering judgment on a guilty plea, the court must 
determine that there is a factual basis for the plea. 

(c) Plea Agreement Procedure. 

(1) In General. An attorney for the government and the defendant's attorney, or the defendant when 
proceeding pro se, may discuss and reach a plea agreement. The court must not participate in these 
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discussions. If the defendant pleads guilty or nolo contendere to either a charged offense or a lesser 
or related offense, the plea agreement may specify that an attorney for the government will: 

(A) not bring, or will move to dismiss, other charges; 

(B) recommend, or agree not to oppose the defendant's request, that a particular sentence or 
sentencing range is appropriate or that a particular provision of the Sentencing Guidelines, or 
policy statement, or sentencing factor does or does not apply (such a recommendation or 
request does not bind the court); or 

(C) agree that a specific sentence or sentencing range is the appropriate disposition of the case, or 
that a particular provision of the Sentencing Guidelines, or policy statement, or sentencing 
factor does or does not apply (such a recommendation or request binds the court once the court 
accepts the plea agreement). 

(2) Disclosing a Plea Agreement. The parties must disclose the plea agreement in open court when the 
plea is offered, unless the court for good cause allows the parties to disclose the plea agreement in 
camera. 

(3) Judicial Consideration of a Plea Agreement. 

(A) To the extent the plea agreement is of the type specified in Rule 11(c)(1)(A) or (C), the court 
may accept the agreement, reject it, or defer a decision until the court has reviewed the 
presentence report. 

(B) To the extent the plea agreement is of the type specified in Rule 11(c)(1)(B), the court must 
advise the defendant that the defendant has no right to withdraw the plea if the court does not 
follow the recommendation or request. 

(4) Accepting a Plea Agreement. If the court accepts the plea agreement, it must inform the defendant that 
to the extent the plea agreement is of the type specified in Rule 11(c)(1)(A) or (C), the agreed 
disposition will be included in the judgment. 

(5) Rejecting a Plea Agreement. If the court rejects a plea agreement containing provisions of the type 
specified in Rule 11(c)(1)(A) or (C), the court must do the following on the record and in open court 
(or, for good cause, in camera): 

(A) inform the parties that the court rejects the plea agreement; 

(B) advise the defendant personally that the court is not required to follow the plea agreement and 
give the defendant an opportunity to withdraw the plea; and 

(C) advise the defendant personally that if the plea is not withdrawn, the court may dispose of the 
case less favorably toward the defendant than the plea agreement contemplated. 
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(d) Withdrawing a Guilty or Nolo Contendere Plea. A defendant may withdraw a plea of guilty or nolo 
contendere: 

(1) before the court accepts the plea, for any reason or no reason; or 

(2) after the court accepts the plea, but before it imposes sentence if: 

(A) the court rejects a plea agreement under 11(c)(5); or 

(B) the defendant can show a fair and just reason for requesting the withdrawal. 

(e) Finality of a Guilty or Nolo Contendere Plea. After the court imposes sentence, the defendant may not 
withdraw a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, and the plea may be set aside only on direct appeal or 
collateral attack. 

(f) Admissibility or Inadmissibility of a Plea, Plea Discussions, and Related Statements. The admissibility or 
inadmissibility of a plea, a plea discussion, and any related statement is governed by Federal Rule of 
Evidence 410. 

(g) Recording the Proceedings. The proceedings during which the defendant enters a plea must be recorded 
by a court reporter or by a suitable recording device. If there is a guilty plea or a nolo contendere plea, the 
record must include the inquiries and advice to the defendant required under Rule 11(b) and (c). 

(h) Harmless Error. A variance from the requirements of this rule is harmless error if it does not affect 
substantial rights. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

In addition to Rule 11(f), the admissibility of pleas, plea discussions, and related statements is also governed 
by Federal Rule of Evidence 410.  Why do these rules exist?  Are they necessary?  

FEDERAL RULE OF EVIDENCE 410. PLEAS, PLEA DISCUSSIONS, AND RELATED 
STATEMENTS 

(a) Prohibited Uses. In a civil or criminal case, evidence of the following is not admissible against the 
defendant who made the plea or participated in the plea discussions: 

(1) a guilty plea that was later withdrawn; 

(2) a nolo contendere plea; 

(3) a statement made during a proceeding on either of those pleas under Federal Rule of Criminal 
Procedure 11 or a comparable state procedure; or 

(4) a statement made during plea discussions with an attorney for the prosecuting authority if the 
discussions did not result in a guilty plea or they resulted in a later-withdrawn guilty plea. 
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(b) Exceptions. The court may admit a statement described in Rule 410(a)(3) or (4): 

(1) in any proceeding in which another statement made during the same plea or plea discussions has been 
introduced, if in fairness the statements ought to be considered together; or 

(2) in a criminal proceeding for perjury or false statement, if the defendant made the statement under oath, 
on the record, and with counsel present. 

B. The Proffer Process 

Many plea negotiations begin with the government taking a “proffer” from the defendant.  This is an essential 
step in enlisting any cooperating witness, as it provides prosecutors with the opportunity to assess an 
individual’s credibility and the value of that person’s information before committing to granting any benefits 
in a plea agreement.  Such discussions typically take place under a written proffer agreement that affords the 
individual a limited form of “use immunity” so that the person is not required to, in effect, provide a full 
confession before knowing whether a plea bargain will be reached. 

You will see a lot of proffer agreements in corporate crime practice.  The careful lawyer will often insist on 
such protection before allowing a client to talk to the government, even if the lawyer thinks the client may 
not be charged and thus may not need to engage in plea bargaining with prosecutors.  A proffer agreement is 
a temporary or limited contract executed on the way to a plea agreement, or as protection for the purpose of 
talking to the government for a day when the ultimate results of an ongoing investigation remain unclear.  
(You may hear these agreements referred to by some practitioners, in an unfortunate and hackneyed phrase, 
as “Queen for a day” agreements.) 

Consider the terms of the following sample proffer agreement.  What does it give the client?  What does it 
give the government?  What does it not give both parties?  (Hint: recall the materials on immunity from 
Chapter 12.) 

[SAMPLE PROFFER AGREEMENT] 

With respect to the meeting of ___________("Client") and his attorney__________, Esq., with Assistant 
United States Attorney ___________________________ to be held at the Office of the United States 
Attorney for the Southern District of New York on [Meeting Date] ("the meeting"), the following 
understandings exist: 

(1) THIS IS NOT A COOPERATION AGREEMENT, The Client has agreed to provide the 
Government with information, and to respond to questions, so that the Government may evaluate Client's 
information and responses in making prosecutive decisions. By receiving Client's proffer, the Government 
does not agree to make a motion on the Client's behalf or to enter into a cooperation agreement, plea 
agreement, immunity or non-prosecution agreement. The Government makes no representation about the 
likelihood that any such agreement will be reached in connection with this proffer. 

(2)  In any prosecution brought against Client by this Office, except as provided below the Government 
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will not offer in evidence on its case-in-chief, or in connection with any sentencing proceeding for the purpose 
of determining an appropriate sentence, any statements made by Client at the meeting, except in a prosecution 
for false statements, obstruction of justice or perjury with respect to any acts committed or statements made 
during or after the meeting or testimony given after the meeting. 

Notwithstanding item (2) above: (a) the Government may use information derived directly or indirectly from 
the meeting for the purpose of obtaining leads to other evidence, which evidence may be used in any 
prosecution of Client by the Government; (b) in any prosecution brought against Client, the Government may 
use statements made by Client at the meeting and all evidence obtained directly or indirectly therefrom for 
the purpose of cross-examination should Client testify; and (c) the Government may also use statements made 
by Client at the meeting to rebut any evidence or arguments offered by or on behalf of Client (including 
arguments made or issues raised sua sponte by the District Court) at any stage of the criminal prosecution 
(including bail, all phases of trial, and sentencing) in any prosecution brought against Client.  

(3)  The Client understands and agrees that in the event the Client seeks to qualify for a reduction in 
sentence under Title 18, United States Code, Section 3553(f) or United States Sentencing Guidelines, Sections 
2D 1.1(b) (6) or 5C1.2, the Office may offer in evidence, in connection with the sentencing, statements made 
by the Client at the meeting and all evidence obtained directly or indirectly therefrom. 

(4)  To the extent that the Government is entitled under this Agreement to offer in evidence any 
statements made by Client or leads obtained therefrom, Client shall assert no claim under the United States 
Constitution, any statute, Rule 11(e)(6) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 410 of the Federal 
Rules of Evidence, or any other federal rule that such statements or any leads therefrom should be suppressed. 
It is the intent of this Agreement to waive all rights in the foregoing respects.  

(5)  If this Office receives a request from another prosecutor's office for access to information obtained 
pursuant to this Proffer Agreement, this Office may furnish such information but will do so only on the 
condition that the requesting office honor the provisions of this Agreement.  

(6)  It is further understood that this Agreement is limited to the statements made by Client at the 
meeting and does not apply to any oral, written or recorded statements made by Client at any other time. No 
understandings, promises, agreements and/or conditions have been entered into with respect to the meeting 
other than those set forth in this Agreement and none will be entered into unless in writing and signed by all 
parties. 

(7)  The understandings set forth in paragraphs 1 through 7 above extend to the continuation of this 
meeting on the dates that appear below. 

(8)  Client and Attorney acknowledge that they have fully discussed and understand every paragraph 
and clause in this Agreement and the consequences thereof. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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The following case is about the kinds of disputes that can arise during the enforcement of a proffer agreement 
and helps explain what protections a typical proffer agreement provides and does not provide to a defendant.  
The obvious lesson here is that it will be nearly impossible for an individual to testify in her own defense at 
a trial after she has made a full proffer to the government. 

UNITED STATES v. VELEZ, 354 F.3d 190 (2d Cir. 2004) 

JOSÉ A. CABRANES, Circuit Judge. 

. . . On November 21, 2001, defendant was indicted for being a convicted felon in possession of a firearm 
shipped and transported in interstate commerce, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(1). The charge was based 
on the observations of three New York Police Department officers—namely, that on August 18, 2001 the 
officers saw defendant pull a gun from his waistband, heard the sound of metal hitting pavement, and then 
recovered a gun from the ground where defendant had been standing. 

Shortly after being charged, defendant participated in two proffer sessions. In a first session on January 14, 
2002, defendant, accompanied by counsel, asserted his innocence, claiming that he did not possess the gun 
found on the ground where he had been standing. The Government did not credit defendant’s statements. 

On May 9, 2002, defendant, again accompanied by counsel, participated in a second proffer session, which 
he had requested. (At this session, defendant was represented by his second attorney, because the District 
Court had granted defendant’s request that he be relieved of his prior counsel.) Before participating in the 
meeting, defendant signed an agreement in which he waived, in certain circumstances, the protection 
otherwise applicable to his proffer statements that prohibits use of those statements as evidence against him. 
Relevant to this appeal, the waiver provision to which defendant agreed provides: 

[T]he Government may ... use statements made by [defendant] at the meeting to rebut any 
evidence or arguments offered by or on behalf of [defendant] (including arguments made or 
issues raised sua sponte by the District Court) at any stage of the criminal prosecution 
(including bail, all phases of trial, and sentencing) in any prosecution brought against 
[defendant]. 

Accordingly, by signing the proffer agreement that included this waiver provision, defendant authorized the 
Government to introduce defendant’s proffer statements at trial if defendant introduced evidence or arguments 
that were inconsistent with his proffer statements. 

In the second proffer session, defendant recanted his claims of innocence at the initial session and admitted 
facts pertaining to one element of the charged offense—namely, that he owned and possessed the firearm that 
the officers found on the ground near him. 

Defendant thereafter requested a third proffer session, which the Government scheduled, but defendant 
canceled the meeting and elected to proceed to trial. 

Before the start of trial, however, defendant presented two issues to the District Court. First, he requested that 
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the Court again appoint new defense counsel, on the ground that he would not receive a fair trial because his 
current (second) counsel had stated that he was “limited to attack[ing] certain areas,” which, as defendant 
contended, was due to counsel’s presence at the proffer session. The District Court denied defendant’s 
request. 

Second, through his attorney at a pretrial conference and in an in limine motion, defendant sought a 
preliminary ruling from the District Court on the scope of the defense’s arguments and defense witness 
testimony that would open the door to the Government’s use of defendant’s proffer statements. In response 
to defendant’s argument at the pretrial conference, the Government informed the Court that it did not seek to 
introduce defendant’s proffer statements in its case-in-chief, but that it reserved the right “to introduce such 
statements if they are deemed necessary to rebut testimony or arguments made by or on behalf of the 
defendant that are inconsistent with statements made by the defendant during the proffer session.” 

The District Court initially did not rule on defendant’s motion, but it noted that certain anticipated defense 
witness testimony would “come ‘close’ to opening the door to [the Government’s] introduction of 
[defendant’s] proffer statements.” (Appellee’s Br. at 10 (quoting trial transcript at 36).) When defense counsel 
informed the Court that it would not elicit that testimony, the District Court provided additional time for the 
defense to reconsider its decision. However, later in the day, the District Court stated that if the anticipated 
defense witness testimony were introduced, the Court would indeed permit the Government to introduce 
defendant’s proffer admissions, thereby implicitly finding that the proffer agreement was enforceable. 
Defendant did not introduce the anticipated testimony. 

After a three-day trial, the jury convicted defendant of the sole count of the indictment, which yielded a 
sentencing range of 100 to 125 months’ imprisonment under applicable guidelines. At sentencing, in the 
context of offering mitigation to warrant a sentence at the low end of the range, defendant stated that he had 
been “trap[ped]” into making his admissions at the second proffer session. The District Court declined to 
credit defendant’s statement as relevant to mitigation, and on December 16, 2002, sentenced defendant 
principally to 120 months’ imprisonment. 

On appeal, defendant argues that the waiver provision in the proffer agreement—which permits the 
Government to offer a proffer admission by the defendant in rebuttal to contradictory evidence or argument—
violates defendant’s constitutional rights to mount a defense, to the effective assistance of counsel, and to a 
fair trial. We disagree. . . .  

Ordinarily, statements made by a defendant during plea negotiations, including proffer sessions, are 
inadmissible at trial. Fed. R. Evid. 410. However, a defendant can waive the protection afforded by Rule 410 
as long as there is no “affirmative indication that the agreement [to waive] was entered into unknowingly or 
involuntarily.” Mezzanatto, 513 U.S. at 210. In Mezzanatto, as defendant correctly points out, the Supreme 
Court considered and enforced a narrow waiver provision in which the defendant permitted the Government 
to use his plea-negotiation statements only when responding to contrary testimony by the defendant himself. 
Id. at 198. Here we face a more expansive waiver of Rule 410 because, in the proffer agreement at issue, 
defendant waived his exclusionary privilege in all circumstances in which the defense presents contradictory 
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testimony, evidence, or arguments—whether or not defendant himself testifies. We agree with the District 
Court’s implicit decision that the agreement is enforceable. 

In contending that the agreement is unenforceable, defendant relies principally on United States v. Duffy, 133 
F. Supp. 2d 213 (E.D.N.Y. 2001), in which the district court refused to enforce a waiver provision in a proffer 
agreement similar to the one we consider here. The Duffy ruling determined that the waiver provision 
“prevent[ed defense counsel] from making any sort of meaningful defense,” id. at 216, and that it 
“exploit[ed]” a disparity of bargaining power between the Government and the defendant, id. at 217. The 
court stated: “After signing the standard proffer agreement, the terms of which are dictated by the government, 
the only thing that a defendant is guaranteed is the chance to convince the prosecutor to enter a deal. At the 
same time, the defendant bears all of the risk.” Id. Concluding that the waiver provision effectively forfeited 
the defendant’s fundamental rights to present a defense and to the effective assistance of counsel and, in doing 
so, implicated important public interests, the district court held the waiver provision unenforceable. Id. at 218. 

For the reasons that follow, we respectfully decline to adopt the position advanced in Duffy. . . . 

As the Gomez ruling points out, “fairness dictates that the agreement be enforced.” Id. at 475. “If the proffer 
agreement is not enforced, a defendant will have less incentive to be truthful, for he will know that his proffer 
statements cannot be used against him at trial as long as he does not testify, even if he presents inconsistent 
evidence or arguments.” Id. 

In addition, invalidating a waiver provision like the one before us would clearly interfere with plea bargaining 
and cooperation efforts—in direct contravention of the criminal justice system’s legitimate goal of 
encouraging plea bargaining in appropriate circumstances. The Supreme Court has noted that, “[i]f 
prosecutors were precluded from securing [waiver] agreements, they might well decline to enter into 
cooperation discussions in the first place and might never take this potential first step toward a plea bargain.” 
Id. 

We do not lightly dismiss the observation in Duffy that the Government holds significant bargaining power 
in arranging proffer sessions and securing a waiver provision as a prerequisite for a defendant’s participation. 
133 F. Supp. 2d at 217–18. However, “[t]he mere potential for abuse of prosecutorial bargaining power is an 
insufficient basis for foreclosing negotiation altogether.” Mezzanatto, 513 U.S. at 210. Indeed, to the extent 
there is a disparity between the parties’ bargaining positions, it is likely attributable to the Government’s 
evidence of the defendant’s guilt. We thus reject the argument that defendant, relying on Duffy, makes in this 
case—that the asserted disparity of power between the Government and a defendant in proffers renders waiver 
provisions in proffer agreements unenforceable. 

Finally, a defendant remains free to present evidence inconsistent with his proffer statements, with the fair 
consequence that, if he does, “the Government [is] then . . . permitted to present the defendant’s own words 
in rebuttal.” Gomez, 210 F. Supp. 2d. at 476. With this avenue open to him, a defendant who has consented 
to a waiver provision like the one at issue here has not forfeited his constitutional right to present a defense, 
to the effective assistance of his counsel, or to a fair trial. 
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Accordingly, we reject defendant’s claim that the waiver provision is unconstitutional, and we hold that, 
where a proffer agreement is entered into knowingly and voluntarily, a provision in which defendant waives 
his exclusionary privilege under Federal Rule of Evidence 410 by permitting the Government to introduce 
defendant’s proffer statements to rebut contrary evidence or arguments presented by the defense, whether or 
not defendant testifies, is enforceable. . . . 

C. Plea Bargaining and the Constitution 

A key element in understanding the power of prosecutors in plea negotiations, and the prevalence of guilty 
pleas, is the limited constitutional constraints on the practice of plea bargaining.  The following two cases are 
the foundational Supreme Court decisions on the subject.  Why do these rulings give so much power to the 
prosecutor?  What is the rationale for doing so?  What is potentially wrong with that power?  If one wanted 
the prosecutor to have less power, could the Court have decided these cases differently?  Exactly how? 

BRADY v. UNITED STATES, 397 U.S. 742 (1970) 

Mr. Justice WHITE delivered the opinion of the Court. 

In 1959, petitioner was charged with kidnaping in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1201(a).  Since the indictment 
charged that the victim of the kidnaping was not liberated unharmed, petitioner faced a maximum penalty of 
death if the verdict of the jury should so recommend. Petitioner, represented by competent counsel 
throughout, first elected to plead not guilty. Apparently because the trial judge was unwilling to try the case 
without a jury, petitioner made no serious attempt to reduce the possibility of a death penalty by waiving a 
jury trial. Upon learning that his codefendant, who had confessed to the authorities, would plead guilty and 
be available to testify against him, petitioner changed his plea to guilty. His plea was accepted after the trial 
judge twice questioned him as to the voluntariness of his plea. Petitioner was sentenced to 50 years’ 
imprisonment, later reduced to 30. 

In 1967, petitioner sought relief under 28 U.S.C. § 2255, claiming that his plea of guilty was not voluntarily 
given because § 1201(a) operated to coerce his plea, because his counsel exerted impermissible pressure upon 
him, and because his plea was induced by representations with respect to reduction of sentence and clemency. 
It was also alleged that the trial judge had not fully complied with Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure. . . . 

The trial judge in 1959 found the plea voluntary before accepting it; the District Court in 1968, after an 
evidentiary hearing, found that the plea was voluntarily made; the Court of Appeals specifically approved the 
finding of voluntariness. We see no reason on this record to disturb the judgment of those courts. Petitioner, 
advised by competent counsel, tendered his plea after his codefendant, who had already given a confession, 
determined to plead guilty and became available to testify against petitioner. It was this development that the 
District Court found to have triggered Brady’s guilty plea. 

The voluntariness of Brady’s plea can be determined only by considering all of the relevant circumstances 
surrounding it. One of these circumstances was the possibility of a heavier sentence following a guilty verdict 
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after a trial. It may be that Brady, faced with a strong case against him and recognizing that his chances for 
acquittal were slight, preferred to plead guilty and thus limit the penalty to life imprisonment rather than to 
elect a jury trial which could result in a death penalty. But even if we assume that Brady would not have 
pleaded guilty except for the death penalty provision of § 1201(a), this assumption merely identifies the 
penalty provision as a ‘but for’ cause of his plea. That the statute caused the plea in this sense does not 
necessarily prove that the plea was coerced and invalid as an involuntary act. 

The State to some degree encourages pleas of guilty at every important step in the criminal process. For some 
people, their breach of a State’s law is alone sufficient reason for surrendering themselves and accepting 
punishment. For others, apprehension and charge, both threatening acts by the Government, jar them into 
admitting their guilt. In still other cases, the post-indictment accumulation of evidence may convince the 
defendant and his counsel that a trial is not worth the agony and expense to the defendant and his family. All 
these pleas of guilty are valid in spite of the State’s responsibility for some of the factors motivating the pleas; 
the pleas are no more improperly compelled than is the decision by a defendant at the close of the State’s 
evidence at trial that he must take the stand or face certain conviction. 

Of course, the agents of the State may not produce a plea by actual or threatened physical harm or by mental 
coercion overbearing the will of the defendant. But nothing of the sort is claimed in this case; nor is there 
evidence that Brady was so gripped by fear of the death penalty or hope of leniency that he did not or could 
not, with the help of counsel, rationally weigh the advantages of going to trial against the advantages of 
pleading guilty. Brady’s claim is of a different sort: that it violates the Fifth Amendment to influence or 
encourage a guilty plea by opportunity or promise of leniency and that a guilty plea is coerced and invalid if 
influenced by the fear of a possibly higher penalty for the crime charged if a conviction is obtained after the 
State is put to its proof. 

Insofar as the voluntariness of his plea is concerned, there is little to differentiate Brady from (1) the 
defendant, in a jurisdiction where the judge and jury have the same range of sentencing power, who pleads 
guilty because his lawyer advises him that the judge will very probably be more lenient than the jury; (2) the 
defendant, in a jurisdiction where the judge alone has sentencing power, who is advised by counsel that the 
judge is normally more lenient with defendants who plead guilty than with those who go to trial; (3) the 
defendant who is permitted by prosecutor and judge to plead guilty to a lesser offense included in the offense 
charged; and (4) the defendant who pleads guilty to certain counts with the understanding that other charges 
will be dropped. In each of these situations, as in Brady’s case, the defendant might never plead guilty absent 
the possibility or certainty that the plea will result in a lesser penalty than the sentence that could be imposed 
after a trial and a verdict of guilty. We decline to hold, however, that a guilty plea is compelled and invalid 
under the Fifth Amendment whenever motivated by the defendant’s desire to accept the certainty or 
probability of a lesser penalty rather than face a wider range of possibilities extending from acquittal to 
conviction and a higher penalty authorized by law for the crime charged. 

The issue we deal with is inherent in the criminal law and its administration because guilty pleas are not 
constitutionally forbidden, because the criminal law characteristically extends to judge or jury a range of 
choice in setting the sentence in individual cases, and because both the State and the defendant often find it 
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advantageous to preclude the possibility of the maximum penalty authorized by law. For a defendant who 
sees slight possibility of acquittal, the advantages of pleading guilty and limiting the probable penalty are 
obvious—his exposure is reduced, the correctional processes can begin immediately, and the practical 
burdens of a trial are eliminated. For the State there are also advantages—the more promptly imposed 
punishment after an admission of guilt may more effectively attain the objectives of punishment; and with 
the avoidance of trial, scarce judicial and prosecutorial resources are conserved for those cases in which there 
is a substantial issue of the defendant’s guilt or in which there is substantial doubt that the State can sustain 
its burden of proof. It is this mutuality of advantage that perhaps explains the fact that at present well over 
three-fourths of the criminal convictions in this country rest on pleas of guilty, a great many of them no doubt 
motivated at least in part by the hope or assurance of a lesser penalty than might be imposed if there were a 
guilty verdict after a trial to judge or jury. 

Of course, that the prevalence of guilty pleas is explainable does not necessarily validate those pleas or the 
system which produces them. But we cannot hold that it is unconstitutional for the State to extend a benefit 
to a defendant who in turn extends a substantial benefit to the State and who demonstrates by his plea that he 
is ready and willing to admit his crime and to enter the correctional system in a frame of mind that affords 
hope for success in rehabilitation over a shorter period of time than might otherwise be necessary. 

A contrary holding would require the States and Federal Government to forbid guilty pleas altogether, to 
provide a single invariable penalty for each crime defined by the statutes, or to place the sentencing function 
in a separate authority having no knowledge of the manner in which the conviction in each case was obtained. 
In any event, it would be necessary to forbid prosecutors and judges to accept guilty pleas to selected counts, 
to lesser included offenses, or to reduced charges. The Fifth Amendment does not reach so far. . . . 

The standard as to the voluntariness of guilty pleas must be essentially that defined by Judge Tuttle of the 
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit: 

(A) plea of guilty entered by one fully aware of the direct consequences, including the actual 
value of any commitments made to him by the court, prosecutor, or his own counsel, must 
stand unless induced by threats (or promises to discontinue improper harassment), 
misrepresentation (including unfulfilled or unfulfillable promises), or perhaps by promises that 
are by their nature improper as having no proper relationship to the prosecutor’s business (e.g. 
bribes). 242 F.2d at page 115.  

Under this standard, a plea of guilty is not invalid merely because entered to avoid the possibility of a death 
penalty.  

BORDENKIRCHER v. HAYES, 434 U.S. 367 (1978) 

Mr. Justice STEWART delivered the opinion of the Court. 

The question in this case is whether the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment is violated when 
a state prosecutor carries out a threat made during plea negotiations to reindict the accused on more serious 
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charges if he does not plead guilty to the offense with which he was originally charged. 

The respondent, Paul Lewis Hayes, was indicted by a Fayette County, Ky., grand jury on a charge of uttering 
a forged instrument in the amount of $88.30, an offense then punishable by a term of 2 to 10 years in prison. 
Ky. Rev. Stat. § 434.130 (1973) (repealed 1975). After arraignment, Hayes, his retained counsel, and the 
Commonwealth’s Attorney met in the presence of the Clerk of the Court to discuss a possible plea agreement. 
During these conferences the prosecutor offered to recommend a sentence of five years in prison if Hayes 
would plead guilty to the indictment. He also said that if Hayes did not plead guilty and “save[d] the court 
the inconvenience and necessity of a trial,” he would return to the grand jury to seek an indictment under the 
Kentucky Habitual Criminal Act, then Ky. Rev. Stat. § 431.190 (1973) (repealed 1975), which would subject 
Hayes to a mandatory sentence of life imprisonment by reason of his two prior felony convictions. Hayes 
chose not to plead guilty, and the prosecutor did obtain an indictment charging him under the Habitual 
Criminal Act. It is not disputed that the recidivist charge was fully justified by the evidence, that the prosecutor 
was in possession of this evidence at the time of the original indictment, and that Hayes’ refusal to plead 
guilty to the original charge was what led to his indictment under the habitual criminal statute. 

A jury found Hayes guilty on the principal charge of uttering a forged instrument and, in a separate 
proceeding, further found that he had twice before been convicted of felonies. As required by the habitual 
offender statute, he was sentenced to a life term in the penitentiary. The Kentucky Court of Appeals rejected 
Hayes’ constitutional objections to the enhanced sentence, holding in an unpublished opinion that 
imprisonment for life with the possibility of parole was constitutionally permissible in light of the previous 
felonies of which Hayes had been convicted, and that the prosecutor’s decision to indict him as a habitual 
offender was a legitimate use of available leverage in the plea-bargaining process. 

On Hayes’ petition for a federal writ of habeas corpus, the United States District Court for the Eastern District 
of Kentucky agreed that there had been no constitutional violation in the sentence or the indictment procedure, 
and denied the writ. The Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit reversed the District Court’s judgment. While 
recognizing “that plea bargaining now plays an important role in our criminal justice system,” the appellate 
court thought that the prosecutor’s conduct during the bargaining negotiations had violated the principles of 
Blackledge v. Perry, 417 U.S. 21, which “protect[ed] defendants from the vindictive exercise of a prosecutor’s 
discretion.” 547 F.2d, at 44. Accordingly, the court ordered that Hayes be discharged “except for his 
confinement under a lawful sentence imposed solely for the crime of uttering a forged instrument.” Id., at 45. 
We granted certiorari to consider a constitutional question of importance in the administration of criminal 
justice.  

It may be helpful to clarify at the outset the nature of the issue in this case. While the prosecutor did not 
actually obtain the recidivist indictment until after the plea conferences had ended, his intention to do so was 
clearly expressed at the outset of the plea negotiations. Hayes was thus fully informed of the true terms of the 
offer when he made his decision to plead not guilty. This is not a situation, therefore, where the prosecutor 
without notice brought an additional and more serious charge after plea negotiations relating only to the 
original indictment had ended with the defendant’s insistence on pleading not guilty. As a practical matter, in 
short, this case would be no different if the grand jury had indicted Hayes as a recidivist from the outset, and 
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the prosecutor had offered to drop that charge as part of the plea bargain. 

The Court of Appeals nonetheless drew a distinction between “concessions relating to prosecution under an 
existing indictment,” and threats to bring more severe charges not contained in the original indictment-a line 
it thought necessary in order to establish a prophylactic rule to guard against the evil of prosecutorial 
vindictiveness. Quite apart from this chronological distinction, however, the Court of Appeals found that the 
prosecutor had acted vindictively in the present case since he had conceded that the indictment was influenced 
by his desire to induce a guilty plea. The ultimate conclusion of the Court of Appeals thus seems to have been 
that a prosecutor acts vindictively and in violation of due process of law whenever his charging decision is 
influenced by what he hopes to gain in the course of plea bargaining negotiations. 

We have recently had occasion to observe: “[W]hatever might be the situation in an ideal world, the fact is 
that the guilty plea and the often concomitant plea bargain are important components of this country’s criminal 
justice system. Properly administered, they can benefit all concerned.” Blackledge v. Allison, 431 U.S. 63. 
The open acknowledgment of this previously clandestine practice has led this Court to recognize the 
importance of counsel during plea negotiations, Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742, 758, the need for a 
public record indicating that a plea was knowingly and voluntarily made, Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238, 
242, and the requirement that a prosecutor’s plea-bargaining promise must be kept, Santobello v. New York, 
404 U.S. 257, 262. The decision of the Court of Appeals in the present case, however, did not deal with 
considerations such as these, but held that the substance of the plea offer itself violated the limitations imposed 
by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. For the reasons that follow, we have concluded 
that the Court of Appeals was mistaken in so ruling. 

This Court held . . . that the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment “requires that vindictiveness 
against a defendant for having successfully attacked his first conviction must play no part in the sentence he 
receives after a new trial.” The same principle was later applied to prohibit a prosecutor from reindicting a 
convicted misdemeanant on a felony charge after the defendant had invoked an appellate remedy, since in 
this situation there was also a “realistic likelihood of ‘vindictiveness.’” Blackledge v. Perry, 417 U.S., at 27, 
94 S. Ct., at 2102. 

In those cases the Court was dealing with the State’s unilateral imposition of a penalty upon a defendant who 
had chosen to exercise a legal right to attack his original conviction-a situation “very different from the give-
and-take negotiation common in plea bargaining between the prosecution and defense, which arguably 
possess relatively equal bargaining power.” Parker v. North Carolina, 397 U.S. 790, 809, (opinion of 
Brennan, J.). The Court has emphasized that the due process violation in cases such as Pearce and Perry lay 
not in the possibility that a defendant might be deterred from the exercise of a legal right, but rather in the 
danger that the State might be retaliating against the accused for lawfully attacking his conviction.  

To punish a person because he has done what the law plainly allows him to do is a due process violation of 
the most basic sort, and for an agent of the State to pursue a course of action whose objective is to penalize a 
person’s reliance on his legal rights is “patently unconstitutional.” Chaffin v. Stynchcombe, supra, 412 U.S., 
at 32–33, n.20. But in the “give-and-take” of plea bargaining, there is no such element of punishment or 
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retaliation so long as the accused is free to accept or reject the prosecution’s offer. 

Plea bargaining flows from “the mutuality of advantage” to defendants and prosecutors, each with his own 
reasons for wanting to avoid trial. Defendants advised by competent counsel and protected by other 
procedural safeguards are presumptively capable of intelligent choice in response to prosecutorial persuasion, 
and unlikely to be driven to false self-condemnation. Indeed, acceptance of the basic legitimacy of plea 
bargaining necessarily implies rejection of any notion that a guilty plea is involuntary in a constitutional sense 
simply because it is the end result of the bargaining process. By hypothesis, the plea may have been induced 
by promises of a recommendation of a lenient sentence or a reduction of charges, and thus by fear of the 
possibility of a greater penalty upon conviction after a trial. 

While confronting a defendant with the risk of more severe punishment clearly may have a “discouraging 
effect on the defendant’s assertion of his trial rights, the imposition of these difficult choices [is] an 
inevitable”—and permissible—“attribute of any legitimate system which tolerates and encourages the 
negotiation of pleas.” Chaffin v. Stynchcombe, supra, 412 U.S., at 31. It follows that, by tolerating and 
encouraging the negotiation of pleas, this Court has necessarily accepted as constitutionally legitimate the 
simple reality that the prosecutor’s interest at the bargaining table is to persuade the defendant to forgo his 
right to plead not guilty. 

It is not disputed here that Hayes was properly chargeable under the recidivist statute, since he had in fact 
been convicted of two previous felonies. In our system, so long as the prosecutor has probable cause to believe 
that the accused committed an offense defined by statute, the decision whether or not to prosecute, and what 
charge to file or bring before a grand jury, generally rests entirely in his discretion. Within the limits set by 
the legislature’s constitutionally valid definition of chargeable offenses, “the conscious exercise of some 
selectivity in enforcement is not in itself a federal constitutional violation” so long as “the selection was [not] 
deliberately based upon an unjustifiable standard such as race, religion, or other arbitrary classification.” 
Oyler v. Boles, 368 U.S. 448, 456. To hold that the prosecutor’s desire to induce a guilty plea is an 
“unjustifiable standard,” which, like race or religion, may play no part in his charging decision, would 
contradict the very premises that underlie the concept of plea bargaining itself. Moreover, a rigid 
constitutional rule that would prohibit a prosecutor from acting forthrightly in his dealings with the defense 
could only invite unhealthy subterfuge that would drive the practice of plea bargaining back into the shadows 
from which it has so recently emerged.  

There is no doubt that the breadth of discretion that our country’s legal system vests in prosecuting attorneys 
carries with it the potential for both individual and institutional abuse. And broad though that discretion may 
be, there are undoubtedly constitutional limits upon its exercise. We hold only that the course of conduct 
engaged in by the prosecutor in this case, which no more than openly presented the defendant with the 
unpleasant alternatives of forgoing trial or facing charges on which he was plainly subject to prosecution, did 
not violate the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. . . . 
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Problem 16-1 

Why has the Supreme Court largely rejected the idea of constitutional regulation of the coerciveness of plea 
bargaining, even as public and academic concerns about the dominance of plea bargaining mills in the 
criminal justice system has grown?  Can you think of a different approach a future Court might be able to 
take to constitutional regulation of plea bargains?   

D. Plea Agreements Without Cooperation 

The following is an example of a “straight” plea agreement, without cooperation provisions, in an insider 
trading prosecution related to the investigation of Raj Rajaratnam and the Galleon hedge fund.  What does 
the defendant get under this type of agreement?  What does the defendant give up?  Ask the same questions 
with respect to the prosecutor, and tally the results.  Why might a client wish to enter into this kind of 
“straight” plea agreement? 

U.S. Department of Justice 
United States Attorney 

Southern District of New York 

January 18, 2011 

Alan Kaufman, Esq.  
Kelley Drye & Warren  
101 Park Avenue  
New York, NY 10178 

Re: United States v. Danielle Chiesi, SI 09 Cr. 1184 (RJH) 

Dear Mr. Kaufman: 

On the understandings specified below, the Office of the United States Attorney for the Southern 
District of New York ("this Office") will accept a guilty plea from Danielle Chiesi ("the defendant") to Counts 
Five, Six and Seven of the above-referenced Indictment. 

Counts Five, Six and Seven charge the defendant with conspiracy to commit securities fraud, in violation 
of Title 18, United States Code, Section 371, and each count carries a maximum sentence of five years' 
imprisonment; a maximum fine, pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 3571 of the greatest of 
$250,000, twice the gross pecuniary gain derived from the offense, or twice the gross pecuniary loss to 
persons other than the defendant resulting from the offense; a mandatory $100 special assessment; and a 
maximum period of supervised release of three years. The total maximum term of imprisonment for all three 
counts is fifteen years, in addition to the foregoing, the Court must order restitution in accordance with 
Sections 3663, 3663A and 3664 of Title 18, United States Code. 
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In consideration of the defendant's plea to the above offenses, the defendant will not be further 
prosecuted criminally by this Office (except for criminal tax violations as to which this Office cannot, and does 
not, make any agreement) for her participation in schemes to engage in insider trading from in or about July 
2008 through in or about April 2009 in the securities of Sun Microsystems Inc., Advanced Micro Devices, 
Inc., International Business Machines Corp., Akamai Technologies, Inc., Sybase, Inc., Lenovo Group Ltd., 
and Marvell Technology Group Ltd., as charged in Counts Five, Six and Seven of the Indictment and disclosed 
in the Bill of Particulars filed in this matter. In addition, at the time of sentencing, the Government will move 
to dismiss any open Count(s) against the defendant. The defendant agrees that with respect to any and all 
dismissed charges she is not a "prevailing party" within the meaning of the "Hyde Amendment," Section 617, 
P.L. 105-119 (Nov. 26, 1997), and will not file any claim under that law. 

The defendant hereby admits the forfeiture allegations with respect to Counts Five, Six and Seven of 
the Indictment and agrees to forfeit to the United States, pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 
981(a)(1)(C) and Title 28, United States Code, Section 2461, the proceeds she obtained as a result of the 
offenses charged in Counts Five, Six and Seven of the Indictment. The defendant agrees that she will not file 
a claim or a petition for remission or mitigation in any forfeiture proceeding and will not cause or assist 
anyone else in doing so. It is further understood that any forfeiture of the defendant's assets shall not be treated 
as satisfaction of any fine, restitution, cost of imprisonment, or any other penalty the Court may impose upon 
her in addition to forfeiture. 

In consideration of the foregoing and pursuant to United States Sentencing Guidelines ("U.S.S.G." or 
"Guidelines") Section 6B1.4, the parties hereby stipulate to the following: 

A. Offense Level 

1. The Guidelines provisions in effect as of November 1, 2010 apply in this case. 

2. The Guidelines provision applicable to the offenses charged in Counts Five, Six and 
Seven of the Indictment is U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4(a), the base 
offense level is 8. 

3. The base offense level is increased by 16 levels because the gain is greater than 
$1,000,000 but not more than $2,500,000. U.S.S.G. §§ 2B 1.4(b)(1), 2Bl.l(b)(l)(I). 

4. Assuming the defendant clearly demonstrates acceptance of responsibility, to the 
satisfaction of the Government, through her allocution and subsequent conduct prior to 
the imposition of sentence, a two-level reduction will be warranted, pursuant to U.S.S.G. 
§ 3El.l(a). Furthermore, assuming the defendant has accepted responsibility as described 
in the previous sentence, an additional one-level reduction is warranted, pursuant to 
U.S.S.G. § 3E1.1 (b), because the defendant gave timely notice of her intention to enter a 
plea of guilty, thereby permitting the Government to avoid preparing for trial and 
permitting the Court to allocate its resources efficiently. 
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In accordance with the above, the applicable Guidelines offense level is 21. 

B. Criminal History Category 

Based upon the information now available to this Office (including representations by the defense), 
the defendant has no criminal history points. Accordingly, the defendant's Criminal History Category is I. 

C.        Sentencing Range 

Based upon the calculations set forth above, the defendant's stipulated sentencing Guidelines range is 
37 to 46 months' imprisonment (the "Stipulated Guidelines Range"). In addition, after determining the 
defendant's ability to pay, the Court may impose a fine pursuant to §5E1.2. At Guidelines level 21, the 
applicable fine range is $7,500 to $75,000. 

The parties agree that neither a downward nor an upward departure from the Stipulated Guidelines 
Range set forth above is warranted. Accordingly, neither party will seek any departure or adjustment pursuant 
to the Guidelines that is not set forth herein. Nor will either party suggest that the Probation Office consider 
such a departure or adjustment under the Guidelines, or suggest that the Court sua sponte consider any such 
departure or adjustment. 

The parties agree that either party may seek a sentence outside of the Stipulated Guidelines Range, 
suggest that the Probation Office consider a sentence outside of the Stipulated Guidelines Range, and suggest 
that the Court sua sponte consider a sentence outside of the Stipulated Guidelines Range, based upon the 
factors to be considered in imposing a sentence pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 3553(a). 

Except as provided in any written Proffer Agreement(s) that may have been entered into between this 
Office and the defendant, nothing in this Agreement limits the right of the parties (i) to present to the Probation 
Office or the Court any facts relevant to sentencing; (ii) to make any arguments regarding where within the 
Stipulated Guidelines Range (or such other range as the Court may determine) the defendant should be 
sentenced and regarding the factors to be considered in imposing a sentence pursuant to Title 18, United 
States Code, Section 3553(a); (iii) to seek an appropriately adjusted Guidelines range if it is determined based 
upon new information that the defendant's criminal history category is different from that set forth above; and 
(iv) to seek an appropriately adjusted Guidelines range or mandatory minimum term of imprisonment if it is 
subsequently determined that the defendant qualifies as a career offender under U.S.S.G. § 4B1.1. Nothing in 
this Agreement limits the right of the Government to seek denial of the adjustment for acceptance of 
responsibility, see U.S.S.G. § 3E1.1, regardless of any stipulation set forth above, if the defendant fails clearly 
to demonstrate acceptance of responsibility, to the satisfaction of the Government, through her allocution and 
subsequent conduct prior to the imposition of sentence. Similarly, nothing in this Agreement limits the right 
of the Government to seek an enhancement for obstruction of justice, see U.S.S.G. § 3C1.1, regardless of any 
stipulation set forth above, should it be determined that the defendant has either (i) engaged in conduct, 
unknown to the Government at the time of the signing of this Agreement, that constitutes obstruction of 
justice or (ii) committed another crime after signing this Agreement. 
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It is understood that pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 6B 1.4(d), neither the Probation Office nor the Court is 
bound by the above Guidelines stipulation, either as to questions of fact or as to the determination of the 
proper Guidelines to apply to the facts. In the event that the Probation Office or the Court contemplates any 
Guidelines adjustments, departures, or calculations different from those stipulated to above, or contemplates 
any sentence outside of the Stipulated Guidelines Range, the parties reserve the right to answer any inquiries 
and to make all appropriate arguments concerning the same. 

It is understood that the sentence to be imposed upon the defendant is determined solely by the Court. 
It is further understood that the Guidelines are not binding on the Court. The defendant acknowledges that 
her entry of a guilty plea to Counts Five, Six and Seven of the Indictment authorizes the sentencing court to 
impose any sentence, up to and including the statutory maximum sentence. This Office cannot, and does not, 
make any promise or representation as to what sentence the defendant will receive. Moreover, it is understood 
that the defendant will have no right to withdraw her plea of guilty should the sentence imposed by the Court 
be outside the Stipulated Guidelines Range set forth above. 

It is agreed (i) that the defendant will not file a direct appeal; nor bring a collateral challenge, including 
but not limited to an application under Title 28, United States Code, Section 2255 and/or Section 2241; nor 
seek a sentence modification pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 3582(c), of any sentence within 
or below the Stipulated Guidelines Range of 37 to 46 months imprisonment and (ii) that the Government will 
not appeal any sentence within or above the Stipulated Guidelines Range. This provision is binding on the 
parties even if the Court employs a Guidelines analysis different from that stipulated to herein. Furthermore, it 
is agreed that any appeal as to the defendant's sentence that is not foreclosed by this provision will be limited 
to that portion of the sentencing calculation that is inconsistent with (or not addressed by) the above 
stipulation. The parties agree that this waiver applies regardless of whether the term of imprisonment is imposed 
to run consecutively to or concurrently with the undischarged portion of any other sentence of imprisonment 
that has been imposed on the defendant at the time of sentencing in this case. The defendant further agrees 
not to appeal any term of supervised release that is less than or equal to the statutory maximum. 

The defendant hereby acknowledges that she has accepted this Agreement and decided to plead guilty 
because she is in fact guilty. By entering this plea of guilty, the defendant waives any and all right to withdraw 
her plea or to attack her conviction, either on direct appeal or collaterally, on the ground that the Government 
has failed to produce any discovery material, Jencks Act material, exculpatory material pursuant to Brady v. 
Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), other than information establishing the factual innocence of the defendant, 
and impeachment material pursuant to Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972), that has not already been 
produced as of the date of the signing of this Agreement. 

It is further agreed that should the conviction(s) following the defendant's plea(s) of guilty pursuant to 
this Agreement be vacated for any reason, then any prosecution that is not time-barred by the applicable 
statute of limitations on the date of the signing of this agreement (including any counts that the Government 
has agreed to dismiss at sentencing pursuant to this Agreement) may be commenced or reinstated against the 
defendant, notwithstanding the expiration of the statute of limitations between the signing of this Agreement 
and the commencement or reinstatement of such prosecution. It is the intent of this Agreement to waive all 
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defenses based on the statute of limitations with respect to any prosecution that is not time-barred on the date that 
tins Agreement is signed. 

It is further understood that this Agreement does not bind any federal, state, or local prosecuting 
authority other than this Office. 

Apart from any written Proffer Agreement(s) that may have been entered into between this Office and 
defendant, this Agreement supersedes any prior understandings, promises, or conditions between this Office 
and the defendant. No additional understandings, promises, or conditions have been entered into other than 
those set forth in this Agreement, and none will be entered into unless in writing and signed by all parties. 

Very truly yours, 

PREET BHARARA 
United States Attorney 

E. Plea Agreements with Cooperation 

To understand the benefits to defendants of entering into plea agreements that involve cooperation with 
prosecutors, including testimony, one must begin with the Sentencing Guidelines.  Since the 1980s, the 
following provision has been the engine producing large numbers of cooperation agreements in federal 
criminal cases.  Why is (or was) it so powerful?  (The answer to this question will become clearer when the 
Sentencing Guidelines are taken up in full in Chapter 18.) 

United States Sentencing Guidelines § 5K1.1 Substantial Assistance to Authorities (Policy Statement) 

Upon motion of the government stating that the defendant has provided substantial assistance in the 
investigation or prosecution of another person who has committed an offense, the court may depart from the 
guidelines. 

(a) The appropriate reduction shall be determined by the court for reasons stated that may include, but are 
not limited to, consideration of the following: 

(1) the court’s evaluation of the significant and usefulness of the defendant’s assistance, taking into 
consideration the government’s evaluation of the assistance rendered; 

(2) the truthfulness, completeness, and reliability of any information or testimony provided by the 
defendant; 

(3) the nature and extent of the defendant’s assistance; 

(4) any injury suffered, or any danger or risk of injury to the defendant or his family resulting from his 
assistance; 

(5) the timeliness of the defendant’s assistance. 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The following is an example of a plea agreement with cooperation provisions.  (This defendant was the star 
witness who broke open the FIFA case for the government, although he died before he or anyone else could 
see the full results of his cooperation.)  What does the defendant get in this type of agreement?  What does 
the defendant give up?  Same questions as to the prosecutor.  How does the resulting tally differ from that in 
a plea agreement without cooperation provisions like the Chiesi agreement above? 

United States v. Charles Blazer 

No. 1:13-cr-00602-RJD (E.D.N.Y. June 15, 2015) 

Cooperation Agreement 

Pursuant to Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the United States Attorney's Office for the 
Eastern District of New York (the "Office") and CHARLES BLAZER (the “defendant”) agree to the 
following: 

1. The defendant will waive indictment and, where applicable, venue and plead guilty to a 10-count 
information to be filed in this District charging violations of 18 U .S.C. § 1962(d) (Count One), 18 U.S.C. § 
1349 (Count Two), 18 U.S.C. § 1956(h) (Count Three), 26 U.S.C. § 7201 (counts Four through Nine) and 31 
U.S.C. § 5314 (Count Ten). The foregoing counts carry the following statutory penalties: 

Count One (Racketeering Conspiracy) 

a. Maximum term of imprisonment: 20 years (18 U.S.C. § 1963(a)). 

b. Minimum term of imprisonment: 0 years (18 U.S.C. § 1963(a)). 

c. Maximum supervised release term: 3 years, to follow any term of imprisonment; if a condition of 
release is violated, the defendant may be sentenced to up to 2 years' imprisonment without credit for pre-
release imprisonment or time previously served on post-release supervision (18 U.S.C. §§ 3583 (b), (e)). 

d. Maximum fine: the greater of $250,000 or twice the gross profits of the enterprise (18 U.S.C. §§ 3571 
and l963(a)). 

e. Restitution: mandatory, in an amount to be determined by the court (18 U.S.C. §§ 3663 and 3663A). 

f. $100 special assessment (18 U.S.C. § 3013). 

g. Criminal forfeiture: the defendant consents to criminal forfeiture, as set forth below in paragraphs 7 
through 14 (18 U.S.C. §§ 1963(a) and 1963(m)). 

Count Two (Wire Fraud Conspiracy) 
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a. Maximum term of imprisonment: 20 years (18 U.S.C. §§ 1343, 1349). 

b. Minimum term of imprisonment: 0 years (18 U.S.C. §§ 1343, 1349). 

c. Maximum supervised release term: 3 years, to follow any term of imprisonment; if a condition of 
release is violated, the defendant may be sentenced to up to 2 years' imprisonment without credit for pre-
release imprisonment or time previously served on post-release supervision (18 U.S.C. §§ 3583(b), (e)). 

d. Maximum fine: the greater of $250,000 or twice the gross gain or gross loss (18 U.S.C. §§ 3571(b)(3), 
(d)). 

e. Restitution: mandatory, in an amount to be determined by the Court (18 U.S.C. §§ 3663 and 3663A). 

f. $100 special assessment (18 U.S.C. § 3013). 

g. Criminal forfeiture: the defendant consents to criminal forfeiture, as set forth below in paragraphs 7 
through 14 (18 U.S.C. § 981(a)(1)(C), 28 U.S.C. § 2461(c) and 21 U.S.C. § 853(p)). 

Count Three (Money Laundering Conspiracy) 

a. Maximum term of imprisonment: 20 years (18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 (a), (h)). 

b. Minimum term of imprisonment: 0 years (18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 (a), (h)). 

c. Maximum supervised release term: 3 years, to follow any term of imprisonment; if a condition of 
release is violated, the defendant may be sentenced to up to 2 years' imprisonment without credit for pre-
release imprisonment or time previously served on post-release supervision (18 U.S.C. §§ 3583 (b), (e)) 

d. Maximum fine: the greater of $500,000 or twice the value of the monetary instrument or funds 
involved (18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)). 

e. Restitution: mandatory, in an amount to be determined by the Court (18 U.S.C. §§ 3663 and 3663A) 

f. $100 special assessment (18 U.S.C. § 3013). 

g. Criminal forfeiture: the defendant consents to criminal forfeiture, as set forth below in paragraphs 7 
through 14 (18 U.S.C. §§ 982(a)(1) and 982(b), 28 U.S.C. § 2461(c) and 21 U.S.C. § 853(p)). 

Counts Four through Nine (Tax Evasion) 

a. Maximum term of imprisonment: 5 years (26 U.S.C. § 7201). 

b. Minimum term of imprisonment: 0 years (26 U.S.C. § 7201). 
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c. Maximum supervised release term: 3 years, to follow any term of imprisonment; if a condition of 
release is violated, the defendant may be sentenced to up to 2 years' imprisonment without credit for pre-
release imprisonment or time previously serv-d on post-release supervision (18 U.S.C. § 3583(b), (e)). 

d. Maximum fine: $100,000 and the costs of prosecution (26 U.S.C. § 7201). 

e. Restitution: As further described below in paragraph 3(g), the defendant agrees to pay restitution to 
the Internal Revenue Service, and further agrees that the tax due and owing for the years 2005 through 2010 
will be based on unreported total income in excess of $11 million (18  U.S.C. § 3663). 

f. $100 special assessment (18 U.S.C. § 3013). 

Count Ten (Failure to File FBAR) 

a. Maximum term of imprisonment: 10 years (31 U.S.C. § 5322(b)). 

b. Minimum term of imprisonment: 0 years (31 U.S.C. § 5322 (b)). 

c. Maximum supervised release term: 3 years, to follow any term of imprisonment; if a condition of 
release is violated, the defendant may be sentenced to up to 2 years’ imprisonment without credit for pre-
release imprisonment or time previously served on post-release supervision (18 U.S.C.  § 3583(b), (e)). 

d. Maximum fine: $500,000 (31 U.S.C. § 5322(b)). 

e. Restitution: in an amount to be determined by the court (18 U.S.C. § 3663). 

f. $100 special assessment. (18 U.S.C. § 3013). 

g. Other penalties: A civil money penalty of $487,875.74, as described further below in paragraph 3(g) 
(31 U.S.C. § 5321(a)(5)(C), (D)). 

The sentence imposed on each count may run consecutively. 

2. The defendant understands that although imposition of a sentence in accordance with the United States 
Sentencing Guidelines (the “Guidelines” and “U.S.S.G.”) is not mandatory, the Guidelines are advisory and 
the Court is required to consider any applicable Guidelines provisions as well as other factors enumerated in 
18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) to arrive at an appropriate sentence in this case. The Office will advise the Court and the 
Probation Department of information relevant to sentencing, including all criminal activity engaged in by the 
defendant, and such information may be used by the Court in determining the defendant's sentence. If the 
defendant clearly demonstrates acceptance of responsibility, through allocution and subsequent conduct prior 
to the imposition of sentence, a two-level reduction will be warranted, pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3B1.1(a). 
Furthermore, if the defendant has accepted responsibility as described above, and if the defendant pleads 
guilty on or before November 25, 2013, an additional one-level reduction will be warranted, pursuant to 
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U.S.S.G. § 3E1.1(b). 

3. The defendant will provide truthful, complete and accurate information and will cooperate fully with 
the Office. This cooperation will include, but is not limited to, the following: 

a. The defendant agrees to be fully debriefed and to attend all meetings at which his presence is 
requested, concerning his participation in and knowledge of all criminal activities. 

b. The defendant agrees to furnish to the Office all documents and other material that may be relevant to 
the investigation and that are in the defendant's possession or control and to participate in undercover activities 
pursuant to the specific instructions of law enforcement agents or this Office. 

c. The defendant agrees not to reveal his cooperation, or any information derived therefrom, to any third 
party without prior consent of the Office. 

d. The defendant agrees to testify at any proceeding in the Eastern District of New York or elsewhere; 
including in foreign jurisdictions, as requested by the Office. 

e. The defendant consents to adjournments of his sentence as requested by the Office. 

f. The defendant agrees to cooperate fully with the Internal Revenue Service in the ascertainment, 
computation and payment of his correct federal income tax liability for the years 2005 through 2013, as well 
as any later tax years that become due and owing prior to the imposition of sentence. To that end, the defendant 
will file tax returns for the years 2005 through 2013, along with all tax due and owing, exclusive of penalties 
and interest, within one (1) year of the date of this agreement and consents to the disclosure to the Internal 
Revenue Service of information relating to his financial affairs that is in the possession of third parties. With 
respect to the years 2005 through 2010, which are the subject of Counts Four through Nine of the information 
and the agreement regarding restitution noted above, the defendant stipulates and agrees that the tax due and 
owing will be based on unreported total income in excess of $11 million. The defendant further agrees to 
allow the contents of his Internal Revenue Service criminal file to be given to civil attorneys and support staff 
of the Internal Revenue Service to enable them to investigate any and all civil penalties that may be due and 
owing by the defendant. With respect to disclosure of the criminal file to the Internal Revenue Service, the 
defendant waives any rights under Title 26, United States Code, Section 7213 and Fed R. Crim. P. 6(e), and 
any other right to privacy with respect to the defendant's tax returns and tax information. The defendant agrees 
that for the purposes of 31 U.S.C. §§ 5321(a)(5)(C) and (D), the value of his unreported account at First 
Caribbean International Bank (Bahamas) in 2010 was $975,751.48, and he is subject to a civil monetary 
penalty of 50% of that amount, or $487,875.74. 

g. The defendant agrees to comply with the forfeiture provisions set forth in paragraphs 7 through 14, 
below. 

h. The defendant will consent to, and not oppose, any ban that may hereafter be imposed on him by the 
Federation Internationale de Football Association ("FIFA") or any other soccer governing body. 
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4. The Office agrees that: 

a. Except as provided in paragraphs 1, 16 and 17, no criminal charges will be brought against the 
defendant for his heretofore disclosed participation in (i) criminal activity involving mail, wire and bank 
fraud, money laundering, interstate and foreign travel in aid of racketeering, interstate and foreign 
transportation of money taken by fraud and New York State commercial bribery, all in connection with the 
following: (A) aiding and abetting the receipt of a bribe and/or kickback payment offered in connection with 
the voting to host the 1998 FIFA World Cup, which conduct took place in or about 1992; (B) the sale of 
tickets for FIFA World Cups in or about and between 1994 and 2002; (C) the receipt of bribe and/or kickback 
payments made in connection with the sale of media and marketing rights associated with the Confederation 
of North, Central American and Caribbean Association Football ("CONCACAF") Gold Cups played between 
1996 and 2003, which conduct took place in or about and between 1993 and 2003; and (D) the receipt of 
bribe and/or kickback payments made in connection with the voting to host the 2010 FIFA World Cup, which 
conduct took place in or about and between 2004 and 2011; (ii) violations of Title 26, United States Code, in 
connection with the willful failure to file personal income tax returns for tax years 1994 through 2010; and 
(iii) violations of Title 31, United States Code, in connection with the willful failure to file Reports of Foreign 
Bank and Financial Accounts for tax years 1994 through 2010. 

b. No statements made by the defendant. during the course of this cooperation will be used against him 
except as provided in paragraphs 2, 16 and 17. 

5. The defendant agrees that the Office may meet with and debrief him without the presence of counsel, 
unless the defendant specifically requests counsel's presence at such debriefings and meetings. Upon request 
of the defendant, the Office will endeavor to provide advance notice to counsel of the place and time of 
meetings and debriefings, it being understood that the Office's ability to provide such notice will vary 
according to time constraints and other circumstances. The Office may accommodate requests to alter the 
time and place of such debriefings. It is understood, however, that any cancellations or reschedulings of 
debriefings or meetings requested by the defendant that hinder the Office's ability to prepare adequately for 
trials, hearings or other proceedings may adversely affect the defendant's ability to provide substantial 
assistance. Matters occurring at any meeting or debriefing may be considered by the Office in determining 
whether the defendant has provided substantial assistance or otherwise complied with this agreement and may 
be considered by the Court in imposing sentence regardless of whether counsel was present at the meeting or 
debriefing. 

6. If the Office determines that the defendant has cooperated fully, provided substantial assistance to law 
enforcement authorities and otherwise complied with the terms of this agreement, the Office will file a motion 
pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 5K1.1with the sentencing court setting forth the nature and extent of his cooperation. 
Such a motion will allow the Court, in applying the advisory Guidelines, to consider a range below the 
Guidelines range that would otherwise apply. In this connection, it is understood that a good faith 
determination by the Office as to whether the defendant has cooperated fully and provided substantial 
assistance and has otherwise complied with the terms of this agreement, including the demonstration of 
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acceptance of responsibility described in paragraph 2, and the Office's good faith assessment of the value, 
truthfulness, completeness and accuracy of the cooperation, shall be binding upon him. The defendant agrees 
that, in making this determination, the Office may consider facts known to it at this time. The Office will not 
recommend to the Court a specific sentence to be imposed.  Further, the Office cannot and does not make a 
promise or representation as to what sentenced will be imposed by the Court. 

7. The defendant acknowledges that money and property is subject to forfeiture as a result of his 
violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1962(d), 1349 and 1956(h), as alleged in the information. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 
§§ 1963(a), 981(a)(1)(C) and 982(a)(1), and 28 U.S.C. § 2461(c), the defendant consents to the forfeiture of 
one million nine hundred fifty-eight thousand ninety-two dollars and seventy two cents ($1,958,092.72), 
which represents a portion of the monies that defendant received from bribes, kickbacks and unauthorized 
World Cup ticket sales . . . and to the forfeiture of a second unspecified amount of United States currency to 
the determined by the Court. . . . [ed: extensive procedural provisions for facilitating the forfeiture process 
have been omitted]. 

16. The defendant must at all times give complete, truthful and accurate information and testimony, and 
must not commit, or attempt to commit, any further crimes. Should it be judged by the Office that the 
defendant has failed to cooperate fully, has intentionally given false, misleading or incomplete information 
or testimony, has committed or attempted to commit any further crimes, or has otherwise violated any 
provision of this agreement, the defendant will not be released from his plea of guilty but this Office will be 
released from its obligations under this agreement, including (a) not to oppose a downward adjustment of two 
levels for acceptance of responsibility described in paragraph 2 above and to make the motion for an 
additional one-level  reduction described in paragraph 2 above, and (b) to file the motion described in 
paragraph 6 above. Moreover, this Office may withdraw the motion described in paragraph 6 above, if such 
motion has been filed prior to sentencing. The defendant will also be subject to prosecution for any federal 
criminal violation of which the Office has knowledge, including, but not limited to, the criminal activity 
described in paragraph 4 above, perjury and obstruction of justice. 

17. Any prosecution resulting from the defendant's failure to comply with the terms of this agreement 
may be premised upon,  among other  things: (a) any statements made by  the  defendant  to the Office or to 
other law enforcement agents on or after December 29, 2011; (b) any testimony given by him before any 
grand jury or other tribunal, whether before or after the date this agreement is signed by the defendant; and 
(c) any leads derived from such statements or testimony. Prosecutions that are not time-barred by the 
applicable statutes of limitation on the date this agreement is signed may be commenced against the defendant 
in accordance with this paragraph, notwithstanding the expiration of the statutes of limitation between the 
signing of this agreement and the commencement of any such prosecutions. Furthermore, the defendant 
waives all claims under the United states constitution, Rule 11(f) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, 
Rule 410 of the Federal Rules of Evidence, or any other federal statute or rule, that statements made by him 
on or after December 29, 2011, or any leads derived therefrom, should be suppressed. 
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18. This agreement does not bind any federal, state or local prosecuting authority other than the Office, 
and does not prohibit the Office from initiating or prosecuting any civil or administrative proceedings directly 
or indirectly involving the defendant. Apart from the written  proffer agreements dated December 29, 2011, 
January 17, 2012, January 18, 2012, January 31, 2012, February 1, 2012, March 13, 2012, March 15, 2012, 
March 21, 2012, April 25, 2012, April 27, 2012, May 14, 2012, June 26, 2012, July 19, 2012, October 3, 
2012, October 5, 2012, January 14, 2013, January 16, 2013, June 10, 2013 and November 13, 2013, no 
promises, agreements or conditions have been entered into other than those set forth in this agreement, and 
none will be entered into unless memorialized in writing and signed by all parties. This agreement supersedes 
any prior promises, agreements or conditions between the parties. To become effective, this agreement must 
be signed by all signatories listed below and must be approved by the Tax Division of the United States 
Department of Justice. 

Problem 16-2 

Shirley, the trader from Edgar’s hedge fund, is back in your office.  Now she has been charged in a federal 
indictment with four counts of securities fraud, based on insider trading, each of which carries a statutory 
maximum term of imprisonment of 10 years.  It is decision time.  Explain to Shirley what her options are and 
what the pluses, minuses, and consequences are of each of her options. 
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17.  FIRM PLEAS AND SETTLEMENTS 

Much of the discussion in this chapter will be occasion for review of concepts discussed at the outset of the 
materials, and returned to throughout, involving corporate liability and the purposes of imposing various kinds 
of sanctions on firms.  (Now might be an opportune time to review the materials in Chapter 1, particularly 
the Justice Department’s corporate prosecution guidelines.)  In addition to showing the forms of corporate 
settlements and their common features, this chapter provides a close look at the facts involved in examples 
of major settlements—as a way of prompting assessment of how federal prosecutors use their powers to 
extract penalties and terms from corporations in criminal matters. 

A. Forms of Corporate Dispositions 

A corporate criminal prosecution (or investigative matter) will be disposed of under current practice in one 
of the following ways: 

1. The government may choose to decline prosecution after completing an investigation. 

2. The government and the company may enter into a non-prosecution agreement (NPA), a contractual 
settlement that involves no filed criminal charges. 

3. The government and the company may enter into a deferred prosecution agreement (DPA), a contractual 
settlement that includes the filing of criminal charges, the prosecution of which is deferred for some period 
and then prosecutors move to dismiss them if the company complies with the agreement. 

4. The government and the company may enter into a plea agreement, a contractual settlement in which 
charges are filed, the company enters a guilty plea, and a court imposes a sentence on the company. 
(Sentencing of corporations is addressed in Chapter 18.) 

5. The government may file charges against a company and the company may choose to contest the charges 
at trial. A jury’s acquittal will end the matter, while a conviction will be followed by a court imposing a 
sentence on the company.   

To generalize, all of these events—with the exception of a (1) declination or (5) an acquittal at trial—will 
result in some combination of sanctions imposed on a corporation by the terms of a contractual agreement or 
by a judge’s sentence.  As the Justice Department prosecution guidelines and the examples that will follow 
in this chapter make clear, there is a great deal of variation from case to case in how sanctions are structured.  
The corporate sanction menu available to prosecutors and courts includes, at least most commonly, these 
items: 

1. Monetary fines and penalties. 

2. Restitution to victims, directly or indirectly (as through funding of projects). 

3. Remediation of harm (this is particularly common in environmental and consumer products cases). 
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4. Suspension or debarment from an industry or line of business. 

5. Internal corporate reforms, particularly in the areas of management structure and compliance systems. 

6. Imposition of an outside monitor to oversee the corporation’s compliance with a settlement and to report 
to the prosecutor or court on the corporation’s progress with mandated reforms. 

7. Obligations to cooperate by assisting the government in investigation of individuals and further 
wrongdoing. 

8. Admission of wrongdoing, in the form of a guilty plea or agreement to a statement of facts. 

9. Waiver of legal rights, including rights to challenge admission of wrongdoing in the event that the 
corporation is deemed in violation of a settlement and then prosecuted for the original violations. 

10. Agreement that the prosecutor retains sole power to determine whether the corporation has violated the 
terms of a settlement. 

B. Settlement Examples 

No corporate counsel can now be in a position to competently advise a company regarding resolution of a 
criminal matter, and negotiate with federal prosecutors, without having extensive familiarity with what might 
be called the “common law” of Justice Department settlements, reflected in how these agreements and their 
terms have developed over time and across a wide variety of corporate cases.  Abundant examples of corporate 
criminal settlements in many different forms can be found at the Corporate Prosecution Registry and the 
Foreign Corrupt Practices Clearinghouse.8  

This chapter provides two major examples as a basis for discussion.  As you read these detailed settlement 
agreements, pay closest attention to three things: (1) the nature and seriousness of the underlying conduct, (2) 
the penalties imposed on the corporation and the prosecutors’ explanation of the suitability of those penalties 
in the case, and (3) the terms that restrict the corporation’s legal rights and freedom of action in various ways.  
Meanwhile, consider why the corporate managers and their lawyers in these cases decided to accept the terms 
of these agreements. 

United States v. Volkswagen AG, No. 16-CR-20394 (E.D. Mich. 2017) 

Rule 11 Plea Agreement 

The United States of America, by and through the Department of Justice, Criminal Division, Fraud Section, 
the United States Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Michigan, and the Department of Justice, 
Environment and Natural Resources Division, Environmental Crimes Section and with the approval of the 
Deputy Attorney General (collectively hereafter, "the Offices"), and the Defendant, Volkswagen AG (the 

 
8 CORPORATE PROSECUTION REGISTRY, http://lib.law.virginia.edu/Garrett/corporate-prosecution-registry/index.html; FOREIGN 
CORRUPT PRACTICES CLEARINGHOUSE, http://fcpa.stanford.edu/. 
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"Defendant"), by and through its undersigned attorneys, and through its authorized representative, pursuant 
to authority granted by the Defendant's Management Board, with the consent of the Supervisory Board, 
hereby submit and enter into this plea agreement (the "Agreement"), pursuant to Rule 11(c)(1)(C) of the 
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. The terms and conditions of this Agreement are as follows: 

1. Guilty Plea 

A. Waiver of Indictment and Venue 

Pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 7, the Defendant agrees to knowingly waive its right to grand jury indictment 
and its right to challenge venue in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, and 
to plead guilty to Counts One through Three of the Third Superseding Information. 

B. Counts of Conviction 

The Third Superseding Information charges three counts: (1) Count One - conspiracy in violation of 18 U.S.C. 
§ 371, (2) Count Two - obstruction of justice in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c), and (3) Count Three – 
introducing imported merchandise into the United States by means of false statements in violation of 18 
U.S.C. § 542. The Defendant further agrees to persist in that plea through sentencing and, as set forth below, 
to cooperate fully with the Offices in their investigation into the conduct described in this Agreement and 
other conduct related to the introduction into the United States of diesel vehicles with defeat devices as 
defined under U.S. law. 

C. Elements of Offense 

The elements of Count One (conspiracy) are as follows: 

(1) The elements for conspiracy to defraud the United States by obstructing the lawful function of the 
federal government are as follows: 

(a) That two or more persons conspired, or agreed, to defraud the United States or one of its agencies 
or departments, in this case, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), by dishonest means; 

(b) That the defendant knowingly and voluntarily joined the conspiracy; and 

(c) That a member of the conspiracy did one of the overt acts described in the indictment for the 
purpose of advancing or helping the conspiracy. 

(2) The elements for conspiracy to violate the wire fraud statute and Clean Air Act are as follows: 

(a) That two or more persons conspired, or agreed, to commit a crime, in this case, a violation of the 
wire fraud statute (18 U.S.C. § 1343) and the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C..§ 7413(c)(2)(A)) as 
described below; 

(b) That the defendant knowingly and voluntarily joined the conspiracy; and 
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(c) That a member of the conspiracy did one of the overt acts described in the indictment for the 
purpose of advancing or helping the conspiracy. 

Object of the Conspiracy – Wire Fraud – 18 U.S.C. § 1343 

(a) The defendant knowingly participated in, devised, or intended to devise a scheme to defraud in 
order to obtain money or property; 

(b) The scheme included a material misrepresentation or concealment of a material fact; 

(c) The defendant had the intent to defraud; and 

(d) The defendant used (or caused another to use) wire, radio or television communications in 
interstate or foreign commerce in furtherance of the scheme. 

Object of the Conspiracy – Clean Air Act – 42 U.S.C. § 7413(c)(2)(A)  

(a) The defendant knowingly made (or caused to be made) a false material statement, representation, 
certification, or omission of material information; 

(b) The statement, representation or certification that was made (or omitted), or caused to be made or 
omitted was in a notice, application, record report, plan or other document required to be filed or 
maintained under the Clean Air Act; and 

(c) The statement representation, certification, or omission of information, was material. 

The elements of Count Two (obstruction of justice) are as follows: 

(1) That the defendant altered, destroyed, mutilated, or concealed a record, document or other object; 

(2) That the defendant acted knowingly; 

(3) That the defendant acted corruptly; and 

(4) That the defendant acted with the intent to impair the record, document or object's integrity or 
availability for use in an official proceeding. 

The elements of Count Three (entry of goods by false statement) are as follows: 

(1) That merchandise was imported; 

(2) That the defendant entered or introduced merchandise into the commerce of the United States; 

(3) That the defendant did so by means of a false statement, which it knew was false; and 

(4) That the false statement was material to the entry of the merchandise. 
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D. Statutory Maximum Penalties 

The statutory maximum sentence that the Court can impose for a violation of Title 18, United States Code, 
Section 371 is a fine of $500,000 or twice the gross pecuniary gain or gross pecuniary loss resulting from 
the offense, whichever is greatest, Title 18, United States Code, Section 3571(c), (d); five years' probation, 
Title 18, United States Code, Section 3561(c)(1); and a mandatory special assessment of $400, Title 18, 
United  States  Code, Section 3013(a)(2)(B). The statutory maximum sentence that the Court can impose 
for a violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1512(c) (Count Two) is a fine of $500,000; five 
years' probation, Title 18, United States Code, Section 3561(c)(1); and a mandatory special assessment of 
$400, Title 18, United States Code, Section 3013(a)(2)(B). The statutory maximum sentence that the Court 
can impose for a violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 542 (Count Three) is a fine of $500,000 
or twice the gross pecuniary gain or gross pecuniary loss resulting from the offense, whichever is greatest, 
Title 18, United States Code, Section 3571(c), (d); five years' probation, Title 18, United States Code, 
Section 3561(c)(1); and a mandatory special assessment of $400, Title 18, United States Code, Section 
3013(a)(2)(B). 

E. Factual Basis for Guilty Plea 

The Defendant is pleading guilty because it is guilty of the charges contained in the Third Superseding 
Information. The Defendant admits, agrees, and stipulates that the factual allegations set forth in Exhibit 
2 (the Statement of Facts) are true and correct, that it is responsible under the laws of the United States for 
the acts of its employees described in Exhibit 2, and that the facts set forth in Exhibit 2 accurately reflect 
the Defendant's criminal conduct and provide a factual basis for the guilty plea. The Defendant agrees that 
it will neither contest the admissibility of, nor contradict, the Statement of Facts contained in Exhibit 2 in 
any proceeding. 

2. Sentencing Guidelines 

A. Standard of Proof 

The Court will find sentencing factors by a preponderance of the evidence. 

B. Guideline Range 

There are no disputes with respect to the sentencing guidelines that require resolution by the court. While 
the Defendant does not adopt, agree or accept the United States Sentencing Guidelines (U.S.S.G.) analysis 
contained herein, for purposes of avoiding the need for a contested sentencing proceeding and achieving 
a just and fair result, and because the Defendant agrees that the overall fine proposed herein achieves such 
a result, the Defendant does not contest the factual or legal basis of the Office's U.S.S.G. analysis contained 
in this Paragraph for the purposes of this proceeding and stipulates that the proposed fine constitutes a 
reasonable sentence under the factors listed in Title 18, United States Code, Section 3553(a). Pursuant to 
United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220 (2005), the Court must determine an advisory sentencing guideline 
range pursuant to the United States Sentencing Guidelines (U.S.S.G.). The Court will then determine a 
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reasonable sentence within the statutory range after considering the advisory sentencing guideline range 
and the factors listed in Title 18, United States Code, Section 3553(a). The Defendant also understands 
that if the Court accepts this Agreement, the Court is bound by the sentencing provisions in Paragraph 3. 
The Offices submit that a faithful application of the U.S.S.G. to determine the applicable fine range yields 
the following analysis: 

a. The 2016 U.S.S.G. are applicable to this matter. 

b. Offense Level. Based upon U.S.S.G. § 2B1.1, the total offense level is 41, calculated as follows: 

(a)(1) Base Offense Level 7 
(b)(1)(P) Amount of Loss > $550 million +30 
(b)(2)(A)(i) More than 10 Victims +2 
(b)(10)(B) Substantial Part of Scheme Committed from 

Outside the United States 
+2 

TOTAL  41 

c. Base Fine. Based upon U.S.S.G. § 8C2.4(a), the base fine is $8,543,169,187 (the pecuniary loss from 
the offense caused by the Defendant). 

d. Culpability Score. Based upon U.S.S.G. § 8C2.5, the culpability score is 11, calculated as follows: 

(a) Base Culpability Score 5 
(b)(1) The unit of the organization within which the 

offense was committed had 5,000 or more 
employees and an individual within high-level 
personnel of the unit participated in, 
condoned, or was willfully ignorant of the 
offense 

+5 

(e) Obstruction of justice +3 
(g)(3) The organization fully cooperated in the 

investigation and clearly demonstrated 
recognition and affirmative acceptance of 
responsibility for its criminal conduct 

-2 

TOTAL  11 

Calculation of Fine Range 

Base Fine $8,543,169,1879 

 
9 The base fine consists of the loss amount as calculated under USSG § 2B1.1 and accompanying Application Notes, discounted to 
reflect a 50% reduction for the litigation risk that both parties would bear were there a contested sentencing proceeding. See, e.g., 
United States v. Giovenco, 773 F.3d 866 (7th Cir. 2014); United States v. Prosperi, 686 F.3d 32 (1st Cir. 2012). 
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Multipliers 2 (min) / 4 (max) 

Fine Range $17,086,338, 374 (min) / $34,172,676,746 (max) 

3. Sentence 

Pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 11(c)(1)(C), the United States and the Defendant agree that the appropriate 
disposition of this case is as set forth in this Section and agree to recommend jointly that the Court at a 
hearing to be scheduled at an agreed upon time impose it. 

A. Relevant Considerations 

The Offices enter into this Agreement based on the individual facts and circumstances presented by this 
case and the Defendant. Among the factors considered were the following: 

1. the Defendant did not voluntarily disclose to the Offices the conduct described in Exhibit 2 (the 
Statement of Facts); 

2. the Defendant cooperated with the Offices' investigation by, among other things, (i) gathering 
substantial amounts of evidence and performing forensic data collections in multiple jurisdictions; (ii) 
producing documents, including  translations, to the Offices in ways that did  not  implicate foreign  
data privacy  laws;  (iii)  collecting, analyzing, organizing, and  producing  voluminous evidence and 
information; (iv) interviewing hundreds of witnesses in the United States and overseas;  (v) providing 
non-privileged facts relating to individuals and companies  involved in the criminal conduct; and (vi) 
facilitating and encouraging cooperation and voluntary disclosure of information and documents by 
current and former company personnel; 

3. the Defendant has already agreed to compensate members of the class in ln re Volkswagen “Clean 
Diesel” Marketing, Sales Practices, and Products Liability Litigation, No. 3:15-md-2672 (N.D. Cal.), 
which consists of victims of the underlying criminal conduct that is the subject of this Agreement, and 
to pay into a NOx remediation trust, in an aggregate amount of approximately $11 billion (based on 
net present value); 

4. despite obstruction of justice committed by certain of the Defendant’s employees, principally in the 
form of document destruction, the Defendant, including through its outside counsel, self-disclosed 
this conduct to the Offices, remediated the conduct by recovering large portions of the deleted 
documents through a variety of forensic means, and conducted a thorough investigation of the 
conduct, the findings of which it reported to the Offices; 

5. the Defendant engaged in remedial measures, including creation of a management board position to 
supervise the Defendant's legal and compliance functions, reorganization of the whistleblower system, 
improvements to its risk assessment systems, specific reforms to its engine-related practices, including 
a program to audit these reforms, termination [sic] the employment of six individuals who participated 
in, or failed to supervise employees who participated in, the misconduct described in the Statement of 
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Facts, suspending an additional eight individuals who participated in the misconduct described in the 
Statement of Facts for varying periods, and disciplining an additional three employees who 
participated in the misconduct described in the Statement of Facts; however, the Defendant's 
remediation remains incomplete; 

6. the Defendant has committed to continue to enhance its compliance program and internal controls; 

7. the Defendant has agreed, as part of its continuing cooperation obligations, and to ensure that the 
Defendant and its wholly-owned subsidiary Volkswagen Group of America ("VW GOA") implements 
an effective compliance program, to the appointment of an independent monitor (the "Monitor'') for a 
period of up to three years, who will have authority with respect to the Defendant and VW GOA; 

8. the nature and seriousness of the offenses; 

9. the Defendant has no prior criminal history; 

10. the Defendant has agreed to continue to cooperate with the Offices in any ongoing investigation of 
the conduct of the Defendant and its officers, directors, employees agents, business partners, and 
consultants relating to the violations to which the Defendant is pleading guilty; and 

11. the Defendant has agreed to pay an additional $1,500,000,000 to the United States to resolve claims 
for civil penalties arising from the underlying conduct that is the subject of this Agreement; 

12. accordingly, after considering (1) through (11) above, (a) the Defendant received an aggregate 
discount of approximately 20% off of the bottom of the otherwise applicable U.S. Sentencing 
Guidelines fine range, reflecting its cooperation in the investigation, and (b) after application of the 
foregoing discount, the  Defendant in addition received a credit of $11 billion,   representing the net 
present value of the Defendant's settlements with consumers and payments to the NOx remediation 
trust in settlement of civil litigation. 

B. Fine 

The Defendant shall pay to the United States a criminal fine of $2,800,000,000, payable in full within ten 
days of the entry of judgment following the sentencing hearing in this matter. The Defendant shall not 
seek or accept directly or indirectly reimbursement or indemnification from any source with regard to the 
penalty amount that the Defendant pays pursuant to this Agreement. The Defendant further agrees that it 
shall not claim assert, or apply for, either directly or indirectly, any tax deduction, tax credit, or any other 
offset with regard to any U.S. federal, state, or local tax or taxable income for any fine or forfeiture paid 
pursuant to this Agreement. 

C. Probation 

The parties agree that a term of organizational probation for a period of three years should be imposed on 
the Defendant pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §§ 3551(c)(1) and 3561(c)(1). The parties further agree, pursuant to  
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U.S.S.G. 8D1.4, that the term of probation shall include as conditions the obligations set forth in Paragraphs 
5 and 6 below as well as the payment of the fine set forth in this Paragraph, but shall not include the obligations 
set forth in Paragraph 7 below. 

D. Special Assessment 

The Defendant shall pay to the Clerk of the Court for the United States District Court for the Eastern District 
of Michigan within ten days of the time of sentencing the mandatory special assessment of $1,200 ($400 per 
count). 

E. Restitution 

No order of restitution is appropriate in this case pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3663A(c)(3) as the number of 
identifiable victims is so large as to make restitution impracticable and/or determining complex issues of fact 
related to the cause or amount of victims' losses would complicate or prolong the sentencing process to a 
degree that the need to provide restitution to any victim is outweighed by the burden on the sentencing 
process. Moreover, as noted in Paragraph 2(A) above the Defendant has already agreed to compensate 
members of the class in In re Volkswagen "Clean Diesel" Marketing, Sales Practice, and Products Liability 
Litigation, which consists of individuals who purchased affected vehicles described in Exhibit 2. 

4. Other Charges 

In exchange for the guilty plea of the Defendant and the complete fulfillment of all of its obligations under 
this Agreement, the Offices agree that they will not file additional criminal charges against the Defendant 
or any of its direct or indirect affiliates or subsidiaries related to: (1) any conduct described in the Third 
Superseding Information or Exhibit 2; (2) any conduct related to the emissions, or compliance with U.S. 
emissions standards, of the Subject Vehicles or the Porsche Vehicles as described and defined in the Third 
Superseding Information and Exhibit 2; and (3) any conduct disclosed by, or on behalf of, the Defendant 
or otherwise known to the Offices or the BPA as of the date of this Agreement. The Offices, however, 
may use any information related to the conduct described in the Statement of Facts against the Defendant: 
(a) in a prosecution for perjury or obstruction of justice apart from the charge in the Third Superseding 
Information and identified in the Statement of Facts; (b) in a prosecution for making a false statement; (c) 
in a prosecution or other proceeding relating to any crime of violence; or (d) in a prosecution or other 
proceeding relating to a violation of any provision of Title 26 of the United States Code. This Paragraph 
does not provide any protection against prosecution for any other conduct, including but not limited to 
crimes committed in the future by the Defendant or by any of its affiliates subsidiaries, officers, directors, 
employees, agents or consultants, whether or not disclosed by the Defendant pursuant to the terms of this 
Agreement. In addition, this Agreement does not provide any protection against prosecution of any joint 
ventures of which the Defendant is a part, or any individuals, regardless of their affiliation with the 
Defendant. The Defendant agrees that nothing in this Agreement is intended to release the Defendant from 
any and all of the Defendant's excise and income tax liabilities and reporting obligations for any and all 
income not properly reported and/or legally or illegally obtained or derived. 
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5. The Defendant's Obligations 

A. Except as otherwise provided in Paragraph 6 below in connection with the Defendant's cooperation 
obligations, the Defendant's obligations under the Agreement shall last and be effective for a period 
beginning on the date on which the Third Superseding Information is filed and ending three years 
from the later of the date on which the Third Superseding Information is filed or the date on which 
the Monitor is retained by the Defendant, as described in Paragraph 15 below (the "Term"). The 
Defendant agrees,  however, that, in the event the Offices determine, in their sole discretion, that the 
Defendant has failed specifically to perform or to fulfill each of the Defendant's obligations under this 
Agreement, an extension or extensions of the Term may be imposed by the Offices, in their sole 
discretion, for up to a total additional time period of one year, without prejudice to  the Offices' right 
to proceed as provided in Paragraph 9 below. Any extension of the Term extend all terms of this 
Agreement, including the terms of the Monitorship in Exhibit 3, for an equivalent period. Conversely, 
in the event the Offices find, in their sole discretion, that there exists a change in circumstances 
sufficient to eliminate the need for the Monitorship in Exhibit 3 and that the other provisions of  this 
Agreement have been satisfied, the Term may be terminated early, except for the Defendant's 
cooperation obligations described in Paragraph 6 below. 

B. The Defendant agrees to abide by all terms and obligations of this Agreement as described herein, 
including, but not limited to, the following: 

1. to plead guilty as set forth in this Agreement; 

2. to abide by all sentencing stipulations contained in this Agreement; 

3. to appear, through its duly appointed representatives, as ordered for all court appearances, and 
obey any other ongoing court order in this matter, consistent with all applicable U.S. and foreign 
laws, procedures, and regulations; 

4. to commit no further crimes; 

5. to be truthful at all times with the Court and the Offices; 

6. to pay the applicable fine and special assessments; . . . 

15. Independent Compliance Monitor 

A. Promptly after the Offices' selection pursuant to Paragraph 15(B) below, the Defendant agrees to retain 
the Monitor for the term specified in Paragraph 15(C). The Monitor's duties and authority, and the 
obligations of the Defendant with respect to the Monitor and the Offices, are set forth in Exhibit 3, 
which is incorporated by reference into this Agreement. The same Monitor shall serve as the 
Independent Auditor appointed pursuant to Paragraph 27(b) of the Third Partial Consent Decree in In 
re: Volkswagen "Clean Diesel” Marketing, Sales Practices, and Products Liability Litigation, MDL 
No. 2672 CRB (JSC) (N.D. Cal.). No later than the date of execution of this Agreement, and after 
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consultation with the Offices, the Defendant will propose to the Offices a pool of three qualified 
candidates to serve as the Monitor. If the Offices determine, in their sole discretion, that any of the 
candidates are not, in fact, qualified to serve as the Monitor, or if the Offices, in their sole discretion, 
are not satisfied with the candidates proposed, the Offices reserve the right to seek additional 
nominations from the Defendant, The parties will  endeavor to complete the monitor selection process 
within sixty (60) days of the execution of this Agreement. The Monitor candidates or their team 
members shall have, at a minimum, the following qualifications: 

1. demonstrated expertise with respect to federal anti-fraud and environmental laws, including 
experience counseling on these issues; 

2. experience designing and/or reviewing corporate ethics and compliance programs, including anti-
fraud policies, procedures and internal controls; 

3. knowledge of automotive or similar industries; 

4. the ability to access and deploy resources as necessary to discharge the Monitor's duties as 
described in the Agreement; 

5. sufficient independence from the Defendant to ensure effective and impartial performance of the 
Monitor's duties as described in the Agreement; and 

6. the qualifications set out in Paragraph 27(a) of the Third Partial Consent Decree in In re: 
Volkswagen “Clean Diesel” Marketing, Sales Practices, and Products Liability Litigation, MDL 
No. 2672 CRB (JSC) (N.D. Cal.). 

B. The Offices retain the right, in their sole discretion, to choose the Monitor from among the candidates 
proposed by the Defendant, though the Defendant may express its preference(s) among the candidates. 
In the event the Offices reject all proposed Monitors, the Defendant shall propose an additional three 
candidates within twenty (20) business days after receiving notice of the rejection. This process shall 
continue until a Monitor acceptable to both parties is chosen. The Offices and the Defendant will use 
their best efforts to complete the selection process within sixty (60) calendar days of the execution of 
this Agreement. If, during the term of the monitorship, the Monitor becomes unable to perform his or 
her obligations as set out herein and in Exhibit 3, or if the Offices in their sole discretion determine 
that the Monitor cannot fulfill such obligations to the satisfaction of the Offices, the Offices shall 
notify the Defendant of the release of the Monitor, and the Defendant shall within thirty (30) calendar 
days of such notice recommend a pool of three qualified Monitor candidates from which the Offices 
will choose a replacement. 

C. The Monitor's term shall be three years from the date on which the Monitor is retained by the 
Defendant, subject to extension or early termination as described in Paragraph 5. The Monitor's 
powers, duties, and responsibilities, as well as additional circumstances that may support an extension 
of the Monitor's term, are set forth in Exhibit 3. The Defendant agrees that it will not employ or be 
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affiliated with the Monitor or the Monitor's firm for a period of not less than two years from the date 
on which the Monitor's term expires. Nor will the Defendant discuss with the Monitor or the Monitor's 
firm the possibility of further employment or affiliation during the Monitor's term. 

16. Complete Agreement 

This document states the full extent of the Agreement between the parties. There are no other promises or 
agreements, express or implied.  Any modification of this Agreement shall be valid only if set forth in 
writing in a supplemental or revised plea agreement signed by all parties. . . . 

EXHIBIT 2: STATEMENT OF FACTS 

The following Statement of Facts is incorporated by reference as part of the Plea Agreement (the 
"Agreement") between the United States Department of Justice (the "Department") and Volkswagen AG 
("VW AG"). VW AG hereby agrees and stipulates that the following information is true and accurate. VW 
AG admits, accepts, and acknowledges that under U.S. law it is responsible for the acts of its employees 
set forth in this Statement of Facts, which acts VW AG acknowledges were within the scope of the 
employees' employment and, at least in part, for the benefit of VW AG. All references to legal terms and 
emissions standards, to the extent contained herein, should be understood to refer exclusively to applicable 
U.S. laws and regulations, and such legal terms contained in this Statement of Facts are not intended to 
apply to, or affect, VW AG's rights or obligations under the laws or regulations of any jurisdiction outside 
the United States. This Statement of Facts does not contain all of the facts known to the Department or 
VW AG; the Department's investigation into individuals is ongoing. The following facts took place during 
the time frame specified in the Third Superseding Information and establish beyond a reasonable doubt 
the charges set forth in the criminal Information attached to this Agreement: 

Relevant Entities and Individuals 

1. VW AG was a motor vehicle manufacturer based in Wolfsburg, Germany. Under U.S. law, VW AG 
acts through its employees, and conduct undertaken by VW AG, as described herein, reflects conduct 
undertaken by employees. Pursuant to applicable German stock corporation law, VW AG was led by a 
Management Board that was supervised by a Supervisory Board. Solely for purposes of this Statement of 
Facts, unless otherwise indicated, references in this Statement of Facts to ''supervisors" are to senior 
employees below the level of the VW AG Management Board. 

2. Audi AG (“Audi”) was a motor vehicle manufacturer based in lngolstadt, Germany and a subsidiary 
approximately 99.55% owned by VW AG. Under U.S. law, Audi AG acts through its employees, and conduct 
undertaken by Audi AG, as described herein, reflects conduct undertaken by employees. 

3. Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. ("VW GOA'') was a wholly owned subsidiary of VW AG based 
in Herndon, Virginia. Under U.S. law, VW GOA acts through its employees, and conduct undertaken by VW 
GOA, as described herein, reflects conduct undertaken by employees. 

4. VW AG, Audi AG, and VW GOA are collectively referred to herein as "VW."  
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5. “VW Brand” was an operational unit within VW AG that developed vehicles to be sold under the 
“Volkswagen” brand name. 

6. Company A was an automotive engineering company based in Berlin, Germany, which specialized in 
software, electronics, and technology support for vehicle manufacturers. VW AG owned fifty percent of 
Company A's shares and was Company A's largest customer. 

7. "Supervisor A," an individual whose identity is known to the United States and VW AG, was the 
supervisor in charge of Engine Development for all of VW AG from in or about October 2012 to in or about 
September 2015. From July 2013 to September 2015, Supervisor A also served as the supervisor in charge of 
Development for VW Brand, where he supervised a group of approximately 10,000 VW AG employees. 
From in or about October 2011, when he joined VW, until in or about July 2013, Supervisor A served as the 
supervisor in charge of the VW Brand Engine Development department. 

8. ''Supervisor B,'' an individual whose identity is known to the United States and VW AG, was a 
supervisor in charge of the VW Brand Engine Development department from in or about May 2005 to in or 
about April 2007. 

9. "Supervisor C," an individual whose identity is known to the United States and VW AG, was a 
supervisor in charge of the VW Brand Engine Development department from in or about May 2007 to in or 
about March 2011. 

10. “Supervisor D,” an individual whose identity is known to the United States and VW AG, was a 
supervisor in charge of the VW Brand Engine Development department from in or about October 2013 to the 
present. 

11. "Supervisor E,'' an individual whose identity is known to the United States and VW AG, was a 
supervisor with responsibility for VW AG's Quality Management and Product Safety department who 
reported to the supervisor in charge of Quality Management from in or about 2007 to in or about October 
2014. 

12. “Supervisor F," an individual whose identity is known to the United States and VW AG, was a 
supervisor within the VW Brand Engine Development department from in or about 2003 until in or about 
December 2012. 

13. ''Attorney A," an individual whose identity is known to the United States and VW AG, was a German-
qualified in-house attorney for VW AG who was the in-house attorney principally responsible for providing 
legal advice in connection with VW AG's response to U.S. emissions issues from in or about May 2015 to in 
or about September 2015. 

U.S. NOx Emissions Standards 

14. The purpose of the Clean Air Act and its implementing regulations was to protect human health and 
the environment by, among other things, reducing emissions of pollutants from new motor vehicles, including 
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nitrogen oxides ("NOx"). 

15. The Clean Air Act required the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) to promulgate 
emissions standards for new motor vehicles. The EPA established standards and test procedures for light-duty 
motor vehicles sold in the United States, including emission standards for NOx. 

16. The Clean Air Act prohibited manufacturers of new motor vehicles from selling, offering for sale, 
introducing or delivering for introduction into U.S. commerce, or importing (or causing the foregoing with 
respect to) any new motor vehicle unless the vehicle complied with U.S. emissions standards, including NOx 
emissions standards, and was issued an EPA certificate of conformity. 

17. To obtain a certificate of conformity, a manufacturer was required to submit an application to the EPA 
for each model year and for each test group of vehicles that it intended to sell in the United States. The 
application was required to be in writing, to be signed by an authorized representative of the manufacturer, 
and to include, among other things, the results of testing done pursuant to the published Federal Test 
Procedures that measure NOx emissions, and a description of the engine, emissions control system, and fuel 
system components, including a detailed description of each Auxiliary Emission Control Device (“AECD”) 
to be installed on the vehicle. 

18. An AECD was defined under U.S. law as any element of design which senses temperature, vehicle 
speed, engine RPM, transmission gear, manifold vacuum, or any other parameter for the purpose of activating, 
modulating, delaying, or deactivating the operation of any part of the emission control system. The 
manufacturer was also required to include a justification for each AECD. If the EPA, in reviewing the 
application for a certificate of conformity,  determined that the AECD “reduced the effectiveness of the 
emission control system under conditions which may reasonably be expected to be encountered in normal 
vehicle operation and  use,” and that (1) it was not substantially included in the Federal Test Procedure, (2) 
the need for the AECD was not justified for protection of the vehicle against damage or accident, or (3) it 
went beyond the requirements of engine starting, the AECD was considered a ''defeat device." Whenever the 
term "defeat device" is used in this Statement of Facts, it refers to a defeat device as defined by U.S. law. 

19. The EPA would not certify motor vehicles equipped with defeat devices. Manufacturers could not sell 
motor vehicles in the United States without a certificate of conformity from the EPA. 

20. The California Air Resources Board ("CARB") (together with the EPA, "U.S. regulators") issued its 
own certificates, called executive orders, for the sale of motor vehicles in the State of California. To obtain 
such a certificate, the manufacturer was required to satisfy the standards set forth by the State of California, 
which were equal to or more stringent than those of the EPA. 

21. As part of the application for a certification process, manufacturers often worked in parallel with the 
EPA and CARB. To obtain a certificate of conformity from the EPA, manufacturers were required to 
demonstrate that the light-duty vehicles were equipped with an on-board diagnostic ("OBD") system capable 
of monitoring all emissions-related systems or components. Manufacturers could demonstrate compliance 
with California OBD standards in order to meet federal requirements. CARB reviewed applications from 
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manufacturers, including VW, to determine whether their OBD systems were in compliance with California 
OBD standards, and CARB's conclusion would be included in the application the manufacturer submitted to 
the EPA. 

22. In 1998, the United States established new federal emissions standards that would be implemented in 
separate steps, or Tiers. Tier II emissions standards including for NOx emissions, were significantly stricter 
than Tier I. For light-duty vehicles, the regulations required manufacturers to begin to phase in compliance 
with the new, stricter Tier II NOx emissions standards in 2004 and required manufacturers to fully comply 
with the stricter standards for model year 2007. These strict U.S. NOx emissions standards were applicable 
specifically to vehicles in the United States. 

VW Diesel Vehicles Sold in the United States 

23. In the United States, VW sold, offered for sale, introduced into commerce, delivered for introduction 
into commerce, imported, or caused the foregoing actions (collectively “sold in the United States”) the 
following vehicles containing 2.0 liter diesel engines ("2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles"): 

a. Model Year ("MY") 2009-2015 VW Jetta; 

b. MY 2009-2014 VW Jetta Sportwagen; 

c. MY 2010-2015 VW Golf; 

d. MY 2015 VW Golf Sportwagen; 

e. MY 2010-2013, 2015 Audi A3; 

f. MY 2013-2015 VW Beetle and VW Beetle Convertible; and 

g. MY2012-2015 VW Passat. 

24. VW sold in the United States the following vehicles containing 3.0 liter diesel engines (“3.0 Liter 
Subject Vehicles”): 

a. MY 2009-2016 VW Touareg; 

b. MY 2009-2015 Audi Q7; 

c. MY 2014-2016 Audi A6 Quattro; 

d. MY 2014-2016 Audi A7 Quattro; 

e. MY 2014-2016 Audi A8L; and 

f. MY 2014 2016 Audi Q5. 

 

' ) : 
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25. VW GOA's Engineering and Environmental Office ("EEO") was located in Auburn Hills, Michigan, 
in the Eastern District of Michigan. Among other things, EEO prepared and submitted applications (the 
"Applications") for a certificate of conformity and an executive order (collectively, "Certificates") to the EPA 
and CARB to obtain authorization to sell each of the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles and 3.0 Liter Subject Vehicles 
in the United States (collectively, the "Subject Vehicles"). VW GOA's Test Center California performed 
testing related to the Subject Vehicles. 

26.. VW AG  developed the engines for the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles. Audi AG developed the engines 
for the 3.0 Liter Subject Vehicles and the MY 2013-2016 Porsche Cayenne diesel vehicles sold in the United 
States (the “Porsche Vehicles”). 

27. The Applications to the EPA were accompanied by the following signed statement by a VW 
representative: 

The Volkswagen Group states that any element of design, system, or emission control device 
installed on or incorporated in the Volkswagen Group's new motor vehicles or new motor 
vehicle engines for the purpose of complying with standards prescribed under section 202 of 
the Clean Air Act, will not, to the best of the Volkswagen Group's information and belief, 
cause the emission into the ambient air of pollutants in the operation of its motor vehicles or 
motor vehicle engines which cause or contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health or 
welfare except as specifically permitted by the standards prescribed under section 202 of the 
Clean Air Act. The Volkswagen Group further states that any element of design, system, or 
emission control device installed or incorporated in the Volkswagen Group's new motor 
vehicles or new motor vehicle engines, for the purpose of complying with standards prescribed 
under section 202 of the Clean Air Act, will not, to the best of the Volkswagen Group's 
information and belief, cause or contribute to an unreasonable risk to public safety. All 
vehicles have been tested in accordance with good engineering practice to ascertain that such 
test vehicles meet the requirement of this section for the useful life of the vehicle. 

28. Based on the representations made by VW employees in the Applications for the Subject Vehicles, 
EPA and CARE issued Certificates for these vehicles, allowing the Subject Vehicles to be sold in the United 
States. 

29. Upon importing the Subject Vehicles into the United States, VW disclosed to U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection ("CBP") that the vehicles were covered by valid Certificates by affixing an emissions label 
to the vehicles' engines. These labels stated that the vehicles conformed to EPA and CARB emissions 
regulations. VW affixed these labels to each of the Subject Vehicles that it imported into the United States. 

30. VW represented to its U.S. customers, U.S. dealers, U.S. regulators and others in the United States 
that the Subject Vehicles met the new and stricter U.S. emissions standards identified in paragraph 22 above. 
Further, VW designed a specific marketing campaign to market these vehicles to U.S. customers as "clean 
diesel" vehicles. 
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VW AG’s Criminal Conduct 

31. From approximately May 2006 to approximately November 2015, VW AG, through Supervisors A-
F and other VW employees, agreed to deceive U.S. regulators and U.S. customers about whether the Subject 
Vehicles and the Porsche Vehicles complied with U.S. emissions standards. During their involvement with 
design, marketing and/or sale of the Subject Vehicles and the Porsche Vehicles  in the United States, 
Supervisors  A-F and other VW employees: (a) knew that the Subject Vehicles and the Porsche Vehicles did 
not meet U.S. emissions standards; (b) knew that VW was using software to cheat the U.S. testing process by 
making it appear as if the Subject Vehicles and the Porsche Vehicles met U.S. emissions standards when, in 
fact, they did not; and (c) attempted to and did conceal these facts from U.S. regulators and U.S. customers. 

32. In at least in or about 2006, VW AG employees working under the supervision of Supervisors B, C, 
and F were designing the new EA 189 2.0 liter diesel engine (later known as the Generation 1 or ''Gen 1") for 
use in the United States that would be the cornerstone of a new project to sell passenger diesel vehicles in the 
United States. Selling diesel vehicles in the U.S. market was an important strategic goal of VW AG. This 
project became known within VW as the "US '07'' project. 

33. Supervisors B, C, and F, and others, however, realized that VW could not design a diesel engine that 
would both meet the stricter U.S. NOx emissions standards that would become effective in 2007 and attract 
sufficient customer demand in the U.S. market. Instead of bringing to market a diesel vehicle that could 
legitimately meet the new, more restrictive U.S. NOx emissions standards, VW AG employees acting at the 
direction of Supervisors B, C, and F and others, including Company A employees, designed, created, and 
implemented a software function to detect, evade and defeat U.S. emissions standards. 

34. While, employees acting at their direction designed and implemented the defeat device software, 
Supervisors B, C, and F, and others knew that U.S. regulators would measure VW's diesel vehicles' emissions 
through standard U.S. tests with specific, published drive cycles. VW AG employees acting at the direction 
of Supervisors B, C, and F, and others designed the VW defeat device to recognize whether the vehicle was 
undergoing standard U.S. emissions testing on a dynamometer (or "dyno") or whether the vehicle was being 
driven on the road under normal driving conditions. The defeat device accomplished this by recognizing the 
standard drive cycles used by U.S. regulators. If the vehicle's software detected that it was being tested, the 
vehicle performed in one mode, which satisfied U.S. NOx emissions standards. If the defeat device detected 
that the vehicle was not being tested, it operated in a different mode, in which the effectiveness of the vehicle's 
emissions control systems was reduced substantially, causing the vehicle to emit substantially higher NOx, 
sometimes 35 times higher than U.S. standards. 

35. In designing the defeat device, VW engineers, borrowed the original concept of the dual-mode, 
emissions cycle-beating software from Audi. On or about May 17 2006, a VW engineer, in describing the 
Audi software, sent an email to employees in the VW Brand Engine Development department that described 
aspects of the software and cautioned against using it in its current form because it was "pure" cycle-beating, 
i.e., as a mechanism to detect, evade and defeat U.S. emissions cycles or tests. The VW AG engineer wrote 
(in German), "within the clearance structure of the pre-fuel injection the acoustic function is nearly always 
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activated within our current US '07-data set. This function is pure [cycle-beating] and can like this absolutely 
not be used for US '07." 

36. Throughout in or around 2006, Supervisor F authorized VW AG engineers to use the defeat device in 
the development of the US '07 project, despite concerns expressed by certain VW AG employees about the 
propriety of designing and activating the defeat device software. In or about the fall of 2006, lower level VW 
AG engineers, with the support of their supervisors raised objections to the propriety of the defeat device, and 
elevated the issue to Supervisor B. During a meeting that occurred in or about November 2006, VW AG 
employees briefed Supervisor B on the purpose and design of the defeat device. During the meeting, 
Supervisor B decided that VW should continue with production of the US '07 project with the defeat device, 
and instructed those in attendance, in sum and substance not to get caught. 

37. Throughout 2007, various technical problems arose with the US '07 project that led to internal 
discussions and disagreements among members of the VW AG team that was primarily responsible for 
ensuring vehicles met U.S. emissions standards. Those disagreements over the direction of the project were 
expressly articulated during a contentious meeting on or about October 5, 2007, over which Supervisor C 
presided. As a result of the meeting, Supervisor C authorized Supervisor F and his team to proceed with the 
US '07 project despite knowing that only the use of the defeat device software would enable VW diesel 
vehicles to pass U.S. emissions tests. 

38. Starting with the first model year 2009 of VW's new engine for the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles through 
model year 2016, Supervisors A-D and F, and others, then caused the defeat device software to be installed 
in the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles marketed and sold in the United States. 

39. Starting in or around 2006, Audi AG engineers designed a 3.0 liter diesel for the U.S. market. The 3.0 
liter engine was more powerful than the 2.0 liter engine, and was included in larger and higher-end model 
vehicles. The 3.0 liter engine was ultimately placed in various Volkswagen, Audi and Porsche diesel vehicles 
sold in the United States for model years 2009 through 2016. In order to pass U.S. emissions tests, Audi 
engineers designed and installed software designed to detect, evade and defeat U.S. emissions standards, 
which constituted a defeat device under U.S. law. 

40. Specifically, Audi AG engineers calibrated a defeat device for the 3.0 Liter Subject Vehicles and the 
Porsche Vehicles that varied injection levels of a solution consisting of urea and water ("AdBlue") into the 
exhaust gas system based on whether the vehicle was being tested or not, with less NOx reduction occurring 
during regular driving conditions. In this way, the vehicle consumed less AdBlue, and avoided a 
corresponding increase in the vehicle's AdBlue tank size, which would have decreased the vehicle's trunk 
size, and made the vehicle less marketable in the United States. In addition, the vehicle could drive further 
between service intervals, which was also perceived as important to the vehicle's marketability in the United 
States. 

41. VW employees met with the EPA and CARB to seek the certifications required to sell the Subject 
Vehicles to U.S. customers. During these meetings, some of which Supervisor F attended personally, VW 
employees misrepresented, and caused to be misrepresented, to the EPA and CARB staff that the Subject 
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Vehicles complied with U.S. NOx emissions standards, when they knew the vehicles did not. During these 
meetings, VW employees described, and caused to be described, VW's diesel technology and emissions 
control systems to the EPA and CARB staff in detail but omitted the fact that the engine could not meet U.S. 
emissions standards without using the defeat device software. 

42. Also as part of the certification process for each new model year, Supervisors A-F and others certified, 
and/or caused to be certified, to the EPA and CARB that the Subject Vehicles met U.S. emissions standards 
and complied with standards prescribed by the Clean Air Act. Supervisors A-F, and others, knew that if they 
had told the truth and disclosed the existence of the defeat device, VW would not have obtained the requisite 
certificates for the Subject Vehicles and could not have sold any of them in the United States. 

43. In order to import the Subject Vehicles into the United States, VW was required to disclose to CBP 
whether the vehicles were covered by valid certificates for the United States. VW did so by affixing a label 
to the vehicles' engines. VW employees  caused to be stated  on the labels  that the vehicles complied with 
applicable EPA and CARB emissions regulations and limitations, knowing that if they had disclosed that the 
Subject Vehicles did not meet U.S. emissions regulations and limitations, VW would not have been able to 
import the vehicles into the United States. Certain VW employees knew that the labels for the Porsche 
Vehicles stated that those vehicles complied with EPA and CARB emissions regulations and limitations, 
when in fact, the VW employees knew they did not. 

44. Supervisors A and C and others marketed, and caused to be marketed the Subject Vehicles to the U.S. 
public as "clean diesel" and environmentally friendly, when they knew the Subject Vehicles were 
intentionally designed to detect, evade and defeat U.S. emissions standards. 

45. For example, on or about November 18, 2007, Supervisor C sent an email to Supervisor F and others 
attaching three photos of himself with California's then-Governor, which were taken during an event at which 
Supervisor C promoted the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles in the United States as "green diesel." 

46. Following the launch of the Gen 1 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles in the United States, Supervisors C and 
F, and others, worked on a second generation of the vehicle (the "Gen 2"), which also contained software 
designed to detect, evade and defeat U.S. emissions tests. The Gen 2 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles were launched 
in the United States in or around 2011. 

47. In or around 2012, hardware failures developed in certain of the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles that were 
being used by customers on the road in the United States. VW AG engineers hypothesized that vehicles 
equipped with the defeat device stayed in "dyno" mode (i.e., testing mode) even when driven on the road 
outside of test conditions. Since the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles were not designed to be driven for longer 
periods of time in “Dyno” mode, VW AG engineers suspected that the increased stress on the exhaust system 
from being driven too long in “Dyno” mode could be the root cause of the hardware failures. 

48. In or around July 2012, engineers from the VW Brand Engine Development department met, in 
separate meetings, with Supervisors A and E to explain that they suspected that the root cause of the hardware 
failures in the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles was the increased stress on the exhaust system from being driven 
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too long in "Dyno" mode as a result of the use of software designed to detect, evade and defeat U.S. emissions 
tests. To illustrate the software's function the engineers used a document. Although they understood the 
purpose and significance of the software, Supervisors A and E each encouraged the further concealment of 
the software. Specifically, Supervisors A and E each instructed the engineers who presented the issue to them 
to destroy the document they had used to illustrate the operation of the defeat device software. 

49. VW AG engineers, having informed the supervisor in charge of the VW AG Engine Development 
department and within the VW AG Quality Management and Product Safety department of the existence and 
purpose of the defeat device in the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles, then sought ways to improve its operation in 
existing 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles to avoid the hardware failures. To solve the hardware failures, VW AG 
engineers decided to start the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles in the "street mode" and, when the defeat device 
recognized that the vehicle was being tested for compliance with U.S. emissions standards, switch to the 
"Dyno mode." To increase the likelihood that the vehicle in fact realized that it was being tested on the 
dynamometer for compliance with U.S. emissions standards, the VW AG engineers activated a "steering 
wheel angle recognition" feature. The steering wheel angle recognition interacted with the software by 
enabling the vehicle to detect whether it was being tested on a dynamometer (where the steering wheel is not 
turned), or being driven on the road. 

50. Certain VW AG employees again expressed concern, specifically about the expansion of the defeat 
device through the steering wheel angle detection, and sought approval for the function from more senior 
supervisors within the VW AG Engine Development department. In particular, VW AG engineers asked 
Supervisor A for a decision on whether or not to use the proposed function in the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles. 
In or about April 2013, Supervisor A authorized activation of the software underlying the steering wheel 
angle recognition function, VW employees then installed the new software function in new 2.0 Liter Subject 
Vehicles being sold in the United States, and later installed it in existing 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles through 
software updates during maintenance. 

51. VW employees falsely told, and caused others to tell, U.S. regulators, U.S. customers and others in 
the United States that the software update in or around 2014 was intended to improve the 2.0 Liter Subject 
Vehicles when, in fact, VW employees knew that the update also used the steering wheel angle of the vehicle 
as a basis to more easily detect when the vehicle was undergoing emissions tests, thereby improving the defeat 
device's precision in order to reduce  the stress on the emissions control systems. 

52. In or around March 2014, certain VW employees learned of the results of a study undertaken by West 
Virginia University's Center for Alternative Fuels, Engines and Emissions and commissioned by the 
International Council on Clean Transportation (the "ICCT study"). The ICCT study identified substantial 
discrepancies in the NOx emissions from certain 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles when tested on the road compared 
to when these vehicles were undergoing EPA and CARB standard drive cycle tests on a dynamometer. The 
results of the study showed that two of the three vehicles tested on the road, both 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles, 
emitted NOx at values of up to approximately 40 times the permissible limit applicable during testing in the 
United States. 
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53. Following the ICCT study, CARB, in coordination with the EPA, attempted to work with VW to 
determine the cause for the higher NOx emissions in the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles when being driven on the 
road as opposed to on the dynamometer undergoing standard emissions test cycles. To do this, CARB, in 
coordination with the EPA, repeatedly asked VW questions that became increasingly more specific and 
detailed, as well as conducted additional testing themselves. 

54. In response to learning about the results of the ICCT study, engineers in the VW Brand Engine 
Development department formed an ad hoc task force to formulate responses to questions that arose from the 
U.S. regulators. VW AG supervisors, including Supervisors A, D, and E, and others, determined not to 
disclose to U.S. regulators that the tested vehicle models operated with a defeat device. Instead, Supervisors 
A, D, and E, and others decided to pursue a strategy of concealing the defeat device in responding to questions 
from U.S. regulators, while appearing to cooperate. 

55. Throughout 2014 and the first half of 2015, Supervisors A, D, and E, and others, continued to offer, 
and/or cause to be offered, software and hardware "fixes" and explanations to U.S. regulators for the 2.0 Liter 
Subject Vehicles' higher NOx measurements on the road without revealing the underlying reason—the 
existence of software designed to detect, evade and defeat U.S. emissions tests. 

56. On or about April 28, 2014, members of the VW task force presented the findings of the ICCT study 
to Supervisor E, whose supervisory responsibility included addressing safety and quality problems in vehicles 
in production. Included in the presentation was an explanation of the potential financial consequences VW 
could face if the defeat device was discovered by U.S. regulators, including but not limited to applicable fines 
per vehicle, which were substantial. 

57. On or about May 21, 2014, a VW AG employee sent an email to his supervisor, Supervisor D, and 
others, describing an ''early round meeting" with Supervisor A at which emissions issues in North America 
for the Gen 2 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles were discussed, and questions were raised about the risk of what 
could happen and the available options for VW. Supervisor D responded by email that he was in "direct 
touch" with the supervisor in charge of Quality Management at VW AG and instructed the VW AG employee 
to “please treat confidentially” the issue. 

58. On or about October 1, 2014, VW AG employees presented to CARB regarding the ICCT study results 
and discrepancies identified in NOx emissions between dynamo meter testing and road driving. In response 
to questions, the VW AG employees did not reveal that the existence of the defeat device was the explanation 
for the discrepancies in NOx emissions, and, in fact gave CARB various false reasons for the discrepancies 
in NOx emissions including driving patterns and technical issues. 

59. When U.S. regulators threatened not to certify VW model year 2016 vehicles for sale in the United 
States, VW AG supervisors requested a briefing on the situation in the United States. On or about July 27, 
2015, VW AG employees presented to VW AG supervisors. Supervisors A and D were present, among others. 

60. On or about August 5, 2015, in a meeting in Traverse City, Michigan, two VW employees met with a 
CARB official to discuss again the discrepancies in emissions of the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles. The VW 
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employees did not reveal the existence of the defeat device. 

61. On or about August 18, 2015, Supervisors A and D, and others, approved a script to be followed by 
VW AG employees during an upcoming meeting with CARB in California on or about August 19, 2015.  The 
script provided for continued concealment of the defeat device from CARB in the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles, 
with the goal of obtaining approval to sell the Gen 3 model year 2016 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles in the United 
States. 

62. On or about August 19, 2015, in a meeting with CARB in El Monte, California, a VW employee 
explained, for the first time to U.S. regulators and in direct contravention of instructions from supervisors at 
VW AG, that certain of the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles used different emissions treatment depending on 
whether the vehicles were on the dynamometer or the road, thereby signaling that VW had evaded U.S. 
emissions tests. 

63. On or about September 3, 2015, in a meeting in El Monte, California with CARB and EPA, Supervisor 
D, while creating the false impression that he had been unaware of the defeat device previously, admitted that 
VW bad installed a defeat device in the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles. 

64. On or about September 18, 2015, the EPA issued a public Notice of Violation to VW stating that the 
EPA had determined that VW had violated the Clean Air Act by manufacturing and installing defeat devices 
in the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles. 

65. On or about January 27, 2015, CARB informed VW AG that CARB would not approve certification 
of the Model Year 2016 3.0 Liter Subject Vehicles until Audi AG confirmed that the 3.0 Liter Subject 
Vehicles did not possess the same emissions issues as had been identified by the ICCT study and as were 
being addressed by VW with the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles. 

66. On or about March 24, 2015, in response to CARB's questions, Audi AG employees made a 
presentation to CARB, during which Audi AG employees did not disclose that the Audi 2.0 and 3.0 Liter 
Subject Vehicles and the Porsche Vehicles in fact contained a defeat device, which caused emissions 
discrepancies in those vehicles. The Audi AG employees informed CARB that the 3.0 Liter Subject Vehicles 
did not possess the same emissions issues as the 2.0 Liter Subject Vehicles when, in fact; the 3.0 Liter Subject 
Vehicles possessed at least one defeat device that interfered with the emissions systems to reduce NOx 
emissions on the dyno but not on the road. On or about March 25, 2015, CARB, based on the misstatements 
and omissions made by the Audi AG representatives, issued an executive order approving the sale of Model 
Year 2016 3.0 Liter Subject Vehicles. 

67. On or about November 2, 2015, EPA issued a Notice of Violation to VW AG, Audi AG and Porsche 
AG, citing violations of the Clean Air Act related to EPA's discovery that the 3.0 Liter Subject Vehicles and 
the Porsche Vehicles contained a defeat device that resulted in excess NOx emissions when the vehicles were 
driven on the road. 
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68. On or about November 2, 2015, VW AG issued a statement that ''no software has been installed in the 
3-liter V6 diesel power units to alter emissions characteristics in a forbidden manner.'' 

69. On or about November 19, 2015, Audi AG representatives met with EPA and admitted that the 3.0 
Liter Subject Vehicles contained at least three undisclosed AECDs. Upon questioning from EPA, Audi AG 
representatives conceded that one of these three undisclosed AECDs met the criteria of a defeat device under 
U.S. law. 

70. On or about May 16, 2016, Audi AG representatives met with CARB and admitted that there were 
additional elements within two of its undisclosed AECDs, which impacted the dosing strategy in the 3.0 Liter 
Subject Vehicles and the Porsche Vehicles. 

71. On or about July 19, 2016, in a presentation to CARE, Audi AG representatives conceded that 
elements of two of its undisclosed AECDs met the definition of a defeat device. 

72. Supervisors A-F and others caused defeat device software to be installed on all of the approximately 
585,000 Subject Vehicles and the Porsche Vehicles sold in the United States from 2009 through 2015. 

73. As VW employees prepared to admit to U.S. regulators that VW used a “defeat device” in the 2.0 
Liter Subject Vehicles, counsel for VW GOA prepared a litigation hold notice to ensure that VW GOA 
preserved documents relevant to diesel emissions issues. At the same time, VW GOA was in contact with 
VW AG to discuss VW AG preserving documents relevant to diesel emissions issues, Attorney A made 
statements that several employees understood as suggesting the destruction of these materials. In anticipation 
of this hold taking effect at VW AG certain VW AG employees destroyed documents and files related to U.S. 
emissions issues that they believed would be covered by the hold. Certain VW AG employees also requested 
that their counterparts at Company A destroy sensitive documents relating to U.S. emissions issues. Certain 
Audi AG employees also destroyed documents related to U.S. emissions issues. The VW AG and Audi AG 
employees who participated in this deletion activity did so to protect both VW and themselves from the legal 
consequences of their actions. 

74. Between the August 19, 2015 and September 3, 2015 meetings with U.S. regulators, certain VW AG 
employees discussed issues with Attorney A and others. 

75. On or about August 26, 2015 VW GOA's legal team sent the text of a litigation hold notice to Attorney 
A in VW AG's Wolfsburg office that would require recipients to preserve and retain records in their control. 
The subject of the e-mail was "Legal Hold Notice - Emissions Certification of MY2009-2016 2.0L TDI 
Volkswagen and Audi vehicles."  The VW GOA legal team stated that VW GOA would be issuing the 
litigation hold notice to certain VW GOA employees the following day. On or about August 28, 2015 
Attorney A received notice that VW GOA was issuing that litigation hold notice that day. Attorney A 
indicated to his staff on August 31 that the hold would be sent out at VW AG on September l. Among those 
at VW AG being asked to retain and preserve documents were Supervisors A and D and a number of other 
VW AG employees. 
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76. On or about August 27, 2015, Attorney A met with several VW AG engineers to discuss the 
technology behind the defeat device. Attorney A indicated that a hold was imminent, and that these engineers 
should check their documents, which multiple participants understood to mean that they should delete 
documents prior to the hold being issued. 

77. On or about August 31, 2015, a meeting was held to prepare for the September 3 presentation to CARE 
and EPA where VW's use of the defeat device in the United States was to be formally revealed.  During the 
meeting, within hearing of several participants, Attorney A discussed the forthcoming hold and again told the 
engineers that the hold was imminent and recommended that they check what documents they had. This 
comment led multiple individuals, including supervisors in the VW Brand Engine Development department 
at VW AG, to delete documents related to U.S. emissions issues. 

78. On or about September 1, 2015, the hold at VW AG was issued. On or about September 1, 2015, 
several employees in the VW Brand Engine Development department at VW AG discussed the fact that their 
counterparts at Company A would also possess documents related to U.S. emissions issues. At least two VW 
AG employees contacted Company A employees and asked them to delete documents relating to U.S. 
emissions issues. 

79. On or about September 3, 2015, Supervisor A approached Supervisor D's assistant, and requested that 
Supervisor D's assistant search in Supervisor D's office for a hard drive on which documents were stored 
containing emails of VW AG supervisors, including Supervisor A. Supervisor D' s assistant recovered the 
hard drive and gave it to Supervisor A. Supervisor A later asked his assistant to throw away the hard drive. 

80. On or about September 15, 2015, a supervisor within the VW Brand Engine Development department 
convened a meeting with approximately 30-40 employees, during which Attorney A informed the VW AG 
employees present about the current situation regarding disclosure of the defeat device in the United States. 
During this meeting, a VW AG employee asked Attorney A what the employees should do with new 
documents that were created, because they could be harmful to VW AG. Attorney A indicated that new data 
should be kept on USB drives and only the final versions saved on VW AG's system, and then, only if 
“necessary.” 

81. Even employees who did not attend these meetings, or meet with Attorney A personally, became 
aware that there had been a recommendation from a VW AG attorney to delete documents related to U.S. 
emissions issues. Within VW AG and Audi AG thousands of documents were deleted by approximately 40 
VW AG and Audi AG employees. 

82. After it began an internal investigation, VW AG was subsequently able to recover many of the deleted 
documents. 
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Problem 17-1 

(a)  Was VW fined an appropriate amount in its plea agreement?  How would you develop an answer to 
that question? 

(b)  Most recent corporate resolutions take the form of NPAs and DPAs.  Why did the VW case end with 
a guilty plea?  Does the form of the VW resolution matter, assuming all penalties and requirements 
remain the same? 

(c)  What might explain the conduct at VW that led to this prosecution?  Does the plea agreement promise 
to reduce future instances of that conduct, at VW and/or other companies in the industry? 

On April 21, 2012, The New York Times published a dramatic expose,10 apparently based on information from 
a company whistleblower, about a “vast” bribery scheme in Walmart’s Mexico operations, and an organized 
scheme by corporate management to cover up the findings of an internal investigation into the Mexico 
misconduct.  The Walmart bribery case instantly became one of the most closely watched FCPA matters of 
the past decade, while a major investigation ensued.  Over seven years later, the Justice Department and 
Walmart announced their agreement to settle the matter in the following non-prosecution agreement (coupled 
with an SEC settlement and a guilty plea by Walmart’s Brazil subsidiary). 

 
U.S. Department of Justice 

Criminal Division 

        June 20, 2019 

Karen P. Hewitt 
Jones Day 
4655 Executive Drive 
Suite 1500 
San Diego, California 92121 

 Re: Walmart Inc. 

Dear Ms. Hewitt: 

The United States Department of Justice, Criminal Division, Fraud Section and the United States Attorney's 
Office for the Eastern District of Virginia (the "Fraud Section and the Office"), and Walmart Inc. (the 
"Company") pursuant to authority granted by the Company's Board of Directors, enter into this Non-
Prosecution Agreement (the "Agreement"). On the understandings specified below, the Fraud Section and the 
Office will not criminally prosecute the Company for any crimes (except for criminal tax violations, as to 
which the Fraud Section and the Office do not make any agreement) relating to any of the conduct described 

 
10 David Barstow, Wal-Mart Hushed Up a Vast Mexican Bribery Case, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 21, 2012), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/22/business/at-wal-mart-in-mexico-a-bribe-inquiry-silenced.html. 
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in the Statement of Facts attached hereto as Attachment A (the "Statement of Facts"). The Company, pursuant 
to authority granted by the Company's Board of Directors, also agrees to certain terms and obligations of the 
Agreement as described below. 

The Fraud Section and the Office enter into this Agreement based on the individual facts and circumstances 
presented by this case and the Company, including: 

(a) the Company did not receive voluntary disclosure credit because it did not timely and voluntarily 
disclose to the Fraud Section and the Office the Mexico conduct described in the Statement of Facts, and 
because, although the Company disclosed the conduct related to Brazil, China, and India prior to the Fraud 
Section or the Office learning of that conduct, such disclosure was after the Fraud Section and the Office had 
already begun investigating the Company relating to the Mexico conduct; 

(b) the Company received full credit for its cooperation with the Fraud Section and the Office's 
investigation into conduct in Brazil, China, and India and partial cooperation credit for its investigation into 
conduct in Mexico; its cooperation included: conducting a thorough internal investigation; proactively 
identifying issues and facts that would likely be of interest to the Fraud Section and the Office, and providing 
updates to the Fraud Section and the Office; making regular factual presentations to the Fraud Section and 
the Office and sharing information that would not have been otherwise available to the Fraud Section and the 
Office; voluntarily making foreign-based employees available for interviews in the United States; producing 
documents, including translations, to the Fraud Section and the Office from foreign countries in ways that 
did not implicate foreign data privacy laws; obtaining cooperation of former employees and third parties, 
including their consent to interviews; providing counsel to employees and former employees to facilitate their 
cooperation; collecting, analyzing, and organizing voluminous evidence and information for the Fraud 
Section and the Office; and identifying, investigating, and disclosing conduct to the Fraud Section and the 
Office that was outside the scope of the Company's initial disclosures; the Company received partial 
cooperation credit for the conduct in Mexico because, in the view of the Fraud Section and the Office, 
Walmart did not timely provide documents and information to the Fraud Section and the Office in response 
to certain requests and did not deconflict with the Fraud Section and the Office's request to interview one 
witness before the Company interviewed that witness; 

(c) by the completion of the investigation, the Company provided to the Fraud Section and the Office all 
relevant facts known to it, including information about the individuals involved in the conduct described in 
the attached Statement of Facts and conduct disclosed to the Fraud Section and the Office prior to the 
Agreement; 

(d) the Company has engaged in significant remedial measures, including enhancing its anti-corruption 
compliance program and internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption, including: (1) hiring a Global 
Chief Ethics & Compliance Officer ("CECO") who holds an Executive Vice President position, an 
International Chief Ethics & Compliance Officer ("International CECO"), and a dedicated Global Anti-
Corruption Officer, with separate reporting lines to the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors; (2) adding 
dedicated regional and market Chief Ethics & Compliance Officers, foreign market anti-corruption directors 
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and anti-corruption compliance personnel at the Company's home office and in the Company's foreign 
markets, with separate reporting lines to the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors; (3) conducting, 
across each of the Company's markets, enhanced monthly and quarterly anti-corruption monitoring by 
dedicated Company Financial Controls and Continuous Improvement Teams (who monitor at the store-level), 
with results tracked in a centralized, real-time automated monitoring system; (4) enhancing annual anti-
corruption risk assessments across all international markets; (5) enhancing on-site global anti-corruption 
audits to test adherence to enhanced anti-corruption related internal accounting controls and procedures; (6) 
enhancing anti-corruption related internal accounting controls on the selection and use of third parties, 
including building a custom third party automated portal to evaluate, manage and identify third party 
intermediaries and conducting third party audits and risk-based anti-corruption training of third parties; (7) 
enhancing global anti-corruption training and awareness program, including enhanced onboarding and annual 
in-person and computer-based anti-corruption training for directors, senior management, and employees most 
likely to interact directly or indirectly with government officials; (8) implementing an automated global 
license management system for obtaining and renewing licenses and permits and a global donation 
management system, which enhances controls relating to charitable donations; and (9) terminating business 
relationships with third parties involved in the conduct at issue; 

(e) the Company has enhanced and has committed to continuing to enhance its compliance program and 
internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption, including ensuring that its compliance program 
satisfies the minimum elements set forth in Attachment B to this Agreement (the "Corporate Compliance 
Program"); 

(f) although the Company has engaged in significant remedial measures, the Fraud Section and the Office 
have determined that an independent compliance monitor is necessary to ensure that the Company's 
compliance program is operating effectively and adequately tested to ensure that it meets the minimum 
elements set forth in the Corporate Compliance Program; 

(g) the nature and seriousness of the offense conduct; 

(h) the Company has no prior criminal history related to corruption; and 

(i) the Company has agreed to continue to cooperate with the Fraud Section and the Office in any ongoing 
investigation of the conduct of the Company's officers, directors, employees, agents, business partners, 
distributors, and consultants relating to violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (the "FCPA"); 

Accordingly, after considering (a) through (i) above, the Fraud Section and the Office believe 
that an appropriate resolution of this case is this Agreement with the Company, a guilty plea by 
WMT Brasilia S.a.r.l., the imposition of an independent compliance monitor for a term of two 
years, and an aggregate discount of 25% off of the bottom of the otherwise-applicable U.S. 
Sentencing Guidelines fine range for the portion of the penalty applicable to conduct in Brazil, 
China, and India, and 20% off of the bottom of the otherwise applicable U.S. Sentencing 
Guidelines fine range for the portion of the penalty applicable to conduct in Mexico. 
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The Company admits, accepts, and acknowledges that it is responsible under United States law 
for the acts of its officers, directors, employees, and agents as set forth in the attached Statement 
of Facts. The Company also admits, accepts, and acknowledges that the facts described in the 
attached Statement of Facts are true and accurate and that certain employees who had 
responsibility for implementing and maintaining internal accounting controls related to 
anti-corruption with respect to Walmart's subsidiaries in Brazil, China, India, and Mexico had 
knowledge that the anti-corruption related internal accounting controls in those subsidiaries 
were not adequate and willfully failed to implement and maintain them. The Company 
expressly agrees that it shall not, through current or future attorneys, officers, directors, 
employees, agents, or any other person authorized to speak for the Company, make any public 
statement, in litigation or otherwise, contradicting the acceptance of responsibility by the 
Company set forth above or the facts described in the attached Statement of Facts. The 
Company agrees that if it, or any of its current or future direct or indirect subsidiaries or 
affiliates, issues a press release or holds any press conference in connection with this 
Agreement, the Company shall first consult the Fraud Section and the Office to determine: (a) 
whether the text of the release or proposed statements at the press conference are true and 
accurate with respect to matters between the Fraud Section, the Office, and the Company; and 
(b) whether the Fraud Section and the Office have any objection to the release. If the Fraud 
Section and the Office determine that a public statement by any such person contradicts in 
whole or in part a statement contained in the Statement of Facts, the Fraud Section and the 
Office shall so notify the Company, and the Company may avoid a breach of this Agreement 
by publicly repudiating such statement(s) within five business days after notification. 

The Company shall be permitted to raise defenses and to assert affirmative claims in other 
proceedings relating to the matters set forth in the Statement of Facts provided that such 
defenses and claims do not contradict, in whole or in part, a statement contained in the 
Statement of Facts. This Paragraph does not apply to any statement made by any former officer, 
director, employee, or agent of the Company in the course of any criminal, regulatory, or civil 
case initiated against such individual, unless such individual is speaking on behalf of the 
Company. 

The Company's obligations under this Agreement shall have a term of three years from the later 
of the date on which the Agreement is executed or the date on which the independent 
compliance monitor (the "Monitor") is retained by the Company, as described below (the 
"Term"). The Company agrees, however, that, in the event the Fraud Section and the Office 
determine, in their sole discretion, that the Company has knowingly violated any provision of 
this Agreement or has failed to completely perform or fulfill each of the Company's obligations 
under this Agreement, an extension or extensions of the Term may be imposed by the Fraud 
Section and the Office, in their sole discretion, for up to a total additional time period of one 
year, without prejudice to the Fraud Section and the Office's right to proceed as provided in the 
breach provisions of this Agreement below. Any extension of the Agreement extends all terms 
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of this Agreement for an equivalent period, except the term of the monitorship, which has a 
term of two years and is addressed in Attachment C. Conversely, in the event the Fraud Section 
and the Office find, in their sole discretion, that there exists a change in circumstances sufficient 
to eliminate the need for the monitorship in Attachment C, and that the other provisions of this 
Agreement have been satisfied, the Agreement may be terminated early. 

The Company shall cooperate fully with the Fraud Section and the Office in any and all matters 
relating to the conduct described in this Agreement and the attached Statement of Facts and 
Attachment C, subject to applicable law and regulations, until the later of the date upon which 
all investigations and prosecutions arising out of such conduct are concluded, or the Term. At 
the request of the Fraud Section and the Office, the Company shall also cooperate fully with 
other domestic or foreign law enforcement and regulatory authorities and agencies, as well as 
the Multilateral Development Banks ("MDBs''), in any investigation of the Company, or its 
affiliates, or any of its present or former officers, directors, employees, agents, and consultants, 
or any other party, in any and all matters relating to the conduct described in this Agreement 
and the attached Statement of Facts and Attachment C. The Company agrees that its cooperation 
shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

a. Upon request of the Fraud Section and the Office, and subject to applicable law and 
regulation, the Company shall truthfully disclose all factual information related to the conduct 
described in the Statement of Facts that is not protected by a valid claim of attorney-client 
privilege or attorney work product doctrine. This includes conduct of the Company's affiliates 
and present and former directors, officers, employees, agents, and consultants. This obligation 
of truthful disclosure includes, but is not limited to, the obligation of the Company to provide 
to the Fraud Section and the Office, upon request, any non-privileged document, record, or 
other tangible evidence about which the Fraud Section and the Office may inquire of the 
Company related to the conduct described in the Statement of Facts. 

b. Upon request of the Fraud Section and the Office, the Company shall designate 
knowledgeable employees, agents, or attorneys to provide to the Fraud Section and the Office 
the information and materials described above on behalf of the Company. It is further 
understood that the Company must at all times provide complete, truthful, and accurate 
information. 

c. The Company shall use its best efforts to make available for interviews or testimony, 
as requested by the Fraud Section and the Office, present or former officers, directors, 
employees, agents, and consultants of the Company. This obligation includes, but is not limited 
to, sworn testimony before a federal grand jury or in federal trials, as well as interviews with 
domestic or foreign law enforcement and regulatory authorities. Cooperation shall include 
identification of witnesses who, to the knowledge of the Company, may have material 
information regarding the matters under investigation. 
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d. With respect to any information, testimony, documents, records, or other tangible 
evidence provided to the Fraud Section and the Office pursuant to this Agreement, the 
Company consents to any and all disclosures, subject to applicable law and regulations, to 
other governmental authorities, including United States authorities and those of a foreign 
government, as well as MDBs, of such materials as the Fraud Section and the Office in their 
sole discretion shall deem appropriate. 

In addition, during the Term, should the Company learn of any evidence or allegation of 
conduct that may constitute a violation of the FCPA anti-bribery or accounting provisions had 
the conduct occurred within the jurisdiction of the United States, the Company shall promptly 
report such evidence or allegation to the Fraud Section and the Office. Thirty days prior to the 
end of the Term, the Company, by the Chief Executive Officer of the Company and the Chief 
Financial Officer of the Company, will certify to the Fraud Section and the Office that the 
Company has met its disclosure obligations pursuant to this Agreement. Each certification will 
be deemed a material statement and representation by the Company to the executive branch of 
the United States for purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. 

The Company represents that it has implemented and will continue to implement a compliance 
and ethics program designed to prevent and detect violations of the FCPA and other applicable 
anti-corruption laws throughout its operations, including those of its affiliates, agents, and 
majority owned or controlled joint ventures, and those of its contractors and subcontractors 
whose responsibilities include interacting with foreign officials or other activities carrying a 
high risk of corruption, including, but not limited to, the minimum elements set forth in the 
Corporate Compliance Program. 

The Company agreed to retain a Monitor prior to the date on which the Agreement is executed 
for the purposes of preparing a written work plan as described in Attachment C. The term of 
the monitorship is two years from the date on which the Agreement is executed, subject to a 
possible one-year extension as described in Attachment C. The Monitor's duties and authority, 
and the obligations of the Company with respect to the Monitor and the Fraud Section and the 
Office, are set forth in Attachment C, which is incorporated by reference into this Agreement. 
The Company proposed to the Fraud Section and the Office a pool of three qualified candidates 
to serve as the Monitor. The Monitor candidates or their team members had, at a minimum, 
the following qualifications: 

a. demonstrated expertise with respect to the FCPA and other applicable anti-
corruption laws, including experience counseling on FCPA issues; 

b. experience designing and/or reviewing corporate compliance policies, procedures 
and internal accounting controls, including FCPA and anti-corruption policies, procedures and 
internal accounting controls; 
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c. the ability to access and deploy resources as necessary to discharge the Monitor's 
duties as described in the Agreement; and 

d. sufficient independence from the Company to ensure effective and impartial 
performance of the Monitor's duties as described in the Agreement. 

The Fraud Section and the Office retained the right, in their sole discretion, to choose the Monitor from among 
the candidates proposed by the Company, though the Company was entitled to express its preference(s) 
among the candidates. If the Monitor resigns or is otherwise unable to fulfill his or her obligations as set out 
herein and in Attachment C, the Company shall within twenty business days recommend a pool of three 
qualified Monitor candidates from which the Fraud Section and the Office will choose a replacement. 

The Monitor's powers, duties, and responsibilities, as well as additional circumstances that may support an 
extension of the Monitor's term, are set forth in Attachment C. The Company agrees that it will not employ 
or be affiliated with the Monitor or the Monitor's firm for a period of not less than two years from the date on 
which the Monitor's term expires. Nor will the Company discuss with the Monitor or the Monitor's firm the 
possibility of further employment or affiliation during the Monitor's term. 

The Company agrees to pay a total monetary penalty in the amount of $137,955,249 (the "Total Monetary 
Penalty"). The Total Monetary Penalty reflects a discount of 25% off of the bottom of the U.S. Sentencing 
Guidelines fine range for the portion of the penalty applicable to conduct in Brazil, China, and India, and 
20% off of the bottom of the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines fine range for the portion of the penalty applicable 
to conduct in Mexico. The Company will pay the Total Monetary Penalty to the United States Treasury within 
ten business days of the sentencing hearing by the Court of WMT Brasilia S.a.r.l. in connection with its guilty 
plea and plea agreement entered into simultaneously herewith, except that the parties agree that any criminal 
penalties that might be imposed by the Court on WMT Brasilia S.a.r.l. in connection with its guilty plea and 
plea agreement will be deducted from the Total Monetary Penalty. 

The Total Monetary Penalty is in addition to the $144,691,172 disgorgement of profits plus prejudgment 
interest by the Company in connection with its resolution with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
in a related matter. The Company acknowledges that no tax deduction may be sought in connection with the 
payment of any part of the Total Monetary Penalty. The Company shall not seek or accept directly or 
indirectly reimbursement or indemnification from any source of the penalty or disgorgement amounts that 
the Company pays pursuant to this Agreement or any other agreement entered into with an enforcement 
authority or regulator concerning the facts set forth in the attached Statement of Facts. 

The Fraud Section and the Office agree, except as provided herein, that they will not bring any criminal or 
civil case (except for criminal tax violations, as to which the Fraud Section and the Office do not make any 
agreement) against the Company, or any of its present or former subsidiaries and joint ventures, relating to 
any of the conduct described in the attached Statement of Facts, except for the plea agreement with WMT 
Brasilia S.a.r.l. entered into on June 20, 2019. The Fraud Section and the Office, however, may use any 
information related to the conduct described in the attached Statement of Facts against the Company: (a) in a 
prosecution for perjury or obstruction of justice; (b) in a prosecution for making a false statement; (c) in a 
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prosecution or other proceeding relating to any crime of violence; or (d) in a prosecution or other proceeding 
relating to a violation of any provision of Title 26 of the United States Code. This Agreement does not provide 
any protection against prosecution for any future conduct by the Company or any of its present or former 
parents or subsidiaries. In addition, this Agreement does not provide any protection against prosecution of 
any individuals, regardless of their affiliation with the Company. 

If, during the Term, the Company:  (a) commits any felony under U.S. federal law; (b) provides in connection 
with this Agreement deliberately false, incomplete, or misleading information, including in connection with 
its disclosure of information about individual culpability; (c) fails to cooperate as set forth in this Agreement; 
(d) fails to maintain a compliance program as set forth in this Agreement and Attachment B; (e) commits any 
acts that, had they occurred within the jurisdictional reach of the FCPA, would be a violation of the FCPA; 
or (f) otherwise fails to completely perform or fulfill each of the Company's obligations under the Agreement, 
regardless of whether the Fraud Section and the Office become aware of such a breach after the Term is 
complete, the Company, or its subsidiaries, shall thereafter be subject to prosecution for any federal criminal 
violation of which the Fraud Section and the Office have knowledge, including, but not limited to, the conduct 
described in the attached Statement of Facts, which may be pursued by the Fraud Section and the Office in 
the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia or any other appropriate venue. Determination of 
whether the Company has breached the Agreement and whether to pursue prosecution of the Company shall 
be in the Fraud Section and the Office's sole discretion. Any such prosecution may be premised on information 
provided by the Company or its personnel. Any such prosecution relating to the conduct described in the 
attached Statement of Facts or relating to conduct known to the Fraud Section and the Office prior to the date 
on which this Agreement was signed that is not time-barred by the applicable statute of limitations on the 
date of the signing of this Agreement must be commenced against the Company, or its affiliates and 
subsidiaries, notwithstanding the expiration of the statute of limitations by the expiration of the Term plus 
one year. Thus, by signing this Agreement, the Company agrees that the statute of limitations with respect to 
any such prosecution that is not time-barred on the date of the signing of this Agreement shall be tolled for 
the Term plus one year. In addition, the Company agrees that the statute of limitations as to any violation of 
U.S. federal law that occurs during the Term will be tolled from the date upon which the violation occurs 
until the earlier of the date upon which the Fraud Section and the Office are made aware of the violation or 
the duration of the Term plus five years, and that this period shall be excluded from any calculation of time 
for purposes of the application of the statute of limitations. Provided, however, that nothing in this Agreement 
shall revive a statute of limitations that expired prior to the time that this Agreement was executed. 

In the event the Fraud Section and the Office determine that the Company has breached this Agreement, the 
Fraud Section and the Office agree to provide the Company with written notice of such breach prior to 
instituting any prosecution resulting from such breach. Within sixty days of receipt of such notice, the 
Company shall have the opportunity to respond to the Fraud Section and the Office in writing to explain the 
nature and circumstances of such breach, as well as the actions the Company has taken to address and 
remediate the situation, which explanation the Fraud Section and the Office shall consider in determining 
whether to pursue prosecution of the Company. 

In the event that the Fraud Section and the Office determine that the Company has breached this Agreement: 
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(a) all statements made by or on behalf of the Company to the Fraud Section and the Office or to the Court, 
including the attached Statement of Facts, and any testimony given by the Company before a grand jury, a 
court, or any tribunal, or at any legislative hearings, whether prior or subsequent to this Agreement, and any 
leads derived from such statements or testimony, shall be admissible in evidence in any and all criminal 
proceedings brought by the Fraud Section and the Office against the Company, or its subsidiaries; and (b) the 
Company, or its subsidiaries, shall not assert any claim under the United States Constitution, Rule 11(f) of 
the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 410 of the Federal Rules of Evidence, or any either federal 
rule that any such statements or testimony made by or on behalf of the Company, or its subsidiaries, prior or 
subsequent to this Agreement, or any leads derived therefrom, should be suppressed or are otherwise 
inadmissible. The decision whether conduct or statements of any current director, officer, or employee of the 
Company, or of any person acting on behalf of and at the direction of the Company, will be imputed to the 
Company for the purpose of determining whether the Company has violated any provision of this Agreement 
shall be in the sole discretion of the Fraud Section and the Office. . . . 

This Agreement is binding on the Company and the Fraud Section and the Office but specifically does not 
bind any other component of the Department of Justice, other federal agencies, or any state, local, or foreign 
law enforcement or regulatory agencies, or any other authorities, although the Fraud Section and the Office 
will bring the cooperation of the Company and its compliance with its other obligations under this Agreement 
to the attention of such agencies and authorities if requested to do so by the Company. 

It is further understood that the Company and the Fraud Section and the Office may disclose this Agreement 
to the public. 

This Agreement sets forth all the terms of the agreement between the Company and the Fraud Section and 
the Office. No amendments, modifications or additions to this Agreement shall be valid unless they are in 
writing and signed by the Fraud Section, the Office, the attorneys for the Company, and a duly authorized 
representative of the Company. . . . 

ATTACHMENT A: STATEMENT OF FACTS 

The following Stipulated Statement of Facts ("Statement of Facts") is incorporated by reference as part of the 
Non-Prosecution Agreement (the "Agreement") between the United States Department of Justice, Criminal 
Division, Fraud Section and the United States Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Virginia, and 
Walmart Inc. ("Walmart" or the "Company"). Walmart hereby agrees and stipulates that the following 
information is true and accurate. Walmart admits, accepts, and acknowledges that it is responsible for the acts 
of its officers, directors, employees, and agents as set forth below: 

Relevant Entities and Individuals 

1. Walmart was, at all times relevant to the conduct described in this Statement of Facts, a Bentonville, 
Arkansas-based retail company. Walmart had, at all relevant times, three segments: Walmart U.S., Sam's 
Club, and Walmart International. Walmart U.S. and Sam's Club were responsible for Walmart' s United States 
operations, while Walmart International oversaw the Company's operations outside the United States. Each 
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segment was headquartered in Bentonville, Arkansas. Walmart's shares were publicly traded on the New 
York Stock Exchange, and the Company therefore was an "issuer" within the meaning of the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act ("FCPA"), Title 15, United States Code, Section 78dd-l, et seq. 

2. In or around 2000, Walmart operated retail stores in seven countries. By in or around 2012, Walmart 
operated in approximately two dozen countries, including Mexico, India, Brazil, and China. 

3. Walmart Senior Attorney #1 was a senior attorney at Walmart starting in 2002. In 2009, he was 
promoted to a senior executive non-legal position and left Walmart in 2013. 

4. Walmart Senior Attorney #2 was a senior attorney at Walmart from 2001 to 2010. 

5. Walmart's Internal Audit Services ("IAS"), which was renamed Global IAS, required that foreign 
subsidiary audit teams conduct periodic Business Practices Audits, which were designed to audit foreign 
subsidiary anti-corruption related internal accounting controls. IAS reviewed these audits. 

6. Generally, during the relevant time period, the CEO of each of certain Walmart foreign subsidiaries 
reported to the CEO of Walmart International. The CFO and General Counsel of each of certain Walmart 
foreign subsidiaries reported to the CEOs of the respective foreign subsidiaries. In turn, the CEO, CFO, and 
General Counsel of Walmart International reported to the CEO, CFO, and General Counsel of Walmart, 
respectively. The head of IAS and, later, the head of Global IAS, reported to the CFO of Walmart and the 
Chairman of the Audit Committee of Walmart's Board of Directors. 

7. Walmart's Mexican Subsidiary ("Mexico Subsidiary") was a publicly traded company in Mexico. At 
all times relevant to this Agreement, Walmart owned a majority of Mexico Subsidiary's shares. Mexico 
Subsidiary is Walmart's largest foreign subsidiary, with more than 2,000 stores and more than 200,000 
employees. 

8. Mexico Subsidiary Executive #1 was a senior executive at Mexico Subsidiary in the early 2000s, 
during which time he was also an employee of Walmart. He became a senior executive at Walmart in 2005. 
He held those positions until 2008 and left the Company in 2012. 

9. Senior Mexico Subsidiary Attorney was a senior attorney at Mexico Subsidiary from 2004 to 2012. 

10. Mexico Subsidiary Attorney was an attorney in Mexico Subsidiary's Real Estate department from 
1991 to 2004. 

11. India JV Partner was a business conglomerate based in New Delhi, India. 

12. India Wholesale Business was a joint venture between Walmart and India JV Partner that developed 
and operated wholesale stores in India. 

13. India Retail Business was owned by India JV Partner, operated as a franchisee of Walmart, and 
developed and operated retail stores in India. 
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14. India Wholesale Business and India Retail Business operated as separate companies created in 2007. 
The two companies integrated certain of their administrative functions, including legal and compliance, in 
approximately 2010. India Wholesale Business and India Retail Business employed numerous third-party 
intermediaries ("TPIs") and consultants who assisted in obtaining licenses and permits necessary for operating 
stores in India. 

15. India Retail Employee #1 was the head of the Licenses and Permits team for India Wholesale Business 
and India Retail Business from approximately October 2011 through approximately November 2012. In that 
role, India Retail Employee #1 reported directly to India Wholesale Business's General Counsel. 

16. India Retail Employee #2 worked in the Licenses and Permits team and obtained licenses and permits 
for India Wholesale Business and India Retail Business from approximately 2011 through approximately 
mid-2013. In that role, India Retail Employee #2 reported directly to India Retail Employee #1. 

17. WMT Brasilia S.a.r.l. was a wholly owned subsidiary of Walmart and was a majority owner of 
Walmart's wholly-owned subsidiary in Brazil, which was headquartered in Sao Paulo, Brazil ("WMT 
Brasilia"). Accordingly, WMT Brasilia was the majority owner of stores operating as Walmart Brazil. 

18. Brazil Intermediary was a TPI hired by two Brazilian construction companies to obtain permits for 
two Walmart Brazil stores. 

19. China Subsidiary was Walmart's wholly-owned subsidiary in China. 

Background 

20. As detailed below, from in or around July 2000 until in or around April 2011, certain Walmart 
personnel responsible for implementing and maintaining the Company's internal accounting controls related 
to anti-corruption were aware of certain failures involving these controls, including relating to potentially 
improper payments to government officials in certain Walmart foreign subsidiaries, but nevertheless failed 
to implement sufficient anti-corruption related internal accounting controls that, among other things, ensured: 
(a) that sufficient anti- corruption-related due diligence was conducted on all TPIs who interacted with foreign 
officials; (b) that sufficient anti-corruption related internal accounting controls relating to payments to TPIs 
existed; (c) that proof was required that TPIs had performed services before Walmart paid them; (d) that TPIs 
had written contracts that included anti-corruption clauses; (e) that donations ostensibly made to foreign 
government agencies were not converted to personal use by foreign officials; and (f) that policies covering 
gifts, travel, and entertainment sufficiently addressed giving things of value to foreign officials and were 
implemented. Despite these issues being raised to some Walmart personnel responsible for implementing and 
maintaining the Company's internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption, as explained below, 
sufficient changes were not made to Walmart's internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption until in 
or around April 2011. Consequently, as explained below, these failures allowed Walmart foreign subsidiaries 
in Mexico, India, Brazil, and China to hire certain TPIs without establishing sufficient controls to prevent 
those TPIs from making improper payments to government officials in order to obtain store permits and 
licenses. 
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Warnings to Senior Walmart Executives About Anti-Corruption Risks and Control Failures 

21. In or around December 2003, Walmart developed an anti-corruption policy and procedures guide, 
followed by an implementation work plan in or around March 2004. Walmart did not adopt the anti-corruption 
policy until in or around March 2005. 

22. On or about December 12, 2008, Walmart issued an updated Global Anti-Corruption Policy (the 
"2008 Policy"). Under the 2008 Policy, TPIs included "all agents, consultants, shareholders or any other 
representatives acting on behalf of [Walmart] or its Affiliated Companies." For every TPI to be retained or 
renewed, a due diligence review was required to include, at minimum, the following: (1) a "Business Unit 
review," including, among other things, the "business case for retaining the Intermediary and the proposed 
fee structure"; (2) approved anti-corruption language in the TPI contract; (3) an FCPA certification by the 
TPI; (4) an independent due diligence review; and (5) approval in writing of the due diligence review of the 
TPI by the foreign subsidiary's compliance officer, in consultation with a Walmart compliance officer, who 
was required to conduct a final legal review of the TPI to ensure all due diligence requirements had been met. 
However, the 2008 Policy was not sufficiently implemented, so certain of Walmart's foreign subsidiaries did 
not follow all of the requirements set forth therein, and Walmart failed to ensure compliance with the 2008 
Policy. 

23. On or about April 6, 2009, Walmart International announced the creation of a Walmart International 
Compliance Office that revised the existing anti-corruption standard. The concept for the new standard was 
"Freedom within a Framework." Instead of taking a centralized approach to ensuring that sufficient anti-
corruption related internal accounting controls were implemented throughout Walmart's foreign subsidiaries, 
the new anti-corruption standard allowed individual markets to design and implement their own program as 
long as it met certain global standards. 

24. In or around late 2010, Walmart issued a new "Global Anti-Corruption Policy" (the "Draft 2010 
Policy"). Although the Draft 2010 Policy set forth the Company's anti-corruption requirements in greater 
detail than previous policies, the Draft 2010 Policy still required Walmart's foreign subsidiaries to implement 
their own local anti-corruption policies. The Draft 2010 Policy left it to the foreign subsidiaries' business units 
and legal teams to conduct TPI risk assessments and determine "the appropriate level of due diligence 
required." The Draft 2010 Policy was never implemented. 

25. From in or around July 2000 until in or around April 2011, Walmart's anti-corruption related internal 
accounting controls were insufficient in Mexico, India, Brazil, and China, and, in a number of instances as 
detailed below, those insufficiencies were reported to certain senior Walmart employees and executives. 
These failures in controls allowed Walmart's foreign subsidiaries in Mexico, India, Brazil, and China to hire 
TPIs without ensuring that those TPIs did not make improper payments to government officials in order to 
obtain store permits and licenses. The failures in internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption 
allowed the foreign subsidiaries in Mexico, India, Brazil, and China to open stores faster than they would 
have with sufficient internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption. Consequently, Walmart earned 
additional profits through these subsidiaries by opening certain of its stores faster. 
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26. In or around April 2011, Walmart recognized that the existing anti-corruption compliance program 
was not sufficient and hired an international law firm and an international consulting firm to conduct a global 
compliance review for the purpose of reviewing and testing Walmart's anti-corruption compliance program 
in various foreign subsidiaries around the world, including subsidiaries in Mexico, India, Brazil, and China. 
Despite Walmart' s remediation beginning in or around April 2011, India continued to have certain internal 
control failures that resulted in hiring certain TPIs without ensuring those TPIs did not make improper 
payments to government officials until in or around November 2011, as described below. 

Mexico 

27. Walmart began operating in Mexico in or around 1991. Walmart grew in Mexico by acquiring other 
companies and by opening its own stores through Mexico Subsidiary. Before Mexico Subsidiary opened a 
store in Mexico, it had to obtain many licenses and permits from government departments and agencies. The 
employees of the government agencies that approved permits and licenses were "foreign official[s]" as that 
term is defined in the FCPA, Title 15, United States Code, Section 78dd-1(f)(1). In or around September 
2005, over a year after he was separated from the Mexico Subsidiary in or around August 2004, Mexico 
Subsidiary Attorney told a senior attorney at Walmart International and an outside attorney hired by Walmart 
that when he worked at Mexico Subsidiary, he directed TPIs to make improper payments to government 
officials. Mexico Subsidiary did not have sufficient internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption to 
ensure that TPIs did not make improper payments to government officials or that donations made to 
municipalities and other local governmental entities were proper and that the goods donated were not being 
converted to personal use. Although Walmart learned that both TPIs and donations posed serious corruption 
risks, Walmart did not implement internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption sufficient to provide 
reasonable assurances that Mexico Subsidiary did not make improper payments to government officials 
through either method until in or around April 2011. 

28. From at least in or around 1999 to in or around 2004, Mexico Subsidiary obtained certain real estate 
permits and licenses required to open and operate stores by using TPIs. On or about September 21, 2005, 
Mexico Subsidiary Attorney, who was responsible for obtaining real estate licenses and permits for Mexico 
Subsidiary, contacted Walmart and said that when he worked at Mexico Subsidiary he had overseen a scheme 
for several prior years in which TPIs made improper payments to government officials to obtain permits and 
licenses for Mexico Subsidiary. He also said that Mexico Subsidiary had paid approximately $6,000,000 to 
TPIs, some of which was paid in improper payments to government officials and that in some cases, Mexico 
Subsidiary Attorney made the payments himself. In most cases, however, Mexico Subsidiary Attorney 
explained that Mexico Subsidiary made improper payments to government officials through TPIs called 
"gestores," who were attorneys and ostensibly provided legal services but in reality did nothing for Mexico 
Subsidiary other than make improper payments. Although Mexico Subsidiary was permitted to use only law 
firms that were authorized to represent it and had 11 such law firms, Mexico Subsidiary Attorney said that he 
used the gestores, who were not authorized to work for Mexico Subsidiary, to obtain permits and licenses. 
Unlike the authorized law firms, the gestores did not have contracts with Mexico Subsidiary, were not subject 
to any anti-corruption due diligence, did not include anti-corruption clauses in their contracts, and did not 
send Mexico Subsidiary detailed bills or other documents showing the work they had done. Mexico 
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Subsidiary Attorney stated that several Mexico Subsidiary executives, including Mexico Subsidiary 
Executive #1 and Senior Mexico Subsidiary Attorney, knew about and approved of the scheme, but that he 
was the only employee of Mexico Subsidiary who had any contact with the gestores. 

29. In or around October 2005, Mexico Subsidiary Attorney explained that the gestores scheme worked 
as follows: 

a. Mexico Subsidiary would determine which government officials needed to receive an improper 
payment to obtain a permit or license. Mexico Subsidiary Attorney would then tell one of the 
gestores which official to make an improper payment to. 

b. The gestor would send Mexico Subsidiary Attorney an invoice with a false justification for the 
payment, which was usually identified as legal services. 

c. Mexico Subsidiary recorded the gestores' payments in each store's budget as line items for 
"external services" or "contract services." 

d. Most of the gestores' invoices included a numeric or alphabetic code developed by Mexico 
Subsidiary Attorney and another Mexico Subsidiary employee specifying why Mexico Subsidiary 
had made an improper payment to the official. The codes, referred to as "clave" codes, indicated 
the improper advantage that Mexico Subsidiary received in exchange for the improper payment, 
including: (1) avoiding a requirement; (2) influence, control, or knowledge of privileged 
information known by the government official; and (3) payments to eliminate fines. Mexico 
Subsidiary Attorney said that the meanings of the codes were known only to the gestores, himself, 
Mexico Subsidiary Executive #1, and two other Mexico Subsidiary executives. 

e. After Mexico Subsidiary Attorney received the invoice from the gestor, it paid the gestor with a 
manual check. The gestores kept between 6 to 8 percent of the payment and used the rest of the 
money to make an improper payment to the government official. 

f. The government official then issued the permit or license for Mexico Subsidiary. 

30. Walmart employees knew of the corruption risks associated with obtaining permits and licenses in 
Mexico since at least in or around 2004, but did not address those risks by implementing sufficient internal 
accounting controls related to anti-corruption. For example: 

a. In or around October 2005, Mexico Subsidiary Attorney stated that in or about early 2002, Mexico 
Subsidiary Attorney told Mexico Subsidiary Executive #1 several times that Mexico Subsidiary 
had made improper payments through gestores to obtain licenses and permits and that Mexico 
Subsidiary Executive #1 approved Mexico Subsidiary's continuing the scheme. 

b. In or around November or December 2004, Mexico Subsidiary's audit team prepared a draft report 
evaluating Mexico Subsidiary's internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption. The draft 
report said the gestores payments and donations made by Mexico Subsidiary to local entities were 
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"unusual." The draft report noted internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption concerns. 
For instance, it noted two related problems with Mexico Subsidiary using manual checks to pay 
external vendors. First, it found that Mexico Subsidiary's use of manual checks to pay outside 
vendors made it difficult to identify why payments were made. Second, it said that internal 
accounting controls applicable to manual checks did not require sufficient descriptions. In 
preparing the final version of the internal audit report, senior Mexico Subsidiary employees in 
Mexico Subsidiary's audit team removed the statement that the payments to gestores were 
"unusual." 

31. After Walmart employees working in the United States learned of the allegations from Mexico 
Subsidiary Attorney in or around 2005, Walmart sought advice from outside counsel in Mexico and in the 
United States. Outside counsel in Mexico interviewed Mexico Subsidiary Attorney multiple times, and sent 
memoranda reflecting those interviews to Walmart. Walmart Senior Attorney #1, Walmart Senior Attorney 
#2, the same senior attorney at Walmart International, and other Walmart executives received those reports. 
Outside counsel in the United States reviewed the allegations and drafted an investigative plan. 

32. Instead of hiring outside counsel to conduct an investigation, Walmart used its own employees from 
IAS and its Corporate Security Group, who were not implicated in the allegations, to perform a limited 
preliminary inquiry to determine whether the allegations were credible and whether a full investigation was 
necessary. The investigators obtained evidence corroborating some of Mexico Subsidiary Attorney's 
allegations. 

33. In addition, one Mexico Subsidiary employee told the investigators that, when Mexico Subsidiary had 
problems obtaining licenses, it would determine how much it had to pay and would give a check payable to 
the municipality to a government official, who would then give Mexico Subsidiary a receipt. The same 
employee said that although he was not sure whether improper payments were made to government officials, 
Mexico Subsidiary used gestores "smooth out the road" so that "there would not be any bumps during the 
request for a license" and conceded that it was unusual that Mexico Subsidiary paid the gestores when most 
of the payments were supported by only one invoice and that no records showed what work the gestores did, 
with whom the gestores met, or how many hours the gestores worked. 

34. In or around December 2005, Corporate Security and IAS prepared investigation reports. The 
Corporate Security report identified potential violations of laws. Also, the Corporate Security report and IAS 
report recommended several investigative next steps. Walmart did not follow the recommendations. 

35. Instead, in or about December 2005 or January 2006, Walmart Senior Attorney #1 and another 
Walmart executive tasked a senior officer of Mexico Subsidiary and Senior Mexico Subsidiary Attorney, who 
Mexico Subsidiary Attorney had alleged knew about the improper payments scheme, with leading the 
remainder of the investigation. 

36. In or around early 2006, as part of Walmart's investigation into Mexico Subsidiary Attorney's 
allegations of improper payments, Walmart Senior Attorney #1 conducted a limited interview of Mexico 
Subsidiary Executive #1, who had by then been promoted to a senior position at Walmart. 
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37. On or about May 9, 2006, Senior Mexico Subsidiary Attorney wrote his final report about the gestores 
investigation. The report stated that no evidence existed to substantiate that Mexico Subsidiary made unlawful 
payments to government officials. 

38. Between in or around late 2004 and in or around 2010, as discussed below, Walmart employees 
learned about other corruption risks associated with obtaining permits and licenses and learned of allegations 
of a risk of improper payments to obtain permits and licenses in Mexico, but Walmart did not address those 
risks by implementing sufficient anti-corruption related internal accounting controls or take remedial actions 
until in or around April 2011. 

39. Although Mexico Subsidiary's use of real estate gestores stopped after Mexico Subsidiary Attorney 
was separated from the Company in or around August 2004 and before Walmart's 2005 investigation into the 
gestores allegations, its use of donations to municipalities and other local governmental entities, already 
identified as a corruption risk, increased as discussed below. 

40. From in or around 2006 until in or around 2011, Mexico Subsidiary had a practice of donating goods 
and services to municipalities and other local governmental entities. Some of the goods donated, such as cars, 
which were valued at approximately $11,000 to $17,000, and computers, were capable of being converted to 
personal use. Walmart did not begin to implement sufficient internal accounting controls related to anti-
corruption, including those to ensure that these donations were proper and that the goods donated were not 
being converted to personal use until in or around April 2011. 

41. On or about November 19, 2009, Mexico Subsidiary informed Walmart International that local 
government officials in Mexico had closed certain Mexico Subsidiary stores in an attempt to get Mexico 
Subsidiary to make improper payments to government officials. Walmart did not investigate this issue or 
implement sufficient internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption to provide reasonable assurances 
that Mexico Subsidiary did not make improper payments until in or around April 2011. 

India 

42. In or around late 2005, Walmart began to explore long-term business opportunities in India and 
quickly learned that, similar to its operations in Mexico, it would face corruption risks in India obtaining 
licenses and permits. Walmart also learned of specific corruption risks with India JV Partner. The internal 
accounting controls related to anti-corruption that Walmart implemented in India, however, were insufficient 
to mitigate the risk of corruption. 

43. Before Walmart began operating in India, it hired a consulting firm to assess potential business risks 
there. The report stated that Walmart would "be targeted by corrupt individuals and organizations seeking 
bribes or kickbacks in exchange for favorable business relationships or the easing of bureaucratic 
restrictions." The report also said that corruption would likely cause Walmart "delays in the processing of 
permits, licenses and other paperwork." The consulting firm advised that Walmart could mitigate its 
corruption risk with "[s]trict adherence" to the FCPA and by establishing "strong internal controls and 
management oversight." 
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44. After Walmart learned of potential corruption concerns related to India JV Partner, in or around late 
2006, one Walmart employee was concerned with the willingness of an employee of India JV Partner to 
follow the FCPA and told a Walmart executive in an email message that the India JV Partner employee had 
given him a "wink and a nod" when the employee "brought up transparency and clean transactions relative to 
the FCPA" and the India JV Partner employee admitted that "speed payments" were used in the past by the 
India JV Partner. 

45. Between in or around 2008 and in or around early 2011, Walmart's audit team in India conducted at 
least six reviews of India Wholesale Business. All of those reviews identified weaknesses in anti-corruption 
related internal accounting controls that required remediation and were sent to Walmart executives in the 
United States and to IAS. 

46. Between in or around 2008 and in or around early 2011, one or more Walmart senior employees in 
the United States knew or had reason to know that at India Wholesale Business: certain India Wholesale 
Business vendors operated without contracts; certain India Wholesale Business third party contracts lacked 
standard FCPA provisions; certain India Wholesale Business employees had failed to sign anti-corruption 
certifications and there was no procedure for obtaining those certifications; certain India Wholesale Business 
disbursements lacked supporting documents; certain India Wholesale Business employees had not completed 
FCPA training; and there was no formal third party due diligence process at India Wholesale Business. 

47. On or about July 23, 2011, senior Walmart and Walmart International executives received an 
anonymous whistleblower allegation stating that an employee of India Wholesale Business and India Retail 
Employee #1 were involved in a scheme to make improper payments to government officials in order to 
obtain store operating permits and licenses, and that a senior legal employee of India Wholesale Business 
knew about the scheme. A senior Walmart International executive forwarded the whistleblower email to 
Walmart International's human resources department and stated, "[s]eems there are some specifics here that 
we can check out." Over the next two months, some Walmart and Walmart International executives received 
two additional emails from the same whistleblower following up on the initial email, but Walmart never 
investigated the allegations. 

48. Despite the audit reports discussing control deficiencies and the whistleblower report alleging 
improper payments to government officials, Walmart did not implement and maintain a system of sufficient 
internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption to address anti-corruption concerns in India. Because 
of Walmart's failure to implement sufficient internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption, from in 
or about 2009 through in or about at least 2011, India Wholesale Business and India Retail Business were 
able to retain TPIs that made improper payments to government officials in order to obtain store operating 
permits and licenses during that period. These improper payments were then recorded in the joint venture's 
books and records with vague descriptions like "misc fees," "miscellaneous," "professional fees," 
"incidental," and "government fee." 

49. On or about September 28, 2011, a TPI wrote to India Retail Employee #2 regarding a store as follows: 
"For settling Trade Non Food License we have to pay Rs. 1800000/- [approx. $36,800] as agreed and 
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committed by yourself and [India Retail Employee #1] on 19-09-2011. I am receiving daily several calls for 
payment in case if we fail to pay then there would be a major problem which I am sorry to say we would not 
be in a position to protect." 

50. On or about November 24, 2011, the General Counsel for India Retail Business executed a vendor 
services agreement with a TPI that lacked standard anti-corruption provisions and audit rights provisions. 
Those provisions were removed by an employee of the joint venture prior to the execution of the contract. 
Audit reports prepared by IAS in or around November 2008 and in or around March 2011 and circulated to 
certain employees at Walmart in the United States had noted the omission of key provisions of Walmart's 
anti-corruption standards from its standard contracts in India. 

Brazil 

51. Walmart International executives became aware of corruption risks in Brazil as early as in or around 
July 2000. However, Walmart did not implement due diligence procedures for third parties at Walmart Brazil, 
undertake risk-based assessments or reviews, or implement an anti-corruption policy or anti-corruption 
related controls until in or around 2008. 

52. On or about November 13, 2008, a Walmart Brazil Business Practices audit report was sent to certain 
executives of Walmart International. That report did not find instances of non-compliance, but identified 
weaknesses in anti-corruption related internal accounting controls that required remediation. 

53. In or around December 2008, Walmart issued the 2008 Policy, which included enhancements to its 
global anti-corruption policy and procedures guide. The 2008 Policy provided, among other things, that TPIs 
could not be retained without a due diligence review. The 2008 Policy also outlined specific rules for record-
keeping regarding TPIs. In or around mid-2008, Walmart International disseminated these enhancements to 
Walmart Brazil. 

54. Between in or around 2010 and in or around early 2011, Walmart International employees continued 
to receive internal audit reports and memoranda noting weaknesses in anti-corruption related internal 
accounting controls at Walmart Brazil that required remediation, some of which were identified in the 2008 
Walmart Brazil internal audit report. 

55. From in or around 2008 through in or around early 2011, one or more Walmart senior employees in 
the United States knew or had reason to know that at Walmart Brazil: certain anti-corruption related internal 
controls were not in place sufficient to ensure that all of Walmart Brazil's service contracts were properly 
kept and stored to enable Walmart Brazil to ensure its books, records, and accounts were accurate and fairly 
reflected its disbursement transactions; and a formal third party due diligence process was not implemented 
at Walmart Brazil as required. 

56. As a result of Walmart's failure to implement sufficient internal accounting controls related to anti-
corruption at Walmart Brazil despite repeated findings in the internal audit reports that such anti-corruption 
related internal accounting controls were lacking, Walmart Brazil continued to retain and renew contracts 
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with TPIs without conducting the required due diligence, and improper payments were paid by certain of 
these TPIs. Specifically, between in or around 2008 and in or around April 2012, Walmart Brazil engaged 
and paid a TPI construction company ("Brazil Construction Company") a total of approximately $52 million 
to build eight Walmart stores in Brazil. Walmart Brazil did not conduct any due diligence on Brazil 
Construction Company prior to hiring it in 2008. Later, in or around late 2009, Brazil Construction Company 
failed a preliminary round of vendor due diligence. It failed another round of due diligence in or around April 
2012. In or around April 2012, the Walmart Brazil Ethics and Compliance department informed the 
Construction and Indirect Sourcing Departments at Walmart Brazil that the construction company had failed 
due diligence "due to cases of corruption" and that no further contracts were to be signed with the company. 
No further contracts were signed by Walmart Brazil with Brazil Construction Company. In or around late 
2009, the Walmart Brazil Ethics and Compliance Department had no mechanism in place to ensure that third 
parties who failed preliminary due diligence were suspended pending final due diligence, and in or around 
late 2009 Walmart Brazil did not ensure that the Brazil Construction Company was no longer used or paid. 
In or around 2009, without the knowledge of Walmart Brazil employees, the Brazil Construction Company 
made improper payments to government officials in connection with the construction of two stores in Brazil. 

57. From in or around December 2009 through in or around 2010, as construction neared completion on 
a Walmart Brazil store, Walmart Brazil directed Brazil Construction Company to retain Brazil Intermediary 
as a TPI to obtain operational licenses and permits needed to open the store on a compressed timeline. But 
rather than hiring Brazil Intermediary directly, Walmart Brazil instead amended the contracts with Brazil 
Construction Company to include a description of Brazil Intermediary's work and the cost associated with 
that work. All of this occurred despite red flags indicating that Brazil Intermediary was a government 
employee and was an individual, not a business with a registered corporate form. 

58. Walmart Brazil hired Brazil Intermediary indirectly through Brazil Construction Company, and 
through the construction company that worked on the second store, because Walmart Brazil employees, 
including a Walmart Brazil executive, knew they could not hire Brazil Intermediary directly because of 
several red flags. A Walmart Brazil Government Affairs employee informed a Walmart Brazil Ethics and 
Compliance employee that he believed Brazil Intermediary was a government official and that Walmart Brazil 
itself was not allowed to hire civil servants. Further, a member of Walmart Brazil's construction department 
believed that Walmart Brazil could not hire Brazil Intermediary directly because Brazil Intermediary used to 
be a government official and did not have a company. 

59. In or around 2009, Brazil Intermediary made improper payments to government inspectors in 
connection with the construction of a Walmart Brazil store in Brazil. According to a former employee of 
Brazil Construction Company that worked on the first store, the former employee, without the knowledge or 
awareness of Walmart Brazil, gave Brazil Intermediary cash in connection with obtaining construction 
licenses. The former employee did so despite Brazil Intermediary's claim to him (also made without the 
knowledge or awareness of Walmart Brazil) that some of the money was for "people I have to pay," which 
the former employee stated he understood to mean improper payments to government inspectors. Brazil 
Intermediary's ability to obtain licenses and permits quickly earned Brazil Intermediary the nickname 
"sorceress" or "genie" within Walmart Brazil, which an employee described as having an ability to sort things 
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out like "magic." 

China 

60. Walmart proposed training China Subsidiary's management about the FCPA in or around the first 
quarter of 2003. That training was not held. On or around October 2003, the International Division of IAS 
issued an FCPA Compliance Review report for China Subsidiary which included a finding that China 
Subsidiary employees had provided gifts with an average dollar value of less than $20 to government officials 
to build and maintain relationships with government officials and help obtain approvals for business licenses. 

61. That same year, Walmart's Audit Committee and other executives, including at least one Walmart 
executive who had later learned of the gestores allegations in Mexico in 2005, received a summary of the 
audit. Nonetheless, Walmart did not provide FCPA training to China Subsidiary personnel until years later 
and as a result, the problems relating to the provision of small gifts to government officials were repeatedly 
noted in subsequent internal audit reports distributed to certain Walmart executives, including at least one 
executive who learned of the gestores allegations in Mexico in 2005, in the United States until in or around 
early 2011. 

62. On or about October 18, 2006, China Subsidiary's audit team issued a China Subsidiary Business 
Practices Review report which identified certain FCPA awareness and training deficiencies. In addition to the 
reports described above, the China Subsidiary internal audit team conducted regular Business Practices audits 
between in or around 2003 and in or around 2011. The China Subsidiary internal audit team flagged numerous 
weaknesses in internal accounting controls related to anti-corruption at China Subsidiary, sometimes 
repeatedly, but many of these weaknesses were not addressed. In fact, from in or around April 2007 until in 
or around January 2010, Walmart and China Subsidiary failed to address nearly all of the anti-corruption 
related internal controls audit findings. Walmart did not begin to significantly enhance internal accounting 
controls related to anti-corruption at China Subsidiary until in or around April 2011. 

63. Between in or around 2007 and in or around 2010, one or more Walmart senior employees in the 
United States knew or had reason to know that at China Subsidiary: certain third party contracts with China 
Subsidiary lacked required anti-corruption provisions and some also lacked documentation of required third 
party due diligence, approvals, and required FCPA certifications; certain payments were made by China 
Subsidiary without required documentation or approvals; the majority of China Subsidiary department heads 
surveyed were unaware of the purpose of the FCPA and were not provided with any formal training on the 
FCPA or Walmart's anti-corruption policy. 
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Problem 17-2 

(a)  Why might it have taken seven years to resolve the Walmart FCPA matter after the whistleblower 
account first appeared on the front page of the New York Times? 

(b)  Why might Walmart have received an NPA, while VW pled guilty?  Why might Walmart’s settlement 
have included a guilty plea by its Brazil subsidiary? 

(c)  Did Walmart pay an appropriate amount in this NPA settlement?  How would you develop an answer 
to that question? 

Compare these recent examples to the VW and Walmart cases: 

1. Recall from Chapter 5 the facts of the FCPA matter involving Goldman Sachs and the Malaysian 
investment fund 1MDB.  The matter was resolved with a plea agreement (in the form of a “C” plea) with 
Goldman’s Malaysia subsidiary and a deferred prosecution agreement (DPA) with Goldman itself.  The 
Goldman subsidiary pled guilty to violating the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA and the punishment was 
folded into the overall agreed penalties in the DPA with Goldman. 

In the DPA, Goldman agreed, among other things, (1) that a criminal information would be filed in the Eastern 
District of New York charging Goldman with a violation of the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA; (2) to 
admit the statement of facts reproduced in Chapter 5; (3) to pay a $2.3 billion penalty; (4) to disgorge $600 
million in profits; (4) to implement and report on a new corporate compliance program (without an outside 
monitor); and (5) to continue full cooperation in the investigation. 

The government agreed to dismiss the FCPA charge after three years if Goldman complies with its obligations 
under the DPA.  In the DPA, the government described Goldman’s cooperation as receiving “partial credit,” 
because Goldman delayed in producing some useful information, and stated that Goldman received no 
voluntary self-reporting credit. See Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Goldman Sachs Resolves Foreign 
Bribery Case and Agrees to Pay Over $2.9 Billion (Oct. 22, 2020), https://www.justice.gov/usao-
edny/pr/goldman-sachs-resolves-foreign-bribery-case-and-agrees-pay-over-29-billion. 

2. Compare the Boeing 737-MAX scandal.  Boeing and the DOJ entered into a DPA, under which 
Boeing agreed, among other things, (1) that a criminal information would be filed in the Northern District of 
Texas charging Boeing with conspiracy to defraud the United States; (2) to admit to a statement of facts 
describing how two key Boeing employees misled the Federal Aviation Administration about the extent of 
the engineering changes in the MAX from prior 737 models, and the training implications of those changes; 
(3) to pay a fine of $240 million as well as $2.2 billion in compensation to victims and customers; (4) to 
implement and report on a new corporate compliance program (without an outside monitor); and (5) to 
continue full cooperation in the investigation. 

The government agreed to dismiss the criminal information after three years if Boeing complies with its 
obligations under the DPA.  In the DPA, the government described Boeing’s cooperation as receiving “partial 
credit,” because Boeing delayed in producing some useful information, and stated that Boeing received no 
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voluntary self-reporting credit.  See Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Boeing Charged with 737 Max Fraud 
Conspiracy and Agrees to Pay over $2.5 Billion (Jan. 7, 2021), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/boeing-
charged-737-max-fraud-conspiracy-and-agrees-pay-over-25-billion. 

3. Finally, consider the Purdue Pharma opioids matter described in Chapter 6.  Purdue and the DOJ 
entered into a plea agreement (in the form of a “C” plea), under which Purdue agreed (1) to plead guilty in 
the District of New Jersey to conspiring to defraud the U.S. government and conspiring to violate the FDCA, 
as well as two distinct conspiracies to violate the anti-kickback statute; (2) to admit to the statement of facts 
reproduced in Chapter 6; (3) to pay a $3.5 billion fine and forfeit an additional $2 billion (provided such 
payments are approved by the judge overseeing Purdue’s ongoing reorganization proceeding in bankruptcy 
court); and (4) to continue full cooperation with investigations, including by creating and maintaining an open 
document repository for all non-privileged evidence relating to the opioid scandal.  The government agreed 
not to prosecute Purdue as a corporation further in opioid-related matters, except for an investigation of 
potential FCPA violations that is ongoing. See Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Justice Department 
Announces Global Resolution of Criminal and Civil Investigations with Opioid Manufacturer Purdue Pharma 
and Civil Settlement with Members of the Sackler Family (Oct. 21, 2020), 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-announces-global-resolution-criminal-and-civil-
investigations-opioid. 

C. The Role of the Judiciary 

Finally, return to the question of the judiciary’s role.  Recall the court opinions from Chapter 1 discussing 
limits on the ability of judges to review the substantive merits of settlements in the form of DPAs.  In the 
following case, you can see the approach of a UK judge to a major settlement under the UK’s regime 
governing DPAs, which statutorily requires judicial approval of such settlements. 

SERIOUS FRAUD OFFICE v. ROLLS ROYCE ENERGY SYSTEMS INC., 2017 WL 00219524 (UK 
Crown Court at Southwark, Jan. 17, 2017) 

Sir Brian Leveson P: 

This is the third (and, by far, the largest) application for approval by the court of a deferred prosecution 
agreement (“DPA”) reached between the Serious Fraud Office (“SFO”) and two entities now ultimately 
owned by Rolls-Royce Holdings plc namely Rolls-Royce plc (“Rolls-Royce”) and its Delaware incorporated 
subsidiary, Rolls-Royce Energy Systems Inc (“RRESI”). It covers the conduct of Rolls-Royce and RRESI in 
Nigeria, Indonesia and Russia along with the conduct of Rolls-Royce alone in Thailand, India, China and 
Malaysia. 

Rolls-Royce Holdings plc (listed on the London Stock Exchange and forming part of the FTSE 100 index) is 
properly considered to be a company of central importance to the United Kingdom, with a reputation in the 
field of engineering second to none. . . . 

Rolls-Royce and its subsidiaries employ some 50,000 people, in more than 50 countries. This case concerns 
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the conduct of its civil aerospace business which manufactures engines for the commercial large aircraft and 
corporate jet markets and generates approximately 50% of its revenue, defence aerospace business which 
manufactures engines for the military transport market and is the second largest provider of defence aero 
engine products and services in the world (generating approximately 20% of its revenue), and its former 
energy business concerned with the manufacture of gas turbines and compressors to power off-shore 
platforms, the transport of oil and gas through pipelines, and the generation of electricity which generates less 
than 10% of its revenue, part of which was conducted by RRESI. 

Against that background, it can properly be described as devastating and of the very greatest gravity that the 
conduct of this institution should fall to be examined within the context of a criminal investigation and that 
the investigation (in very large part conducted and voluntarily revealed to the SFO by Rolls-Royce itself) 
should reveal the most serious breaches of the criminal law in the areas of bribery and corruption (some of 
which implicated senior management and, on the face of it, controlling minds of the company). It involves: 

i) agreements to make corrupt payments to agents in connection with the sale of Trent aero engines 
for civil aircraft in Indonesia and Thailand between 1989 and 2006; 

ii) concealment or obfuscation of the use of intermediaries involved in its defence business in India 
between 2005 and 2009 when the use of intermediaries was restricted; 

iii) an agreement to make a corrupt payment in 2006/7 to recover a list of intermediaries that had been 
taken by a tax inspector from Rolls-Royce in India; 

iv) an agreement to make corrupt payments to agents in connection with the supply of gas 
compression equipment in Russia between January 2008 and December 2009; 

v) failing to prevent bribery by employees or intermediaries in conducting its energy business in 
Nigeria and Indonesia between the commencement of the Bribery Act 2010 and May 2013 and 
July 2013 respectively, with similar failures in relation to its civil business in Indonesia; 

vi) failure to prevent the provision by Rolls-Royce employees of inducements which constitutes 
bribery in its civil business in China and Malaysia between the commencement of the Bribery Act 
2010 and December 2013.  

Further, in relation to the conduct of Rolls-Royce, there have been discussions between the SFO and the 
Department of Justice in the United States and discussions between the Department of Justice and the 
Brazilian Ministério Público Federal, to ensure a coordinated global resolution of the relevant conduct. 
Parallel to this DPA, it is intended that a similar type of agreement reached with the Department of Justice 
(which has been fully disclosed in these proceedings) and a settlement with the Brazilian authorities will be 
announced. The American agreement covers the conduct of Rolls-Royce’s energy business (in Brazil, 
Kazakhstan and Thailand) and also addresses conduct relating to Rolls-Royce and RRESI arising from an 
investigation into its use of an intermediary called Unaoil. 
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Deferred Prosecution Agreements 

Although the concept of a DPA has been fully explained in both judgments which follow the first two 
agreements (SFO v Standard Bank plc and SFO v XYZ Ltd ), it is worth summarising the structure as 
prescribed by s. 45 and Schedule 17 of the Crime and Courts Act 2013 (“the 2013 Act”). In short, a DPA is 
potentially available for certain economic or financial offences to a body corporate, a partnership or an 
unincorporated association in respect of whom the only criminal sanction is financial: it does not cover (nor 
does it protect from prosecution) any individual. It provides a mechanism whereby, subject to the approval 
of the court, prosecution can be avoided by entering into an agreement on negotiated terms with a prosecutor 
designated by the 2013 Act. 

The court’s role is as follows. Following the commencement of negotiations and what might become an 
agreement, the scheme mandates that a hearing must be held in private for the purposes of ascertaining 
whether the court will declare that the proposed DPA is “likely” to be in the interests of justice and its 
proposed terms are fair, reasonable and proportionate: see paras. 7(1) and (4) of Schedule 17 of the 2013 Act. 
Reasons must be given and, if a declaration is declined, a further application is permitted (paras. 7(2) and (3) 
ibid). In that way, the court retains control of the ultimate outcome and, if the agreement is not approved, the 
possibility of prosecution is not jeopardised as a consequence of any publicity that would follow if these 
proceedings had not been held in private.  

If a declaration has been granted pursuant to para. 7(1) of Schedule 17 and the DPA is finalised on the terms 
previously identified, para. 8 of Schedule 17 comes into play. This provides:  

(1)   Where a prosecutor and P have agreed the terms of a DPA, the prosecutor must apply to 
the Crown Court for a declaration that – 

(a)  the DPA is in the interests of justice, and  

(b)  the terms of the DPA are fair, reasonable and proportionate. 

(2)   But the prosecutor may not make an application under sub-paragraph 1 unless the court 
has made a declaration under paragraph 7(1) (declaration on preliminary hearing). 

(3)   A DPA only comes into force when it is approved by the Crown Court making a 
declaration under sub-paragraph (1). 

(4)   The court must give reasons for its decision on whether or not to make a declaration under 
sub-paragraph (1). 

(5)   A hearing at which an application under this paragraph is determined may be held in 
private. 

(6)   But if the court decides to approve the DPA and make a declaration under sub-paragraph 
(1) it must do so, and give its reasons, in open court. 
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(7)   Upon approval of the DPA by the court, the prosecutor must publish – 

(a)  the DPA 

(b)  the declaration of the court under paragraph 7 and the reasons for its decision to make 
the declaration, 

(c)  in a case where the court initially declined to make a declaration under paragraph 7, 
the court’s reason for that decision, and 

(d)  the court’s declaration under this paragraph and the reasons for its decision to make 
the declaration, 

unless the prosecutor is prevented from doing so by an enactment or by an order of the 
court under paragraph 12 (postponement of publication to avoid prejudicing 
proceedings).”  

Thus, even having agreed that a DPA is likely to be in the interests of justice and that its proposed terms are 
fair, reasonable and proportionate, the court continues to retain control and can decline to conclude that it is, 
in fact, in the interests of justice or that its terms are fair, reasonable and proportionate. To that end, it remains 
open to continue the argument in private, again on the basis that, if a declaration under para. 8(1) is not 
forthcoming, a prosecution is not jeopardised although it has to be recognised that, absent a material change 
of circumstances between the para. 7 hearing and the para. 8 hearing, it is difficult to see how the court could 
conclude that a DPA which it considered likely to be in the interests of justice with terms fair, reasonable and 
proportionate was not, in fact, in the interests of justice with terms which are fair, reasonable and 
proportionate. . . . 

In addition to examining the internal investigations (including the interviews, Rolls-Royce having waived 
any claim for legal professional privilege on a limited basis), the SFO, with what Sir Edward, for the SFO, 
recognised was “the extraordinary cooperation of Rolls-Royce”, has conducted its own extensive 
investigation. This investigation has included: 

i) obtaining from Rolls-Royce the key documents identified by the internal investigations including 
memoranda of interviews, along with access generally to Rolls-Royce hard copy documents; 

ii) obtaining from Rolls-Royce complete digital repositories or email containers where available of 
in excess of 100 key employees or former employees, without filtering the material for potential 
privilege, but, instead, permitting issues of privilege to be resolved by independent counsel; 

iii) obtaining documentary evidence through requests for mutual legal assistance; 

iv) arresting domestic and overseas intermediaries and former Rolls-Royce employees (including 
searches of their premises) and conducting numerous interviews of suspects and others whether 
voluntarily or under compulsion; 
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v) making other targeted requests and review of material (all of which have been voluntarily 
provided), such as compliance material, including historic internal reviews; personnel files; 
employee notebooks; telephones; marketing services agent files; and accountancy records. 

The full and extensive nature of this co-operation has led to the acquisition, and application of digital review 
methods to over 30 million documents. All this has been in the context of an investigation concerning conduct 
in multiple jurisdictions, across four business lines and spanning a long period of time. Sir Edward has made 
clear (and the Statement of Facts confirms) that the proactive approach to co-operation adopted by Rolls-
Royce has led to the SFO receiving pertinent information which may not otherwise have come to its attention. 
Rolls-Royce’s approach has included: 

i) genuine cooperation with the SFO in the conduct of Rolls-Royce’s own internal investigation, 
including deferring interviews until the SFO had first completed its interview, and the audio 
recording of interviews where requested; 

ii) disclosure of all interview memoranda was made (on a limited waiver basis), despite Rolls-
Royce’s belief that the material was capable of resisting an order for disclosure, on the basis that 
it was privileged; 

iii) providing all material requested by the SFO voluntarily, that is to say without requiring recourse 
to compulsory powers (in one case at least effectively relinquishing control to the SFO); and 

iv) consulting the SFO in respect of developments in media coverage, and seeking the SFO’s 
permission before winding up companies that may have been implicated in the SFO’s 
investigation. 

I have recited the extent of the assistance provided by Rolls-Royce because it is highly material both to the 
interests of justice and the assessment of the balance between prosecution and DPA and also to the appropriate 
discount to allow from the financial penalty imposed. In both SFO v Standard Bank plc (U20150854) and 
SFO v XYZ Ltd [U20150856], the DPA followed what was a self-report at a time that the SFO neither had 
knowledge of, nor known means of likelihood of learning about, the conduct which led to the DPA (see [27]-
[28] of the decision dated 30 November 2015 and [24]-[25] of the redacted decision dated 8 July 2016 
respectively). In this case, the SFO had been alerted because of the public internet posting and had initiated 
an inquiry. 

The fact that an investigation was not triggered by a self-report would usually be highly relevant in the balance 
but the nature and extent of the co-operation provided by Rolls-Royce in this case has persuaded the SFO not 
only to use the word “extraordinary” to describe it but also to advance the argument that, in the particular 
circumstances of this case, I should not distinguish between its assistance and that of those who have self-
reported from the outset. Given that what has been reported has clearly been far more extensive (and of a 
different order) than is may have been exposed without the co-operation provided, I am prepared to accede 
to that submission. . . . 
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I must consider the conduct covered by the proposed DPA in this case which . . . involves (as Sir Edward 
submitted and Mr. Perry did not challenge) the following aggravating features: 

i) The conduct involved offences relating to the bribery of foreign public officials, commercial 
bribery and the false accounting of payments to intermediaries. 

ii) The offences were multi-jurisdictional, numerous and spread across Rolls-Royce’s defence 
aerospace, civil aerospace and energy businesses. 

iii) The offences have caused and/or will cause substantial harm to the integrity/confidence of 
markets. 

iv) The offending was persistent and spanned from 1989 until 2013. 

v) The offending involved substantial funds being made available to fund bribe payments. 

vi) The conduct displayed elements of careful planning.  

vii) The conduct related to the award of large value contracts which, taken together, ultimately earned 
over £250 million of gross profit (although care must be used in relation to this term which is 
based on calculations reached by accountants instructed by the SFO and Rolls-Royce and agreed 
by the parties and does not necessarily reflect the way in which the accounting profession would 
approach gross profit for reporting standards). 

viii) The conduct involved senior (on the face of it, very senior) Rolls-Royce employees. . . . 

Although entirely a consequence of its own conduct, for the sake of completeness, I record that the costs of 
the work done by Rolls-Royce in connection with its investigation and work with prosecutors in multiple 
jurisdictions, together with the cost of the intermediary review and the appropriate professional financial 
advice, as at December 2016, amounted to £123,115,643 and will doubtless continue to increase. . . . 

Rolls-Royce has taken the following steps to enhance its ethics and compliance procedures such that 
organisation and governance has been improved by the recruitment of experienced compliance personnel in 
key positions (including Head of Risk and Head of Compliance) as well as additional Compliance Officers 
and the appointment of designated Local Ethics Advisers. There has been a significant re-organisation of 
reporting lines which ensures that compliance officers are independent of business divisions. In addition, 
there are: 

i) Enhanced policies and procedures covering high risk areas of Rolls-Royce’s business divisions. 

ii) Top level commitment to ethics and compliance through improved communication and annual 
manager led ethics training. 

iii) Development of a risk assessment framework and implementation of risk assessment procedures 
into business divisions. 
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iv) Improved due diligence in respect of intermediaries comprising business justification, external 
due diligence, approval by an Adviser Panel (consisting of Lord Gold and both the Head of Risk 
at Rolls-Royce and one of its senior external legal advisers) together with ongoing monitoring. 

v) Regular compulsory training on compliance issues for all staff with extensive monitoring of anti-
bribery and corruption procedures including regular audit by Rolls-Royce’s Audit Committee of 
anti-bribery and corruption procedures and investigations of issues. 

vi) Implementation of compliance procedures and training in respect of concessions provided in the 
Civil Aerospace industry. 

Rolls-Royce has also specifically addressed the potential risks arising from its intermediaries by reviewing 
250 intermediary relationships across the company. This has led to the suspension of 88 intermediaries and 
led to a material reduction in the number of intermediaries used across the Rolls-Royce Group. 

Further, as a consequence of the internal investigation, Rolls-Royce has conducted disciplinary proceedings 
in respect of 38 employees in its Civil Aerospace, Energy and Marine divisions leading to 11 employees 
leaving RR during stages of the disciplinary process and decisions to dismiss six employees; others have 
suffered sanction short of dismissal. 

I am told that, up to December 2016, these steps (excluding the intermediary review and disciplinary 
proceedings) have cost Rolls-Royce £15,175,331.46 and that the review is ongoing. In that regard, a term of 
the DPA deals with issues of compliance and the SFO has identified issues to be addressed which would be 
included within the conditions of the DPA. Suffice to say that I entirely accept that Rolls-Royce could not 
have done more to address the issues that have now been exposed. I comment only that it is a real tragedy 
that it did not do so following the well-known observations of Kofi Annan, in the foreword to the 2004 UN 
Convention against Corruption which spoke about it as “an insidious plague”. 

The cultural change is evidenced by the steps which I have just described but I have pressed Rolls-Royce to 
disclose its present constitution and, in particular, the membership of its Board. Had any member of the 
today’s senior management who was implicated or been in a position where they should have been aware of 
the culture and practices which I have described and were clearly endemic at Rolls-Royce remained in his or 
her position, this, itself, would have been of real significance and could have affected my approach. 

I am informed (and accept) that no current member of the Board was involved in any of the conduct described 
in the Statement of Facts and that conduct occurring after 1 July 2011 did not involve any of the (then) 
directors. The Group President (appointed in January 2016) was previously on the Board and now has 
responsibility for operational functions (e.g. IT, Group Property, Quality etc.); his focus as a director (since 
2005) has been on engineering, technology and research. The Chief Executive, the Chief Financial Officer 
and the Company Secretary have all been appointed since January 2014. 

As for the non-executive directors, none are or have been involved in the day to day running of the business. 
The Chairman (who was a non-executive director from 1 March 2013) was appointed in May 2013 and is not 
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a member of the executive leadership team. Four non-executive directors were in post from 2008, 2011 (two) 
and 2012 and four have been appointed since January 2014. The Senior Independent Director was appointed 
in 2015. 

This is the Board that has clearly authorised all that Rolls-Royce has done since 2012 and is to be highly 
commended for that. In the circumstances, I am satisfied that both the senior management and those 
responsible for the strategic direction of Rolls- Royce are different to those responsible for the running of the 
company (and its culture) during the period when the events which I have described occurred. 

The final consideration identified in SFO v XYZ Ltd is the impact of prosecution on employees and others 
innocent of any misconduct or what might otherwise be described as the consequences of a conviction. To 
understand the extent of that impact, it is first necessary to consider the impact on Rolls-Royce. 

First, a conviction would undeniably affect the ability of Rolls-Royce to trade in the world where, as I started 
this judgment by observing, it is a world leader and has a reputation for excellence. It is well known that many 
countries operate public sector procurement rules which would debar participation following conviction. 
Thus, I have no difficulty in accepting that which I am informed to the effect that, as at the end of 2014, a 
minimum in the order of 15% of the Rolls-Royce order book was from entities subject to public sector 
procurement rules in countries with mandatory debarment and, approximately, a further 15% was from 
entities subject to public sector procurement rules in countries with discretionary debarment pursuant to 
express legislation.  

Furthermore, it is not difficult to visualize that the direct losses to revenue which would be caused by 
debarment would have a long term financial effect consequent upon losing contracts which, for commercial 
aircraft, can extend for 25 to 30 years. There would also be incumbency effects of a short term debarment, 
leading to longer term exclusion from other contracts and reduced research & development caused by the loss 
of a key revenue stream. 

Debarment and exclusion would clearly have significant, and potentially business critical, effects on the 
financial position of Rolls-Royce. This could lead to the worst case scenario of a very negative share price 
impact, and, potentially, more serious impacts on shareholder confidence, future strategy, and therefore 
viability. 

These repercussions for Rolls-Royce risk additional repercussions to third party interests, including:  

i) adverse effect to the UK defence industry, where Rolls-Royce has a critical role in supplying 
engines for UK military and naval vessels, nuclear propulsion technology for nuclear submarines, 
and aftermarket services; 

ii) consequential financial effects on the supply chain; 

iii) impairment of competition in highly concentrated markets, where there are limited alternative 
sources of supply and significant barriers to entry; 
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iv) a potentially significant fall in share price, which is likely to be made more dramatic by the 
debarment consequences of a conviction; 

v) possible group-wide redundancies and/or restructuring; and potential weakening of Rolls-Royce’s 
financial covenant for pensions.  

I have no difficulty in accepting that these features demonstrate that a criminal conviction against Rolls-
Royce would have a very substantial impact on the company, which, in turn, would have wider effects for the 
UK defence industry and persons who were not connected to the criminal conduct, including Rolls-Royce 
employees, and pensioners, and those in its supply chain. None of these factors is determinative of my 
decision in relation to this DPA; indeed, the national economic interest is irrelevant. Neither is my decision 
founded on the proposition that a company in the position of Rolls-Royce is immune from prosecution: it is 
not. It is not because of who or what Rolls-Royce is that is relevant but, rather, the countervailing factors that 
I have to weigh in the balance when considering the public interest and the interests of justice. As I have made 
clear before, and repeat, a company that commits serious crimes must expect to be prosecuted and if convicted 
dealt with severely and, absent sufficient countervailing factors, cannot expect to have an application for 
approval of a DPA accepted. . . . 

My reaction when first considering these papers was that if Rolls-Royce were not to be prosecuted in the 
context of such egregious criminality over decades, involving countries around the world, making truly vast 
corrupt payments and, consequentially, even greater profits, then it was difficult to see when any company 
would be prosecuted. A possible exception could be the corporate vehicle for fraud, set up for that purpose 
and, in the public interest, requiring dissolution (although that also might be achieved in different ways). As 
for the non-penal consequences of conviction, the purpose of the procurement rules is specifically to 
discourage corruption and they should not be circumvented. 

On the other hand, I accept that Rolls-Royce is no longer the company that once it was; its new Board and 
executive team has embraced the need to make essential change and has deliberately sought to clear out all 
the disreputable practices that have gone before, creating new policies, practices and cultures. Its full co-
operation and willingness to expose every potential criminal act that it uncovers and the work being done on 
compliance and creating that culture goes a long way to address the obvious concerns as to the past. 

So the question becomes whether it is necessary to inflict the undeniably adverse consequences on Rolls-
Royce that would flow from prosecution because of the gravity of its offending even though it may now be 
considered a dramatically changed organisation. In any event, it will have to suffer the undeniably adverse 
publicity that will flow from the facts of its business practices which will be exposed by the DPA so that the 
way in which it has done business will be obvious. Any public procurement exercise will be conducted in the 
light of its history and it will doubtless only win contracts on the merits of its products. That, of course, is as 
it should be. Neither will the conduct of Rolls-Royce escape sanction: it could only ever be fined and the DPA 
has to be approached on the basis that it must be broadly comparable to the fine that a court would have 
imposed on conviction following a guilty plea (see para. 5(4) of Schedule 17 of the 2013 Act). 

In the circumstances, subject to the terms being fair, reasonable and proportionate, I have come to the 
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conclusion that it is in the interests of justice that the conduct of Rolls-Royce be resolved through the 
mechanism of a DPA. It is to those terms that I now turn. 

The essential basis of this DPA is that effective from the date of the declaration under paras. 8(1) and (3) of 
Schedule 17 to the 2013 Act for a period of five years (or four years if the SFO confirm in writing that the 
agreement has concluded by payment of the disgorgement and financial penalty and taking account of any 
remaining obligations), the SFO will agree, having preferred the indictment, to suspend it and, subject to 
compliance with the terms of the DPA, after its conclusion, will discontinue the proceedings. 

Other conditions include the absence of any protection against prosecution of any present or former officer, 
employee or agent or against Rolls-Royce or RRESI for conduct not disclosed by them prior to the date of 
the agreement (or any future criminal conduct). There is also a condition that fresh proceedings may follow 
if Rolls-Royce provided inaccurate, misleading or incomplete information to the SFO and knew or ought to 
have known that it was inaccurate, misleading or incomplete. 

Taken together, the requirements falling upon Rolls-Royce and RRESI which the court declared were likely 
to be in the interests of justice and were fair, reasonable and proportionate can be summarised as follows: 

i) Past and future co-operation with the relevant authorities (as further described) in all matters 
relating to the conduct arising out of the circumstances of the draft Indictment; 

ii) Disgorgement of profit on the transactions of £258,170,000; 

iii) Payment of a financial penalty of £239,082,645; 

iv) Payment of the costs incurred by the SFO (put at £12,960,754); 

v) At its own expense, completing a compliance programme following the recommendations of the 
reviews commissioned by Rolls-Royce from Lord Gold (formerly of Herbert Smith Freehills LLP 
now of Gold Associates) of the approach to anti- bribery and corruption compliance (as further 
described). 

It is also acknowledged that no tax reduction shall be sought in relation to any part of the payments (ii), (iii) 
and (iv) above in the UK or elsewhere, with time to pay the disgorgement and financial penalty in four 
instalments subject to simple interest at an annual rate of 80 basis points over GBP 6m LIBOR on any sum 
unpaid calculated from 30 June 2017. . . . 

Putting entirely to one side the £15 million cost of the compliance programme (which Rolls-Royce and 
RRESI—to say nothing of the other Rolls-Royce entities—required in any event), the risk of potential liability 
in jurisdictions not covered by this DPA and the agreements reached with the United States and Brazil and 
the legal and other costs incurred by Rolls-Royce in the investigation of its conduct in multiple jurisdictions, 
the intermediary review, expert advice and negotiation of these agreements (which as I have noted above 
amounted, in December 2016, to £123 million), the total financial penalty (including costs to the SFO) arising 
out of the DPA with which I am concerned exceeds £½ billion. 
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In addition, included for the sake of completeness, the deferred prosecution agreement reached with the 
Department of Justice requires a financial payment of $169,917,710 and the leniency agreement with the 
Brazilian authorities a payment of US $25,579,645. . . . 

Putting to one side the reputational damage that will flow from the conduct of Rolls-Royce and their 
employees and agents, leading to the DPA, the total financial impact of the penalties and costs imposed 
exceeds £500 million and I am satisfied that it achieves the objectives of punishment and deterrence. The 
financial advisors to the SFO and DOJ have confirmed that, taking into account Roll-Royce’s financial 
circumstances, the penalty is substantial enough to have a real economic impact: when added to the costs 
incurred by Rolls-Royce it amounts to a sum in the region of £650 million. Mr. Whittam, for the SFO agrees 
with this view and submits that the penalty will bring home to both management and shareholders the need 
to operate within the law without putting it out of business which outcome would be inappropriate in these 
circumstances. Mr. Perry, for Rolls-Royce, accepts the accuracy of that submission. . . . 

Thus, as I have observed in relation to previous DPAs, there is no question of the parties having reached a 
private compromise without appropriate independent judicial consideration of the public interest: 
furthermore, publication of the relevant material now serves to permit public scrutiny of the circumstances 
and the agreement. Suffice to say that I am satisfied that the DPA fully reflects the interests of the public in 
the prevention and deterrence of this type of crime. . . . 

A cynic (or irresponsible company) might look at the costs which Rolls-Royce have incurred in their own 
investigation and wonder whether it be more sensible to keep quiet and hope that its conduct does not fall 
under the eye of the authorities. Quite apart from the total failure to acknowledge the difference between right 
and wrong, that is to fail to understand that such an approach carries with it cataclysmic risks. Whatever the 
costs Rolls-Royce have incurred, they are modest compared to the cost of seeking to brazen out an 
investigation which commences; absent self-disclosure and full co-operation, prosecution would require the 
attention of the company to be entirely focused on litigation at the expense of whatever business it is trying 
to conduct and conviction would almost inevitably spell a far greater disaster than has befallen Rolls-
Royce. . . . 

Problem 17-3 

Does the UK system requiring judicial approval of DPAs appear superior to the current system for negotiated 
settlements in the U.S. under DOJ written policies and typical practices?  Why or why not? 
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18. SENTENCING 

Now we come to the end of the criminal process, at which point someone often goes to prison—except that 
corporations cannot be imprisoned. 

Over the past two decades in the white collar crime area, more people have gone to prison for more time than 
ever before in the U.S.  This has been intentional.  Legislators, prosecutors, the public, and many judges 
coalesced during the 1980s, and continuing through the 1990s and early 2000s, around the view that white 
collar sentences had been too lenient for too long, and that harsher sentences would promote deterrence and 
equity in punishment. 

Most of this happened during a time when the United States Sentencing Guidelines were virtually 
mandatory—binding on federal judges as a matter of statute.  In 2005, however, the Supreme Court held in 
United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220 (2005), that the Sixth Amendment right to jury trial is violated if 
Congress requires judges to follow any guidelines provision that increases a sentence based on a factual 
finding made by a judge in connection with a post-trial sentencing hearing (such as the amount of dollar loss 
in a fraud case, or the weight of the substance in a drug case). Unless sentencing-relevant facts (like dollar 
loss or drug weight) were proved to a jury beyond a reasonable doubt, the Guidelines would need to be non-
binding—advisory only.  As a result of the odd split opinion in Booker and subsequent inaction by Congress, 
the latter is what we now have—non-binding Guidelines that federal judges must consult and consider but 
can deviate from on any reasonable ground. 

This state of doctrine has increased pressure on all actors in the system to think about and explain what kinds 
of sentences are appropriate for white collar offenders and for what reasons—a matter on which Americans 
as a whole are at least unsure if not downright ambivalent.  This chapter will explore this problem, and also 
discuss how to sentence a corporation in the relatively rare event of a guilty plea or conviction after trial (as 
opposed to an NPA or DPA settlement). 

A. Individual Sentencing 

This is the federal sentencing statute.  It describes the factors relevant to sentencing.  Procedurally, the 
sentencing judge has to walk through this statute or it is reversible error.  Substantively, are these factors 
simply a statement of what anyone would consider important to a criminal punishment?  Are there any factors 
that the statute left out or should have left out? 

18 U.S.C. § 3553 

(a) Factors To Be Considered in Imposing a Sentence.— The court shall impose a sentence sufficient, but 
not greater than necessary, to comply with the purposes set forth in paragraph (2) of this subsection. The 
court, in determining the particular sentence to be imposed, shall consider—  

(1) the nature and circumstances of the offense and the history and characteristics of the defendant;  

(2) the need for the sentence imposed—  
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(A) to reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote respect for the law, and to provide just 
punishment for the offense;  

(B) to afford adequate deterrence to criminal conduct;  

(C) to protect the public from further crimes of the defendant; and  

(D) to provide the defendant with needed educational or vocational training, medical care, or other 
correctional treatment in the most effective manner;  

(3) the kinds of sentences available;  

(4) the kinds of sentence and the sentencing range established for—  

(A) the applicable category of offense committed by the applicable category of defendant as set forth 
in the guidelines—  

(i) issued by the Sentencing Commission pursuant to section 994 (a)(1) of title 28, United States 
Code, subject to any amendments made to such guidelines by act of Congress (regardless of 
whether such amendments have yet to be incorporated by the Sentencing Commission into 
amendments issued under section 994 (p) of title 28); and  

(ii) that, except as provided in section 3742 (g), are in effect on the date the defendant is sentenced; 
or  

(B) in the case of a violation of probation or supervised release, the applicable guidelines or policy 
statements issued by the Sentencing Commission pursuant to section 994 (a)(3) of title 28, United 
States Code, taking into account any amendments made to such guidelines or policy statements by act 
of Congress (regardless of whether such amendments have yet to be incorporated by the Sentencing 
Commission into amendments issued under section 994 (p) of title 28);  

(5) any pertinent policy statement—  

(A) issued by the Sentencing Commission pursuant to section 994 (a)(2) of title 28, United States 
Code, subject to any amendments made to such policy statement by act of Congress (regardless of 
whether such amendments have yet to be incorporated by the Sentencing Commission into 
amendments issued under section 994 (p) of title 28); and  

(B) that, except as provided in section 3742 (g), is in effect on the date the defendant is sentenced.  

(6) the need to avoid unwarranted sentence disparities among defendants with similar records who have 
been found guilty of similar conduct; and  

(7) the need to provide restitution to any victims of the offense. . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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On the following pages are the most important provisions in the Sentencing Guidelines for individual white 
collar cases:  the fraud guideline and the insider trading guideline.  The former controls in virtually all fraud 
and theft cases of any sort, regardless of the statute charged.  The object of the Guidelines is to create a series 
of metrics and factors that ensure that like cases are treated alike, and different cases are treated differently.  
Have the drafters chosen the right factors? 

§ 2B1.1.     Larceny, Embezzlement, and Other Forms of Theft; Offenses Involving Stolen Property; 
Property Damage or Destruction; Fraud and Deceit; Forgery; Offenses Involving Altered or 
Counterfeit Instruments Other than Counterfeit Bearer Obligations of the United States 

(a) Base Offense Level: 

(1) 7, if (A) the defendant was convicted of an offense referenced to this guideline; and (B) that 
offense of conviction has a statutory maximum term of imprisonment of 20 years or more; or 

(2) 6, otherwise. 

(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

(1) If the loss exceeded $6,500, increase the offense level as follows: 

Loss (Apply the Greatest) Increase in Level 

(A) $6,500 or less no increase 

(B) More than $6,500 add 2 

(C) More than $15,000 add 4 

(D)  More than $40,000 add 6 

(E) More than $95,000 add 8 

(F) More than $150,000 add 10 

(G)  More than $250,000 add 12 

(H) More than $550,000 add 14 

(I) More than $1,500,000 add 16 
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(J)  More than $3,500,000 add 18 

(K) More than $9,500,000 add 20 

(L) More than $25,000,000 add 22 

(M) More than $65,000,000 add 24 

(N) More than $150,000,000 add 26 

(O) More than $250,000,000 add 28 

(P)  More than $550,000,000 add 30. 

(2) (Apply the greatest) If the offense– 

(A) (i) involved 10 or more victims; (ii) was committed through mass-marketing; or (iii) 
resulted in substantial financial hardship to one or more victims, increase by 2 levels; 

(B) resulted in substantial financial hardship to five or more victims, increase by 4 levels; 
or 

(C) resulted in substantial financial hardship to 25 or more victims, increase by 6 levels. 

(3) If the offense involved a theft from the person of another, increase by 2 levels. 

(4) If the offense involved receiving stolen property, and the defendant was a person in the 
business of receiving and selling stolen property, increase by 2 levels. 

(5) If the offense involved theft of, damage to, destruction of, or trafficking in, property from a 
national cemetery or veterans' memorial, increase by 2 levels. 

(6) If (A) the defendant was convicted of an offense under 18 U.S.C. § 1037; and (B) the offense 
involved obtaining electronic mail addresses through improper means, increase by 2 levels. 

(7) If (A) the defendant was convicted of a Federal health care offense involving a Government 
health care program; and (B) the loss under subsection (b)(1) to the Government health care 
program was (i) more than $1,000,000, increase by 2 levels; (ii) more than $7,000,000, 
increase by 3 levels; or (iii) more than $20,000,000, increase by 4 levels. 

(8) (Apply the greater) If– 

(A) the offense involved conduct described in 18 U.S.C. § 670, increase by 2 levels; or 
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(B) the offense involved conduct described in 18 U.S.C. § 670, and the defendant was 
employed by, or was an agent of, an organization in the supply chain for the pre-retail 
medical product, increase by 4 levels. 

(9) If the offense involved (A) a misrepresentation that the defendant was acting on behalf of a 
charitable, educational, religious, or political organization, or a government agency; (B) a 
misrepresentation or other fraudulent action during the course of a bankruptcy proceeding; (C) 
a violation of any prior, specific judicial or administrative order, injunction, decree, or process 
not addressed elsewhere in the guidelines; or (D) a misrepresentation to a consumer in 
connection with obtaining, providing, or furnishing financial assistance for an institution of 
higher education, increase by 2 levels. If the resulting offense level is less than level 10, 
increase to level 10. 

(10) If (A) the defendant relocated, or participated in relocating, a fraudulent scheme to another 
jurisdiction to evade law enforcement or regulatory officials; (B) a substantial part of a 
fraudulent scheme was committed from outside the United States; or (C) the offense otherwise 
involved sophisticated means and the defendant intentionally engaged in or caused the conduct 
constituting sophisticated means, increase by 2 levels. If the resulting offense level is less than 
level 12, increase to level 12. 

(11) If the offense involved (A) the possession or use of any (i) device-making equipment, or (ii) 
authentication feature; (B) the production or trafficking of any (i) unauthorized access device 
or counterfeit access device, or (ii) authentication feature; or (C)(i) the unauthorized transfer 
or use of any means of identification unlawfully to produce or obtain any other means of 
identification, or (ii) the possession of 5 or more means of identification that unlawfully were 
produced from, or obtained by the use of, another means of identification, increase by 2 levels. 
If the resulting offense level is less than level 12, increase to level 12. 

(12) If the offense involved conduct described in 18 U.S.C. § 1040, increase by 2 levels. If the 
resulting offense level is less than level 12, increase to level 12. 

(13) If the defendant was convicted under 42 U.S.C. § 408(a), § 1011(a), or § 1383a(a) and the 
statutory maximum term of ten years’ imprisonment applies, increase by 4 levels. If the 
resulting offense level is less than 12, increase to level 12. 

(14) (Apply the greater) If the offense involved misappropriation of a trade secret and the defendant 
knew or intended– 

(A) that the trade secret would be transported or transmitted out of the United States, 
increase by 2 levels; or 

(B) that the offense would benefit a foreign government, foreign instrumentality, or foreign 
agent, increase by 4 levels. 
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If subparagraph (B) applies and the resulting offense level is less than level 14, increase to 
level 14. 

(15) If the offense involved an organized scheme to steal or to receive stolen (A) vehicles or vehicle 
parts; or (B) goods or chattels that are part of a cargo shipment, increase by 2 levels. If the 
resulting offense level is less than level 14, increase to level 14. 

(16) If the offense involved (A) the conscious or reckless risk of death or serious bodily injury; or 
(B) possession of a dangerous weapon (including a firearm) in connection with the offense, 
increase by 2 levels. If the resulting offense level is less than level 14, increase to level 14. 

(17) (Apply the greater) If– 

(A) the defendant derived more than $1,000,000 in gross receipts from one or more 
financial institutions as a result of the offense, increase by 2 levels; or 

(B) the offense (i) substantially jeopardized the safety and soundness of a financial 
institution; or (ii) substantially endangered the solvency or financial security of an 
organization that, at any time during the offense, (I) was a publicly traded company; 
or (II) had 1,000 or more employees, increase by 4 levels. 

(C) The cumulative adjustments from application of both subsections (b)(2) and (b)(17)(B) 
shall not exceed 8 levels, except as provided in subdivision (D). 

(D) If the resulting offense level determined under subdivision (A) or (B) is less than 
level 24, increase to level 24. 

(18) If (A) the defendant was convicted of an offense under 18 U.S.C. § 1030, and the offense 
involved an intent to obtain personal information, or (B) the offense involved the unauthorized 
public dissemination of personal information, increase by 2 levels. 

(19) (A)  (Apply the greatest) If the defendant was convicted of an offense under: 

(i) 18 U.S.C. § 1030, and the offense involved a computer system used to maintain 
or operate a critical infrastructure, or used by or for a government entity in 
furtherance of the administration of justice, national defense, or national 
security, increase by 2 levels. 

(ii) 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(5)(A), increase by 4 levels. 

(iii) 18 U.S.C. § 1030, and the offense caused a substantial disruption of a critical 
infrastructure, increase by 6 levels. 

(B)  If subdivision (A)(iii) applies, and the offense level is less than level 24, increase to 
level 24. 
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(20) If the offense involved– 

(A) a violation of securities law and, at the time of the offense, the defendant was (i) an 
officer or a director of a publicly traded company; (ii) a registered broker or dealer, or 
a person associated with a broker or dealer; or (iii) an investment adviser, or a person 
associated with an investment adviser; or 

(B) a violation of commodities law and, at the time of the offense, the defendant was (i) an 
officer or a director of a futures commission merchant or an introducing broker; (ii) a 
commodities trading advisor; or (iii) a commodity pool operator, 

increase by 4 levels. 

(c)       Cross References 

(1) If (A) a firearm, destructive device, explosive material, or controlled substance was taken, or 
the taking of any such item was an object of the offense; or (B) the stolen property received, 
transported, transferred, transmitted, or possessed was a firearm, destructive device, explosive 
material, or controlled substance, apply §2D1.1 (Unlawful Manufacturing, Importing, 
Exporting, or Trafficking (Including Possession with Intent to Commit These Offenses); 
Attempt or Conspiracy), §2D2.1 (Unlawful Possession; Attempt or Conspiracy), §2K1.3 
(Unlawful Receipt, Possession, or Transportation of Explosive Materials; Prohibited 
Transactions Involving Explosive Materials), or §2K2.1 (Unlawful Receipt, Possession, or 
Transportation of Firearms or Ammunition; Prohibited Transactions Involving Firearms or 
Ammunition), as appropriate. 

(2) If the offense involved arson, or property damage by use of explosives, apply §2K1.4 (Arson; 
Property Damage by Use of Explosives), if the resulting offense level is greater than that 
determined above. 

(3) If (A) neither subdivision (1) nor (2) of this subsection applies; (B) the defendant was 
convicted under a statute proscribing false, fictitious, or fraudulent statements or 
representations generally (e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 1001, § 1341, § 1342, or § 1343); and (C) the 
conduct set forth in the count of conviction establishes an offense specifically covered by 
another guideline in Chapter Two (Offense Conduct), apply that other guideline. 

(4) If the offense involved a cultural heritage resource or a paleontological resource, apply §2B1.5 
(Theft of, Damage to, or Destruction of, Cultural Heritage Resources or Paleontological 
Resources; Unlawful Sale, Purchase, Exchange, Transportation, or Receipt of Cultural 
Heritage Resources or Paleontological Resources), if the resulting offense level is greater than 
that determined above. 
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Application Notes: . . . 

3. Loss Under Subsection (b)(1).—This application note applies to the determination of loss under 
subsection (b)(1). 

(A) General Rule.—Subject to the exclusions in subdivision (D), loss is the greater of actual loss 
or intended loss. 

(i) Actual Loss.—"Actual loss" means the reasonably foreseeable pecuniary harm that 
resulted from the offense. 

(ii) Intended Loss.—"Intended loss" (I) means the pecuniary harm that the defendant 
purposely sought to inflict; and (II) includes intended pecuniary harm that would have 
been impossible or unlikely to occur (e.g., as in a government sting operation, or an 
insurance fraud in which the claim exceeded the insured value). 

(iii) Pecuniary Harm.—"Pecuniary harm" means harm that is monetary or that otherwise is 
readily measurable in money. Accordingly, pecuniary harm does not include emotional 
distress, harm to reputation, or other non-economic harm. 

(iv) Reasonably Foreseeable Pecuniary Harm.—For purposes of this guideline, 
"reasonably foreseeable pecuniary harm" means pecuniary harm that the defendant 
knew or, under the circumstances, reasonably should have known, was a potential 
result of the offense. 

(v) Rules of Construction in Certain Cases.—In the cases described in subdivisions (I) 
through (III), reasonably foreseeable pecuniary harm shall be considered to include the 
pecuniary harm specified for those cases as follows: 

(I) Product Substitution Cases.—In the case of a product substitution offense, the 
reasonably foreseeable pecuniary harm includes the reasonably foreseeable 
costs of making substitute transactions and handling or disposing of the product 
delivered, or of retrofitting the product so that it can be used for its intended 
purpose, and the reasonably foreseeable costs of rectifying the actual or 
potential disruption to the victim's business operations caused by the product 
substitution. 

(II) Procurement Fraud Cases.—In the case of a procurement fraud, such as a fraud 
affecting a defense contract award, reasonably foreseeable pecuniary harm 
includes the reasonably foreseeable administrative costs to the government and 
other participants of repeating or correcting the procurement action affected, 
plus any increased costs to procure the product or service involved that was 
reasonably foreseeable. 
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(III) Offenses Under 18 U.S.C. § 1030.—In the case of an offense under 18 U.S.C. 
§ 1030, actual loss includes the following pecuniary harm, regardless of 
whether such pecuniary harm was reasonably foreseeable: any reasonable cost 
to any victim, including the cost of responding to an offense, conducting a 
damage assessment, and restoring the data, program, system, or information to 
its condition prior to the offense, and any revenue lost, cost incurred, or other 
damages incurred because of interruption of service. 

(B) Gain.—The court shall use the gain that resulted from the offense as an alternative measure of 
loss only if there is a loss but it reasonably cannot be determined. 

(C) Estimation of Loss.—The court need only make a reasonable estimate of the loss. The 
sentencing judge is in a unique position to assess the evidence and estimate the loss based upon 
that evidence. For this reason, the court's loss determination is entitled to appropriate 
deference. See 18 U.S.C. § 3742(e) and (f). 

The estimate of the loss shall be based on available information, taking into account, as 
appropriate and practicable under the circumstances, factors such as the following: 

(i) The fair market value of the property unlawfully taken, copied, or destroyed; or, if the 
fair market value is impracticable to determine or inadequately measures the harm, the 
cost to the victim of replacing that property. 

(ii) In the case of proprietary information (e.g., trade secrets), the cost of developing that 
information or the reduction in the value of that information that resulted from the 
offense. 

(iii) The cost of repairs to damaged property. 

(iv) The approximate number of victims multiplied by the average loss to each victim. 

(v) The reduction that resulted from the offense in the value of equity securities or other 
corporate assets. 

(vi) More general factors, such as the scope and duration of the offense and revenues 
generated by similar operations. 

(D) Exclusions from Loss.—Loss shall not include the following: 

(i) Interest of any kind, finance charges, late fees, penalties, amounts based on an agreed-
upon return or rate of return, or other similar costs. 

(ii) Costs to the government of, and costs incurred by victims primarily to aid the 
government in, the prosecution and criminal investigation of an offense. 
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(E) Credits Against Loss.—Loss shall be reduced by the following: 

(i) The money returned, and the fair market value of the property returned and the services 
rendered, by the defendant or other persons acting jointly with the defendant, to the 
victim before the offense was detected. The time of detection of the offense is the 
earlier of (I) the time the offense was discovered by a victim or government agency; or 
(II) the time the defendant knew or reasonably should have known that the offense was 
detected or about to be detected by a victim or government agency. 

(ii) In a case involving collateral pledged or otherwise provided by the defendant, the 
amount the victim has recovered at the time of sentencing from disposition of the 
collateral, or if the collateral has not been disposed of by that time, the fair market 
value of the collateral at the time of sentencing. 

(iii) Notwithstanding clause (ii), in the case of a fraud involving a mortgage loan, if the 
collateral has not been disposed of by the time of sentencing, use the fair market value 
of the collateral as of the date on which the guilt of the defendant has been established, 
whether by guilty plea, trial, or plea of nolo contendere. 

In such a case, there shall be a rebuttable presumption that the most recent tax 
assessment value of the collateral is a reasonable estimate of the fair market value. In 
determining whether the most recent tax assessment value is a reasonable estimate of 
the fair market value, the court may consider, among other factors, the recency of the 
tax assessment and the extent to which the jurisdiction's tax assessment practices reflect 
factors not relevant to fair market value. . . . 

(iv) Ponzi and Other Fraudulent Investment Schemes.—In a case involving a fraudulent 
investment scheme, such as a Ponzi scheme, loss shall not be reduced by the money or 
the value of the property transferred to any individual investor in the scheme in excess 
of that investor's principal investment (i.e., the gain to an individual investor in the 
scheme shall not be used to offset the loss to another individual investor in the 
scheme). . . . 

(ix) Fraudulent Inflation or Deflation in Value of Securities or Commodities.—In a case 
involving the fraudulent inflation or deflation in the value of a publicly traded security 
or commodity, the court in determining loss may use any method that is appropriate 
and practicable under the circumstances. One such method the court may consider is a 
method under which the actual loss attributable to the change in value of the security 
or commodity is the amount determined by— 

(I) calculating the difference between the average price of the security or 
commodity during the period that the fraud occurred and the average price of 
the security or commodity during the 90-day period after the fraud was 
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disclosed to the market, and 

(II) multiplying the difference in average price by the number of shares 
outstanding. 

In determining whether the amount so determined is a reasonable estimate of the actual 
loss attributable to the change in value of the security or commodity, the court may 
consider, among other factors, the extent to which the amount so determined includes 
significant changes in value not resulting from the offense (e.g., changes caused by 
external market forces, such as changed economic circumstances, changed investor 
expectations, and new industry-specific or firm-specific facts, conditions, or 
events). . . . 

(C) Downward Departure Consideration.—There may be cases in which the offense level 
determined under this guideline substantially overstates the seriousness of the offense. In such 
cases, a downward departure may be warranted. 

For example, a securities fraud involving a fraudulent statement made publicly to the market 
may produce an aggregate loss amount that is substantial but diffuse, with relatively small loss 
amounts suffered by a relatively large number of victims. In such a case, the loss table in 
subsection (b)(1) and the victims table in subsection (b)(2) may combine to produce an offense 
level that substantially overstates the seriousness of the offense. If so, a downward departure 
may be warranted. . . . 

§ 2B1.4.     Insider Trading 

(a) Base Offense Level:  8 

(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

(1) If the gain resulting from the offense exceeded $6,500, increase by the number of levels from 
the table in §2B1.1 (Theft, Property Destruction, and Fraud) corresponding to that amount. 

(2) If the offense involved an organized scheme to engage in insider trading and the offense level 
determined above is less than level 14, increase to level 14. 

Commentary 

Statutory Provisions:  15 U.S.C. § 78j and 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5. For additional statutory 
provision(s), see Appendix A (Statutory Index). 

Application Notes: 

1. Application of Subsection (b)(2).–For purposes of subsection (b)(2), an "organized scheme to engage 
in insider trading" means a scheme to engage in insider trading that involves considered, calculated, 
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systematic, or repeated efforts to obtain and trade on inside information, as distinguished from 
fortuitous or opportunistic instances of insider trading. 

The following is a non-exhaustive list of factors that the court may consider in determining whether 
the offense involved an organized scheme to engage in insider trading: 

(A) the number of transactions; 

(B) the dollar value of the transactions; 

(C) the number of securities involved; 

(D) the duration of the offense; 

(E) the number of participants in the scheme (although such a scheme may exist even in the 
absence of more than one participant); 

(F) the efforts undertaken to obtain material, nonpublic information; 

(G) the number of instances in which material, nonpublic information was obtained; and 

(H) the efforts undertaken to conceal the offense. 

2. Application of §3B1.3.—Section 3B1.3 (Abuse of Position of Trust or Use of Special Skill) should 
be applied if the defendant occupied and abused a position of special trust. Examples might include a 
corporate president or an attorney who misused information regarding a planned but unannounced 
takeover attempt. It typically would not apply to an ordinary "tippee". 

Furthermore, §3B1.3 should be applied if the defendant's employment in a position that involved 
regular participation or professional assistance in creating, issuing, buying, selling, or trading 
securities or commodities was used to facilitate significantly the commission or concealment of the 
offense. It would apply, for example, to a hedge fund professional who regularly participates in 
securities transactions or to a lawyer who regularly provides professional assistance in securities 
transactions, if the defendant's employment in such a position was used to facilitate significantly the 
commission or concealment of the offense. It ordinarily would not apply to a position such as a clerical 
worker in an investment firm, because such a position ordinarily does not involve special 
skill. See §3B1.3, comment. (n.4). . . . 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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The following general Guidelines provisions potentially apply in all federal criminal cases, including white 
collar cases. 

§ 3B1.1.     Aggravating Role 

Based on the defendant's role in the offense, increase the offense level as follows: 

(a) If the defendant was an organizer or leader of a criminal activity that involved five or more 
participants or was otherwise extensive, increase by 4 levels. 

(b) If the defendant was a manager or supervisor (but not an organizer or leader) and the criminal 
activity involved five or more participants or was otherwise extensive, increase by 3 levels. 

(c) If the defendant was an organizer, leader, manager, or supervisor in any criminal activity other 
than described in (a) or (b), increase by 2 levels. 

§ 3B1.2.     Mitigating Role 

Based on the defendant's role in the offense, decrease the offense level as follows: 

(a) If the defendant was a minimal participant in any criminal activity, decrease by 4 levels. 

(b) If the defendant was a minor participant in any criminal activity, decrease by 2 levels. 

In cases falling between (a) and (b), decrease by 3 levels. 

§ 3E1.1.     Acceptance of Responsibility 

(a) If the defendant clearly demonstrates acceptance of responsibility for his offense, decrease the offense 
level by 2 levels. 

(b) If the defendant qualifies for a decrease under subsection (a), the offense level determined prior to the 
operation of subsection (a) is level 16 or greater, and upon motion of the government stating that the 
defendant has assisted authorities in the investigation or prosecution of his own misconduct by timely 
notifying authorities of his intention to enter a plea of guilty, thereby permitting the government to 
avoid preparing for trial and permitting the government and the court to allocate their resources 
efficiently, decrease the offense level by 1 additional level. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Once the total offense level and criminal history have been calculated under the Guidelines, the court must 
consult the “Sentencing Table” to derive a sentencing range, expressed in months. 
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Problem 18-1 

Your client was convicted of securities fraud for her involvement in an accounting fraud that, when revealed, 
resulted in a loss of $500 million in market capitalization to a U.S. Fortune 100 public company—as measured 
by the difference in share price before and after the fraud was exposed publicly. She was the Chief Financial 
Officer of the company at the time of the fraud and has no prior criminal record. 

(a)  What sentence might the above Guidelines recommend to the court in her case? 

(b)  What else would you want to know to determine whether a court is likely to sentence her within the 
recommended Guidelines range? 

Ch. 5 Pt. A 
 
 

 
Guidelines Manual (November 1, 2018�� � ɠ� � 407

  

SENTENCING TABLE 
(in months of imprisonment) 

  Criminal History Category  (Criminal History Points) 

 
Offense 
Level 

I 
(0 or 1) 

II 
(2 or 3) 

 III 
(4, 5, 6) 

 IV 
(7, 8, 9) 

 V 
(10, 11, 12) 

 VI 
(13 or more) 

            

Zone A 

1 0–6 0–6  0–6  0–6  0–6  0–6 
2 0–6 0–6  0–6  0–6  0–6  1–7 
3 0–6 0–6  0–6  0–6  2–8  3–9 
4 0–6 0–6  0–6  2–8  4–10  6–12 
5 0–6 0–6  1–7  4–10  6–12  9–15 
6 0–6 1–7  2–8  6–12  9–15  12–18 
7 0–6 2–8  4–10  8–14  12–18  15–21 
8 0–6 4–10  6–12  10–16  15–21  18–24 

Zone B 
9 4–10 6–12  8–14  12–18  18–24  21–27 
10 6–12 8–14  10–16  15–21  21–27  24–30 
11 8–14 10–16  12–18  18–24  24–30  27–33 

 
Zone C 

 

12 10–16 12–18  15–21  21–27  27–33  30–37 
13 12–18 15–21  18–24  24–30  30–37  33–41 

Zone D 

14 15–21 18–24  21–27  27–33  33–41  37–46 
15 18–24 21–27  24–30  30–37  37–46  41–51 
16 21–27 24–30  27–33  33–41  41–51  46–57 
17 24–30 27–33  30–37  37–46  46–57  51–63 
18 27–33 30–37  33–41  41–51  51–63  57–71 
19 30–37 33–41  37–46  46–57  57–71  63–78 
20 33–41 37–46  41–51  51–63  63–78  70–87 
21 37–46 41–51  46–57  57–71  70–87  77–96 
22 41–51 46–57  51–63  63–78  77–96  84–105 
23 46–57 51–63  57–71  70–87  84–105  92–115 
24 51–63 57–71  63–78  77–96  92–115  100–125 
25 57–71 63–78  70–87  84–105  100–125  110–137 
26 63–78 70–87  78–97  92–115  110–137  120–150 
27 70–87 78–97  87–108  100–125  120–150  130–162 
28 78–97 87–108  97–121  110–137  130–162  140–175 
29 87–108 97–121  108–135  121–151  140–175  151–188 
30 97–121 108–135  121–151  135–168  151–188  168–210 
31 108–135 121–151  135–168  151–188  168–210  188–235 
32 121–151 135–168  151–188  168–210  188–235  210–262 
33 135–168 151–188  168–210  188–235  210–262  235–293 
34 151–188 168–210  188–235  210–262  235–293  262–327 
35 168–210 188–235  210–262  235–293  262–327  292–365 
36 188–235 210–262  235–293  262–327  292–365  324–405 
37 210–262 235–293  262–327  292–365  324–405  360–life 
38 235–293 262–327  292–365  324–405  360–life  360–life 
39 262–327 292–365  324–405  360–life  360–life  360–life 
40 292–365 324–405  360–life  360–life  360–life  360–life 
41 324–405 360–life  360–life  360–life  360–life  360–life 
42 360–life 360–life  360–life  360–life  360–life  360–life 
43 life life  life  life  life  life 
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Because the Guidelines are not strictly binding, the question of what constitutes a just sentence for white 
collar offenders can loom large.  The following case contains a lively discussion of that matter, as well as 
some material expanding upon the manner in which the Guidelines remain relevant or, as some have put it, 
“exert gravitational pull.” 

UNITED STATES v. TOMKO, 562 F.3d 558 (3d Cir. 2009) (en banc) 

SMITH, Circuit Judge, with whom McKEE, BARRY, AMBRO, FUENTES, CHAGARES, JORDAN, and 
HARDIMAN, Circuit Judges, join. 

The Government appeals the reasonableness of William Tomko's below-Guidelines sentence of probation, 
community service, restitution, and fine for his tax evasion conviction. If any one of a significant number of 
the members of this Court—including some in today's majority—had been sitting as the District Judge, 
Tomko would have been sentenced to some time in prison. But “[t]he fact that the appellate court might 
reasonably have concluded that a different sentence was appropriate is insufficient to justify reversal of the 
district court.” Gall v. United States, 552 U.S. 38, 128 S. Ct. 586, 597, 169 L. Ed. 2d 445 (2007). Gall reminds 
us that “[t]he sentencing judge is in a superior position to find facts and judge their import under § 3553(a) in 
the individual case. The judge sees and hears the evidence, makes credibility determinations, has full 
knowledge of the facts and gains insights not conveyed by the record.” Id. (internal quotations and citations 
omitted); see also United States v. Dragon, 471 F.3d 501, 506 (3d Cir. 2006) (we afford “deference to the 
District Court because it is in the best position to determine the appropriate sentence in light of the particular 
circumstances of the case.” (internal quotations and citation omitted)). This reality is why, post-Booker, “the 
familiar abuse-of-discretion standard of review now applies to appellate review of sentencing decisions.” 
Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 594. Where, as here, a district court decides to vary from the Guidelines' recommendations, 
we “must give due deference to the district court's decision that the § 3553(a) factors, on a whole, justify the 
extent of the variance.” Id. at 597. These principles require us to affirm Tomko's sentence. 

On May 11, 2004, Tomko pleaded guilty to a one-count information charging him with tax evasion in 
violation of 26 U.S.C. § 7201. Tomko was the owner and Chief Executive Officer of W.G. Tomko & Son, 
Inc. (“Tomko, Inc.”), a plumbing contractor. From 1995 to 1998, Tomko directed numerous subcontractors, 
who were building his multimillion dollar home in Washington County, Pennsylvania, to falsify information 
on billing invoices so that the invoices would show work being done at one of Tomko, Inc.'s many job sites 
instead of at Tomko's home. As a result, Tomko, Inc. paid for the construction of Tomko's home and illegally 
deducted those payments as business expenses. Tomko also did not properly report those payments as income 
on his personal tax return. All told, Tomko's tax evasion scheme involved twelve different subcontractors and 
his general contractor, and resulted in a tax deficiency of $228,557. 

The United States District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania conducted Tomko's sentencing 
hearing on September 30, 2005. Using the 1997 edition of the United States Sentencing Guidelines Manual, 
the District Court calculated Tomko's total offense level to be thirteen and his criminal history category to be 
I. Based on these calculations, the Guidelines recommended a range of imprisonment between twelve and 
eighteen months and a fine between $3,000 and $30,000. 
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Tomko, however, proposed that in light of the then-recent Hurricane Katrina catastrophe and his construction 
expertise, the Court should sentence him to probation and home detention, and require him to work for Habitat 
for Humanity. The Executive Director for Habitat for Humanity's Pittsburgh affiliate testified that the 
organization would appreciate Tomko's help in its efforts to rebuild the Gulf Coast and that Tomko had 
performed well in past projects, including providing onsite assistance and advice. 

Tomko also proffered testimony from Tomko, Inc.'s Chief Financial Officer that the company was in danger 
of losing its line of credit if he were imprisoned. If this happened, Tomko, Inc. would be in dire straits 
financially and the jobs of its 300–plus employees would be threatened. 

Finally, Tomko submitted a Motion for Downward Departure. The motion argued that Tomko should be 
sentenced below his Guidelines range because 1) his incarceration could cause Tomko, Inc.'s innocent 
employees to lose their jobs; 2) he has performed exceptional charitable acts and good works; 3) he has 
demonstrated an extraordinary degree of acceptance of responsibility; and 4) a combination of these three 
factors. As exhibits, Tomko attached over fifty letters from family, friends, community leaders, and others 
attesting to his pre-indictment charitable activities and other good works. . . .  

In response, the Government insisted that the Court impose a sentence that included a term of imprisonment. 
The Government did not challenge Tomko's factual assertions or submissions. Instead, it juxtaposed his 
criminal conduct with the patriotism of American soldiers fighting wars abroad and argued that greed, not 
community service and philanthropy, defined Tomko's character. It focused on the fact that Tomko coerced 
his subcontractors to file false documentation, and highlighted the “gilded cage” nature of a sentence of home 
detention. The Government claimed that it would be “absurd” to sentence Tomko to live in the same 
multimillion dollar mansion that the illegally obtained tax monies helped fund. According to the Government, 
the Court's failure to incarcerate Tomko would send a message that a rich defendant can buy his way out of 
prison, and would compromise the general deterrent effect that tax laws have on potential tax cheats. 

Despite the Government's arguments, the District Court did not sentence Tomko to a term of imprisonment. 
Instead, the Court sentenced Tomko to three years of probation (the first of which would be served as home 
detention), participation in an alcohol treatment program, 250 hours of community service, full restitution, 
and the statutory maximum fine of $250,000. The Court explained its sentence with the following colloquy: 

The reason for the sentence is as follows: Defendant stands before us for sentencing after 
pleading guilty to tax evasion. A review of Defendant's financial condition paints a picture of 
a very wealthy man who had the means and wherewithal to easily pay whatever tax obligation 
is owing. He was a successful businessman earning a significant salary. There is simply no 
reason for him to have done this. 

This being said, I also note his negligible criminal history, his record of employment, his 
support for and ties in the community, and the extensive charitable work he has done. I have 
also—therefore, I have sentenced him to the period of probation, which I recognize is below 
the guideline range. I also recognize that the fine is above the guideline range. Given the 
Defendant's wealth, the guideline range in fines is insufficient deterrence. 
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Therefore, I've done this mitigation of the sentence under the provisions set  forth in 18 U.S.C. 
[§] 3553 for the reasons I stated. Taking all these factors into account, the Court sentences the 
Defendant to a period of probation, a substantial fine, and allows for repayment to the Internal 
Revenue Service of his outstanding tax obligation. The Court views that this sentence will 
address the sentencing goals of punishment, deterrence and rehabilitation. . . . 

Before the implementation of a Guidelines-based sentencing system in 1984, “[s]tatutes specified the 
penalties for crimes but nearly always gave the sentencing judge wide discretion to decide whether the 
offender should be incarcerated and for how long, whether he should be fined and how much, and whether 
some lesser restraint, such as probation, should be imposed instead of imprisonment or fine.” Mistretta v. 
United States, 488 U.S. 361, 363, 109 S. Ct. 647, 102 L. Ed. 2d 714 (1989). Reviewing courts, in turn, 
recognized “that the sentencing judge ‘sees more and senses more’ than the appellate court; thus, the judge 
enjoyed the ‘superiority of his nether position,’ for that court's determination as to what sentence was 
appropriate met with virtually unconditional deference on appeal.” Id. at 364, 109 S. Ct. 647 (quoting Maurice 
Rosenberg, Judicial Discretion of the Trial Court, Viewed From Above, 22 SYRACUSE L. REV. 635, 663 
(1971)). According to the Supreme Court, appellate review “beg[an] with the general proposition that once it 
is determined that a sentence is within the limitations set forth in the statute under which it is imposed, 
appellate review is at an end.” Dorszynski v. United States, 418 U.S. 424, 431, 94 S. Ct. 3042, 41 L. Ed. 2d 
855 (1974). 

Concerns over sentencing disparities and the continued viability of rehabilitation as a penological objective 
dogged this sentencing system. Mistretta, 488 U.S. at 365, 109 S. Ct. 647. As a result, in 1984, Congress 
passed the Sentencing Reform Act which, among other things, established mandatory sentencing guidelines. 
Id. at 365–67, 109 S. Ct. 647. This Act, however, “did not alter a court of appeals' traditional deference to a 
district court's exercise of its sentencing discretion.” Williams v. United States, 503 U.S. 193, 205, 112 S. Ct. 
1112, 117 L. Ed. 2d 341 (1992). As the Supreme Court explained in Williams, “[t]he development of the 
guideline sentencing regime has not changed our view that, except to the extent specifically directed by 
statute, ‘it is not the role of an appellate court to substitute its judgment for that of the sentencing court as to 
the appropriateness of a particular sentence.’” Id. (quoting Solem v. Helm, 463 U.S. 277, 290 n.16, 103 S. Ct. 
3001, 77 L. Ed. 2d 637 (1983)). 

In United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 125 S. Ct. 738, 160 L. Ed. 2d 621 (2005), the Supreme Court 
concluded that the Sentencing Guidelines could only be advisory, id. at 245, 125 S. Ct. 738, and instructed 
courts of appeals to review the sentencing court's “broad discretion in imposing a sentence within a statutory 
range,” id. at 233, 125 S. Ct. 738, for “unreasonableness,” id. at 260–61, 125 S. Ct. 738. Subsequently, Gall 
made it plain that we assess unreasonableness under the abuse-of-discretion standard. 128 S. Ct. at 591. . . . 

District courts must provide their explanations and justifications while going through three steps at 
sentencing. As we outlined in Levinson: 

A district court must begin the process by first calculating the applicable Guidelines range. 
After that initial calculation, the court must then rule on any motions for departure and, if a 
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motion is granted, state how the departure affects the Guidelines calculation. Finally, after 
allowing the parties an opportunity for argument, the court must consider all of the § 3553(a) 
factors and determine the appropriate sentence to impose, which may vary from the sentencing 
range called for by the Guidelines. 

Id. at 194–95. “Thus, the sentencing court subjects the defendant's sentence to the thorough adversarial testing 
contemplated by federal sentencing procedure.” Rita, 127 S. Ct. at 2465. 

Our appellate review proceeds in two stages. It begins by “ensur[ing] that the district court committed no 
significant procedural error, such as failing to calculate (or improperly calculating) the Guidelines range, 
treating the Guidelines as mandatory, failing to consider the § 3553(a) factors, selecting a sentence based on 
clearly erroneous facts, or failing to adequately explain the chosen sentence—including an explanation for 
any deviation from the Guidelines range.” Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 597. We do not presume that a district court 
considered the factors solely because the sentence falls within the Guidelines range. Cooper, 437 F.3d at 329–
30. If a district court's procedure passes muster, “we then, at stage two, consider its substantive 
reasonableness.” Levinson, 543 F.3d at 195. Our substantive review requires us not to focus on one or two 
factors, but on the totality of the circumstances. Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 597; United States v. Howe, 543 F.3d 128, 
137 (3d Cir. 2008). Indeed, we cannot presume that a sentence is unreasonable simply because it falls outside 
the advisory Guidelines range. Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 597. At both stages of our review, the party challenging the 
sentence has the burden of demonstrating unreasonableness. Cooper, 437 F.3d at 332. 

The abuse-of-discretion standard applies to both our procedural and substantive reasonableness inquiries. 
Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 597; United States v. Wise, 515 F.3d 207, 217–18 (3d Cir. 2008). For example, an abuse 
of discretion has occurred if a district court based its decision on a clearly erroneous factual conclusion or an 
erroneous legal conclusion. Wise, 515 F.3d at 217. This also means that, absent any significant procedural 
error, we must “give due deference to the district court's determination that the § 3553(a) factors, on a whole,” 
justify the sentence. Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 597; see also United States v. Bungar, 478 F.3d 540, 543 (3d Cir. 
2007) (stating that, as an appellate court, we are “highly deferential” to the sentencing court's application of 
the § 3553(a) factors). In other words, if the district court's sentence is procedurally sound, we will affirm it 
unless no reasonable sentencing court would have imposed the same sentence on that particular defendant for 
the reasons the district court provided. 

Ultimately, “[t]he touchstone of ‘reasonableness' is whether the record as a whole reflects rational and 
meaningful consideration of the factors enumerated in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a).” United States v. Grier, 475 F.3d 
556, 571 (3d Cir. 2007) (en banc); see also Cooper, 437 F.3d at 330 (“[W]hat we must decide is whether the 
district judge imposed the sentence he or she did for reasons that are logical and consistent with the factors 
set forth in section 3553(a).” (internal quotations and citation omitted)). “An estimation of the outer bounds 
of what is ‘reasonable’ under a given set of circumstances may not always be beyond debate, but the abuse-
of-discretion standard by which that estimation must be judged limits the debate and gives district courts 
broad latitude in sentencing.” Levinson, 543 F.3d at 195. . . . 
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The crux of the Government's appeal is its claim that Tomko's sentence is substantively unreasonable. At oral 
argument, the Government reaffirmed that it would not be satisfied even if the District Court corrected the 
alleged procedural error on remand, but imposed the same sentence. In the Government's view, Tomko's 
sentence is substantively unreasonable because 1) detention in the house that Tomko partially funded with 
the illegal tax proceeds is plainly unreasonable, 2) this is a mine-run tax evasion case undeserving of such a 
lenient sentence, and 3) the statutory maximum fine cannot cure the claimed substantive deficiencies. 

We reject the Government's first and third arguments with limited discussion. Concerning the first, the 
Government has narrowed its objections to too fine a point by focusing its objections solely on the location 
of Tomko's home detention. The Government admitted at oral argument that had the District Court sentenced 
Tomko to serve his detention in a different house—for example, as the Government suggested, “one of those 
Habitat for Humanity buildings that he was building in New Orleans could do,” (Tr. of Oral Argument 23)—
it may not have appealed. Although we agree with the Government that the sort of “gilded cage” confinement 
imposed here has a certain unseemliness to it, we do not believe that this condition of sentence, by itself, 
constitutes an abuse of discretion. Whether detention in a particular home is appropriate punishment is 
precisely the type of fact-bound inquiry that a sentencing court is better suited to make. Even the Guidelines 
leave this determination to the sound discretion of the sentencing court. See U.S. Sentencing Guidelines 
Manual § 5F1.2 cmt. 3 (1997) (“The defendant's place of residence, for purposes of home detention, need not 
be the place where the defendant previously resided. It may be any place of residence, so long as the owner 
of the residence ... agrees to any conditions that may be imposed by the court ....” (emphasis added)). We are 
in no position to second-guess that decision here. 

The Government's third claim rests on a perceived link between the District Court's variance to a probationary 
sentence and its imposition of the statutory maximum fine. According to the Government, the District Court 
permitted Tomko to buy his way out of prison. This is not simply an overly-pejorative characterization of the 
sentence; it is a misreading of the record that is unfair to the District Court. Indeed, the record exhibits no 
connection between the fine imposed and the failure to incarcerate. To the contrary, the District Court 
explicitly stated that the two served unrelated purposes. On the one hand, probation was warranted because 
of Tomko's negligible criminal history, his record of employment, his community ties, and his extensive 
charitable works. On the other hand, the statutory maximum fine was necessary to effect deterrence in light 
of Tomko's wealth. We cannot conclude that the District Court abused its discretion where there exists nothing 
more than an implication of impropriety arising out of simple coincidence. 

The Government's final argument—that this is an overly lenient sentence in a mine-run case—deserves more 
attention. At the outset, we address the Government's characterization of this case as a “mine-run” case. To 
the extent that the typicality or uniqueness of a case is relevant, the Supreme Court has made clear that it does 
not alter our deferential standard of review when evaluating a district court's sentencing determination. To 
that end, the Court observed in Gall that: 

[i]t has been uniform and constant in the federal judicial tradition for the sentencing judge to 
consider every convicted person as an individual and every case as a unique study in the human 
failings that sometimes mitigate, sometimes magnify, the crime and punishment to ensue. The 
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uniqueness of the individual case, however, does not change the deferential abuse-of-
discretion standard of review that applies to all sentencing decisions. 

128 S. Ct. at 598 (internal quotation omitted). Such deference acknowledges the district court's “institutional 
advantage over appellate courts,” id. at 598, or what the Court in Gall labeled the “[p]ractical considerations,” 
id. at 597. Accordingly, we must apply the abuse-of-discretion standard uniformly, regardless of whether a 
particular case appears to be a “mine-run” case on appeal. 

The Government points out that “closer review may be in order when the sentencing judge varies from the 
Guidelines based solely on the judge's view that the Guidelines range fails to properly reflect § 3553(a) 
considerations even in a mine-run case.” Kimbrough v. United States, 552 U.S. 85, 128 S. Ct. 558, 575, 169 
L. Ed. 2d 481 (2007) (internal quotations and citation omitted). This case, however, is different from those 
like Kimbrough, which involved the “district court's authority to vary from the ... Guidelines based on policy 
disagreement with them, and not simply based on an individualized determination that they yield an excessive 
sentence in a particular case.” Spears v. United States, 555 U.S. 261, 129 S. Ct. 840, 843, 172 L. Ed. 2d 596 
(2009) (per curiam). Here, the District Court did not vary from the Guidelines range “solely” based on a 
disagreement with its ability to properly reflect § 3553(a) considerations. Kimbrough, 128 S. Ct. at 575. 
Instead, the Court made an individualized determination that the Guidelines range recommended an excessive 
sentence in this instance. As a result, we are not reviewing “an ‘inside the heartland’ departure (which is 
necessarily based on a policy disagreement with the Guidelines and necessarily disagrees on a ‘categorical 
basis') [that] may be entitled to less respect” in this case. Spears, 129 S. Ct. at 843.  

In essence, the Government is asking this Court to apply the already-rejected “proportionality test” by a 
different name. The Government's appeal boils down to a claim that Tomko's criminal history, employment 
record, community ties, and charitable works do not differentiate him enough from the “mine-run” tax evasion 
case to justify his below-Guidelines sentence. Similarly, a “proportionality test” rests on “the proposition that 
the strength of the justification needed to sustain an outside-Guidelines sentence varies in proportion to the 
degree of the variance.” Rita, 127 S. Ct. at 2467. As applied by some courts of appeals, this meant that “a 
sentence that constitute [d] a substantial variance from the Guidelines [had to] be justified by extraordinary 
circumstances.” Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 591. In Gall, the Supreme Court explicitly barred the application of such 
an approach because it necessarily applies a “heightened standard of review to sentences outside the 
Guidelines range.” Id. at 596. That, of course, is “inconsistent with the rule that the abuse-of-discretion 
standard of review applies to appellate review of all sentencing decisions—whether inside or outside the 
Guidelines range.” Id. 

To be sure, “we may look for a more complete explanation to support a sentence that varies from the 
Guidelines than we will look for when reviewing a sentence that falls within a properly calculated Guidelines 
range.” Levinson, 543 F.3d at 197. We may also properly consider “the extent of any variance from the 
Guidelines range.” Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 597. As the Supreme Court has explained, “it [is] uncontroversial that 
a major departure should be supported by a more significant justification than a minor one.” Id. This does not 
mean, however, that we elevate our review of any variance and its accompanying explanation or justification 
beyond the abuse-of-discretion standard. The Supreme Court has unequivocally stated that “courts of appeals 
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must review all sentences—whether inside, just outside, or significantly outside the Guidelines range—under 
a deferential abuse-of-discretion standard.” Id. at 591. We must remain faithful to that clear instruction. 

Based on our review of the record, we conclude that the District Court did not abuse its discretion here. At 
Tomko's sentencing hearing, the District Court explicitly examined subsections (a)(1), (a)(2)(A), (a)(2)(B), 
(a)(2)(C), (a)(2)(D), (a)(3), (a)(4), and (a)(6) of § 3553. The District Court also ordered full restitution. See 
18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(7). After hearing argument from the Government concerning the need for a term of 
imprisonment, the Court reiterated its reasons for imposing a sentence without one. The District Court gave 
specific reasons for why Tomko's sentence varies from the Guidelines range. This variance took into account 
his negligible criminal history, his employment record, his community ties, and his extensive charitable works 
as reasons for not incarcerating Tomko, while also factoring in his substantial wealth as a reason for imposing 
a fine far above the Guidelines range. Indeed, the District Court provided more than just a boilerplate 
recitation of the § 3553(a) factors; it detailed, step-by-step, its individualized assessment of the sentence that 
it believed appropriate in this particular case. 

The District Court's reasons are also “logical and consistent with the factors set forth in section 3553(a).” 
Cooper, 437 F.3d at 330 (internal quotations and citation omitted). They are fully supported by the record. 
The Government does not dispute that Tomko had a negligible criminal history and that, because of his 
prominence in the company, his incarceration would threaten the jobs of Tomko, Inc.'s over-300 employees. 
As for Tomko's charitable works, even the Government conceded at oral argument that “[t]he district court 
was entitled to give it whatever weight the district court wanted.” (Tr. of Oral Argument 17.) Several dozen 
letters written on Tomko's behalf prior to his sentencing also demonstrate Tomko's community ties and 
extensive charitable works. These letters indicate that Tomko performed pre-indictment charitable acts that 
involved not only money, but also his personal time. For several years, Tomko participated in a holiday gift 
drive in Finleyville, Pennsylvania. He provided Christmas gifts for thirty needy families, provided gloves and 
scarves to inner city children at a daycare center, and also helped other families in Marianna, Pennsylvania 
during the holiday season. One letter stated that Tomko performed all of this work anonymously. On a more 
individual basis, another letter noted how Tomko “helped a woman in the South Park area that had recently 
lost her husband and was left with four small children to raise by her[self].” He also went out of his way to 
accommodate his employees who needed extra time off for personal reasons. Tomko participated in other 
acts of charity for those in need. A pastor in the community noted Tomko's pre-indictment proclivity for 
aiding the poor, and stated that “[b]y requiring him to perform . . . community service, in lieu of incarceration, 
not only will you help the impoverished lives of the poor, but you will also transform the life of Bill Tomko.” 

Additionally, at Tomko's sentencing proceeding, the Executive Director of Habitat for Humanity's Pittsburgh 
affiliate testified on Tomko's behalf. The Executive Director stated that the Pittsburgh affiliate had been in 
danger of being closed down by the national Board of Directors because of its precarious financial situation. 
The Executive Director testified that Tomko became personally involved in the construction and rehabilitation 
of several houses in the Pittsburgh area. Again, Tomko devoted not only a portion of his wealth, but also his 
personal time. The Executive Director stated that, for one house that had water runoff problems, “Mr. Tomko 
came and not only visited with the homeowner, inspected the basement to see what was the matter with the 
outside of the house, but also worked with the city to determine how best to redirect the water away from the 
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yards. He put in the grading, he completed the front sidewalk, the back driveway, and put in a curb for the 
city.” The Executive Director gave other examples of Tomko's providing his construction expertise to aid the 
Pittsburgh affiliate. The Executive Director then testified as to how Tomko could benefit Habitat for 
Humanity's efforts to build houses for poor families whose residences were damaged or destroyed by 
Hurricane Katrina. The Executive Director of the New Orleans affiliate confirmed that Tomko would be 
useful in these efforts. The Pittsburgh Executive Director concluded her direct testimony by reading a portion 
of a letter she wrote to the District Court, which stated that “there is no one like Bill Tomko who provides 
timely, unselfish, and meaningful contributions to Pittsburgh Habitat for Humanity's construction operations.” 

. . . The Government claims that affirming Tomko's sentence promotes sentencing disparities and, in turn, 
undermines general deterrence. Whatever the merits of this possibility, it does nothing to change our 
disposition. The Government's concern is not new; it has been a point of constant focus throughout sentencing 
review's evolution. Before the Guidelines existed, “[s]erious disparities in sentences . . . were common.” 
Mistretta, 488 U.S. at 365, 109 S. Ct. 647. When Congress created the mandatory Guidelines system, it did 
so “to ‘provide certainty and fairness in meeting the purposes of sentencing, [while] avoiding unwarranted 
sentencing disparities . . . [and] maintaining sufficient flexibility to permit individualized sentences when 
warranted.’” Booker, 543 U.S. at 264, 125 S. Ct. 738 (quoting 28 U.S.C. § 991(b)(1)(B)). When the Supreme 
Court rendered the Guidelines advisory, it was fully aware that sentencing disparities would likely increase. 
See id. at 263, 125 S. Ct. 738 (“We cannot and do not claim that use of a ‘reasonableness' standard will 
provide the uniformity that Congress originally sought to secure.”). 

Despite that awareness, the Booker Court was confident that the advisory Guidelines system would “continue 
to move sentencing in Congress' preferred direction, helping to avoid excessive sentencing disparities while 
maintaining flexibility sufficient to individualize sentences where necessary.” Id. at 264–65, 125 S. Ct. 738. 
In Gall, the Court reaffirmed that “a more deferential abuse-of-discretion standard could successfully balance 
the need to ‘reduce unjustified disparities' across the Nation and ‘consider every convicted person as an 
individual.’” 128 S. Ct. at 598 n.8 (quoting Koon, 518 U.S. at 113, 116 S. Ct. 2035). 

If abuse-of-discretion review cannot strike such a balance, it is not our role as appellate judges to adjust the 
scales. “The National Legislature is equipped to devise and install, long term, the sentencing system, 
compatible with the Constitution, that Congress judges best for the federal system of justice.” Booker, 543 
U.S. at 265, 125 S. Ct. 738; see also Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 603 (Souter, J., concurring) (“I continue to think that 
the best resolution of the tension between substantial consistency throughout the system and the right of jury 
trial would be a new Act of Congress: reestablishing a statutory system of mandatory sentencing guidelines 
(though not identical to the original in all points of detail), but providing for jury findings of all facts necessary 
to set the upper range of sentencing discretion.”). The risk of affirming an unwarranted sentencing disparity 
in this case is one we must accept while following the Supreme Court's “pellucidly clear” command that we 
apply the abuse-of-discretion standard of review. Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 594. . . .  

FISHER, Circuit Judge, dissenting, with whom Chief Judge SCIRICA, Judge SLOVITER, Judge RENDELL 
and Judge COWEN join. 
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As the procedural history of this appeal clearly shows, this Court has wrestled with the decision in this case 
for close to two and one half years, during which time the judges on this Court have tried to determine whether 
the sentence given for this crime was substantively reasonable. The offense we encounter in this case is no 
garden variety tax evasion. The conduct underlying the offense involved an intricate scheme spanning several 
years and involved the coercion and coordination of numerous other individuals, all for the personal gain of 
one man, William G. Tomko, Jr., a successful business owner with the means to easily pay the taxes he owed 
to the Government. 

Tomko's fraudulent tax evasion scheme revolved around the construction of his luxurious new home in 
southwestern Pennsylvania. During the construction of this home, Tomko had subcontractors falsify their 
billing invoices to make it appear their work had been done for his construction company, W.G. Tomko, Inc. 
(“Tomko, Inc.”), at one of its job sites, rather than for Tomko, the individual, at his personal residence. The 
Internal Revenue Service–Criminal Investigation Division investigators interviewed seventeen individuals 
with respect to Tomko's scheme. While the details varied from individual to individual, a consistent pattern 
of conduct emerged: At Tomko's behest, subcontractors who performed work at his residence were instructed 
to write billing invoices that made it appear that their work had been done at one of five local area schools. 
Because Tomko, Inc. was working jobs at these local schools, the company could appear to be legitimately 
paying the invoices. As a result, the construction costs were diverted from Tomko personally to Tomko's 
company, which then deducted them as business expenses, while Tomko also failed to report as personal 
income the value of the services provided to him at no cost. Thus, Tomko's income was under-represented in 
two regards: The profits earned by his business appeared to be less and the substantial benefit he received as 
a result of the construction of a new 8,000–square–foot home went unreported.  

Tomko's scheme resulted in a stipulated tax deficiency of $228,557; however, a disputed portion of the record 
included evidence that the pervasiveness of his scheme was even more extensive. In particular, the 
Government presented evidence that Tomko on more than one occasion told individuals that his vacation 
home in Maryland was “a gift from Uncle Sam.” Because the Government was unable to provide reliable 
figures to account for the impact of this alleged fraud with respect to the tax loss incurred by the Government, 
this disputed evidence apparently did not factor into the District Court's judgment of sentence, and we mention 
it solely to underscore the point that we are not faced with a garden variety case of tax evasion. 

Tomko pleaded guilty to a one-count information charging him with tax evasion, in violation of 26 U.S.C. § 
7201. His properly calculated Guidelines range was twelve to eighteen months of incarceration. . . .  

In accordance with the standard announced by the Supreme Court in United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 
125 S. Ct. 738, 160 L. Ed. 2d 621 (2005), our task on appeal is to review the sentence imposed by the District 
Court for “reasonableness.” In Gall v. United States, 552 U.S. 38, 128 S. Ct. 586, 169 L. Ed. 2d 445 (2007), 
the Supreme Court clarified that appellate reasonableness review involves two steps: the first procedural and 
the second substantive. The Supreme Court categorized, inter alia, “failing to consider the § 3553(a) factors” 
and “failing to adequately explain the chosen sentence,” as procedural errors under the first step of Gall. Id. 
at 597. The Court then instructed: 
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“Assuming that the district court's sentencing decision is procedurally sound, the appellate 
court should then consider the substantive reasonableness of the sentence imposed under an 
abuse-of-discretion standard. When conducting this review, the court will, of course, take into 
account the totality of the circumstances, including the extent of any variance from the 
Guidelines range. If the sentence is within the Guidelines range, the appellate court may, but 
is not required to, apply a presumption of reasonableness. But if the sentence is outside the 
Guidelines range, the court may not apply a presumption of unreasonableness. It may consider 
the extent of the deviation, but must give due deference to the district court's decision that the 
§ 3553(a) factors, on a whole, justify the extent of the variance.” 

Id. (internal citation omitted) (emphasis added); accord United States v. Wise, 515 F.3d 207, 217–18 (3d Cir. 
2008) (“As an appellate court, our role is two-fold. . . . If we determine that the district court has committed 
no significant procedural error, we then review the substantive reasonableness of the sentence under an abuse-
of-discretion standard. . . .”). 

The Court in Gall also reaffirmed its decision in Rita v. United States, 551 U.S. 338, 127 S. Ct. 2456, 168 L. 
Ed. 2d 203 (2007), which emphasized the importance of reviewing sentences for substantive reasonableness. 
See Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 596–98. As the Supreme Court stated in Rita: “In sentencing, as in other areas, district 
judges at times make mistakes that are substantive. At times, they will impose sentences that are unreasonable. 
Circuit courts exist to correct such mistakes when they occur.” 127 S. Ct. at 2466–67. Consequently, the 
substantive component of reasonableness review, while deferential, is not impotent. 

For these reasons, we disagree with the Majority's statement that “if the district court's sentence is 
procedurally sound, we will affirm it unless no reasonable sentencing court would have imposed the same 
sentence on that particular defendant for the reasons the district court provided.” Majority Op. at Part II.C. 
We recognize that “appellate review of sentencing decisions is limited to determining whether they are 
‘reasonable,’” Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 594, but we believe that encompassed within this limited role is the authority 
and the obligation to vacate sentences that are substantively unreasonable. Therefore, although the Supreme 
Court “made it pellucidly clear that the familiar abuse-of-discretion standard of review now applies to 
appellate review of sentencing decisions,” id., we cannot agree with the Majority's characterization of the 
appellate courts' role in reviewing sentences as “requir[ing] us to do nothing more and nothing less than to 
apply the deferential abuse-of-discretion standard.” Majority Op. at Part V. We believe that when the Supreme 
Court instructed appellate courts to review for both procedural and substantive reasonableness, it meant what 
it said. Accordingly, because we conclude that this sentence is substantively unreasonable, we dissent. . . . 

Viewed cumulatively, out of the three reasons offered by the District Court for mitigating Tomko's sentence, 
only one—community support based on charitable work—even begins to justify a downward variance in this 
case. Thus, these considerations fall short of placing the sentence imposed within the albeit broad range of 
permissible choices, even when we add them together. Moreover, the “mitigating” circumstances relied upon 
by the District Court only address one of the § 3553(a) factors, namely “the history and characteristics of the 
defendant” under § 3553(a)(1), and therefore do not reflect the “totality of the circumstances” and the 
“§ 3553(a) factors, on a whole.” Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 597. As a number of our sister courts of appeals have 
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recognized, excessive reliance on a single § 3553(a) factor is indicative of an unreasonable sentence. United 
States v. Hampton, 441 F.3d 284, 288–89 (4th Cir. 2006); United States v. Givens, 443 F.3d 642, 646 (8th 
Cir. 2006); see also Cavera, 550 F.3d at 191 (considering whether a particular “factor relied on by a 
sentencing court can bear the weight assigned to it”). As the remainder of our analysis reveals, the District 
Court's over-reliance on § 3553(a)(1) as justification for the significant qualitative and quantitative variance 
it granted pales in comparison to the numerous § 3553(a) factors which suggest that a term of imprisonment 
is warranted in a case of tax evasion as willful and brazen as Tomko's. . . . 

Problem 18-2 

Under current law, what is the role of a federal trial judge during sentencing?  What is the role of the appellate 
court when reviewing a sentencing decision? 

 

Problem 18-3 

(a)  List all deterrent arguments one could make for and against a sentence of probation for Tomko. 

(b) List all retributive arguments one could make for and against a sentence of probation for Tomko. 

The following case contains another lively discussion of how to think about sentencing white collar offenders. 

UNITED STATES v. OVID, 2010 WL 3940724 (E.D.N.Y. 2010) 

JOHN GLEESON, District Judge. 

In a letter dated June 28, 2010 to the Chair of the United States Sentencing Commission, the Director of the 
Office of Policy and Legislation of the United States Department of Justice (“DOJ” or the “Department”) 
decries the “evolution” of “two distinct and very different sentencing regimes.” Letter from Jonathan J. 
Wroblewski to the Hon. William K. Sessions III, at 2, 1 (June 28, 2010) (“DOJ Letter”). One “regime,” the 
letter contends, “includes the cases sentenced by federal judges who continue to impose sentences within the 
applicable guideline range for most offenders and most offenses.” Id. at 1. This is apparently the good regime. 
The “second regime,” by contrast, “has largely lost its moorings to the sentencing guidelines.” Id. at 2. This 
regime is a cause of concern for the Department. It consists of judges who sentence fraud offenders, especially 
in high-loss cases, “inconsistently and without regard to the federal sentencing guidelines.” Id. at 4. The 
Department concludes on this issue (the letter addresses various others as well) that “[t]he current sentencing 
outcomes in [fraud] cases are unacceptable, and the Commission should determine whether some reforms are 
needed.” Id. at 5. In short, the premise of the letter is that unless the sentences in fraud cases are “moored” to 
the advisory ranges provided by the United States Sentencing Guidelines, they produce “unwarranted 
sentencing disparities” that are “extremely problematic.” Id. at 2. 

The DOJ Letter recommends, inter alia, a systemic analysis and synthesis by the Commission of the federal 
sentencing data it has collected, followed by a report that “explore[s] how to create a single sentencing regime 
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that will earn the respect of the vast majority of judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, Members of Congress, 
probation officers, and the public.” Id. at 3. It also suggests that “reforms might include amendments to the 
sentencing guideline for fraud offenses.” Id. at 5. 

The Department is an important influence in the formulation of sentencing policy. Jonathan Wroblewski, the 
author of the letter, is a thoughtful and well-respected expert in the area. Finally, the Attorney General enjoys 
ex officio membership on the Sentencing Commission, and Mr. Wroblewski is the Attorney General’s 
designee to that post. For all these reasons, the DOJ Letter to the Commission will carry great weight. 

The sentencing of Isaac Ovid on July 30, 2010 illustrates well the fact that, here in the trenches where fraud 
sentences are actually imposed, there is a more nuanced reality than the DOJ Letter suggests. The letter 
describes two “dichotomous regimes” in fraud cases—one moored to the Guidelines, the other adrift in the 
vast regions beneath the low end of the advisory Guidelines ranges. Id. at 2. But Ovid’s sentencing shows 
otherwise. Specifically, it shows how the fraud guideline, despite its excessive complexity, still does not 
account for many of the myriad factors that are properly considered in fashioning just sentences, and indeed 
no workable guideline could ever do so. This reality does not render the Guidelines irrelevant in fraud cases; 
they are in fact quite useful in all sentencings. But sentencing judges know that a full consideration of “the 
nature and circumstances of the offense and the history and characteristics of the defendant,” 18 U.S.C. § 
3553(a)(1), implicates offense and offender characteristics that are too numerous and varied, and occur in too 
many different combinations, to be captured, much less quantified, in the Commission’s Guidelines Manual. 
A consideration of those and the other factors set forth in § 3553(a) produces sentences that are moored to 
fairness, and to the goals of sentencing set forth in § 3553(a)(2), but sometimes not so much to the advisory 
Guidelines range. Indeed, in some cases the fair sentence can drift quite far away from the advisory range, 
which is, after all, but one of eight factors the sentencing judge must consider.  

Ovid’s sentencing reveals that the Department knows this as well. Aggressive, experienced, successful white 
collar prosecutors understand that it does not undermine the Sentencing Guidelines at all, much less create 
some kind of rogue sentencing regime, when the consideration of factors set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) 
produces a sentence that happens to be substantially below the advisory range. 

I support the Department’s call for Sentencing Commission review of fraud sentences. But in determining 
whether reforms are needed, and especially in determining whether the existing guideline should be burdened 
with even more adjustments, the Commission should examine whether our system already provides an 
adequate solution for the claimed “unacceptable” outcomes the Department complains about. I suggest that 
it does, in the form of appellate review, and for all of the handwringing in the DOJ Letter about unacceptable 
sentences, the Department for the most part has not even tried to avail itself of that solution. 

On March 5, 2010, Isaac Ovid pled guilty to Count One of a three-count indictment. It charged him with 
conspiring between November 2004 and December 2005 to commit securities fraud in relation to two hedge 
funds, the Logos Fund and the Donum Fund. 

Between 2002 and 2006, Ovid was an ordained minister of the Local Christian Assembly (the “Church”) in 
Queens, New York. He also provided private investment services to his family, friends and Church members. 
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In October 2004, when Ovid was just 23 years old, he and his coconspirators formed Jadis Capital, an 
investment management company. Ovid provided $445,000 in start-up money, which included $100,000 of 
his own funds. 

Between November 2004 and December 2005, Ovid and others created the first of the two hedge funds, the 
Logos Fund. Neither fund was registered with the SEC, which meant the funds could legally be marketed 
only to individuals meeting specified income thresholds. However, Ovid and his coconspirators marketed the 
funds to friends, family and Church members who did not meet these thresholds. In addition, the private 
placement memorandums used to market the Logos Fund contained numerous fraudulent misrepresentations 
and omitted material facts. 

By February 2005, nearly all of the start-up money for Jadis Capital was depleted. Ovid and coconspirator 
Aaron Riddle agreed that they would use the money from the Logos Fund to operate Jadis Capital. 
Approximately $3.5 million was used to pay Jadis Capital’s operating expenses, including a $1.6 million 
buildout of extravagant offices on Long Island. Another $1.6 million was used to purchase luxury items for 
the defendants and their family members, and to make payments to their businesses and to charities. Logos 
Fund money was also used to finance a business created by coconspirator Robert Riddle and his wife and to 
repay Ovid’s debts to his former client. 

In May 2005, Ovid began trading the money invested in the Logos Fund and within two weeks he lost more 
than $2 million, which almost entirely depleted the trading account. Thereafter, from May to mid-August 
2005, Ovid stopped trading, but he instructed others to falsely advise prospective investors that Logos Fund 
was performing at a year-to-date profit of 15%. 

In August 2005, Ovid and his coconspirators established the Donum Fund. They marketed it to larger, 
institutional investors. The private placement memorandums included the same misrepresentations as the 
Logos Fund memorandums and some others as well. Between August and November 2005, almost $3.1 
million was invested in the Donum Fund by outside investors, including $3 million by a group from Panama. 

By November 2005, the funds had collapsed. Ovid and several other Jadis Capital executive team members 
apologized to the defrauded Church members during services. A letter was written in December 2005 advising 
investors in the Logos Fund that their investments had been lost. Ovid was forced out of the company and 
returned to Trinidad. After seeking legal advice, the defendants advised the SEC of the fraud. 

The advisory Guidelines range for Ovid was 210–262 months. His base offense level was 6; he received 
upward enhancements of 20 levels for a loss greater than $7 million, 4 levels for more than 50 victims, 4 
levels for being associated with a registered broker, 2 levels for preying on vulnerable victims, and 4 levels 
for his leadership role in the offense. His early guilty plea earned him a 3–level reduction for acceptance of 
responsibility. The total offense level was 37, which in Criminal History Category I yields a range of 210–
262 months. 

Ovid was sentenced to 60 months in the custody of the Attorney General and a three-year term of supervised 
release with various special conditions. He was ordered to pay restitution and was subjected to an agreed-
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upon forfeiture order. 

The reasons for the sentence were stated at the sentencing proceeding. They were: 

• “Jadis Capital, the Uniondale company in this case, was not . . . started as a fraud.” 

• “As opposed to your pump and dumps and some of these other types of criminal schemes that the court has 
. . . seen over the years, this Jadis Capital . . . was started with the best of intentions. This firm was hoping to 
benefit the lives of the ministers and the people associated with the church who went to work at the firm and 
also specifically intended to benefit the members of the congregation.” 

• “Mr. Ovid was . . . at the center of Jadis Capital. . . . [B]y the age of 23 years old, . . . there was a buzz about 
Isaac Ovid, that he really knew how to trade and that he was very successful trading stocks in the stock 
markets. . . . Mr. Ovid to some extent believed that he could pull this off; that he could be the supertrader that 
he and his co-conspirators were saying that he was.” 

• “Mr. Ovid provided money for start-up costs of Jadis Capital. . . . [H]e had had success and . . . he did have 
some liquidity during the period of 2004 where he was able to contribute money, his own money, to the start-
up of this company.” 

• “The idea for hedge funds was not necessarily the original idea for the company. It was going to be a venture 
capital company where they were going to go out and open up businesses. . . . There was a buzz in this church 
about Isaac Ovid and about his abilities.” 

• “[Ovid] never drew a salary from Jadis Capital. Now, did he avail himself of an expense account like many 
of the other members of Jadis Capital? Absolutely. But we do have him investing some portion of his own 
money, of $450,000 that he puts into the company when the company starts. Some portion of that, purportedly 
as much as a hundred thousand dollars of that, comes from Mr. Ovid. And thereafter Mr. Ovid . . . does not 
collect a salary.” 

• “In late December of 2004 Mr. Ovid goes to . . . South Africa on a missionary cause related to his work with 
the church, and he is unable to get back into the United States; and he remains out of the United States from 
December up until late April, early May of 2005, which is when all of this, the vast majority of the $9.3 
million into the Logos Fund, is being collected. . . . That’s not to say that Mr. Ovid wasn’t directing matters 
from far away. He was having conference calls with his underlings. . . .” 

• “The expenses were excessive for what it was that these gentlemen were running, but we are not talking 
about expenses that are, you know, $2 million parties for your wife. We are talking about flying first class 
wherever you go, going out to Ruth’s Chris steakhouse for every business-related meeting, a Rolex for each 
one of the members of the firm, to present the image of being successful. Were they right to do this? 
Absolutely not. But these were expenses that in some businesses are covered under business expenses, but 
they were certainly excessive.” 

• “Now, were there things in the [private placement memorandums] and the offering documents that were 
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untrue? Absolutely. They didn’t represent that Mr. Ovid was even affiliated with the fund. But to most people 
who were associated with the church, that wasn’t really a material misrepresentation to them, because they 
all knew that Mr. Ovid was the person that was going to be trading. [A] lot of the folks who put money into 
this fund did so without looking at the proposals or without looking at the literature. They believed in Mr. 
Ovid.” 

• “By August of 2005 it was clear to the people at the highest levels, including Mr. Ovid, that the firm was 
[having] serious financial problems. Mr. Ovid . . . actually tried to cut back all of the costs at Jadis Capital 
and . . . they ended up firing most of their staff. They fired one of their own partners in the firm at that time.” 

• “Where did all that money go? That money went towards the $1.6 million build-out [of the Jadis offices]. 
That money went towards all the salaries for all the defendants and their family members who were working 
there. That money went toward paying Mr. Ovid’s expense accounts, which included his stays at hotels and 
other expenses, not grandiose expenses but expenses nevertheless. They were expenses that he incurred. 
Throughout this time he was not receiving a salary at all. There was no evidence that . . . he was siphoning 
off money out of the company for his own personal gain.” 

• “[T]here is no evidence of him sending money off into foreign accounts.” 

• “By September 2005, when it came to a head and everybody at the firm realized that the investor funds had 
been decimated, they then sort of took a swing for the fences; and that’s where the Panamanians come in. 
And that was a deal that, frankly, Mr. Ovid, even though he was a co-conspirator in it, wasn’t personally 
involved in. He did not seek out this investment. This investment from Panama came in, a $3 million 
investment, that was orchestrated or solicited by his co-conspirators. Mr. Ovid was either explicitly or 
implicitly asked not to be part of the presentation to the Panamanian investors so as not to run them off by 
the fact he was a 23-year-old kid; and there were some people at the firm who didn’t think that was a good 
idea to present him as their chief trader at that time.” 

• “[After they] were able to convince the Panamanians to put $3 million into the fund, . . . Mr. Ovid was asked 
by his co-conspirators and he was convinced he could get back into trading, and he went back to trading and 
he went and traded the $3 million and ended up losing $500,000 of it in very short order. It was at that point 
that [Ovid] and his codefendants realized that their sort of scheme was done and they couldn’t survive. They 
went back to the church, in early November of 2005. They repented, to use their words, and went and told the 
church about everything that had happened and called all of their investors in and explained to them what it 
was they had done wrong. Mr. Ovid appeared before the congregation on November 5 and November 16, I 
think, of 2005 and confessed to the members of the church as to what he had done.” 

• “[On] December 22 of 2005 Mr. Ovid was in the SEC on an entirely voluntary basis giving . . . them a 
fulsome explanation of what it was that was going on at Jadis Capital. He then went back to Trinidad, returned 
again, I believe, in January of 2005, and gave another full debriefing to the SEC.” 

• “He appeared in the office of the U.S. Attorney in March of 2005 and gave another full statement about his 
involvement in this case.” 
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• “[T]he guidelines often look to the amount of loss as a proxy for culpability, and certainly here the amount 
of loss is huge, [but] . . . the defendant and his co-conspirators all believed that this was actually going to 
work. . . . [O]ne gets a strong sense that the people who were affiliated with Jadis Capital really believed that 
this was going to work and that this was a—this was going to, to use their terms, bless everybody.” 

• “There is a measure of exploitation here, but it’s hard to put that label on [it] when the people who started 
the firm did so with the best of intentions and did so to benefit all of the people in the church. And what 
happened here and what makes this a fraud is that their best intentions were entirely mismanaged, and when 
the problems blew up they didn’t know how to handle it, and people like Mr. Ovid decided that the best way 
to survive the thing is to ride it out and not tell anybody what you are doing while you know that your . . . 
marketing materials contained misrepresentations.” 

• As for remorse, it was “demonstrated heavily” by Ovid. 

• “I think in a situation like this, . . . a sentence of 60 months is appropriate in light of the fact that Mr. Ovid 
was a . . . net zero winner.” 

Though all of these factors are properly considered pursuant to 18 U.S.C § 3553(a), they are not adequately 
accounted for in the Guidelines themselves. In combination, and taking into account all the facts of the case, 
the advisory Guidelines range and the other factors enumerated in § 3553(a), a 60-month term of 
imprisonment, 12 and one-half years less than the low end of the advisory Guidelines range of 210–262 
months, was warranted. 

Even though Ovid’s sentence amounted to a significant variance from the advisory Guidelines range, the 
Department does not regard it as an “unacceptable” sentencing outcome. This case will not be cited as 
evidence of a “second regime” of sentencing that breeds disrespect for our system. To the contrary, the 
Department regards Ovid’s 60-month sentence as the just result of a careful consideration of all the relevant 
sentencing factors—including the advisory range—and as entirely consistent with the Guidelines themselves. 

I say this with confidence because all of the above-quoted statements from the sentencing proceeding were 
made by the prosecutor. The government had entered into a plea agreement with Ovid pursuant to Fed. R. 
Crim. P. 11(c)(1)(A). In exchange for Ovid’s plea of guilty to Count One, which carried a five-year statutory 
maximum, the government agreed to dismiss other pending charges, which exposed Ovid to an additional 40 
years in prison. The Guidelines instruct me that such a “charge bargain” may be accepted upon a finding by 
me that the offense of conviction “adequately reflect[s] the seriousness of the actual offense behavior and that 
accepting the agreement will not undermine the statutory purposes of sentencing or the sentencing 
guidelines.” U.S.S.G. § 6B1.2(a). In its effort to persuade me to accept the bargain, the prosecution cited the 
factors set forth above and contended that it would not undermine the Guidelines for me to impose a 60-
month sentence.  

Even though the prosecutor was justifying his plea bargain, not imposing sentence, I couldn’t help thinking 
as I listened to his various reasons for why it was all right to cap Ovid’s sentence at 60 months that this is 
what sentencing judges do. We canvass all of the many features of the case that bear on the culpability of the 
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defendant. Though some of those features have been considered by the Sentencing Commission and 
incorporated into the Guidelines calculation, many are not. But they are still part of the nature and 
circumstances of the offense, or part of the history and characteristics of the defendant, and thus may (indeed 
must) be factored into the sentence by the judge. 

As if to make this point even clearer, by happenstance Ovid was sentenced moments after the sentencing of 
Aisha Hall in United States v. Aisha Hall, 09-CR-292-JG-7 (E.D.N.Y.). Hall’s fraudulent scheme involved 
the creation of phony “Proof of Funds” letters and the bribery of low-level bank officers to fraudulently verify 
that the funds described in the letters were in fact on deposit. As far as the Guidelines are concerned, Hall and 
Ovid were similar. Hall’s calculation did not include Ovid’s four-level adjustment for association with a 
broker dealer or two-level adjustment for preying on vulnerable victims, so her advisory range was 151–188 
months, somewhat lower than Ovid’s 210–262 month range. Nevertheless, the loss quantities involved were 
roughly comparable (Hall received an 18–level adjustment as compared to the 20–level adjustment for loss 
in Ovid’s case); both schemes involved more than 50 victims; both defendants received four-level role 
adjustments for being leaders of their schemes; both pled guilty and received credit for accepting 
responsibility; and neither had any criminal history. 

Like the Department, I “begin from the principle that offenders who commit similar offenses and have similar 
criminal histories should be sentenced similarly.” DOJ Letter at 2. But the fact that two fraud defendants have 
similar or even identical Guidelines ranges does not necessarily mean they committed similar offenses. In 
ways captured by the § 3553(a) factors but not sufficiently by the Guidelines themselves, Hall was more 
culpable than Ovid. Her scheme was 100% fraudulent from the outset; her crime involved neither good 
intentions nor legitimate business activities. When Hall’s scheme collapsed, she did not convene her victims 
to disclose and apologize, as did Ovid; rather, she took steps to evade detection. Unlike Ovid, Hall did not 
invest (and lose) her own money in her business. And unlike Ovid, Hall drew a considerable amount of money 
(about $4 million) out of the fraudulent business, and it remained unaccounted for at sentencing. Though both 
defendants received the maximum upward adjustment for their leadership role, Hall micromanaged every 
aspect of her scheme, whereas Ovid was uninvolved (at least directly) in much of the fraudulent activity. 
Also, because Hall’s brazen scheme unraveled quickly, there was no danger that the loss amount in her case 
(gain was used as a proxy pursuant to Application Note 3(B) to U.S.S.G. § 2B1.1) would play a 
disproportionate role in her advisory Guidelines range calculation. And whereas Ovid’s remorse was deep 
and sincere, Hall’s was tepid; even though she admitted her fraud and clearly accepted responsibility for it, 
she persisted with her implausible claim that no one was actually harmed by the scheme. 

Other § 3553(a) factors further differentiated Ovid from Hall. Specifically, the government mentioned a 
heightened need for the Hall sentence to promote general deterrence; because these proof-of-fund-letter 
schemes, it argued, are of recent vintage and are cropping up around the country, a strong deterrent message 
needed to be sent. 

So whereas the government asked me to sentence Ovid to a prison term 12 and one-half years below his 
advisory range, it requested that Hall’s sentence be “close to the advisory Guidelines range.” I sentenced Hall 
to a 126–month term of imprisonment, more than twice the length of the 60–month jail term imposed on 
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Ovid, even though the low end of Hall’s sentencing range was five years lower than the low end of Ovid’s. 

The disparity between these two sentences cannot reasonably be described as unwarranted. When all the 
relevant factors were considered, Ovid and Hall were not, in the end, similarly situated. 

It remains true, of course, that a sentencing regime that permits consideration and weighing of all the various 
circumstances present in a case will result in disparities. Sentencing is not scientific, and the weight to be 
accorded, for example, Ovid’s pure intentions at the outset, or his lack of personal profit from the scheme, or 
his confessions and apologies to his congregation and the SEC, are matters of judgment, not precise 
calibration. Reasonable people will reach different results. Indeed, though I agreed with the prosecutor’s 
observations about Ovid, and a 60-month term was not unreasonable, I would have weighed the various 
factors differently and sentenced Ovid to more time in prison were it not for the 60-month cap imposed by 
the plea agreement I accepted. I have no doubt some of my brother and sister judges might have weighed 
them differently than I did. Some might have imposed less than 60 months in prison; others might have 
rejected the plea agreement based on a judgment that a sentence no greater than 60 months could not 
adequately reflect the seriousness of Ovid’s fraud, or would undermine the purposes of sentencing or the 
Guidelines themselves. The same is true with regard to Hall. The prosecutor no doubt thought her sentence, 
which was 25 months below the low end of the range, should have been closer to that range; other judges 
might have agreed, and still others might have sentenced Hall to an even shorter term. 

There is nothing surprising or disturbing about the fact that once judgment is allowed to play a role in 
sentencing, it will be exercised differently by different people. It is the natural consequence of permitting 
judges to judge—to fashion a just sentence based on all the relevant facts in each particular case. The faithful 
discharge of the obligation to consider all the § 3553(a) factors will produce a range of reasonable outcomes 
because there are so many relevant considerations that are so difficult to weigh, individually and in 
combination. That reality is not altered by the illusion of precise calculation created by the ever-expanding 
fraud guideline and the rest of the now 539-page Guidelines Manual. Thus, across the range of judges in the 
system, cases that are indeed similar will be sentenced differently. If that’s all the DOJ Letter means when it 
refers to reports by prosecutors that “judicial assignment” matters in a case, DOJ Letter at 2, the letter is 
correct but the observation is unremarkable. 

I suspect the Department’s concerns run deeper than that. Implicit in the way it describes a series of 
“inconsistent[ ]” fraud sentences that it plainly thinks were wayward, see DOJ Letter at 4–5, is the claim that 
judges are inexplicably and unjustifiably all over the lot, sentencing based on their personal preferences and 
producing the kind of unwarranted disparities the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 and the Sentencing 
Guidelines were intended to eliminate. If that is correct, I agree it is unacceptable. But the solution to such a 
problem, if it exists, is not to promulgate more amendments to the Guidelines for fraud offenses, as the DOJ 
Letter suggests. The fraud guideline, U.S.S.G. § 2B1.1, already contains more than 40 “Specific Offense 
Characteristics” adjustments, not to mention 16 pages of dense application notes. It is way too complicated 
as it is. 

Rather, if our system really is producing unwarranted disparities in fraud sentences, as opposed to disparities 
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based on legitimate individualized sentencing concerns or on the reasonable exercise of judgment by different 
judges, we already have a remedy. A judge must explain the reasons for each sentence, and those reasons, 
and the sentences they support, are subject to appellate review. If the sentencing judge fails to calculate the 
Guidelines range, or calculates it incorrectly, or fails to consider it or any of the other § 3553(a) factors, or 
fails properly to find the relevant facts, or fails to explain the sentence, including any deviation from the 
Guidelines range, the sentence is subject to reversal on appeal. See Gall v. United States, 552 U.S. 38, 51, 
128 S. Ct. 586, 169 L. Ed. 2d 445 (2007). And even if the “sentencing decision is procedurally sound, the 
appellate court should then consider the substantive reasonableness of the sentence imposed under an abuse-
of-discretion standard. When conducting this review, the court will, of course, take into account the totality 
of the circumstances, including the extent of any variance from the Guidelines range.” Id. Only reasonable 
sentences may be upheld; outliers will be reversed. 

The Sentencing Commission’s data for Fiscal Year 2009 show that of 8,055 sentences imposed pursuant to 
the fraud guideline, 1,711 were below the advisory range (excluding “government-sponsored” variations from 
the range). If those sentences were imposed at the whim of individual sentencing judges, as the DOJ Letter 
suggests is happening with sufficient frequency that a “second regime” has evolved, the government should 
appeal them. But the Commission’s data show that the government almost never appeals sentences on the 
ground that the § 3553(a) factors were incorrectly applied. In Fiscal Year 2009 it appealed a total of only 18 
such sentences. Even if every one of those appeals involved a fraud sentence, only 1% of the cases the DOJ 
Letter describes as “extremely problematic” are being appealed by the government.  

Even with respect to the eight sentences specifically identified in the DOJ Letter, which are presumably the 
most egregious examples of what it describes as “unacceptable” fraud sentences, the government either didn’t 
appeal or withdrew its appeal in all but one of them. Five were imposed in United States v. Ferguson et al., 
06-CR-137 (CFD) (D. Conn.), and though the government filed notices of appeal, it withdrew them in 
exchange for the defendants’ agreement not to appeal the sentences as too harsh. The government also 
withdrew its appeal in United States v. Turkcan, 08-CR-428 (DJS) (E.D. Mo.), and it never even filed an 
appeal in United States v. Stinn, 07-CR-113 (NG) (E.D.N.Y.). The remaining sentence was appealed and the 
government persisted in its challenge, but the appellate panel affirmed summarily, explicitly rejecting the 
government’s claim that the district court acted on its “personal view” rather than pursuant to the § 3553(a) 
factors. United States v. Adelson, 301 Fed. Appx. 93, 95 (2d Cir. 2008) (quotation marks omitted). The court 
also observed, as I have here, that fraud cases present a wide spectrum of culpability, and the careful 
application of the § 3553(a) factors to fraud defendants may properly result in the imposition of sentences 
well below the advisory range. See id. at 94–95 (citing United States v. Cavera, 550 F.3d 180, 192 (2d Cir. 
2008) (en banc)). 

I don’t know why the Department has chosen to complain about fraud sentences to the Commission but not 
to the circuit courts of appeals. It has no reason to believe such appeals would be futile—in the handful of 
cases in which the government has challenged sentences based on the sentencing judges’ application of the § 
3553(a) factors, it has prevailed two-thirds of the time. Perhaps, as in this case, the prosecutors who are 
actually handling the cases in the courtrooms do not regard the sentences as unacceptable simply because 
they are below the advisory Guidelines ranges. In any event, if the problem the DOJ Letter identifies in this 
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area of federal sentencing in fact exists, there is no need for reform, as the solution is already available. 

Problem 18-4 

Before reading the next case:  If you had been the federal district judge assigned to the case, what sentence 
would you have imposed on Rajat Gupta, the former head of McKinsey and the Goldman Sachs board member 
whose insider trading case was described in Chapter 4?  What would have been your explanations for your 
sentence?  Under Booker, of course, you are required to consider the Guidelines range but may impose a 
sentence outside the range for which you provide a reasonable justification. 

Here is how Gupta’s actual sentencing judge (Jed Rakoff, once again) explained his decision. 

UNITED STATES v. GUPTA, 904 F. Supp. 2d 349 (2012) 

JED S. RAKOFF, District Judge: 

The Court is called upon to impose sentence on Rajat K. Gupta, who on June 15, 2012, was found guilty by 
a jury of one count of conspiracy and three counts of substantive securities fraud, in connection with providing 
material non-public information to Raj Rajaratnam. Federal law requires a court to state, not only orally but 
in writing, its reasons for imposing a sentence “different from” a Guidelines sentence. 18 U.S.C. § 3553(c)(2). 
See also United States v. Rattoballi, 452 F.3d 127, 128–29 (2d Cir. 2006). This will be a non-guidelines 
sentence, and, accordingly, the Court will both read this Sentencing Memorandum in open court and docket 
it promptly thereafter. 

Imposing a sentence on a fellow human being is a formidable responsibility. It requires a court to consider, 
with great care and sensitivity, a large complex of facts and factors. The notion that this complicated analysis, 
and moral responsibility, can be reduced to the mechanical adding-up of a small set of numbers artificially 
assigned to a few arbitrarily-selected variables wars with common sense. Whereas apples and oranges may 
have but a few salient qualities, human beings in their interactions with society are too complicated to be 
treated like commodities, and the attempt to do so can only lead to bizarre results. 

Nowhere is this more obvious than in this very case, where the Sentencing Guidelines assign just 2 points to 
Mr. Gupta for his abuse of a position of trust—the very heart of his offense—yet assign him no fewer than 
18 points for the resultant but unpredictable monetary gains made by others, from which Mr. Gupta did not 
in any direct sense receive one penny. 

It may be worth remembering that the Sentencing Guidelines were originally designed to moderate 
unwarranted disparities in federal sentencing by enacting a set of complicated rules that, it was hypothesized, 
would cause federal judges to impose for any given crime a sentence approximately equal to what empirical 
data showed was the average sentence previously imposed by federal judges for that crime. See generally 
Kimbrough v. United States, 552 U.S. 85, 96, 128 S. Ct. 558, 169 L. Ed. 2d 481 (2007). From almost the 
outset, however, the Guidelines deviated from this goal. For example, even though a perceived racial disparity 
in sentencing was one of the evils the Guidelines were designed to combat, in actuality the Guidelines imposed 
in narcotics sentencing a huge racial disparity that dwarfed any prior such problem. Specifically, the 
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Sentencing Commission, based on limited and faulty data, originally determined that an ounce of crack 
cocaine should be treated as the equivalent of 100 ounces of powder cocaine for sentencing purposes, even 
though the two substances were chemically almost identical and, as later studies showed, very similar in their 
effects. Since, however, 85 percent of crack cocaine offenders were black, while most of those who dealt in 
powder cocaine were Caucasian or Hispanic, the result of the 100-to-1 ratio was to force upon the courts a 
gross racial disparity in narcotics sentencing. It was only in 2010 that the ratio was changed from 100-to-1 to 
18-to-1; and even then as much on the basis of conjecture as evidence. See generally Dorsey v. United States, 
––– U.S. ––––, 132 S. Ct. 2321, 2326, 183 L. Ed. 2d 250 (2012). For the Sentencing Commission had no 
more empirical basis for imposing the ratio of 18-to-1 than for earlier imposing the ratio of 100-to-1. In both 
cases, the numbers were plucked from thin air. 

 While this example is drawn from the area of narcotics, the fundamental point is equally applicable to the 
instant case. Here, as there, the numbers assigned by the Sentencing Commission to various sentencing factors 
appear to be more the product of speculation, whim, or abstract number-crunching than of any rigorous 
methodology—thus maximizing the risk of injustice. 

Another example of the deviation of the Guidelines from the original goals of the Sentencing Commission—
and one more directly relevant to the instant case—is the huge increase in the recommended Guidelines 
sentences for securities fraud cases. The Guidelines’ calculations for this offense are no longer tied to the 
mean of what federal judges had previously imposed for such crimes, but instead reflect an ever more 
draconian approach to white collar crime, unsupported by any empirical data. Take the hypothetical but 
typical case described by Professor Kate Stith of Yale Law School, involving a typical securities fraud 
defendant who pled guilty to inflating the financial figures of a public company, thereby causing at least 250 
shareholders to collectively suffer a reduction of more than $12.5 million in the value of their shares. In 1987, 
such a defendant would have faced a Guidelines sentence of 30–37 months; but by 2003, the same defendant 
would have faced a Guidelines sentence of 151–188 months, a more than 500% increase. See Kate Stith, 
Federal Sentencing: The One-Way Ratchet, New York City Bar Association First Annual Conference on 
White Collar Crime (May 2012). Was such a crime really 500% worse in 2003 than it was in 1987? Had any 
of the factors that underlie rational sentencing so radically changed as to warrant such a huge increase? 

In fairness, this vast increase in white collar sentencing was partly mandated by Congress, reacting in turn to 
public outcry over such massive frauds as Enron and WorldCom. But in implementing the Congressional 
mandate, the Sentencing Commission chose to focus largely on a single factor as the basis for enhanced 
punishment: the amount of monetary loss or gain occasioned by the offense. By making a Guidelines sentence 
turn, for all practical purposes, on this single factor, the Sentencing Commission effectively ignored the 
statutory requirement that federal sentencing take many factors into account, see 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a), and, 
by contrast, effectively guaranteed that many such sentences would be irrational on their face. . . . 

[T]here is no better illustration of the irrationality of this approach than the instant case: for of the total of 30 
Guidelines points calculated by the Probation Department and endorsed by the Government as reflecting the 
proper measure of Mr. Gupta’s crime and punishment, no fewer than 20—or two-thirds of the total—are 
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exclusively the product of Rajaratnam’s and his companies’ monetary gain, in which Mr. Gupta did not share 
in any direct sense. 

It might be argued that the Guidelines still work to minimize disparities. But if the sentences so calculated 
are the product of placing an overwhelming emphasis on a factor that may be central to some frauds but 
largely incidental to others, the effect is to create, in the name of promoting uniformity, a sentencing disparity 
of the most unreasonable kind. 

The heart of Mr. Gupta’s offenses here, it bears repeating, is his egregious breach of trust. Mr. Rajaratnam’s 
gain, though a product of that breach, is not even part of the legal theory under which the Government here 
proceeded, which would have held Gupta guilty even if Rajaratnam had not made a cent. While insider trading 
may work a huge unfairness on innocent investors, Congress has never treated it as a fraud on investors, the 
Securities Exchange Commission has explicitly opposed any such legislation, and the Supreme Court has 
rejected any attempt to extend coverage of the securities fraud laws on such a theory. . . . In the eye of the 
law, Gupta’s crime was to breach his fiduciary duty of confidentiality to Goldman Sachs; or to put it another 
way, Goldman Sachs, not the marketplace, was the victim of Gupta’s crimes as charged. Yet the Guidelines 
assess his punishment almost exclusively on the basis of how much money his accomplice gained by trading 
on the information. At best, this is a very rough surrogate for the harm to Goldman Sachs. 

The Court is nonetheless mandated to calculate the defendant’s Guidelines range, see 18 U.S.C. § 
3553(a)(4)(A), even if, as the Court now holds, the non-guideline sentence that it intends to impose would 
not vary one whit if the Guidelines calculation was that proposed by the Government, that proposed by the 
defendant, or anywhere in between. 

The parties agree that the base offense level for the offense of which Mr. Gupta stands convicted is 8 points, 
and that 2 points must be added for abuse of trust. To these 10 points must be added the number of points 
corresponding to the amount of monetary gain resulting from the offense. Such gain is defined in the official 
comment to the pertinent section of the Guidelines as “the total increase in value realized through trading in 
securities by the defendant and persons acting in concert with the defendant or to whom the defendant 
provided inside information.” U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4 cmt. As Judge Holwell pointed out in connection with Mr. 
Rajaratnam’s sentencing, this “phrase is not a model of clarity.” United States v. Rajaratnam, No. 09 Cr. 
1184(RJH), 2012 WL 362031, at *14 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 31, 2012). Nonetheless, it seems reasonably clear to this 
Court that the comment limits the calculation to gains made or losses avoided in trades that were based, in 
whole or in part, on the inside information. 

In the instant case, however, it is also clear to the Court, both from the jury’s split verdict and from the Court’s 
own assessment of the evidence, that the trades in question were those made by Rajaratnam and his Galleon 
funds on September 23, 2008 and October 24, 2008, directly and immediately as the result of tips from Gupta. 
In the former case, Gupta, late on the afternoon of September 23, tipped Rajaratnam about Warren Buffett’s 
soon-to-be-announced infusion of $5 billion into Goldman Sachs, whereupon Rajaratnam caused various 
Galleon funds to purchase large quantities of Goldman stock just before the market closed. When the Buffett 
investment was announced the following morning, the stock surged, causing Galleon to realize an immediate 
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gain of $1,231,630. In the latter case, Gupta, on October 23, tipped Rajaratnam that Goldman Sachs would 
soon report third quarter losses, whereas many analysts were predicting a profit. On the next day, Rajaratnam 
sold 150,000 shares of Goldman. Thereafter, as word began to seep out about Goldman’s reduced prospects, 
the stock began to fall, and when the poor third quarter results were finally made public on December 16, 
2008, it fell still further. Based on all the evidence, the Court concludes that it is more likely than not that 
Rajaratnam, in the absence of Gupta’s tip, would not have caused Galleon to sell its valuable Goldman stock 
until the morning of December 17, 2008. The tip thus enabled Galleon to avoid losses of $3,800,565. Taken 
together, therefore, the September and October tip-based trades resulted in an illegal “gain” of $5,032,195. 

This figure, while large, is less than one-third of the $15,355,409 gain calculated by the Government and 
endorsed by the Pre-Sentence Report of the Probation Department. But in the arbitrary world of the 
Guidelines, this big difference makes little difference. Instead of adding 20 points to Gupta’s Guidelines 
score, it adds 18 points, still overwhelming all other factors. 

Although the defendant propounds a number of other theories for still further reducing the gain figure, the 
Court rejects these arguments, essentially for the reasons given by Judge Holwell in rejecting similar 
arguments at the time of the Rajaratnam sentencing, 2012 WL 362031, at *13–15, as well as the additional 
reasons set forth in the Government’s two sentencing memoranda submitted in this case. Thus, the Court 
concludes that the total offense level is 28, the criminal history category is I, and the Guidelines range is 78 
to 97 months’ imprisonment. 

But this Guidelines range does not rationally square with the facts of this case, not only for the reasons already 
stated but also because it does not take adequate account of the factors this Court is required by law to consider 
in imposing sentence. The Court therefore turns to the bedrock of all federal sentencing, section 3553(a) of 
Title 18, entitled “Factors to be considered in imposing a sentence.” The very first factor is “the nature and 
circumstances of the offense and the history and characteristics of the defendant” (emphasis supplied). Thus, 
at the very outset, there is presented the fundamental problem of this sentence, for Mr. Gupta’s personal 
history and characteristics starkly contrast with the nature and circumstances of his crimes. 

All the evidence before the Court—not just the letters written on Mr. Gupta’s behalf but also the objective 
facts of record—establish beyond cavil that Mr. Gupta has selflessly devoted a huge amount of time and effort 
to a very wide variety of socially beneficial activities, such as the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis 
and Malaria, the Public Health Foundation of India, the Indian School of Business, the Pratham Foundation 
(which provides quality education to underprivileged children in India), the Cornell Medical School, the 
Rockefeller Foundation, and many many more. As well summarized in his counsel’s sentencing 
memorandum, such activities are but illustrations of Mr. Gupta’s big heart and helping hand, which he 
extended without fanfare or self-promotion, to all with whom he came in contact.  

While some have suggested that the large volume of poignant letters submitted on Mr. Gupta’s behalf are 
simply the strategem of a rich, well-connected defendant endeavoring to derail the Court from focusing on 
his crimes, this is simply not the case, for the facts recited in most of the letters are well documented and, 
indeed, undisputed by the Government. The Court can say without exaggeration that it has never encountered 
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a defendant whose prior history suggests such an extraordinary devotion, not only to humanity writ large, but 
also to individual human beings in their times of need. The Guidelines virtually ignore this measure of the 
man, but here as elsewhere the Guidelines must take second place to section 3553(a), which requires a court 
to take account of a defendant’s character in imposing sentence. And how could it be otherwise, for on this 
day of judgment, must not one judge the man as a whole? 

But when one looks at the nature and circumstances of the offense, the picture darkens considerably. In the 
Court’s view, the evidence at trial established, to a virtual certainty, that Mr. Gupta, well knowing his 
fiduciary responsibilities to Goldman Sachs, brazenly disclosed material non-public information to Mr. 
Rajaratnam at the very time, September and October 2008, when our financial institutions were in immense 
distress and most in need of stability, repose, and trust. Consider, for example, his tip to Rajaratnam on 
September 23, 2008. With Goldman Sachs in turmoil but on the verge of being rescued from possible ruin by 
an infusion of $5 billion, Gupta, within minutes of hearing of the transaction, tipped Rajaratnam, so that the 
latter could trade on this information in the last few minutes before the market closed. This was the functional 
equivalent of stabbing Goldman in the back. 

So why did Mr. Gupta do it? Since motive is not an element of the offenses here in issue, it did not need to 
be proved at trial, and so one can only speculate. Having finished his spectacular career at McKinsey in 2007, 
Gupta, for all his charitable endeavors, may have felt frustrated in not finding new business worlds to conquer; 
and Rajaratnam, a clever cultivator of persons with information, repeatedly held out prospects of exciting 
new international business opportunities that Rajaratnam would help fund but that Gupta would lead. There 
is also in some of the information presented to the Court under seal an implicit suggestion that, after so many 
years of assuming the role of father to all, Gupta may have longed to escape the straightjacket of 
overwhelming responsibility, and had begun to loosen his self-restraint in ways that clouded his judgment. 
But whatever was operating in the recesses of his brain, there is no doubt that Gupta, though not immediately 
profiting from tipping Rajaratnam, viewed it as an avenue to future benefits, opportunities, and even 
excitement. Thus, by any measure, Gupta’s criminal acts represented the very antithesis of the values he had 
previously embodied. 

So how does a court balance these polar extremes? In arguing for a non-guideline sentence in the Pre-Sentence 
Report, the experienced Senior U.S. Probation Officer Emily Frankelis had this to say: “We believe the 
defendant’s commission of the instant offenses was aberrant behavior—not aberrant as defined by the U.S. 
Sentencing Guidelines, but rather as defined by Merriam-Webster: ‘. . . atypical.’” The Court agrees, and 
finds that the aberrant nature of Mr. Gupta’s conduct by itself would warrant a non-guideline sentence, even 
aside from the other factors favoring leniency. But in order to find just the right sentence, the Court must also 
consider two further mandates of section 3553(a): first, “the need for the sentence imposed” to afford specific 
deterrence, general deterrence, “just punishment,” and the like; and, second, the requirement that any sentence 
imposed be “sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to comply with [these] purposes.” 

As to specific deterrence, it seems obvious that, having suffered such a blow to his reputation, Mr. Gupta is 
unlikely to repeat his transgressions, and no further punishment is needed to achieve this result. General 
deterrence, however, suggests a different conclusion. As this Court has repeatedly noted in other cases, insider 
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trading is an easy crime to commit but a difficult crime to catch. Others similarly situated to the defendant 
must therefore be made to understand that when you get caught, you will go to jail. Defendant’s proposals to 
have Mr. Gupta undertake various innovative forms of community service would, in the Court’s view, totally 
fail to send this message. Moreover, if the reports of Mr. Gupta’s charitable endeavors are at all accurate, he 
can be counted on to devote himself to community service when he finishes any prison term, regardless of 
any order of the Court. 

At the same time, no one really knows how much jail time is necessary to materially deter insider trading; but 
common sense suggests that most business executives fear even a modest prison term to a degree that more 
hardened types might not. Thus, a relatively modest prison term should be “sufficient, but not more than 
necessary,” for this purpose. 

There are, however, still other factors set forth in § 3553(a) that the Court must, and has, considered, of which 
perhaps the most difficult, but most important one, is the concept of “just punishment.” While all the other 
factors under section 3553 partake to a lesser or greater degree of policy considerations, “just punishment” 
taps a deeper vein. Human beings, as social animals, are programmed to respect moral values. This is why 
people without shame or guilt are considered psychopaths, and also why violations of the moral order raise 
such deep passions in the human breast. As people have come to understand that insider trading is not only a 
sophisticated form of cheating but also a fundamental breach of trust and confidence, they have increasingly 
internalized their revulsion for its commission. While no defendant should be made a martyr to public passion, 
meaningful punishment is still necessary to reaffirm society’s deep-seated need to see justice triumphant. No 
sentence of probation, or anything close to it, could serve this purpose. 

After carefully weighing all these, and other, relevant factors, the Court concludes that the sentence that most 
fulfills all requirements of section 3553(a) is two years in prison. Rajat K. Gupta is therefore sentenced to 24 
months’ imprisonment, concurrent on all counts, to be followed by one year of supervised release, on the 
terms stated from the bench and here incorporated by reference. The otherwise mandatory forfeiture has been 
waived by the Government, but Court imposes a fine in the sum of $5,000,000. The Court will defer the 
determination of restitution for up to 90 days, as permitted by federal law. A formal Judgment embodying 
these terms and incorporating this Memorandum by reference will issue shortly. Meanwhile, Mr. Gupta is 
ordered to surrender to the designated prison by 2 p.m. on January 8, 2013. 

B. Corporate Sentencing Guidelines 

Corporations can’t be imprisoned, of course, but the Sentencing Guidelines do provide alternative ways to 
punish corporations.  As you read the following Guidelines provisions, note the major ways a corporation can 
be punished by a sentencing judge in a criminal case, and the main factors and rationales that appear to be 
driving the Guidelines on corporate sentencing.  Do these Guidelines matter if the vast majority of corporate 
criminal cases settle via DPAs or NPAs and never see a judge? 
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UNITED STATES SENTENCING GUIDELINES MANUAL (Excerpts) 

CHAPTER EIGHT - SENTENCING OF ORGANIZATIONS 

Introductory Commentary 

The guidelines and policy statements in this chapter apply when the convicted defendant is an 
organization.  Organizations can act only through agents and, under federal criminal law, generally are 
vicariously liable for offenses committed by their agents.  At the same time, individual agents are responsible 
for their own criminal conduct.  Federal prosecutions of organizations therefore frequently involve individual 
and organizational co-defendants.  Convicted individual agents of organizations are sentenced in accordance 
with the guidelines and policy statements in the preceding chapters.  This chapter is designed so that the 
sanctions imposed upon organizations and their agents, taken together, will provide just punishment, 
adequate deterrence, and incentives for organizations to maintain internal mechanisms for preventing, 
detecting, and reporting criminal conduct. 

This chapter reflects the following general principles:   

First, the court must, whenever practicable, order the organization to remedy any harm caused by the 
offense.  The resources expended to remedy the harm should not be viewed as punishment, but rather as a 
means of making victims whole for the harm caused. 

Second, if the organization operated primarily for a criminal purpose or primarily by criminal means, the 
fine should be set sufficiently high to divest the organization of all its assets.   

Third, the fine range for any other organization should be based on the seriousness of the offense and the 
culpability of the organization.  The seriousness of the offense generally will be reflected by the greatest of 
the pecuniary gain, the pecuniary loss, or the amount in a guideline offense level fine table.  Culpability 
generally will be determined by six factors that the sentencing court must consider.  The four factors that 
increase the ultimate punishment of an organization are:  (i) the involvement in or tolerance of criminal 
activity; (ii) the prior history of the organization; (iii) the violation of an order; and (iv) the obstruction of 
justice.  The two factors that mitigate the ultimate punishment of an organization are:  (i) the existence of an 
effective compliance and ethics program; and (ii) self-reporting, cooperation, or acceptance of responsibility. 

Fourth, probation is an appropriate sentence for an organizational defendant when needed to ensure that 
another sanction will be fully implemented, or to ensure that steps will be taken within the organization to 
reduce the likelihood of future criminal conduct.   

These guidelines offer incentives to organizations to reduce and ultimately eliminate criminal conduct by 
providing a structural foundation from which an organization may self-police its own conduct through an 
effective compliance and ethics program.  The prevention and detection of criminal conduct, as facilitated by 
an effective compliance and ethics program, will assist an organization in encouraging ethical conduct and 
in complying fully with all applicable laws. . . . 
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PART B - REMEDYING HARM FROM CRIMINAL CONDUCT, AND EFFECTIVE 
COMPLIANCE AND ETHICS PROGRAM 

Historical Note:  Effective November 1, 1991 (see Appendix C, amendment 422).  Amended effective 
November 1, 2004 (see Appendix C, amendment 673).  

1.      REMEDYING HARM FROM CRIMINAL CONDUCT 

Historical Note:  Effective November 1, 2004 (see Appendix C, amendment 673).  

Introductory Commentary 

As a general principle, the court should require that the organization take all appropriate steps to provide 
compensation to victims and otherwise remedy the harm caused or threatened by the offense.  A restitution 
order or an order of probation requiring restitution can be used to compensate identifiable victims of the 
offense.  A remedial order or an order of probation requiring community service can be used to reduce or 
eliminate the harm threatened, or to repair the harm caused by the offense, when that harm or threatened 
harm would otherwise not be remedied.  An order of notice to victims can be used to notify unidentified victims 
of the offense. 

Historical Note:  Effective November 1, 1991 (see Appendix C, amendment 422). 

§ 8B1.1.     Restitution - Organizations 

(a) In the case of an identifiable victim, the court shall— 

(1) enter a restitution order for the full amount of the victim's loss, if such order is authorized 
under 18 U.S.C. § 2248, § 2259, § 2264, § 2327, § 3663, or § 3663A; or 

(2) impose a term of probation or supervised release with a condition requiring restitution for the 
full amount of the victim's loss, if the offense is not an offense for which restitution is 
authorized under 18 U.S.C. § 3663(a)(1) but otherwise meets the criteria for an order of 
restitution under that section. 

(b) Provided, that the provisions of subsection (a) do not apply— 

(1) when full restitution has been made; or   

(2) in the case of a restitution order under § 3663; a restitution order under 18 U.S.C. § 3663A 
that pertains to an offense against property described in 18 U.S.C. § 3663A(c)(1)(A)(ii); or a 
condition of restitution imposed pursuant to subsection (a)(2) above, to the extent the court 
finds, from facts on the record, that (A) the number of identifiable victims is so large as to 
make restitution impracticable; or (B) determining complex issues of fact related to the cause 
or amount of the victim's losses would complicate or prolong the sentencing process to a 
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degree that the need to provide restitution to any victim is outweighed by the burden on the 
sentencing process. 

(c) If a defendant is ordered to make restitution to an identifiable victim and to pay a fine, the court shall 
order that any money paid by the defendant shall first be applied to satisfy the order of restitution. 

(d) A restitution order may direct the defendant to make a single, lump sum payment, partial payments at 
specified intervals, in-kind payments, or a combination of payments at specified intervals and in-kind 
payments.  See 18 U.S.C. § 3664(f)(3)(A).  An in-kind payment may be in the form of (1) return of 
property; (2) replacement of property; or (3) if the victim agrees, services rendered to the victim or to 
a person or organization other than the victim.  See 18 U.S.C. § 3664(f)(4). 

(e) A restitution order may direct the defendant to make nominal periodic payments if the court finds 
from facts on the record that the economic circumstances of the defendant do not allow the payment 
of any amount of a restitution order, and do not allow for the payment of the full amount of a restitution 
order in the foreseeable future under any reasonable schedule of payments. . . . 

§ 8B1.2.     Remedial Orders - Organizations (Policy Statement) 

(a) To the extent not addressed under §8B1.1 (Restitution - Organizations), a remedial order imposed as 
a condition of probation may require the organization to remedy the harm caused by the offense and 
to eliminate or reduce the risk that the instant offense will cause future harm. 

(b) If the magnitude of expected future harm can be reasonably estimated, the court may require the 
organization to create a trust fund sufficient to address that expected harm. 

Commentary 

Background:  The purposes of a remedial order are to remedy harm that has already occurred and to prevent 
future harm.  A remedial order requiring corrective action by the organization may be necessary to prevent 
future injury from the instant offense, e.g., a product recall for a food and drug violation or a clean-up order 
for an environmental violation.  In some cases in which a remedial order potentially may be appropriate, a 
governmental regulatory agency, e.g., the Environmental Protection Agency or the Food and Drug 
Administration, may have authority to order remedial measures.  In such cases, a remedial order by the court 
may not be necessary.  If a remedial order is entered, it should be coordinated with any administrative or 
civil actions taken by the appropriate governmental regulatory agency. 

§ 8B1.3.     Community Service - Organizations (Policy Statement) 

Community service may be ordered as a condition of probation where such community service is reasonably 
designed to repair the harm caused by the offense. 
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Commentary 

Background:  An organization can perform community service only by employing its resources or paying its 
employees or others to do so.  Consequently, an order that an organization perform community service is 
essentially an indirect monetary sanction, and therefore generally less desirable than a direct monetary 
sanction.  However, where the convicted organization possesses knowledge, facilities, or skills that uniquely 
qualify it to repair damage caused by the offense, community service directed at repairing damage may 
provide an efficient means of remedying harm caused.  

In the past, some forms of community service imposed on organizations have not been related to the purposes 
of sentencing.  Requiring a defendant to endow a chair at a university or to contribute to a local charity would 
not be consistent with this section unless such community service provided a means for preventive or 
corrective action directly related to the offense and therefore served one of the purposes of sentencing set 
forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a). . . . 

2.      EFFECTIVE COMPLIANCE AND ETHICS PROGRAM 

§ 8B2.1.     Effective Compliance and Ethics Program 

(a) To have an effective compliance and ethics program, for purposes of subsection (f) of §8C2.5 
(Culpability Score) and subsection (b)(1) of §8D1.4 (Recommended Conditions of Probation - 
Organizations), an organization shall— 

(1) exercise due diligence to prevent and detect criminal conduct; and  

(2) otherwise promote an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a 
commitment to compliance with the law. 

Such compliance and ethics program shall be reasonably designed, implemented, and enforced 
so that the program is generally effective in preventing and detecting criminal conduct.  The 
failure to prevent or detect the instant offense does not necessarily mean that the program is 
not generally effective in preventing and detecting criminal conduct. 

(b) Due diligence and the promotion of an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a 
commitment to compliance with the law within the meaning of subsection (a) minimally require the 
following: 

(1) The organization shall establish standards and procedures to prevent and detect criminal 
conduct. 

(2)       (A) The organization's governing authority shall be knowledgeable about the content and 
operation of the compliance and ethics program and shall exercise reasonable oversight 
with respect to the implementation and effectiveness of the compliance and ethics 
program. 
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(B) High-level personnel of the organization shall ensure that the organization has an 
effective compliance and ethics program, as described in this guideline.  Specific 
individual(s) within high-level personnel shall be assigned overall responsibility for 
the compliance and ethics program. 

(C) Specific individual(s) within the organization shall be delegated day-to-day operational 
responsibility for the compliance and ethics program.  Individual(s) with operational 
responsibility shall report periodically to high-level personnel and, as appropriate, to 
the governing authority, or an appropriate subgroup of the governing authority, on the 
effectiveness of the compliance and ethics program.  To carry out such operational 
responsibility, such individual(s) shall be given adequate resources, appropriate 
authority, and direct access to the governing authority or an appropriate subgroup of 
the governing authority. 

(3) The organization shall use reasonable efforts not to include within the substantial authority 
personnel of the organization any individual whom the organization knew, or should have 
known through the exercise of due diligence, has engaged in illegal activities or other conduct 
inconsistent with an effective compliance and ethics program. 

(4)       (A) The organization shall take reasonable steps to communicate periodically 
and in a practical manner its standards and procedures, and other aspects of the 
compliance and ethics program, to the individuals referred to in subparagraph (B) by 
conducting effective training programs and otherwise disseminating information 
appropriate to such individuals' respective roles and responsibilities. 

(B) The individuals referred to in subparagraph (A) are the members of the governing 
authority, high-level personnel, substantial authority personnel, the organization's 
employees, and, as appropriate, the organization's agents. 

(5)       The organization shall take reasonable steps— 

(A) to ensure that the organization's compliance and ethics program is followed, including 
monitoring and auditing to detect criminal conduct; 

(B) to evaluate periodically the effectiveness of the organization's compliance and ethics 
program; and 

(C) to have and publicize a system, which may include mechanisms that allow for 
anonymity or confidentiality, whereby the organization's employees and agents may 
report or seek guidance regarding potential or actual criminal conduct without fear of 
retaliation.  

(6) The organization's compliance and ethics program shall be promoted and enforced consistently 
throughout the organization through (A) appropriate incentives to perform in accordance with 
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the compliance and ethics program; and (B) appropriate disciplinary measures for engaging in 
criminal conduct and for failing to take reasonable steps to prevent or detect criminal conduct. 

(7) After criminal conduct has been detected, the organization shall take reasonable steps to 
respond appropriately to the criminal conduct and to prevent further similar criminal conduct, 
including making any necessary modifications to the organization's compliance and ethics 
program.  

(c) In implementing subsection (b), the organization shall periodically assess the risk of criminal conduct 
and shall take appropriate steps to design, implement, or modify each requirement set forth in 
subsection (b) to reduce the risk of criminal conduct identified through this process. . . . 

PART C - FINES 

1.      DETERMINING THE FINE - CRIMINAL PURPOSE ORGANIZATIONS 

§ 8C1.1.     Determining the Fine - Criminal Purpose Organizations 

If, upon consideration of the nature and circumstances of the offense and the history and characteristics of the 
organization, the court determines that the organization operated primarily for a criminal purpose or primarily 
by criminal means, the fine shall be set at an amount (subject to the statutory maximum) sufficient to divest 
the organization of all its net assets.  When this section applies, Subpart 2 (Determining the Fine - Other 
Organizations) and §8C3.4 (Fines Paid by Owners of Closely Held Organizations) do not apply. . . . 

2.      DETERMINING THE FINE - OTHER ORGANIZATIONS . . . 

§ 8C2.4.     Base Fine 

(a) The base fine is the greatest of: 

(1) the amount from the table in subsection (d) below corresponding to the offense level 
determined under §8C2.3 (Offense Level); or 

(2) the pecuniary gain to the organization from the offense; or 

(3) the pecuniary loss from the offense caused by the organization, to the extent the loss was 
caused intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly. 

(b) Provided, that if the applicable offense guideline in Chapter Two includes a special instruction for 
organizational fines, that special instruction shall be applied, as appropriate. 

(c) Provided, further, that to the extent the calculation of either pecuniary gain or pecuniary loss would 
unduly complicate or prolong the sentencing process, that amount, i.e., gain or loss as appropriate, 
shall not be used for the determination of the base fine.  
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(d) Offense Level Fine Table 

Offense Level  Amount Offense Level Amount 

6 or less $5,000 23 $1,600,000 

7    $7,500 24 $2,100,000 

8 $10,000 25 $2,800,000 

9 $15,000 26 $3,700,000 

10 $20,000 27 $4,800,000 

11 $30,000 28 $6,300,000 

12 $40,000 29 $8,100,000 

13 $60,000 30 $10,500,000 

14 $85,000 31 $13,500,000 

15 $125,000 32 $17,500,000 

16 $175,000 33 $22,000,000 

17 $250,000 34 $28,500,000 

18 $350,000 35 $36,000,000 

19 $500,000 36 $45,500,000 

20 $650,000 37 $57,500,000 

21 $910,000 38 or more $72,500,000. 

22 $1,200,000   

. . .  

§ 8C2.5.     Culpability Score 

(a) Start with 5 points and apply subsections (b) through (g) below. 

(b) Involvement in or Tolerance of Criminal Activity   

If more than one applies, use the greatest: 
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(1) If— 

(A) the organization had 5,000 or more employees and  

(i) an individual within high-level personnel of the organization participated in, 
condoned, or was willfully ignorant of the offense; or  

(ii) tolerance of the offense by substantial authority personnel was pervasive 
throughout the organization; or  

(B) the unit of the organization within which the offense was committed had 5,000 or more 
employees and  

(i) an individual within high-level personnel of the unit participated in, condoned, 
or was willfully ignorant of the offense; or  

(ii) tolerance of the offense by substantial authority personnel was pervasive 
throughout such unit,  

add 5 points; or 

(2) If— 

(A) the organization had 1,000 or more employees and  

(i) an individual within high-level personnel of the organization participated in, 
condoned, or was willfully ignorant of the offense; or  

(ii) tolerance of the offense by substantial authority personnel was pervasive 
throughout the organization; or  

(B) the unit of the organization within which the offense was committed had 1,000 or more 
employees and  

(i) an individual within high-level personnel of the unit participated in, condoned, 
or was willfully ignorant of the offense; or  

(ii) tolerance of the offense by substantial authority personnel was pervasive 
throughout such unit,  

add 4 points; or 

(3) If— 

(A) the organization had 200 or more employees and  
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(i) an individual within high-level personnel of the organization participated in, 
condoned, or was willfully ignorant of the offense; or  

(ii) tolerance of the offense by substantial authority personnel was pervasive 
throughout the organization; or  

(B) the unit of the organization within which the offense was committed had 200 or more 
employees and  

(i) an individual within high-level personnel of the unit participated in, condoned, 
or was willfully ignorant of the offense; or  

(ii) tolerance of the offense by substantial authority personnel was pervasive 
throughout such unit,  

add 3 points; or 

(4) If the organization had 50 or more employees and an individual within substantial authority 
personnel participated in, condoned, or was willfully ignorant of the offense, add 2 points; or 

(5) If the organization had 10 or more employees and an individual within substantial authority 
personnel participated in, condoned, or was willfully ignorant of the offense, add 1 point. 

(c) Prior History   

If more than one applies, use the greater: 

(1) If the organization (or separately managed line of business) committed any part of the instant 
offense less than 10 years after (A) a criminal adjudication based on similar misconduct; or 
(B) civil or administrative adjudication(s) based on two or more separate instances of similar 
misconduct, add 1 point; or 

(2) If the organization (or separately managed line of business) committed any part of the instant 
offense less than 5 years after (A) a criminal adjudication based on similar misconduct; or (B) 
civil or administrative adjudication(s) based on two or more separate instances of similar 
misconduct, add 2 points. 

(d) Violation of an Order              

If more than one applies, use the greater: 

(1) (A)  If the commission of the instant offense violated a judicial order or injunction, other than 
a violation of a condition of probation; or (B) if the organization (or separately managed line 
of business) violated a condition of probation by engaging in similar misconduct, i.e., 
misconduct similar to that for which it was placed on probation, add 2 points; or  
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(2) If the commission of the instant offense violated a condition of probation, add 1 point. 

(e) Obstruction of Justice 

If the organization willfully obstructed or impeded, attempted to obstruct or impede, or aided, abetted, 
or encouraged obstruction of justice during the investigation, prosecution, or sentencing of the instant 
offense, or, with knowledge thereof, failed to take reasonable steps to prevent such obstruction or 
impedance or attempted obstruction or impedance, add 3 points. 

(f) Effective Compliance and Ethics Program 

(1) If the offense occurred even though the organization had in place at the time of the offense an 
effective compliance and ethics program, as provided in §8B2.1 (Effective Compliance and 
Ethics Program), subtract 3 points. 

(2) Subsection (f)(1) shall not apply if, after becoming aware of an offense, the organization 
unreasonably delayed reporting the offense to appropriate governmental authorities. 

(3)       (A) Except as provided in subparagraphs (B) and (C), subsection (f)(1) shall not apply if 
an individual within high-level personnel of the organization, a person within high-
level personnel of the unit of the organization within which the offense was committed 
where the unit had 200 or more employees, or an individual described in 
§8B2.1(b)(2)(B) or (C), participated in, condoned, or was willfully ignorant of the 
offense.  

(B) There is a rebuttable presumption, for purposes of subsection (f)(1), that the 
organization did not have an effective compliance and ethics program if an 
individual— 

(i) within high-level personnel of a small organization; or  

(ii) within substantial authority personnel, but not within high-level personnel, of 
any organization, 

participated in, condoned, or was willfully ignorant of, the offense. 

(C) Subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall not apply if— 

(i) the individual or individuals with operational responsibility for the compliance 
and ethics program (see §8B2.1(b)(2)(C)) have direct reporting obligations to 
the governing authority or an appropriate subgroup thereof (e.g., an audit 
committee of the board of directors); 

(ii) the compliance and ethics program detected the offense before discovery 
outside the organization or before such discovery was reasonably likely; 
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(iii) the organization promptly reported the offense to appropriate governmental 
authorities; and 

(iv) no individual with operational responsibility for the compliance and ethics 
program participated in, condoned, or was willfully ignorant of the offense. 

(g) Self-Reporting, Cooperation, and Acceptance of Responsibility    

If more than one applies, use the greatest: 

(1)       If the organization (A) prior to an imminent threat of disclosure or government investigation; 
and (B) within a reasonably prompt time after becoming aware of the offense, reported the 
offense to appropriate governmental authorities, fully cooperated in the investigation, and 
clearly demonstrated recognition and affirmative acceptance of responsibility for its criminal 
conduct, subtract 5 points; or  

(2)       If the organization fully cooperated in the investigation and clearly demonstrated recognition 
and affirmative acceptance of responsibility for its criminal conduct, subtract 2 points; or 

(3)       If the organization clearly demonstrated recognition and affirmative acceptance of 
responsibility for its criminal conduct, subtract 1 point. . . .  

§ 8C2.6.     Minimum and Maximum Multipliers 

Using the culpability score from § 8C2.5 (Culpability Score) and applying any applicable special instruction 
for fines in Chapter Two, determine the applicable minimum and maximum fine multipliers from the table 
below. 

Culpability  
Score    

Minimum 
Multiplier 

Maximum 
Multiplier 

10 or more 2.00 4.00 

9 1.80 3.60 

8 1.60 3.20 

7  1.40 2.80 

6  1.20 2.40 

5 1.00 2.00 

4 0.80 1.60 
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3 0.60 1.20 

2 0.40 0.80 

1 0.20 0.40 

0 or less  0.05  0.20 

§ 8C2.7.     Guideline Fine Range - Organizations   

(a) The minimum of the guideline fine range is determined by multiplying the base fine determined under 
§8C2.4 (Base Fine) by the applicable minimum multiplier determined under §8C2.6 (Minimum and 
Maximum Multipliers). 

(b) The maximum of the guideline fine range is determined by multiplying the base fine determined under 
§8C2.4 (Base Fine) by the applicable maximum multiplier determined under §8C2.6 (Minimum and 
Maximum Multipliers). 

Historical Note:  Effective November 1, 1991 (see Appendix C, amendment 422). 

§ 8C2.8.     Determining the Fine Within the Range (Policy Statement) 

(a) In determining the amount of the fine within the applicable guideline range, the court should consider:  

(1) the need for the sentence to reflect the seriousness of the offense, promote respect for the law, 
provide just punishment, afford adequate deterrence, and protect the public from further crimes 
of the organization; 

(2) the organization's role in the offense; 

(3) any collateral consequences of conviction, including civil obligations arising from the 
organization's conduct; 

(4) any nonpecuniary loss caused or threatened by the offense; 

(5) whether the offense involved a vulnerable victim; 

(6) any prior criminal record of an individual within high-level personnel of the organization or 
high-level personnel of a unit of the organization who participated in, condoned, or was 
willfully ignorant of the criminal conduct; 

(7) any prior civil or criminal misconduct by the organization other than that counted under 
§8C2.5(c); 

(8) any culpability score under §8C2.5 (Culpability Score) higher than 10 or lower than 0;  
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(9) partial but incomplete satisfaction of the conditions for one or more of the mitigating or 
aggravating factors set forth in §8C2.5 (Culpability Score);  

(10) any factor listed in 18 U.S.C. § 3572(a); and 

(11) whether the organization failed to have, at the time of the instant offense, an effective 
compliance and ethics program within the meaning of §8B2.1 (Effective Compliance and 
Ethics Program).  

(b) In addition, the court may consider the relative importance of any factor used to determine the range, 
including the pecuniary loss caused by the offense, the pecuniary gain from the offense, any specific 
offense characteristic used to determine the offense level, and any aggravating or mitigating factor 
used to determine the culpability score. . . . 

PART D - ORGANIZATIONAL PROBATION 

§ 8D1.1.     Imposition of Probation - Organizations 

(a) The court shall order a term of probation: 

(1) if such sentence is necessary to secure payment of restitution (§ 8B1.1), enforce a remedial 
order (§ 8B1.2), or ensure completion of community service (§ 8B1.3);  

(2) if the organization is sentenced to pay a monetary penalty (e.g., restitution, fine, or special 
assessment), the penalty is not paid in full at the time of sentencing, and restrictions are 
necessary to safeguard the organization's ability to make payments;  

(3) if, at the time of sentencing, (A) the organization (i) has 50 or more employees, or (ii) was 
otherwise required under law to have an effective compliance and ethics program; and (B) the 
organization does not have such a program; 

(4) if the organization within five years prior to sentencing engaged in similar misconduct, as 
determined by a prior criminal adjudication, and any part of the misconduct underlying the 
instant offense occurred after that adjudication; 

(5) if an individual within high-level personnel of the organization or the unit of the organization 
within which the instant offense was committed participated in the misconduct underlying the 
instant offense and that individual within five years prior to sentencing engaged in similar 
misconduct, as determined by a prior criminal adjudication, and any part of the misconduct 
underlying the instant offense occurred after that adjudication; 

(6) if such sentence is necessary to ensure that changes are made within the organization to reduce 
the likelihood of future criminal conduct;  

(7) if the sentence imposed upon the organization does not include a fine; or 
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(8) if necessary to accomplish one or more of the purposes of sentencing set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 
3553(a)(2). 

§ 8D1.2.     Term of Probation - Organizations 

(a) When a sentence of probation is imposed— 

(1) In the case of a felony, the term of probation shall be at least one year but not more than five 
years. 

(2) In any other case, the term of probation shall be not more than five years. 

§ 8D1.3.     Conditions of Probation - Organizations 

(a) Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3563(a)(1), any sentence of probation shall include the condition that the 
organization not commit another federal, state, or local crime during the term of probation. 

(b) Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3563(a)(2), if a sentence of probation is imposed for a felony, the court shall 
impose as a condition of probation at least one of the following: (1) restitution or (2) community 
service, unless the court has imposed a fine, or unless the court finds on the record that extraordinary 
circumstances exist that would make such condition plainly unreasonable, in which event the court 
shall impose one or more other conditions set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3563(b).  

(c) The court may impose other conditions that (1) are reasonably related to the nature and circumstances 
of the offense or the history and characteristics of the organization; and (2) involve only such 
deprivations of liberty or property as are necessary to effect the purposes of sentencing. . . . 

Problem 18-5 

Recall the JP Morgan “London Whale” case from Chapter 3.  If the government had proceeded against JP 
Morgan to a trial and conviction, rather than a settlement, estimate how the above Guidelines would have 
calculated JP Morgan’s recommended fine range, assuming that revelation of the mismarking in the London 
books caused a $750 million loss in JP Morgan’s market capitalization. 

C. Sentencing Firms Through Plea Agreements 

UNITED STATES v. AEGERION PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., 2017 WL 5586728 (D. Mass. Nov. 
20, 2017) 

WILLIAM G. YOUNG, DISTRICT JUDGE 

Let’s see if I’ve got this straight.  Aegerion Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (“Aegerion”) developed an effective 
medicine, called Juxtapid, to treat high cholesterol in people with a rare genetic disease. The treatment did 
not come cheap. “At market launch in January 2013, Juxtapid cost roughly $295,000 per patient per year. The 
annual cost of Juxtapid later increased to over $330,000 per patient per year.”  
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Thereafter Aegerion engaged in a series of unfair and deceptive acts, including outright fraud, which pervaded 
corporate management, all designed to increase the use of Juxtapid in circumstances where such treatment 
was not medically indicated. Aegerion wrongfully received a great deal of money from this corporate criminal 
conduct. Still more important, it appears that Aegerion knowingly induced the prescription of Juxtapid to 
many patients for which it would do no good, thus crowding out more promising therapies. Indeed, 
“[n]umerous HeFH, statin-intolerant, and diabetic patients, including elderly and pediatric patients suffered 
adverse events, including liver toxicity and gastrointestinal distress, and had to discontinue use of Juxtapid.” 
Information. 

Facing two misdemeanor counts of introducing misbranded drugs into interstate commerce, Aegerion now 
seeks to plead guilty, pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 11(c)(1)(C) (the “‘C’ plea”). Under a “C” plea, the judge’s 
choice at sentencing is limited to imposing the sentence agreed between the government and the offender or 
rejecting the plea altogether. The judge, of course, is forbidden from engaging in the plea bargaining itself. 
These two requirements conflict whenever a court is inclined to reject a “C” plea since an unexplained 
rejection smacks of personal fiat and any explanation sounds like court interference in the parties’ good faith 
bargaining. There is no easy course. Seeking to avoid this difficulty, this Court in United States v. Orthofix, 
Inc., 956 F. Supp. 2d 316 (D. Mass. 2013), thoroughly considered the issues and explained its conclusion that 
the “C” plea has no place, save in the rarest circumstances, in the context of corporate criminal pleas. 

As this case illustrates, the issues presented by the “C” plea in the corporate context are more disquieting than 
I had originally thought. 

To begin: 

Here, there is much to commend the proffered plea; unfortunately much of it remains sealed so as not to 
compromise on-going criminal investigations. It suffices here to say that Aegerion’s top management has 
undergone a near complete makeover and that its cooperation with the government’s law enforcement efforts 
is truly extraordinary. 

That said, in light of the larger issues discussed below, it is the duty of this Court candidly to explain the 
issues it has with this proffered “C” plea. This Court is not bargaining with the parties. None of these points—
singly or together—is necessarily a deal breaker. Each one is a consideration—and perhaps I may well not 
yet have considered every relevant issue. 

Oh, Aegerion amended “C” plea— 

How do I dislike thee? 

Let me count the ways: 

• The government agrees that sentencing may take place immediately upon this Court’s acceptance of the “C” 
plea even without the preparation of a Pre-Sentence Report. Why? One can readily understand why Aegerion 
wants its plea and sentence to be a one-day story, soon forgotten. Why does the government agree? Isn’t it 
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better to permit the Court to obtain a thorough Pre-Sentence Report from its own Probation Office the better 
to understand this complex case? 

• Are the Sentencing Guidelines properly calculated? Why is there no enhancement for vulnerable victims? 
U.S.S.G. § 3A1.1(b)(1). One would think that the marketing of misbranded drugs to a patient population in 
need of appropriate treatment would meet the quintessential definition of vulnerable victims. Is there no 
enhancement for the use of sophisticated means to commit the crimes? After all, the scheme here involved 
falsely marketing Juxtapid for off-label uses to sophisticated physicians. One can readily infer that such false 
marketing was itself sophisticated.  

• Assuming without concluding that the Sentencing Guidelines are properly calculated, the recommended fine 
range is not less than $18,542,192 to $30,903,653. Even so, the “C” plea calls for a fine of only $6,200,000 
paid in installments and forfeiture of $1,000,000. The parties justify the downward variance by pointing to 
the extraordinary cooperation of Aegerion’s new management and its present precarious financial condition. 

What is left unexplained is why the government does not simply let Aegerion collapse in disgrace. Surely 
Aegerion is not too big to fail. After all, its stock apparently is now owned by Novelion, Inc., an innocent 
investor but one knowledgeable of Aegerion’s criminal conduct at the time of its investment. Couldn’t an 
asset sale to Novelion fund the civil settlement, the fine, and the forfeiture? Couldn’t Novelion pick up 
Aegerion’s employees? After all, Juxtapid is an FDA approved medicine with an appropriate therapeutic 
value. 

Perhaps these questions do not make economic, real world sense. The point is, I do not know and the proffered 
“C” plea does not begin to explain the financial picture in detail. Apparently the parties think their 
representations suffice. They do not. I have a job to do—an independent judicial responsibility I may not 
delegate to others. 

• Most problematic, this “C” plea provides not one cent of restitution to the actual victims. This result is 
justified say the parties by the multi-million dollar proposed settlement between Aegerion and the third-party 
payors, federal and state, who were fleeced into paying for misbranded drugs. Thus, governmental actors 
(who inferentially provided most of the purloined funds) get partial repayment but the actual victims, many 
of whom suffered medical complications and physical and emotional harm, get nothing. 

How can I possibly justify such a result? The parties aver “that the complication and prolongation of the 
sentencing process that would result from an attempt to fashion a proper restitution order under 18 U.S.C. § 
3663 outweighs the need to provide restitution to any non-governmental victims in this case.” Really? 

Why? The parties are utterly silent on this point. Indeed, in light of this Court’s management of the In Re 
Relafen Antitrust Litigation, 231 F.R.D. 52, 64 (D. Mass. 2005), it hardly seems an insurmountable burden to 
find out who got Juxtapid when such medication was not clinically indicated. After all, the parties agree 
Aegerion’s gross gain is $15,451,827. 
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• This “C” plea obligates the government not to undertake any further prosecution of Aegerion. What is the 
government trading away here? Why? What other companies may be implicated? None of this information is 
provided. Are we not concerned we may be foisting misbranded drugs on innocent and unsuspecting victims 
in other nations without adequate notification to their regulatory authorities? 

• This Court has already commended the new management of Aegerion for its truly remarkable cooperation. 
It appears to go far beyond the cooperation required in the plea agreement. Why, then, is the cooperation 
agreement portion of the proffered “C” plea so pallid? The language of the proffered “C” plea is hardly a 
template for other cases. It obligates the corporate defendant to do little more than could be required by a 
proper subpoena. 

• The proffered “C” plea includes a comprehensive—and in this Court’s mind adequate—internal compliance 
and review program to prevent any recurrence of this wrongdoing. The problem is that the proposed program 
is entirely internal. There is no provision for the Court’s personnel (or some independent employee) 
independently to examine compliance much like an on-site bank examiner. Even with strict compliance, 
independent evaluation provides valuable insight. See Gretchen Morgenson, The Fed Wants to Make Life 
Easier for Big-Bank Directors, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 11, 2017), https://nyti.ms/2vq7NOu (“[R]educing the 
information flow between bank boards and [bank examiners] just doesn’t seem smart.”); see also Katrice 
Bridges Copeland, The Yates Memo: Looking for “Individual Accountability” in all the Wrong Places, 102 
IOWA L. REV. 1987, 1924 (2017) (“One of the principal problems with the government’s approach to 
corporate crime is that the government expects the corporation to police itself. The notion that the corporation 
should perform the prosecutor’s function of investigating, identifying, and providing evidence against the 
wrongdoer within the corporation is ludicrous. . . . If the government truly wants to achieve individual 
accountability, it must therefore conduct its own investigations from start to finish, rather than relying upon 
the corporation’s internal investigation.”). 

• While the amended “C” plea now includes a period of probation, it still prohibits this Court from setting any 
special conditions beyond those set forth in the agreement. 

• Perhaps Aegerion’s plea is premature. Maybe the Court ought stay its hand until the other criminal 
investigations have run their course. In that way, the Court fairly could evaluate the actual value of Aegerion’s 
cooperation. Cf. U.S.S.G. 5K1.1. . . . 

Aware of the concern for promoting justice, Aegerion advances three reasons why this Court ought 
nevertheless here take a pass and accept this proffered “C” plea. 

First, Aegerion argues that times have changed since Orthofix, Inc. Look, it says, today we have the “Yates 
Memo” within the Department of Justice “emphasizing the importance of prosecuting the individuals 
responsible for the underlying wrongdoing when combatting corporate crime.” Such prosecutions depend on 
corporate cooperation, Aegerion claims, and therefore “C” pleas must be granted to garner such cooperation. 
These are questionable premises. There has been no uptick in the prosecution of criminal executives since the 
issuance of the “Yates Memo” in 2015. Moreover, no responsible analysis suggests that, given the 
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government’s extensive powers to secure cooperation, granting “C” pleas plays any role in aiding its law 
enforcement goals. 

Second, Aegerion posits that “[e]ntering into a Rule 11(c)(1)(C) plea is often a corporation’s only option to 
resolve criminal charges as the uncertainty in sentencing inherent in Rule 11(c)(1)(B) pleas causes too great 
a risk to innocent employees, shareholders, investors, and other interested parties.” Say what? Why is a “C” 
plea often a corporation’s only option to resolve criminal charges? Does Aegerion think district judges simply 
are not competent to sentence corporate criminals? Or is it that the interests of drug dealers’ innocent wives, 
children, neighbors, and colleagues are somehow less important than those of a corporation’s shareholders 
and investment bankers? A “C” plea is never a corporation’s only option—it has the option of a fair and 
impartial trial before an American jury, the purest and most incorruptible justice humankind has ever 
conceived. 

Finally, Aegerion argues forcefully that rejecting its “C” plea would result in impermissible disparity in our 
sentencing regime. It notes, with apparent accuracy, “[t]he vast majority of corporate criminal charges involve 
(C) pleas. Since Orthofix pled guilty in December 2012, at least 85 companies have had (C) pleas accepted 
by federal courts.” Aegerion supports this general statement with a footnote carefully limited to detailing the 
practice concerning criminal pharmaceutical corporations in this district. . . . 

Reduced to its essence, Aegerion’s argument goes like this: Look at this roster of criminal pharmaceutical 
corporations sentenced in Massachusetts: 

ROSTER OF CRIMINAL PHARMACEUTICAL CORPORATIONS 

Warner Chilcott Sales U.S. (LLC) 

GlaxoSmithKline LLC 

Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. 

Elan Pharm., Inc. 

SB Pharmco Puerto Rico, Inc. 

Forest Pharm, Inc. 

Ortho-McNeil Pharm., LLC. 

Pharmacia & Upjohn Co. 

Biovail Pharm. Inc. 

Bryan Corp. 

Schering Sales Corp. 
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Serono Laboratories, Inc. 

Warner-Lambert Co. LLC 

Bayer Corp. 

TAP Pharm. Products, Inc. 

Like these corporations, we [Aegerion] are a criminal pharmaceutical corporation. They all got “C” pleas. 
Therefore we should too—it’s forbidden disparity if we don’t. 

This argument is silly—complete balderdash. The disparity addressed by the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 
and the jurisprudence that follows it deals with unwarranted disparity among sentences actually imposed, not 
the analyses the judges used to get there.  

Aegerion has, however, proved a different type of unwarranted disparity—the shocking disparity between the 
treatment of corporations and individuals in our criminal justice system. I am ashamed I had not recognized 
this glaring inequity until this case. Passing without further comment the truly breathtaking extent of 
pharmaceutical corporate criminality revealed by the “roster” above, Aegerion proves beyond peradventure 
that a forbidden two-tier system pervades our courts. Corporations routinely get “C” pleas after closed door 
negotiations with the executive branch while individual offenders but rarely are afforded the advantages of a 
“C” plea. Instead, they plead guilty and face a truly independent judge. This is neither fair nor just; indeed, it 
mocks our protestations of “equal justice under law.” 

It’s not hard to understand why corporations facing criminal charges seek “C” pleas. It gives them various 
advantages, including the most effective damage control. 

Save when they are themselves on the attack, seeking to enforce their own property rights, corporations today 
seek to avoid the legal system altogether, see In re Relafen Antitrust Litigation, 231 F.R.D. at 89–93; Mark 
Galanter, The Hundred-Year Decline of Trial and the Thirty Years War, 57 STAN. L. REV. 1255, 1272–74 
(2005) (“The recent accelerated decline in the number of trials is . . . part of a much broader turn from law, a 
turn away from the definitive establishment of public accountability in adjudication . . . .”), negotiating their 
differences with the administrative state in other fora, see William G. Young, An Open Letter to U.S. District 
Judges, 50–JUL FED. LAW. 30, 33 (2003) (“[Corporations have] a good chance of opting out of the legal 
system altogether. Today’s expansive reading of the Federal Arbitration Act allows the unilateral imposition 
of arbitration clauses to trump all sorts of civil rights and consumer protection legislation. Coupled with 
today’s expansive preemption jurisprudence, business can (and does) make a rational calculus that leads it to 
lobby for an ever-diminishing role for the federal district courts.”). They have been enormously successful. 
The insurance industry found it could largely immunize itself from suit due to the Employee Retirement 
Income Security Act (“ERISA”). In light of Supreme Court jurisprudence, many corporations found that 
through mandatory anti-consumer arbitration they could largely lock the little guy out of the courthouse. 
Moreover, corporations frequently found they could make peace with many executive agencies without 
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admitting liability (thus exposing them to related civil litigation) and, even more important, could compel the 
imprimatur of the courts thereon.  

Small wonder, then, that corporations seek the same cozy model (and act as though it is their due) even when 
facing serious criminal charges. Consider the advantages to the corporation of the “C” plea: All negotiations 
are private. No charges are brought until the plea deal is finalized so the risk of investigative journalism is 
minimized. All aspects of the sanction are negotiated so there will be no surprises from the judiciary. As the 
record here makes clear, the likelihood of the judge turning down the “C” plea is virtually non-existent. In a 
best case scenario, the court will perform the plea colloquy with a lower level functionary and will 
immediately impose the agreed upon sanction. Case over—in the vernacular of the days of the print 
journalism, “a one day story, second section, below the fold.” 

What is far more difficult to fathom is why the government negotiates a “C” plea with a corporation. In my 
experience, individuals are afforded “C” pleas only when the government’s case is weak and it is trying to 
lock in the plea or when it is trying to flip an implicated co-defendant and obtain evidence against others. 
Neither of these concerns apply in most corporate criminal prosecutions. A corporation has no Fifth 
Amendment privilege, Braswell v. United States, 487 U.S. 99, 102, 108 S. Ct. 2284, 101 L. Ed. 2d 98 (1988), 
and it cannot testify. In my experience, the government never even commences a criminal prosecution against 
a corporation unless it has a very strong case.  

So why does the government uniformly buckle on this point? Knowledgeable commentators have levelled 
harsh criticisms against prosecutors for such risk aversion. See e.g., JESSE EISINGER, THE CHICKENSHIT CLUB: 
WHY THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT FAILS TO PROSECUTE EXECUTIVES (Simon & Schuster 2017); Jed S. Rakoff, 
Justice Deferred is Justice Denied, N.Y. REVIEW OF BOOKS (Feb. 19, 2015), 
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2015/02/19/justice-deferred-justice-denied/. Lacking sufficient 
knowledge, this Court expresses no opinion. 

I can, however, offer two observations prosecutors ought always keep in mind. 

First, trials matter. “Every lawsuit—whether it is a dispute arising out of a contract, the purchase of a defective 
product, or the conduct of a government official—has the potential to change the rules that govern behavior 
going forward.” ALEXANDRA LAHAV, IN PRAISE OF LITIGATION 6 (Oxford Univ. Press, 2017). The verdict of 
an American jury has a moral force incomparably greater than any plea. That’s why corporations are so 
desperate to avoid them. Corporate pleas involve well-educated elites talking to other equally well-educated 
elites. Things are said, sanctions imposed, nothing really happens. Prices do not come down. Consumers gain 
no perceptible benefit. Corporations march on, apparently impervious to government regulation or the law 
itself. 

Contrast an actual trial: every trial is a public morality play—perhaps a story of greed and avarice or amoral 
chicanery, all of it played out live upon actual understandable evidence before twelve public judges largely 
chosen at random. The result is the fairest, most incorruptible, democratic expression of justice humankind 
has ever known. “[L]itigation is a social good [which] enables people to promote the rule of law and affirms 
our citizen-centered political system.” Id. at 1. 
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Litigation helps democracy function in a number of ways: it helps to enforce the law; it fosters transparency 
by revealing information crucial to individual and public decision-making it promotes participation in self-
government; and it offers a form of social equality by giving litigants equal opportunities to speak and be 
heard. . . . 

Second, every corporate “C” plea diminishes the legitimacy of our independent judiciary. Even when 
prosecutors agree to bargain for a plea, why make it a “C” plea? What does a “C” plea add to the public good 
where prosecutors have a sound case? Face it, if used in strong cases the “C” plea delegitimizes the central 
role of the trial judge.  

Any injustice rankles Americans, systemic injustice rankles them profoundly. Those of us who occupy the 
constitutional offices of the United States—in whatever branch we serve—must humbly acknowledge that 
there exists in America today a deep and pervasive sense of injustice. . . . 

Upon this record and against this background, accepting this “C” plea simply is not in the public interest. 
There are just too many unknowns here and the “C” plea process itself unduly hobbles this Court’s sworn 
constitutional duty to “do equal right to the poor and to the rich.” 28 U.S.C. § 453. 

I end as I began. I am not bargaining with anyone. The problem is the “C” plea process itself. Indeed, as I 
have already said, there is much in the proffered plea agreement to commend. Moreover, there is here not a 
scintilla of evidence of collusion among the parties. This does not appear to be a sweetheart deal. Were this 
Court to have a free hand, I might well sentence Aegerion to virtually the same sentence as the parties here 
urge on the Court (that’s what happened in Orthofix)—or I might not. I simply do not know because, as yet, 
the parties have deprived me of that responsibility, perpetuating an improper and unjust two-tier system that 
erodes public confidence in the sentence to be imposed in violation of 18 U.S.C 3553(a) (if indeed it does not 
violate the Equal Protection clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution). 

This case will stand for trial as previously ordered. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Of course, the question of what a corporation should pay in the way of monetary sanctions for criminal 
conduct has been presented in numerous places throughout the preceding chapters.  In response to this 
question, consider the relevance, wisdom, and utility of the following memorandum recently issued by the 
Justice Department’s Criminal Division. 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Criminal Division 

October 8, 2019 

Memorandum 
From: Assistant Attorney General Brian A. Benczkowski 
To: All Criminal Division Personnel 
Subject:  Evaluating a Business Organization’s Inability to Pay a Criminal Fine or Monetary Penalty 

I. Overview 

In seeking to resolve a criminal case, a business organization may assert that it is unable to pay the criminal 
fine or monetary penalty sought by the Criminal Division, despite agreeing that the proposed amount is 
otherwise appropriate based on the law and the facts. This memorandum and the accompanying 
Inability-to-Pay Questionnaire (Attachment A) are intended to provide guidance and an analytical 
framework for Criminal Division attorneys to assess assertions by a business organization that it is 
unable to pay an otherwise appropriate criminal fine or monetary penalty. 

As a threshold matter, before Criminal Division attorneys are able to consider an inability to pay 
argument, the parties must first reach an agreement as to both the form of a corporate criminal resolution 
(e.g., non-prosecution agreement, deferred prosecution agreement, or corporate guilty plea) and the 
monetary penalty that is appropriate based on the law and facts, irrespective of inability to pay 
considerations. As reflected herein, when evaluating a company's assertion that it is unable to pay an 
agreed upon penalty, Criminal Division attorneys should carefully consider the statutory sentencing 
factors set forth at 18 U.S.C. § 3572(a) & (b), the guidance set forth in U.S.S.G. §§ 8C2.2 & 8C3.3, and 
the Justice Manual's principles regarding the consideration of collateral consequences in resolving a 
corporate criminal case. In most cases, prosecutors also will need to consult an accounting expert to 
examine the financial condition of the business.  

The burden of establishing an inability to pay rests with the business organization making such a claim, 
and the organization must cooperate fully in providing information and access to appropriate company 
personnel to respond to prosecutors' inquiries. In every case where an inability to pay is asserted, the 
business organization will be expected to provide a complete and timely response to the Inability-to-Pay 
Questionnaire, as well as to any follow up inquiries. 

II. Legal Considerations Relevant to the Evaluation of Inability to Pay Claims 

For context, 18 U.S.C. § 3572(a) requires courts to consider a number of factors when deciding whether 
to impose a criminal fine, how much to impose, and the payment method, which include: 

(1) the defendant's income, earning capacity, and financial resources; 

(2) the burden that the fine will impose upon the defendant, any person who is financially 
dependent on the defendant, or any other person (including a government) that would be 
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responsible for the welfare of any person financially dependent on the defendant, relative 
to the burden that alternative punishments would impose; 

(3) any pecuniary loss inflicted upon others as a result of the offense; 

(4) whether restitution is ordered or made and the amount of such restitution; 

(5) the need to deprive the defendant of illegally obtained gains from the offense; 

(6) the expected costs to the government of any imprisonment, supervised release, or probation 
component of the sentence; 

(7) whether the defendant can pass on to consumers or other persons the expense of the fine; 
and 

(8) if the defendant is an organization, the size of the organization and any measure taken by 
the organization to discipline any officer, director, employee, or agent of the organization 
responsible for the offense and to prevent a recurrence of such an offense. 

Section 3572(b) also requires courts to: (a) consider whether the amount of any criminal fine will impair 
a defendant's ability to make restitution to victims of the offense; and (b) impose a criminal fine only to 
the extent that it will not impair the ability of the defendant to make restitution to victims of the offense. 

In addition to these statutory requirements, the federal Sentencing Guidelines advise courts that they may 
reduce a criminal fine amount below the prescribed Guidelines range where "the organization is not able 
and, even with the use of a reasonable installment schedule, is not likely to become able to pay the 
minimum fine required by § 8C2.7 (Guideline Fine Range - Organizations) and § 8C2.9 
(Disgorgement)." U.S.S.G. § 8C3.3(b). This advisory provision is qualified by the condition that "the 
reduction under this subsection shall not be more than necessary to avoid substantially jeopardizing the 
continued viability of the organization." U.S.S.G. § 8C3.3. 

III. Relevant Factors for Assessing Whether a Business Organization has Demonstrated an 
Inability to Pay the Otherwise Appropriate Criminal Fine or Monetary Penalty 

A business organization's ability to pay an agreed upon criminal fine or monetary penalty will often be 
determined by an analysis of its responses to the Inability-to-Pay Questionnaire to determine the 
company's current assets and liabilities, as well as to compare current and anticipated cash flows against 
working capital needs. Where legitimate questions exist regarding an organization's inability to pay, the 
analysis can be more complex, requiring the consideration of a range of factors, including the following: 

• Background on Current Financial Condition. Criminal Division attorneys should assess what 
gave rise to the organization's current financial condition. For example, did ownership or 
management take capital out of the organization in the form of dividends, distributions, loans, or 
other compensation? Has the organization recently made investments in the form of facilities 
expansion, capital improvements, or an acquisition? Has the organization engaged in related-
party transactions? 
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• Alternative Sources of Capital. Criminal Division attorneys should consider the organization's 
ability to raise capital through existing or new credit facilities or via a sale of assets or equity. 
Criminal Division attorneys should also examine the availability of insurance or indemnification 
agreements, the existence of booked reserves, any plans for the acquisition or divestment of assets, 
and the details from any company forecasts. 

• Collateral Consequences. Criminal Division attorneys also should be mindful of any significant 
adverse collateral consequences that are likely to result from the imposition of a criminal fine or 
monetary penalty exceeding an organization's ability to pay. Relevant collateral consequences 
include impacts on an organization's ability to fund pension obligations or provide the amount of 
capital, maintenance, or equipment required by law or regulation. Criminal Division attorneys 
also may consider whether the proposed monetary penalty is likely to cause layoffs, product 
shortages, or significantly disrupt competition in a market. Certain collateral consequences are 
generally not relevant in assessing an organization's inability to pay. These include adverse 
impacts on growth, future opportunities, planned or future product lines, future dividends, 
unvested or future executive compensation or bonuses, and planned or future hiring or retention. 

• Victim Restitution Considerations. Criminal Division prosecutors also must consider whether 
the proposed criminal fine or monetary penalty will impair an organization's ability to make 
restitution to any victims. 

Where Criminal Division attorneys find that an organization is unable to pay the otherwise appropriate 
criminal fine or monetary penalty, they should recommend an adjustment to the monetary penalty 
amount, but only to the extent necessary to avoid (1) threatening the continued viability of the 
organization and/or (2) impairing the organization's ability to make restitution to victims. An adjustment 
may consist of an appropriate reduction in the proposed criminal fine or monetary penalty, or the use of 
an installment schedule to facilitate the payment of the proposed fine or penalty amount over a 
reasonable period of time. 

IV. Approval Requirement for Reductions in Monetary Penalties Based Upon Inability to Pay 

Before agreeing to a reduction in a criminal fine or monetary penalty based upon an organization's 
inability to pay, Criminal Division attorneys handling the matter must first receive approval from their 
supervisors, including the Chief of the relevant Section. Where the proposed reduction exceeds 25% 
from the otherwise agreed upon criminal fine or monetary penalty, Criminal Division attorneys will also 
be required to receive approval from the Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division or his/her 
designee.  

D. Corporate Fines and Jury Trial Rights 

As stated in Booker, facts (elements, if you like) that dictate the level of punishment cannot be found by a 
judge at a sentencing hearing; they must be proved to a jury beyond a reasonable doubt.  In the following 
case, the Supreme Court says that this rule also applies to fines imposed on firms pursuant to an environmental 
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statute’s penalty provisions.  Is this a helpful ruling?  Or is it a big problem, as the dissent says?  Will this 
ruling give firms leverage in negotiations with DOJ? 

SOUTHERN UNION v. UNITED STATES, 567 U.S. 343 (2012) 

Justice SOTOMAYOR delivered the opinion of the Court. 

The Sixth Amendment reserves to juries the determination of any fact, other than the fact of a prior conviction, 
that increases a criminal defendant’s maximum potential sentence. Apprendi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466, 
120 S. Ct. 2348, 147 L. Ed. 2d 435 (2000); Blakely v. Washington, 542 U.S. 296, 124 S. Ct. 2531, 159 L. Ed. 
2d 403 (2004). We have applied this principle in numerous cases where the sentence was imprisonment or 
death. The question here is whether the same rule applies to sentences of criminal fines. We hold that it does. 

Petitioner Southern Union Company is a natural gas distributor. Its subsidiary stored liquid mercury, a 
hazardous substance, at a facility in Pawtucket, Rhode Island. In September 2004, youths from a nearby 
apartment complex broke into the facility, played with the mercury, and spread it around the facility and 
complex. The complex’s residents were temporarily displaced during the cleanup and most underwent testing 
for mercury poisoning. 

In 2007, a grand jury indicted Southern Union on multiple counts of violating federal environmental statutes. 
As relevant here, the first count alleged that the company knowingly stored liquid mercury without a permit 
at the Pawtucket facility “[f]rom on or about September 19, 2002 until on or about October 19, 2004,” App. 
104, in violation of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA). See 90 Stat. 2812, as 
amended, 42 U.S.C. § 6928(d)(2)(A). A jury convicted Southern Union on this count following a trial in the 
District Court for the District of Rhode Island. The verdict form stated that Southern Union was guilty of 
unlawfully storing liquid mercury “on or about September 19, 2002 to October 19, 2004.” 

Violations of the RCRA are punishable by, inter alia, “a fine of not more than $50,000 for each day of 
violation.” § 6928(d). At sentencing, the probation office set a maximum fine of $38.1 million, on the basis 
that Southern Union violated the RCRA for each of the 762 days from September 19, 2002, through October 
19, 2004. Southern Union objected that this calculation violated Apprendi because the jury was not asked to 
determine the precise duration of the violation. The company noted that the verdict form listed only the 
violation’s approximate start date (i.e., “on or about”), and argued that the court’s instructions permitted 
conviction if the jury found even a 1-day violation. Therefore, Southern Union maintained, the only violation 
the jury necessarily found was for one day, and imposing any fine greater than the single-day penalty of 
$50,000 would require factfinding by the court, in contravention of Apprendi. . . . 

This case requires us to consider the scope of the Sixth Amendment right of jury trial, as construed in 
Apprendi. Under Apprendi, “[o]ther than the fact of a prior conviction, any fact that increases the penalty for 
a crime beyond the prescribed statutory maximum must be submitted to a jury, and proved beyond a 
reasonable doubt.” 530 U.S., at 490, 120 S. Ct. 2348. The “‘statutory maximum’ for Apprendi purposes is the 
maximum sentence a judge may impose solely on the basis of the facts reflected in the jury verdict or admitted 
by the defendant.” Blakely, 542 U.S., at 303, 124 S. Ct. 2531 (emphasis deleted). Thus, while judges may 
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exercise discretion in sentencing, they may not “inflic[t] punishment that the jury’s verdict alone does not 
allow.” Id., at 304, 124 S. Ct. 2531. 

Apprendi’s rule is “rooted in longstanding common-law practice.” Cunningham v. California, 549 U.S. 270, 
281, 127 S. Ct. 856, 166 L. Ed. 2d 856 (2007). It preserves the “historic jury function” of “determining 
whether the prosecution has proved each element of an offense beyond a reasonable doubt.” Oregon v. Ice, 
555 U.S. 160, 163, 129 S. Ct. 711, 172 L. Ed. 2d 517 (2009). We have repeatedly affirmed this rule by 
applying it to a variety of sentencing schemes that allowed judges to find facts that increased a defendant’s 
maximum authorized sentence. See Cunningham, 549 U.S., at 274–75, 127 S. Ct. 856 (elevated “upper term” 
of imprisonment); United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 226–27, 233–34, 125 S. Ct. 738, 160 L. Ed. 2d 621 
(2005) (increased imprisonment range for defendant under then-mandatory Federal Sentencing Guidelines); 
Blakely, 542 U.S., at 299–300, 124 S. Ct. 2531 (increased imprisonment above statutorily prescribed 
“standard range”); Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584, 588–89, 122 S. Ct. 2428, 153 L. Ed. 2d 556 (2002) (death 
penalty authorized upon finding existence of aggravating factors); Apprendi, 530 U.S., at 468–69, 120 S. Ct. 
2348 (extended term of imprisonment based on violation of a “hate crime” statute). 

While the punishments at stake in those cases were imprisonment or a death sentence, we see no principled 
basis under Apprendi for treating criminal fines differently. Apprendi ‘s “core concern” is to reserve to the 
jury “the determination of facts that warrant punishment for a specific statutory offense.” Ice, 555 U.S., at 
170, 129 S. Ct. 711. That concern applies whether the sentence is a criminal fine or imprisonment or death. 
Criminal fines, like these other forms of punishment, are penalties inflicted by the sovereign for the 
commission of offenses. Fines were by far the most common form of noncapital punishment in colonial 
America. They are frequently imposed today, especially upon organizational defendants who cannot be 
imprisoned. And the amount of a fine, like the maximum term of imprisonment or eligibility for the death 
penalty, is often calculated by reference to particular facts. Sometimes, as here, the fact is the duration of a 
statutory violation; under other statutes it is the amount of the defendant’s gain or the victim’s loss, or some 
other factor. In all such cases, requiring juries to find beyond a reasonable doubt facts that determine the 
fine’s maximum amount is necessary to implement Apprendi’s “animating principle”: the “preservation of 
the jury’s historic role as a bulwark between the State and the accused at the trial for an alleged offense.” Ice, 
555 U.S., at 168, 129 S. Ct. 711. In stating Apprendi’s rule, we have never distinguished one form of 
punishment from another. Instead, our decisions broadly prohibit judicial factfinding that increases maximum 
criminal “sentence[s],” “penalties,” or “punishment [s]”—terms that each undeniably embrace fines. E.g., 
Blakely, 542 U.S., at 304, 124 S. Ct. 2531; Apprendi, 530 U.S., at 490, 120 S. Ct. 2348; Ring, 536 U.S., at 
589, 122 S. Ct. 2428. . . . 

The Government’s remaining arguments, echoed by the dissent (see post, at 2369–72), are unpersuasive. The 
Government first submits that, when it comes to fines, “the judicially found facts typically involve only 
quantifying the harm caused by the defendant’s offense”—for example, how long did the violation last, or 
how much money did the defendant gain (or the victim lose)?—“as opposed to defining a separate set of acts 
for punishment.” Only the latter determination, the Government contends, implicates Apprendi ‘s concerns. 

This argument has two defects. First, it rests on an assumption that Apprendi and its progeny have uniformly 
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rejected: that in determining the maximum punishment for an offense, there is a constitutionally significant 
difference between a fact that is an “element” of the offense and one that is a “sentencing factor.” See, e.g., 
530 U.S., at 478, 120 S. Ct. 2348; Ring, 536 U.S., at 605, 122 S. Ct. 2428. Second, we doubt the coherence 
of this distinction. This case proves the point. Under 42 U.S.C. § 6928(d), the fact that will ultimately 
determine the maximum fine Southern Union faces is the number of days the company violated the statute. 
Such a finding is not fairly characterized as merely “quantifying the harm” Southern Union caused. Rather, 
it is a determination that for each given day, the Government has proved that Southern Union committed all 
of the acts constituting the offense. 

The Government next contends that applying Apprendi to fines will prevent States and the Federal 
Government from enacting statutes that, like § 6928(d), calibrate fines to a defendant’s culpability, thus 
providing just punishment and reducing unwarranted sentencing disparity. But the Government presents a 
false choice. As was true in our prior Apprendi cases, and remains so here, legislatures are free to enact 
statutes that constrain judges’ discretion in sentencing—Apprendi requires only that such provisions be 
administered in conformance with the Sixth Amendment. 

Last, the Government argues that requiring juries to determine facts related to fines will cause confusion 
(because expert testimony might be needed to guide the inquiry); or prejudice the defendant (who might have 
to deny violating a statute while simultaneously arguing that any violation was minimal); or be impractical 
(at least when the relevant facts are unknown or unknowable until the trial is completed). These arguments 
rehearse those made by the dissents in our prior Apprendi cases. See Booker, 543 U.S., at 329, 125 S. Ct. 738 
(BREYER, J., dissenting in part); Blakely, 542 U.S., at 318–20, 124 S. Ct. 2531 (O’Connor, J., dissenting); 
id., at 330–40, 124 S. Ct. 2531 (BREYER, J., dissenting); Apprendi, 530 U.S., at 555–59, 120 S. Ct. 2348 
(same). Here, as there, they must be rejected. For even if these predictions are accurate, the rule the 
Government espouses is unconstitutional. That “should be the end of the matter.” Blakely, 542 U.S., at 313, 
124 S. Ct. 2531. 

But here there is particular reason to doubt the strength of these policy concerns. Apprendi is now more than 
a decade old. The reliance interests that underlie many of the Government’s arguments are by this point 
attenuated. Nor, in our view, does applying Apprendi ‘s rule to criminal fines mark an unexpected extension 
of the doctrine. Most Circuits to have addressed the issue already embrace this position, see Pfaff, 619 F.3d, 
at 175–76; LaGrou Distribution Sys., 466 F.3d, at 594; United States v. Yang, 144 Fed. Appx. 521, 524 (C.A.6 
2005), as did the Government prior to Ice, see Brief in Opposition 11, n.2. In light of the reasons given in this 
opinion, the dramatic departure from precedent would be to hold criminal fines exempt from Apprendi. . . . 

We hold that the rule of Apprendi applies to the imposition of criminal fines. The judgment of the Court of 
Appeals is reversed, and the case is remanded for further proceedings consistent with this opinion. 

Justice BREYER, with whom Justice KENNEDY and Justice ALITO join, dissenting. 

Where a criminal fine is at issue, I believe the Sixth Amendment permits a sentencing judge to determine 
sentencing facts—facts that are not elements of the crime but are relevant only to the amount of the fine the 
judge will impose. Those who framed the Bill of Rights understood that “the finding of a particular fact” of 
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this kind was ordinarily a matter for a judge and not necessarily “within ‘the domain of the jury.’” Oregon v. 
Ice, 555 U.S. 160, 168, 129 S. Ct. 711, 172 L. Ed. 2d 517 (2009) (quoting Harris v. United States, 536 U.S. 
545, 557, 122 S. Ct. 2406, 153 L. Ed. 2d 524 (2002) (plurality opinion)). The Court’s contrary conclusion, I 
believe, is ahistorical and will lead to increased problems of unfairness in the administration of our criminal 
justice system. . . . 

In Ice, we also took account of the practical extent to which extending Apprendi’s rule beyond the “‘central 
sphere of [its] concern’” would “diminish” the States’ “role” in “devising solutions to difficult legal problems 
. . . absent impelling reason to do so.” 555 U.S., at 171–72, 129 S. Ct. 711. In particular, we feared that 
insisting that juries determine the relevant sentencing facts (concerning concurrent, as opposed to consecutive, 
punishment) would unjustifiably interfere with a State’s legislative efforts “to rein in the discretion judges 
possessed at common law to impose consecutive sentences at will.” Id., at 171, 129 S. Ct. 711. It would inhibit 
(indeed “straightjacke[t]”) States seeking to make “concurrent sentences the rule, and consecutive sentences 
the exception.” Ibid. We said that we were “unclear how many other state initiatives would fall” if Apprendi 
were extended, and that expansion would be “difficult for States to administer.” Id., at 171–72, 129 S. Ct. 
711. We believed that these considerations argued strongly against any such “expansion.” 

Here, the same kinds of considerations similarly argue against “expansion” of Apprendi ‘s rule. Today’s 
decision applies to the States. In the 1950’s and thereafter, States as well as the Federal Government 
recognized a serious problem in respect to the sentencing of corporations. Fines, imposed as a punishment 
upon corporate offenders, were both nonuniform (treating identical offenders differently) and too often they 
were set too low. Judges would frequently fine corporations in amounts that failed to approximate the harm 
a corporation had caused or the gain that it had obtained through its illegal activity, both because often the 
statutory maximums were low and because often the fines imposed tended to be substantially lower than those 
maximums. See Gruner, Towards an Organizational Jurisprudence: Transforming Corporate Criminal Law 
Through Federal Sentencing Reform, 36 ARIZ. L. REV. 407, 408 (1994); Kadish, Some Observations on the 
Use of Criminal Sanctions in Enforcing Economic Regulations, 30 U. CHI. L. REV. 423, 435, n.55 (1963); 
Nagel & Swenson, Federal Sentencing Guidelines for Corporations: Their Development, Theoretical 
Underpinnings, and Some Thoughts About Their Future, 71 WASH. U. L. Q. 205, 215 (1993). 

Consequently, the authors of the Model Penal Code adopted a model provision stating that, in respect to 
offenses involving financial gain, a court could impose an alternative “higher” fine “equal to double the 
pecuniary gain derived from the offense by the offender.” Model Penal Code § 6.03(5), 10A U.L.A. 259 
(2001). New York soon thereafter adopted such a provision. N.Y. Penal Law Ann. § 80.10(2)(b) (West 2009). 
And other States followed New York’s example with similar provisions permitting judges to set fines equal 
to twice the gain to the offender or twice the loss to the victim, thereby helping to diminish disparity while 
helping potential victims by increasing deterrence. E.g., Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 53a–44 (West 2007); Fla. 
Stat. § 775.083(1)(f) (2010). Many of these statutes say in particular that the “court” shall make the finding 
of gain or loss, in a separate hearing if necessary. E.g., N.Y. Penal Law Ann. § 80.00(3) (West 2009); N.J. 
Stat. Ann. § 2C:43–3(e) (West 2005). 

The Federal Government followed suit. In some instances, such as RCRA, where environmental harm likely 
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varies with the length of the violation period, Congress advanced its uniformity and deterrence goals by tying 
a dollar-limited fine to the length of time during which that violation took place. 42 U.S.C. § 6928(d)(2)(A). 
In other instances, it did so through a new general gain-or-loss provision, applying to all offenses, including 
such crimes as corporate fraud, antitrust violations, and environmental pollution. That provision says: 

“ALTERNATIVE FINE BASED ON GAIN OR LOSS.—If any person derives pecuniary gain 
from the offense, or if the offense results in pecuniary loss to a person other than the defendant, 
the defendant may be fined not more than the greater of twice the gross gain or twice the gross 
loss, unless imposition of a fine under this subsection would unduly complicate or prolong the 
sentencing process.” 18 U.S.C. § 3571(d). 

To apply Apprendi’ s rule to the fines set forth in such statutes, no less than in Ice, would weaken or destroy 
the States’ and Federal Government’s efforts “to rein in the discretion judges possessed at common law,” Ice, 
555 U.S., at 171, 129 S. Ct. 711, over fines. Congress, in enacting such statutes, expected judges, not juries, 
to determine fine-related sentencing facts because doing so will often involve highly complex determinations. 
Where, say, major fraud is at issue, the full extent of the loss (or gain) may be unknown at the time of 
indictment or at any other time prior to the conclusion of the trial. And in an antitrust or an environmental 
pollution case, the jury may have particular difficulty assessing different estimates of resulting losses. 

The consequence of the majority’s holding, insisting that juries make such determinations, is likely to 
diminish the fairness of the criminal trial process. A defendant will not find it easy to show the jury at trial 
that (1) he committed no environmental crime, but (2) in any event, he committed the crime only on 20 days, 
not 30. Moreover, the majority’s holding will sometimes permit prosecutors to introduce newly relevant 
evidence that would otherwise have been kept from the jury on the ground that it was cumulative or unduly 
prejudicial. If victims’ losses are relevant, the prosecutor may be able to produce witness after witness 
testifying only about the amount of life savings lost to the fraud. The defendant in this case, for example, 
thought the introduction of evidence about the discovery of mercury and remediation and evacuation of a 
nearby apartment complex was unduly prejudicial. But even if that were so, that evidence might now be 
admitted as showing the amount of harm caused or the number of days upon which the defendant’s unlawful 
activity took place. 

Administrative problems here may prove more serious than where, as in Apprendi, prison terms were at stake. 
In part, that is because corporate criminal cases often focus upon complex frauds, criminal price fixing, 
extended environmental pollution, food-and-drug safety violations, and the like. Both Congress and the 
Sentencing Commission have recognized as much. The federal criminal fine statute to which I earlier referred 
specifically creates an exception where assessing total loss or gain “would unduly complicate or prolong the 
sentencing process.” 18 U.S.C. § 3571(d). Similarly, Sentencing Guidelines applicable to corporations 
exclude fine provisions for environmental crimes (along with most crimes involving export violations, food-
and-drug safety, agricultural-and-consumer products, and RICO violations) because of the “potential 
difficulty ... of defining and computing loss.” Nagel & Swenson, supra, at 256; see USSG § 8C2.1, and 
comment., § 8C2.10. Where the defendant is a human being, the Government can avoid problems of proof 
simply by abandoning any effort to obtain a fine; instead, perhaps to the individual defendant’s dismay, the 
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prosecution can seek a longer prison term. Where the criminal defendant is a corporation, however, no such 
possibility exists. 

If, as seems likely, it becomes too difficult to prove fine-related sentencing facts to a jury, legislatures will 
have to change their statutes. Some may choose to return to highly discretionary sentencing, with its related 
risks of nonuniformity. Others may link conviction with fines specified in amount, rather like the 10th-century 
pre-Norman system of three cows for perjury or more modern mandatory minimum penalties. As Blackstone 
pointed out, those systems produce sentences that are not proportionate; they tend to treat alike offenders who 
committed the same crime in very different ways. See 4 Blackstone 371–72. 

The majority believes that 10 years of experience with Apprendi “attenuate[s]” any legal claim of reliance on 
different rule of constitutional law here. Perhaps so. Perhaps that experience shows that Apprendi’s jury trial 
requirement is workable. But there is another less optimistic possibility. 

Perhaps that experience, like the canary in a mine-shaft, tells us only that our criminal justice system is no 
longer the jury-trial-based adversarial system that it once was. We have noted that “[n]inety-seven percent of 
federal convictions and ninety-four percent of state convictions are the result of guilty pleas.” Missouri v. 
Frye, 566 U.S. ––––, ––––, 132 S. Ct. 1399, 1407, 182 L. Ed. 2d 379 (2012). We have added that today “‘plea 
bargaining’ is ‘not some adjunct to the criminal justice system; it is the criminal justice system.’” Ibid. 
(quoting Scott & Stuntz, Plea Bargaining as Contract, 101 YALE L.J. 1909, 1912 (1992)). And in such a 
system, complex jury trial requirements may affect the strength of a party’s bargaining position rather than 
the conduct of many actual trials. 

At the same time, the prosecutor in such a system, perhaps armed with statutes providing for mandatory 
minimum sentences, can become the ultimate adjudicator. The prosecutor/adjudicator plays an important role 
in many “European inquisitorial” systems. But those prosecutors, unlike ours, typically are trained formally 
to be more like neutral adjudicators than advocates. Cf. Langbein & Weinreb, Continental Criminal 
Procedure: “Myth” and Reality, 87 YALE L.J. 1549, 1559 (1978); see, e.g., Ècole Nationale de la 
Magistrature. Today’s holding, by unnecessarily complicating the trial process, may prove workable only 
because it nudges our system slightly further in this direction. I see no virtue in doing so. 

For these reasons, with respect, I dissent. 

Problem 18-6 

Let us end where we started, with a question of theory.  How should the legal system punish corporations 
(assuming that one agrees that they are appropriate subjects of punishment)?
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